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ESTABLISHED 1820.

1 OLD BROAD STREET & 22 PALL MALL, LONDON.

Tlie aim of tlie Directors of this Company is to make the Contract

of Life Assurance as simple, economical, a^id unfettered by restric-

tive Conditions as possible.

WITH THESE OBdEGTS IN VIEW, THE FOLLOWING IMPORTANT CONCESSIONS HAVE BEEN MADE:

1.—Claims are payable immediately * on proof of death and title,*

instead of on the expiry of three months thereafter.

2.—Free Travelling all over the World, in time of peace, is allowed

from the commencement of the Assurance under nearly all ordinary

Policies now issued.

3.—Very wide limits of Free Residence are allowed.

4.—The rights of third parties interested in a Poliey.are safeguarded

should any Condition be violated without their knowledge.

6.—A Specimen Table of Gruaranteed Surrender Values is published.

6.—The Surrender Values of Lapsed Policies are held at the disposal of the

rightful owners for Six years, and written notice is sent in
each case stating the amount of value.

High Average Bonuses. Low Non-Proflt Rates.

ALL THE MODERN FACILITIES FOR EFFEGTINO ASSURANCES ARE OFFERED.

ENDOWMENTS TO CHILDREN.
The Directors invite attention to an entirely New Plan of securing

Endowments, under which the Premium ceases on the death of the parent,

and the Company then holds the Sum Assured in trust for the Children

until the expiration of a term of years fixed at the outset.

One Premium, if the parent die, secures the full Sum Assured, which

is throughout free from the control of Creditors.

Prospectus, post free, on application.

JAMES CHISHOLM, Manager and Actuary.

JAMES BUMPUS, Secretary.
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MUTUAL ASSURANCE WITH MODERATE PREMIUMS.

Scottish Provident
institution,

6 ST. ANDRE^^ SQUARE, EDINBURGH;
17 KING TVILLIAM: STREET, LONDON, E.G.

TRUSTEES.
Sir ALEXANDER MATHESON. Bart.,

Ardross, M.P.
JOHN COWAN, Esq., of Beeslack,

Midlothian.

Esq.A. H. LESLIE MELVILLE,
Banker, Lincoln.

J. A. CAMPBELL, Esq., of Siracathro
M.P., LL.D.

Right Hon. LORD WATSON of Thankerton.

This society differs in its principles from other Offices.

Instead of charging rates higher than are necessary, and returning the excess in the

shape of periodical Bonuses, it gives from the first as large an Assurance as the Premiums
will with safety bear—reserving the Whole Surplus for those Members (a majority of the

whole) who have lived long enough to secure the Common Fund from loss.

A Policy for ;^i,2oo to ;^i,25o may thus at most ages be had for the Premium usually
charged for (with profits) ;^i,ooo only ; while, by reser^iing the surplus, large addi-

tions have been given—and may be expected in the future—on the Policies of those
who participate.

The following iare extracts from the Report for the Year 1882 :

—

New Assurances, £1,031,965, with £,^Q,i,o% of Premiums.
Net Premiums received, £423,724.—Total Income, £601,072.
The Expenses (9*4 per cent, of Premiums and 6*6 per cent, of year's Income) are much

under those of any other Office doing a large new business.

Realised Funds now £4,600,000 -Increase last year, £307,798.

Only Two Offices in the Kingdom (both older) have as large a Fund.

Claims are now payable One Month after admission of Proof of Death.

THE FIFTH SEPTENNIAL INVESTIGATION (1880)
showed a SURPLUS of ^^624,473, of which a third (^{^208,150) was reserved for after division,

and ;^4i6,323 divided among 6,662 Policies entitled to Participate. Policies—say of ;^i,ooo—
sharing 2^ first time were increased to sums varying from ;^i,i8o to ;^i,3oo or more. Others,
which had previously shared, were raised to ;^i,4oo, ;^i,5oo, and upwards. A few of the
early Policies have been doubled.

Examples of Premiums for £ioo at Death—With Profits.

Age

^30

Payable
during Life

£1 18 o
2x6

Limited to

!i payments

£2 12 6

2 15 4

Age
Payable

during Life

£2 6 10
2 14 9

Limited to

!i payments

£3 2-

3 7 5

Age Payable
during Life

£359
4 I 7

Limited to
21 payments

£3 17 6
4 12 I

* Thus, A person of 30 may secure ;^i,ooo at Death, by a yearly payment dttring life, of
^20. 15J. This Premium, in any other Scottish Mutual Office, would secure £Sk)0 only,
instead of £1,000.

[The non-participating Rates of other Offices differ little from these, so that assurers with
them virtually throw away the prospect of additions without any compensating
advantage.]

OR, if unwilling to burden himself with payments during whole life, he may secure the same
£ 1,000 by tiventy-one yearly payments of £,-2T. iss. A,d.—beingthusfreeofpaytneitt afterage 50.

t At age 40 the Premium ceasing at age 60, is for ;^i,ooo, £^-3,. 14.9. 2^., being about the
same as most Offices require to be paid during the whole term of life.

Reports with Statement of Principles may be had on application,

JAMES WATSON, Manager.

J. MUIR LEITCH, London Secretary.
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GRESHAM LIFE ASSDRANCE SOCIETY.
ESTABLISHED 1848.

HeadOfpce: ST. MILDRED'S HOUSE, POULTRY, LONDON, E.G.

S

AGENCY DEPAETMENT.
C. A. RAYNSFOUD, Esq Provincial Secretary.
B, R. NEWSON, Esq Superintendent for the South of England.
A. P. FABIAN, Esq. Superintendent for Wales.
WILLIAM ELLIOT, Esq Superintendent for Ireland.
JOHN WRIO-HT, Esq. Superintendent for Metropolitan Diatriot.

BRANCH OFFICES.
ENGLAND.

Birmingham,
Bradporo
Brighton
Bristol
Hull ..

Liverpool

Glasgow
Dundee

Manchester
Newcastle

Norwich

2 Cooper Street.

Percy Buildings, Grainger
Street.

Bank Plain.

Stockton-on-Tees, Bank Chambers.

Sunderland . . 37 Fawcett Street.

SCOTLAND.
116 St. Vincent Street. I Edinburgh.. 97 George Street.

74 Commercial Street.
|
Aberdeen . . 28 Market Street.

IRELAND.
3 Westmoreland Street.

18 Bennett's Hill.

Bank Chambers, Bank St.

4 Pavilion Buildings.
1 Broad Quay.
Trinity House Lane.
Gresham Buildings, 99

Dale Street.

Dublin

Moderate Rates of Premium. Liberal Scale of Annuities.
Loans granted upon Security of Freehold, Copyhold, and Leasehold

Property, Life Interests, and Reversions
;

Also to Corporate and other Public Bodies upon Security of Rates, &c.

Pro^^pectus, Reports, and Proposal Forms can be obtained on application to the Society's Ag/'nts
ani Branch Offices, or to JOSEPH ALLEN, Secretary.
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PEEFATOEY NOTE.

In preparing this year's edition of the Statesman's Year-Book—the

first for which I am entirely responsible—I have not sought to alter

the satisfactory plan of the late Mr. Frederick Martin. I have,

however, revised the work throughout ; amplified in many instances

the existing information, introduced additional classes of statistics

—

political, educational, social, agricultural, mining, and manufactur-

ing, and added six more countries—Madagascar, Orange Free State,

the Transvaal, Zanzibar, Burma, and Hawaii. I trust these various

additions, which have increased the size of the ' Year-Book ' by

about one hundred pages, will render it still more serviceable to all

who are interested in public affairs.

My warmest acknowledgments are due to those who have so

liberally supplied me with information—the diplomatic and con-

sular representatives and the departmental officials of our own and

of foreign countries, and the authorities and agents of our Colonies.

I have also received many useful suggestions from private indi-

viduals.

Unless otherwise mentioned, the information may be regarded

as throughout official.

J. S. K.

Statesman's Year-Book' Office,

29 & 30 Bedford Street, Strand, London, "W.C.

February 1, 1884.



Errata.

Page 21, line 9 from bottom, /or 135, read 125.

113, second column of table, /or- 212,083, read 212,028.

247, line 8 from top, transfer (^Erse) to line 6, after G-aelic.

391, add after table,—the budget for 1884 is balanced at 801,997,412 roubles.

625, line 12 from bottom, for every year, read in most years.

639, line 4 from top, for over, read and.
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IV.

XIX

STANDING AEMIES OF EUROPE—PEACE STRENGTH.

Russia
Prance
Italy

Germany .

Austria-Hungary
Great Britain .

Turkey
Spain
Belgium .

Sweden .

770,000
519,000

480,000

445,000

290,000
220,000

150,000

125,000

47,000

41,000

Roumania, Servia

Denmark .

Holland .

Greece
Portugal .

Norway .

Switzerland ,

Total

40,000

35,000

35,000

30,000

28,000

19,000

3,274,000

V.

THE ELECTORATES OF EUROPE.

Country and date of

enumeration

and

Cisleithan Austria,

1879 .

Belgium, 1882

Denmark, 1879

France, 1881 .

Germany, 1881

Great Britain

Ireland, 1882

Italy, 1882
Netherlands, 1881

Norway, 1882 .

Prussia, 1882 .

Spain, 1879 .

Sweden, 1881 .

Switzerland, 1881

Population
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IX.

XXlll

THE IMPORT MARKETS OF THE UNITED KINGDOM
IN 1881 AND 1882.

Imports into the United Kingdom
from the principal Foreign Countries

and British Possessions

FIRST GROUP
United States

British India

France .

Germany
Netherlands
Australasia

SECOND GROUP :-

Russia .

Belgium .

Sweden and Norway

British North America
China
Egypt .

Brazil

Cape of Good Hope and Natal
Denmark . . . .

THIRD GROUP :—

British West Indies

Roumania
Turkey in Europe
Straits Settlements

Java
Portugal

Italy .

Peru
Chili .

Ceylon .

British Guiana
Philippine Islands

Austria .

Greece .

Spanish West Indies

Hong Kong
Argentine Republic
Columbia

1881

103,207,829

32,629,435

39,984,187

23,650,285

23,022,985

26,975,381

14,053,221

11,510,388

10,054,051

10,027,505

11,300,818

10,701,645

9,317,916

6,340,414

5,413,299

4,611,999

5,695,626

2,758,822

4,104,258

3,784,157

2,662,872

3,357,012

3,274,881

2,189,098

2,730,519

2,136,350

1,990,827

2,344,404

1,390,001

2,162,566

1,624,498

1,015,716

585,418

1,372,137

1882

Increase (+ ), or!

Diminution (—

)

in 1882, as com-
pared -with 1881

88,352,613
39,921,127

39,090,381

25,570,985

25,320,709

25,174,588

21,047,722

14,932,674

11,758,635

11,488,245

10,398,850

9,936,092

7,796,092

6,482,144

6,274,895

5,249,467

4,125,324

4,973,901

4,831,703

4,580,499

3,739,534

3,676,054

3,481,325

2,684,854

3,436,580

2,408,038

2,404,334

2,307,117
2,014,524

1.849,597

1,768,637

1,429,749

1,234,249

1,120,370

14,855,216

7,291,692

883,806

1,920,700

2,297,724
• 1,800,793

6,994,501

3,422,286

1,704,584

1,460,740

901,968

765,553

1,521,824

141,730

861,596

637,468

1,570,302

2,215,079

727,445
796,342

1,076,662

319,042

206,444

495,756

706,061

271,688
413,507

37,287

624,523
312,969
144,139
414,033

648,831

251,767
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AUSTRIA-HUNGARY.
(Oesterreich-Ungarische Monarchie.)

Reigning Emperor and King.

Franz Josef I., Emperor of Austria, and King of Hungary, bom
August 18, 1830, the son of Archduke Franz Karl, second son of

the late Emperor Franz I. of Austria, and of Archduchess Sophie,

Princess of Bavaria. Proclaimed Emperor of Austria after the abdi-

cation of his uncle, Ferdinand I., and the renunciation of the

crown by his iather, December 2, 1848; crowned King of Hun-
gary, and took the oath on the Hungarian Constitution, June 8,

1867. Married April 24, 1854, to Empress Elisabeth^ born Decem-
ber 24, 1837, the daughter of Duke Maximilian in Bavaria.

Children of the. Emperor.

I. Archduchess Gisela, born July 12, 1856 ; married April 20,

1873, to Prince Leopold, second son of Prince Luitpold of Bavaria,

born February 9, 1846 (see page 133).

II. Archduke Rudolf Crown Prince and heir-apparent, general

in the service of Austria, born August 21, 1858 ; married May 10,

1881, to Princess Stephanie, second daughter of King Leopold II.,

of Belgium, born May 21, 1864. OiFspring : Elisabeth, born Sep-

tember 2, 1883.

III. Archduchess Maria Valeria, born April 22, 1868.

Brothers of the Emperor.

I. Archduke Karl Ludwig, field-marshal-lieutenant in the

Imperial army, born July 30, 1833 ; married, in first nuptials, No-
vember 4, 1856, to Princess Margaret, born May 24, 1840, daughter

of the late King Johann of Saxony ; widower, September 15, 1858 ;

married, in second nuptials, October 21, 1862, to Princess Annun-
ciata, born March 24, 1843, daughter of the late King Ferdinando 11.

of Naples; widower, May 4, 1871 ; married, in third nuptials, July

23, 1873, to Princess Maria, born August 24, 1855, daughter of the

late Prince Miguel of Braganza, Regent of Portugal. Offspring of

the second and third unions are six children :—1. Franz, born
December 18, 1863. 2. Otto, born April 21, 1865. 3. Ferdinand,
born December 27, 1868. 4. Margaret, born May 13, 1870. 5.

Marie, born July 31, 1876. 6. Elizabeth, born July 7, 1878.

H. Archduke Ludwig, major-general in the Imperial army, born
May 15, 1842.

B 2
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Aunt of the Emperor.

Empress Anna, born Sept. 19, 1803 ; married Feb. 27, 1831, to

Archduke Ferdinand, subsequently, from Marcb 2, 1835, to Dec. 2,

1848, Emperor Ferdinand IV.; widow, June 29, 1875.

Cousins of the Emperor.

I. Archduke Albrecht, born Aug. 3, 1817, son of the late Arch-
duke Karl, field-marshal-general ; field-marshal and commander-in-
chief of the army of the Empire, 1868-69; married, May 1, 1844^
to Princess Hildegarde of Bavaria, who died April 2, 1864. Off-

spring of the union is one daughter, Maria Theresa, born July 15,^

1845, and married, Jan. 18, 1865, to Prince Philipp of Wiirttem-
berg (see page 141).

II. Archduchess Elisabeth, born Jan 17, 1831 ; married, April

18, 1854, to Archduke Karl Ferdinand, brother of the preceding

Archduke Albrecht ; widow, November 20, 1874. Offspring of the

union are four children :—1. Friedrich, born June 4, 1856, and
married Oct. 8, 1878, to Isabella, daughter of Duke Eudolf of Croy-

Dulmen, born Feb. 27, 1856. 2. Karl, bom Sept. 5, 1860. 3.

Eugen Ferdinand, bom May 2 1 , 1863. 4. Marie Christina, born July

21, 1858; married Nov. 29, 1879, to Alfonso XII., King of Spain.

III. Archduke Wilhelm, inspector-general of the artillery, born
April 21, 1827, brother of the two preceding archdukes.

IV. Archduke Leopold, inspector-general of the Imperial corps of

engineers, born June 6, 1823, the son of Archduke Eainer, fifth

brother of the Emperor Franz I.

V. Archduke Ernst, commander of the 3rd corps d'arm^e, bom
Aug. 8, 1824, brother of the preceding Archduke Leopold.

VI. Archduke Sigismund, commander of the 45th regiment of

Imperial infantry, born Jan. 7, 1826, brother of the two preceding

archdukes.

VII. Archduke Rainer, administrator of the Imperial academy of

sciences, born Jan. 11, 1827, brother of the three preceding arch-

dukes ; married, February 21, 1852, to Archduchess Marie Caro-

line, daughter of the late Archduke Karl of Austria.

VIII. Archduke Heinrich, major-general in the Imperial army,

born May 9, 1828, brother of the four preceding archdukes;

married, Feb. 4, 1868, to Leopoldine Hoffmann, elevated Countess

Waldeck, born November 29, 1842.

Besides the above, there are upwards of twenty other Arch-
dukes and Archduchesses of Austria, members of the formerly

reigning branch of Tuscany and of Modena. Head of both branches

—since the death of Archduke Francisco, ex-duke of Modena,
October 20, 1875—is Archduke Ferdinand, born June 10, 1835,
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nominal Grand Duke of Tuscany from July 21, 1859, to March 22,

1860.

The Imperial family of Austria descend from Rudolf von Habs-
burg, a German Count, born 1218, who was elected Kaiser of the

Holy Eoman Empire in 1276. The male line died out in 1740 with

Emperor Karl VI., whose only daughter, Maria Theresa, gave her

hand to Duke Franz of Tuscany, afterwards Kaiser Franz I. of

Germany, of the House of Lorraine, who thereby became the founder

of the new line of Habsburg- Lorraine. Maria Theresa was suc-

ceeded, in 1780, by her son Joseph IL, who, dying in 1790, left

the Crown to his brother Leopold II. , at whose death, in 1792, his

son Franz I. ascended the throne, who reigned till 1835, and having

been married four times, left a large family, the members of which
and their descendants form the present Imperial House. Franz was
the first sovereign who assumed the title of Emperor, or 'Kaiser,' of

Austria, after having been compelled by Napoleon to renounce the

Imperial Crown of Germany, for more than five centuries in the

Habsburg family. The assumption of the title of Kaiser of Austria

took place on August 11, 1804. Franz I. was succeeded by his son, the

Emperor Ferdinand IY.,on whose abdication, Dec. 2, 1848, the Crown
fell to his nephew the present Emperor-King Franz Josef I.

The present Emperor-King has a civil list of 9,300,000 florins,

or 930,000Z. : one moiety of this sum, 4,650,000 florins, or 465,000/.,

is paid to him as Emperor of Austria, out of the revenue of Austria,

and the other moiety as King of Hungary, out of the revenue of

Hungary.
The following is a list of the sovereigns of Austria-Hungary, from

the date of the conquest of the Duchy of Austria by Rudolf of

Habsburg, founder of the dynasty :

—

House of Habsburg.
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The average reign of the above twenty-six sovereigns of the House
of Habsburg, who ruled over Austria for nearly six centuries—filling

likeAvise, with the exception ofthose marked by an asterisk, the throne

of Germany (see page 94), and crowned Kings of Hungary since

Ferdinand I.—comprises a term of twenty-two years.

Constitution and Government.

Since the year 1867, the Austro-Hungarian monarchy forms a
bipartite state, consisting of a * Cisleithan ' monarchy, and a ' Trans-
leithan ' kingdom, the former officially designated as Austria,

and the latter as Hungary. Each of the two countries has its

own parliament, ministers, and government, while the connecting

ties between them consist in the person of the hereditary sove-

reign, in a common army, navy, and diplomacy, and in a con-

trolling body known as the Delegations. The Delegations form
a parliament of 120 members, one-half of whom are chosen by
and represent the legislature of Austria, and the other half that of

Hungary, the Upper House of each returning 20, and the Lower
House 40 delegates. On subjects affecting the common affairs

(Gemeinsame Angelegenheiten), the Delegations have a decisive

vote, and their resolutions require neither the confirmation nor

approbation of the representative assemblies in which they have

their source. The ordinary mode of procedure for the Delegations

is to sit and vote in two chambers, the 60 deputies of Austria Proper
forming the one, and the 60 of Hungary the other. But it is pro-

vided that if no agreement can be arrived at in this manner, the two
bodies must meet together, and, without further debate, give their

final vote, which is binding for the whole Empire. The jurisdiction

of the Delegations is limited to Foreign Affairs and War. Each
of these has its own executive department, the finances of the

two being in charge of a third. The departments thus formed
are :

—

1. The Ministry of Foreign Affairs and of the Imperial House for

the Whole Empire.—Count G. Kdlnohy de Korospatak, bom at

Letourtz, December 29, 1832 ; entered the diplomatic service, 1854

;

Secretary of Legation at Berlin, 1856-57, and at London, 1857-61
;

Ambassador at Rome, 1879-80 ; and at St. Petersburg, 1880-81.

Appointed Minister of Foreign Affairs and of the Imperial House
for the Whole Empire, November 21, 1881.

2. The Ministry of War for the Whole Empire.—Lieutenant Field-

Marshal Count BylandURlieydt ;
President of the Technical Com-

mittee in the Administration of the Army, 1870-76
; appointed

Minister of War for the Whole Empire, June 21, 1876.

3. The Ministry of Finance for the Whole Empire.—Baron
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von Kdllay. Appointed Minister of Finance for the Whole Empire,

June 4, 1882.

The above ministers are responsible for the discharge of their

official functions to the Delegations.

Austria Proper,

The first constitution of Austria, called also ' Cisleithania,'

originated in an Imperial diploma, dated Oct. 20, 1860, followed by
an ordinance, or 'Patent,' of February 26, 1861. These decrees

laid the basis of a Charter, which, after a suspension from 1865
to 1867, was put in force in December, 1867, with modifica-

tions rendered necessary by the recognition of the independence

of Hungary. The main features of this Constitution are a double

Legislature, consisting, first, of the Provincial Diets, representing

the various states of the monarchy, and secondly, a Central

Diet, called the Reichsrath, or Council of the Empire. There
are seventeen Provincial Diets, namely, for Bohemia, Dalmatia,

Galicia, Upper Austria, Lower Austria, Salzburg, Styria, Carinthia,

Carniola, Bukowina, Moravia, Silesia, Tyrol, Vorarlberg, Gorizia,

Istria, and Trieste. The Diets of all these provinces are formed in

nearly the same manner, only differing in the number of deputies.

Each consists of only one assembly, composed, 1st, of the archbishop

and bishops of the Roman Catholic and Oriental Greek churches and
the chancellors of universities ; 2nd, of the representatives of great

estates, elected by all landowners paying not less than 100 florins,

or 10/., taxes ; 3rd, of the representatives of towns, elected by
those citizens who possess municipal rights ; 4th, of the representa-

tives of boards of commerce and trade-guilds, chosen by the respec-

tive members ; and 5th, of the representatives of rural communes,
elected by deputies called ' Wahlmanner,' returned by all inhabitants

who pay a small amount of direct taxation. The Provincial Diets

are competent to make laws concerning local administration, particu-

larly those affecting taxation, the cultivation of the soil, educational,

church and charitable institutions, and public works.

The Reichsrath, or Parliament of the western part of the Empire,

consists of an Upper and a Lower House. The Upper House
(Herrenhaus) is formed, 1st, of the princes of the Imperial famil)^

who are of age, thirteen in number in 1883 ; 2nd, of a number
of nobles—fifty-three in the present Reichsrath—possessing large

landed property, in whose families the dignity is hereditary

;

3rd, of the archbishops, ten in number, and bishops, seven in

number, who are of princely title, inherent to their episcopal

seat; and 4th, of any other life-members nominated by the

emperor, on account of being distinguished in art or science, or

who have rendered signal services to Church or State—one
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hundred and five in 1883. The Lower House (Abgeordnetenhaus)
consisted in 1883, under a law passed April 2, 1873, of 353
members, elected, partly directly and partly indirectly, by the vote

of all citizens who are 24 years of age and possessed of a small

property qualification : of these 85 represent the landed proprietors,

116 represent the towns, 21 the Chambers of Trade and Commerce,
131 the rural districts. The constituencies which under that law

elect the representatives for the Austrian Lower House are divided

into four classes. These are, first, the rural districts, where the

peasantry and small landholders are the electors ; these choose a

voter for every 500 inhabitants, these voters electing the repre-

sentatives. Secondly, the towns ; third, the chambers of commerce
in the cities and large towns ; and fourth, the large landed pro-

prietors, payers from 5Z. to 261. of taxes, according to the district

in which their estates are situated. In this last class females in

possession of their own property are entitled to vote. Under a law

passed in 1882, the franchise was extended to all male persons in

towns and rural districts paying direct taxes to the amount of 10s.

per annum. Bohemia sends 92 representatives to the Reichsrath,

being 1 representative to 60,443 inhabitants; Galicia 63, or 1 to

94,585 inhabitants ; Lower Austria 37, or 1 to 62,989 inhabitants

;

Miraira 36, or 1 to 59,816 inhabitants ; Styria 23, or 1 to 52,765

;

Tyrol 18, and Upper Austria 17, being 1 each to almost 44,700
inhabitants. The smallest number of representatives is from

Vorarlberg, which sends 3, or 1 to 35,791 inhabitants. The most

highly represented province is Salzburg, which sends 5 members,

or 1 to 32,714 inhabitants. At the election of 1879 there were

1,290,769 electors in Austria, although those who actually voted

were only 462,169. The duration of the Lower House of the

Reichsrath is for the term of six years. In case of dissolution, new
elections must take place within six months. The emperor nominates

the presidents and vice-presidents of both Chambers of the Reichsrath,

the remaining functionaries being chosen by the members of the two
Houses. It is incumbent upon the head of the State to assemble the

Reichsrath annually. The rights which, in consequence ofthe diploma

of Oct. 20, 1860, and the' Patent 'ofFeb. 26,1861, are conferred upon
the Reichsrath, are as follows :—1st, Consent to all laws relating to

military duty ; 2nd, Co-operation in the legislature on trade and com-
merce, customs, banking, posting, telegraph, and railway matters; 3rd,

Examination of the estimates of the income and expenditure of the

State; ofthe bills on taxation, public loans,and conversion ofthe funds;

and general control of the public debt. To give validity to bills passed

by the Reichsrath, the consent ofboth Chambers is required, as well as

the sanction of the head of the State. The members of both the Upper
and the Lower House have the right to propose new laws on subjects

within the competence of the Reichsrath.
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The executive of Austria Proper consists of the following eight

departments :

—

1. The Ministry of the Interior.— Count Edward Taaffe^ born at

Vienna, February 23, 1833 ; entered the State service, 1857 ; Pro-

vincial Governor of Salzburg, 1863-67 ;
Minister of the Interior,

1867-70; Provincial Governor of Tyrol and Vorarlberg, 1871-79.

Appointed Minister of the Interior and President of the Austrian

Council of Ministers, August 19, 1879.

2. The Ministry of Public Instruction and Ecclesiastical AiFairs.

—Baron S. Conrad UEyhesfeld, formerly Governor of the province

of Lower Austria. Appointed Minister of Public Education and
Ecclesiastical Affairs, February 17, 1880.

3. The Ministry of Finance.—Privy Councillor Dr. J. DunajewsTci,

Appointed Minister of Finance, June 26, 1880.

4. The Ministry of Agriculture.—Count Julius Falkenhayn, born

at Vienna, February 20, 1829 ; entered the army 1848, and retired

1858 ; editor of the journal ' Vaterland,' 1859-76. Appointed

Minister of Agriculture, August 19, 1879.

5. The Ministry of Commerce and National Economy.—Baron F.

Pino Von Friedenthal. Appointed Minister o£ Commerce and

National Economy, January 14, 1881.

6. The Ministry of National Defence (Landesvertheidigung).

—

Major-General Count S. Von Welsersheimb . Appointed Minister of

National Defence, June 25, 1880.

7. Ministry of Justice.— A. Frazak. Appointed Minister of

Justice, January 14, 1881.

Besides the seven ministers, heads of departments, there is a
* minister without portfolio,' F. ^ze??2m/^"0irs^? (appointed August

12, 1879), taking part in the deliberations of the cabinet, but not

exercising special functions.

The responsibility of ministers for acts committed in the discharge

of their official functions was established by a bill which passed the

Reichsrath in July, 1867, and received the sanction of the emperor

on the 21st of December, 1870.

Hungary.

The constitution of the eastern part of the Empire, or the Kingdom
of Hungary, including Hungary Proper, Croatia, Slavonia, and Tran-

sylvania, dates from the foundation of the kingdom, about 895.

There exists no charter, or constitutional code, but in place of it

are fundamental statutes, published at long intervals of time. The
principal of them, the ' Bulla Aurea ' of King Andrew IT., was
granted in 1222, and defined the form of Government as an Aristo-

cratic Monarchy. The Hungarian Constitution has been repeatedly

suspended and partially disregarded, until, at the end of the armed
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Struggle of 1849, it was decreed to be forfeited by the rebellion of

the nation. This decree was repealed in 1860 ; and the present

sovereign, on the 8th of June 1867, swore to maintain the Consti-

tution, and was crowned King of Hungary.

The legislative power rests conjointly in the King and the

Diet, or Keichstag. The latter consists of an Upper and a Lower
House, the first known as the House of Magnates, and the second
as the House of Representatives. The House of Magnates was
composed, in the session of 1883, of 831 members, namely 2 Princes
of the reigning house ; 50 Archbishops, Bishops and other digni-

taries of the Koman Catholic and Greek churches; 772 Peers and
dignitaries of Hungary and Transylvania ; 5 regalists from Tran-
sylvania ; and 2 deputies of Croatia.

The Lower House, or House of Representatives of Hungary, is com-
posed of representatives of the nation, elected by the vote of all

male citizens, of 20 years of age, who pay a small direct tax on
house property or land, or on an income varying with occupation

;

but in all cases very low (in the cases of merchants and others as

low as 10/. bs.). Certain large classes—professional, scientific,

learned, and others—are entitled to vote without other qualifications.

The number of the electorate, according to the last returns, was only

821,241, or 1 in 18 of the population. No distinction is made,
either as regards electors or representatives, on account of race or

religion. New elections must take place every three years. By the

electoral law in force in the session of 1883, the House of Repre-

sentatives consisted of 444 members, of whom 334 were deputies of

Hungarian towns and districts, 75 from Transylvania, 34 delegates

of Croatia and Slavonia, and 1 from Fiume.

The executive of the kingdom is in a responsible ministry,

consisting of a president and nine departments, namely :

—

The Presidency of the Council.—Colomann I'isza de Boros-Yeno
;

appointed President of the Council of Ministers, February 25, 1877.

1. The Ministry of Finance.—Count Gyula Szapary, appointed

December 6, 1878.

2. The Ministry of National Defence (Landesvertheidigung).

—

Baron Bela d^Orczy, appointed ad interim December 26, 1883.

3. The Ministry near the King's person {ad latus).—Baron

Bela d'Orczy ; appointed August 12, 1879.

4. The Ministry of the Interior.—Colomann Tisza de Boros-Yenb,

President of the Council ; appointed December 6, 1878.

5. The Ministry of Education and of Public Worship.—Dr.

August de Trefort, appointed February 26, 1877.

6. The Ministry of Justice.—Dr. Theodor Fauler, Minister of

Justice, 1872-75 ; re-appointed December 6, 1878.
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7. The Ministry of Communications and Public Works.

—

Baron de Kemevy^ appointed October 14, 1882.

8. The Ministry of Agriculture, Industry, and Commerce.—Count
Szechenyi^ appointed October 14, 1882.

9. The Ministry for Croatia and Slavonia.—Count de Bedelcovichj

appointed February 26, 1877.

The sovereign of Hungary, though acknowledged Emperor of

Austria-Hungary, is styled ' King' in all public acts.

Croatia and Slavonia have a common diet of their own, and for

internal affairs, religion, instruction, and justice, are autonomous,

the governor or president being appointed by the Emperor.

Church and Education.

The State religion of Austria is the Roman Catholic, but there is

complete toleration for all dissenters from it, of whatever form of

belief. The following table shows the numbers, in thousands, of

the various religious denominations, and the relative percentage of

each, in Austria and in Hungary, as well as in the whole Empire.

Eoman Catholics . .

Greek and Armenian
Catholics . . .

Protestants ....
Byzantine Greeks
Jews
Non- Christian, or

without Creed . .

Total . . .
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monasteries, and 16 nunneries. The Greek Catholics have 1 arch-

bishop (Fogaras) and 5 bishops in Hunpjary, and 1 bishop in Croatia-

Slavonia. The Byzantine Greeks have 1 patriarch (Carlowitz), 1

archbishop (Hermannstadt)), and 6 bishops in Hungary, and 2

bishops in Croatia- Slavonia. The ordinary income of the Austrian

dioceses alone is over 1,300,000/., to which the State adds 200,000Z.

The value of the church property is over 19,000,000/. The various

religious bodies have an income of 400,000/., to which the State

adds 26,000/. ; and the value of their property, landed and other, is

estimated at about 9 millions sterling. Very extensive powers, secured

by a special Concordat with the Pontifical government, were formerly

possessed by the Eoman Catholic clergy in Cisleithan Austria, but the

whole of these were swept away in 1867 and 1868, by a series of laws

enacted by the Reichsrath, the last and most important of which

—

passed in April 1868—established civil marriage, and the perfect

equality of all religious creeds.

The Protestants have no churches endowed by the state, the clergy

being chosen and supported by their congregations.

Education until very recently was in a very backward state in

Austria, the bulk of the agricultural population, constituting two-

thirds of the inhabitants of the Empire, being almost entirely illite-

rate. Even in 1880 43'2 per cent, of males and 45'84 per cent, of

females in Austria could neither read nor write. In Galicia it rose

to 78*79 per cent, of male illiterates, and 83*43 of female ; Buko-
wina, 86*99 males and 92*41 females; Dalmatia, 81*81 males and
93*77 females. In the Hungarian lands 44 per cent, of men and
53*5 per cent, of women could neither read nor write. During the

last twenty years, however, vigorous efforts have been made to bring

about an improvement, by founding schools, and appointing teachers,

partly at the expense of communes, and partly, but less, at that of

the state. It was enacted by a series of decrees issued in the years

1848 and 1849, that education should be general and compulsory

(between the ages of 6 and 14), and the principle, though not adhered

to in Transleithan Austria, nor in those parts of Cisleithan Austria

inhabited by people belonging to the Slav race, was fully carried

out among the Teutonic population of the Empire. The cost of public

education mainly falls on the communes, but of late years the state

has come forward to assist in the establishment of schools for primary

education. The total sum allotted to education in the budget of

1883 is 1,846,144/., of which 180,754/. was for the ' Volks-schulen.'

There are eight universities in Austria, at Vienna, Prague (two,

one Bohemian and one German), Graz, Innsbruck, Cracow, Czerno-

witz, and Lemberg, two in Hungary, Buda Pesth and Klausenburg,

and one in Croatia, Agram.
The followinsj table exhibits the statistics of the entire educa-
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tional machinery of Austria for 1883 for the universities, and 1881
for the schools :

—
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The Whole Empire.

The expenditure for 1878 was 21,583,671/.; for 1879 was

13,703,453/. ; and for 1880, 11,575,999/, ; the estimate for 1881 was

12,218,401/.; for 1882, 11,714,954/.; and for 1883, 117,830,768/.

The budget estimates for the ' common affairs of the Empire '

were as follows for the year 1884 :
—

^

Sources of Dii-ect Revenue Florins

Ministry of Foreign Affairs 584,400

Ministry of War 2,548.886

Ministry of Finance . . . . . . 2,681

Board of Control 77

Surplus from Customs 17,063,070

Contributions by the two parts of the Empire . 98.1 07,799

Total .... 118,306,913

£11,830,691

Branches of Expenditure
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The principal sources of revenue and branches of expenditure

were given as follows in the financial estimates for the year

1883 :—

Revenue
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An official return gives the following statement as to the total

debt and Austrian accumulation for July 1, 1883 :

—

I, General debt :

—
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The financial estimates for the year 1884 gave the sources of

revenue and branches of expenditure as follows :

—

Revenue
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chase of railways, the receipts of which are far exceeded by the

expenditure ; in addition to which the government has to disburse

a large sum yearly to the guaranteed railways. In the beginning

of 1883 the debt amounted to 116,450,000/. (taking the florin at

2s.), besides the share of Hungary in the common debt of the

Empire (see above). The proportion of the total annual charge of

the debt to the total revenue is 37^ per cent. The annual charge

is 145. per head of population, and the burden of the capital IIZ.

per head, both which items are considerably increased by Hungary's
share in the common debt. The total special exports of Hungary
in 1882 amounted to 36s. per head. The value of the public pro-

perty of Hungary at the end of 1881 was 125,970,000/.

Army and Navy.

1. Army.

The existing army organisation of the empire is based on the

terms of the * compromise ' come to between Austria and Hungary,
passed December 5, 1868, modified in some respects by a law
passed in 1882. Military service is obligatory on all men who
have completed their twentieth year, the only exceptions being in

connection with certain family conditions and physical or mental

capacity. No substitution is allowed. The yearly contingent of

recruits for the army amounts to 94,000. The army is divided

into three categories—the active army, the reserve, and the Land-
wehr. There is also in time of war a Landsturm, but as service in

it is voluntary, no estimate can be given of its strength. The axjtive

army and the reserves are common to the whole empire and under

the control of the Minister of War of the Empire ; the Landwehr of

Cisleithania and that of Transleithania are quite independent of each

other, being respectively under the control of the Austrian and the

Hungarian Ministers of National Defence, but all orders relating to

great concentrating movements of troops must emanate from the

Emperor-King. With certain modifications the Austrian military

organisation has been applied to Bosnia and Herzegovina. In prin-

ciple every qualified man must pass three years with the colours,

seven years in the reserve, and two years in the Landwehr. The
whole empire is divided into 102 recruiting districts, each correspond-

ing to a regiment of infantry, with a separate district for Tyrol and
Vorarlberg (Tyrolean Chasseurs), 4 for Bosnia and Herzegovina,

and 3 in the Adriatic littoral for the marine. For the two Land-

wehrs there are 183 districts, in Hungary, under separate adminis-

tration from the army. Each infantry regiment has four battalions,

and there are besides 32 battalions of ordinary chasseurs. There
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are 20 brigades, forming 41 regiments of cavalry, subdivided into

squadrons, in addition to the Landwehr ; 13 regiments of field

artillery, 12 battalions, forming 72 companies of fortress artillery
;

two regiments forming in war 52 companies of engineers proper,

besides one regiment of 25 companies of pioneers. The following

table shows the strength of the Austro- Hungarian army in 1883 :

—

Number

Description of Troops

Standing Army :—
102 regiments of infantry

1 regiment Tyrolean Chasseurs

32 battalions Chasseurs .

41 regiments of cavalry .

13 „ field-artillerj .

12 battalions fortress „

2 engineer regiments

1 regiment pioneers

1 railway and telegraph regiment

Train

Staff, medical and other establishments

Total standing army

Austrian Landwehr....
Hungarian do
Grendarmerie, &c

Peace
footing

144,738

3,848

12,288

42,271

20,033

7,038

5,019

2,629

844

2,355

14,021

War
footing

490,620

12,118

38,496

61,582

[ 84,905

13,800

7,092

4,652

36,300
32,541

255,084 774,106

2,782 ! 118,626
7,713

I 127,234
6,254 1 6,164

Total '271,833 1,026,130

On the peace-footing there are 18,676 officers and in war 32,809
;

in peace 52,036 horses, in war 204,890.

I

2. Navy.

The navy of Austria in all its branches is under the supreme
command of the head of the Naval Department of the Ministry of

War. The naval forces consisted, in the year 1883, of 13 iron-

clads, and 37 other steamers, the majority of the latter of small

dimensions, constructed chiefly for coast defence. There were,
besides, at the same date, 6 sailing ships and 12 torpedo-boats. The
following table gives the list of the 13 armour-clad ships, in similar

arrangement as that describing the British ironclad navy. The
columns of the table exhibit, after the name of each vessel, first, the

thickness of armour at the water-line ; secondly, the number and
weight of gims ; thirdly, the indicated horse-power of the engines;

and fourthly, the tonnage, that is, the displacement in tons.
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The following are the chief territorial defences:—In Bohemia
and Moravia : Theresienstadt citadel and extensive camp ; Olmutz.

Galicia and Biickowina : Cracow fortified and intrenched camp at

Przemysl. Hungary and Transylvania: Eperies on affluent of

Theiss at foot of Carpathians ; on the left of the Theiss, Karlsburg,

Arad, and Temesvar ; Kronstadt on Transylvanian Alps ; Szegedin

on the Theiss ; on the Danube, Comorn, Bude (Blocksberg), Peter-

wardein and Orsova ; on the Drave, Essegg. Croatia and Dalmatia
;

Brod, Gradiska, Agram on the Save, Karlstadt on the right of that

river. Fiume and Zeng on the coast ; in Dalmatia are the coast

fortifications of Zara, Ragusa, Cattaro, Sebenico, Budua and Lissa

island ; in Ischia are Trieste and Pola, naval harbours. The Alpine

frontiers in Tyrol have numerous defences on all the routes, and
also between Tyrol and the Adriatic. Between the Inn and the

Danube are Salzburg and Pass-Lueg ; and on the Danube are

Linz and Postlingberg. In Bosnia and Herzegovina are numerous
old fortifications. The capital, Vienna, is undefended. Pola, the

chief naval port, is strongly fortified, both towards sea, and land,

and has been recently enlarged, so as to be able to accommodate
the entire fleet, while Trieste is the great storehouse and arsenal of

the Imperial navy.

Area and Population.

The Austrian Empire—exclusive of the Turkish provinces^

which have been under the administration of Austria since 1878,
but have as yet not been formally incorporated with it—has an area
of 240,942 English square miles, with a population at the last

census, December 31, 1880, of 37,883,226, or 160 per square mile.

At the preceding census the population was 35,884,389. The in-

crease during the period, embracing eleven years, amounted to
8*5 per cent, for the Cisleithau monarchy, but only to 1-24 per cent,

for Hungary. In Transylvania there seems to have been an actual
decrease of about 70,000 in the eleven years. In Austria the den-
sity of the population is 191 per square mile, and in the rest of
the empire 135 per square mile. The density in both divisions

varies much; in Lower Austria it is over 300 per square mile,

and in Salzburg less than 60. As a rule the density declines from
west to east, the industrial districts of the north-west being most
thickly populated.

The following table gives the area, and total number of inhabi-
tants, of the various provinces of the Empire, after the returns of
the census of December 31, 1869, and the census of December 31,
1880:—
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Provinces of the Empire
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448,613 are Mohammedans, 496,761 Greek-Orthodox, 209,391

(with 4 eparchies), Roman Catholics (with 3 bishoprics), 3,439 are

Jews, and the rest belong to different faiths. It was stated in 1883

that the Mohammedans were leaving Bosnia by tens of thousands.

Practically belonging to the Austro-Hungarian Empire, though

not incorporated with it by any treaty, is the small principality of

Liechtenstein, enclosed in the Austrian province of Tyrol and

Vorarlberg, with an area of 68 English square miles, and a popula-

tion of 9,124 in 1880, nearly all Roman Catholics. The inhabitants

of the principality pay no taxes, nor are they liable to military service.

The following table exhibits the number of births, deaths, and

marriages, with the surplus of births, in both Austria Proper and

the lands of the Hungarian Crown, for a quinquennial period, ac-

cording to the latest official returns :

—

Austria Proper.

Years

1878
1879
1880
1881

1882

854,752

878,035
850,009

855,937

897,473

Deaths Marriages
Surplus of Births

over Deaths
i

683,661
652,491

676,287

698,976

710,902

164,233

169,088

167,200

176,983
183,378

171,091

226,544

173,722
156,961

186,671

In 1881 there were 22,461 still-born, or '2'6 per cent, of the total

births. Of the total births 119,588, or 14*3 per cent., were ille-

gitimate. In Carinthia, in 1881, nearly one-half the births were

illegitimate ; in Lower Austria, Salzburg, Styria, one-fourth ; in

Upper Austria, one-fifth ; the lowest was in Tyrol and Vorarlberg,

5 per cent. At the end of 1880 there were 12,134 criminals in the

prisons of Austria. In institutions for the poor in 1 879 there were

191,415 persons.

Hungary,

Years
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In 1879, 5,929 emigrants left Austria, and in 1880, 10,145 ; in

1880, 11,000 emigrants left Hungary.
The ethnical elements of the population are as follow on the

basis of language :

—

German
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Years
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as the exports, or imports of which they come to figure. In the

Board of Trade returns, therefore, only the direct exports and
imports to and from Great Britain and Ireland, by way of the

Austrian seaboard, Trieste, Illyria, Croatia, and Dalmatia, are given.

The declared real value of these direct exports and imports in the

ten years from 1873 to 1882 is shown in the following table :

—

Years
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The total value of the landed property of Austria is estimated

(1880) at 772,134,900/., and the gross annual production at

175,644,243/. In 1880 Austria possessed 1,463,282 horses,

8,584,077 cattle, 3,841,340 sheep, 2,721,541 swine, and 1,006,675
goats ; the total value of the live-stock being estimated at

48,699,248/.

The total productive area of Hungary is over 76,500,000 acres,

of which, in 1881, 20,817,624 acres were under crops, 22,514,450
under woods and forests, and the remainder under grass, meadows,
and pasture. The agricultural returns are as follow for 1881 :

—

Corn crops ....
Potatoes ....
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The following are the railway statistics of Austria for January 1,

1883 :
—

State lines

Company's lines worked by the State

.

„ „ „ companies

Total
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Sea-going steamers (17,385 horse-power) ,

Coasting steamers (3,172 horse-power)

Sailing vess. , incl. coasters and fishingsmacks

Total.
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Secretaries—V. A, Wellington Druminond ; Kalph Milbanke ; G-. W.
Buchanan ; F. W, Stronge ; J. Oswald.

Military Attache—Col. Hon. E. H. Primrose.

Money, Weights, and Measures.

The money, weights, and measures of Austria, and the British

equivalents, are as follows :

—

Money.
The Florin, or Gulden, of 100 Neu-Kreuzer, = 2s.

The Golden Crown of 8 Florins = 16s.

The legal standard in the Empire is silver, and the Florin, divided into 100
* New ' Krenzer, the unit of money. Practically the chief medium of exchange
is a paper currency, consisting of bank notes of all denominations, from 1,000

florins down to 1 florin, convertible only at a large discount into gold.

Weights and Measures.
The Centner = 100 Pfund . = 123^ lbs. avoirdupois.

= 14*94 wine gallons.

= 1"43 acre.

Eimer
Joch
Metze
Klafter

= 1*7 imperial bushel.

= 67 cubic feet.

il!fee7e= 24,000 Austrian feet = 8,297 yards, or about 4| miles.

Statistical and other Books of Reference concerning.Austria-
Hungary.

1. Official Publications.

Ergebnisse der in den Landern der Ungarischen Krone im Anfange des

Jahres 1881 vollzogenen Volkszahlung. Budapest, 1882.

Hof- und Staatshandbuch des Kaiserthums Oesterreich. 8. Wien, 1883.

Tafeln zur Statistik der Oesterreichischen Monarchic, zusammengestellt von
der Direction der admini strativen Statistik. Folio. Wien, 1883.

Mittheilungen aus dem Gebiete der Statistik, herausgegeben von der

Direction der administrativen Statistik. 8. Wien, 1883

Oesterreichisches Statistisches Jahrbuch. Erster Jahrgang, 1882. Wien,
1883.

Statistisches Jahrbuch fiir das Jahr 1881. Herausg. von ^der k.k. statist

Central-Commission. 8. Wien, 1883.

Statistisches Jahrbuch fiir Ungarn. 10*" Jahrgang. 1881. Budapest, 1883.

Navigazione e commercio in porti Austriaci nel 1881. 4. Trieste, 1883.

Eeichsgesetzblatt. Jahrgang, 1883.

Protocols of conferences held in London respecting the navigation of the

Danube. London, 1883.

Eeport by Mr. Percy Ffrench respecting the mining trade in Austria, dated

Vienna, October 1877 ; in ' Reports from H.M.'s Secretaries of Embassy and
Legation.' Parti. 1878. 8. London, 1878.

Report by Mr. Phipps on the finance, population and agriculture of Hungary
in Part II., by Mr. Drummond on the commerce of Austria in 1882 in Part III.,

and by Mr. Drummond on Austrian mining production, &c., in Part V,, of
' Reports of H.M.'s Secretary of Embassy.' London, 1883.

Report by Consul-Greneral Phipps on Hungarian exports and imports during

year ended June 1882, in 'Reports of H.M.'s Diplomatic and Consular Agent
Abroad.' Folio. London, 1882.
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1

Keport by Consul Nathan on commerce of Austria-Hungary in 1881, in

Part I. ; by Consul Freeman on trade of Bosnia and Herzegovina in 1882, in

Part VI. ; by Consul Faber on trade of Fiume, 1882, in Part. VII.; by Consul

Nathan on commerce of Austria-Hungary, 1882, in Part VIII. ; by Consul

Burton on Trieste 1882, in Part IX. of ' Keports of H.M.'s Consuls.' London.

1883.

Trade of Austria-Hungary with Great Britain ; in ' Annual Statement of the

Trade of the United Kingdom with Foreign Countries, and British Possessions,

in the year 1882.' Imp. 4. London, 1883.

2. Non-Official Publications.

Annuario Marittimo per I'Anno 1881, compilato dal Lloyd austriaco coll' ap-

provazione dell' eccelso i. r. governo centrale marittimo. 8. Trieste, 1883.

Austria. Archiv fiir Consularwesen, Volkswirthschaft und Statistik.

4. 34. Jahrgang. Wien, 1883.

Brachelli (H. F.), Statistische Skizze der Oesterreicbisch-Ungarischen Mon-
archic, 8. Leipzig, 1874.

FicJcer (A.), Die Volkerstamme der Oesterreichisch-Ungarischen Monarcbie.

8. Wien, 1869.

Hunfalvi (Dr. J.), A magyar-osztrak monarchia rovid statistztikaja. 8.

Pesth, 1874.
"

Z"ay (David), Austria-Hungary. London, 1880.

Kohn (Ignaz), Eisenbahn-Jahrbuch der Oesterreicliiscli-TJngarischen Mo-
narchic. 8. Wien, 1882.

Levy (Daniel), L'Autriche-Hongrie, ses institutions, &c. Paris, 1872.

Leger (L.), Histoire de I'Autriche-Hongrie, depuis les origines jusqu' a

I'annee 1878. 12. Paris, 1879.

Lbher (F. Von), Die Magyaren und andere Ungarn. 8. Leipzig, 1874.

Magyarland. By a Fellow of the Carpathian Society. 2 vols. London, 1881.

Marbeau (Edouard), Slaves et Teutons. Paris, 1882.

Mulinen (Comte de), Les finances de I'Autriche. 8. Paris, 1875.

Patterson (Arthur J.), The Magyars ; their country and its institutions. 2

vols. 8. London, 1870.

Frasch (V.), Handbuch der Statistik des Oest. Kaiserstaates. 8. Briinn, 1879.

Peez (Dr^ Alexander), Oesterreich und der Orient. 8. Wien, 1875.

Beclus (Elisee), Nouvelle G-eographie Universelle. Vol. III. 8. Paris, 1878.

Schmitt (F.), Statistik des Oesterreichischen Kaiserstaates. 8. Wien, 1873.

Vambery (A.), Der Urspruug der Magyaren. Leipzig, 1882.

Worms (Baron Henry de). The Austro-Hungarian Empire. 8. Londor, 1877.
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BELGIUM.
(ROYAUME DE BeLGIQUE.)

Reigning King.

Leopold II., born April 9, 1835, the son of King Leopold I.,

former Prince of Saxe-Coburg-Gotha, and of Princess Louise,

daughter of the late King Louis Philippe of the French ; ascended

the throne at the death of his father, Dec. 10, 1865 ; married Aug.

22, 1853, to Queen Marie Henriette, born Aug. 23, 1836, the

daughter of the late Archduke Joseph of Austria.

Children of the King.

I. Princess Louise, born Feb. 18, 1858 ; married February 4,

1875, to Prince Philip of Saxe-Coburg-Gotha, born March 28, 1844,

eldest son of Prince August, cousin of the reigning duke, and of

Princess Clementine of Orleans, daughter of the late King Louis

Philippe of the French.

II. Princess Stephanie, born May 21, 1864; married to Arch-
duke Rudolf, only son of the Emperor of Austria and King of

Hungary, May 10, 1881. [See p. 3.]

III. Princess Clementine, born July 30, 1872.

Brother and Sister of the King.

I. Philippe, Count of Flanders, born March 24, 1837 ; lieutenant-

general in the service of Belgium ; married April 26, 1867, to

Princess Marie of Hohenzollern-Sigmaringen, born November 17,

1845. Offspring of the union are four children:—1. Prince Bau-
douin, born June 3, 1869. 2. Princess Henriette, born Nov. 30,

1870. 3. Princess Josephine, born Oct. 18, 1872. 4. Prince

Albert, bom April 8, 1875.

II. Princess Charlotte, bom June 7, 1840; married July 27,

1857, to Archduke Maximilian of Austria, elected Emperor of

Mexico July 10, 1863 ; widow June 19, 1867.

King Leopold II. has a civil list of 3,300,000 francs, or 132,000Z.

The kingdom of Belgium formed itself into an independent state

in 1830, having previously been a part of the Netherlands. The
secession was decreed on the 4th of October, 1830, by a Provisional

Government, established in consequence of a revolution which broke

out at Brussels on the 25th of August, 1830. A National Congress

elected Prince Leopold of Saxe-Coburg king of the Belgians on the

4th of June 1831 ; the prince accepted the dignity July 12, and

ascended the throne July 21, 1831. It was not until after the sign-

ing of the Treaty of London, April 19, 1839, which established

peace between King Leopold I. and the sovereign of the Netherlands,

that all the States of Europe recognised the kingdom of Belgium.
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Constitution and Government.

According to the Constitution of 1831, Belgium is * a constitutional,

representative, and hereditary monarchy.' The legislative power
is vested in the King, the Chamber of Representatives, and the

Senate. The royal succession is in the direct male line in the order

of primogeniture. The king's person is declared sacred ; and his

ministers are held responsible for the acts of the Government. No
act of the king can have eiFect unless countersigned by one of his

ministers, who thus becomes responsible for it. The king convokes,

prorogues, and dissolves the Chambers. In default of male heirs,

the king may nominate his successor with the consent of the

Chambers. If the successor be under eighteen years of age, which
is declared to be the age of majority, the two Chambers meet together

for the purpose of nominating a regent during the minority.

The power of making laws is vested in the Chamber of Repre-

sentatives and the Senate, the members of both houses being chosen

by the people. The sittings are public, and by the decision of the

majority either Chamber may form itself into a private committee.

Each Chamber determines the manner of exercismg its own
powers, and every session nominates its president and vice-pre-

sident, and forms its bureau. No petition can be presented per-

sonally, and every resolution is adopted by the absolute majority,

except in some special cases, when two-thirds of the votes of the

members are required for its acceptance ; in the case of an equality

of votes the proposition is thrown out. The Chambers meet annually

in the month of November, and must sit for at least forty days ; but

the king has the power of convoking them on extraordinary occa-

sions, and of dissolving them either simultaneously or separately.

In the latter case a new election must take place within forty days,

and a meeting of the Chambers within two months. An adjourn-

ment cannot be made for a period exceeding one month without the

consent of the Chambers.

The Chamber of Representatives is composed of deputies chosen

directly by all citizens, 21 years of age, paying direct taxes to the

annual amount of 11. 13s. 6d Under this qualification, the electoral

lists, in the year 1883, contained the names of 120,995 electors, the

right of suffrage being with 21*65 in every thousand of the popu-
lation, or about one-thirteenth of the adult male population. Ac-
cording to a law passed in August 1883 large classes of official,

professional, learned, and scientific persons are admitted to the

franchise without having to pay any taxes. The number of de-

puties is fixed according to the population, and cannot exceed one

member for every 40,000 inhabitants. In the year 1883 they

amounted to 138, elected in 41 electoral districts. To be eligible

as a member, it is necessary to be a Belgian by birth, or to have
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received the * grande naturalisation;' to have attained the age of

twenty-five years, and to be resident in Belgium. The members
not residing in the town where the Chamber sits receive, during

the session, an allowance of 423 francs, or 16/. 16s. each per

month. The members are elected for four years, one-half going

out every two years, except in the case of a dissolution, when a

general election takes place. The Chamber has the parliamentary

initiative and the preliminary vote in all cases relating to the receipts

and expenses of the State and the contingent of the army.

The Senate is composed of exactly one-half the number of mem-
bers comprising the Chamber of Representatives, and the senator*

are elected by the same citizens who appoint the deputies. The
senators are chosen for eight years; they retire in one moiety

every four years ; but in case of dissolution the election must
comprise the whole number of which the Senate is composed.

The qualifications necessary for a senator are, that he must be a
Belgian by birth or naturalisation ; in full possession of all political

and civil rights ; resident within the kingdom ; at least forty years

of age ; and paying in direct taxes not less than 84Z. sterling.

In those provinces where the list of citizens who possess this last-

mentioned qualification does not reach to the proportion of one in

6,000 of the population, that list is enlarged by the admission into

it of those citizens who pay the greatest amount of direct taxes, so

that the list shall always contain at least one person who is eligible

to the Senate for every 6,000 inhabitants of the province. The
senators do not receive any pay. The presumptive heir to the throne

is of right a senator at the age of eighteen, but he has no voice

in the proceedings until twenty-five years of age. All the proceed-

ings of the Senate during the time the Chamber of Eepresentatives

is not sitting are without force.

The Executive Government consists of seven departments, viz.:

—

1. The Ministry of Foreign AiFairs.—Hubert J. W. Frere-OrhaiHy

born April 24, 1812 ; studied law, and entered the journalistic career

in 1830 ; Minister of Public Worship, 1847-8 ; Minister of Finance,

1848-52, 1857-61, and 1861-70. Appointed Minister of Foreign

Affairs and President of the Council of Ministers, June 19, 1878.

2. The Ministry of Justice.—Jules Bara^ appointed June 19,

1878.

3. The Ministry of Public Works.—M. Sabier Olin^ appointed

April 5, 1882.

4. The Ministry of War General G^rair?/, appointed Nov. 8, 1880.

5. The Ministry of the Interior.—G. Rolin Jaequemyns, ap-

pointed June 19, 1878.

6. The Ministry of Finance.—Charles Graux, appointed June

19, 1878.
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7. The Ministry of Public Instruction.—Pierre Van Humbeecky

appointed June 19, 1878.

Besides the above responsible heads of departments, there are

a number of ' Ministres d'etat,' without portfolio, who form a privy-

council called together on special occasions by the sovereign. The
acting ministers, as such, do not form part of the privy council.

The judicial institutions of Belgium are similar to those of France,

except in one or two small points.

Church and Education.

The Roman Catholic religion is professed by nearly the entire

population of Belgium. The Protestants number only 15,000,

while the Jews number about 3,000. Full religious liberty is

granted by the constitution, and part of the income of the ministers

of all denominations is paid from the national treasury. The amount
thus granted in the budget for 1884 was 214,216/., to Roman
Catholics; 3,530Z., to Protestants; and 1,451/. to Jews.

The kingdom is divided into six Roman Catholic dioceses,

namely, the Archbishopric of Malines and the Bishoprics of Bruges,

Ghent, Liege, Namur, and Tournay. In each diocese is an ecclesi-

astical seminary. There are few endowments, and the clergy derive

their maintenance chiefly from fees and voluntary gifts. The salaries

paid by the State are comparatively small. At the last census,

there were 1,559 convents in Belgium, of which number 213, with

4,027 inmates, were for men, and 1,346, with 20,645 inmates, for

women.
The Protestant Evangelical Church, to which belong the greater

number of the Protestants in the kingdom, is under a synod com-
posed of the clergymen of the body, and a representative from each

of the congregations. It sits in Brussels once a year. The English

Episcopal Church has eight ministers, and as many chapels, in Bel-

gium—three in Brussels, and one in each of the towns of Antwerp,
Bruges, Ostend, Spa, and Ghent. The Jews have a central synagogue
in Brussels ; three branch synagogues of the first class at Antwerp,
Ghent, and Liege, and two of the second class at Arlon and
Namur.

There are four universities in the kingdom, three of them with
four ' facultes,' or branches of study, and one, Louvain, nursery of

the clergy, with five ; Ghent and Liege are state universities, Brus-
sels and Louvain free. The sum spent by the state on its two uni-

versities was 66,692/. in 1883-4. The following table gives the

number of students attending the various ' facultes ' in each of the

four universities in the session of 1882 :

—

D 2
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Universities
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seven, and estimated

subjoined table :

—

for the last three, years—are shown in the

Years
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Description of Debt

2^ per cent. Old Debt
of 1873-82 ,

1

4
3

5

5

H

1st series of 1871-79 .

2nd „ of 1880 .

Annuities for Military Servitudes

Annuities ....
various Netherlands Annuities

Railway Annuities

Total Debt

.

Capital

219,959,632 francs

479,076,035

720,586,382

134,719,000

1,409,635

7,611,960

2,539,680

353,873,155

1,919,775,479

£76,791,019

A new 4% loan for 6,591,840/. was floated in 1883.

The 2-^% old debt, and the first series of the 4% debt, repre-

sent the share which Belgium had to take in the national liabilities

of the Netherlands, after separating from that kingdom. Almost the

entire remainder of the debt of Belgium was raised for, and devoted

to works of public utility, particularly the construction of state rail-

ways. There is a sinking fund attached to all descriptions of the

debt, with the exception of the 2^% old debt. By a law passed in

the session of 1869, the government was authorised to reduce the

fixed annual payments out of the sinking fund for the whole of the

4J% debt. By another law, passed in 1879, the whole of the

4:^ per cent, debt was ordered to be gradually converted into one of

4 per cent. The Floating Debt, consisting of Treasury Bonds
issued in 1881, at 4 per cent., amounts to 1,240,000/.

The total debt before the new loan amounted to 13/. per head of

population, and the annual charge to 14s. Qd. ; but the interest is

more than covered by the revenue from railways alone. The total

exports of home produce average 10/. per head.

Army.

The standing army is formed by conscription, to which every able

man who has completed his nineteenth year is liable, and also

voluntary enlistment. Substitution is permitted. The legal period

of service is eight years, of which, however, two-thirds are allowed,

as a rule, on furlough. The following is the peace-strength of the

Belgian army according to the budget of 1884 :

—

Staff .

Infantry

Cavalry
Artillery

Engineers

Administrative battalion

Total .

Officers

117

1,852

360
502
87
74

2,992

Rank and file Total

257
28,084

5,680

7,861

1,390

820

44,092

374
29,936

6,040

8,363

1,477
894

47,084
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~~ To this should be added 10,000 horses and 204 guns. In time
of war the total strength is 103,860 men, 13,800 horses, and 240
guns.

Besides the standing army, there is a ' Garde Civique,' numbering
30,954 men, organised, under laws of May 1848 and July 1853, to

maintain liberty and order in times of peace, and to defend the

independence of the country in time of war ; there are besides 90,000
non-active men of the ' Garde Civique.' The chief military arsenal

of the kingdom is Antwerp, the fortifications of which were greatly

strengthened and enlarged since the year 1870; 80,000,000 francs

have been spent on it since 1859.

The kingdom is divided into two military circumscriptions, the

first embracing the provinces of Antwerp and of West and East
Flanders, and the second Brabant, Hainaut, Liege, Limbourg, Lux-
embourg, and Namur.

Area and Population.

Belgium has an area of 29,455 square kilometres, or 11,373
English square miles. The kingdom is divided into nine provinces,

the area and population of which were as follows at the census
enumeration, taken December 31, 1876, and that of December 31,

30:—
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establishment of the kingdom in 1 830, when it amounted to barely

four millions. Since that period it rose almost exactly at the rate

of one per cent, per annum. During the five years 1876-80 the

total rate of increase was 3*4 per cent.

According to an official report laid before the Chambers in May
1878, there are 2,256,860 Belgians who speak French ; 2,659,890
who speak Flemish; 38,070, German; 340,770, French and Flemish

;

22,700, French and German; 1,790, Flemish and German; and
5,490 who speak all three languages.

According to the last returns, about 800,000 people are directly

engaged in agricultural pursuits, 244,000 in mining and metal
industries, 540,000 in other manufacturing industries, 244,000 in

commerce, 804,000 domestics and labourers.

Land in Belgium is divided, according to the census of 1881, be-

tween 1,181,177 freehold proprietors, who possess 2,615,931 hectares

of land, out of a total of 2,945,516 hectares. The State owned
(1864 the latest returns) only 39,289 hectares, and the communes
290,296 hectares. In the thirty-four years from 1846 to 1880, the

number of landed proprietors increased by 266,240, or 29 per cent.

In 1880, there were 21 landowners to every 100 inhabitants, the

highest number being in the province of Luxembourg, 48 to every

100, and the lowest in Antwerp and West Flanders, 14 to every
100 inhabitants.

The following table gives the number of births, deaths, and
marriages, with the surplus of births over deaths, in each of the

five years from 1877 to 1881 :

—
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Immigration .

Emigration

Excess of immigration
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Belgium of the produce and manufactures of Great Britain and
Ireland, in each of the five years 1878 to 1882 :

—

Years
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wrought iron, and steel bars and plates, in 1882, was 1,522,000
tons. The produce of quarries was valued at 1,552,720/. in 1881.

The international commerce of the kingdom is almost entirely

carried on by foreigners, chiefly under the British flag. The com-
mercial marine, on the decrease in recent years, consisted at

the end of 1881 of 59 vessels of an aggregate burthen of 77,840
tons, inclusive of 42 steamers of a total burthen of 65,224 tons. In

1882, 6,399 vessels of 3,860,730 tons entered Belgian ports, about
three-fifths British, and less than one-fifth Belgian.

The subjoined tabular statement shows the length of railways,

distinguishing State and private lines, open in Belgium at the end
of 1882 :—

Lines worked by the State

Lines worked by Companies

Total lines open f
Kilom

1 Miles.-

Kilometres

3,038

1,255

4,293

2,683

being 83 miles more than in 1881.

The total receipts and expenses per mile o£ the State railways

during the past four years ending December, 1882, were as follows

:

Gross receipts per mile .

"Working expenses per mile .

,, „ per cent, of re-

ceipts

Net earnings per mile .
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12,739,743 francs, or 509,589/., and the expenditure to 7,796,598

francs, or 311,863/.

The Telegraphs in Belgium carried 6,896,075 despatches, private

and official, in the year 1882. On the 1st of January 1883, the

total length of public telegraph lines was 3,657 miles, and the length

of wires 16,300 miles. There were at the same date 855 telegraph

stations. Receipts (1882) 105,144/. ; expenses 137,020/.

Diplomatic Representatives.

1. Of Belgium m Gtkbat Bbitain.

Envoy and Minister.—Baron Solvyns, appointed October 18, 1872.

Councillor.—Baron Whettnall.

Secretary of Legation.—Count Werner van den Steyn de Jehay.

2. Of Great Bbitain in Belgium.

Envoy and Minister.—Sir Edward Baldwin Malet, K.C.B,, 2nd Seeretary at

Washington in 1862, and at Paris, 1868 ; Charge des Archives at Paris, 1871

Secretary of Legation at Pekin, 1871-3; Athens, 1873-5; Eome, 1875-8

Constantinople, 1878-9, acting part of the time as Minister Plenipotentiary

Agent and Consul-General in Egypt, 1879-83 ; appointed Minister Plenipo-

tentiary in the Diplomatic Service, October 10, 1879 ; appointed to Belgium

August 29, 1883.

Secretaries of Legation.—Hon. W. J. G. Napier; Ralph W. Petre.

Money, Weights, and Measures.

The money, weights, and measures of Belgium, and the British

equivalents, are as follows :

—

Money.

The Franc . . . . Intrinsic rate of exchange, 25*25 to £1 sterling.

Weights and Measures.
The Kilogramme . . . = 2-20 lbs. avoirdupois.

(

Tonne
Dry measure
Liquid measure

Metre
Metre Cube
Kilometre .

Hectare

Square Kilometre

= 2,200 „
= 2*75 imperial bushels.

= 22 imperial gallons.

= 3-28 feet.

= 35-31 cubic feet.

= 1,093 yards.

= 2*47 Enghsh acres.

= 247-11 English acres,

or 0-386 square miles.

Belgium was one of the four Continental States—comprising,

besides, France, Italy, Greece, and Switzerland—which formed a

Monetary League in 1865. The four States entered into a Convention

by which they agreed upon the decimal system, establishing perfect

reciprocity in the currency of the four countries, and giving the

franc, lira, or drachmaj the monetary unit of each of them, as well
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as its multiples or fractions in gold or silver, the same course and

value throughout the extent of their respective territories.

Statistical and other Books of Reference concerning Belgium.

1. Official Publications.

Almanach Koyal Officiel de Belgique, contenant les attnbutions et le per-

sonnel de tons les services pnbhcs du royaume. Ann^e 1883. Bnixelles 1883.

Annuaire statistique de la Belgique. 3. Bruxelles, 1883.

Documents statistiques, publies par le depart, de I'lnterieur, avec le concours

de la commission centrale de statistique. Bruxelles, 1880.

Moniteur beige. 1883.

Projet de loi contenant le Budget general pour I'exereise 1884. Bruxelles,

1883.

Statistique generale de la Belgique, pubhee par le Ministre de I'lnterieur. 8.

Bruxelles, 1865-81.

Tableau general du commerce avec les pays etrangers, publico par le Ministre

des Finances. 4. Bruxelles, 1883.

Keport of Sir Henry Barron, Secretary of Legation, of the finances and

railways of Belgium, dated Brussels, April 10, 1876 ; in 'Keports by H.M.'s

Secretaries of Embassy and Legation.' Part II. 1876. 8. London, 1876.

Keport by Mr. J. Savile Lumley, Secretary of Legation, on the commerce

and industry of Belgium, dated Brussels, January 24, 1878; in 'Eeports

from H.M.'s Secretaries and Legation.' No. I. 1878. 8. London, 1878.

Keport by Sir Henry Barron, Secretary of Legation, on the finances and
railways of Belgium, dated Brussels, April 16, 1880; in 'Reports of H.M.'s

Secretaries of Embassy and Legation.' Part IV. 1880. 8. London, 1880.

Keport by Sir Henry Barron on the finances of Belgium, in ' Keports of

H.M.'s Secretaries of Embassy and Legation.' Part IV. 1882.

Keport by Sir H. Barron on the commerce and industry of Belgium in 1881

and 1882, in 'Keports of H.M.'s Secretaries of Embassy.' Part III. London,

1883.

Report by Mr. Consul Grattan on the trade and commerce of Antwerp, in

' Keports of H.M.'s Consuls.' Part VII. 1882.

Trade of Belgium with the United Kingdom ; in ' Annual Statement of the

Trade of the United Kingdom with Foreign Countries for the year 1883.' Imp.

4. Lcmdon, 1883.

2. Non-Official Publications.

Annuaire financier de la Belgique. 8. Bruxelles, 1 883.

Bavary (Ch. Victor de), Histoire de la Revolution beige de 1830. 8.

Bruxelles, 1876.

Janssens (Eug.), Annuaire de la mortalite, ou tableau statistique des causes de

d^cfes et du mouvement de la population. 8. Bruxelles, 1883.

Malou (J.), Notice historique sur les finances de la Belgique. Fol. Paris, 1868.

Meulemans (Aug.), La Belgique, ses ressources agricoles, industrieUes et

commercials. 8. Bruxelles, 1866.

Eeclus (Elis6e), Nouvelle Geographic universelle. Tome IV. L'Europe du
Nord-Ouest. Paris, 1879.

Tarlier (H.), Almanach du commerce et de I'industrie de la Belgique.

8. Bruxelles, 1883.
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DENMARK.
(KONGERIGET DaNMARK.)

Reigning King.

Christian IX., bom April 8, 1818, the fourth son of the late

Duke Wilhelm of Schleswig-Holstein-Sonderburg-Glucksburg, and

of Princess Louise of Hesse-Cassel. Appointed to the succession of

the Crown of Denmark by the treaty of London, of May 8, 1852,

and by the Danish law of succession of July 31, 1853. Succeeded

to the throne on the death of King Frederik VII., November 15,

1863. Married, May 26, 1842, to Queen Louise^ born Sept. 7,

1817, the daughter of Landgrave Wilhelm of Hesse-Cassel.

Children of the King.

I. Prince Frederik^ heir-apparent, born June 3, 1843 ; married

July 28, 1869, to Princess Lowisa, daughter of King Carl XV. of

Sweden and Norway. OiFspring of the union are six children :

—

1. Prince Christian, born Sept. 26, 1870. 2. Prince Karl, bom
August 3, 1872. 3. Princess Lowisa, born Feb. 17, 1875. 4. Prince

Harald, born Oct. 8, 1876. 5. Prince Ingeborg, born Aug. 2, 1878.

6. Princess Thyra, born March 14, 1880.

II. Princess Alexandra, horn Dec. 1, 1844; married, March 10,

1863, to Albert Edward, Prince of Wales. (See page 197.)

III. Prince Wilhelm, born Dec. 24, 1845 ; admiral in the Danish

navy ; elected King of the Hellenes, under the title of Georgios I.,

by the Greek National Assembly, March 31, 1863 ; married Oct. 27,

1867, to Olga Constantinowna, Grand-Duchess of Eussia.

IV. Princess Maria Dagmar (Empress Maria-Feodorovna), born

Nov. 26, 1847; married, Nov. 9, 1866, to Alexander IIL, Emperor
of Eussia. (See page 380.)

V. Princess Thyra, born Sept. 29, 1853 ; married, Dec. 21, 1878,

to Prince Ernest August, Duke of Cumberland. (See page 198.)

VI. Prince Waldemar, born Oct. 27, 1858.

Brothers and Sisters of the King.

I. TimGess Frederiea, born Oct. 9, 1811 ; married, Oct. 30, 1834,

to Duke Alexander of Anhait-Bernburg ; widow Aug. 19, 1863.

IL Prince i^necZncA, bora Oct. 23, 1814; married, Oct. 16, 1841,

to Princess Adelaide of Schaumburg-Lippe, of which union there are

issue five children:—1. Princess Augusta, born Feb. 27, 1844.

2. Prince Friedrich, born Oct. 12, 1855. 3. Princess Louise, born

Jan. 6, 1858. 4. Princess Marie, bom Aug. 31, 1859. 5. Prince

Albert, born March 15, 1863.
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III. Prince TFiY/ieZm, born April 10, 1816; field-marshal-lieutenant

in the service of Austria.

IV. Princess Louise, born Nov. 18, 1820 ; nominated abbess of

the convent of Itzehoe, Holstein, Aug. 3, 1860.

V. Prince Julius, born Oct. 14, 1824; general in the Danish army.

VI. Prince ZTa/is, born Dec. 5, 1825, general in the Danish army.

The Crown of Denmark was elective from the earliest times. In

1448, after the death of the last male scion of the princely House
of Svend Estridsen, the Danish Diet elected to the throne Christian I.,

Count of Oldenburg, in whose family the royal dignity remained for

more than four centuries, although the crown was not rendered here-

ditary by right till the year 1660. The direct male line of the House
of Oldenburg became extinct with the sixteenth king, Frederik VII.,

on November 15, 1863. In view of the death of the king without

direct heirs, the great Powers of Europe, ' taking into consideration

that the maintenance of the integrity of the Danish monarchy, as

connected with the general interests of the balance of power in

Europe, is of high importance to the preservation of peace,' signed a

treaty at London on May 8, 1852, by the terms of which the suc-

cession to the Crown of Denmark was made over to Prince Christian

of Schleswig-Holstein-Sonderburg-Glucksburg, and to the direct

male descendants of his union with the Princess Louise of Hesse-

Cassel, niece of King Christian VIII. of Denmark. In accordance

with this treaty, a law concerning the succession to the Danish crown
was adopted by the Diet, and obtained the royal sanction July 31,

1853.

King Christian IX. has a civil list of500,000 rigsdalers, or 55,555Z.,

settled upon him by vote of the Rigsdag, approved Dec. 17, 1863.

The heir-apparent of the Crown has, in addition, an allowance of

60,000 rigsdalers, or 6,666/., settled by law of March 20, 1868.

Subjoined is a list of the kings of Denmark, with the dates of their

accession, from the time of election of Christian I. of Oldenburg :

—

House of Oldenburg.

Christian I, .
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Constitution and Government.

The present Constitution of Denmark is embodied in the charter

of June 5, 1849, which was modified in some important respects

in 1855 and 1863, but again restored, with various alterations, by

a statute which obtained the royal sanction on July 28, 1866.

According to this charter, the executive power is in the king and

his responsible ministers, and the right of making and amending

laws in the Rigsdag, or Diet, acting in conjunction with the sove-

reign. The king must be a member of the Evangelical Lutheran

Church, which is declared to be the religion of the State. The
Rigsdag comprises the Landsthing and the Folkething, the former

being a Senate or Upper House, and the latter a House of Com-
mons. The Landsthing consists of 66 members. Of these, 12

are nominated for life by the Crown, from among actual or former

representatives of the kingdom, and the rest are elected indirectly by
the people, for the term of eightyears. The choice of the latter 54mem-
bers of the Upper House is given to electoral bodies composed partly

of the largest taxpayers in the country districts, partly of deputies of

the largest taxpayers in the cities, and partly of deputies from the

totality of citizens possessing the franchise. Eligible to the Lands-

thing is every citizen who has passed his twenty-fifth year, and is a

resident of the district. The Folkething, or Lower House ofParlia-

ment, consists of 102 members, returned in direct election, by
universal suffrage, for the term ofthree years. According to the Con-

stitution there should be one member for every 16,000 inhabitants.

The franchise belongs to every male citizen who has reached his

thirtieth year, who is not in the actual receipt of public charity, or

who, if he has at any former time been in receipt of it, has repaid

the sums so received, who is not in private service without having

his own household, and who has resided at least one year in the elec-

toral circle on the lists of which his name is inscribed. The total

number of electors in 1880 was 304,585, or 1 in every 7*3 of the

population ; the actual voters in that year numbered 110,635.

Eligible for the Folkething are all men of good reputation, past the

age of twenty-five. Both the members of the Landsthing and of the

Folkething receive payment for their services, at the same rate.

The Rigsdag must meet every year on the first Monday of Octo-

ber. To the Folkething all money bills must in the first instance

be submitted by the Government. The Landsthing, besides its legis-

lative functions, has the duty of appointing from its midst every four

years the assistant judges of the Rigsret, who, together with the

ordinary members of the Hbiesteret, fojm the highest tribunal of the

kingdom (Rigsret), and can alone try parliamentary impeachments.

The ministers have free access to both of the legislative assemblies,

but can only vote in that Chamber of which they are members.
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The executive, acting under the king as president, and called

the State Council—Statsraadet—consists of the following seven

departments:

—

1. The Presidency of the Council.—Jacob Broennum Scavenius

Estrup, appointed President of the Council of Ministers, and
Minister of Finance, June 11, 1875.

2. Ministry of the Interior.—E. V. R. Skeel, appointed June 15,

1875.

3. Ministry of Justice and for Iceland.—J. M. V. Nellemann,

appointed June 11, 1875.

4. Ministry of Foreign Affairs.—Otto Ditlev, Baron JRosenoern-

Lehn, appointed October 11, 1875.

5. The Ministry of Marine.—N. F. Ravn, appointed January 4,

1879; and Minister of War since October 20, 1881.

6. Ministry of Public Education and Ecclesiastical Affairs.—
J. Scavenius, appointed August 24, 1880.

The ministers are individually and collectively responsible for

their acts, and in case of impeachment, and being found guilty,

cannot be pardoned without the consent of the Folkething.

The chief of the dependencies of the Crown of Denmark, Iceland,

has its own constitution and administration, under a charter dated

January 5, 1874, and which came into force August 1, 1874. By
the terms of this charter, the legislative power is vested in the

Althing, consisting of 36 members, 30 elected by popular suffrage,

and six nominated by the king. A minister for Iceland, nominated
by the king and responsible to the Althing, is at the head of the

Administration : while the highest local authority is vested in the

Governor, called Stiftamtmand, who resides at Reikjavik. Besides

him there are three Amtmands for the western, the northern, and
eastern districts of Iceland.

Church and Education.

The established religion in Denmark is the Lutheran, which was
introduced as early as 1536, the Church revenue being at that

time seized by the Crown, to be delivered up to the University, and
other religious and educational establishments. The affairs of the

national Church are under the superintendence of seven bishops.

The bishops have no political character. Complete religious tolera-

tion is extended to every sect, and no civil disabilities attach to

Dissenters.

According to the census of 1880, there were only 17,678 persons,

or less than one per cent, of the population, not belonging to the

Lutheran church. Of this number 3,946, or nearly one-third, were
Jews; the remainder comprised 3,000 Roman Catholics; l,3f)3

E
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members of the Reformed church, or Calvinists; 1,722 Mormons;
3,687 Baptists; 792 Irvingites; 1,919 other sects; and 1,249*

without creed, or unknown.
Elementary education is widely diffused in Denmark, the attend-

ance at school being obligatory from the age of seven to fourteen.

Education is afforded gratuitously in the public schools to children

whose parents cannot afford to pay for their teaching. The uni-
versity of Copenhagen had in 1882-3, 84 professors and teachers^

and 1,261 students. Connected with the university is a poly-

technic institution, with 18 teachers and 183 students. Between
the university and the elementary schools there are 13 public

gymnasia, or colleges, in the principal towns of the kingdom, which
afford a ' classical ' education, and 27 Eeal-schule. Instruction at

the public expense is given in Parochial Schools, spread all over the

country, to the number, according to the latest official statistics,

of 2,940, namely 28 in Copenhagen ; 132 in the towns of Denmark,
and 2,780 in the rural districts ; with 231,935 pupils in all, or

123 per 1,000 of population. Of the Conscripts for 1881, 0*36

per cent, only could neither read nor write.

Revenue and Expenditure.

The annual revenue of the State during the five financial years

ending March 31, from 1879 to 1883, averaged 2,728,000/. The
expenditure during this quinquennial period was fully balanced by
the revenue, with an annual surplus, employed for the reduction of

the public debt.

By the terms of the Constitution of Denmark the annual financial

budget, called the ' Finantslovforslag,' must be laid on the table of

the Folkething at the beginning of each session. As to the annual

financial accounts, called ' Statsregnskab,' the Constitutional Charter

prescribes them to be examined by four paid revisers, two of whom
are elected by the Folkething and two by the Landsthing. Their

report is submitted to both Chambers, which, afi;er due consideration,

pass their resolution, generally to the effect that they have no remarks
to make on the balance-sheet.

The budget revenue voted for 1882-3 amounted to 2,766,058/.,

and the actual revenue was 2,979,130/. ; the estimated expenditure

was 3,000,848/., and the actual expenditure, 2,819,411/. For
1883-4 the estimated revenue was 2,883,263/., and expenditure,

2,861,120/. The chief sources of revenue and branches of expen-

diture were estimated as follows for the financial year 1884-5 :

—
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Years,
ending March 31

1870
1875
1880
1881
1882

Capital of Debt

Kroner

234,740,700

185,835,623

173,326,628

202,959,136

201,664,700

£
13,041,150

10,324,201

9,629,257

11,275,508

11,203,594

The debt is divided into an internal and a foreign. The total

foreign debt amounted in 1882 to over 700,000/. On April 1,

1884, the total debt will be reduced to 10,944,440/. The external

debt is mostly at 4 per cent.

The entire charge of the debt for 1882-3 was set down as

554,400/. ; after deducting productive investments, &c., the charge

per head pf population would be only about 2s. The profitable

investments of the State amount to over 5,000,000/., which thus

reduce the debt to nearly one-half, or about 3/. per head of the

population. In 1879 the total national wealth was estimated at

101 millions sterling, or about 50/ per head of the population.

The value of the land alone is estimated at over 11 millions

sterling, and of buildings 36 millions.

Army and Navy.

The army of Denmark consists, according to the re-organisation of

1867, supplemented by the law of 1880, of all the able-bodied

young men of the kingdom who have reached the age of 22 years.

They are liable to service for eight years in the regular army and

its reserve, constituting the first line, and for eight years subse-

quent in the extra reserve. The drilling is divided into two

periods : the first lasts six months for the infantry, five months for

the field artillery, and the engineers ; nine months and two weeks

for the cavalry ; and four months for the siege artillery and the

technic corps. The second period of drill, which is for only a

portion of the recruits of each branch of arms, notably those

who have profited the least by the first course, lasts nine months

for the infantry, eleven months for the cavalry, and one year for

the artillery and the engineers. Besides, every corps has to drill

>each year during thirty to forty-five days. The kingdom is divided

into two divisions or commands, the eastern and the western, the

former subdivided into two and the latter into three brigades, and

each brigade into two battalions. Every brigade famishes the con-

tingent of a brigade of infantry and one regiment of cavalry. The
artillery contingent is furnished one-half by the two first territorial

brigades, and the second half by the three other ones. The con-

itingent of the engineers is furnished by the whole brigades.
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The forces of the kingdom comprise 31 battalions of infantry of

the line, with 13 of second reserve ; 5 regiments of cavalry, each

with 3 squadrons active and a depot ; two regiments of artillery,

in 12 batteries and 4 of reserve, and two battalions with 6 com-
panies and 5 companies of reserve ; and one regiment of engineers.

The total war strength of the regular army and reserve was as

follows in 1882 :—Infantry, 26,992 men ; cavalry, 2,180 ; artillery,

4,775; engineers, 1,366; total men, 35,293, besides 1,176 officers.

This is exclusive of the extra reserve, only called out in emergencies,

and numbering 14,000 officers and men.

In the session of 1882 an extraordinary vote of supply of four

millions sterling was asked for fortifications and the navy. This

was to be spent mainly in fortifying Copenhagen both on the sea and
landward sides, and in constructing forts and entrenched camps at

the most vulnerable points in the country. Half a million sterling

was to be spent on the increase of the fleet. It was decided in 1880
to increase the fleet in the course of ten years to 8 armour-clads,

4 large unarmoured vessels, 10 corvettes and schooners, 12 gun-
boats and 8 torpedo-boats.

The navy of Denmark consisted, at the end of 1882, of 41
steamers, of which eight were armour-clad ships, and 3 armoured
torpedo boats, and the rest unarmoured vessels, the latter mostly

of small size. The following is a tabular list of the principal

ironclads :
—
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one 15-incli Krupp breechloader, the heaviest gun in any of the

Baltic fleets, besides one 6-inch Krupp breechloader, and three light

guuB. All the other armour-clad ships were constructed after old

models, between the years 1863 and 1872—the Eolf Krake turret-

ship, on Captain Coles' principle, was built on the Clyde in 1863

;

the Peder Skram and the Danmark in 1864 ; the Lindormen and
the Gorm, sister turret-ships, in 1868 and 1869 ; and the Odin in

1872. The most powerful of the other ironclads of the Danish
navy is the Odin, constructed at the dockyard of Nyholm, near

Copenhagen, begun in 1870, and launched in 1873. The Odin,

plated with 8-inch iron amidships, and 5-inch fore and aft, carries

four 10-inch guns, of 18 tons each, sheltered under a rising turret

on mid-deck, covering not only the guns but also the base of the

chimneys and 'the upper part of the engines. The prow carries

a steel battering-ram more than a foot square, and protruding six

feet, so arranged as to be screwed back into the hull. There are

besides two armed cruisers protected with 2-inch armour.

The Danish navy is recruited, by naval conscription, from the

coast population. The budget of 1882-3 provides for 1 vice-

admiral, 15 commanders, 36 captains, 60 lieutenants and sub-

lieutenants, and 1,122 men.
Copenhagen is the only fortress of importance.

Area and Population.

The following table gives the area and population of Denmark
according to the last decennial census, taken February 1, 1880 :

—

Divisions
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population in 1880 was 516,742, and the country population

1,463,517. The population is almost entirely Scandinavian ; at

the last census, of the foreign-born population 33,152 were Ger-
mans (including 22,007 born in Schleswig), 24,148 Swedes, 2,823
Norwegians, 454 English.

The population of the capital, Copenhagen (Kjobenhavn), in

1880, was, including suburbs, 273,323; Aarhuus, 24,831; Odense,

20,804; Aalborg, 14,152; Eanders, 13,457.

The following table gives the total number of births, deaths, and
marriages, with the surplus of births over deaths, in each of the

five years from 1878 to 1882 :—

Years
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The imports of the year 1881 came to the value of 5,063,412Z.

from Germany ; and of 3,276,1 12Z.—including colonial goods, as well

as home produce—from Great Britain ; while of the exports there

were sent 3,435,235Z. in value to Germany ; and 3,542,226/. to Great

Britain . With Sweden there were 1 ,300,000/. imports and 1 ,500,000/.

exports; Norway, 360,000/. imports and 1,000,000/. exports; with

the Danish Colonies 350,000/. imports and 260,000/. exports. The
Danish trade with the United States has grown from 800,000/. im-

ports in 1877 to 1,100,000/. in 1881, and 2,600/. exports in 1877

to 900,000/. in 1881.

The chief exports of Denmark are grain and flour, live stock, and

butter, which form two- thirds of the total export. About half as

much grain (1,000,000/.) is imported as is exported; the other

chief imports are woollen goods, sugar, coals, timber, minerals and

metals.

The commercial intercourse between Denmark, including Iceland,

the Faeroe Islands, and Greenland, and the United Kingdom is shown
in the subjoined tabular statement in each of the five years, 1878 to

1882 :—

Years
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Of the total area of Denmark 75 per cent, was productive in 1880

;

about one-sixth of the unproductive area is peat bogs. Of the pro-

ductive area 6 per cent, is forest, and of the remainder about one-

half is arable and one-half pasture and meadows. The leading crops

are rye, barley, and oats (about four-fifths of the arable area), and

wheat. The total value of all crops in 1879 was 12^ millions

sterling, besides hay and straw, 1,850,000L

Cattle-rearing is becoming increasingly important in Denmark.
In 1871 there were 1,238,898 cattle of all kinds, and in 1881,

1,470,079/. In 1881 only 2,126 cattle were imported, while

84,586 were exported. In 1881 there were 347,561 horses and

1,548,613 sheep, the latter on the decrease. Of sheep 16,988 were

imported and 72,487 exported in 1881, and 9,800 cwt. of wool im-

ported and 22,300 cwt. exported. In 1871 there were 442,421

swine, and in 1881, 527,417 ; the import in 1881 was 17,438 and

export 253,294.

Between 1878 and 1882 the number of sailing vessels had de-

creased from 3,041 of 213,201 tons, to 2,999 of 198,911 tons;

while the steamers had increased from 188 of 45,124 tons, to 227
of 61,454 tons (including colonies), besides 10,000 vessels under

4 tons. In 1881, 23,077 vessels, of 1,305,192 tons, entered, and

22,633, of 458,020, cleared the Danish ports, besides 2,025 coasting

vessels entered and 21,098 cleared.

On the 1st of January 1881 there were railways of a total length

of 1,105 Engl, miles, open for traffic in the kingdom. Of this total,

932 Engl, miles belonged to the State, the total cost of which up to

March 31, 1882, had been 7,225,162/.

The Post Office in the year 1881 carried 30,555,009 letters and
postcards, and 28,753,909 newspapers. Receipts, 240,333/. ; ex-

penses, 225,244/. The Telegraphs in the same year carried

1,186,444 messages, of which 513,830 were internal, 647,526
international, and 25,088 official. The total length of telegraph

lines belonging to the State, at the end of 1881, was 2,206
Engl, miles, and the length of wires 5,840 Engl, miles. At the

same date, there were 287 telegraph offices, of which 155 belonged
to railway companies, and 132 to the State, Receipts, 37,426/. ^
expenses, 45,612/.

Colonies.

The colonial possessions of Denmark consist of the following
territories, chiefly islands, in Europe and America. The area and-
population are given after the census return of February 1, 1880 :

—
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Colonies
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Weights and Measubbs.

The Pound = 100 Kvint . . = 1-102 avoirdupois, or about lOOlbs.

to the cwt.

„ Skip Last =2 tons.

„ Tonde, or Barrel of Grain and Salt =3*8 Imperial bushels.

„ „ „ Coal . . = 4-7 „ „

„ Foot = 1-03 English foot.

„ Viertel = 1'7 Imperial gallon.

Statistical and other Books of Reference concerning Denmark.
1. Official Publications.

Danmark's Statistik. Statistiske Meddelelser, Tredie Eaekke. Udgivet af

det Statistike Bureau. Kjobenhavn, 1883.

Kongelig Dansk Hof og Statscalender. Kjobenhavn, 1883.

Sammendrag af Statistiske Oplysminger. No. 1-8. Statistiske Meddelelser.

8. Kjobenhavn, 1877-80.
Statistisk Tabelvaerk. Tredie Eaekke. Indeholdende Tabeller over Kon-

geriget Danmarks Vare-Indforsel og Udforsel samt Skibsfart m. m. Udgivet
af det statistiske Bureau. 4. Kjobenhavn. 1872-82.

Eeport by Mr. J. Gr. F. EusseJl, Secretary of Legation, on the finances and
the commerce of Denmark, dated CopeDhagen, December 31, 1878 ; in * Eeports

by H.M.'s Secretaries of Embassy and Legation.' Part 11. 1879. 8. London,
1879.

Eeport by Consul Harris on the Trade and Commerce of Denmark in 1881,

in ' Eeports of H.M.'s Consuls,' Parti. London, 1883.

Eeport by Mr. Grosling on Denmark generally in Part I., and on Trade and
Shipping in Part IV. of ' Eeports of H.M.'s Secretaries of Embassy.' London,
1883.

Eeports by Mr. Consul Palgrave and by Mr. Vice-Consul Du Bois, on the

Commerce of the Colonies of St. Croix and St. Thomas, dated Jan.-Feb. 1876
;

in « Eeqorts from H.M.'s Consids.' Part IV. 1876. 8. London, 1876.

Eeport on Denmark as a grain-producing country by Consul Ryder, in ' Ee-
ports of the Consuls of the United States,' August, 1883. Washington, 1883.

Trade of Denmark with the United Kingdom ; in ' Annual Statement of the

Trade of the United Kingdom with Foreign Countries and British Possessions

in the year 1882.' Imp. 4. London, 1883.

2. Non-Official Publications.

Baggesen (A.), Den Danske Stat i Aaret 1860. FremstiUet geographisk og
statistisk, tillige fra et militairt Standpunkt. 2 vols. 8. Kjobenhavn, 1860-63.

Falbe-Hansen (V.), and Scharling (Wm.), Danmark's Statistik. 8. Kjoben-
havn, 1878-79.

Otte (E. C), Denmark and Iceland. 8vo. London, 1881.

Petersen (C. P. N.), Love og andre offentlige Kundgjorelser, &c., vedkom-
mende Landvaesenet i Kongeriget Danmark. 8. Kjobenhavn, 1865.

Eainals (Harry), The State of Agriculture in Denmark. In * Journal of the

Eoyal Agricultural Society of England,' vol. xxi. 8. London, 1866.

Trap (J. P.), Statistisk-topographisk Beskrivelse af Kongeriget Danmark.
2nd ed. 4 vols. 8. Kjobenhavn, 1872-78.
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PRANCE.
(RePUBLIQUE FRANgAISE.)

Constitution and Government,

The present constitution of France, voted by the National Assembly,
elected in 1871, bears date February 25, 1875. It vests the legis-

lative power in an assembly of two houses, the Chamber of Depu-
ties and the Senate, and the executive in a chief magistrate called

President of the Republic. The Chamber of Deputies is elected by
universal suffrage, under the ' scrutin d'arrondissement,' adopted by
the National Assembly, November 11, 1875. The law orders that

every arrondissement has to elect one deputy, and if its popula-

tion is in excess of 100,000, an additional deputy for each 100,000,

or portion thereof. There were 10,194,693 * electeurs politiques,' or

persons possessing votes, in the year 1882, that is 1 in every 3'7 of

the population, or 26*85 per cent, of the total population. At the

last election (1881) 6,944,531, or 69 per cent., of the electors voted.

There are 10,008,548 municipal electors. To be an elector a

man must be twenty-one years old, and be possessed of citizenship,,

which is obtained by a two years' residence in any one town or

canton. Men once convicted of felony or desertion are perpetually

disfranchised ; while the only requisite for a deputy is to be a citizen

and twenty-five years of age. There are 557 members in the Chamber
of Deputies. The Senate is composed of 300 members, of whom 75
hold their seats for life, the vacancies being filled by the choice of

the Senate. The remaining 225 seats are divided by lot into three

classes of 75 each, one class going out at successive periods of three

years. The election of these 225 senators is by an indirect processv

In the first instance, the communes or municipalities of France, large

and small, elect, by a majority of their members, each one of the
' electeurs senatoriaux,' and these, in their turn, after a lapse of two
months, meet together, along with the members of each departmental

council-general and the deputies of the department who are ex-officio

senatorial electors, to choose the senators. No other qualification is

required for a senator than to be a Frenchman and forty years of

age. The Senate and the Chamber of Deputies assemble every year

on the second Tuesday in January, unless a previous summons is

made by the President of the Republic, and they must remain in

session at least five months every year.

The Chamber of Deputies is elected for the term of four years.

The President of the Republic has the right of convoking the Cham-
bers for an extraordinary meeting. He is bound to convoke them if

the demand is made by one-half of the number of members com-
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posing each Chamber. The President can adjourn the Chambers,

but the adjournment cannot exceed the term of a month, nor occur

more than twice in the same session. The Senate has conjointly with

the Chamber of Deputies the right of initiating and framing laws.

Nevertheless, financial laws must be first presented to and voted by
the Chamber of Deputies.

Both the Senators and the Deputies receive payment for their

services, the Deputies at 9,000 francs, the Senators at 15,000 francs

a year. In the budget for 1884 the expenses connected with the

Senate were fixed at 4,600,000 fi-ancs, or 184,000/., and those of the

Chamber of Deputies at 7,160,780 francs, or 286,431/., being a total

of 11,760,780 francs, or 470,431/.

The President of the Republic is elected, by a majority of votes,

by the Senate and Chamber of Deputies, united in National Assem-
bly. He is nominated for seven years, and is re-eligible. The
President of the Republic has the initiative of legislation con-

currently with the two Chambers. He promulgates the laws when
they have been voted by the two Chambers. He watches over and
insures the execution of them. He has the right of individual

pardon, but cannot proclaim a general amnesty. He disposes

of the armed force ; and he appoints to all civil and military

posts, including the heads of the ministerial departments. Every
act of the President of the Republic must be countersigned by a

Minister. The President of the Republic may, with the assent of

the Senate, dissolve the Chamber of Deputies before the legal expi-

ration of its term, but in such event the electoral colleges must be

summoned for new elections within three months. The ministers

as a body are responsible to the Chambers for the general policy of

the Government, and individually for their personal acts. The
President of the Republic is responsible only in case of high treason.

By a special article, appended to the constitution of 1875, dated

July 16, 1875, it is enacted that 'the President of the Republic

cannot declare war without the previous assent of the two Chambers.'

In the event ofa vacancy by death, or any other cause, the two united

Chambers must proceed immediately to the election of a new Presi-

dent of the Republic.

President of the Republic—Fran9ois P. Jules Grevy, born at

Mont sous-Vaudrez, dep. Jura, August 15, 1813 ; studied law ;

member of the Constituent Assembly, 1848-9, and of the Legisla-

tive Body, 1868-70 ; member of the National Assembly, 1871-5, and
President of the Assembly, 1871-3; President of the Chamber of

Deputies, 1876-9. Elected President of the Republic, Jan. 30, 1879.

The salary of the President of the Republic is fixed at 600,000
francs, or 24,000/., with an additional allowance of 300,000 francs,

or 12,000/., for household expenses.
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The last Ministry, appointed by the President of the Kejjublic,.

consists of eleven members, namely :

—

1. President of the Council and Minister for Foreign Affairs.

—

Jules Ferry, born at Paris, 1823 ; admitted to the bar, 1848
;

member of the Legislative Body, 1869-70
; Member of the Govern-

ment of National Defence, 1870-1 ; Prefect of the Department of

the Seine, 1871-2 ; Ambassador to Greece, 1872-3 ; Minister of
Public Instruction and Fine Arts, 1879-80; President of the
Council, September 23, 1880, to November 15, 1881 ; Minister of

Public Instruction, January to August, 1882. Appointed Prime
Minister February 21, 1883, and Minister for Foreign Affairs,

November 19, 1883.

2. Minister of the Interior.—Pierre-Marie Waldeck-Rousseau,
born 1846 ;

avocat; elected representative for the first cxVcowscr^p-

tion of Rennes, 1879 : Minister of the Interior in the Gambetta
Cabinet of 1881. Appointed February 21, 1883.

3. Minister of Finance.—P. Paul Emmanuel Tirard, bom 1826
;

joined the Ponts et Chaussees, 1846, and in 1851 entered into com-
merce ; Minister of Commerce, Feb. 1879 to Nov. 1881 ; re-ap-

pointed Jan. 31, 1882. Appointed Aug. 7, 1882.

4. Minister of Justice and Public Worship.— Felix-Martin

Feuillee, born at Rennes, 1830 ; doctor in law, 1854 ; deputy for

Eennes, 1876; Under-Secretary of the Interior, 1879, and of Justice

in December of the same year. Appointed February 21, 1883.

5. Minister of Public Instruction.—Clement-Armand Fallieres,

born 1841 ; a barrister ; elected Deputy for Nerac 1876 ; Under-
secretary of the Ministry of the Interior under M. Constans, 1880-81

;

Minister of the Interior, President of the Council, and Minister of

Foreign Affairs, August 7, 1882, to February 21, 1883. Appointed
Minister of Public Instruction, November 19, 1883.

6. Minister of Commerce.—Anne Charles Herisson, born 1831
;

Avocat, 1853 ; Maire of the 6th Arrondissement of Paris, 1870,

and Deputy, 1878 ; Minister of Public Works, 1882-3. Appointed

February 21, 1883.

7. Minister of Agriculture.—Felix-Jules Meline, born 1838; en-

tered the bar of Paris ; entered the National Assembly for Vosges

1872, and re-elected Deputy 1876; Under-Secretary of the Interior,

February-March, 1879. Appointed August 7, 1883.

8. Minister of War.—General Jean- Baptiste- Marie-Edouird
Campenon, born 1819; captain, 1848; arrested at coup d'etat of

1851, and dismissed the service; entered Sardinian service; served

in Italian war; reinstated in French army 18G7 as major; colonel,

1870; taken prisoner at Metz; general of brigade 1875, and of

division 1879 ; Minister of War under Gambetta, 1881-2. Ap-
pointed October 9, 1883.

9. Minister of Marine and the Colonies.—Vice-Admiral Peyron,



House of Bourbon
Henri IV. . . . 1589-1610
Louis XIIL, 'le Juste' .1610-1643
Louis XIV., 'le Grand' . 1643-1715
Louis XV. . . . 1715-1774
Louis XVL ( + 1793) . 1774-1792

First Eepublic

Convention . . . 1792-1795
Directoire . . . 1795-1799
Consulate . . . 1799-1804
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born 1822 ; took part in the wars against Russia, Austria, China,Anam
and Mexico ; Maritime Prefect of Toulon, and head of the naval

staff under two former Ministries. Appointed August 11, 1883.

10. Minister ofPosts and Telegraphs.—Louis Cochery, born 1830

;

Under-Secretary in the Ministry of Finance, 1873-79. Appointed

first Minister of Posts and Telegraphs, February 5, 1879.

11. Minister of Public Works.—David Raynal, born 1840
;

elected Deputy for Bordeaux, 1876 ; Under-Secretary in the Public

Works Department, 1880; Minister of Public Works in the Gam-
betta Cabinet of 1881.

The following is a list of the Sovereigns and Governments of

France, from the accession of the House of Bourbon :

—

Home of Bourbon— Orleans

Louis Philippe ( + 1850) . 1830-1848

Second Eepublic

Provisional Government,
Feb.-Dee.^ . . . 1848

Louis Napoleon, President 1848- 1852

Empire, Restored

Napoleon IIL (+1873) . 1852-1870

Third Bepublic

Government of National

Napoleon L(+ 1821) . 1804-1814 Defence . . . 1870-1871
House of Bourbon, Restored Louis A. Thiers, President 1871-1873

Louis XVIII. . . . 1814-1824 Marshal MacMahon „ 1873-1879
Charles X. ( + 1836) . 1824-1830

i F. J. P. Jules Grevy „ 1879

The average duration of the eighteen Governments of France

since the accession of the House of Bourbon was 16 years.

For judicial purposes France is divided into 26 districts, or

Courts of Appeal. Each of these courts has a Bench of nine to

twelve Conseillers, or puisne judges, and a President, and three

Conseillers are commissioned at least twice a year to go and hold

criminal assizes in the chief towns of departments within the juris-

diction of the court. The only prisoners tried before the assizes

are those accused of crimes (felonies) as distinct from delits (misde-

meanours). Persons accused of delits are tried in the Courts of

Correctional Police before three judges without jury. There is a

Court of Correctional Police in every chief town of an arrondisse-

ment. Below the Correctional Courts are the Tribunals of Simple
Police (one in each town), which exercise a summary jurisdiction

in minor offences. There is besides a Juge de Paix in every
canton and one in every city quartier. The Court of Cassation,

the Supreme Court of Appeal, sits in Paris.

Church and Education.

The population of France, at the census of December 1881, con-

sisted of 29,201,703 Roman Catholics, being 78*50 per cent, of the
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total population ; of 692,800 Protestants, or 1'8 per cent, of the

population, as compared with 584,757 in 1872 ; of 53,436 Jews,

and 7,684,906 persons ' who declined to make any declaration of

religious belief.' This was the first census at which ' non-profess

-

ants ' were registered as such. On former occasions it had been

customary to class all who had refused to state what their religion

was, or who denied having any religion, as Roman Catholics. The
number of persons set down as belonging to ' various creeds ' was
53,042.

All religions are equal by law, and any sect which numbers
100,000 adherents is entitled to a grant. As a matter of fact, only

the Roman Catholics, Protestants, and Jews have state allowances.

In the budget for 1884, these grants were as follow :
—
Francs

Roman Catholic prelates and clergy . . 40,352,443

Roman Catholic Churches, seminaries, &c
Protestant clergy and seminaries .

Jewish rabbis and seminary .

Protestant and Jewish places of worship
Mussulman priests and materiel

Total

9,213,623

1,600,300

202,900
100,000

216,340

51,685,606

£2,067,424

There are eighty-seven prelates of the Roman Catholic Church

—

namely, seventeen archbishops and seventy bishops. In 1880 it was
found that the secular clergy of the Catholic Church numbered in

all 55,065, besides 10,217 pupils in the ecclesiastical seminaries.

The value of the total gifts and legacies made to the Church during

the present century up to 1882 is 23.976,733 francs. The Protes-

tants of the Augsburg Confession, or Lutherans, are, in their religious

affairs, governed by a General Consistory, while the members of the

Reformed Church, or Calvinists, are under a council of administra-

tion, the seat of which is at Paris. In 1880 there were 706

Protestant pastors, and 66 Jewish rabbis and assistants.

A return presented to the Chamber of Deputies in the session of

1881 by the Ministry of Public Worship shows that at the end of

1880 there were in all 200,000 persons under vows in France,

exclusive of 45,000 ecclesiastics in receipt of pay from the State.

There are two kinds of religious bodies in France—the congrega-

tions which are controlled by a central authority, and alone have

the right of forming branches, and the communities which are inde-

pendent of each other, although subject to the same rules. There

are in France five legally authorised congregations of men, which

have founded 115 establishments at home and in the colonies, and

109 abroad. The number of members of these five congregations

ie 2,418. The number of communities of men is four, with 84
members. There are 384 establishments which are unauthorised,
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the members of which number 7,444 men. The difference between

them is that those which are not authorised labour under legal dis-

abilities and are liable to dissolution. There are, in addition, 23

religious associations of men devoted to the education of the young.

The number of schools under their direction is 3,096. The number
of the members of these associations is 20,341.

Public education in France is entirely under the supervision of the

Government. The highest schools, or universities, go by the name
of 'facultes de I'etat,' and are fifteen in number, at Paris, Aix,

Besan9on, Bordeaux, Caen, Clermont, Dijon, Douai, Grenoble,

Lyon, Monpellier, Nancy, Poitiers, Eennes, and Toulouse. In the

session of 1882-83, the total number of students— ' total des in-

scriptions '—at these 15 high schools was 43,205, of whom 16,841

studied law ; 12,801 philosophy or Mettres' ; and 11,297 medicine.

The number of students at the ' faculte de I'etat ' at Paris alone was

22,408, or more than one-half of the total number. Next to it in

numbers stood the high school of Bordeaux, with 3,926 students.

Some of the ' facultes de I'etat ' have but few students, such as Cler-

mont, which had 56, and Besan9on 79 students in the session of

1882-83.

Together with the general census of May 1872, there was an
official inquiry into the educational state of the nation, which,

being very carefully made, gave, it is reported, accurate results. In

the inquiry of 1872, the population was divided into three groups,

according to ages, the first comprising all children under six ; the

second the growing generation between six and twenty ; and the

third all the grown-up persons above twenty. The following table

gives the total net results of the educational census of 1872 :

—

Degree of Education
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The census of 1872 showed an extraordinary difference in the

degree of education between the 87 departments of France, the

percentage of ignorance ranging between 6 in the department of

Doubs, and 61-8 in Haute-Vienne. Among the 309,689 conscripts

drawn in 1881, 13*15 per cent, could neither read nor write, 2*42

per cent, could only read, and 21*56 could but read and write.

Since the year 1872, the progress has been very great, owing to

the energetic efforts of the Government, aided by the legislature,

primary education being now compulsory. It was stated by the

Minister of Public Instruction in the Chamber of Deputies, in the

session of 1881, that all children, without exception, would be sub-

ject to education before the end of 1883. The following table

shows the numbers of the various classes of schools and the number
of pupils in 1881 :

—

Primary schools :

—

Infant schools

Primary public schools .

Primary private schools .

Totals ....
Total primary schools .

Middle-class schools:—
Lycees , . . .

Communal colleges

Free middle-class schools :—

Lay
Clerical

-

Total middle-class schools
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Revenue and Expenditure.

The principal sources o£ revenue and branches of expenditure

were set down as follows in the budget estimates for the year 1884.

1
Revenue
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to '10,600,000/., and chiefly composed of estimates for the min-
istries of war and public works. In introducing this budget the

minister stated that to obtain the funds required recourse would have
to be made to loans, as all other available sources were exhausted

;

he also stated that every addition to the ordinary budget inevitably

implied an addition to the debt of France. There was still a fourth

budget attached * par ordre ' to the general budget, and showing (as

amended) an expenditure for special services (the mint, the national

printing office, legion of honour, marine invalides, and state rail-

ways), of 3,753,948Z. ; so that the total expenditure to be provided
for in 1884 was estimated at 153,641,300/., or at the rate of 4/.

per head of population. The total direct taxes in the ordinary and
special budgets amount to over 1 6s. per head. About one-third of

the direct taxation is borne by land, one-seventh by buildings, one-

seventh is levied on personal property, and the remainder on doors,

windows, and licences.

The following is a statement of revenue and expenditure for the

ten years, from 1874 to 1883 :
—

Years
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were greatly raised customs duties, and stamps, and taxes on sugar,

wines, salt, and transport by railway.

In 1883 the Minister of Finance published the results of an in-

quiry into the real state of the revenue and expenditure during the

years 1869-80, including ordinary, extraordinary, and special

budgets. The total revenue for these twelve years is found to

be 36,069,842,334 francs or 1,442,793,693/., and expenditure,

35,532,447,901 francs or 1,421,297,916/. ; leaving a total surplus

(after certain deductions) of 386,205,838 francs, or 15,448,233/.

To this must be added the produce of the loans of 1871 and 1872,

which was paid to Germany in discharge of the five milliards of in-

demnity. After deducting certain repayments the total amount
handed over was 4,668,946,130 francs, or 186,757,845/. For the

two years before the war the revenue and expenditure, ordinary

and extraordinary, were as follows :
—
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Periods
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German war and the Third liepublic the French debt has grown
enormously, the result being as shown in the following table.

The total consolidated debt alone of France, according to the

budget of 1884, amounted, by capitalising the rente or interest, to

19,652,924,230 francs, or 786,116,969/., the interest or ' rente' on

which was 705,976,983 francs, or 28,239,079/. The following table

shows the nominal capital of each of the four descriptions of ' rente
'

and the interest, or amount of ' rente,' according to the revised

budget for 1884 :—

Description of Rente
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The national debt in recent years has been steadily undergoing
the process of complete subdivision among the population of France.

In 1850 the number of ' rente ' holders of the Consolidated Debt alone

numbered 846,000 ; in 1860, 1,073,300 ; in 1870, 1,254,000 ; in

1880, 4,000,000 ; and in 1883 nearly 4,100,000.
All the communes and departments of France have their own

budgets and debts, which latter were largely increased by the war.

The last official statement issued, referring to 1877, gives the total

communal receipts, including Paris, as 1,348 million francs, and
the expenses as 1,000 million francs, showing a surplus of 348
million francs, or 13,920,000/. The total communal debts for the

same year amounted to 2,645 million francs, or over 105 millions

sterling.

The city of Paris has its own budget. The total receipts for

1881 were 273,665,764 francs, and expenditure 266,721,509 francs;

surplus, 6,944,255 francs, or 277,770/. In the budget for 1883
the revenue and expenditure are made to balance at 263,474,440
francs, or 10,538,977/. The principal source of revenue in the

budget of the city of Paris is from tolls upon articles of general

consumption, called ' droits d'octroi,' estimated to produce

143,245,600 francs, or 5,729,824/., in 1883. The principal branch
of expenditure is for interest and sinking fund of the municipal debt,

whifch, in the budget of 1883, amounted to 99,121,743 francs, or

3,964,869/.

Army and Navy.

1. Army.

The military forces of France are in a state of nearly completed

reorganisation, on the basis of a ' loi sur le recrutement,' voted

by the NationalAssembly on July 27, 1872, supplemented by further

organisation laws, passed on July 24, 1873, March 13, 1875, and
March 1882. These laws enact universal liability to arms. Sub-
stitution and enlistment for money are forbidden, and it is ordered

that * every Frenchman not declared unfit for military service may
be called up, from the age of twenty to that of forty years, to enter

the active army or the reserves.' By the law of 1882 the yearly

contingent is divided into two categories, the first serving 3 years

with the colours and 2 years in the Reserve, and the second only

1 year in the Active Army. The Active Army is composed of all

the young men, not otherwise exempted, who have reached the age

of twenty, and the Reserve of those who have passed through the

Active Army. Neither the Active Army nor its Reserve are in

any way localised, but drawn from and distributed over the whole
of France. On the other hand the Territorial Army and its Reserve

are spread over fixed regions, determined from time to time by
administrative enactments.
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The principle of universal liability to arms, laid down at the

beginning, was not carried out strictly in all the enactments of the

law of 1872, which admits of various exemptions from the military

service due by all Frenchmen. Beside those rejected on physical

grounds, there were certain exemptions in the case of sons who may
be the sole support of other members of a family, pupils of certain

public schools, teachers in public schools, professors in certain public

institutions, members of religious associations, ecclesiastics, artists

who have gained the ' Grand Prix,' and others under certain specified

conditions. Since 1882, however, teachers in public elementary

schools and the pupils of clerical seminaries are required to serve for

one year. It is usual to employ them in the barrack infirmaries and
schoolrooms. In 1880 the number of young men on the conscription

lists was 316,662; of these 152,502 were declared fit for active ser-

vice, of whom 5,580 were drafted to the marine, and the remainder

for the army. In the case of another 129,000, although declared

fit, their services were dispensed with for various reasons, or they were

drafted into the auxiliary force. All soldiers in the Active Army
who have learnt their duties, and who can read and write, may be

sent on furlough, at the end of a year, for an indefinite time.

According to the budget ofthe Ministry ofWar for 1884, the effec-

tive strength of the whole French army is composed of 518,642 men
(including vacancies, furloughs, etc.) and 130,146 horses; buf the

Gendarmerie and the Garde Republicaine are included in these

figures, and they amount together to 26,726 men and 13,150 horses.

The army properly so called was, therefore, in 1884, made up of

491,916 men and 116,996 horses. Of these 52,273 men and 16,020

horses were assigned to Algeria ; the remainder were quartered in

France and the various colonial stations. For recruiting the army
in 1884, it was estimated that 161,531 conscripts would be required.

Of these 101,694 were to be assigned to the infantry, 17,303 to the

cavalry, 28,558 to the artillery, 3,091 to the engineers, 5,586 to the

military train, and 5,299 to the administrative branches.

In the year 1869, the actual expenditure for the army amounted
to 384,157,428 francs, or 15,366,297Z. ; while in the estimates for

1884 the amount stood at 605,307,000 francs, or 24,212,280/., being

an augmentation of 221,149,572 francs, or 8,845,982/. The rise

was due mainly to the increase in the numbers of the army under

the new organisation.

The present organisation of the French army is as follows

:

Infantry :

144 regiments of the line, each of 4 battalions of 4 companies, with

2 depot companies.

30 battalions of chasseurs a pied, each of 4 companies, with 1 depot

company.
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4 regiments of zouaves, each of 4 battalions of 4 companies, with

2 depot companies, one of which is in France.

3 regiments of Tirailleurs Alg^riens, each of 4 battalions of 4 com-
panies, with 2 depot companies.

1 Legion Etrangere, of 4 battalions of 4 companies, with 2 depot

companies.

3 battalions of African Light Infantry of 6 companies.

The troops of the last four divisions form a special class^ enrolled

as the 19th corps d'armee.

Cavalry :

12 regiments of cuirassiers "1

26 regiments of dragoons each of 5

30 regiments of light cavalry, chasseurs and hussars
f
squadrons.

2 regiments of Algerian hussars J
4 regiments of Chasseurs d'Afrique, of 6 squadrons.

3 regiments of Spahis, of 6 squadrons.

Artillery and Engineers :

38 regiments of field artillery.

2 regiments of artillery pontonniers, each of 14 companies.

10 companies of artillery workmen for factories, &c.

3 companies of artificers.

57 companies of train artillery.

4 regiments of sappers and miners, each of 5 battalions, and

92 companies in all.

The total force of the French army in officers and men and in

horses was given as follows in the budget for 1884 :
—

Divisions

Staff

Schools and unattached
Administrative, medical and unclassed

Infantry

Infantry, administrative .

Cavalry
Artillery

Engineers
Train
Grendarmerie

G-arde E^publicaine ....
Total .

Men Horses

4,151

3,311

2,906

301,609

19,514

68,735

68,762
11,039

11,889

23,556

3,170

2,890

1,895

230

6,173

62,469

33,297
1,122

8,920

12,398

762

518,642 130,146

Included in the above are 4,174 men for staff service, 3,122 un-
attached, 2,670 unclassed in the other corps, and 18,025 in the

commissariat service. There were allowances made for 27,073
officers and 491,569 non-commissioned officers, rank and file.
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Taking into account the various classes of reserves, France has a

war force of about 2^ millions of men at her disposal ; and taking

account of the various classes of able-bodied men whose services

have been dispensed with, the total number amounts to 3,750,000.

The whole of France is divided into 18 military regions, each

under a general of division, and subdivided into districts, of the same
circumference as the departments, under a general of brigade ; Paris

and Lyon have each a separate military government. The fortified

places are specially administered by a * service des fortifications,' with

Paris as the centre, and the following strong places on the various

frontiers :—On the German frontier : first class fortresses, Belfort,

Verdun, Besangon ; second class, Langres ; third class, Toul,

Auxonne ; and 9 fourth class places. Belgian frontier : first class,

Lille, Dunkirk, Arras, Douai ; second class, Cambrai, Valenciennes,

Givet, St. Omer, Mezieres, Sedan, Longuy, Soissons; third class,

Gravelines, Conde, Landrecies, Eocroi, Montmedy, Peronne ; and 6

fourth class places. Italian frontier: first class, Lyon, Grenoble,

Besan9on; and 11 detached forts. Mediterranean coast: first class,

Toulon (naval harbour) ; second class, Antibes ; and 21 fourth class

forts. Spanish frontier : first class, Perpignan, Bayonne ; third class,

St. Jean, Pied-de.Port; and 10 fourth class forts. Atlantic coast,

first class, Eochefort, Lorient, Brest ; second class, Oleron, La
Eochelle, Belle Isle ; third class. He de Ehe, Fort Louis ; and 17
fourth class forts. The Channel coast: first class, Cherbourg;
second class, St. Malo, Havre; and 16 fourth class forts.

2. Navy.

The effective war navy of France was composed in 1883 of 56
ironclads, 170 unarmoured screw steamers, 20 paddle-steamers, and
56 sailing vessels. The following statement gives the number of

vessels of each class and their armament :

—

Classes of Vessels
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The following is a tabular list of the 49 ironclads of the navy of

France, exclusive of floating batteries, at the end of the year 1883.

The columns of the table exhibit, similar to that descriptive of the

British ironclad navy, after the name of each ship, first, the thickness

of armour at the water-line ; secondly, the number and calibre of

guns; thirdly, the indicated or nominal horse-power of engines ; and
fourthly, the tonnage, that is, displacement in tons. Each vessel of

the French navy is enrolled at one of the five great ' divisions

maritimes ' of the country—namely, 1. Cherbourg; 2. Brest;

3. Lorient; 4. Rochefort ; and 5. Toulon.

Wnnip
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Valeureuse .

Gauloise

Savoie .

Provence

Eevanche

Ironclads of 2nd da

Bayard

.

Turenne

Vauban

Duguesclin .

La Gralissonniere

Victorieuse .

Triomphante

Montcalm

Reine Blanche

Atalante

Alma .

Armour
thickness
at water

line

Inches

6i

Number Calibre

'^

6i

^

bi

'-'8

hi

Guns
I

!

Indicated JDisplace-

horse- ment, or
power tonnage

Inches

3,383

7,635

3,050

3,500

3,187

4,566

3,965

4,556

4,566

2,670

2,214

2,400

1,830

1,860

1,640

1,896
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Names

Belliqueuse .

Jeanne d'Arc

Thetis ....
Coast Service Vessels \st class :—
Caiman

Indomptable

Terrible

Fulminant .

Tonnerre

Furieux

2nd class:—
Temp^te

Tonnant

Vengenr

Cerbfere

B61ier ,

Boule-Dogue

.

Tigre .

Taureau
Onondaga

Armour
thickness
at water

line

Inches

51

13

13

111

81

Gung

Number Calibre

{;
{I

{I

{I

{I

{I

{I

{
2

4

2

2

2

2

1

4

Inches

h\
Hi

mitr. j

mitr. j

10|1
4 /
m\
4|/
13R

revol. /

.1.1

revol. J

13f
4

revol.

revol. /

9|

9f

9f
9f
9l

Indicated
horse-
power

1,227

1,884

1,676

4,200

4,200

4,200

4,200

4,165

3,800

1,745

1,745

Displace-

ment, or
Tonnage

3,747

3,675

3,621

7,239

7,184

7,184

5,584

5,584

5,560

4,523

4,523

4,523

3,758

3,589

3,510

1,880 3,390

1,745

1,560

1,921

1,527

1,793

642
2,718

2,592

71 = 8 tons

:

= 72 tens; 13f
5^ = 2f tons ;

^

46 tons; lOf = 28 tons; 9| = 15 tons:

= 1^ tons; 4 = 1^ tons.

Besides the ships enumerated here, the following ironclads were

on the stocks in 1883 in the dockyards of France :—The Sequin,

building at Bordeaux, and the Guerriere. Both these are smaller

Inflexibles, but with fixed turrets, the guns being mounted en bar-

bette. They are each of 7,168 tons displacement, and protected at

the water-line by compound armour 50 centimetres thick at the top

and diminishing to 40 centimetres. There was also the Jean Bart
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at Cherbourg, a ship of the Audacious class, armoured at the water-

line by compound plates 25 centimetres in thickness. There were

the Formidable, at Lorient, and the Admiral Baudin, at Brest,

monster ironclads of 11,300 tons, armoured at the sides to the

extent of from 45 to 55 centimetres, and with three 100-ton guns,

besides several smaller ones.

It is stated that during the past year the following vessels have

been begun in the dockyards:—The Charles Martel and the Brennus,

both ironclads of 4,000 horse-power, the former in the Toulon,

the latter in the Lorient dockyard. Eight ironclad gunboats, from

375 to 425 horse-power, in the Cherbourg, Lorient, and Rochefort

dockyards. The Sfax cruiser, of 1,250 horse-power, in the Brest

dockyard. Five station despatch boats in the Toulon, Rochefort,

and Lorient dockyards. Two large transport ships in the Roche-

fort dockyard. Three fleet despatch boats in the Rochefort and

Lorient dockyards. Three torpiUeurs eclaireurs—torpedoes of

2,000 horse-power—in the Toulon and Rochefort dockyards, and

two torpedo boats in the Toulon dockyard.

The three most powerful of the completed ironclads of the French

navy are the turret-ships Devastation, the Fovdroyant, and the

Amiral-Duperre. They were designed nearly on the same lines, are

312 feet in length, and are constructed mainly of steel. In the whole

of the ironclads, horizontal steel armour is used in sufficient strength

to render the decks bomb-proof, and guns are mounted en barbette,

capable of being used in all directions. Not much inferior to the

first nine of the * batiments de combat ' are the Redoutable, the

Trident, the Friedland, and the Colbert. Most of the remaining

ironclads of the * bitiments de combat ' class are of antiquated con-

struction, and as will be seen from the list with thin armour. By
a recent decision of the Minister of Marine, the majority of them
are to be struck off from the ' efEectif normal ' in 1885.

The ' iron-clads of the second rank,' enumerated in the preceding

tabular list, are held to be available only for defensive warfare, while

the ships of the next two classes, ' gardecotes cuirasses,' are, as indi-

cated by the name, destined solely for the protection of the maritime

border of France. These are second-class ships, several of the cuir-

asses de 1st rang being technically designated garde-cotes cuirasses.

Among the unarmoured steamers of the French navy the most
notable are the frigates Duquesne and Tourville, both constructed for

high speed, calculated at seventeen knots. They are sister-ships

;

the first launched at Rochefort, and the second at Toulon, in 1876.

They are each 309 feet long, and 50 feet broad, with engines

of 6,000 horse-power, and a displacement of 5,340 tons. Each
of these ships is armed with 27 guns, of which 20 are of a

bore of h\ inches, and seven of 9J inches. Of the remainder
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of the unarmoured screw steamers of the French navy, more
than one-half are not in active service, being either stripped of

their guns, or on the reserve list. A considerable proportion of the

sailing vessels are employed as * Garde-peches,' on the fishing grounds

near the coasts of France.

By a resolution of the National Assembly passed in the session of

1875, large additions were made to the navy of war, an annual

credit of 30,000,000 francs, or 1,200,000/., being set aside for the

purpose, to be applied to 50 vessels, the construction of which was
either to be finished, continued, or simply commenced within five

years. The greater number of these vessels are being built in the

government dockyards at Brest, Cherbourg, and Toulon.

The French navy is manned partly by conscription and partly by
voluntary enlistment. The marine conscription was introduced as

early as the year 1683. There is an ' Inscription maritime,' on

the lists of which are the names of all male individuals of the
* maritime population ;

' that is, men and youths devoted to a sea-

faring life, from the 18th to the 50th year of age. The number of

men thus inscribed fluctuates from 150,000 to 180,000. Though all

are liable to conscription, the government, as a rule, dispenses from

taking men over forty and under twenty, as well as pilots, captains,

the fathers of large families, and able seamen who have signed for

long voyages. The time of service in the navy is the same as that

in the army, with similar conditions as to reserve duties, furloughs,

and leave of absence for lengthened periods. It is enacted by the

law of 1872 that a certain number of young men liable to service in

the Active Army may select instead the navy .service, if recognised

fit for the duties, even if not enrolled in the 'Inscription maritime.'

For administrative purposes, France is divided into five ' divi-

sions maritimes,' and subdivided into twelve ' arrondissements

maritimes,' as follows :

—

Divisions Arrondissements

1. Cherbotii^ Dunkerque— Le Havre.

2. Brest Brest—Saint Servan.

3. Lorient Lorient—Nantes.

4. Kochefort Kochefort—Bordeaux—Bayonne.

5. Toulon Marseilles—Toulon—Ajaccio.

At the head ,of the administrative government of each maritime

division is a Vice-admiral bearing the title of ' Prefet maritime.'

According to the budget estimates for 1884 the French navy, in

all its departments, had 2 admirals ; 24 vice-admirals ; 36 rear-

admirals ; 100 captains of first-class men of war; 201 captains of

frigates; 724 lieutenants; 420 ensigns; 195 'aspirants'; and

38,263 warrant officers and men, besides marines, naval engineers,

constructors, surgeons, dockyard police, &c. The total sum al-
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lotted in the budget of 1884 for the navy is 204,570,377 francs, or

8,182,815/.

Area and Population.

The following statement gives the area and population of France

at the enumerations of May 1866, of May 1872, of December 31,

1876, and December 18, 1881 :—

Census dates

May 1866 .

May 1872 .

December 31, 1876
December 18, 1881
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Departments
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and a half has been comparatively less than in any other State of
Western Europe. The natural increase, from the surplus of births-

over deaths, amounted, when at its highest, between the years-

1820 and 1830, to not quite 280,000 per annum, and during

part of the decennial period 1850 and 1860, sank to 51,200 per

annum. There was a slight recovery during the first half of the

next decennial period, but in the year 1869, the surplus of

births over deaths had again fallen to 84,206. In the following

two years, 1870 and 1871, the deaths exceeded the births, the

excess of deaths amounting to 103,894 in 1870, and to 444,889
in 1871, due mainly no doubt to the war. In the year 1872 there

was again a surplus of 172,937 births, and the surplus continued

in 1874 and 1875. The birth-rate per hundred inhabitants was 3*11

in 1827, and had fallen to 2*62 in 1868. It fell to 2-57 per cent,

in 1869, and to 2*26 per cent, in 1871, and was 2-61 in 1873, 2-64

in 1875, and 2*79 in 1881—a birth-rate lower than that of any
other country in Europe.

The following table, compiled from the last official returns, gives the

number of births, deaths, and marriages, with the surplus of births

over deaths, in each of the ten years from 1873 to 1882 :

—

Years
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23 departments the excess of deaths over births was 15,664, while

in the remainder the excess of births over deaths Avas 112,691.

There has been more emigration from France during the five

years ending with December 1883 than during any similar period

in this century. The emigrants to Algeria have exceeded 40,000,
and the Government have received 25,000 applications for grants of

land in that colony, chiefly from peasant vine-growers who have
been ruined by the phylloxera. The only general exodus, how-
ever, from any one locality that has taken place in recent years con-

sists in a movement of the Basques to quit the country, in order

to escape military service. In 1873 there emigrated 10,000 Basques
to South America, chiefly to the Argentine Kepublic and Uruguay,
and in 1874 the number rose to 12,000. The stationary character

of the mass of the population is shown also by there being little

migration within the country. At the census of 1881 it was found

that of the total population, 22,702,356 were born within their com-
munes. The total emigration in 1881 (exclusive of Algeria) was
4,456, and in 1882 5,100 ; of the latter 2,737 went to the United
States, and 1,402 to the Argentine Republic.

The population of France, like that of most other European coun-

tries, is agglomerating ever more in towns. In 1846 the rural

population constituted 75*58 per cent, of the total, and the urban
.24*42 per cent. ; in 1856, the rural had fallen to 72*69, and the

urban risen to 27*31 per cent. ; in 1866, the rural was 69*54, and
the urban 30*46 per cent. ; while in 1881 the former was 65*2

and the latter 34*8. In 1881, of the total increase of 766,260, more
than two-thirds, or 561,869, belonged to the 47 towns of more
than 30,000 inhabitants. The average density of the population is

184 per square mile. In the department of Seine (Paris) it is

14,670 per square mile, and in the other departments varies from 731
in Nord to 49 in Basses-Alpes, Though the rural population is

declining, one-halfof the total population still depends on agriculture

as a means of living. The census returns of 1881 showed that

there were 18,249,209 individuals dependent on agriculture, 9,324,107
on manufacturing industries, 3,843,447 on commerce, 1,585,358 on

the liberal professions, while 2,121,173 lived exclusively on their

incomes and pensions.

At the census of 1881 there were 1,001,090 foreigners resident

in France; in the department of Nord the Belgian population

numbered 279,351, being more than one-fifth of the total popu-
lation ; in the Seine the number of foreigners was 193,046, and in

Bouches-du-Rhone 75,738. In 1851 the total number of foreigners

was only 379,289. Of the foreign population in 1881 432,265 were
Belgians, 240,733 Italians, 81,986 Germans, 73,781 Spaniards, 66,281
Swiss, 37,006 Endish.
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increased 75 per cent., having been 384,767,000 francs in 1873 and
673,500,000 francs in 1882. The increase has been greatest in

machinery, iron ships, metal goods, woollens, cottons, and leather.

The export of silk goods fell from 301,419,000 francs in 1873 to

226,745,000 francs in 1878, but had risen to 289,667,265 francs

in 1882. The export of woollen goods increased from 325,918,000
francs in 1873 to 441,838,310 francs in 1882.

The following table shows in millions of francs the value of the

special commerce of France with the leading foreign countries and
colonies in 1882 :

—
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Staple exports from France to the United Kingdom 1881
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of sub-division o£ inheritance and partly o^ving to the facility with

which small lots can be purchased. According to recent statistics

the cultivable land of France is divided into 5,550,000 distinct

properties, 5,000,000 of which are under six acres each, 500,000
averaging 60 acres, and 50,000 averaging 600 acres. According to

a Cadastral survey begun in 1879, the results of which w^ere pub-
lished in 1883, the surface of France is divided as follows (hectare

= 2-47 acres) :— „ ,^ Hectares.

Land of superior quality (orchards, gardens, &c.) . 695,929
Cultivable lands and lands estimated as such (in-

cluding railways, building land, canals, &c.) . 26,173,657
Meadows and pastures 4,998,280
Vineyards 2,320,533
Woods 8,397,131
Uncultivated limds 6,746,800
Various cultures 702,829

50,035,008

Of the cultivable lands 37,900,342 acres were under cereal crops

in 1882, the produce of cereals amounting to 741,172,794 bushels.

Wheat and oats are the leading crops, occupying five-sevenths of

the cereal area. The imports of wheat are, however, in recent

years much greater than the exports, the leading cereal exports

being rye and buckwheat. As will be seen from a previous table,

the import of cereals is eight times the export. The area under
vineyards is 5-i^ million acres. The yield of wine in 1881 was
847,346,500 gallons, and in 1882 only 679,777,721 gallons, an

average crop being 1,381,000,000 gallons. The ravages of the

phylloxera have in recent years greatly diminished the production,

the imports considerably exceeding the exports. About 1 million

acres are under beet-root, yielding 273,488,928 cwt. sugar in 1881,

of which 3,819,500 cw^t. were exported. The total value of the

cereal crops in 1879 was 184,264,190/., and the total value of all

agricultural products 265 millions sterling. The live stock o£

France in 1883 included 2,868,728 horses, 11,756,482 cattle,

23,405,845 sheep, and 5,710,775 swine. The produce of wool in

1882 was valued at 83,272,543 francs, and of lard 18,274,495 francs.

Although France produces considerable quantities of coal and
iron, they are not sufficient for her own consumption. The coal

production in 1881 was 19,765,000 tons, and in 1882 20,803,000
tons. The import of coal in 1881 was 102,221,000 tons, of which
half came from Belgium and one-third from England. The total

value of the coal produce of France in 1882 was about 10 millions

sterling, and the total consumption was over 25 millions. The total

quantity of iron ore consumed in France in 1882 was 4,820,000 tons,

of which 1,425,900 tons were imported. The production of pig-iron

in 1882 was 2,033,000 tons, w^hile 285,080 tons were imported.

The production of wrought-iron has increased from 617,834 tons in
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1870 to 1,074,054 in 1882. There were 453,053 tons of steel pro-

duced in 1882. The imports of metals and machinery are nearly

double the exports, the former in 1882 amounted to 7,080,960/., and

the latter to 3,680,000/. The total value of the mineral products

of France in 1880 (including salt) was 11,621,660/., and the total

^valueof the metallurgical production was 20,960,000/. Of other

manufactures the production of sugar alone in 1880 was valued at

18,653,800/., to which, if we add ceramic industries, paper, glass,

gas and its products, soaps, &c., the total value will be 60 millions

sterling. The total value of the textile manufactures is not re-

ported. There are 913 cotton factories employing 97,833 people,

with 4,942,788 spindles and 65,927 looms in 1880 ; 1,926 woollen

factories employing 110,904 people, with 3,037,837 spindles and

41,044 looms; 1,503 raw silk factories, with 50,307 workers and

1,213,574 spindles ; 522 factories for silk textures, with 63,302

workers, 236,988 spindles, 13,612 looms, besides 61,163 hand-

looms. The export of woollens in 1881 was 7,200,000/., and in

1882 7,949,360/'

The total value of the products of French fisheries in 1882, in-

cluding deep-sea fisheries, was 3,718,520/., as against 3,306,802/. in

1881. Engaged in the fisheries are 83,845 sailors, with 22,891

vessels of 156,287 tons, besides 52,954 persons engaged in shore-

fishing in 1882.

The following table shows the navigation at French ports in 1882 :

Entered
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The following table shows the state of the French mercantile navy

in 1882 :—

Vessels !
Number

i
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tection, together with the date oftheir first settlement, or acquisition, is

shown in the subjoined table, compiled from the latest official returns.

I. Colonies.
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If to this we add Algeria, the total Colonial possessions of France

cover an area of 429,260 square miles, with a total population of

9,250,000.

In 1882-3, France undertook a series of operations to compel the

Hova Government of Madagascar to acknowledge her right to a

protectorate over a considerable district in the N.W. of the island,

and, to a certain extent, over the whole country ; up to the present

date (January, 1884) no definite arrangement has been arrived at.

By a similar series of operations, France asserted her claims, under

terms of a treaty of 1874 (1882-3), to the protection of Tongking,

and, indeed, the w^hole of the Annamite dominion. During the

operations (July, 1883) the sovereign of Annam died, and on Aug.

25, 1883, a treaty was concluded with the successor acknowledged

by the French, whereby the French claims to a protectorate were

recognised, and the Annamite province of Binh-Thuan was added

to Cochin China. As China claims the suzerainty over Annam,
and has not yet acknowledged the French treaty, the final terms of

the French protectorate cannot be considered to be yet settled

definitely (Jan. 1884). The total extent of territory thus claimed

as a protectorate by France is estimated at 170,000 square miles,

and its population at from 7,000,000 to 30,000,000, probably about

14,000,000, which, if added to the above totals, give the total area

of the French dependencies at 600,000 square miles area, with a

population of about 24,000,000. Tongking is extremely fertile, with

extensive coalfields and numerous gold, silver, iron, and copper

mines. The province of Binh-Thuan, which has been added to

Cochin-China, is of uncertain area, its littoral population alone being

estimated at 100,000. France also claims as protectorate a con-

siderable area in the neighbourhood of the Congo, West Africa,

and in 1882-3 extended the area of her protectorate in Senegambia
as far as Segou on the Niger. For railways and forts in Senegal, a

sum of 11,332,797 francs is put down in the Budget of 1884, the

object being to extend French domination to the Niger.

On the N.B. African coast, opposite Aden, and just outside the

Red Sea, France has a station, Obock, which she has been recently

attempting to extend and develop.

The only colonies possessing commercial importance, besides

Algeria and Tunis, are Cochin China, the islands of Reunion, on
the coast of Africa, and Martinique and Guadeloupe in the West
Indies. The total exports from French colonies (excluding Tunis)

to France amount to about nine millions sterling annually, Algeria

counting for about 3^ millions sterling, Martini'jue, Guadeloupe,
and St. Pierre and Miquelon, each for less than a million. Reunion
and Guiana each about 750,000/. The million sterling of imports

from St. Pierre and Miquelon represent mainly the value of the

Newfoundland fisheries to France. The exports of French produce
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to the colonies also amount to about nine millions sterling, Algeria

receiving about 6^ millions, none of the others over half a million.

The total exports from French colonial possessions (including

Algeria and Tunis) to Great Britain amounted in 1882 to 849,981Z.,

and exports from Great Britain to these possessions 924, 9 17 Z.

Seven-eighths of the exports were from Algeria and Tunis, and
half the imports to these countries. British exports to the French
West Indies amounted to 205,225Z. in 1882.

For an account of the government, revenue, population, and com-
merce of Algeria and Tunis, see Part XL, Africa^ of the StatesmarCs

Year-hook.

Diplomatic Representatives.

1, Of France in G-reat Britain.

Ambassador.—M. William Henry Waddington. Accredited ambassador to

Great Britain, July 30, 1883.

Secretaries.—Count d'Aunay ; Vicomte de Petiteville ; M. Mercier.

Military Attache.— Lieut.-Colonel Descharmes.
Naval Attache.—Captain Leclerc.

2. Or Great Britain in France.

Ambassador,—Rt. Hon. Viscount Lyons, Gr.C.B., born in 1817 ; Envoy to the-

United States, 1858-64; and Ambassador to Turkey, 1865-67. Appointed
Ambassador to France, July 6, 1867.

Secretaries.—Sir John Walsham, Bart. ; George Sheffield ; Hon. "W. A. C.

Barrington; N. R. O'Connor.
Military Attache.—Colonel The Hon. George Villiers.

Naval Attache.—Capt. Eice, R.N.

Money, Weights, and Measures.'

The money, weights, and measures of France, and the British

equivalents, are

—

Money.
The Franc, of 100 centimes . . Approximate value %d., or 25 Francs to

£1 sterHng.

"Weights and Measures.
The Gramme = 15'434 grains troy, or about 30

grammes equal to an ounce.

„ Kilogramme . . . . — 2*205 lbs. avoirdupois.

,, Quintal Metrique . . . = 220 „ „

-„ Tonneau „ . . . . = 2200 „ „

„ Litre, Liquid Measure . . = 1*76 Imperial pints.

xr , ;., /Liquid Measure . = 22 „ gallons.

'>
He<^i<>^^i^'

JDi^ Measure . = 275 „ bushels.

„ Metre = 3*28 feet or 39-37 inches.

„ Kilometre . . . . = 1093 yards, or nearly 5 furlongs, or

| mile.

„ mtreCube^
_ ^ ^ ^ ^ 35-31 cubic feet.

„ Stere J
„ Hectare = 2-47 acres.

„ Kilometre Carre . . . = 247 acres, or 2^ K.C. to 1 square

mile.
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Statistical and other Books of Reference concerning
France.

1. Official Publications

Annuaire de la Marine et des Colonies. 1883. 8. Paris, 1883.

Annuaire statistique de la France. 1883. 8. Paris, 1883.

Budget G-eneral de I'Exercise, 1884. Paris, 1883.

Bulletin de Statistique of the Ministere des Finances, 1883.

Bulletin des Lois de la Republique fi-anyaise. 8. Paris, 1883.

Bulletin du Ministere des Travaux Publics, 1883.

Bulletin officiel du Ministere de I'lnterieur. Paris, 1883.

Compte general de Tadministration de la justice civile et commerciale en
France pendant I'annee 1881. 4. Paris, 1883.

Compte general de I'Administration de la Justice criminelle en France,

par le Garde des Sceaux, Ministre de la Justice. 4. Paris, 1883.

Denorabrement de la population de la France et d'Algerie, 1876. 8.

Paris, 1878.

Documents statistiques reunis par radministration des douanes sur le com-
merce de la France. 4. Paris, 1883.

Enquete sur la marine marchande. 4. Paris, 1878.

Les Colonies Franqaises en 1883. Paris, 1884.

Ministere des Finances : Comptes generaux de I'Administration des Finances.

Paris, 1883.

Ministere de 1'Agriculture : Bulletin.

Rapport fait au nom de la commission de la reorganisation de I'armee, par
M. le G-eneral Chareton. 4. Versailles, 1875.

Rapport sur le dernier recensement Franqaise, 1881. Paris, 1883.

Situation economique et commerciale de la France. Expose comparatif pour
les quinze annees de la periode 1865-1879. Paris, 1881.

Statistique de la France. Mouveraent de la population pendant les annees
1875-79. 4. Paris, 1881.

Tableau du Commerce general de la France, avec ses Colonies et les Puis-
sances etrangeres, pendant I'Annee 1882. 4. Paris, 1883.

Tableau general des mouvements du cabotage pendant I'annee 1882. Direc-

tion generale des douanes et des contributions iodirectes. 4. Paris, 1883.

Tableaux de Population, de Culture de Commerce et de Navigation sur les

Colonies Franqai ses. Paris, 1882.

Report by Mr. L. S. Sackville West on the Tenure of Land in France,

dated Paris, Nov. 19, 1869 ; in 'Reports from H.M.'s Representatives respect-

ing the Tenure of Land in the several Countries of Europe.' Part I. ^Fol.

London, 1870.

Report by Mr. Crowe on Wine Trade and Production in France, Nov. 1882.
in ' Reports from H.M.'s Diplomatic and Consular Officers.' Folio. 1882.

Report by Mr. Crowe on the Trade of France in 1882, in Part III., and on
French Finance, in Part IV., of ' Reports of H.M.'s Secretaries of Embassy.'
London, 1883.

Report by Consul Bernal on the Trade, «Scc., of Havre in 1882, and by-

Colonel Macgregor on St. Malo, in Part II. ; by Consul Rainals on Brest,

Consul Vereker on Cherbourg, and Consul Tremlett on Saigon and Cochin
China, in Part III. ; by Consul Bonham on Calais, and Vice-Consul Taylor on
Dunkirk, in Part VI. ; by Consul Ward on Bordeaux, Vice-Consul Sadler on
Rochelle, Consul Segrave on Nantes, and Vice-Consul Sutton on St. Nazaire,.

in Part VII. ; by Consul Layard on Noumea, in Part VIII. ; by Acting-
H
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Consul Harold White on Eeunion, and Consul Miller on Tahiti, in Part IX.
of ' Keports of H.M.'s Consuls.' 1883.

Trade of France with the United Kingdom- in • Annual Statement of the

Trade of the United Kingdom with Foreign Countries and British Possessions

for the year 1882.' Imp. 4. London, 1883.

2. Non-Officiax Publications.

Annuaire de I'eeonomie sociale. 8. Paris, 1882.

Annuaire des etablissements fran9ais dans I'lnde. 12. Pondiehery, 1882.

Audiffret (Marquis d'), Etat de la fortune nationale et du credit public de
1789 a 1873. 8. Paris, 1875.

Block (Maurice), Anmiaire de I'Economie politique etde la Statistique. 1883.

16. Paris, 1883.

Carnet de I'Officier de Marine. 6° ann6e, 1883. Paris, 1883.

Colle (E.), La France et ses colonies au 19me siecle, 8. Paris, 1878.

Crisenoy {Be), Memoire de I'inscription maritime, 8. Paris, 1872.

Cucheval-Clarigny (M ), Instruction Publique en France. 8. Paris, 1883.

David (J.), Le credit national. 8. Paris, 1872
Delarbre (J.), La marine militaire de la France. 8. Paris, 1881.

Dupo7it (P.), Annuaire de la marine pour 1882. 8. Paris, 1882.

Helie (F. A.), Les constitutions de la France. 8. Paris, 1878.

Ingouf {S .), L'avenir de la marine etdu commerce exterieur de la France. 8.

Paris, 1877.

Kleine (E.), Les richesses de la France. 12. Paris, 1872.

Laugel (Au^uste), La France politique et sociale. 8. Paris, 1878.

Xat'gr^wc (Leonce de), Economic rurale de la France. 4me ed. 18. Paris, 1878.

Leon (M.), De I'Accroissement de la Population en France et de la Doctrine

de Malthus. 8. Paris. 1866.

Moussy (N,), Tableau des finances de la France. 8. Paris, 1879.

Frat (Th. de), Annuaire protestant: Statistique generale des diverses

branches du Protestantisme fran9ais. 8. Paris, 1883.

Beclus (Elisee), La France. Vol. II. of 'Nouvelle Geographic Universelle.'

8. Paris, 1877.

Statistique de la Production de la Soie en France et a I'Etranger. Kecolte

de 1882. Lyons, 1883.

Vuitry (Adolphe), Etiide sur le regime financier de la France 8. Paris, 1 879.
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GERMANY.
(Deutsches Reich.)

Reigning Emperor and King.

Wilhelm I., German Emperor, and King of Prussia, born

March 22, 1797, proclaimed Emperor of Germany at Versailles,

January 18, 1871 (see 'Prussia,' p. 116).

Heir Apparent.

Prince Friedrich Wilhelm^ born October 18, 1831, eldest son ot

the Emperor-King ; field-marshal in the army of Prussia (see

'Prussia,' p. 116).

The Imperial throne of Germany has always been filled by
election, though with a tendency towards the hereditary principle of

succession. Originally, the Emperor was chosen by the vote of all

the Princes and Peers of the Reich, but the mode came to be
changed in the fourteenth century, when a limited number of Princes,

fixed at seven for a time, and afterwards enlarged to nine, assumed
the privilege of disposing of the crown, and, their right being ac-

knowledged, were called Electors. With the overthrow of the old

Germanic Empire by the Emperor Napoleon, in 1806, the Electoral

dignity virtually ceased, although the title of Elector was retained

sixty years longer by the sovereigns of Hesse-Cassel, the last of them
dethroned in 1866 by Prussia. The election of the present Emperor
was by vote of the Reichstag of the North German Confederation, on
^the initiative of all the reigning Princes of Germany.

Since the creation of the Imperial dignity by Charlemagne,

crowned ' Kaiser ' at Rome, on Christmas-day in the year 800, there

have been the following Emperors of Germany :

—

House of Charlemagne.

Karll., 'Der Grosse' . 800-814

Ludwig I., ' Der Fromme ' 814-840

Ludwig II., ' Der Deutsche

'

843-876

Karl II., ' Der Kahle '
. 876-877

Karl, 'Der Dicke' . . 881-887

Arnulf .... 887-899
Ludwig III., ' Das Kind

'

900-91

1

House of Franconia.

Konradl. . . . 911 -Pi 8

House of Saxony.

Heinrich I., 'Der Vogelsteller' 919-936
Otto I., ' Der Grosse '

. 936-973
Otto II. . . . 973-983
Otto III. . . . 983-1002
Heinrich II. . . . 1002-1024

House of Franconia.

Konrad II., ' Der Salier ' . 1024-1039
Heinrich III. . . . 1039-1056
Heinrich IV. . . . 1056-1106
Heinrich V. . . . 1106-1125

L
H 2
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Ilou&e of Saxovy.

Lothar II., ' Der Sachse ' 1125-1137

House of Hohenstaufen.

Konradlll. . . . 1138-1152
Barbarossa

'

Fiiedrich I.,

Heinrich VI.

Philipp

Otto IV.

Friedrich II.

Konrad IV.

1152-1190
1190-1197
1198-1208
1208-1212
1212-1250
1250-1254

First Interregnum.

Wilhelm of Holland . 1254-1256
Eichard of Cornwall .1256-1272

House of Habsburg.

Eudolfl. . . . 1273-1291

House of Nassau.

Adolf .... 1292-1298

House of Habsburg.

Albrechtl. . . . 1298-1308

Houses of Luxemburg and Bavaria.

Heinrich VII. . . . 1308-1313

Ludwig IV., 'Der Baier' . 1313-1347

House of Habsburg.
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the individual states for each session, while the members of the

Keichstag, 397 in number, are elected by universal suffrage and
ballot, for the term of three years. The various states of Germany
^re represented as follows in the Bundesrath and the Reichstag :

—
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12,000 voters or less, there were 5 in 1881 ; 12,000—16,000, 32
r-

16,000—20,000, 79 ; 20,000—24,000, 142 : 24,000—28,000, 91 ;.

28,000—32,000, 26; above 32,000 votes, 22.

Both the Bundesrath and the Reichstag meet in annual session,.

convoked by the Kaiser. The Kaiser has the right to prorogue and
dissolve the Eeichstag.but the prorogation must not exceed sixty days ;.

while in case of dissolution new elections have to take place within sixty

days, and a new session has to open within ninety days. All lawS'

for the Empire must receive the votes of an absolute majority of the

Bundesrath and the Reichstag. The Bundesrath is presided over

by the Reichskanzler, or Chancellor of the Empire, and the Presi-

dent of the Reichstag is elected by the deputies.

The laws of the Empire, passed by the Bundesrath and the Reicha- ^
tag, to take eiFect must receive the assent of the Kaiser, and be

countersigned when promulgated by the Chancellor of the Empire.

The latter, in his capacity as President of the Bundesrath, has the

right to be present at the deliberations of the Reichstag.

The following are the Imperial authorities or Secretaries of State,.

* Reichsbehorden ;
' they do not form a Ministry or Cabinet, but

act independently of each other, under the general supervision of

the Chancellor.

1. Chancellor of the Umpire.—Prince Otto von Bismarck-Schon-

hausen, born April 1, 1815 ; studied jurisprudence at Berlin and'

Gottingen ; member of the Constituent Assembly of Prussia, 1848;
Minister Plenipotentiary of Prussia at the Diet of Frankfort, 1851-59

;

Ambassador to the Court of St. Petersburg, 1859-62 ; Ambassador
of Prussia to the Emperor of the French, 1862; Minister of Foreiga

Affairs, and chief of the Council of Ministers of Prussia, September

23, 1862 ; Chancellor of the North German Confederation, 1867-70
;

appointed Chancellor of the Empire, January 19, 1871.

2. Ministry jor Foreign Affairs.—Count von Hatzfeldt- Wilden-

burg.

3. Imperial Home Office and ' Representative of the Chancellor'

—Herr von Boetticher.

4. Imperial Admiralty.—General von Caprivi.

,5. Imperial Ministry of Justice.—Dr. von Schelling.

6. Imperial Treasury.—Herr Burchard.

7. Imperial Post- Office.—Dr. Stephan.

Acting under the direction of the Chancellor of the Empire, the-

Bundesrath, in addition to its legislative functions, represents also a.

supreme administrative and consultative Board, and as such

has eleven standing committees, namely for army and fortifica-

tions ; for naval matters ; tariff, excise, and taxes ; trade and com-
merce ; railways, posts, and telegraphs; civil and criminal law;

financial accounts ; foreign affairs ; for Alsace-Lorraine ; for the-
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Constitution ; and for the Standing Orders. Each committee consists

of representatives of at least four states of the Empire ; but the

foreign affairs committee includes only the representatives of the

kingdoms of Prussia, Bavaria, Saxony, and WUrtemberg.

Church and Education.

The census of December 1, 1880, showed the religious divi-

sion of the population of the states composing the German Empire
as follows :—Protestants, 28,318,592; Roman Catholics, 16,229,290;
Christian sects of various denominations, 93,894 ; Jews, 561,612

;

other creeds, and with ' no religion,' 30,673. Expressed in percent-

ages, the proportion of Protestants in the Empire in 1875 was 62*6

per cent. ; of Roman Catholics, 35*8 per cent. ; of other Christians,

0*21 per cent. ; of Jews, 1*24 per cent. ; of other creeds, '07 per

cent. (For further particulars as to divisions of creeds, see the

various States.)

Education is general and compulsory throughout Germany. The
laws of Prussia, which provide for the establishment of elementary

schools, supported from the local rates, in every town and village,

and compel all parents to send their children to these or other

schools, exist, with slight modifications, in all the states of the

Empire. It appears, from statistical returns relating to the formation

of the united German army, that of all recruits of the year 1883
only 1-32 per cent, could neither read nor write. In East and West
Prussia and in Posen the percentage ranged from 6'5 to 11*81 ; in

most of the other States the number was less than 1 per cent. In

Alsace-Lorraine it was only 1*29 per cent. (For further particulars

see Prussia^ p. 123.)

The following table gives the statistics of elementary and higher

education in Germany for 1881-82 :

—

Elementary Schools

Normal „

High

Schools
i

Teachers Pupils

57,000
332

1,100

120,000 (?) ,
7,100,000—

I 26,281

13,485 231.2U

At the elementary schools there are 157 pupils to every 1,000
inhabitants, the largest proportion of any country except Switzer-

land, which has the same. In Prussia the proportion is 159 per

1,000. There were besides the above in 1883, nine technical high

schools, with 4,129 students, and 994 industrial and trade schools,

besides many institutions for special studies.

There are twenty- one universities in the German Empire. The
following table (p. 104) gives the list of statistics for 1883.
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Universities
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in 1882-83 the revenue was 29,405,844^., and expenditure

29,933,762/., for 1883-84 the budget estimate of revenue and ex-

penditure was 29,527,831/. The budget accounts of the Empire
distinguish between ordinary, or ' continual ' (fortdauernde) ex-

penditure, and extraordinary, or ' for once ' (einmalige) disburse-

ments. The following table gives the estimated total revenue

(ordinary and extraordinary) and expenditure as approved by the

Eeichstag, for the financial year ending March 31, 1885 :—

Expenditure
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As a set-ofF against the debt of the Empire there exist a variety of

invested funds, of a total amount of 719,31 6,575 mark, or 35,965,828/.
These funds comprise an ' Invalidenfond ' of 531,514,686 mark,
or 26,575,734/. ; a * Festungsbaufond,' of 43,497,005 mark, or

2,174,850/.; fund for Parliament buildings, 24,304,884 mark, or

1,215,244/.; and a ' Kriegs-schatz ' of 120,000,000 mark, or

6,000,000/.

Army and Navy.

1. Army.

By the Constitution of April 16, 1871, the Prussian obligation to

serve in the army is extended to the whole Empire, it being enacted

that ' every German is liable to service—and no substitution is-

allowed.' Every German capable of bearing arms has to be in the

standing army for seven years, as a rule from the finished twentieth

till the commencing twenty- eighth years of his age. Of the seven

years, three must be spent in active service and the remaining four

in the army of reserve. After quitting the army of reserve, he has
to form part of the Landwehr for another five years. By the Army
Bill, the Prussian military legislation is applied to all the states ot

the Empire. The average annual number of young men actually

drawn for the ordinary conditions of service in the army is 160,000 ;

besides 5,000 who enter as volunteers for one year, and 5,000 for

the marine.

All men capable of bearing arms, who are not either in the Line,,

the Eeserve, or the Landwehr, must belong to the Landsturm, which
is divided into two classes, the first class comprising all able-bodied

men up to the age of 42,. who are not already in the army, and the

second including the rest. The first class is organised into 293
Landsturm battalions on the model of the 293 existing Landwehr
battalions.

The G3rd Article of the Constitution of 1871 enacts ' the whole
of the land forces of the Empire shall form a united army, in war
and peace under the orders of the Kaiser.' The sovereigns of the

principal states have the right to select the lower grades of officers

;

and the King of Bavaria, by a convention, signed Nov. 23, 1870,
has reserved to himself the special privilege of superintending the

general administration of that portion of the German army raised

within his dominions. But the approval of the Kaiser must be
obtained to all appointments, and nothing affecting the superior

direction of the troops of any state of the Empire can be done
without his consent. It is enacted by Art. 64 of the Constitution

of 1871 that 'all German troops are bound to obey unconditionally

the orders of the Kaiser, and must swear accordingly the oath of

fidelity.' Art. 65 of the Constitution gives the Emperor the right
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of ordering the erection of fortresses in any part of the Empire
;

and Art. 68 invests him with the power, in case of threatened

disturbance of order to declare any country or district in a state

of siege.

The following table shows the strength and organisation of the

Imperial army on the peace-footing, 1883-4 :

—

Peace-footing
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in the"^Reichsland of Alsace-Lorraine, the strength of which on the

peace footing is 686 men. During peace each regiment of infantry-

consists of three battalions ; each brigade of two regiments ; each

infantry division of two brigades, to which, under the command of

the divisional general, four squadrons of cavalry, four batteries of

artillery, each of six guns, and either a battalion of riflemen, or a

battalion of pioneers are attached. The corps d'armee is con-

sidered a unit which is independent in itself, and includes not only

troops of all three arms, but a portion of all the stores and appli-

ances which are required by a whole army. Each corps d'armee

consists of two divisions of infantry, a cavalry division of four regi-

ments, with two horse-artillery batteries attached, besides the two
cavalry regiments attached to the infantry divisions, and a reserve

of artillery of six field batteries and one mounted battery. There

is, moreover, attached to each corps d'armee one battalion of pioneers

and one of train.

The corps d'armee are locally distributed through the Empire
monarchy, with the exception of the corps of the guards. There
.are (besides the Prussian corps of the guards) seventeen corps

d'armee, the first eleven of which are named after Prussian pro-

vinces, and the remaining six after States of the Empire. They
are:—1, Prussia; 2, Pomerania; 3, Brandenburg; 4, Saxony;
5, Posen ; 6, Silesia ; 7, Westphalia

; 8, Rhineland ; 9, Schleswig-

Holstein ; 10, Hanover; 11, Hesse-Nassau; 12, Saxony ; 13, Wlirt-

temberg ; 14, Baden; 15, Alsace-Lorraine; 16 and 17, Bavaria.

The peace strength of the Prussian contingent of the Imperial

army was given as follows in the budget estimates of 1883-4 :

—

,
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area withx foi tified places. The following table gives a list of these

districts, and the names of the fortresses in each, the fortified places

of the first class, serving as camps, being distinguished by italics,

while those specially designed for railway protection or obstruction

are marked by asterisks (*), and coast fortresses by a dagger (f).

The table is drawn up after of&cial returns.

Districts Fortresses

. Kbnigsberg

Marienburg
Dirschau*

. Danzig
Thorn
Kolberg f

. Posen

Glogau *

. Kiistrin

Magdeburg
Spandau

. Mayence
Eastatt

Strassburg

. Metz
Diedenhofen ^

. Cologne

Koblenz
Ehrenbreitstein

. Sonderburg-Duppel
Trave mouth t
Friedrichsort t
Ems mouth f

. Ingolstadt

It will be seen that the Empire has 17 fortified places of the

first class, serving as fortified camps, and 26 other fortresses.

1. Konigsberg

2. Danzig

3. Posen

4. Berlin

5. Mayence (Main:?)

6. Metz

7. Cologne (Coin)

8. Altona

9. Munich (Miinchen)

.

Meraelt
Pillaut

Stralsund I"

SwinemiJade t

Neisse

Glatz

Konigstein *

Torgau *

Vim
Neu-Iireisach

Saarlouis *

Bitsch*
Dusseldorl*

Wesel *

Kielt
Elbe mouth *•

Weser mouth t

Wilhelmshavenf
Ge^mersheim *

2. Navij.

The formation of a German navy, due to the initiative of Prussia,

dates from 1848, and rapid progress has been made in it for the last

ten years. The fleet of war of the Empire consisted, in 1883, of

Large warships : — 7 ironclad frigates, 6 ironclad corvettes

;

Cruisers :— 10 spar-decked corvettes, 8 flush-decked corvettes, 9

gunboats; For Coast Defence:—1 ironclad ship, 11 ironclad gun-

boats, 15 torpedo boats, and 1 second-class gunboat ; 8 avisos, 2

transports, 12 school ships, including 3 sailing vessels, with 19

vessels for harbour service; total vessels of all kinds, 108, with

525 guns, and 153,650 indicated horse-power. There were construct-

ing at same date 1 armoured corvette, of 5,200 tons displacement

and 3,900 horse-power, 1 spar-decked corvette, 2 flush-decked

corvettes, 1 gunboat, and 2 armoured gunboats, of 15,350 totiil horse-

power, with Q>2 guns.
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The following is a tabulated list of the 24 ironclads, divided into

frigates, corvettes, and gunboats. The columns of the subjoined table

exhibit, similar to that descriptive of the British ironclad navy, first,

the thickness of armour at the water-line ; secondly, the number and
size of guns ; thirdly, the indicated horse-power of the engines ; and
fourthly, the tonnage, that is, displacement in tons.

Amiout-xjlad ships

Frigates:—
Kaiser

Deutschland .

Konig Wilhelm

Friedrich der Grosse

Preussen .

Friedrich Karl
Kronprinz

Corvettes

:

—
Hansa
Sachsen .

Bayern
"Wiirttemberg

B^den
Arminius .

Gunboats

:

—
Wespe
Viper
Biene
Skorpion .

Mucke
Basilisk .

Camaeleon
Crocodill .

Salamander
Natter
Hummel .

Armour
thickness at

water line

Inches

10

10

n

H
5

5

16

16

16

16

8

8

8

8

8

8

Guns

Numb-^r Weight

/ 8

I 1

f 8

I 1

VI

it

it
16

16

22-ton "1

10-ton J
22-ton

\^

10-tonJ
15-ton 'I

1 0-ton /
22-ton ^
6-ton /

22-ton \
6-ton/

1 0-ton

10 -ton

10-ton

22-ton

22-ton
22 -ton

22-ton

10-ton

36-ton

36-ton

36-ton

36-ton

36-ton

.36-tou

2G-ton

36-ton

36-ton

36-ton

36-ton

Indicated
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to these eight guns, there is another gun of 10 tons weight placed

aft, capable of being trained to an angle of fifteen degrees. The
thickness of armour-plates on the vital parts ofthe belt and battery is

ten inches ; elsewhere it is eight inches, reduced at the ends of the

ship. The upper and main deck beams of each ironclad are com-
pletely covered with steel plating.

The next most powerful ironclads of the German Imperial navy

are the turret- ships, Friedrich der Grosse and Preussen. They
were built at German dockyards, after the same model, during the years

1873 and 1874. Each of them has two turrets, with armour of the

thickness of eleven inches round them, and the centre, and of seven

inches fore and aft, while the armament consists of four 22 -ton

guns in the turrets, and two 6-ton guns placed fore and aft. The
Kcinig Wilhelm, built at the Thames Ironworks, Blackwall, and
launched on the 25th of April, 1868, "was designed by the former

Constructor of the British navy, and carries 23 guns made of Krupp's

hammered steel. The armour is 8^ inches thick amidships, tapering

gradually downwards to a thickness of 7 inches at 7 feet below the

water-line. Behind the bowsprit and just forward of the stern are

two bulkheads, each of 6 inch armour and 18 inch of teak, which
continue from the lower deck up through the main deck, and rise to

the height of 7 feet above the spar deck, where they are carved

into the form of semicircular shields, each pierced with portholes

for cannon and loopholes for musketry. Within these shields are four

10-ton guns, which can be used to fire straight fore and aft, or as

broadside guns. The Prinz Friedrich Karl was built at La Seyne,

near Toulon, after the model of the French frigate the Couronne.

The Kronprinz, built at Poplar, by Messrs. Samuda Brothers, and
launched in 1867, is constructed with armour-plating 5 inches thick,

so arranged as to protect the rudder and steering aj)paratus, as well

as the whole of the lower deck. The armament consists of 16 steel

breech-loading guns of 10 tons, besides two small pivot guns.

Among the other vessels of the German navy, the most remarkable
are two torpedo steamers, the Zieten and the Hohenzollern.

They are sea-going ships for offensive warfare, constructed for

great speed, calculated to be not less than 20 knots per hour.

Both are protected, in their most vulnerable parts, mainly under the

bows, by steel armour.

Under a scheme presented by the Government in 1873, and
adopted by the Reichsrath, the German navy is in course of being

largely augmented. When this scheme is complete Germany should

possess a floating armament of 8 ironclad frigates, 6 ironclad cor-

vettes, 1 monitor, 13 gunboats, also ironclad, 20 wooden corvettes,

6 despatch boats, 9 other large and 9 small gunboats, 2 artillery

ships, 3 sailing brigs, and 20 torpedo boats. In the budget for
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1883-4, 2,840,000 mark is allotted to the building of a new iron-
clad corvette, 2,250,000 mark for equipping war vessels with tor-

pedo gear, and 1,800,000 mark for building torpedo boats. Since
1874 Germany has spent about 3,500,000/. in building warships.

The German navy was manned, according to the budget of
1883-4, by 7,635 under officers, seamen and boys, with 648 officers

of all grades, including marine-officers, surgeons, engineers, &c.
There were, besides, 1,047 marines; the total personnel connected
with the fleet numbering 12,004. The sailors of the fleet and marines
are raised by conscription from among the seafaring population,

which is exempt on this account from service in the army. Great
inducements are held out for able seamen to volunteer in the navy,
and the number of these in recent years has been very large. The
total seafaring population of Germany is estimated at 80,000, of

whom 48,000 are serving in the merchant navy at home, and about
6,000 in foreign navies.

Germany has three ports of war, at Kiel and Danzig, on the

Baltic, and at Wilhelmshaven in the Bay of Jade, on the North Sea.

The port of Wilhelmshaven is a vast artificial construction of

granite, and comprises five separate harbours, with canals, sluices

to regulate the tide, and an array of dry docks for ordinary and iron-

clad vessels.

Area and Population.

The following table gives the area and population of the twenty-five

States of Germany in the order of their areas, and of the Reichsland

of Alsace-Lorraine, as returned at the two last census enumerations^

taken December 1, 1875, and December 1, 1880 :

—

states of the Empire
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States of the Empire
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years, combined with an unusually low birth-rate and high death-

rate, has seriously retarded the growth of the population.

According to the occupation-census of June 5, 1882, the popula-

tion of Germany was divided as follows : there were dependent on
agriculture, including the rearing of animals and horticulture,

18,838,583 people. Of these 2,269,258 were on their own account,

making, with their domestics and families, 8,913,914 people;

865;333 partly farmed themselves and partly went out as day-

labourers, representing, with families, 3,249,997 of the population
;

overseers, 49,711, representing 140,196 people; 3,560,738 hired

servants (3,751,230 people); and 1,374,563 day-labourers (2,783,539
people). Dependent on forestry, hunting, and fishing, were 384,593
of the population. Connected with mining, foundries, manufactures,

and building, were 16,054,299, of whom 2,200,952 (with their

families, 7,037,068) were ' masters,' or on their own account, and
4,096,458 workpeople (with their families, 8,745,817). On trade

and commerce were dependent 4,529,783 people, of whom 701,442
were on their own account, and 868,687 overseers and assistants.

Of labourers and servants of various kinds there were, with their

families, 938, 143 ; and belonging to the official, professional,

artistic, and literary classes were 1,031,122, with their families,

2,223,184; without calling or with no stated occupation, 2,245,252.

There was thus dependent on agriculture and forestr}'-, 41*6 of the

total population ; on mining and manufactures, 34*8 per cent.

;

trade and commerce, 9*4 per cent. ; labourers and house-servants of

various kinds, 5 per cent. ; official and professional callings, 4*5 per

cent. ; without occupation, 4*7 per cent.

The bulk of the German population is Teutonic, but in the

Prussian provinces of Posen, Silesia, West and East Prussia, are

2,454,000 Slavs (Poles); who, with 2,800,000 Walloons and
French, 150,000 Lithuanians, 140,000 Danes, and about the same

number of Wends, Moravians, and Bohemians, make up 3,205,000

non-Germanic inhabitants, 7 per cent, of the total population.

The following table gives the total number of births, deaths, and
marriages, with the surplus of births over deaths, in the whole

German Empire, during each of the five years from 1877 to

1881 :—

Years Births
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Of the children bom in 1881, 898,996 were boys, and 849,690
girls, or an excess of 49,306 of the former over the latter ; 66,537,

or 3*8 per cent, were still-born, and 158,454, or 9 per cent., were

illegitimate. The highest percentage of the still-born was in Reuss-

Greiz, where it was 5-18, and the lowest in Hohenzollern, where it

was 2*15
; of the illegitimate the highest was in Upper Bavaria,

where it was 15 per cent., and the lowest in Westphalia, where it

was 2-80 per cent.

Emigration, which in recent years assumed larger proportions in

Germany than in any other country of Europe, after declining for

some time, got a new impetus in 1879 and 1880. The number of

emigrants reached its highest point in 1854, when over a quarter of

a million of persons left the country, then sank gradually till 1862,

in which year the number fell to 27,529, and from thence rose again,

with fluctuation, till the year 1872, when there were 155,595
emigrants to the United States alone. In 1873, the total emigration

fell to 130,937; in 1874 to 75,502; in 1875 to 56,289; in 1876 to

37,803; in 1877 to 21,964. In 1878 it rose again to 24,217; in

1879 to 33,327 ; in 1880 to 106,190 ; in 1881 to 210,547 ; and in

1882 it was 193,687. The emigrants of 1882 comprised 110,652
men and 83,305 women. In 1882, 189,373 went to the United
States. During the sixty-two years from 1820 to 1882 the total

emigi-ation to the United States, which absorbs the best classes of

emigrants, numbered over three million individuals, and during the

last twelve years about a million. It is calculated that each pre-

sented, on the average, a money value of 200 marks, or 10/., so that

the total loss by this emigration amounted to over 30,000,000/. In

1882, 1,826 German emigrants went to Brazil; the total number
to that country during the last thirteen years have been 24,292. In

1882, 1,065 went to Australia ; the total during 1871-82 having been

11,712. The stream of emigration mainly flowed through Hamburg
and Bremen. (See Hamburg^ page 179, and Bremen^ page 184.)

At the date of the last census there were only 275,856 foreigners

resident in Germany, of whom 117,547 were Austrian^, 28,244
Swiss, 23,593 Danes, 17,772 Dutch, 17,393 French, 15,107 Rus-
sians, 11,155 English, 10,326 United States, and 9,901 Swedes and
Norwegians.

Trade, Commerce, and Industry of Germany.

See pp. 187-93.

Money, Weig^hts, and Measures.

See p. 194.

Statistical and other Books of Reference concerning

Germany.
See pp 195-6.

^^i 2
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STATES OP GERMANY.
I. PRUSSIA.

(KONIGREICH PrEUSSEN.)

Reigning King.

Wilhelm I., born March 22, 1797, the second son of King.

Friedrich Wilhekn III. and of Princess Louise of Mecklenburg-
Strelitz ; took part in the campaigns of 1813 and 1814 against

France ; Governor ofthe province of Pomerania, 1840 ; Commander-
in-Chief of the Prussian troops against the revolutionary army of

Baden, June 1849 ; Military Governor of the Rhine provinces,

1849-57 ; appointed Regent of the kingdom during the illness of

his brother, Oct. 9, 1858; ascended the throne of Prussia at the

death of his brother, Jan. 2, 1861. Commander-in-Chief of the

German armies in the war against France, July 1870 to March 1871

;

proclaimed German Emperor at Versailles, January 18, 1871.

Married June 11, 1829, to Augusta, Queen of Prussia, born Sept. 30,

1811, the daughter of the late Grand-Duke Karl Friedrich of Saxe-
Weimar.

Children of the King.

I. Prince Friedrich Wilhelm, heir-apparent, born Oct. 18, 1831

;

Field-Marshal in the German army ; married Jan. 25, 1858, to

Victoria, Princess Royal of Great Britain, of which marriage there

are issue six children :—1. Prince Friedrich Wilhelm, born Jan. 27,

1859 ; married February 27, 1881, to Princess Victoria of Schleswig-

Holstein-Augustenburg, born May 3, 1860 ; issue. Prince Fried-

rich Wilhelm, born May 6, 1882 ; Prince Wilhelm Eitel Friedrich

Christian Karl, born July 7 , 1883. 2. Princess Charlotte, bom
July 24, 1860; married Feb. 18, 1878, to Prince Bernhard,

eldest son of Duke George II. of Saxe-Meiningen ; offspring of the

union is a daughter, Feodora, born May 12, 1879. 3. Prince Heinrich,

born Aug. 14, 1862. 4. Princess Victoria, born April 12, 1866.

5. Princess Sophie, born June 14, 1870. 6. Princess Margarethe,

born April 22, 1872.

II. Princess Louise, born Dec. 3, 1838, married Sept. 20, 1856,
to Grand-Duke Friedi'ich of Baden (see page 151).

Nephews and Nieces of the King.

I. Prince Friedrich Karl, son of the late Prince Ka7^l, brother of

the King, born March 20, 1828; Field-Marshal in the German
army ; married, Nov. 29, 1854, to Princess Maria of Anhalt,

by whom he has four children :—1. Princess Marie, born Sep-

tember 14, 1855 ; married August 24, 1878, to Prince Hendrik

of the Netherlands ; widow, Jan. 13, 1879. 2. Princess Elizabeth,
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born Feb. 8, 1857, and married Feb. 18, 1878, to Prince August,

hereditary Grand-duke of Oldenburg. 3. Princess Louise, bom
July 25, 1860, and married March 13, 1879, to Prince Arthur of

Oreat Britain, Duke of Connaught. 4. Prince Friedrich Leopold,

born Nov. 14, 1875.

II. Princess Louise, born March 1, 1829, and married, June 27,

1854, to the Landgrave Alexis of Hesse-Philippsthal, from whom she

was divorced, March 6, 1861.

III. Princess Anna, born May 17, 1836, and married. May 26,

1853, to Landgraf Friedrich of Hesse.

IV. Prince AlbrecJit, born May 8, 1837, son of the late Prince

Albrecht, brother of the King ; Commanding General of the tenth

corps d'armee ; married April 19, 1873, to Princess Marie, born

August 2, 1854, daughter of Duke Ernst of Saxe-Altenburg, by whom
he has offspring:—1. Friedrich, born July 15, 1874. 2. Joachim,

born September 27, 1876. 3. Friedrich Wilhelm, born July 12,

1880.

V. Vrincess Alexandrine, born Feb. 1, 1842, sister ofthe preceding,

married Dec. 9, 1865, to Prince Wilhelm of Mecklenburg-Schwerin

;

widow July 29, 1879.

Cousins of the King.

I. Prince Alexander, born June 21, 1820, the son of the late

Prince Friedrich of Prussia.

II. Prince Georg, brother of the preceding, bom Feb. 12, 1826.

The kings of Prussia trace their origin to Count Thassilo, of

ZoUern, one of the generals of Charlemagne. His successor. Count
Friedrich I., built the family-castle of HohenzoUern, near the

Danube, in the year 980. A subsequent Zollern, or HohenzoUern,
Friedrich III,, was elevated to the rank of a Prince of the Holy
Roman Empire, in 1273, and received the Burgraviate of Nurem-
berg in fief; and his great grandson, Friedrich VI., was invested by
Kaiser Sigismund, in 1415, with the province of Brandenburg, and
obtained the rank of Elector in 1417. A century after, in 1511, the

Teutonic knights, owners of the large province of Prussia, on the

Baltic, elected Margrave Albrecht, a younger son of the family of

HohenzoUern, to the post of Grand-Master, and he, after a while, de-

clared himselfhereditary prince. The early extinction ofthe male line

of Albrecht brought the province of Prussia by marriage to the Elec-

tors of Brandenburg, who, by early adopting Protestantism, acquired

a very important position as leaders of the new faith in Northern
Germany. In the seventeenth century, the HohenzoUern terri-

tories became greatly enlarged by Friedrich Wilhelm, ' the

Great Elector,' under whose fostering care arose the first stand-

ing army in central Europe. The Great Elector, after a reign
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extending from 1640 to 1688, left a country of one and a half

millions, a vast treasure, and 38,000 well-drilled troops, to his

son, Friedrich I., who put the kingly crown on his head at Konigs-

berg, on the 18th of January 1701. The first king of Prussia

made few efforts to increase the territory left him by the Great

Elector ; but his successor, Friedrich Wilhelm I., acquired a treasure

of nine millions of thalers, or nearly a million and a half sterling,

bought family domains to the amount of five millions thalers, and
raised the annual income of the country to six millions, three-fourths

of which sum, however, had to be spent on the army. Afiber adding
part of Pomerania to the possessions of the house, he left his son

and successor, Friedrich II., called ' the Great,' a state of 47,770
square miles, with two and a half millions inhabitants. Friedrich II.

added Silesia, an area of 14,200 square miles, with one and a quarter

million of souls; and this, and the large territory gained in the

first partition of Poland, increased Prussia to 74,340 square miles,

with more than five and a half millions of inhabitants. Under the

reign of Friedrich's successor, Friedrich Wilhelm II., the State was
enlarged by the acquisition of the principalities of Anspach and
Baireuth, as well as the vast territory acquired in another partition

of Poland, which raised its area to the extent of nearly 100,000
square miles, with about nine millions of souls. Under Friedrich

Wilhelm III., nearly one half of this state and population was taken

by Napoleon ; but the Congress of Vienna not only restored the

loss, but added part of the kingdom of Saxony, the Rhinelands, and
Swedish Pomerania, moulding Prussia into two separate pieces of

territory, of a total area of 107,300 square miles. This was shaped

into a compact state of 137,066 square miles, with a population of

22,769,436, by the war of 1866.

Up to within a recent period, the kings of Prussia enjoyed the

whole income of the state domains, amounting to about a million

sterling per annum. Since the establishment of constitutional

Government, however, this arrangement has been changed, and the

domains have become public property, in so far as the income is

paid into the public exchequer, after deduction of certain sums pro-

vided for the ' Krondotations Rente,' or civil list. The amount of

the civil list was fixed by Art. 59 of the constitution of January 31,

1851 ; but in 1859 it was raised 500,000 thaler, and in 1868 a

further 1,000,000 thaler. At present the total 'Krondotations

Eente,' as far as it figures in the budgets, amounts to 4,500,000

mark, or 225,000/. The reigning house is also in possession of a

vast amount of private property, comprising castles, forests, and
great landed estates in various partg of the kingdom, known as
* Fideikomiss-und-SchatuUguter,' the revenue from which mainly
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serves to defray the expenditure of the court and the members of

the royal family.

Dating from Elector Friedrich III. of Brandenburg, who, on

January 18, 1701, placed the royal crown upon his head, calling

himself King Friedrich I. of Prussia, there have been the following

SOVEBEIGNS OF THE HoUSE OF HOHENZOLLEEN.

Friedrich 1 1701

Friedrich Wilhelm 1 1713

Friedrich IL, called 'the Great' 1740

Friedrich Wilhelm II 1786
Friedrich Wilhelm III 1797

Friedrich Wilhelm IV 1840

Wilhelm 1 1861

The average reign of the seven kings of the House of Hohen-
zollern, including the present monarch, amounted to 26 years.

Constitution and Government.

The present constitution of Prussia was drawn up by the govern-

ment of King Friedrich Wilhelm IV., with the co-operation of a

Constituent Assembly, sitting August-December 1849, and was
proclaimed January 31, 1850 ; but subsequently modified by royal

decrees ofApril 30, 1851 ; May 21 and June 5, 1852 ; May 7 and 24,

1853 ; June 10, 1854 ; May 30, 1855 ; April 14 and 30, 1856

;

May 18, 1857; May 17, 1867; January 1, 1872; and April 5,

1873. These fundamental laws vest the executive and part of the

legislative authority in a king, who attains his majority upon
accomplishing his eighteenth year. The crown is hereditary in

the male line, according to primogeniture. In the exercise of the

government, the king is assisted by a council of ministers, ap-

pointed by royal decree. The legislative authority the king shares

with a representative assembly, the Landtag, composed of two
Chambers, the first called the ' Herrenhaus,' or House of Lords,

and the second the 'Abgeordnetenhaus,' or Chamber of Deputies.

The assent of the king and both Chambers is requisite for all

laws. Financial projects and estimates must first be submitted to

the second Chamber, and be either accepted or rejected en bloc by
the Upper House. The right of proposing laws is vested in the

government and in each of the Chambers. The first Chamber,
according to the original draft; of constitution, was to consist of

-princes of the royal family of age, and of the heads of Prussian

houses deriving directly from the former empire, as well as of

the heads of those families who, by royal ordinance, would be
appointed to seats and votes in the Chamber, according to the

rights of primogeniture and lineal descent. Besides these here-
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ditary members, there were to be ninety deputies directly elected

by electoral districts, consisting of a number of electors who
pay the highest taxes to the State ; and, in addition, other thirty

members elected by the members of the municipal councils of large

towns. This original composition of the 'House of Lords' was
greatly modified by the royal decree of October 12, 1854, which
brought into life the Upper Chamber in its present form. It is

composed of, first, the princes of the royal family who are of age,

including the scions of the formerly sovereign families of Hohen-
zollern-Hechingen and Hohenzollern-Sigmaringen ; secondly, the

chiefs of the mediatised princely houses, recognised by the Congress
of Vienna, to the number of sixteen in Prussia ; thirdly, the heads
of the territorial nobility formed by the king, and numbering some
fifty members ; fourthly, a number of life peers, chosen by the king
among the class of rich landowners, great manufacturers, and 'national

celebrities ;
' fifthly, eight titled noblemen elected in the eight pro-

vinces of Prussia by the resident landowners of all degrees ; sixthly,

the representatives of the universities, the heads of ' chapters,' and
the burgomasters of towns with above fifty thousand inhabitants

;

and, seventhly, an unlimited number of members nominated by the

king for life, or for a more or less restricted period.

The second Chamber consists of 432 members—352 for the old

kingdom, and the rest added in 1867 to represent the newly-annexed
provinces ; the proportion to the population is 1 to every 66,000.

Every Prussian who has attained his twenty-fifth year, and is

qualified to vote for the municipal elections of his place of domi-
cile, is eligible to vote as indirect elector. Persons who are en-

titled to vote for municipal elections in several parishes can only

exercise the right of indirect elector, or ' Urwahler,' in one. One
direct elector, or ' Wahlmann,' is elected from everycomplete number
of 250 souls. The indirect electors are divided into three classes,

according to the respective amount of direct taxes paid by each

;

arranged in such manner, that each category pays one-third of the

whole amount of direct taxes levied on the whole. The first category

consist of all electors who pay the highest taxes to the amount of one-

third of the whole. The second, of those who pay the next highest

amount down to the limits of the second third. The third of all the

lowest taxed, who, together, complete the last class. Each class may
be divided into several electoral circles, none of which must, however,

exceed 500 ' Urwahler.' Direct electors may be nominated in each

division of the circle from the number of persons entitled to vote indi-

rectly, without regard to special divisions. The representatives are

chosen by the direct electors, who at the election of 1882 numbered
98,995, or 0*36 per 100 of population; o£ these 95,497, or 96
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per cent, actually voted. The legislative period of the second

Chamber is limited to three years. Every Prussian is eligible to be a

member of the second Chamber who has accomplished his thirtieth

year, who has not forfeited the enjoyment of full civic rights through

a judicial sentence, and who has paid taxes during three years to the

state. The Chamber must be re-elected within six months of the

expiration of their legislative period, or after being dissolved. In

either case former members are re-eligible. The Chamber are to

be regularly convoked by the king during the month of November

;

and in extraordinary session, as often as circumstances may require.

The opening and closing of the Chambers must take place by the

king in person, or by a minister appointed by him. Both Chambers
are to be convoked, opened, adjourned, and prorogued simultaneously.

Each Chamber has to prove the qualification of its members, and

to decide thereon. Both Chambers regulate their order of

business and discipline, and elect their own presidents, vice-pre-

sidents, and secretaries. Functionaries do not require leave of

absence to sit in the Chamber. When a member accepts paid func-

tions, or a higher office connected with increased salary, lie vacates

his seat and vote in the Chamber, and can only recover the same by a

new election. No one can be member of both Chambers. The sit-

tings of both Chambers are public. Each Chamber, at the propo-

sition of the president or of ten members, may proceed to secret

deliberation. Neither Chamber can adopt a resolution when the

legal majority of its members is not present. Each Chamber has a

right to present addresses to the king. No one can deliver a peti-

tion or address to the Chambers, or to either of them in person.

Each Chamber can refer documents addressed to it to the ministers,

and demand explanations relative to complaints contained therein.

Each Chamber has the right to appoint commissions of investigation

of facts for their own information. The members of both Chambers
are held to be representatives of the whole population. They vote

according to their free conviction, and are not bound by prescrip-

tions or instructions. They cannot be called to account, either for

their votes, or for opinions uttered by them in the Chambers. No
member of the Chambers can, without its assent, be submitted to

examination or arrest for any proceeding entailing penalties, unless

seized in the act, or within twenty-four hours of the same. All crimi-

nal proceedings against members ofthe Chambers, and all examination

or civil arrest, must be suspended during the session, should the

Chamber whom it may concern so demand. Members of the second

Chamber receive travelling expenses and diet money from the State,

according to a scale fixed by law amounting to 20 mark, or one
pound sterling, per day. Refiisal of the same is not allowed.
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The executive government is carried on by a Staatsministerium,

or Ministry of State, the members of which are appointed by the

King, and hold office at his pleasure. The Staatsministerium is

divided into ten departments, as follows :

—

1

.

Presidentofthe Council ofMinisters.—Prince Otto von Bismarch-

Schonhausen. (See above, page 102.)

2. Vice-President of the Council of Ministers and Minister of the

Interior.—Robert Victor von Futtkamer, born May 5, 1828 ; studied

jurisprudence at Heidelberg and Berlin ; entered the State service

in 1850 ; Landrath at Demmin, 1860 ; in the war against Austria,

Civil Governor of Mahren at Briinn, 1866 ; Privy Councillor in the

Chancery of the North German Confederation, 1867 ; President of

the government of Lorraine at Metz, 1874-77 ; member of the

Reichstag since the year 1873 j Minister of Public Instruction

and Ecclesiastical Affairs, July 14, 1879. Appointed Minister of

the Interior, 1881 ; Vice-President of the Council, 1882.

3. Minister of State and Imperial Secretary of State for Foreign

Affairs.—Count Paul Hatzfeld-Wildenhurg, born October 9, 1831
;

educated for the diplomatic career ; ambassador of Germany at

Madrid, 1871-75 ; and at Constantinople, 1875-82. Appointed

Minister of Foreign Affairs and Member of the Bundesrath of the

Empire, October 16, 1882.

4. Minister of State and Imperial Secretary of State for the

Interior—Herr von Boetticher.

5. The Ministry ofWar.—General Bronsart von Schellendorf, born

1832 ; attached to headquarters staff 1870-71 ; and after the War
appointed chief of the general staffof the Guards Corps. Appointed

Minister of War, March 8, 1883.

6. The Ministry of Public Works.—Dr. August Mayhach, born

November 22, 1822 ; studied jurisprudence, and entered the State

service in 1845 ; Director-general of the Railways of Hanover,

1866-71, and of the German State Railways, 1871-78. Appointed

Minister of Commerce and Public Works, JMarch 30, 1878.

7. The Ministry of Agriculture, Domains, and Forests.—Dr.

Robert Lucius, born Dec. 20, 1835 ; studied medicine at Heidel-

berg and Breslau ; took part as physician in the Prussian Embassy
to China and Japan, 1860-62 ; officer of cavalry in the campaigns

of 1864, 1866, and 1870-71 against Denmark, Austria, and France;

member of the Reichstag since 1870 ; elected Second Vice-President

of the Reichstag, 1879. Appointed Minister of Agriculture, &c.,

July 14, 1879.

8. The Ministry of Justice.—Dr. Friedherg, born 1813 ; studied

jurisprudence, and admitted to the bar 1835 ; entered the Ministry

of Justice, 1854 ; nominated life member of the Prussian House of

Lords, 1872. Appointed Minister of Justice, October 30, 1879.
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9. The Ministry of Public Worship, Instruction, and Medicinal

Affairs.—Herr von Gossler. Appointed 1881.

10. The Ministry of Finance.—Herr Scholz, appointed July 3,

1882.

11. The Ministry of Commerce and Industry.—The functions

of this department were assumed by Prince Bismarck, in addition

to that of President of the Council, in 1881.

The salary of the President of the Council is 54,000 mark, or

2,700/., and that of each of the other ministers 36,000 mark, or

1,800/.

Each of the provinces of the kingdom is placed under the

superintendence of an ' Oberprasident,' or governor, who has a

salary of 21,000 mark, or 1,050/. Each province has also a military

commandant, a superior court of justice, a director of taxes, and a

consistory, all appointed by the king. The provinces are sub-

divided into Regierungsbezirke, or counties, and these again into

* Kreise,' or circles, and the latter into ' Gemeinden,' or parishes. Each

county has a president and an administrative board or council; and

the further subdivisions have also their local authorities. The prin-

cipal functionaries are all elective; but the elections must be con-

firmed by the Government.

Church and Education.

Absolute religious liberty is guaranteed by the constitution.

Nearly two-thirds of the population are Protestants, and one-third

Roman Catholics. At the last census, taken December 1, 1880, the

Protestants numbered 17,645,868, being 64*69 per cent, of the total

population of the kingdom, and the Roman Catholics 9,206,283, or

33*74 per cent. At the census of 1875 the Catholics numbered
8,625,840, or 33^ per cent., while the Protestants have increased

about one million in the same period. The number of Jews was
363,690, or 1*334 per cent, of the population, at the date of the census;

in 1875 it was 339,790, or 1*32 per cent. In the provinces of

Prussia, Pomerania, Brandenburg, Schleswig-Holstein, Hanover,

Hesse-Nassau, and Saxony, the great majority are Protestants;

while in Posen, Silesia, Westphalia, and Rhenish Prussia, the Roman
Catholics predominate. There are a few members ofthe Greek Church,

mostly immigrants from Russia, and 22,006 ' without creed.' Jews
are to be found in all the provinces, but principally in Posen, Silesia,

Berlin, Rhine Province and Hesse-Nassau. At the census of Dec. 3,

1864, there were in the kingdom, as then constituted, 11,736,734
Protestants, being 60*23 per cent, of the total population, and
7,201,911 Roman Catholics, equal to 36*81 per cent., besides 262,001
Jews, and about 52,000 adherents of other creeds. The annexation
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of tlie new provinces, after the war of 1866, altered the proportion

in favour of the Protestant ascendency, the former kingdom of

Hanover adding 1,682,777 Protestants, and only 226,009 Eoman
Catholics ; Schleswig-Holstein and Lauenburg 990,085 Protestants

a,nd 1,953 Roman Catholics ; and Electoral Hesse, Nassau,

Homburg, and Frankfort, 905,605 Protestants and 336,075 Roman
Catholics.

The Protestant Church is governed by ' consistories,' or boards

appointed by Government, one for each province. There are also

synods in most circles and provinces, and general synods representing

the old provinces only. The constitution of the Catholic Church differs

in the various provinces. In the Rhenish provinces it is fixed by the

concordat entered into between the Government and Pope Pius VII.

But in every other part of the monarchy, the Crown has reserved to

itself a control over the election of bishops and priests. There were
in 1880 9,146 Protestant ministers, and 8,300 Roman Catholic

priests, besides 300 monks and 4,600 nuns. The higher Catholic

clergy are paid by the State, the archbishop of Breslau receiving

1,700/. a year, and the other bishops about 1,135/. The incomes

of the parochial clergy mostly arise from endowments. In the

budget of 1883-4 the sum of 127,836/. is set down as expendi-

ture in Evangelical Churches, and 129,090/. for the Catholic

Church.

Education in Prussia is general and compulsory. Every town, or

community in town or country, must maintain a school supported

by the taxes, and administered by the local authorities, who are

elected by the citizens, and called Aldermen or Town Councillors.

All parents are compelled to send their children to one of these ele-

mentary schools, whether they can pay the school fees or not. The
fees are one groschen, or rather more than a penny a week in

villages, and ten groschen, or a shilling per month in towns. The
money thus raised goes towards maintaining the schools, and any

deficiency is made up from the local taxes. No compulsion exists

in reference to a higher educational institution than elementary

schools, but parents who send more than one child to any school sup-

ported by the community have a reduction made in the charge, and a

limited number of pupils whose parents cannot afford to pay the full

rate enjoy either this reduction or are admitted entirely free, at the

discretion of the authorities. Thus the higher schools, as the com-
mercial or colleges, are not established merely for the rich, but are

likewise open to the poorest, the fee being 6 thaler, or 18s., a

quarter, while reductions are made to large families or poor persons.

The school age is from 6 to 14 years. In Prussia in 1882 there

were 33,040 elementary schools, with 59,917 teachers, and 4,339,729

pupils, being 159 pupils per 1,000 inhabitants, the largest proportion
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of any country : 19G normal schools, with 13,705 students; 549
high schools of all kinds, with 7,333 teachers, and 133,753 pupils;

3 technical high schools, with 162 professors, and 1,693 students;

besides many industrial, trade, and other special schools.

The difference between the elementary schools of the villages and
those of towns consists in the greater variety of subjects studied.

In the former, reading and writing are taught, with geography and
history of Germany, and the four first rules of arithmetic ; in the

latter, general geography, history of the world, fractions, rule of

three, and the chain-rule, are added.

Prussia has ten Universities, namely, Berlin, Bonn, Breslau,

Gottingen, Greifswald, Halle, Kiel, Konigsberg, Marburg, and
Miinster. The studies at the University last from three to four

years, at an expense of 15Z. a year for the lectures. The Uni-
versities are maintained and administered by the Government,
while all the other scholastic institutions are supported by the com-
munity, under control of the Government. (For number of professors,

teachers, and students at each of the ten Universities of Prussia in

1883, see Germany^ p. 104.) There are besides (1883) 525 higher

schools of various kinds, from gymnasia to borough or citizen

schools.

The whole of the educational establishments in Prussia are under
the control of the Minister of Public Instruction and Ecclesiastical

Affairs, but there is a local supervision for every province. The
administration of each of these, as far as regards the Regierungs-
Bezirke, is vested in a President, who is the head of the Civil

Government {Regierung). But as far as provinces are concerned,
the administration of the affairs of the Protestant Church is vested
in the hands of the Consistorium ; while the management of the
higher (secondary) schools belongs to the Provincial Schul-
CoUegium, under the supervision of the Ober-Priisident, who is the

head of the Civil Government of the province. The Consistorium
and the Provincial Schul-Collegium are separate provincial authori-

ties, not sections of the same authority. As a general rule, the ad-
ministration of school funds provided by the State is under the control

of the Civil Government, which likewise takes upon itself nearly
the whole management of the lower and elementary schools, while
the Schul-Collegium is responsible for the higher schools, for the
general system of instruction and discipline, the proper selection of
school books, the examination and appointment of masters, and the
examination of those who leave school for the Universities.

According to the constitution of 1850, all persons are at liberty to

teach, or to form establishments for instruction, provided they can
prove to the authorities their moral, scientific, and technical qualifi-

cations. But private as well as public establishments for education
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are placed under the superintendence of the Minister of Public

instruction, while all public teachers are considered State

servants.

In the budget of 1883-4 the sum of 1,039,784/. is set down for

elementary education, and about half that sum for universities and
higher schools.

Revenue and Expenditure.

The estimates of public revenue and expenditure submitted by
the Government to the Chambers are always prepared to show an

even balance, without surplus or deficit; but in recent years the

former has been constant, as a rule, and the latter an exception.

The surplus of the five years from 1870 to 1874 varied from

1,425,000/. in 1870, to 4,158,008/. in 1872, reaching its maximum
in the latter year. But there were deficits in 1875, in 1876, and

in 1877.

Up to the end of 1876, the finance estimates were for the calendar

year, but it was then decided that henceforth they should be, as in

Great Britain, for financial years ending March 31. The first

financial year under the new arrangement commenced April 1, 1877,

so that the preceding accounts were for a period of 15 months, com-
mencing Jan. 1, 1876, and ending March 31, 1877.

The budget estimates of revenue and expenditure of Prussia

were as follows during each of the nine years from 1874 to

1883 :—

Years
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has been largely increasing, showing a tendency to become a
far more fruitful source of revenue than all taxation, direct or

indirect.

In the budget estimates for the year ending March 1884, the

sources of revenue were given as follows :

—

Keventje.

Ministry of Agriculture, ])omains and Forests :

—

Mark

Income from domains and forests .... 73,634,964

Various 7,454,960

Total 81,089,924

Ministry of Finance :

—

Direct taxes 145,718,000

Indirect taxes 95,756,000
State lottery 4,043,300

Naval commercial institution 3,000,000

Dotations and Greneral Finance Administration . 123,277,479

Miscellaneous . 2,334,109

Total Ministry of Finance . . .374,128,888

Ministry of Public "Works :

—

Produce of Mines, Iron furnaces, &c. . . .964,766,617
State Eailways 514,722,261

Miscellaneous 1,064,285

Total Ministry of Public Works . . 612,263,163

Ministry of Justice 7,319,800

Ministry of the Interior 4,320,841

Ministry of Commerce and Industry . . . 321,900

Ministry of Public Worship and Instruction . . . 2,850,042

Ministry of Foreign Affairs 8,070

Ministry of War . . . . . . . . 1,755

Total estimated revenue . . 1,083,057,883

£54,152,894

The expenditure in the financial estimates of Prussia is divided
into ordinary (fortdauernde) and extraordinary (einmalige und
ausserordentliche) disbursements. The ordinary is subdivided into

current expenditure (Betriebs-Ausgaben), administrative expendi-
ture (Staatsverwaltungs-Ausgaben), and charges on the consolidated
fund (Dotationen). In the estimates for the financial year ending
March 31, 1884, the branches of expenditure were as follows :

—
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Branches or Expenditure.

A. Current Expenditure:—
Ministry of Agriculture, Domains, and Forests

„ „ Finance
Ministry of Public Works :

—

Administration of mines, &c.

„ „ railways .

Total current expenditure

B. Administrative Expenditure :

—

Ministry of Finance

„ Public Works .

„ Commerce and Industry

„ Justice

„ The Interior

„ Agriculture, Domains, and Forests

„ Public Worship and Instruction

„ State

„ Foreign Affairs

„ War

Total administrative expenditure

C. Charges on Consolidated Fund :
—

Addition to ' E^rondotation ' of the King

.

Interest of public debt, inclusive railway debt

Sinking fund of debt

Annuities and Management .

Chamber of Lords
Chamber of Deputies .

Contribution to Imperial funds

Appanages, Annuities, Indemnities, &c.

Total ordinary expenditure

Extraordinary expenditure .

Total expenditure .

Mark

37,667,250
39,181,193

81,278,625

384,576,286

542,703,354

40,448,686

17,452,823

1,542,172

80,159,800

41,236,021

11,712,577

52,088,239

3,116,772
510,100

107,527

248,366,762

4,500,000

108,609,513

19,335,978

1,958,009

172,210

1,201,270

45,263,131

67,749,467

Total charges on Consolidated Fund . 248,789,578

1,039,859,694

. 43,198,189

1,083,057,883

£54,152,894

The total expenditure amounts to a little less than 21. per head of

population. The direct taxes amount to 5s. Sd. per head. Of the

direct taxes, that on land amounts to about 28 per cent., on buildings

to 20 per cent., on incomes to 23 per cent., the class-tax to 14 per

cent., and the tax on investments to 12 per cent. The income-tax

averages about Is. 2d. per head of population.
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In the budget for 1884-5 the revenue and expenditure are

estimated to balance at 55,639,099/. ; the extraordinary expendi-

ture being 2,328,821/.

The expenditure for the army and navy is not entered into the

budget of Prussia, but forms part of the budget of the Empire.
(See p. 105.)

The public debt of the kingdom, inclusive of the provinces an-
nexed in 1866, was, according to the budget of 1882-3, as follows :

—
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Area and Population.

The area of Prussia extends over 6,311 German, or 137,060
English square miles. At the last census of Germany, taken

December 1, 1880, the kingdom had 27,279,111 inhabitants.

Prussia is administratively divided into twelve provinces, which
again are subdivided into thirty -five government districts (Regie-

rungsbezirke), with the principality of HohenzoUem, cradle of the

royal family.

The following table gives the area and population, according to the

census of December 1, 1880 :—
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1871, the population had risen to 24,639,706, showing an increase

at the rate of but 0*69 per annum, the decline being accounted for

by the losses of the Franco-German war of 1870-71. During the

nine years from December 1, 1871, to December 1, 1880, the ratio

of increase amounted to 1'13 per cent, per annum.
The emigration from Prussia was 145,886 in 1881, and in 1882

it was 116,664. In 1881 there were in Prussia 209,586 marriages,

1,054,639 births, and 724,193 deaths, the excess of births over

deaths being thus 330,446. There were besides 41,803 still-born,

while 7*82 of the total births were illegitimate, the rate varying

from 2'80 per cent in Westphalia to 13*55 per cent, in Berlin. The
number of criminals proceeded against in 1880 was 6,712, or 1 in

every 4,060 inhabitants.

The census of 1880 gives the average density of the population

at 199 per English square mile. The variation, however, is con-

siderable, the density being highest in the manufacturing districts

of Dusseldorf, in the Rhine province, where it is nearly four times

the average, and smallest in the district of Koslin, Pomerania, where
it amounts but to three-fifths of the average. There are a great num-
ber of towns—1,289 officially enrolled as ' Stadte'—most of them of

very limited population, spread all over the kingdom. The follow-

ing table gives the population of the principal towns at the census

of December 1, 1880:—

I

Towns
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communes—Landgemeinden—37,987 in number, 16,637,652. Com-
pared with the preceding census of Dec. 3, 1867, the increase in

the towns amounted to 466,909, or 6*22 per cent., and that in the

rural communes to but 167,951, or 1*02 per cent. Thus while the

town population increased at the rate of rather more than one

and a half per cent, per annum, the rural population grew but at

the rate of one-quarter per cent, per annum. This increase con-

tinued through the last two periods. '

About one-half, or twelve millions of the population of the king-

dom, are dependent on agriculture, as sole or chief occupation, while

nearly five millions possess landed property. Large estates, as a rule^

are only to be found in the eastern and least populated provinces of

the monarchy, while in the central and western portions land is

often extremely subdivided. A cadastral survey taken in 1858
showed the existence of 1,099,000 landowners possessing each less

than five morgen (of 2J acres).

Trade and Industry.

The direct trade of Prussia with foreign countries is carried on
mainly through the ports on the Baltic, and the amount of exports

and imports shipped through harbours on the North Sea is com-
paratively unimportant. A very large portion of exports from

and imports into the kingdom pass in transit through Hamburg
and Bremen. The commercial intercourse of Prussia with the

United Kingdom is included in that of Germany. (See p.

189.)

The mineral riches of Prussia are very considerable. The coal-

mines especially have developed greatly during the last half-

century. The annual average output in 1838 of coal, exclusive of

lignite, was 2,901,713 tons; in 1857-61 it was 13,031,015 tons;

in 1871 it was 32,843,288 tons; and in 1881, 43,780,000 tons.

The value of the output in 1881 was 10,848,700Z., besides 10,412,000

tons of lignite, valued at 1,563,450/. The coal raised in Prussia

amounts to 93 per cent, of the total coal products of Germany, and

is found mostly in Silesia, Westphalia, and the Ehine province

;

lignite being mainly worked in Saxony. Considerable quantities of

iron are also raised in Prussia, chiefly in the Rhine province,

Westphalia, Silesia, Hanover, and Hesse-Nassau. The total

quantity of iron ore raised in 1881 was 3,906,000 tons, valued at

1,3^1,150/. Copper, zinc, and lead are also found, the total value

of the mining products in 1881 being 16,321,150/. In 1881,

2,172,000 tons of pig-iron were produced, valued at 6,544,900/.,

the total value of all the products of the smelting furnaces for

various metals being 11,976,950/.
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Prussia has a very large and complete system of railways.

In the middle of 1883, the length of the system open for traffic

was as follows :

—

Railways Lengtli in kilometres

1. Owned or administered by the State .... 17,636
2. Owned by private companies ..... 3,969

Total 21,605
English miles 13,503

In 1878 the lines owned by the State had a length of only 4,939

kilometres, while those owned by private companies extended to

12,880 kilometres.

AU the lines of the former territories of Hanover, Hesse, and

Nassau are owned by the State, and the whole of the railways of

Prussia will in time become national property. As will be seen

from the budget statement a very large revenue is derived by the

State from the railways.

II. BAVARIA.

(KONIGREICH BaYERN.)

Reigning King.

Ludwig II., bom August 25, 1845, the son of King Maximilian II.;

succeeded to the throne at the death of his father, March 10, 1864.

Brother of the King.

Prince Otto, born April 27, 1848.

Mother of the King.

Queen Marie, born October 15, 1825, daughter of the late Prince

Wilhelm of Prussia; married to Prince Maximilian, Crown-prince

of Bavaria, subsequently King Maximilian II., Oct. 12, 1842 ;
widow,

March 10, 1864.

Uncles and Cousins of the King.

Prince Luitpold, born March 12, 1821, General in the Bavarian

army; married April 15, 1844, to Archduchess Augusta of Austria,
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who died April 26, 1864. Offspring of the union are four chil-

dren:

—

I. Prince Ludwig, born Jan. 7, 1845; married Feb. 20, 1868,

to Archduchess Maria Theresa of Austria-Este, of the branch of

Modena, born July 2, 1849, of which marriage there are issue eight

children:—1. Prince Kuprecht, born May 18, 1869. 2. Princess

Adelgunda, born October 17, 1870. 3. Princess Marie, born July

6, 1872. 4. Prince Karl, born April 1, 1874. 5. Prince Franz,

born October 10, 1875. 6. Princess Matilda, born Aug. 17, 1877.

7. Prince Wolfgang, born July 2, 1879. 8. Princess Hildegard,

born March 5, 1881.

II. Leopold, born February 9, 1846 : married April 20, 1873, to

Archduchess Gisela of Austria-Hungary, eldest daughter of the

Emperor-King Franz Joseph I. ; offspring of the union are :

—

1. Princess Elizabeth, born January 8, 1874. 2. Princess Augusta,

born April 28, 1875. 3. Prince George, born April 2, 1880.

III. Theresa, born November 12, 1850.

IV. Arnulph, born July 6, 1852, colonel in the infantry of the

Bavarian army ; married April 12, 1882, to Princess Theresa of

Liechtenstein.

The late Prince Adalbert, brother of Prince Luitpold, married to

Princess Amelia, Infanta of Spain, left the following issue :

—

1. Prince Ludwig Ferdinand, born October 22, 1859; married

April 2, 1883, to Maria della Paz, Infanta of Spain. 2. Prince

Alphons, born January 24, 1862. 3. Princess Isabella, born August
31, 1863; married April 14, 1883, to Prince Tommaso of Savov,

Duke of Genoa. 4. Princess Elvira, born November 22, 1865.

5. Princess Clara, born October 11, 1875.

United with the Eoyal Family of Bavaria is the branch line

of the Dukes in Bavaria, formerly Palatine princes of Zweibriicken-

Birkenfeld, The head of this house is

—

Maximilian^ Duke in Bavaria, born December 4, 1808, General
of Cavalry in the Bavarian service; married September 9, 1828, to

Princess Ludovica of Bavaria. Issue of the marriage are three sons

and five daughters, namely, 1. Prince Ludwig^ born June 21, 1831

;

married, in ' morganatic ' union. May 28, 1857, to Henrietta Mendel,
elevated Baroness von Wallersee, born July 31, 1833. 2. Princess

Helena, born April 4, 1834, married August 24, 1858, to Prince

Maximilian of Thurn-und-Taxis ; widow, June 26, 1867. 3.

Princess Elisabeth, born December 24, 1837, married April 24,

1854, to Franz Joseph L, Emperor of Austria. 4. Prince Karl
Theodor, born August 9, 1839; married Feb. 11, 1865, to Princess

Sophie of Saxony, who died March 9, 1867, leaving a daughter,

Amalia, born December 24, 1865 ; married in second nuptials,
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April 29, 1874, to Princess Maria Josepha of Braganza, born

March 19, 1857, of which union there are offspring three daughters,

namely, Sophie, born Feb. 22, 1875, Elisabeth, born July 25,

1876, and Marie, born Oct. 9, 1878. 5. Princess Mathilde, born

September 30, 1843, married June 5, 1861, to Louis of Bourbon
Count di Trani. 6. Princess Sophie, born February 22, 1847

;

married September 28, 1868, to Prince Ferdinand of Orleans, second

son of the Due de Nemours. 7. Frmce Maximilian, horn Decembev

7, 1849 ; married September 20, 1875, to Princess Amalia, born

October 23, 1 848, daughter of Prince Augustus, uncle of the reign-

ing duke of Saxe-Coburg-Gotha, and brother of King Ferdinand of

Portuo^al; offspring of the union: Siegfried, born July 10, 1876,

and Christopher, born April 22, 1879.

The members of the royal house of Bavaria are descendants

of the ancient Counts of Wittelsbach, who flourished in the twelfth

century, Duke Maximilian I. of Bavaria was elevated to the rank

of Elector of the Holy Roman Empire, in the Thirty-Years' War

;

and Elector Maximilian Joseph was raised to the rank of king by
Napoleon I. in 1805.

The civil list of the king, and allowances to other members of

the royal family, are fixed at present at 5,344,879 mark, or

267,244/., but the royal family derives besides a large revenue from

domains.

Constitution and Government.

The present Constitution of Bavaria dates from May 26, 1818
;

but since that time various modifications have been introduced. The
Crown is hereditary in the male line. To the king belongs the sole

executive power ; but his ministers are responsible for all his acts.

The legislative functions are exercised jointly by the king and Par-

liament, the latter consisting of an Upper and a Lower House. The
Upper House—Chamber of ' Reichsrathe,' or councillors of the realm

—is formed of the princes of the royal family, the crown dignitaries,

the archbishops, and the heads of certain old noble families, all these

being hereditary members ; to which are added a Roman Catholic

bishop and a Protestant clergyman nominated by the king, and a

limited number of other members appointed by the Crown. The
Lower House, or Chamber of Representatives, consists of deputies,

chosen indirectly, the people returning ' Wahlmanner,' or electors,

1 for every 500 of the population, who nominate the deputies. To
be a deputy, it is necessary to be past thirty, and to be in possession
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of an assured income, from funds, a trade, or profession ; to be on
the electoral lists, it is required to be twenty-five years of age, and
to be rated at a minimimi of 20 mark, or 11, per annum. The
representation of the country is calculated at the rate of one deputy
to 31.500 souls of the whole population. The Lower House is

composed (1883) of 159 representatives.

The executive is carried on, in the name of the king, by a
* Staatsrath,' or Council of State, consisting of seven members, besides

the Ministers and one prince of the blood-royal ; and by the Ministry

of State, divided into six departments, namely, of the Eoyal House
and of Foreign Affairs, of Justice, of the Interior, of Education and
Ecclesiastical Affairs, of Finance, and of War.

Church and Education.

Rather more than seven-tenths of the population of Bavaria are

Eoman Catholics. The population varied very little, as regards the

proportion between Roman Catholics and Protestants, during the

last quarter of a century ; but during the whole of this period the

number of Jews diminished gradually, and there was also a slight

decrease in other sects. At the census of December, 1875, the total

number of Roman Catholics in the kingdom was 3,573,142, and of

Protestants 1,392,120, the proportion being 712 Roman Catholics

to 277 Protestants in every 1,000 of the population. At the

following census of December, 1880, there were 3,748,032 Roman
Catholics, and 1,477.312 Protestants, the proportion being 709
Roman Catholics to 279 Protestants in every 1,000 of the popu-

lation.

The religious division of the population in each of the eight pro-

vinces of the kingdom was as follows at the last census taken

December 1, 1880:—

Provinces
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Included under the head * Other Sects ' in the above table were
3,775 * Mennonites ;

' 379 Irvingites ; 216 Greek Catholics; and
819 'Free Christians.'

As regards ecclesiastical administration, the kingdom is divided into

2 Roman Catholic archbishoprics, those of Munich and Bamberg

;

6 bishoprics; 171 deaneries; and 2,756 parishes. The Protestant

Church is under a General Consistory— ' Ober-Consistorium '

—

and three provincial consistories. Of the three universities of the

kingdom, two, at Munich and Wiirzburg, are Roman Catholic, and
one, at Erlangen, Protestant. (For number of professors and
students in 1883, see Germany^ page 104.) Among the Roman
Catholics there is one clergyman to 464 souls; among the

Protestants, one to 1,013. In the budget for 1882-3, the sum of

164,820Z. is set down for the Catholic Church, 87,483Z. for the

Protestant, and 700/. for Jews.

Elementary schools— ' Volksschulen '—exist in all parishes, and
school attendance is compulsory for all children from six til] the age

of fourteen. In 1880 there were 5,478 Catholic schools, 772 Pro-

testant, 180 Jewish. In the budget for 1882-3 the sum of

637,695Z. is set down for education.

Eevenue and Expenditure.

The Bavarian budget is voted for a period of two years. The
gross public revenue of Bavaria for the financial year ending

June 30, 1881, was estimated at 221,741,445 mark, or 11,087,072/.,

with an expenditure of the same amount. The sources of revenue

and branches of expenditure were reported as follows for each of

the financial years 1882 and 1883 :

—

1
Sources of Revenue
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Sources of Eevenue and Branches of Expenditure—continued.

Sources of Revenue
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The Bavarian Army forms an integral part of the Imperial Army^
having, in peace, its own administration.

Area and Population.

The kingdom embraces an area of 1,377|^ German, or 29,292^

English square miles, with a population of 5,284,778— males
2,578,910, females 2,705,868—according to the last German census,

taken December 1, 1880. Bavaria is divided, for administrative

purposes, into eight Regierungsbezirke, or government districts^

The following table gives the area, in English square miles, and the

population of each of the eight districts, according to the two census,

returns of December 1, 1875, and of December 1, 1880 :

—
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The soil of the kingdom is divided among 947,010 proprietors.

The division is greatest in the Rhenish Palatinate, namely, 228,976,

and smallest in Upper Bavaria, viz. 109,195. Of the total popula-

tion 50 per cent, are dependent on agriculture, and 28 per cent, on

manulkctures, mining, &c.

The population of the principal towns of the kingdom was a«

follows at the census of Dec. 1, 1880 :

—

Towns
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1

Sisters of the King.

I. Piince&s Maria, born October 30, 1816; married March 19,

1840, to Alfred Count von Neipperg ; widow, November 16, 1865.

II. Princess Catharine, born Aug. 24, 1821 ; mamed Nov. 20,

1845, to her cousin, Prince Friedrich of WUrttemberg; widow. May
9, 1870. Offspring of the union is a son. Prince Wilhehn, born
Feb. 25, 1848 ; married Feb. 15, 1877, to Princess Marie of Waldeck,
who died April 30, 1882, leaving a daughter Pauline, born Dec. 19,

1877.

III. 'Princess Augusta, born Oct. 4, 1826; married June 17, 1851,
to Prince Hermann of Saxe-Weimar, lieut. -general in the service of

WUrttemberg.

Cousins of the King,

I. Prince August, born Jan. 24, 1813, the son of Duke Paul of

WUrttemberg
;
general of cavalry in the service of Prussia.

II. Prince Alexander, born Sept. 9, 1804, the son of Duke Lud-
wig of WUrttemberg, uncle of the king ; married May 2, 1835, to

Claudine, daughter of Count Rheday of Transylvania, created

Countess von Hohenstein; widower, Oct. 1, 1841. Issue of the

union are three children :—1. Franz, Prince von Teck, born Aug.

27, 1837; married to Princess Mary of Cambridge, June 12, 1866
(see page 198). 2. Claudine, born Feb. 11, 1836. 3. Amelia, born

Nov. 12, 1838; married Oct. 24, 1863, to Baron von HUgel, captain

in the Austrian cavalry.

III. Princess Marie, born March 25, 1818, daughter of the late

Duke Eugene ofWUrttemberg ; married Oct. 9, 1845, to Landgi-ave

Karl of Hesse-Philippsthal ; widow, Feb. 12, 1868.

IV. Prince Wilhehn, brother of the preceding, born July 20,

1828
;
general of infantry in the service of Austria.

V. Princess Alexandrine, sister of the preceding, born Dec. 16,

1829.

VI. Prince Nicolaus, brother of the preceding, born March 1,

1833 ; married May 8, 1868, to his cousin. Princess Wilhelmine of

WUrttemberg, born July 11, 1844, daughter of the late Prince

Eugene.
VII. Princess Agnes, sister of the preceding, born Oct. 13, 1835

;

married Feb. 6, 1858, to Prince Heinrich XIV. of Eeuss-Schleiz.

VIII. Prince Wilhelm Alexander, born Dec. 20, 1804, the son of

Duke Alexander of WUrttemberg; married October 17, 1837, to

Princess Marie of Orleans, daughter of Louis Philippe, King of
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the Frencli; widower, Jan. 2, 1839. OiFspring of the union is a
son. Prince Philipp; born July 30, 1838; married January 18, 1865,
to Archduchess Marie Theresa of Austria, born July 15, 1845, the

daughter of Archduke Albrecht of Austria, of which union there

are offspring five children:—1. Prince Albert, born Dec. 23,

1865. 2. Princess Josephine, born Aug. 31, 1871. 3. Prince
liobert, born Jan. 14, 1873. 4. Prince Ulrich, born June 16, 1877.

The former duchy of WUrttemberg was erected into a kingdom by
the Emperor Napoleon, by decree of Jan. 1, 1806. Wilbelm I.,

the second king, granted a constitution. The civil list of the king

amounts to 1,821,442 mark, or 91,072/., with an additional grant

of 316,464 mark, or 15,823Z., for the other members of the royal

family.

Constitution and Government.

The constitution of Wurttemberg bears date Sept. 25, 1819. It

vests the legislative power in a Diet, or Landtag, consisting of

two Houses, called together every three years, or oftener if neces-

sary. TheUpper Chamber, or House of Standesherren, is composed

of the members of the royal family, the heads of the principal noble

families of the country, the representatives of certain territories and

estates possessing formerly a vote in the extinct German Diet, and a

number of members nominated by the king for life, which number,

however, must not exceed one-third of that of the whole House. The
second Chamber, or House of Deputies—Abgeordneten—consists of

13 members of the nobility, elected by the Ritterschaft, or landowners

of the kingdom ; 6 deputies of the Protestant clergy ; 6 deputies

of the Roman Catholic clergy ; the chancellor of the university of

Tubingen ; and 70 deputies of towns and rural districts elected by
the citizens by secret ballot. All the members of the second

Chamber are chosen for six years, and they must be thirty years of

age
;
property qualification is not necessary. To be a member of

the first Chamber it is suflicient to be of age. The president of

both Houses is appointed by the king; for the Upper House
without restriction of person, and for the Lower, from among three

members elected by the deputies. The debates of the second

Chamber are public, and have to be printed and distributed among
the various constituencies. Whenever Parliament is not sitting,

it is represented by a committee of twelve persons, consisting of

the presidents of both Chambers, two members of the Upper, and

eight of the Lower House. A special court of justice, called the

Staats-Gerichtshof, is appointed guardian of the constitution and of

the rights and privileges of the Houses of Parliament. It is com-

posed of a president and twelve members, six of whom, together
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with the president, are nominated by the king, while the other

six are elected by the combined Chambers.

The executive of the kingdom is in a Ministry of State and a

Privy Council, composed of six ministerial departments, and pre-

sided over by the President of the Ministry of State. The heads

of the six departments are the Ministers of Justice ; of the Interior;

of Public Education and Ecclesiastical Affairs ; of War ; of Foreign

AiFairs and the Royal House ; and of Finance. There are besides

the members of the Ministry a number of special Privy Councillors,

whom the sovereign has the right to consult on all occasions.

Church and Education.

The census ofWurtteniberg, taken December 1, 1880, stated the re-

ligious creed of the inhabitants as follows :—Evangelical Protestants,

1,361,559; Roman Catholics, 590, 183; Dissenters of various denomi-
nations, 6,045; and Jews, 13,331. According to the census of 1875,

the Protestants formed 69 per cent, of the population, and the Roman
Catholics 30 per cent. The ' Evangelical Protestant ' Church
of Wurttemberg was formed in 1823 by a union of the Lutherans
and the Calvinists, or Reformers. The administration of the

Protestant Church is in the hands of a consistorium of six general

superintendents, at Ulm, Ludwigsburg, Reutlingen, Hall, Heilbronn,

and Tubingen. In the king is vested, according to the constitution,

the supreme direction as well as the guardianship—obersthoheitliche

Schutz und Aufsichtsrecht—of the Evangelical Protestant Church,
which is considered, though not formally declared, the religion of the

State. The Roman Catholics, most numerous in the eastern part of

the kingdom, comprising, the circle of the Danube, are under a
bishop, dependent of the Archbishop of Freiburg, in Baden, who
has his seat at Rottenburg, but who, in all important matters, has to

act in conjunction with a Catholic church-council—Kirchenrath

—

appointed by the government. The Jews likewise are under a
special board, nominated by the minister of ecclesiastical affairs.

Education is compulsory in Wurttemberg, and there must be a

public school in every community of 30 families. According to

recent official returns, there is not an individual in the kingdom,
above the age of ten, unable to read and write. There are about

2,500 elementary schools, attended by 350,000 pupils; four Protes-

tant and two Roman Catholic training establishments for ministers,

and seven colleges, providing a classical education, at Stuttgart,

Heilbronn, Ulm, Ellwangen, Ludwigsburg, Hall, and Rottweil. The
whole educational system is centred in the university of Tubingen,
founded in 1477. (See Germany^ p. 104.)
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Eevenue and Expenditure.

Nearly one-half of the public revenue of the kingdom is divided

from domains, including vast forests, and other State property, such

as railways, telegraphs, and mines.

The financial year, which formerly ended with the month of June,

was changed in 1878 to finish with March. The estimated revenue

for the year 1881-2 was 2,600,194/., and expenditure 2,608,553/.

;

for 1882-3, revenue 2,610,181/. ; expenditure 2,601,882/. ; for

1883-4, revenue 2,705,448/.; expenditure 2,705,446/. The esti-

mated revenue and expenditure for the year ending March 31,

1885, were as follows :

—

Sources of Revenue
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on April 1, 1883, of which 295,543,587 mark bore interest at

4 per cent., and most of the balance 4-|. For April 1, 1884, the

debt is estimated to amount to 421,570,000 mark, or 21,078,500/.

The sinking fund for 1883-4 amounts to 2,360,000 mark.

The debt of the kingdom, here enumerat(id, is divided into two

portions, namely, the general debt and the railway debt. The

latter, forming by far the largest portion of the total, amounted to

372,360,000 mark, or 18,618,000/. in the year 1883-4.

The total debt amounts to about 10/. per head of population, andi

the interest for 1883-4 to 8s. 8d. per head ; but as the net income

of the railways, all expenses deducted, and making allowance for

wear and tear, amounted to between 12,841,600 mark, or 642,080/'.,.

in 1883-4, it covers about two-thirds of the interest of the whole

public debt.

The total contingent of Wilrttemberg to the Imperial army in,

1883-4 is 773 officers, 18,815 men, and 3,443 horses.

Area and Population.

Wurttemberg has an area of 354 German, or 7,675 English

square miles, with 1,971,118 inhabitants—951,600 males, and

1,019,518 females—at the enumeration of December 1, 1875. The
kingdom is divided into four Kreise, or circles, the area of which, in

English square miles, and number of inhabitants, were as follows at

the two enumerations of December 1, 1875, and December 1, 1880 :

—

Kreise
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directed to the United States of America, has drawn off large
numbers of the people. In the five years from 1873 to 1877, the
total number of emigrants was 10,039. But the emigration here,

as in other parts of Germany, greatly declined during the period,

falling from 4,651 in 1873, to 1,032 in 1877. Emigrants in 1880,
8,692 ;

in 1881, 11,470 ; and in 1882, 7,667 ; in the twelve years
1871-82, 51,258.

The kingdom has but seven towns with more than sixteen thousand
inhabitants, namely Stuttgart, the capital, which had 117,303
Ulm, fortress and principal military establishment, which had 32,773
Heilbronn, which had 24,446 f Essiingen, which had 20,758
Reutlingen, 16,609 ; Cannstadt, 16,205 ; and Ludwigsburg, 16,100
inhabitants at the census of December 1, 1880. The population,

following generally agricultural pursuits, including extensive cul-
tivation of the vine, is dispersed over a great many villages and
small boroughs.

Of the total area three- fifths is under culture and three-tenths

under forest.

Wiirttemberg has 973 miles of railway, all belonging to the State.

British Mmister.SiT H. P. T. Barron, Bart., C.M.G.

IV. SAXONY.

(KONIGREICH SaCHSEN.)

Reigning King.

Albert I., born April 23, 1828, eldest son of King Johann I. and
of Queen Amalie, daughter of King Maximilian I. of Bavaria.

Educated for the military career, and entered the army of Saxony,

.1846, and of Prussia, 1867. Commander of a German corps

d'armee in the war against France, 1870-71. Nominated Field-

Marshal in the German army, 1871. Succeeded to the throne, at

the death of his father, October 29, 1873. Married June 18, 1853,

to Queen Caroline, born Aug. 5, 1833, daughter of Prince Gustav

of Vasa.

Siste?^ and Brother of the King,

I. Princess Elisabeth, born Feb. 4, 1830 ; married, in 1850, to

Prince Ferdinand of Sardinia ; widow, Feb. 10, 1855 ; married, in

second nuptials, Oct. 10, 1856, to the Marchese Rapallo, of Florence.

II. Prince (r^o?-^, Duke of Saxony, born August 8, 1832 ; married

May 11, 1859, to Infanta Maria, born July 21, 1843, daughter of

King Ferdinand of Portugal. Offspring of the union are six

children:—1. Princess Mathilda, born March 19, 1863. 2. Prince

Friedrich August, born May 25, 1865. 3. Princess Marie, born May
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51, 1867, 4. Prince Johann Georg, bom July 11, 1869. 5.

Prince Maximilian, born November 17, 1870. 6. Prhice Albert,

born February 25, 1875.

The royal house of Saxony counts among the oldest reigning

families in Europe. It gave an emperor to Germany as early as

the beginning of the tenth century ; but the house subsequently

spread into numerous branches, the elder of which, called the

fcnestine line, is represented at this moment by the ducal families

of Saxe-Altenburg, Saxe-Coburg-Gotha, Saxe-Meiningen, and Saxe-

Weimar, while the younger, the Albertine line, lives in the rulers

of the kingdom of Saxony.

King Albert I. has a civil list of 2,940,000 mark, or 147,000L
per annum. Exclusive of this sum are the appanages, or dotations

of the princes and princesses, amounting to 320,414 mark, or 16,020L

s. year. The formerly royal domains, consisting chiefly in exten-

sive forests, became, in 1830, the property of the State.

Constitution and Government.

The present Constitution of Saxony dates from Sept. 4, 1831 ; but

has undergone alterations and modifications by the laws of March 31

,

1849; May 5, 1851; November 26, 1860; October 19, 1861;
December 3, 1868 ; and October 12, 1874. According to the

terms of the Constitution, the crown is hereditary in the male
line ; but, at the extinction of the latter, also in the female line.

The sovereign comes of age at the completed eighteenth year, and,

during his minority, the nearest heir to the throne takes the

regency. In the hands of the king is the sole executive povfer,

which he exercises through responsible ministers. The legislature

is jointly in the king and Parliament, the latter- consisting of two
chambers. The Upper Chamber comprises the princes of the blood

royal ; the proprietors of eight baronial domains ; tAvelve deputies

elected by the owners of other nobiliar estates; ten noble proprietors

-and five other members without restriction nominated by the king
for life ; the burgomasters of eight towns ; and the superintendents

and deputies of five collegiate institutions, of the university of

Leipzig, and of the Roman Catholic chapter of St. Peter at Bautzen.
The Lower Chamber is made up of thirty-five deputies of towns and
forty-five representatives of rural communes. The qualification

for a seat in the Upper House, as well as the right of election to

che same, is the possession of a landed estate worth at least 3,000
mark a year ; which qualification, however, is not required by the

ex officio deputies of chapters and universities. To be a member of
the Lower House, no fixed income is required ; and electors are all

men above twenty-five years of age who pay taxes, or contribute in

any way to the public burdens. A salary is attached to the per-
L 2
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formance of the legislative functions ; the members of both houses-

being allowed 125, per day during the sittings of Parliament. Both
Houses have the right to make propositions for new laws, the bills-

for which, however, must come from the ministiy. No taxes can be
made, levied, or altered without the sanction of both Chambers.
The executive is in the king and a Council of Ministers, con-

sisting of five members, namely, the President of the Council, who
is also Minister of War and of Foreign Affairs, the Ministers of
the Interior and the Royal House, of Justice, of Education and
Ecclesiastical Affairs, and of Finance.

Church and Education.

Although the royal family profess the Roman Catholic religion^

the vast majority of the inhabitants are Protestants. At the census-

of December 1, 1880, the population of Saxony was composed
of 2,885,622 Protestants; 73,009 Catholics; 7,317 other Christian

sects; 6,518 Jews; 339 unclassified, or 'without religion.' The
clergy are chiefly paid out of local rates and from endowments,,

the budget contribution of the State to the department of ecclesias-

tical affairs amounting to but 9,650/., chiefly spent in adminis-

trative salaries. The government of the Protestant Church is en-

trusted to the Landes-Consistorium, or National Consistory. In
1881 there were 3,989 elementary and preparatory schools, besides

76 high and technical schools, the total number of pupils being

603,054. Public education has reached the highest point in Saxony^
every child, without exception, partaking of its benefits. At-
tendance at school, or under properly qualified teachers, is com-
pulsory, and the system of elementary and other education is

similar to that of most other German States, the total sum allotted

in the budget of 1882-83 for education was 250,000/., of which
80,541/. was for elementary education.

The kingdom has the second largest university in Germany, that

of Leipzig, founded in 1409, and attended, on the average of recent

years, by nearly three thousand students. (See Germany, p. 106.)

Revenue and Expenditure.

The financial period extends over a term of two years. In the

financial accounts, both the revenue and expenditure are divided

into * ordinary ' and ' extraordinary,' the latter representing disburse-

ments for public works. The ordinary revenue for each of the

two years 1883 and 1884 was returned at 69,981,530 mark, or

/"., 499,076/., and was balanced by the expenditure. About one-

1 alf of the total revenue of the years 1883 and 1884 was derived
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ftom domains, forests, and state railways. The total direct taxes in

1883 and 1884 amounted to 899,975/., or 6s. per head of popula-

tion. The revenue from railways alone amounted to 1,357,890/.

The chief branch of expenditure is that of interest and sinking

fund of the public debt, amounting to 30,902,317 mark, or

1,045,115/., for the years 1882 and 1883.

The public debt amounted, on January 1, 1883, to 663,482,550
mark, or 33,174,127/. The debt was incurred almost entirely for

the establishment and purchase of a network of railways and tele-

graphs, and the promotion of other works of public utility.

The total capital invested in State railways in 1882 was
580,823,950 marks, or 29,041,197/.

The total income of all classes of the population in 1881 was
estimated at 55,574,705/.

Saxony furnishes to the Imperial Army 1883-4, 1,122 officers,

27,606 men, and 5,133 horses.

Area and Population.

Saxony has an area of 272 German, or 6,777 English square
miles, with a population of 2,972,805—comprising 1,445,330 males,

and 1,527,475 females—at the census of December 1, 1880. The
kingdom is divided into four government districts, called Kreis-

Hauptmannschaften, the area of which, in English square miles, and
population, was as follows at each of the two enumerations of

December 1, 1875, and December 1, 1880 :

—

Kreis-Hauptmannschaften
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leaving a surplus of births of 41,460. Included in the births were
4,981, or 3*88 still-born, and 16,694, or 12*85 illegitimate children.

There were 9,241 emigrants from Saxony in 1881, and 7,316 in

1882. The density of population is high, being 438 per square

mile, rising in the Leipzig district to nearly 600.

Saxony has a comparatively large town population. There were,

at the census of December 1, 1880, nine towns with a population of
more than 20,000, namely :

—
Dresden .
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Brothers and Sisters of the Grand-duke.

I. Princess Alexandrine^ born December 6, 1820 ; married, May
3, 1842, to Duke Ernst of Saxe-Coburg-Gotha.

II. Prince Wilhelm, born December 18, 1829; married, February

11, 1863, to Princess Maria Komanoyska, born October 16, 1841,
daughter of the late Duke Maximilian of Leuchtenberg. Offspring

of the union are two children :— 1. Princess Marie, born July 26,

1865. 2. Prince Maximilian, born July 10, 1867.

III. Prince Karl, born March 9, 1832 ; married. May 17, 1871, to

Rosalie von Beust, elevated Countess von Rhena, born June 10, 1845.

IV. Princess Marie, born November 20, 1834; married, Sept.

11, 1858, to Prince Ernst of Leiningen.

V. Princess Cecilia, born Sept. 20, 1839 ; married, Aug. 28,

1857, to Grand-duke Michael of Russia (see page 383).

The title of Grand-duke was given by Napoleon I. to Margrave
Karl Friedrich of Baden in 1806, on the occasion of the alliance

of the heir-apparent of Baden with Stephanie Beauharnais.

The very extensive landed property formerly belonging to the

reigning family, and valued at about 50 million florins, or 4, 166, QQQL,
has been made over to the State, and the Grand-duke is in the

receipt of a civil list of 1,788,350 mark, or 89,417/., which includes

the allowances made to the princes and princesses.

Constitution and Revenue.

The Constitution of Baden vests the executive power in the

Grand-duke, and the legislative authority in a House of Parliament
composed of two Chambers. The Upper Chamber comprises the

princes of the reigning line who are of age ; the heads of ten noble
families; the proprietors of hereditary landed estates worth 500,000
mark, or 25,000/. ; the Roman Catholic Archbishop of Freiburg

;

the superintendent of the Protestant Church ; two deputies of

Universities; and eight members nominated by the Grand-duke,
without regard to rank or birth. The Second Chamber is composed
of 63 representatives of the people, 22 of which are elected by
burgesses of towns, and 41 by the inhabitants of rural districts.

Every citizen not convicted of crime, nor receiving parish relief, has

a vote in the elections. To be a deputy, it is necessary to possess

tax-paying property to the amount of 16,000 mark, or 800/. ; or

to hold a public office with a salary of not less than 2,500 mark, or

125/. The elections are indirect ; the citizens nominating the Wahl-
manner, or deputy-electors, and the latter the representatives. The
members of the Second Chamber are elected for eight years. The
Chambers have to be called together at least once every two years.

The executive is composed of five departments, headed by the
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* Staats Ministerium ' (Ministry of State). The ministers are in-

dividually and collectively responsible for their actions.

The budget estimates of revenue for the year 1882 amounted to

40,533,435 mark, or 2,026,671^., and that of 1883 to 40,196,612
mark, or 2,009,830/., besides extraordinary revenue in each year
of 834,990 mark, or 41,749/. ; while the expenditure was calcu-

lated at 41,929,301 mark, or 2,096,465/. for 1882, and 42,031,249
mark, or 2,101,562/. for 1883. One-fourth (532,329/. in 1882, or

6s. dd. per head) of the revenue is derived from direct taxes, in-

cluding a land tax—Grundsteuer—and an income tax. About one-

sixth of the receipts come from the produce of crown lands, forests,

and mines, and one-sixth from customs and miscellaneous sources.

Nearly all the railways of Baden are the property of the State.

The accounts of the income and expenditure of the State railways,

as well as of the steam navigation on the Lake of Constance,

are not entered in the general budget, but form a special

fund. The receipts of the state railways in the years 1882-3 (ex-

clusive of sinking fund) were estimated for each year at 37,287,325
mark, or 1,864,366/., and the disbursements to 25,088,273 mark,

or 1,254,413/., leaving a surplus of 12,199,052 mark, or 609,952/.

The total amount invested in railways up to the end of 1881 was
20,022,983/.

The public debt is divided into two parts, the first called the

General debt, and the second the Railway debt. The General debt

amounted, at the commencement of 1883, to 39,085,359 mark,
or 1,954,267/., and the Railway debt, at the same date, to

334,257,101 mark, or 16,712,855/.

Area and Population.

Baden has an area of 277 German, or 5,851 English square

miles, with a population of 1,570,254 at the census of December 1,

1880. The Grand-duchy is divided into four districts, the popula-

tion of which was as follows at the enumerations of December 1,

1875, and December 1, 1880 :
—

Districts
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At the census of December 3, 1867, the population of Baden
numbered 1,434,970. The increase of population in the four years
from 1867 to 1871 was 26,592, or 1-85 per cent., being at the

rate of 0*46 per cent, per annum. In the four years from 1871
to 1875 the population increased at the rate of 0*76 per cent,

per annum, and in the five from 1875-80 it was 0*82 per cent,

per annum. The population decreased from the year 1846 till

1855. From 1846 till 1849, the decrease amounted to 4,712

;

from 1849 to 1852, to 8,282 ; and from 1852 to 1855, to the large

number of 42,105, or 14,035 per annum. The decline of population
was chiefly due to emigration. The number of marriages in Baden
in 1881 was 10,028, births 57,172, deaths 41,562, excess of births

over deaths 15,610. Included in the births were 1,730, or 3-03

still-born, and 4,433, or 7*75 per cent, illegitimate children. The
emigrants from Baden in 1881 numbered 5,825, in 1882, 2,574.

Two-thirds of the population of Baden are Roman Catholics, and
one-third Protestants. At the census of Dec. 1, 1880, there were
992,938 Roman Catholics, and 545,677 Protestants, 5,135 of other

Christian sects, together with 27,278 Jews, and 126 unclassified,

or of ' no religion.' A great number of small towns are dispersed over
the Grand-duchy. There were five with, a population of over 20,000
at the census of December 1, 1880, namely, Mannheim with 53,465;
Karlsruhe, the capital, with 49,998 ; Freiburg, with 36,401

;

Heidelberg, with 24,417 ; and Pforzheim, with 24,037 inhabitants.

Of the total area of Baden 43 per cent, is under cultivation, and
37*6 per cent, under forest. There were 830 miles of railways in

1883.

British Charge d'Affaires.—Hon. W. Nassau Jocelyn.

VI. MECKLENBURG-SCHWERIN.

( Grossherzogthum Mecklenburg-Schwerin.)

Reigning Grand-duke.

I'riedrich Franz III., born March 19, 1851, son of Friedrich
Franz XL and Princess Augusta of Reuss-Schleiz ; succeeded to the
throne on the death of his father, April 15, 1883 ; married January
24, 1879, to Grand-duchess Anastasia, born July 28, 1860, daughter
of Grand-duke Michael of Russia; offspring a daughter, Alexandrine,
born December 24, 1879, and a son, born April 9, 1882.

Brothers and Sisters of the Grand-duke.

I. Paul Friedrich, born September 19, 1852; married May 5,
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1881, to the Duchess Maria of Windisch-Grsetz. Son, Paul
Friedrich, born May 12, 1882.

II. Marie^ born May 14, 1854; married, August 28, 1874, to

Grand-duke Vladimir, second son of Alexander II., Emperor of

Kussia. (See page 382.)

III. Johann, born December 8, 1857.

IV. Elisabeth, born August 10, 1869.

V. Friedrich Wilhelm, born April 5, 1871.

VI. Adolfy born October 10, 1873.

VII. Heinrich, born April 19, 1876.

The Grand-ducal house of Mecklenburg is the only reigning family

in Western Europe of Slavonic origin, and claims to be the oldest

sovereign house in the Western world. In their full title, the Grand-
dukes style themselves Princes of the Vandals; and they trace their

descent to Genseric, King of the Vandals, who conquered Spain in.

the fifth century, and, going over to Africa, took Carthage in 439.

Constitution, Revenue, and Population.

The political institutions ofthe Grand-duchy are ofan entirely feudal

character. The fundamental laws are embodied in the * Union ' of

1523, the 'Reversals' of 1572 and 1622, and the charters of 1755
and Nov. 28, 1817. The whole legislative power and part of the

•jxecutive is in the hands of the proprietors of Ritterguter, or knights'

estates, numbering 622. Seldom more than one-fourth of these, how-
ever, exert their privileges and take their seats in the Diet. To these^

representatives of their own property are joined forty mem-
bers, nearly all burgomasters, delegated by the municipalities and
corporate bodies of a like number of towns. The great bulk of the

population is without political rights. The Diet is permanent, being

represented, if not in actual session, by a committee of twelve mem-
bers, presided over by three marshals of the nobility, whose office

is hereditary in their families. It forms every two years a joint

assembly with the Diet of Mecklenburg- Strelitz.

The executive is represented in a ministry divided into four

departments, appointed by, and responsible alone to the Grand-
duke. There exists no general budget for the Grand-duchy.
On July 1, 1883, the public debt was estimated at 20,833,700 mark,,

or 1,041,685/. The interest of the railway debt (19,860,000 mark,
not included in the above) is covered by the annuity of 38,000/.

paid by the Company who have bought the State railways, and the

remaining debt is more than covered by the State funds.

The population of the Grand-duchy amounted to 577,055
(284,479 males, 292,576 females) at the census of Dec. 1, 1880,
living on an area of 4,834 English square miles. There is no
other administrative division than that springing from the ownership
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of the soil, in wliich respect the country is divided into Grand-ducal
Domains, embracing about one-fifth of the total area of Mecklenburg-
Schwerin ; Knight's Estates—'Ritterguter '—comprising two-fifths

;

Convent Estates—' Klosterguter '—embracing one-fifth ; and Town
Estates, comprising the remaining fifth of the land. The Domains
contain rather more than one-third of the total population of the

Grand-duchy, and the Town Estates another third.

There was a gradual decrease of population up to 1875,
although the average density is only 119 inhabitants per English

square mile, and the soil moreover very fertile. At the census of

December 3, 1867, the population of the Grand-duchy numbered
560,628, and at the next enumeration, of December 1, 1871, the

number had fallen to 557,707, being a decrease of 2,921, or one-
half per cent, of the population in the four years 1867-71. At
the census of December 1, 1875, the population was found to

have further declined to 553,785, being a loss of 3,922, or of 0*18

per cent, per annum. From 1875 to 1880, however, there was a

large increase. The number of marriages in 1881 was 4,327»

births 18,522, deaths 12,071, excess of births 6,151. Included in

the births were 713, or 3*91 per cent, still-bom, and 2,389, or

13'11 per cent, illegitimate children. During the five years from
1873 to 1877, the large number of 10,097 emigrants left the little

State. But there was a gradual decline in emigration during the
period, the number of emigrants falling from 6,492 in 1873, to 365
in 1877. In 1880 it was 1,335, in 1881, 3,795, in 1882, 61,257,
and 34,790 in 1871-1882.

Nearly all the inhabitants are Protestants, there being in 1880
only 2,524 Catholics, and 2,580 Jews. There were two towns with
a population of over 20,000, namely, Eostock, with 36,967, and
Schwerin, the capital, with 30,146 inhabitants, at the census of

December 1, 1880.

The two Mecklenburgs had 262 miles of railway in 1883.

VII. HESSE.

(Grossherzogthum Hessen.)

Reigning Grand-duke.

Ludwig IV., born September 12, 1837, the son of Prince Karl,
eldest brother of Grand-duke Ludwig IIL and of Princess Elizabeth
of Prussia. Succeeded to the throne at the death of his uncle,

Grand-duke Ludwig IIL, June 13, 1877. Married, July 1, 1862,
to Princess Alice, second daughter of Queen Victoria, of Great
Britain and Ireland; widower, December 14, 1878.
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Children of the Grand-dulce.

I, Victoria, born April 5, 1863.

11. Elizabeth, born November 1, 1864.

III. Irene, born July 11, 1866.
TV. Ludwig, born November 25, 1868.

V. Alice, born June 6, 1872.

Brothers of the Grand-duke.

I. Prince Heinrich, born Nov. 28, 1838; married, Feb. 28, 1878,

to Caroline Willich, elevated Freifirau zu Niddau ; widower, Jan.

6, 1879.

II. Prince Wilhehn^ bom November 16, 1845.

Uncle and Aunt of the Grand-duTce.

I. Prince ^Zea^arader, born July 15, 1823; field-marshal lieutenant

in the service of Austria; married, Oct. 28, 1851, to Princess Julia

von Battenberg, born Nov. 12, 1825. Offspring of the union are five

children:—1. Marie, born July 15, 1852; married April 29, 1871,

to Count Gustaf von Erbach-Schonberg. 2. Ludwig, born May 24,

1854, lieutenant in the British navy. 3. Alexander, born April 5,

1857 ; elected Prince of Bulgaria, April 29, 1879. 4. Heinrich,

born October 5, 1858. 5. Franz Josef, born September 24, 1861.

II. Princess Maria, born August 8, 1824; married, April 28,

1841, to Grand-duke Alexander of Russia, late Emperor Alex-
ander II. (See page 382.)

The former Landgraves of Hesse had the title of Grand-duke
given them by Napoleon I., in 1806, together with a considerable

increase of territory. At the congress of Vienna this grant was
confirmed, after some negotiations. The reigning family are not

possessed of much private property, and dependent almost entirely

upon the grant of the civil list, amounting to 1,228,288 mark, or

61,414Z., the sum including allowances to the princes.

Hesse has a university at Giessen. There are 983 public ele-

mentary schools (1881), and 872 preparatory schools, besides 22
higher schools.

Constitution, Revenue, and Population.

The Constitution bears date Dec. 17, 1820 ; but was modified in

1856 and 1872. The legislative power is vested in two Chambers,

the first composed of the princes of the reigning family, the heads of

a number of noble houses, the Roman Catholic bishop, the chief

Protestant superintendent, the Chancellor of the University, two
members elected by the noble landowners, and a number of life-

members, nominated by the Grand-duke ; while the second consists
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of 10 deputies of the eight larger towns, and 40 representatives of
the smaller towns and rural districts.

The executive is represented by a ministry divided into three de-

partments, namely, of the Grand-ducal House and Foreign Affairs

;

of the Interior and of Justice ; and of Finance.

The budget is granted for the term of three years by the Chambers,
and the estimates seldom differ much from the actual revenue and
expenditure. The revenue for the financial period 1882—85 was
estimated at 17,558,207 mark, or 877,910Z., per annum, and the

expenditure at 17,306,747 mark, or 865,337/., per annum. The
public debt, incurred mainly in recent years for the construction of

a network of State railways, amounted to 27,663,078 mark, or

1,383,153/. in 1883.

The total annual charge of the debt in the budget of 1882-5 is

34,542/.

The area of Hesse embraces 2,866 English square miles, on
which lived at the last census 936,340 inhabitants (464,917 malea
and 47 1 ,423 females) . The Grand-duchy i s administratively divided

into three provinces, the area and population of which were as

follows at the two enumerations of December 1, 1875, and Decem-
ber 1, 1880 :—

Provinces
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VIII. OLDENBUHG.

(Grossherzogthum Oldenburg.j

Reigning Grand-duke.

Peter I., Grand-duke of Oldenburg, bom July 8, 1827, the son

of Grand-duke August, and of Princess Ida of Anhalt-Bernburg

;

succeeded to the throne at the death of his father, Feb. 27, 1853
;

married, Feb. 10, 1852, to Elisabeth, born March 26, 1826,
daughter of Prince Joseph of Saxe-Altenburg.

Children of the Grand-duke.

I. Prince August, heir-apparent, born Nov. 16, 1852 ; married,

February 18, 1878, to Princess Elizabeth, born Feb. 8, 1857, second
daughter of Prince Friedrich Karl of Prussia ; issue a daughter
Sophia, bom February 2, 1879.

II. Prince Georg, born June 27, 1855.

The cousin of the Grand-duke, Prince Peter (died May 14,

1881), the son of Prince Georg, brother of the late Grand-duke
August of Oldenburg, and of Princess Catharine, daughter of the late

Emperor Paul of Russia, and his wife, Princess Therese of Nassau,

liad the following five children:— 1. Princess Alexandra, born
June 2, 1838; married, Feb. 6, 1856, to Grand-duke Nicholas,

brother of Czar Alexander II. of Russia. 2. Prince Nicolaus, born
May 9, 1840, married May 29, 3 863, to Marie Bulazel, Countess

von Osternburg, born July 8, 1845 ; offspring ofthe union are a son

and a daughter called Count and Countess von Osternburg. 3. Prince

Alexander, born June 2, 1844; general in the service of Russia;

married, Jan. 19, 1868, to Princess Eugenie, born April 1, 1845,
daughter of the late Duke Maximilian of Leuchtenberg ; offspring

of the union is a son, Peter, born Nov. 21, 1868. 4. Prince Con-
stantine, born May 9, 1850 ; captain in the army of Russia.

The ancient house of Oldenburg, which has given sovereigns to

Denmark, Scandinavia, and Russia, is said to be descended from
Wittekind, the celebrated leader of the heathen Saxons against

Charlemagne. In the fifteenth century, a scion ofthe House of Olden-
burg, Count Christian VIII., was elected King of Denmark, Sweden,
and Norway. The main line became extinguished with Count Anton
Gunther, in 1667, whereupon the territory of the family fell to the

King of Denmark, who made it over to Grand-duke Paul of Russia, in

exchange for pretended claims upon Schleswig-Holstein . The Grand-
duke then gave Oldenbui'g to his cousin, Prince Friedrich August of
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Holstein-Gottorp, with whose descendants it remained till December
1810, when Napoleon incorporated it with the kingdom of West-
phalia. But the Congress of Vienna not only gave the country

back to its former sovereign, but, at the urgent demand of Czar

Alexander I., added to it a territory of nearly 400 square miles,

with 50,000 inhabitants, bestowing at the same time upon the prince

the title of Grand-duke. Part of the new territory consisted of the

principality of Birkenfeld, on the left bank of the Rhine, close to

the French frontier, and some three himdred miles distant from

Oldenburg. The other part consists of the principality of Liibeck.

The Grand-duke has a civil list of 255,000 mark, or 12,750/ He
draws also a revenue of 6,000Z. from private estates of the family in

Holstein.

Constitution, Revenue, and Population.

A Constitution was given to the Grand-duchy Feb. 18, 1849,

which, revised by a decree of Nov. 22, 1852, grants liberty of the

press, trial by jury, and equality of all citizens in political and social

matters. The legislative power is exercised by a Landtag, or Diet,

•elected for three years, by the vote of all citizens paying taxes, and not

•condemned for felony by a court ofjustice. The mode of election is

indirect. The first electors choose a delegate, and the delegates of

several districts appoint one deputy, the whole number being 33, or

•one for every 10,000 inhabitants. The executive is vested, under
the Grand-duke, in a responsible ministry of three departments.

The budgets are voted for three years at a time, and are divided

into the budget of the Grand-duchy and the budgets of the Duchy
of Oldenburg, and the principalities of Lubeck and Birkenfeld.

The revenue and expenditure of the Central Treasury balance at

52,400Z. for 1882, 51,517Z. for 1883, and 53,927Z. for 1884. The
estimated revenue of the duchy and principalities is:—1882,
361,449/. ; 1883, 297,049/. ; 1884, 296,374/. The estimated ex-
penditure :—1882, 313,973/.; 1883, 307,709/.; 1884, 307,270/.

The chief item of revenue is from the produce of State property

;

while in expenditure the civil list and the interest of the public

debt take the largest sums. The debt amounted, at the beginning

of 1883, to 1,912,533/.

The area of Oldenburg embraces 2,417 Engl, square miles, with
a population, according to the census of Dec. 1, 1880, of 337,478
inhabitants (167,838 males, 169,640 females). At the census of

Dec. 1, 1875, the population numbered 319,314, the increase of

population amounting to 1*10 per cent, per annum in the years

1875-80, to 0*35 per annum in the years 1871-75, while in the

four preceding years, 1867 to 1871, the increase was only 0-05

per annum. The people are mostly Protestants, the Catholics

numbering 75,254 in 1880.
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Marriages in 1881 2,530, births 11,091, deaths 7,763, excess of
births 3,328. Included in the births are 445, or 4 per cent, still-

born, and 561, or 5 per cent, illegitimate children. Emigrant*
1881,2,007; 1882, 2,190.

The capital, Oldenburg, has 20,575 inhabitants (1880).
Olbenburg had 200 miles of railway in 1883.

British Consul.—Oetavius Stokes (Bremen).

IX. BRUNSWICK.

(Herzogthum Braunschweig.)

Reigning Duke.

Wilhelm I., born April 25, 1806, the second son of Duke Fried-
rich. Wilhelm and of Princess Marie of Baden. Undertook pro-
visionally the government of Brunswick in consequence of the insur-

rection of September 7, 1830, and subsequent flight of his brother^

Duke Karly October 12, 1830; ascended the throne, April 25, 1831.

The ducal house of Brunswick, now on the point of becoming
extinct, the reigning sovereign, only representative of the family,

being unmarried, was long one of the most ancient and illustrious

of the Germanic Confederation. Its ancestor, Henry the Lion,

possessed, in the twelfth century, the united duchies of Bavaria and
Saxony, with other territories in the north of Germany; but
having refused to aid the Emperor Friedrich Barbarossa in hi&

wars with the Pope, he was, by a decree of the Diet, deprived of
the whole of his territories with the sole exception of his allodial

domains, the principahties of Brunswick and Liineburg. Their pos-

sessions were, on the death of Ernest the Confessor, divided between
the two sons of the latter, who became the founders of the lines of
Brunswick-Wolfenbiittel and Brunswick-Liineburg, the former of

which is represented at present in the ducal house of Brunswick^
while the latter is merged in the royal family of Great Britain.

A law of succession to the throne of Brunswick, sanctioned by
the Diet, was promulgated in March 1873. It provides, under
guarantee of the German Emperor, that at the demise of the reign-

ing Duke, the Grand-duke of Oldenburg shall assume the regency.

If, previous to the throne becoming vacant, the regent refuses the

regency, or if the regency becomes inoperative from other causes,

the present Duke shall, jointly with the Diet of Brunswick, nominate
another regent from among the number of reigning German
Sovereigns. A new regent will be proposed to the Diet by the

Cabinet in the place of the Grand-duke of Oldenburg in case the

regency appointed after the vacation of the throne should from any
cause whatever become inoperative.
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The present Duke of Brunswick is one of the wealthiest of German
sovereigns, being in possession of vast private estates, including the

principality of Oels, in Silesia, and large domains in the district of

Glatz, in Prussia. It is reported that the Duke has bequeathed the

whole of these estates to the Emperor of Austria. The Duke's

civil list, amounting on the average to 1,000,000 mark, or 50,000/.,

per annum in recent years, is not set down in the budget, but is

paid out of a special fund, the ' Kammercasse,' the revenues of which
are derived from the State domains, and from the interest of an in-

vested capital of 3,000,000 mark, or 150,000/.

Constitution, Revenue, and Population.

The Constitution of Brunswick bears date October 12,1832, but

was modified by the fundamental law of November 28, 1851. The
legislative power is vested, according to the law of 1851, in one

Chamber, consisting of forty-six members. Of these, twenty-one

are elected by the highest-taxed landed proprietors; three by the

Protestant clergy ; ten by the inhabitants of towns, and twelve by
those of rural districts. The Chamber meets every three years,

and the deputies hold their mandate for two sessions. The executive

is represented by a responsible Ministry, consisting of four depart-

ments, namely, of State, of Finance, of Justice, and of the Interior.

The budget is voted by the Chamber for the period of three years,

but each year separate. For the year 1882 the revenue and ex-
penditure were made to balance at 9,977,200 mark, or 498,860/.

;

for 1883, 9,235,500 mark, or 461,775/. ; for 1884, 9,272,900 mark,
or 463,645/. Not included in the budget estimates, as already

stated, is the civil list of the Grand- duke. The public debt of the

duchy, at the commencement of 1883, was 80,739,243 mark, or

4,036,962/., four-fifths of which sum was contracted for the estab-

lishment of railways. The productive capital of the State reduces

the real debt to 1,772,137/.

The duchy has an area of 1,526 English square miles, with a
population of 349,367 inhabitants (174,226 males, 175,141 females),

according to the census of December 1, 1880. There were 311,764
inhabitants at the census of December 1, 1871, the increase in the

four years 1871-75 being at the high rate of 1*26 per cent, per annum,
while it was 1*29 in the five years 1875-80. At the census of
December 3, 1867, the population numbered 302,801, the increase

in the four years 1867-71 being at the rate of 0*73 per cent,

per annum. Marriages 1881, 2,934, births 12,661, deaths 8,956;
surplus 3,705. Included in the births are 501, or 3*96 per cent,

still-bom, and 1,268, or 10 per cent, illegitimate children. Emi-
grants, 1881, 635; 1882, 739.* Nearly the whole of the inhabitants

M
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of the duchy are members of the Lutheran Church, there being
only 9,624 Catholics.

The capital ofthe duchy, the town of Brunswick, or Braunschweig,
had 75,038 inhabitants at the census of Dec. 1, 1880.

There were 238 miles of railway in 1883.

British Consul.—Octavus Stokes (Bremen).

X. SAXE-WEIMAR.
(Grossherzogthum Sachsen-Weimar.)

Reigning Grand-duke.

Karl Alexander, born June 24, 1818, the son of Grand-duke
Karl Friedrich and of Grand-duchess Marie, daughter of the late

Czar Paul I. ofRussia. Succeeded his father, July 8, 1853 ; married

October 8, 1842, to Sophie^ born April 8, 1824, daughter of the

late King Willem II. of the Netherlands.

Children of the Grand-duke,

I. Prince Karl August, heir-apparent, born July 31, 1844 ; married
August 26, 1873, to Princess Pauline, bom July 25, 1852, eldest

daughter of Prince Hermann of Saxe-Weimar, of which union there

are offspring two sons, namely, Wilhelm, born June 10, 1876, and
Bemhard, born April 13, 1878.

II. Princess Marie, born January 20, 1849 ; married Feb. 6, 1876,
to Prince Heinrich of Reuss-Schleiz-Kostritz ; offspring a son,

Heinrich, born March 3, 1878.

III. Princess Elisabeth, born February 28, 1854.

Sister of the Grand-duke.

Princess Augusta, born September 30, 1811 ; maiTied, June 11,

1829, to Prince Wilhelm, now Emperor Wilhelm I. of Germany.

Cousins of the Grand-duke.

I. Prince Eduard, born October 11, 1823, the son of the latfe

Duke Bernhard of Saxe-Weimar; major-general in the British army

;

married, Nov. 27, 1851, to Lady Augusta Catherine, born Zmi.

14, 1827, daughter of the fifth Duke of Richmond.
II. Prince Hermann, born August 4, 1825, brother of the pre-

ceding; married, June 17, 1851, to Princess Augusta, bom October

4, 1826, youngest daughter of King Wilhelm I. ofWUrttemberg, of

which union there are offspring six children.

III. Prince Gustav, born June 28, 1827, brother of the preceding

;

major-general in the Austrian army ; married, February 14, 1870,

to Pierina Marcochia, Countess von Neupurg,

The family of the Grand-duke stands at the head of the Ernestine

or elder line of the princely houses of Saxony, which include Saxe-
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Meiningen, Saxe-Altenburg, and Saxe-Coburg-Gotha, while the

younger, or Albertine line, is represented by the Kings of Saxony.

Saxe-Weimar was formed into an independent duchy towards the

end of the sixteenth century, when Elector Johann Wilhehn of

Saxony divided his territory between his two sons, Friedrich Wilhelm
and Johann, giving the former Saxe-Altenburg and the latter Saxe-

Weimar. At the Congress of Vienna a considerable increase of

territory, together with the title of Grand-duke, was awarded to

Duke Karl August, known as patron of German literature.

The Grand-duke has a large private fortune, part of which he
obtained in dowry with his consort, Princess Sophie of the Nether-

lands. He has also a civil list of 930,000 mark, or 42,000^.,

amounting to nearly one-seventh of the revenues of Saxe-Weimar.

Constitution, Revenue, and Population.

The Constitution of the Grand-duchy was granted May 5, 1816

;

but slightly altered by the law of October 15, 1850. According to

this charter the legislative power is vested in a House of Parliament

represented by one Chamber. It is composed of 31 members, of

whom one is chosen by the noble landowners ; four by other land-

owners having a yearly income from 3,000 mark upwards ; five by
other persons of the same income; and twenty- one by all the other

inhabitants. The first mentioned ten deputies are elected directly,

the remaining twenty-one indirectly. The whole body of voters

in the latter class choose a certain number of delegates, and these

deputies elect the member for the constituency. The Chamber
meets every three years.

The executive, acting under the orders of the Grand-duke, but

responsible to the representatives of the country, is divided into three

departments. The budget is granted by the Chamber for a period

of three years. That from 1884 to 1886 comprised an annual in-

come of 6,305,280 mark, or 315,261Z., and an annual expenditure

of 6,266,404 mark, or 313,320/., leaving a surplus of 38,826 mark,
or 1,94H., for each year. The State forests yield a large income,

while there is a graduated tax on all incomes (71,000/. in 1883),
the estimates for which are based on a total income for the

population o£ 64,800,000 mark, or 3,240,000/. The public debt

amounted to 6,543,442 mark, or 327,172/., on January 1, 1883.

The debt is more than covered by the productive capital of the State.

The Grand-duchy has an area of 1,421 English square miles,

with a population of 309,577 (151,062 males, 158,514 femalesj at

the census of December 1, 1880. During- the four years from 1S71
to 1875 the increase of population Avas at the rate of 0*58 per cent,

per annum, from 1875 to 1880 at the rate of 1-10, while in the

four years, from 1867 to 1871, the increase was at the rate of 0*29

m2
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per cent, per annum. Marriages, 1881, 2,454, births, 10,986,

deaths, 7,243 ; surplus, 8,743. Among the births are 372, or 3*3^

per cent, still-born, and 372, or 9*82 illegitimate children. Emigrants

1881, 804, 1882, 890. The great majority of the inhabitants are

Protestants, there being 10,214 Catholics.

The town of Weimar, capital and largest town of the Grand-
duchy, had 19,994 inhabitants at the census of Dec. 1, 1880.

There were 121 miles of railway in 1883.

XI. MECKLENBURG-STRELITZ.

(Grossherzogthum Mecklenburg-Strelitz.)

Reigning Grand-duke.

Friedrich Wilhelm I., born Oct. 17, 1819, the son of Grand-
duke Georg and of Princess Marie of Hesse-Cassel ; succeeded to the

throne at the death of his father, Sept. 6, 1860 ; married, June 24,

1843, to Augusta^ born July 19, 1822, the daughter of the late

Duke Adolphus of Cambridge.

Son of the Grand-duke.

Prince Adolf Friedrich, born July 22, 1848 ; married April 17^

1877, to Princess Elizabeth of Anhalt, bom Sept. 7, 1857, of which
union there is offspring two daughters, Augusta, born May 8, 1878,
and Jutta, born January 24, 1880 ; and one son, Friedrich, born
June 17, 1882.

The reigning house of Mecklenburg-Strelitz was founded, in

1701, by Duke Adolf Friedrich, youngest son of Duke Adolf
Friedrich II. of Mecklenburg-Schwerin. There being no law
of primogeniture at the time, the Diet was unable to prevent the

division of the country, which was protested against by subsequent
Dukes of Mecklenburg-Schwerin. The Congress of Vienna per-

mitted Duke Karl Friedrich of Mecklenburg-Strelitz to adopt
the title of Grand-duke, notwithstanding the exceedingly limited

extent of his territory. He is, however, one of the wealthiest of
German sovereigns, more than one-half of the country being his own
private property.

Constitution, Revenue, and Population.

The country is divided into two separate provinces, the first of

which, Stargard, has a Diet composed of landowners, while the

second, Eatzeburg, has no representative institutions whatever. The
Stargard Diet periodically joins the legislative assembly of Meck-
lenburg-Schwerin. Only the possession of a Rittergut, or knight's

estate, gives right to a seat in the Diet, to which the * privileged

'

towns may add, if called upon, seven deputies. There are sixty-two
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Hittergut proprietors in the province of Stargard, only a small

lumber of whom, however, choose to take their seats.

The executive is entirely in the hands of the Grand-duke, and is

exercised by him through one ' Minister of State,' which appointment,

however, has at times been vacant for several years. Accounts of

public income and expenditure are never made known, and the

whole state revenue forms the civil list of the Grand-duke ; the

debt is estimated at 6,000,000 mark, or 300,000Z.

The population, which, according to the census of December 1,

1880, numbered 100,269 (49,161 males, 51,108 females), was de-

creasing steadily, through emigration, previous to 1875, although

-here is a less density than in any other State of the German Empire,

only 100 inhabitants living on the square mile. Between the census

period, 1871-75, the decrease of population was at the rate of 0*35

per cent, per annum, while during the previous period, 1867-71,
the decrease was at the rate of 0*46 per annum. During 1875-80
there has been an increase at the rate of 0*94 per cent, per annum.
Marriages, 1881, 736; births, 3,250; deaths, 2,130; surplus, 1,111.

Among the births were 111, or 3*42 per cent, still-born, and 486,

^or 14*95 per cent, illegitimate children. Emigrants, 1881, 778
;

1882, 894. The area of the country is 1,130 English square miles,

the ownership of which territory is divided between the sovereign,

the feudal proprietors, and the corporations of certain towns, in

the following manner:—527 square miles belong to the Grand-
duke; 353 to the titled and untitled nobles, and 117 to the town
corporations. With the exception of 294 Catholics and 458 Jews
(1880), the people are Protestants. The capital, Neu Strelitz, had
9,407 inhabitants in 1880.

In the two Mecklenburgs were 262 miles of railway in 1883.

L

XII. SAXE-MEININGEN.

(Herzogthum Sachsen-Meiningen.)

Reigning Buke.

Georg II., born April 2, 1826, the son of Duke Bernhard I.

Succeeded, on the abdication of his father, September 20, 1866.

Married, May 18, 1850, to Princess Charlotte of Prussia, who died

March 30, 1855 ; married, in second nuptials, October 23, 1858,
*o Princess Feodora of Hohenlohe-Langenburg, born July 7, 1839,

vho died February 10, 1872 ; married, in third nuptials, March 18,

1863, to Ellen Franz, Countess von Heldburg.

Children of the DuJce.

I. Prince Bernhardt born April 1, 1851 ; married Feb. 18, 1878,
to Princess Charlotte, eldest daughter of Prince Friedrich "Wilhelm,
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Prince Imperial of Germany and Crown Prince of Prussia; offspring

of the union is a daughter, Feodora, born May 12, 1879.

II. Princess Marie Elizabeth^ born September 23, 1853.

III. Prince Ernst, born September 27, 1859.

IV. Prince Friedrich, born October 12, 1861.

The line of Saxe-Meiningen was founded by Duke Bernhard, third

son of Ernst I. of Saxony, surnamed the Pious, the friend and com-
panion in arms of King Gustaf Adolf of Sweden. The duchy was
only one-third its present size up to the year 1826, when, by the

extinction of the ancient family of Saxe-Gotha, the territories of

Hildburghausen and Saalfeld fell to the present duke. He has a

civil list of 394,286 mark, or 19,714/., paid out of the produce of

the State domains.

Constitution, Revenue, and Population.

The charter of the duchy bears date August 23, 1829, and is sup-

plemented by the laws of 1870 and 1873. It provides for a legis-

lative organisation, consisting of one Chamber of twenty-four

representatives. Eight of these are elected by the most highly

taxed inhabitants ; sixteen by all other inhabitants. The Chamber
meets every three years, and new elections take place every six.

A small property qualification is requisite to become a member.
The budget estimates for each of the three financial years 1884-86

stated the revenue at 5,001,670 mark, or 250,083/., and the expendi-

ture at 4,443,170 mark, or 222,158/. Nearly one-half ofthe revenue

is dra-wn from State domains, formerly belonging to the ducal family.

The chief items of expenditure are the interest of the public

debt, and the expenses for the administration of the State. The
debt, on January 1, 1883, amounted to 12,940,817 mark, or

647,040/., exclusive of a state guarantee on 8,000,000 mark, or

400,000/., employed in the construction of a line of railway through

the duchy. Most of the debt is covered by productive State capital.

The area of the duchy extends over 933 English square miles^

with a population, according to the census of Dec. 1, 1880, of

207,075 inhabitants (101,418 males, 105,657 females). During the

four years 1871-75 the population increased at the rate of 0*80 per

cent, per annum, while during the preceding four years, 1867-71,

the increase was at the rate of 0*88 per cent, per annum; from 1875

to 1880, it was at the rate of 1*25 per cent, per annum. Marriages,

1881, 1,587; births, 7,513; deaths, 4,844; surplus, 2,669. In-

cluded in the births are 289, or 3-85 per cent., still-born, and 861,

or 11*46 per cent., illegitimate children. Emigrants, 1881, 593;
1882, 575. The capital, Meiningen, had 11,227 inhabitants in

1880. The vast majority of the inhabitants of the duchy are Pro-

testants, there being 2,273 Catholics and 1,627 Jews.

There were 124 miles of railway in 1883.
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XIII. ANHALT.

(Herzogthum Anhalt.)

Beigning Duke.

Friedrich, born April 29, 1831, the son of Duke Leopold of

Anhalt and of Princess Friederike of Prussia. Succeeded to the

throne at the death of his father. May 22, 1871 ; married, April

22, 1854, to Princess Antoinette of Saxe-Altenburg, born April

17, 1838.

Children of the Duke.

I. Prince Leopold, born July 18, 1855.

II. Prince Friedrich, born August 19, 1856.

III. Princess Elisabeth, born September 7, 1857 ; married April

17, 1877, to the hereditary Grand Duke of Mecklenburg- Strelitz.

IV. Prince Eduard, born April 18, 1861.

V. Prince Arihert, bom June 18, 1864.

VI. Princess Alexandra, born April 4, 1868.

The Dukes of Anhalt trace their origin to Bernhard, son of the

celebrated Albert the Bear, Margrave of Brandenburg, who died in

1211. The family, in the course of time, split into numerous

branches, now reduced to the present line. At the establishment of

the Germanic Confederation, in 1815, there were three reigning Dukes
of Anhalt, namely of Anhalt- Cothen, Anhalt-Bernburg, and Anhalt-

Dessau. The first of these lines became extinct in 1847, and the

second on August 19, 1863, leaving the former house of Anhalt-

Dessau the sole heir of the family territory. In 1806, the Princes

of Anhalt took the title of Dukes, on joining the Confederation of

the Rhine. The Duke of Anhalt has a civil list of 580,000 mark,

or 29,000^., including the allowances to the younger members of

the house. The family has, besides, very large private estates

in Saxony, Eastern Prussia, and the Crimea, embracing an area

of more than 200 square miles.

Constitution, Revenue, and Population.

The duchy has a Constitution, proclaimed September 17, 1859,

and modified by decrees of September 17, 1863 and February 13,

1872, which give legislative power to a Diet composed of 36

members, of whom ten are representatives of the nobility and great

landowners, two of the highest taxed inhabitants belonging to the

mercantile and industrial classes, fourteen of the other inhabitants

of towns, and ten of the rural districts. The executive power
is entirely in the hands of the duke, who governs through a

Minister of State.
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The budget estimates for the financial year 1883-84 stated the

public income and expenditure at 18,920,400 mark, or 946,020^.

More than a third of the revenue is derived from State property,

and the rest chiefly from indirect taxes. The largest item in the

expenditure is the civil list of the ducal house. The public debt
amounted, on June 30, 1882, to 4,379,766 mark, or 218,988/., more
than covered by productive investments.

The duchy comprises an area of 869 English square miles, with a
population of 232,592 (115,079 males and 117,513 females), accord-

ing to the census of December 1, 1880. In the four years, 1871-75,
the increase of population was at the rate of 1*23 per cent, per
annum, while during the preceding four years, 1867-71, the in-

crease was at the rate of 0"80 per cent, per annum ; from 1875 to

1880 it was at the rate of 1*7 per cent, per annum. Marriages,

1861,1,948; births, 9,017 ; deaths, 5,675 ; surplus, 3,342. Among
the births are 362, or 4 per cent, still-born, and 861, or 9'55 per

cent, illegitimate, children. Emigrants, 1881, 368 ; 1882,257. The
capital, Dessau, had 23,266 inhabitants in 1880. Nearly the whole
of the inhabitants belong to the reformed Protestant Church, there

being 4,541 Catholics and 1,752 Jews.

XIV. SAXE-COBTTRG-GOTHA.

(Herzogthum Sachsen-Coburg-Gotha.)

Eelguing Duke.

Ernst II., born June 21, 1818, the son of Duke Ernst I. of Saxe-

Saalfeld-Coburg and of Princess Louise of Saxe-Altenburg. Studied

philosophy and political economy at the University of Bonn, 1834-
36 ; entered into the military service of Saxony, 1836 ; travelled in

Spain, Portugal, Italy, and Northern Africa, 1838-40. Succeeded

to the throne, at the death of his father, Jan. 29, 1844. Married,

May 3, 1842, to Princess Alexandrine, born Dec. 6, 1820, the

daughter of the late Grand-duke Leopold of Baden.

The Duke being childless, the heir-apparent is his nephew. Prince

Alfred, Duke of Edinburgh, born Aug. 6, 1844, the son of Prince

Albert of Saxe-Coburg-Gotha, and of Victoria, Queen of Great

Britain.

The immediate ancestor of the reigning family of Saxe-Coburg-

Gotha, formerly called Saxe-Saalfeld-Coburg, and previously Saxe-

Coburg, was Prince Albrecht, second son of Duke Ernst, surnamed
the Pious, who died in 1699. A dispute about his heritage lasted

through three generations, and was only settled, towards the end of
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the eighteenth century, by a re-distribution of the territories of the

Saxon princes. A new division took place in 1826, on the extinction of
the line of Saxe-Gotha, and it was then that the house ofSaxe-Saalfeld-

Coburg exchanged its name for that of Saxe-Coburg-Gotha. The
family is in possession of a large private fortune, accumulated chiefly

by Duke Ernst I. of Saxe-Saalfeld-Coburg, whom the Congress of
Vienna made a present of the principality ofLichtenberg, in return for

his services as commander of the fifth corps cfarmee in the year 1813.
This principality he sold, Sept. 22, 1834, to the King of Prussia, for

a sum of two million thaler, and other advantages. Besides a
vast private income, Duke Ernst II. has a comparatively large civil

list. It is paid out of the revenue of the domains, and amounts to

100,000 thaler, or 15,000/., at a minimum, and more in case these

estates produce above 134,079 thaler, or 20,112Z. a year. The
proprietorship of these domains, which, according to the decision

tii the highest legal authorities in Germany, belong to the State

and not to the reigning family, gave rise for a time to ani-

mated disputes between the Government and the legislature of

Saxe-Coburg-Gotha. A compromise was finally arrived at, by the
terms of which the reigning Duke has a civil list of 100,000 thaler

out of the income of the domains, and the surplus of 34,079 thaler

is paid into the public exchequer, while the rest is divided between
the Duke and the State.

Constitution, Revenue, and Population.

The Staatsgrundgesetz, or fundamental law of the duchy, pro-
claimed May 3, 1852, vests the legislative power in two separate

assemblies, one for the province of Coburg and the other for the

province of Gotha. The Coburg Chamber consists of eleven, and
that for Gotha of nineteen members, chosen in as many electoral

divisions, by the indirect vote of all the inhabitants. Every man above
the age of twenty-five, who pays taxes, has a vote, and any citizen

above thirty may be elected a deputy. New elections take place

every four years. The two assemblies meet separately every year,

and every second year they unite into one Chamber, to which the

Coburg Diet deputes seven, and that of Gotha fourteen members.
The * United Parliament ' meets alternately at the town of

Coburg and at Gotha.

The budget is voted for the term of four years for Gotha and six

years for Coburg, and in the financial accounts a distinction is made
between Crown-revenue, derived from the domains, and State-

Tevenue. In recent years the Crown-revenue produced an annual
surplus of about 36,000/., divided in the proportion above men-
tioned between the Duke and the public exchequer. In the budget
estimates for 1879-85, the Crown-revenue for Cobm-g was set down
at 445,900 mark, or 22,295/., and expenditure at 29i,400 mark,
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Qr 14,570/., and the revenue for Gotha (1882-5) at 1,869,386

mark, or 93,469/., per annum, and expenditure at 1,272,641 mark,

or 63,632/. The annual State-revenue and expenditure for the

period 1882-5 was fixed for Coburg at 986,200 mark, or 49,310/.,

and for Gotha at 2,584,121 mark, or 129,206/. The public debt,

in 1883, amounted to 4,016,400 mark, or 200,820/., for Coburg,

and to 7,489,684 mark, or 324,484/., for Gotha, being a total of

531,389/., the former being largely and the latter considerably more
than covered by productive investments.

The area of the duchy is 816 English square miles, of whicl>

230 belong to the province of Coburg, and 586 to Gotha. At
the census of December 1, 1880, the total population numbered
194,716 (94,299 males, 100,417 females), the increase during the

four years 1871-75 amounting to 1*17 percent, per annum, and the

five years 1875-80, to 1-28. In the four years, 1867-71, the increase

was at the rate of 0*80 per cent, per annum. Marriages, 1881, 1,461

;

births, 6,989 ; deaths, 4,574 ; surplus, 2,415. Emigrants, 1881,

411 ; 1882, 532. Among the births were 253, or 3'62 per cent,

still-born, and 690, or 9*87 illegitimate children. Nearly the whole

of the population are Protestants, there being 2,042 Catholics and
490 Jews.

The town of Gotha had 26,525, and Coburg 15,791 inhabitants

at the census of December 1, 1880. There are no other towas ipt

the duchy.

There were 16 miles of railway in 1883.

British Charge d'Affaires.—H. Nevill Bering.

XV. SAXE-ALTENBURG.
(Herzogthum Sachsen-Altenburg.)

Reigning Duke.

Ernst, born September 16, 1826, the son of Duke Georgof Saxe^

Altenburg and Princess Marie ofMecklenburg-Schwerin. Succeeded

to the throne, at the death of his father, August 3, 1853 ; married,

April 28, 1853, to Princess Agnes, of Anhalt-Dessau, born June

24, 1824.

Daughter of the Duke,

Princess Marie, born August 2, 1854 ; married, April 19, 1873,

to Prince Albrecht of Prussia. (See page 119.)

Brother of the Duke.

Prince Moritz, born October 24, 1829 ; married, October 15,

1862, to Princess Augusta of Saxe-Meiningen, by whom he has issue

three daughters and a son, Ernst, born Aug. 31, 1871.

The reigning family of Saxe-Altenburg, formerly called Saxe-

Hildburghausen, dates its origin from the year 1482, when the
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separation took place between the Ernestine and Albertine lines of

Saxony. Up to the year 1826, Saxe-Altenburg formed part of

Saxe-Gotha, and was then, by a general exchange of territories

among the Saxon princes, made over to the Hildburghausen family.

The Duke has a civil list of 143,000 thaler, or 21,450/., amounting
to above one-sixth of the revenue of the whole country. On
December 20, 1862, the Chamber raised the ducal income to this

sum—from 128,000 thaler, or 19,200/., which it had been previously

—on condition that the whole of the domains, formerly belonging to

the reigning family, should be made over definitely to the State.

Constitution, Revenue, and Population.

The Constitution bears date April 29, 1831, but was altered at

subsequent periods. The legislative authority is vested in a Chamber
composed of thirty representatives, of whom nine are chosen by
the highest taxed inhabitants, nine by the inhabitants of towns,
and twelve by those of rural districts. The Chamber meets every
three years, and the deputies are elected for two sessions.

The executive is divided into three departments, namely—1. of
the Ducal House, Foreign and Home Affairs ; 2. of Justice ; 3.

of Finance. The budget is voted for three years, the estimates

of the last period, 1881-83, exhibiting an annual revenue of

2,418,177 mark, or 120,908/., and an expenditure of the same
amount. Two-thirds of the revenue are derived from the State

domains, and the remainder from indirect taxes. The public debt
in July 1883 amounted to 1,663,773 mark, or 83,188/.

Saxe-Altenburg has an area of 509 English square miles, with a

population, according to the census of Dec. 1, 1880, of 155,036
inhabitants (75,784 males, 79,252 females). The increase of popu-
lation was at the rate of 1*22 per cent, per annum in the five years

1875-80, and at the rate of 0*65 per cent, per annum in the four years
1871-75. Many of the inhabitants of the duchy are of Slavonic
origin, and the customs and dress of the nationality are still pre-
vailing in the rural districts, although the Slavonic dialect has dis-

appeared since the middle of the sixteenth century. The peasants

are reputed to be more wealthy than in any other part of Germany,
and the rule prevails among them of the youngest son becoming
the heir to the landed property of the father. Estates are kept for

generations in the same family, and seldom parcelled out. The rural

population, however, has been declining in numbers for the last

thirty years. Marriages, 1881, 1,310 ; births, 6,667 (298, or 4-47

per cent, still-born, 727, or 10-90 per. cent, illegitimate) ; deaths,

4,718; surplus, 1,949. Emigrants, 1881, 247; 1882,203. Except
740 Catholics and 33 Jews (1880), the people are Protestants. The
capital, Altenburg, had 26,241 inhabitants in 1880.

There were 5 miles of railway in 1883.
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XVI. WALDECK.

(FURSTENTHUM WaLDECK.)

Reigning Prince.

Georg Victor, bom Jan. 14, 1831, the son of Prince Georg
Friedrich and Princess Emma of Anhalt-Bernburg ; succeeded to

the throne at the death of his father, under the guardianship of his

mother, May 14, 1845; married, September 26, ]853, to Princess
Helena, born Aug. 12, 1831, daughter of the late Duke Wilhelm
of Nassau.

Children of the Prince.

I. Princess P«E/m6, born October 19, 1855; married May 7,

1881, to the hereditary Prince Alexis of Bentheim-Bentheim.
II. Princess Emma, born Aug. 2, 1858 ; married Jan. 7, 1879,

to King Willem III. of the Netherlands.

III. Princess Helena, born February 17, 1861 ; married April

27, 1882, to Prince Leopold, Duke of Albany, son of Victoria,

Queen of Great Britain.

IV. Prince Friedrich, born January 20, 1865.
V. Princess Elizabeth, bora September 6, 1873.

After the war between Austria and Prussia, at the end of 1866,
Prince Georg Victor made an oiFer to abdicate the throne in

favour of the King of Prussia, but the proposal was not accepted

by the latter. Consequent upon further negotiations, a * Treaty
of Accession ' (Accessionsvertrag) was signed by the Prince on
July 18, 1867, by which he surrendered his chief sovereign

rights to King Wilhelm I. for ten years, retaining merely nominal
power, and renewed November 24, 1877, for another period of ten

years.

Constitution and Population.

The charter of the principality was granted Aug. 17, 1852. It

pro'vided for a legislative assembly of forty-one members, but this

number is now reduced to fifteen. On October 22, 1867, the

assembly approved the ' Treaty of Accession ' concluded between
the reigning Prince and King Wilhelm I., renewed January 1,

1878, which made the administration of the country over to

Prussia, restricting the authority of the representatives to purely

local affairs. Eevenue, 1883, 1,049,255 mark, or 52,462/. ; ex-
penditure, 985,255 mark, or 49,262Z.; debt, 1883, 2,424,300 mark,
or 121,260Z.

The principality embraces an area of 466 English square miles,
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with a population, according to the census of December 1, 1880, of

56,522 (26,938 males, 29,584 females). At the preceding census,

of Dec. 1, 1875, the inhabitants numbered 54,743 ; and at that of

Dec. 1, 1871, 56,224. Marriages, 1881, 416 ; births, 1,968 (67,

or 3*40 per cent, still-born, and 163, or 8*28 per cent, illegitimate);

deaths, 1,385; surplus, 583. Emigrants, 1881, 228; 1882, 268.

Except 1,576 Catholics and 854 Jews, the people are Protestants.

The residence town, Arolsen, has only 2,477 inhabitants.

British Charge cfAffaires.—H. Nevill Bering.

XVII. LIPPE.

(FURSTENTHUM LiPPE.)

Reigning Prince.

Waldemar, born April 18, 1824, the second son of Prince Leo-
pold and of Princess Emilie of Schwarzburg-Sondershausen ; suc-

ceeded to the throne at the death of his brother, Dec. 10, 1875

;

married, Nov. 9, 1858, to Princess Sophie, born August 7, 1834,

daughter ofthe late Margrave Wilhelm of Baden. Heir-apparent is

the Prince's brother, Prince Hermann, born July 4, 1829, formerly

captain in the Hanoverian army.

The house of Lippe is a younger branch of the ancient family

of Lippe, formed in the latter part of the sixteenth century. The
Prince has a civil list amounting to about 10,000/., which is stated

to be insufficient for the expenses of the court. Owing to finan-

cial distress, the late Prince, on May 17, 1850, sold a part of his

territory, Lippstadt, to Prussia, for a life-annuity of 9,000 thaler,

or 1,350/.

Constitution, Revenue, and Population.

A charter of rights was granted to Lippe by decree of July 6,

1836, replaced by the electoral law of June 3, 1876, according to

which the Diet is composed of twenty-one members chosen by
direct election. Seven of the members are elected by the territorial

nobility, and the other fourteen by the inhabitants of towns and
rural districts. The discussions are kept secret. To the Chamber
belongs the right of voting, in part, the supplies ; otherwise its

I

functions are consultative. The Prince governs through one irre-

sponsible minister.

The budget is arranged for three years. For 1882 the revenue
was estimated at 976,248 mark, or 43,812/., and expenditure

1,030,184 mark, or 51,509/.; 1883, revenue 976,420 mark, or

48,821/., expenditure 1,005,549 mark, or 50,277/.; 1884, revenue:-—
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For 1883-4 the public debt was estimated at 1,117,800 mark, or

55,890/., exclusive of 1,054,700 mark, or 52,735/. of productively

invested capital.

The population, at the census of December 1, 1880, numbered
120,246 (59,910 males, 60,336 females), living on an area of 445
English square miles. At the preceding census of Dec. 1, 1875,
the inhabitants numbered 112,452, showing an increase at the ra;te

of 1*34 per cent, per annum. Except 3,628 Catholics and 1,030
Jews, the people are Protestants. Marriages, 1881, 1,006 ; births,

4,471 (172, or 3*85 per cent, still-born, 249, or 5*57 per cent, ille-

gitimate) ; deaths, 2,715 ; surplus, 1,756. Emigrants, 1881, 394

;

1882, 525. The capital, Detmold, has 8,053 inhabitants (1880).

British Consul.—Octavus Stokes (Bremen).

XVIII. SCHWARZBURG-RUDOLSTADT.
(FiJRSTENTHUM SCHWARZBURG-RUDOLSTADT.)

Reigning Prince.

Georg, born Nov. 23, 1 838 ; succeeded his father. Prince Albert,

November 26, 1869. Heir-apparent of the Prince is his cousin.

Prince Gunther, born June 3, I860*

The Schwarzburg-Rudolstadt line is a younger branch of the

house of Schwarzburg, being descended from Johann Giinther, who
died in the middle of the seventeenth century. The present

sovereign has a civil list of 291,817 mark, or 14,590/., exclusive of

the revenue of the State domains, property of the reigning family.

Constitution, Revenue, and Population.

The fundamental law of the principality is the constitution of

March 21, 1854, modified November 16, 1870. For all legislative

measures the Prince has to obtain the consent of a Chamber of Re-
presentatives of sixteen members, four of whom are elected by the

highest-assessed inhabitants, and the rest returned by the general

population. The deputies meet every three years, and their mandate
expires at the end of two sessions.

There are triennial budgets. For the period 1882-84, the annual

public income was settled at 1,938,765 mark, or 96,438/., and the

expenditure at the same amount. Former financial periods showed
small deficits. There is a public debt of 4,365,100 mark, or

218,255/., nearly thr^e-fourths covered by productive investments.

The population numbered 76,676 at the census of December 1,

1875, and 80,296 (39,144 males, 41,152 females) in 1880, living

on an area of 340 English square miles. From 1871 to 1875 the

increase of population was at the rate of 0*38, and from 1 875 to
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1880 at the rate of 0-92 per cent, per annum. Marriages, 1881,

629; births, 2,954 (123 or 4-16 per cent, still-bom, 316 or 10-70

per cent, illegitimate); deaths, 1,891 ; surplus, 1,063. Emigrants,

1881, 178 ; 1882, 211. Except 397 Catholics and 45 Jews, the

people are Protestants. Rudolstadt, the residence town, has 8,747

inhabitants (1880).

XIX. SCHWARZBURG-SONDERSHAUSEN.

(FiJRSTENTHUM SCHWARZBURG- SONDERSHAUSEN.)

Reigning Prince.

Karl II., born August 17, 1830 ; succeeded his father. Prince

Giinther XL, July 17, 1880; married, June 12, 1869, to Princess

Marie of Saxe-Altenburg, born June 28, 1845.

Father of the Prince,

Giinther II., born Sept. 24, 1801 ; succeeded his father, Prince

Giinther I., Aug. 19, 1835 ; married, in first nuptials, in 1827, to

Princess Marie of Schwarzburg-Rudolstadt, who died in 1833 ; and,

secondly, in 1835, to Princess Mathilda of Hohenlohe-Oehringen,

from whom he was divorced in 1852. Abdicated July 17, 1880.

Brother and Sisters of the Prince.

I. Princess Elisabeth, bom March 22, 1829.

II. Prince Leopold, born July 2, 1832.

III. Princess Marie, born June 14, 1837.

The princes of the House of Schwarzburg belong to a very ancient

and wealthy family, w^hich gave an emperor to Germany in the four-

teenth century. It was partly on account of this lineage that the

small territory of the house was left undisturbed at the Congress of

Vienna, instead of being * mediatised,' like that of a number of other

formerly sovereign princes. The civil list of the Prince of Schwarz-
burg-Sondershausen amounts to 23,325/., being nearly one-fourth

of the revenue of the country. The Prince is, moreover, in pos-

session of a very large income from private estates in Bohemia and
Mecklenburg, purchased mostly by a former sovereign, Giinther I.,

who carried on a monopoly as brewer in his dominions.

Constitution, Revenue, and Population.

The principality has a constitution, granted July 8, 1857, under
which restricted legislative rights are given to a Diet composed of

15 members, 5 of whom are appointed by the Prince, 5 elected

by certain highly-taxed landowners and others, and 5 elected by the

inhabitants in general. The sole executive and part of the legisla-
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tive power is in the hands of the Prince, who exercises his authority

through a government divided into three departments.

The budget accounts are settled for the term of three years. In

the period 1880-83, the annual revenue amounted to 2,119,391
mark, or 105,969/., and the annual expenditure to 2,083,316 mark,
or 104,165/. There is a public debt of 3,427,748 mark, or 171,387/.
The area of Schwarzburg-Sondershausen embraces 318 English

square miles, containing a population, according to the census of

Dec. 1, 1875, of 67,480 souls, and in 1880 of 71,107 (34,675 males,

36,432 females). The census of 1871 gave the number of inhabit-

ants at 67,191, showing an increase at the rate of O'll per cent,

per annum, while from 1875 to 1880 it was 1*05. Marriages, 1881,

569 ; births, 2,500 (79 or 3*16 per cent, still-born, 224 or 8*96

per cent, illegitimate); deaths, 1,587; surplus, 913. Emigrants,

1881, 163; 1882, 113. The residence town, Sonderhausen, has

6,110, and Arnstadt 10,516 inhabitants (1880). The whole popu-
lation, except 412 Catholics and 212 Jews (1880) is Protestant.

There were 5 miles of railway in 1883.

XX. REirSS-SCHLEIZ.

(FURSTENTHUM ReUSS-ScHLEIZ.)

Reigning Prince.

Heinrich XIV., bom May 28, 1832, the son of Prince Heinrich

LXVII. and of Princess Adelaide ; succeeded his father, July 10^

1867 ; married, Feb. 6, 1858, to Princess Louise of Wurttemberg.

Children of the Prince.

I. Prince Heinrich^ born November 10, 1858.

II. Princess Elisabeth, born October 27*, 1859.

The reigning house of Reuss-Schleiz forms a younger branch of

the Reuss family. As in Reuss-Greiz (see p. 178), the greater part

of the territory of the principality is the private property of the

reigning family.

All the princes are called Heinrich, and, to distinguish them,

they have numbers attached to their names, beginning and ending

in each century. Number one is given to the first prince of the

branch born in the century, and the numbers follow in the order of

birth until the century is finished, when they begin again with

nimiber one. Thus the late prince, who was born in 1789 and died

in 1867, was Heinrich LXVII., and his son, the reigning prince,

bom in 1832, is Heinrich XIV., being respectively the 67th and

14th prince of Reuss-Schleiz, born in the 18th and 19th centuries.
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Constitution, Revenue, and Population.

The principality has a constitution, proclaimed Nov. 30, 1849,

and modified April 14, 1852 and June 20, 1856. Under it re-

stricted legislative rights are granted to a Diet of sixteen mem-
bers, of whom four are elected by the chief landowners, and the

remainder by the inhabitants in general. The Prince has the sole

executive and part of the legislative power. In the administration

of the State a cabinet of three members acts under his direction.

The annual public income was given as 1,302,121 mark, or

65,106/., for the financial period 1884-86, with an expenditure of

the same amount There is a public debt (1883) of 1,266,718

mark, or 63,335/.

The census of December 1, 1875, gave a population of 92,375,

and of Dec. 1, 1880, of 101,330 (49,566 males, 51,764 females),

on an area of 297 English square miles. On December 1, 1871,

the population numbered 89,032, showing an increase in 1875 at

the rate of 0'92 per cent, per annum, while in 1875-80, it was 1*84.

Marriages, 1881, 834; births, 4,231 (169, or 3*99 per cent, still-

born, 461, or 10 90 per cent, illegitimate) ; deaths, 2,791 ; surplus,

1,440. Emigrants, 1881, 270 ; 1882, 238. The town of Gera has

27,118 inhabitants (1880). All the inhabitants, except 441 Catho-

lics and 69 Jews (1880), are Protestants.

XXI. SCHATJMBURG-LIPPE.

(FiJRSTENTHUM SCHAUMBURG-LlPPE.

)

Reigning Prince.

Adolf, born Aug. 1, 1817, the son of Prince Georg ; succeeded
his father, Nov. 21, 1860; married, Oct. 25, 1844, to Princess
Herminay born Sept. 29, 1827, daughter of the late Prince Georg of
Waldeck.

Children of the Prince,

I. Princess Hermina, born October 5, 1845.

II. Prince Georg, born October 10, 1846.

III. Prince Hermann, born May 19, 1848.
IV. Princess Ida, born July 28, 1852.
V. Prince Otto, born September 13, 1854.
VI. Prince Adolf, born July 20, 1859.

The reigning house of Lippe is descended from a count of the
same name, who lived in the sixteenth century. The civil list ofthe
reigning Prince of Schaumburg-Lippe amounts to 25,000/., or about
three-fourths of the revenue of the whole principality.
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Constitution, Revenue, and Population.

The principality has a constitution, dated November 17, 1868,.

under which there is a legislative Diet of 15 members, two of whom
are appointed by the Prince, one nominated by the nobility, one by
the clergy, one by certain functionaries, and the rest elected by the
people. To the Prince belongs part of the legislative and all the

executive authority.

In the budget estimates for the financial accounts for the financial

year 1883-84, the revenue was stated at 535,698 mark, or 26,784/.,

and the expenditure at the same amount. There was in 1882 a
public debt of 1,626,000 mark, or 813,000/., two-thirds of it con-

sisting of paper money.
The census, of Dec. 1, 1875, gave a population of 33,133, and

of Dec. 1, 1880, of 35,374 (17,732 males, 17,642 females), on an
area of 212 English square miles. From 1871 to 1875 the inhabit-

ants increased at the rate of 0*75 per cent, per annum, and from
1875 to 1880 at the rate of 1*31 per cent, per annum. Marriages,

1881, 295 ; births, 1,180 (55, or 4*60 per cent, still-born, 49, or
4'15 per cent, illegitimate) ; cleaths, 810 ; surplus, 370. Emigrants

1881, 55; 1882, 65. Except 521 Catholics ^nd 295 Jews, the

inhabitants are Protestants. Buckeburg, the residence town, has

5,088 inhabitants (1880).
The State had 15 miles of railway in 1883.

British Consul.—Oetavus Stokes (Bremen.)

XXII. REUSS-GREIZ.

(FURSTENTHUM KeUSS-GrEIZ.)

Reigning Prince.

Heinrlch XXII., bom March 28, 1846, the son of Prince Hein-

rich XXI. and of Princess Caroline of Hesse-Homburg ; succeeded

his father, November 8, 1859 ; married, October 8, 1872, to Prin-

cess Ida of Schaumburg-Lippe, born July 28, 1852.

Offspring.

I. Heinrich, born March 20, 1878.

II. Emma, born January 17, 1881.

III. Maria, bom March 26, 1882.

The princely family of Reuss traces its descent to the Emperor
Heinrich I. ofGermany, sumamed 'The Fowler,' who died in 936. All

the heads of the house, ever since the commencement of the eleventh

century, have been called Heinrich. At first the succeeding genera-

tions were distinguished by descriptive appellations, such as ' The
Rich,' ' The Stout,' ' The Valiant,' and so forth ; but subsequently
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they adopted numbers. In the year 1701 it was settled, in a family

council, that the figures should not run higher than a hundred,

beginning afterwards again at one. The present sovereign of

Reuss-Greiz has no civil list. He is very wealthy, the greater part

of the territory over which he reigns being his private property.

Constitution, Revenue, and Population.

The constitution, bearing date March 28, 1867, provides for

a legislative body of 12 members, 3 nominated by the sovereign,

2 by the nobility, 3 elected by towns, and 4 by rural districts.

The public revenue, balanced by the expenditure, was set

down as 726,567 mark, or 36,328/. for 1883 ; 731,558 mark, or

36,577/. for 1884 ; and 725,088 mark, or 36,254/. for 1885. There
is a public debt of 965,391 mark, or 48,269/.

The population of the principality amounted, at the census of

Dec. 1, 1880, to 50,782 (24,984 males, 25,798 females), living on
an area of 148 English square miles. At the census of 1875 the

population numbered 46,985, showing an increase at the rate of 1*55

per cent, per annum. Marriages, 1881, 380; births, 2,200 (114,
or 5*18 per cent, still-born, 189, or 8*59 per cent, illegitimate)

;

deaths, 1,443; surplus, 757. Emigrants, 1881, 105; 1882, 65.

The town of Greiz has 15,061 inhabitants (1880). Except 419
Catholics and 60 Jews (1880) the people are Protestants.

XXIII. HAMBURG.
(Freie Stadt Hamburg.)

Constitution and Revenue.

The present constitution of the state and free city of Hamburg
was published on the 28th September 1860, and came in force on

the 1st of January 1861 ; a revision was published October

13, 1879. According to the terms of this fundamental law, the

government— Staatsgewalt— is intrusted, in common, to two

Chambers of Representatives, the Senate and the Burgerschaft,

or House of Burgesses. The Senate, which exercises chiefly, but

not entirely, the executive power, is composed of eighteen members,

one-half of whose number must have studied law or finance, while

seven out of the remaining nine must belong to the class of merchants.

The members of the Senate are elected for life by the House of

Burgesses; but a senator is at liberty to retire at the end of six years.

A first and second burgomaster, chosen annually in secret ballot,

preside over the meetings of the Senate. No burgomaster can be

in office longer than two years ; and no member of the Senate is

n2
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allowed to hold any public office whatever. The House of

Burgesses consists of 160 members, 80 of whom are elected in secret

ballot by the votes of all tax-paying citizens. Of the remaining 80
members, 40 are chosen, also by ballot, by the owners of house pro-

perty in the city valued at 3,000 marks, or 150/., over and above the

amount for which they are taxed ; while the other 40 members are

deputed by various guilds, corporations, and courts of justice. All

the members of the House of Burgesses are chosen for six years, in

such a manner that every three years new elections take place for

one-half the number. The House of Burgesses is represented, in

permanence, by a Burger-Ausschuss, or Committee of the House, con-

sisting of twenty deputies, of whom no more than five are allowed to

be members of the legal profession. It is the special duty of the

committee to watch the proceedings of the Senate, and the general

execution of the articles ofthe constitution, including the laws voted

by the House of Burgesses. In all matters of legislation, except

taxation, the Senate has a veto ; and, in case of a constitutional

conflict, recourse is had to an assembly of arbitrators, chosen in

equal parts from the Senate and the House of Burgesses ; also to the

Supreme Court of Judicature of the Empire (Reichsgericht) at

Leipzig.

The revenue of the State is mainly derived from direct taxes,

chief among them an income-tax, the amount of which upon each

contributor is left to self-assessment. Disbursements for public

works, including the maintenance of free and unobstructed naviga-

tion on the river Elbe, form the principal part of the expendi-

ture. The jurisdiction of the free port was, however, on January 1,

1882, restricted to the city and port by the inclusion of the Lower
Elbe in the Zollverein, although it was stipulated that the in-

corporation treaty with the Empire should not, unless necessary,

be enforced until October, 1888. The alterations in the port

necessitated by this step will involve an expenditure of 5 millions

sterling, to which the Imperial Government contributes 2 millions.

In the budget for 1883 the revenue was estimated at 35,291,314

marks, or 1,764,565/., and expenditure 35,738,283 marks, or

1,786,914/., showing a deficit of 21,349/. The largest source of

income is direct taxes, amounting to 688,500/. in 1883, and next to

that the proceeds of domains, quays, railways, &c., amounting to

464,263/. in 1883. The largest item in the expenditure is for the

debt, 345,500/. in 1882 ; for education the expenditure is 170,902/.

The direct taxation amounts to 1/. 10s. per head of population.

For the privilege of remaining a * Free Port,' and exempt from

the customs of the Zollverein, Hamburg has to pay an annual sum.

The public debt of Hamburg on the 1st of January, 1882,

amounted to 143,826,050 mark, or 7,191,302/. The debt was in-
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curred chiefly for the construction of public works, a considerable

part of it being devoted, after the great fire in 1842, to the rebuild-

ing of the destroyed city on a new plan.

Population and Commerce.

The state embraces a territory of 148 EngKsh square miles,

with a population, according to the census of December 1, 1875,
of 388,618 inhabitants, and on Dec. 1, 1880, of 453,869 (221,522
males, 232,347 females), Included in the census returns were two
battalions of Prussian soldiers, forming the garrison of Hamburg.
The state consists of three divisions, viz. the city proper with its

suburbs, the district of Geest, and the townships of Bergedorf and
Ritzebiittel, the population of each of which districts was as

folioAvs on December 1, 1880 :

—

inhabitants

City of Hamburg, with suburbs . . . .410,127
Kural districts and Bergedorf . . . . 36,388
Cuxhaven and Eitzebiittel 7,354

Total 453,869

The increase of population has been very considerable since the

census of 1867. In the four years from 1867 to 1871 the popu-
lation of the State increased at the high rate of 2*59 per cent,

per annum ; from 1871 to 1875, at the rate of 3*41 per cent, per
annum, and in 1875-80, at the rate of 3*35. In 1883 the popu-
lation of town and suburbs had increased to 460,561. A large stream
of the German emigration to America—Avhich, after rapidly

declining, has as rapidly increased in recent years—flows through
Hambui'g. The number of German emigrants by Hamburg was
47,294 in 1869; 32,556 in 1870 ; 42,224 in 1871 ; 74,406 in 1872;
69,176 in 1873; 43,443 in 1874; 15,826 in 1875; 12,729 in

1876, 10,570 in 1877; 11,827 in 1878 ; 13,165 in 1879 ; 42,786
in 1880; 84,425 in 1881; and 71,164 in 1882. The total emi-
gration by Hamburg in 1882 was 113,221. The emigration from
Hamburg itself in 1881 was 3,188 ; in 1882, 3,290. Marriages,

1881, 4,050; births, 17,764 (586, or 3-30 per cent, stillborn;

1,705, or 9*60 per cent, illegitimate); deaths, 11,726; surplus,

6,038. Protestants (1880) 419,937; CathoKcs, 12,035; other

Christians, 967 ; Jews, 16,024 ; unclassified, or ' no religion,' 4,906.

The commercial intercourse of the United Kingdom with Ham-
burg is very important, embracing more than one-half of the total

commerce with Germany.
The total imports of Hamburg in 1881 were valued at

104,380,000/.; of this 48,430,000/. was by sea, of which
21,560,000Z. was from Great Britain. The exports in 1881
amounted to 82,460,000/., of which 41,000,000/. went by sea.
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The total number of vessels wliicli entered the port of Hamburg in

the year 1881 was 5,975, with an aggregate tonnage of 2,805,605;
in 1882, 6,189 vessels, of 3,030,909 tons. The vessels entering

with cargoes under the British flag numbered, in 1881, 2,359, with
a tonnage of 1,263,114, and cargoes valued at 4,600,OOOL, besides

104 of 32,893 tons, in ballast; in 1882, British vessels entered,

with cargoes, 2,455; of tonnaee, 1,322,791; the value of cargoes

33,875,000Z., besides 76 vessels of 35,009 tons, in ballast. The
vessels which cleared, in 1881, with cargoes, under the British flag,

numbered 1,685, with a tonnage of 874,654, and cargoes valued at

10,000,000L, besides 779 of 424,067 tons, in ballast ; in 1882,
British vessels cleared with cargoes, 1,747, of 919,085 tons, and
cargoes valued at 14,705,000/., besides 780 vessels, of 431,486
tons, in ballast.

The total number of sea-going vessels (Seeschiffe) which belonged

to the port of Hamburg was as follows on Jan. 1, 1883 :

—

Steamers
Sailing vessels

Total ....
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House of Burgesses, chosen by all citizens of the town. A
committee of thirty burgesses, presided over by a chairaian elected

for one year, has the duty of representing the legislative assembly
in the intervals of the ordinary sessions, and of carrying on all active

business. The House of Burgesses has the initiative in all measures
relative to the public expenditure, foreign treaties, and general

legislation ;
while the Senate, entrusted with the executive govern-

ment, has also to give its sanction to the passing of every new law.

After the creation of a new system of judicature in 1879 for the

whole Empire of Germany, with the * Eeichsgericht ' at Leipzig at

the head of all the Courts of Law, the Imperial Court at Leipzig is

now for Lubeck the highest Court of Appeal. There exist at

Liibeck, since October 1, 1879, only the ' Amtsgericht ' and the
' Landgericht

'
; from these the appeal lies to the ' Hanseatisches

Oberlandesgericht ' at Hamburg, for the three Hanse towns,

Lubeck, Hamburg, and Bremen, and from that to the Reichsgericht

at Leipzig.

The estimated revenue for the year 1883 amounted to 2,914,369
mark, or 145,718/., and the expenditure to the same amount.
Nearly one-third of the revenue is derived from public domains,

chiefly forests; another third from excise duties; and the rest

mostly from direct taxation. Of the expenditure, one-half is for

the interest and reduction of the public debt, the latter amounting,
in 1882, to 22,826,620 mark, or 1,141,33U. Rather more than

one-fifth of the public liabilities were contracted in 1806, at the

time of the French occupation ; while the rest consist mainly of a

4% loan of 1850, and a S^% loan of 1863.

According to the census of December 1, 1875, the state com-
prises a territory of 127 square miles, with a population of

56,912, including a Prussian garrison; on December 1, 1880,
the popiilation was 63,571 (30,981 males, and 32,590 females).

The city proper had 39,743, and the rural districts, composed of

scattered portions of territory surrounded by Prussia and Meck-
lenburg, 12,415 inhabitants in 1875 ; in 1880 the city had increased

to 51,055. In the four years from 1871 to 1875, the population
increased at the rate of 2*18 per cent, per annum, and in the five

years from 1875 to 1880 at the rate of 2*37 per cent, per annum.
Except 807 Catholics and 560 Jews (1880), the inhabitants are

Protestants. Marriages, 1881, 427 ; births, 2,170
; (70, or 3-23 per

cent., still-born ; 192, or 8"55, illegitimate)
; deaths, 1,469 ; surplus,

701. Emigrants, 1881, 186 ; 1882,204.
Lubeck possessed, at the commencement of 1883, forty-seven

sea-going vessels, o£ 13,012 tons, including thirty-five steamers,

of 10,212 tons. In the year 1882, there entered the port of Lubeck
2,167 vessels, of 373,263 tons, and there cleared 2,171 vessels, of
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375,417 tons. The number of vessels arriving under the British

flag in 1882 was 10, of an aggregate tonnage of 6,881. The direct

trade of Liibeck is chiefly with Russia, Sweden and Norway, Den-
mark, and Great Britain. Returns of the extent of commerce of

the free city with Great Britain are included under Germany.
(See p. 189.)

The State had 8 miles of railway in 1883.

British Vice- Consul.—H. L. Behncke.

XXV. BREMEN.
(Freie Stadt Bremen.)

Constitution and Revenue.

The free city of Bremen is governed, under a constitution pro-

claimed March 5, 1849, and revised February 21, 1854, November
17, 1875, December 1, 1878, and May 27, 1879, by a Senate of

seventeen members, forming the executive, and the Blirgerschafl;, or

Convent of Burgesses, of 150 members, invested with the power of

legislation. The Convent is returned by the votes of all the citizens,

divided into classes. The citizens who have studied at a university

return 14 members ; the merchants 42 members ; the common traders

and shop-keepers 22 members, and the other tax-paying inhabitants

of the Free City the rest. The Convent and Senate elect the seventeen

members of the Senate, ten of whom at least must be lawyers. Two
burgomasters, the first elected for four years, and the second for the

same period, direct the aflairs of the Senate, through a Ministry

divided into twelve departments—namely. Foreign Affairs, Church
and Education, Justice, Finance, Police, Medical and Sanitary

Administration, Military Affairs, Commerce and Shipping, Ports and
Railways, Public Works, Industry, and Poor Laws. All the

ministers are senators.

The budget estimate of revenue and expenditure for 1883

balanced at 11,902,670 mark, or 545,133/. In 1882 the revenue

was 13,381,957 mark, or 669,097Z., and expenditure 12,940,725/.

mark, or 647,036/. More than one-third of the revenue is raised

from public property—Eigenthum und Rechten—and another third

from direct taxes, one-half of which is income-tax. The chief branch

of expenditure is for interest and reduction of the public debt. The
latter amounted, in January, 1883, to 80,082,000 mark, or 4,004,100Z.

The whole of the debt, which bears interest at 3J, 4, and 4-| per

cent., was incurred for constructing railways, harbours, and other

public works.

Population and Commerce.

The population of the State amounted, on Dec. 1, 1875, to

142,220, inclusive of a Prussian garrison ; in 1880 it was 156,723
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(75,593 males, 81,130 females). The increase of population from

1871 to 1875 was larger than in any other State of Germany,
amounting to the high rate of 3*82 per cent, per annum ; but it

sank afterwards, for in the five years from 1875 to 1880, the in-

crease was but 1*94 per annum. The population on Dec. 1, 1882,

was 159,418. The 8tate embraces an area of 98 English square

miles.

Bremen, with Bremerhaven, is, next to Hamburg, the chief outlet

of German emigration. The number of emigrants who left the port

was 60,516 in 1871 ; 80,418 in 1872 ; 6,3,167 in 1873 ; 30,633 in

1874; 12,613 in 1875; 10,972 in 1876; 9,328 in 1877 ; 11,329

in 1878; 15,828 in 1879; 80,330 in 1880; 122,767 in 1881; and

114,955 in 1882. Of the emigrants of 1882, 94,933 were natives

of Germany, the remainder being composed of natives of Austria-

Hungary, Russia, Sweden and Norway, and other countries.

The emigrants from Bremen itself in 1882 numbered 1,652.

Marriages, 1881, 1,170; births, 5,761 (182 or 346 per cent. stiU-

born, 340 or 5*90 per cent, illegitimate); deaths, 3,619; surplus,

2,142. Protestants, 149,883 ; Catholics, 5,574; Jews, 766 ; other

sects, 500.

The number of merchant vessels belonging to the State of Bremen
on Jan. 1, 1883, was 342, of 297,519 tons, the number including

81 steamers, of an aggregato burthen of 75,701 tons. Nearly all

the steamers sailing under the Bremen and German flag belong to

the Navigation Company called the ' North-German Lloyd,' which
has a fleet of large ships, mainly built on the Clyde, running be-

tween Bremen and various ports in North and South America, with

smaller steamers running between Bremerhaven and British ports.

In the year 1882 there arrived at the port of Bremen 2,708
vessels, of 1,129,517 tons, and there cleared 2,951 vessels, of 1,111,491

tons. This included 320 British vessels, of 210,574 tons. Three-

fourths of the commerce of Bremen are carried on under the German
and British flags. Next to that of Hamburg, the port of Bremen
is the largest for the international trade of Germany. The aggre-

gate value of the imports in 1882 was 24,769,895/., of which
2,950,011Z. were from Great Britain ; and of exports, 23,869,588/.,

of which 1,011,608Z. went to Great Britain. It was decided in

1882 to spend 1,500,000/. in broadening and deepening the Weser
between Bremen and Bremerhaven, a length of fifl;y miles ; it was
expected the work would take six years.

There were 65 miles of railway in the State in 1883.

British Consul.—Octavus Stokes.
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ALSACE-LORRAINE.

(Reicesland Elsass-Lothringen.)

Constitution and Revenue.

The fundamental laws, Tinder which the Reichsland, or Imperial

Land, of Alsace-Lorraine is governed, were voted by the Reichstag of

Germany June 9, 1871, June 20, 1872, June 25, 1873, and July 4,

1879. By Art. o£ the law of June 3, 1871, it is enacted, ' the

provinces of Alsace and Lorraine, ceded by France in the Peace pre-

limaries of February 26, 1871, under limits definitely fixed in the

Treaty of Peace of May 10, 1871, shall be for ever united with the

German Empire.' The Constitution of the German Empire was

introduced in Alsace-Lorraine on the 1st of January, 1874.

The administration of Alsace-Lorraine is under a governor-general,

bearing the title of ' Statthalter.'

Statthalter of Alsace-Lorraine.—Field-Marshal Edwin Hans Karl

von Manteiiffel, born Feb. 24, 1809 ; entered the Prussian cavalry,

1826; captain, 1843; colonel, 1850; general, 1858; commander-

in-chief of the Prussian army in Hanover and Hesse, 1866 ; com-

mander of the 1st corps d'armee of Germany in the war against

France, 1870-71 ; nominated field-marshal, 1872. Appointed Statt-

halter of Alsace-Lorraine, Aug. 4, 1879; assumed oflfice, Oct. 1, 1879.

According to the constitutional law of July 4, 1879, the Emperor

appoints the Statthalter, who exercises power as the representative

of the Imperial Government, having his residence at Strassburg.

A Ministry composed of five departments, with a responsible

Secretary of State at its head, acts under the Statthalter, who also

is assisted by a Council of State, comprising the General in com-

mand of the troops in the province, the Secretary of State at the

head of the Ministry, the chief provincial officials, and seven other

members appointed by the Emperor. The Statthalter is President

of the Council. For the administration of local aflfairs there is a

Provincial Committee, consisting of 58 members.

The budget estimates of public revenue of Alsace-Lorraine in the

year ending March 31, 1884, amounted to 39,611,818 mark, or

1,980,590/. ; and the estimates of expenditure to the same. Nearly

one-half of the total revenue is derived from customs and indirect

taxes, while one of the largest branches of expenditure—amounting

to 4,910,610 mark, or 245,530/., in the estimates for 1883-84—is

for public instruction.

Alsace-Lorraine had a debt of 1,348,260/. in 1883.

Area and Population.

The Reichsland has an area of 5,580 English square miles, with

a population, in 1875, of 1,531,804, and in 1880 of 1,566,670
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(770,108 males, 796,562 females), being 281 individuals per English

square mile. Alsace-Lorraine is administratively divided into three

Bezirke, or districts, called Ober-Elsass, Unter-Elsass, and Lothrin-

gen, the first of which is subdivided into seven, and the other two

each into eight Kreise, or circles. The following table gives area,

in English square miles, and the population of each of the districts

at the two last enumerations, the census of December 1, 1875, and
the census of December 1, 1880:

—

Districts
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tration and guidance of special laws and rules, emanating from

the Zollverein, or Customs' League, which embraces the whole of

the states of Germany, with the exception of the two cities of

Hamburg and Bremen. The privilege of Hamburg and Bremen to

remain ' free ports,' conceded in 1868, was ratified in the Imperial

Constitution of April 16, 1871, the 34th article of which enacts

that the two Hanse towns shall remain ' outside the common line

of customs ' — * until they themselves demand admittance.' By
a treaty with the German Imperial Government, the free-port

privileges of Hamburg, formerly embracing the whole State, have

now been restricted to the city and port of Hamburg.
There was, previous to the year 1871, a twofold representation of

the Zollverein, that of governments, in the Zollverein Council, and
that of populations, in the Zollverein Parliament, the members of

which latter body were elected in the same manner as the deputies

to the North German Federal diet, and met in annual session at

the beginning of the year. Under the constitution of April 16,

1871, the functions of the Zollverein Parliament merged in the

Reichstag of the Empire, and those of the Zollverein Council in the

Federal Council, and devolves upon three committees sitting per-

manently, namely, for finance, for taxes and customs, and for trade.

All the receipts of the Zollverein are paid into a common exchequer,

and distributed, pro rata of population, among the states of the

Empire. The chief sources of revenue are customs duties, mainly

on imports, and taxes upon spirits, beer (malt) , salt, sugar manu-
factured from beet-root, and tobacco.

The imports in 1879 amounted to 194,640,000/., and in 1880 to

143,820,000/. ; the exports, in 1879, to 141,075,000/., and in 1880

to 154,970,000/. The total value of the imports and exports of

Germany in 1881 and 1882 is shown in the following table in

thousands of marks :

—

Articles for con-

sumption
Kaw materials

Manufactured goods
Other articles

.

Total Merchandise .

Bullion and specie .
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This is exclusive of the transit trade, valued at 71,850,000Z. in

Among the animal imports there were 54,857 horses, 77,253

cattle, 1,365,006 swine; while of exports there were 126,353 cattle

and 112,918 calves, and 1,250,808 sheep and goats in 1881.

In 1881, 361,949 tons of wheat were imported, 575,454 tons of

rye, 262,590 tons of oats, 247,829 tons of barley, 430,374 tons of

maize, the total value of the imports of grain and potatoes being

18,650,000/. in 1881, and 19,400,000/. in 1882. The exported iron-

wares in 1881 were valued at 6,155,000/. The total value of raw textile

material—woollen, cloth, silk, &c., imported was 24,176,000/. in

1881, and in 1882 25,110,000/., and of yarns, 13,642,350/. in 1881,

and 14,580,000/. in 1882, while the value of the dress material

exported was 20,410,800/. in 1881. The export of sugar was valued

at 7,594,500/. in 1881. The gross produce of the Customs in 1882-
83 was 10,467,900/. The trade of Germany is chiefly with Great

Britain, Austria, France, Russia, the Netherlands, Belgium, and
the United States.

The subjoined tabular statement exhibits the amount of the com-
mercial intercourse between Germany and the United Kingdom,
giving the total value of the direct exports from all the states of the

Empire, including the Hanse Towns, to Great Britain and Ireland,

and the total value of the direct imports of British home produce into

them, in each of the ten years 1873 to 1882 :

—

"Vqo va
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stuffs, unrefined sugar, live animals, timber, and bacon and hams. The
following table gives the declared value, in pounds sterling, of these
four principal articles exported direct from Germany to the United
Kingdom- in each of the two years 1881 and 1882 :

—

staple Exports from aermany to
Great Britain
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estates prevail in Pommerania, Posen, East and West Prussia and
Hanover ; while the districts of Coblentz, Wiesbaden, and Treves

are parcelled out into small estates. In South Altenburg a third

of the land belongs to peasant proprietors, while in Anhalt a third

belongs to the reigning family and the state.

Of the whole area of Germany, 93*7 is classed as productive and
only 6'3 per cent, unproductive. The subdivision of the soil is

given as follows for 1879 : area under cultivation, 64,549,785
acres; grass meadows and permanent pasture, 25,960,715 acres;

woods and forests, 34,181,974 acres ; all other, 8,383,449 acres;

total, 133,075,323 acres. The following are the returns of the

leading agricultural products in 1881 :
—

Corn crops ....
Potatoes ....
Beet
Hay
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values of the principal minerals and metals produced in Germany
in 1881 and 1882 were as follow :

—

Coal . . .
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Of the total shipping in 1882, 2,955 vessels of 460,548 tons, and
in 1883, 2,815, of 449,391 tons, belonged to Prussian ports. The
total number of sailors belonging to the shipping in 1883 was
39,031. In 1876 it was 42,362. The following table shows the

shipping at all German ports in 1880 and 1881 :

—

1880 :—
Entered
Cleared

1881 :—
Entered
Cleared
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Military Attache. —Commander Ivan Oldekop.
Director of Chancery.—Wiihelm Adolph Schmettau.

2, Of Great Britain in Germany.

Ambassador.—Lord Ampthill, G.C.B., born in 1829 ; British Envoy to

Rome, 1858-70; Assistant Under Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs,

1870-71. Appointed Ambassador to Germany, October 16, 1871.
Secretaries.—Charles Scott ; Martin Gosselin ; A. G. Vansittart ; Henry

Cadogan ; F. L. Cartwright.

MUitary Attache.— Col. L, V. Swaine, C.B.

Naval Attache.—Captain Kane, K.N.
Commercial Attache.—J. A. Crowe.

Money, Weights, and Measures.

The money, weights, and measures generally in use throughout

the whole of Germany, and their British equivalents, are

—

Money.

Old denominations.

The Thaler, of 30 Groschen, approximate value

„ Gulden, or florin, of 60 Kreuzer

„ Mark Current of Liibeck

„ Mark Banco of Hamburg
„ Eeichs Thaler of Bremen

New denomination.

The Mark, of 100 Pfennig, approximate value

Zs.

Is. 8d.

Is. 3d.

Is. 6d.

35. id.

Is.

On January 1, 1872, a law for the uniformity of coinage through-

out the Empire, passed by the Reichstag, was published by the

Imperial government. Under this law the standard of value is gold.

The same law ordered the substitution of the mark, as the general

coin, to commence on the 1st of January, 1875. There are gold

5-mark, 10-mark, and 20-mark pieces, the first called Halbe Krone,

or half-crown, the second Krone, or crown, and the third Doppel-

Krone, oj; double-crown.

Weights and Measures.

The French metrical system of weights and measures came into

force in Germany on January 1, 1872. The names of the decimal

weights and measures and the British equivalents are :

—

The Gramme .

„ KilogramTM of 2 Pfund

„ Centner of 50 Kilogramme

„ Tonne of 20 Centner

„ Liter, Mass

„ Meter, Stab

„ Kilometre .

„ Hektar

„ Quadrat, or Square Kilometre

= 15*434 grains troy.

= 2-205 lbs. avoirdupois.
= 110 „
= 2200 „
= 1-76 Imperial pints.

= 3-28 feet or 39-37 inches.
= 1093 yards, or nearly 5 furlongs.
= 2 '47 acres.

= 247 acres, or 2|. sq. k. to 1 sq. mile.
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Statistical and other Books of Reference concerning Germany.

1. Official Publications.

Deutscher Reichs- und Konig. Preussischer Staats-Anzeiger. Berlin, 1 88 3.

.Koniglich Preussischer Staats-Kalender fiir 1883. 8. Berlin, 1883.

Preussische Statistik, herausgegeben vom Koniglich Statistisehen Biireau in

Berlin, fol. Berlin, 1883.

Jahrbuch der amtlichen Statistik des Preussisehen Staates. 4 vols. 8.

Berlin, 1865, 1867, 1869, and 1876.

Die Volkzahung im Deutschen Reiche am 1 Dec, 1880. Erster Theil.

Berlin, 1883.

Monatshafte zur Statistik des Deutschen Eeichs, fiir das Jahr 1883, Her-
ausgegeben von Kaiserlichen Statistisehen Amt. 4. Berlin, 1883.

Statistisehes Jahrbuch fiir das Deutsche Eeich. Herausgegeben von Kaiser-

lichen Statistisehen Amt. Dritter Jahrgang 1883. 8. Berlin, 1883.

Zeitschrift des Kbnigl. Preussisehen statistisehen Biireaus. 4. Berlin, 1883.

Amtliche Liste der SchifFe der Deutschen Kriegs-und Handels-Marines.
Berlin, 1883.

Der Viehstand der G-emeinden und Gutsbezirke im Preussisehen Staate. Nach
den TJrmaterialien der Viehzahlung v. 10, Januar 1873, bearbeitet vom Koniglich
Preussisehen statistisehen Biireau, 8. Berlin, 1875.

Production der Bergwerke, Salinen und Hiitten im Preussisehen Staate ira

Jahre 1882. 4. Berlin, 1883.

Statistik des Deutschen Reichs, Herausgegeben vom Kaiserlichen statis-

tischem Amte. 4. Berlin, 1873-83.

Statistik der Deutschen Reichs-Post und Telegraphen Verwaltung fiir das

Kalenderjahr 1882. 4. Berlin, 1883.

Statistik der Seeschiflfahrt fur 1882. Berlin, 1883.

Staatshandbuch fiir das Konigreich Sachsen. Dresden, 1883.

Hof- und Staats-Handbuch des Konigreichs Bayern. 8. Miinchen, 1883.

Koniglich Wiirttembergisches Hof- iind Staats-Handbuch, herausgeg. von
dem Konigl, Statistisch-topographischem Biireau. 8. Stuttgart, 1883.

Statistik des Hamburgischen Staats, 4, Hamburg, 1883.

Report by Mr. Dudley E, Saurin on the Industry and Agriculture of
Wiirttemberg, dated Stuttgart, December 20, 1875 ; in ' Reports by H,M.'s
Secretaries of Embassy and Legation.' Part I. 1876. 8. London, 1876.

Report by Mr. Henry Nevill Dering on the commerce and industry of Ger-
many, dated Berlin, December 20, 1878 ; in 'Reports by H.M.'s Secretaries of
Embassy and Legation.' Part I. 1879. 8. London, 1879.

Report by Mr, Henry Nevill Dering on the finances of Germany and of
Prussia, dated Berlin, March 5, 1879; in 'Reports by H.M.'s Secretaries of
Embassy and Legation.' Part II. 1879. 8. London, 1879.

Memorandum by Mr. Henry Nevill Dering relating to the Imperial German
Estimates for 1882-3; in 'Reports by H.M.'s Secretaries of Embassy and
Legation.' Part L 1882. 8. London, 1882.

o 2
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Report by Mr. Edmund W. Cope, Secretary of Embassy, on the finances of

Bavaria, dated Munich, December 31, 1879; in 'Reports of H.M.'s Secre-

taries of Embassy and Legation.' Part I. 1880. 8. London, 1880,

Report by Mr. Grosselin on the Census of 1880, on the Imperial Budget for

1883-4, and on Emigration from Germany in 1881-2, in Part III. ; and on
the Budget of 1884-5 in Part V. ; and by Mr, Cope on trade, agriculture, &c.

of Bavaria, in Part V. of ' Reports of H.M.'s Secretaries of Embassy.' 1883.

Report by Sir John Walsham on the purchase by the State of private rail-

ways in Prussia, in * Reports from H.M.'s Diplomatic Agents Abroad,' Part
Vin. 1883.

Reports on the Trade, &e., of Konigsberg, by Consul Hertslet; in Parts II.

and XI. ; ofBremer-Bremerhaven, by Consul Stokes ; of Cologne, by Vice-Consul
Hellmers ; of Westphalia, by Consul Broadbent ; in Part III. ; of Cuxhaven,
by Vice-Consul Angelbeck ; in Part VI. ; of Hamburg, by Consul-General
Aiinesley ; of Liibeck, by Vice-Consul Behncke ; of Weimar, by Vice-Consul
Podeus ; in Part VII, ; by Vice-Consul Richter on Memel in Part IX, ; by
Vice-Consul Gross on Brake, and Consul Stokes on Bremen in Part XI.
of ' Reports of H.M.'s Consuls.' 1883.

Trade of Germany with the United Kingdom ; in ' Annual Statement of the

Trade of the United Kingdom with Foreign Countries and British Possessions

for the year 1882.' Imp. 4. London, 1883.

2. Non-Official Publications.

Baring-Gould (J.), Germany, Past and Present. 2 vols. 8. London, 1881.

Bohmert (Dr. Victor), Zeitschrift des K. Sachsischen Statistischen Bureaus.
4. Leipzig, 1883.

Cohen (J.), Etudes sur I'Empire d'Allemagne. 8. Paris, 1879.

Engel (Dr. Ernst) : Die Verluste der Deutschen Armeen im Kriege gegen
Frankfeich 1870 und 1871. Fol. Berlin, 1873.

Engel (Dr. Ernst), Genealogie der Europaischen Regentenhauser fiir 1880.

8. Berlin, 1879.

Fircks (A. Freiherr von). Die Volkskraft Deutschland's und Fr^nkreich's.

Statistische Skizze. 8. Berlin, 1875.

Gothaischer genealogischer Hof-Kalender auf das Jahr 1884. 32. Gotha,1883.

Handbuch fur das Deutsche Reich aus das Jahr. 1883. Berlin, 1883.

Legoyt (Alfred), Forces mat^rielles de I'Empire d'Allemagne. 18. Paris,

1878.

Neefe (Dr. M.), Statistischer Almanach ftir das Deutsche Reich. 8. Jena,

1883.

Nmmann (G.), Das Deutsche Reich in geographischer, statistischer und topo-

graphischer Beziehung. 2 vols. 8. Berlin, 1872-74.

Mcolson (A.), A Sketch of the German Constitution, and of the Events in

Germany from 1815 to 1871. 8. London, 1875.

Beetles (Elisee), Nouvelle Geographie Universelle, Vol. III. Paris, 1878.

Statistisches Jahrbuch der hohern Schulen Deutschlands. Leipzig, 1883.

Waitg (Georg), Deutsche Verfassungsgeschiehte. 5 vols. 8. Kiel, 1871-74.
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GREAT BRITAIN AND IRELAND.
(United Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland.)

Reigning Queen and Empress.

Victoria, Queen of Great Britain and Ireland, and Empress of

India, born at Kensington Palace, London, May 24, 1819, the

daughter of Edward, Duke of Kent, fourth son of King George

III., and of Princess Victoria of Saxe-Saalfeld-Coburg, widow o£

Prince Emich of Leiningen. Ascended the throne at the death of

her uncle. King William IV., June 20, 1837 ; crowned at West-

minster Abbey, June 28, 1838. Married, Feb. 10, 1840, to Prince

Albert of Saxe-Coburg-Gotha; widow, Dec. 14, 1861.

Children of the Queen.

I. Princess Victoria^ born Nov. 21, 1840 ; married, Jan. 25, 1858,

to Prince Friedrich Wilhelm, eldest son of Wilhelm I., German
Emperor and King of Prussia. (See page 116.)

II. Albert Edward^ Prince of Wales, born Nov. 9, 1841 ; married,

March 10, 1863, to Princess Alexandra^ eldest daughter of King
Christian IX. of Denmark. Offspring of the union are five children

:

—I. Albert Victor, born Jan. 8, 1864. 2. George, bom June 3,

1865. 3. Louise, born Feb. 20, 1867. 4. Alexandra, born July 6,

1868. 5. Maud, born Nov. 26, 1869.

III. Prince Alfred, duke ofEdinburgh, born Aug. 6, 1844; entered

the royal navy, Aug. 31, 1858 ; married, Jan. 21, 1874, to Grand-
duchess Marie of Russia, only daughter of Emperor Alexander II.

Offspring of the union are four children :—1. Alfred, born Oct. 15,

1874. 2. Marie, born October 29, 1875. 3. Victoria, born Novem-
ber 25, 1876. 4. Alexandra, born September 1, 1878.

IV. Princess Helena, born May 25, 1846 ; married, July 5, 1866,

to Prince Christian of Schleswig-Holstein-Sonderburg-Augusten-

burg, born Jan. 22, 1831. Offspring of the union are four children

:

—1. Christian, born April 14, 1867. 2. Albert John, born Feb. 26,

1869. 3. Victoria, born May 3, 1870. 4. Louise, born Aug. 12,

1872.

V. Princess Louise, born March 18, 1848 ; married, March 21,

1871, to John Douglas Sutherland, Marquis of Lome, born Aug. 6,

1845, eldest son of the Duke of Argyll.

VI. Prince Arthur, Duke of Connaught, born May 1, 1850 ; mar-
ried, March 13, 1879, to Princess Louise of Prussia, bom July 25,

1860. Offspring of the union:—L Margaret Victoria, born Jan.

15, 1882. 2. Arthur, born January 13, 1883.
VII. Prince Leopold, Duke of Albany, born April 7, 1853;
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married, April 27, 1882, to Princess Helena of Waldeck, born Feb.

17, 1861. Offspring of the union :—Alice Mary Victoria, born

February 25, 1883.

VIII. Princess Beatrice, born April 14, 1857.

Cousins of the Queen.

I. Prince Ernest August, Duke of Cumberland, born Sept. 21,

1845, the grandson of Duke Ernest August of Cumberland, fifth son

of King George III. ; married December 21, 1878, to Princess Thyra
of Denmark, born September 29, 1853. Offspring of the union, 1.

Mary, born Oct. 1879. 2. George, born Oct. 28, 1880. 3. Alex-

andra, born Sept. 29, 1882.

II. Prince George, Duke of Cambridge, born March 26, 1819,

the son of Duke Adolph of Cambridge, sixth son ofKing George III.;

field-marshal commanding-in-chief the British army.

III. Princess Augusta, sister of the preceding, born July 19, 1822
;

married, June 28, 1843, to Grand-Duke Friedrich Wilhelm ofMeck-
lenburg- Strelitz. (See page 164.)

IV. Princess Mary, sister of the preceding, born Nov. 27, 1833
;

rmarried, June 12, 1866, to Prince Franz von Teck, born Aug. 27,

1837, son of Prince Alexander of Wurttemberg, and of Claudine

•Eheday, Countess von Hohenstein. Offspring of the imion are four

.children :— 1. Victoria, born May 26, 1867. 2. Albert, born Aug. 13,

.1868. 3. Franz Josef, born Jan. 9, 1870. 4. Alexander, bom
April 14, 1874.

Aunt of the Queen.

Princess Augusta,horn July 25, 1797, the daughter of Landgrave
'Friedrich of Hesse-Cassel; married. May 7, 1818, to Duke Adolphus
of Cambridge, youngest son of King George III. ; widow, July 8, 1850.

The Queen reigns in her own right, holding the crown both by
inheritance and election. Her legal title rests on the statute of

12 & 13 Will. III. c. 3, by which the succession to the crown of

; Great Britain and Ireland was settled, on the death of King William
and Queen Anne, without issue, on the Princess Sophia of Hanover,

and the ' heirs of her body, being Protestants.' The inheritance

thus limited descended to George I., son and heir of Princess Sophia,

and it has ever since continued in a regular course of descent.

The civil list of \h& Queen consists in a fixed Parliamentary

grant, and amounts to much less than the income of previous sove-

reigns. By the Revolution of 1688, the duty of the king to bear

the expenses of government out of the State income allotted to him
was abolished, and certain portions of the income of the country

were assigned to the king to meet the expenses of the royal house-

hold. Under George I. this sum amounted at times to 1,000,000/.
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sterling. If it did not reach 800,000/. the deficiency was covered

by Parliament. In 1777, the civil list o£ the king was fixed at

900,000/., and the income over and above that sum from the here-

ditary possessions of the Crown passed to the Treasury. Under
William IV. the civil list was relieved of many burthens, and
fixed at 510,000/.

It is established by 1-2 Vict. c. 2, that during Queen Victoria's

reign, all the revenues of the Crown shall be apart of the Consolidated

Fund, but that a civil list shall be assigned to the Queen. In virtue of

this Act, which received the royal sanction Dec. 23, 1837, the Queen
has granted to her an annual allowance of 385,000/. ' for the support of

Her Majesty's household, and of the honour and dignity of the Crown
of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland.' By the same
statute, the application of this allowance is limited in a prescribed

form. The Lords of the Treasury are directed to pay yearly 60,000/.

into Her Majesty's Privy Purse; to set aside 231,260/. for the

salaries of the royal household; 44,240/. for retiring allowances and
pensions to servants, and 13,200/. for royal bounty, alms, and spe-

cial services. This leaves an unappropriated surplus of 36,300/.,

whicb may be applied in aid of the general expenditure of Her
Majesty's Court. -It is provided that whenever the civil list

charges in any year exceed the total sum of 400,000/., an account

of the expenditure, with full particulars, shall be laid before ParKa-
ment within thirty days. The Queen has also paid to her the

revenues of the Diichy ofLancaster, which in the year 1882 amounted
to 87,820/., including 19,656/. of balance from previous year, besides

9,006/. of arrears, being, exclusive of arrears, 7,166/. more than in

the preceding year. The salaries, law charges, taxes, charities, and
other disbursements in 1882 amounted to 18,895/., and the payment
made to Her Majesty for the year was 45,000/., leaving a balance

of 23,924/. The payment to Her Majesty in 1872 amounted to

40,000/.; in 1873 to 41,000/.; in 1874 to 42,000/.; in 1875 to

41,000/. ; in 1876 to 43,000/. ; in 1877 to 45,000/. ; in 1878, to

47,657/. ; in 1879, to 41,000/. ; in 1880, to 41,000/. ; and to

43,000/. in 1881.

The annual grant of 385,000/. to Her Majesty is paid out of

the Consolidated Fund, on which are charged likewise the following

sums allowed to members of the royal family:—25,000/. a year
to the Duke of Edinburgh ; 25,000/. to the Duke of Connaught

;

25,000/. to Prince Leopold, Duke of Albany ; 8,000/. to Princess

Friedrich Wilhelm of Prussia; 6,000/. to Princess Christian of

Schleswig-Holstein ; 6,000/. to Princess Louise, Marchioness ofLome

;

6,000/. to the Duchess of Cambridge ; 3,000/. to the Grand-duchess
ofMecklenburg- Strelitz ; 5,000/. to Princess Teck, formerly Princess

Mary of Cambridge ; and 12,000/. to Duke George of Cambridge.
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The heir-apparent of the Crown has, by 26 Vict. c. 1, settled

upon him an annuity of 40,000Z. The Prince of Wales has besides

as income the revenues of the Duchy of Cornwall. The income

of the Duchy of Cornwall in the year 1882 was 105,053/.,

exclusive of 9,183Z. of arrears, and the sum of 63,870Z. was paid

over for the use of the Prince of Wales. In 1867, the sum paid over

amounted to 54,927/. ; in 1870 to 62,574/. ; in 1871 to 62,484/.

;

in 1873 to 62,515/. ; in 1874 to 65,901/. ; in 1875 to 67,141/.; in

1876 to 70,375/. ; in 1877 to 96,860/. : in 1878 to 65,831/.; 1879,

62,258/. ; in 1880, 65,258/. ; and in 1881, 59,079/. The Princess

of Wales has settled upon her by 26 Vict. cap. 1, the annual sum of

10,000/., to be increased to 30,000/. in case of widowhood. Both
the parliamentary grants of the Prince and Princess of Wales are

paid out of the Consolidated Fund, which bears a total yearly

charge of 171,000/. for annuities to members of the Royal Family.

The following is a list of the sovereigns and sovereign rulers of

Great Britain, with date of their accession, from the union of the

crowns of England and Scotland:

—

House of Stuart.

James 1 1603
Charles 1 1625

ComTnonwealth.

Parliamentary Executive . 1649
Protectorate . , . .1653

House of Stuart.

Charles II 1660
James II 1685

Hov^e of Stuart- Orange,

William and Mary . . . 1689

William III 1694

House of Stuart.

Anne 1702

House of Hanover,

George 1 1714
George II 1727
George III 1760

George IV 1820

William IV 1830

Victoria . . . .1837

The average duration of the reigns of these rulers of Great

Britain—exclusive of the period of the Commonwealth, but including

the actual reign of her present Majesty—amounting in the aggregate

to two and three quarter centuries, has been twenty years.

Constitution and Government.

The supreme legislative power of the British empire is by its

constitution given to Parliament. ' The power and jurisdiction of

Parliament,' says Sir Edward Coke, * is so transcendent and absolute

that it cannot be confined, either for causes or persons, within

any bounds.' The sovereign is the head of Parliament; he alone

can summon ParUament ; and no Parliament, save on the demise of

a sovereign, can assemble of its own accord. Parliament is sum-
moned by the writ of the sovereign issued out of Chancery, by
advice of the privy council, at least thirty-five days previous to its

assembling. On a vacancy occurring vrhilst Parliament is sitting,
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a writ for the election of a new member is issued upon motion in

the House. If the vacancy occurs during the recess, the writ is

issued at the instance of the Speaker.

As the Army Bill and the Supplies are only granted for a

year, the Crown, since the Revolution, is compelled to summon a

Parliament annually. By ancient right and usage, lying at the

foundation of the constitution, the House of Commons has the

exclusive control over taxation, and at its will may grant or re-

ilise Supplies to the Crown.

It has become customary of late for Parliaments to meet in annual

session extending from the middle of February to about the middle

of August. Every session must end with a prorogation, and by it all

bills which have not been passed during the session fall to the ground.

Both Houses of legislature must be prorogued at the same time.

The prorogation takes place either by the sovereign in person, or

by commission from the Crown, or by proclamation. The Lower
House appears at the bar, and if the sovereign be present, the

speaker reports upon the labours of the session ; the royal assent

is then given to bills of the closing session, and a speech from the

sovereign is read ; whereupon the chancellor prorogues the Parlia-

ment to a certain day. Parliament resumes business, however, as

soon as it is summoned by royal proclamation on a certain day,

which may be at a date earlier than the original date of prorogation

appointed. Should the term of prorogation elapse, and no procla-

mation be issued, Parliament cannot assemble of its own accord.

The royal proclamation which summons Parliament in order to

proceed to business must be issued fourteen days before the time of

meeting. A dissolution is the civil death of Parliament ; it may
occur by the will of the sovereign, expressed in person or by com-
missioners, or, as is most usual during the recess, by proclama-

tion, or, finally, by lapse of time. Formerly, on the demise of the

sovereign, Parliament stood dissolved by the fact thereof; but

this was altered in the reign of William III. to the effect of post-

poning the dissolution till six months after the accession of the new
sovereign, while the Reform Act of 1867 settled that the Parlia-

ment ' in being at any future demise of the Crown shall not be
determined by such demise, but shall continue as long as it would
otherwise have continued unless dissolved by the Crown.' Other
statutes enact that if, at the time of the demise, the Parliament

be adjourned or prorogued, it shall immediately assemble; and that,

in the case of the demise of the sovereign between the dissolution

of a Parliament and the day appointed by the writs of summons for

the meeting of a new one, the last preceding Parliament shall

meet again, but for not longer than six months.
The present form of Parliament, as divided into two Houses of
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legislature, the Lords and the Commons, dates from the middle

of the fourteenth century, and it has been, except during the

period of the Commonwealth, a fundamental principle of the con-

stitution that every Parliament shall consist of an Upper and a

Lower House of legislature.

The Upper House consists of peers who hold their seats

—

1st. By virtue ofhereditary right;

2nd. By creation of the Sovereign
;

3rd. By virtue of office—English bishops

;

4th. By election for life—Irish peers

;

5th. By election for duration of Parliament— Scottish peers.

Li early times the summons of peers to attend Parliament de-

pended in a great measure, if not entirely, on the royal will; and
according to Camden, after the battle of Evesham every baron,

was expressly forbidden to appear in Parliament without special:

writ. However, it has long been held that every hereditary

peerage of England confers the right of a seat in the Upper House.

New peerages are created by royal patent, the peer being sum-
moned by the writ issued in pursuance thereof ' ad consulendum et

defendendum regem ; ' and the peerage rights are acquired whether
the individual summoned takes his seat in the Upper House or

not. Hereditary peers may, by a * standing order ' of the Upper
House, take their seat without further preliminary

;
peers newly

created or summoned have to be ' introduced.'

The Crown is unrestricted in its power of creating peers, and the

privilege has been largely used by modern governments to fill the

House of Lords. In consequence of certain terms in the Act
of Union—5 Anne, c. 8—limiting the right of election of the

Scottish representative peers to the then existing peers of Scotland,

it is understood that the sovereign cannot create a new Scottish

peerage ; and such peerages are in fact never created except in the

case of the younger branches of the royal family, though extinct

peerages may be revived or forfeited peerages restored. By the Irish

Act of Union—39 & 40 Geo. III. c. 67—the sovereign is restricted

to the creation of one new Irish peerage on the extinction of three

of the existing peerages ; but when the Irish peers are reduced to

100, then on the extinction of one peerage another may be

created.

The House of Lords, in the session of 1883, consisted of 518

members, of whom 5 were peers of the Blood Royal, 2 arch-

bishops, 22 dukes, 19 marquesses, 138 earls, 32 viscounts, 24

bishops, 276 barons; of these, 16 were Scottish representative peers,

and 28 Irish representative peers. As nine peers were minors, the

actual number in the House of Lords was 509. The number of
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names on the ' Eoll ' was 393 in 1830 ; 457 in 1840 ; 448 in 1850

;

458 in 1860 ; and 503 in 1877. More than two-thirds of these here-

ditary peerages were created in the present century. The four oldest

existing peerages in the House of Lords date from the latter part of

the thirteenth century ; while five go back to the fourteenth, and
ten to the fifteenth century. Of peerages of the sixteenth century,

there exist 17 ; of the seventeenth, 45 ; of the eighteenth, 110; and
of the present nineteenth century, 296. In the forty-six years

from the accession of Queen Victoria till the end of 1883, there

were issued 166 patents of peerage, so that, with the addi-

tion of the spiritual lords, 2 archbishops and 24 bishops, all of

whom were appointed during the period, 192 members of the House
of Lords, or more than one-third of the whole number, Qwe
their seats to nominations under Her Majesty.

The Lower House of legislature, representing, in constitutional

theory, all the ' Commons of England,' has consisted, since 49 Hen.
III., of knights of the shire, or representatives of counties; of

citizens, or representatives of cities ; and of burgesses or repre-

sentatives of boroughs, all of whom indistinctly vote together.

In the reign of Edward I. 37 counties and 166 boroughs each

returned two representatives ; but at the accession of Henry VIIL,
the total number of constituencies in England and Wales was only

147. In this reign the number was considerably increased, chiefly

by the addition of one representative for each Welsh county ; and
in all the following reigns, up to the Restoration, large addi-

tions to the borough franchises were made. Previous to this

period, members of Parliament had to be paid by their consti-

tuencies ; but the practice growing up of members bearing their

own expenses, many ancient boroughs, which had formerly been
exempted from the returns on account of their poverty, became
desirous of resuming their franchises. The additions from Edward
VI. to Charles II. were almost entirely of borough members. In the

fourth Parliament of Charles L, the number of places in England
and Wales for which returns were made, exclusive of counties,

amounted to 210; and in the time of the Stuarts, the total number
of members of the House of Commons was about 500. The number
of members was not materially altered from that time until the union
with Scotland, in the reign of Queen Anne, when 45 representatives

of Scotland were added. The next considerable change was at the

union with Ireland, at the commencement of the present century,

when the House of Commons was increased by 100 Irish represen-

tatives. The number of members of the House since that period

has remained nearly the same, fluctuating around the figure 650,
with a slight tendency to gradual increase, through the extension of

the suffrage and the formation of new classes of constituencies, such
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as universities. There are at present 639 members, excluding those

boroughs which have been disfranchised or that have had their

writs suspended.

By the statute of 2 Will. IV. c. 45, commonly called the Reform
Bill of 1832, the English county constituencies were increased from
52 to 82, by dividing several counties into separate electoral divi-

sions, and the number of county members was augmented from 94
to 159. In Scotland and Ireland, the county representation remained
the same as before. By the Reform Act, 56 English boroughs, con-

taining a population, in 1831, of less than 2,000 each, and return-

ing together 111 members, were totally disfranchised, while 31
other boroughs, containing a population of less than 4,000 each,

were reduced to sending one representative instead of two. On
the other hand, 22 new boroughs, containing each 25,000 inhabit-

ants and upwards, received the franchise of returning two members,
and 24 other new boroughs, containing each 12,000 inhabitants

and upwards, that of returning one member. In Scotland, the town
members were increased from fifteen to twenty-three—making fifty-

three in all, while the Irish representatives were increased from 100
to 105.

The next great change in the constituency of the House of Com-
mons, after the Act of 1832. was made by the Reform Bill of

1867-68. By this Act England and Wales were allotted 493
members and Scotland 60, while the number for Ireland remained
unaltered. In a borough a man is entitled to vote who is of fall

age, legally competent, has been an occupier of a house as owner
or tenant for twelve months previous to July 20 of any year, and
has paid his rates ; a lodger is entitled to vote who has occupied

the same lodgings for a year, if these lodgings, unfurnished, are of

the value of at least 10/. a year, paid by him. Every freeholder

whose freehold is of the annual value of 40s., every copyholder and
leaseholder of the annual value of 5/., every householder whose
rent is not less than 12/., and every tenant whose rent is 50/. a

year, is entitled to vote for a county representative. In Scotland

the ownership franchise for the county is 5/. a year ; householders

who have paid their rates, and lodgers who pay 10/. a year for their

lodgings, have a borough vote. In Ireland freeholders of 10/.,

copyholders or leaseholders having a sixty years' lease, the value of

whose copyhold or leasehold exceeds, by at least 10/., the rent or

charge upon it, have a vote for the county. Leaseholders having a

twenty years' lease of the clear value of 20/. have also a county vote.

The borough franchise in Ireland is confined to householders rated

at not less than 4/. a year.

The following table exhibits the number of electors on the county

and borough registers in 1883 under the different qualifications :

—
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Counties Boroughs

Occupiers
and

Tenants

Owners
or Life-
renters

Total

lOZ. Occu-
piers or
House-
holders

England
Wales

.

Total

Scotland

Total G.

)

Britain )

419,398 477,645! 897,043;1, 524,169

33,095 36,581 69,676^ 68,056

452,493

54,987

507,480

514,226

44,665

558,891

966,719-1,592,225
99,652' 184,813

1,066,37111,777,038

Lodger s

21,664

254

21.918

323

22,241

Owners
and

others

36,533

1,056

37,589

25,653

63,242

Total

1,582,366

69,366

1,651,732

210,789

1,862,521

Ireland.

Counties .

Boroughs .
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increase in numbers, whether in counties or boroughs, was most
marked in and near the metropoHs and in the north of England.

In the counties of England and Wales there is an average of one
representative to 5,170 electors, and 73,260 of county population

;

in the boroughs the average is one to 5,500 electors, and 42,000
inhabitants. In Scotland, the population in the counties is one
representative to 3,100 electors, and 63,000 inhabitants ; in the

boroughs one to 8,100 and 63,400 respectively. In Irish counties

the proportion is one to 2,570 electors and 66,500 inhabitants ; in

boroughs one to 1,560 and 24,360 respectively. In England there

is an average of one elector to about ten inhabitants ; in Scotland
one to 11*5, and in Ireland one to 23. The representation of the

various constituencies is very unequal. Some counties, with 8,000
electors, and about 100,000 of a county population, have three

representatives, while others, with 30,000 electors and 500,000 in-

habitants, have only two. With regard to English boroughs we
find about 18, with an electorate of from 600 to 900 each, and an
average population of 6,000, each with one member, while others,

with ten times as many electors and inhabitants, have only the

same representation. Among the Scottish counties Sutherland,

with 340 electors and 22,000 inhabitants, has the same representa-

tion as Perthshire (one), with 6,000 electors and 100,000 inhabit-

ants ; while boroughs with 1,400 electors and 10,000 inhabitants are

on the same footing as others with 14,500 electors and 105,000

inhabitants. Each Irish county has two representatives, from Louth

with 2,000 electors and 51,000 inhabitants, to Cork with 14,700

electors and 373,000 inhabitants; while among the boroughs,

Portarlington, with 138 electors and 2,400 inhabitants, has one

representative, like Londonderry, with 2,000 electors and 29,000

inhabitants ; Galway has two representatives to 1,100 electors and

18j900 inhabitants ; and Belfast the same number to 21,000 electors

and 207,000 inhabitants. Taking the whole kingdom there

are 180 iDoroughs with populations under 50,000 each, and with an

aggregate population of 3,325,000, returning 231 representatives

;

while 71 boroughs, with over 50,000 each, and an aggregate of llj

million inhabitants, have only 129 representatives. Again, there are

96 counties and county divisions, with aggregate population of

7,278,000, returning 156 members, and 63 with aggregate popula-

tion of 12,780,000, returning only 127 members.

It is stated in a Parliamentary paper issued in the session of 1876,

that whereas the existing distribution of representation prescribes

England and Wales to return 493 members, Scotland 60 members,

and Ireland 105 members, the numbers, if regulated by population,

would be 476 for England and Wales, 70 for Scotland, and 112 for

Ireland : if regulated by contributions to revenue, 514 for England
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and Wales, 79 for Scotland, and 65 for Ireland; and if regulated

by the mean of the two numbers, 494 for England and Wales, 75
for Scotland, and 89 for Ireland.

Under an Act passed in the session of 1872, and which was to

continue in force till December 31, 1880, but which has since been
continued from year to year, all elections for members of Parlia-

ment must be by secret vote and ballot.

The sole qualification required to be a member of Parliament

is to have attained the age of twenty-one. But all priests and
deacons of the Church of England, ministers of the Church of

Scotland, and Koman Catholic clergymen; all government con-

tractors; and all sheriffs and returning officers for the localities

for which they act, are disqualified both from voting and from
sitting as members. No English or Scottish peer can be elected to

the House of Commons, but Irish peers are eligible.

To preserve the independence of members of the House of Com-
mons, it was enacted, by statute 6 Anne, that, if any member shall

accept any office of profit from the Crown, his election shall be void,

and a new writ issue ; but he is eligible for re-election if the place

accepted be not a new office, created since 1705. This provision

has been made the means of relieving a member from his trust,

which he cannot resign, by his acceptance of the Stewardship of the

•Chiltern Hundreds, a nominal office in the gift of the Government.
In the session of 1883, the numbers in the House of Commons

were returned as follows :

—

England and Wales : Members

52 counties and Isle of "Wight .... 187
198 cities and boroughs 297
3 universities 5

Total of England and Wales . . 489

Scotland :

33 counties 32
22 cities and burgh districts 26
4 universities 2

Total of Scotland .... 60

Ireland : Members
32 counties 64
31 cities and boroughs 37
1 university 2

Total of Ireland . . . . 103

Total of United Kingdom . . . 552

Thirteen seats were, however, vacant, owing to suspense of the
writs, making in all 639 representatives. Four boroughs with 6
seats have been disfranchised.
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The following is a table of the duration of Parliaments of the

United Kingdom, from the period of the Union :—
Reign
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members of the Cabinet should have seats in either the Upper or

the Lower House.

The member of the Cabinet who fills the position of First Lord of

the Treasury is the chief of the ministry. It is at his recommen-
dation that his colleagues are appointed ; and he dispenses, with

hardly an exception, the patronage of the Crown. Every Cabi-

net includes the following nine members of the administration: the

First Lord of the Treasury, the Lord Chancellor, the Lord President

of the Council, the Chancellor of the Exchequer, and the five

Secretaries of State. A number of other ministerial functionaries

have usually seats in the Cabinet, those most frequently admitted

being the Lord Privy Seal, the First Lord of the Admiralty, the

President of the Board of Trade, the Vice-President of the Com-
mittee of Council on Education, the Postmaster-General, the Chief

Secretary for Ireland, and the President of the Local Government
Board. It has occasionally happened that a statesman possessing

high character and influence accepted a seat in the Cabinet without

undertaking the labours and responsibilities of any particular office.

The names of the members who compose the Cabinet are never

officially announced, and no record is kept of its resolutions.

The present Cabinet consists of the following fourteen members :

—

1. First Lord of the Treasury.—Eight Hon. William Ewart Glad-

stone, born December 29, 1809, fourth son of Sir John Gladstone,

Bart., merchant, of Liverpool ; educated at Eton, and at Christ

Church, Oxford ; M.P. for Newark, 1832-45 ; one of the Junior

Lords of the Treasury, 1834-5 ; Under-Secretary of State for the

Colonies, January to April, 1835 ; Vice-President of the Board of

Trade, 1841-3 ; President of the Board of Trade, 1843-5
; Sec-

retary of State for the Colonies, 1845-6
; M.P. for the University

of Oxford, 1847-65 ; Chancellor of the Exchequer, 1852-55, and
again 1859-66; M.P. for South Lancashire, 1865-8; M.P. for

Greenwich, 1868-80 ; First Lord of the Treasury, Dec. 9, 1868 to

February 21, 1874; M.P. for Midlothian, 1880. Appointed First

Lord of the Treasury and Chancellor of the Exchequer, April 2:^,

1880; resigned the Chancellorship, December 16, 1882.

2. Lord High Chancellor.—Lord Selbome, formerly Sir Roundell
Palmer, born November 27, 1812, son of the Rev. William Jocelyn

Palmer, educated at Rugby, Winchester, and Trinity College,

Oxford; called to the Bar at Lincoln's Inn, 1837; M.P. for Ply-

mouth, 1847-52, and 1853-57 ; M.P. for Richmond, 1861-72;
appointed Solicitor-General and knighted, 1861; Attorney-General,

1863-66 ; Lord High Chancellor, and raised to the peerage as

Baron Selborne, October 15, 1872 ; re-appointed April 28, 1880.

3. Lord Lieutenant of L^eland.—John Poyntz Spencer, Earl

Spencer, born 1835, eldest son of the fourth Earl Spencer

;

p
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educated at Westminster and Christ Church, Oxford ; Lord
Lieutenant of Ireland, 1868-74 ; Lord President of the Council,

April 28, 1880 to March 19, 1883. Appointed Lord Lieutenant of

Ireland, May 3, 1882.

4. Lord Privy Seal, and Lord President of the Council.—C. S.

Parkinson Fortescue, Baron Carlingford, born Jan. 18, 1823 ; edu-

cated at Christ Church, Oxford ; Under-Secretary of State for the

Colonies, 1857-58 ; Chief Secretary for Ireland, 1865-66 and 1868-

71 ; President of the Board of Trade, 1871-74. Appointed Lord
Privy Seal, April 28, 1880; Lord President, March 19, 1883.

5. Chancellor of the Exchequer.—Right Hon. Hugh Culling

Eardley Childers, born 1827, son of the Rev. Eardley Childers, of

Cantley, Yorkshire ; educated at Trinity College, Cambridge ; one

of the junior Lords of the Admiralty, 1864-5 ; Financial Secretary

to the Treasury, 1865-6; M.P. for Pontefract since 1860; First

Lord of the Admiralty, 1868-74 ; Secretary of State for War^
1880-2. Appointed Chancellor of the Exchequer, Dec. 16, 1882.

6. Secretary of State for the Home Department.-—Right Hon.
Sir William Harcourt, born 1827, son of the Rev. William Har-
court, of Nuneham Park, Oxfordshire ; educated at Rugby and at

Trinity College, Cambridge ; called to the Bar of the Inner Temple,

1854, and made Queen's Counsel, 1866 ; Professor of International

Law at the University of Cambridge, 1869-73 ; Solicitor-General,

1873-4 ; M.P. for Oxford, 1868-80 ; M.P. for Derby, 1880. Ap-
pointed Secretary of State for the Home Department, April 28, 1880.

7. Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs.—Granville George
Leveson Gower, Earl Granville, born 1815, eldest son of the first

earl ; educated at Eton and Christ Church, Oxford ; returned M.P.
for Morpeth, 1836, and for Lichfield, 1840 ; succeeded to the earl-

dom, 1846; Vice-President of the Board of Trade, 1848-51;
Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs, 1851-2 ; Lord President of

the Council, 1852-4; Chancellor of the Duchy of Lancaster,

1854-5 ; for the second time Lord President ofthe Council, 1859-66

;

Secretary of State for the Colonies, 1868-70 ; Secretary of State

for Foreign Affairs, 1870-74. Appointed Secretary of State for

Foreign Affairs, April 28, 1880.

8. Secretary ofStatefor the Colonies.—Right Hon. Edward Henry
Smith-Stanley, Earl of Derby, born 1826 ; eldest son of 14th Earl

;

educated at Rugby and Trinity College, Cambridge, graduated M.A.
1848 ; Under-Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs, February to

December, 1852 ; Secretary of State for the Colonies, February to

May. 1858 ; Secretary of State for India, 1858-9
; Secretary of State

for Foreign Affairs, 1866-8, and again 1874-8
; succeeded to the

Earldom, 1869. Appointed Secretary for the Colonies, Dec. 16, 1882.

9. Secretary of State for India.—Earl Kimberley, born 1826,
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grandson of second Baron Wodehouse ; educated at Eton, and at

Christ Church, Oxford ; succeeded to his grandfather's title, 1846
;

Under-Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs, 1852-6 and 1859-61

;

Ambassador to Russia, 1856-8
; Lord-Lieutenant of Ireland, 1864-

6 ; created Earl of Kimberley, 1866 ; Lord Privy Seal, 1868-

70 ; Secretary of State for the Colonies, 1870-74, again 1880-2

;

Chancellor of the Duchy of Lancaster, July-December, 1882.

Appointed Secretary of State for India, December 16, 1882.

10. Secretary of State for War.—Right Hon. Marquis of Har-
tington, born 1833, eldest son of the seventh Duke of Devonshire

;

educated at Trinity College, Cambridge ; one of the junior Lords of

the Admiralty, March to April 1863 ; Under-Secretary of State for

War, 1863-6 ; Secretary of State for War, February to July 1866
;

M.P. for North Lancashire, 1857-68 ; M.P. for New Radnor, 1869
;

Postmaster-General, 1868-71 ; Chief Secretary for Ireland, 1871-4

;

Secretary of State for India, 1880-2. Appointed Secretary of State

for War, December 16, 1882.

11. First Lord of the Admiralty.—Thomas George Baring, Lord
Northbrook, born 1826, elde&t son of the first Baron Northbrook

;

educated at Cambridge ; one of the Lords of the Admiralty, 1857-59

;

Under Secretary of State for India, 1859-61
; Under Secretary of

State for War, 1861-66, and again 1868-72
; Governor-General

of India, 1872-76. Appointed First Lord of the Admiralty,
April 28, 1880.

12. Chancellor of the Duchy of Lancaster.—Right Hon. Joseph
G. Dodson, born 1825, son of Sir John Dodson ; educated at Eton
and Christ Church, Oxford ; M.P- for East Sussex, 1857-73 ; and
for Chester since 1874 ; Chairman of Committees of the House of

Commons, 1865-72 ; Secretary of the Treasury, 1873-74
; President

of the Local Government Board, 1880-2. Appointed Chancellor of

the Duchy of Lancaster, December 28, 1882.

13. President of the Board of Trade.—Right Hon. Joseph Cham-
berlain, born 1835, eldest son of Joseph Chamberlain, Esq., of

Manor Green Hall, Birmingham ; educated at University College,

London; Mayor of Birmingham, 1874-76; M.P. for Birmingham
since 1876. Appointed President of the Board of Trade,
April 28, 1880.

14. President of the Local Government Board.—Right Hon. Sir

Charles Wentworth Dilke, Bart., born 1843, son of the first baronet;
educated at Cambridge ; called to the bar of the Middle Temple,
and succeeded to the baronetcy 1866 ; M.P. for Chelsea since 1868

;

Under-Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs, 1880-2. Appointed
President of the Local Government Board, December 28, 1882.

The following is a list of the heads of the various administrations

of Great Britain since the accession of the House of Hanover :—
p 2
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Dates of AppointmentFirst Lords of the Treasury

Bobert Walpole
James Stanhope

Earl of Sunderland

Sir Eobert "Walpole

Earl of Wilmington
Henry Pelham ' .

Duke of Newcastle

Earl of Bute .

George Grrenville

Marquis of Koekingham
Duke of Grafton

Lord North .

Marquis of Koekingham
Earl of Shelburne

Duke of Portland

William Pitt .

Henry Addington
William Pitt .

Lord Grenville

Duke of Portland

Spencer Perceval

Earl of Liverpool

George Canning
Viscount Goderich

Duke of Wellington

Earl Grey
Viscount Melbourne

Sir Eobert Peel

Viscount Melbourne

Sir Robert Peel

Lord John Eussell

Earl of Derby
Earl of Aberdeen
Viscount Palmerston

Earl of Derby
Viscount Palmerston

Earl Eussell .

Earl of Derby .

Benjamin Disraeli

William Ewart Gladstone

Benjamin Disraeli (Earl of Beaconsfield)

William Ewart Gladstone

The average duration of each Ministry has been 3 years and I

months, or about the same as the average duration of Parliaments.

October 10,
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others are fully tolerated, and civil disabilities do not attach to any-

class of British subjects.

The Queen is by law the supreme governor of the Church, possess-

ing the right, regulated by the 4th section of the statute 25 Hen. VIII.

c. 20, to nominate to the vacant archbishoprics and bishoprics, the

form being to send to the dean and chapter of the vacant see the

royal licence, or conge d'elire, to proceed to the election, accompanied

by the Queen's letter naming the person to be elected ; and after-

wards the royal assent and confirmation of the appointment is

signified under the Great Seal. But this form applies only to the

sees of old foundation ; the bishoprics of Gloucester and Bristol,

Chester, Peterborough, Oxford, Ripon, Manchester, St. Albans,

Liverpool, Truro, and Newcastle, are conferred direct by letters

patent from the Crown. The Queen, and the First Lord of the

Treasury in her name, also appoints to such deaneries, prebendaries,

and canonries as are in the gift of the Crown.

There are 2 archbishops and 30 bishops in England. The former

are the chiefs of the clergy in their provinces, and have within them the

inspection of the bishops, as well as of the inferior clergy. They
have, assisted by at least two other bishops, the confirmation and
consecration of the bishops. They have also each his own particular

diocese, wherein they exercise episcopal, as in their provinces they

exercise archiepiscopal, jurisdiction. For the management of eccle-

siastical affairs, the provinces have each a council, or convocation,

consisting of the bishops, archdeacons, and deans, in person, and of a

certain number of proctors, as the representatives of the inferior

clergy, each chapter, in both provinces, sending one, and the parochial

clergy of each diocese in the province of Canterbury, and of each

archdeaconry in the province of York, sending two. These councils

are summoned by the respective archbishops, in pursuance of the

Queen's mandate. When assembled, they must also have the

Queen's licence before they can deliberate ; as well as the sanction

of the Crown to their resolutions, before they are binding on the

clergy ; so that their real power is extremely limited. In the pro-

vince of Canterbury, the Convocation forms two Houses ; the arch-

bishop and bishops sitting together in the Upper House, and the

inferior clergy in the Lower. In the province of York, though
there are two houses, all sit together

The number of civil parishes (districts for which a separate poor-

rate is or can be made) at the last census (1881) was 14,926.

These, however, in many cases, do not coincide with ecclesiastical

parishes, which, during the present century, have lost their old

importance, the ancient parishes having been cut up in many cases

into districts, each of which is virtually an independent parish

ecclesiastically. Of such parishes there are about 14,000 ; accord-
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ing to a return of 1882 the Church of England possessed 14,573
registered churches and chapels, in which marriages could be
solemnised. Since 1818 the Church Building and the Ecclesiastical

Commissioners have formed upwards of 3,000 new ecclesiastical

districts. Each parish has its church, presided over by an
incumbent or minister, who must be in priest's orders, and who is

known as rector, vicar, or perpetual curate, according to his relation

to the temporalities of his parish. Vicar is also the designation

generally given to the incumbents of the churches built under the

modern Church Building Acts. Private persons possess the right

of presentatioQ to about 8,500 benefices ; the patronage of the others

belongs mainly to the Queen, the Bishops and Cathedrals, the Lord
Chancellor, and the Universities of Oxford and Cambridge. The
total annual income of the various cathedral establishments and
benefices of the Church is estimated at about 5,000,000Z. The
number of clergy of all grades (including assistant curates) belonging

to the Church of England actually doing duty in churches is

returned in the census of 1881 at 21,663, and if those who fill other

functions be added, the total number is probably about 24,000.

No information regarding the number of persons belonging to the

Episcopal Church and those adhering to other religious creeds in

England is given in the last official census. In the theory of

English law every Englishman is a member of the Church of

England, but it is estimated that in 1883 the population of England
and Wales actually claiming membership with the Established Church
was about 13,500,000, leaving about 12,500,000 to other creeds.

Among the Protestant dissenters the most prominent bodies and
religious organisations are the Wesleyans, or so-called Methodists,

the Independents, or Congregationalists, the Baptists, and the Eng-
lish Presbyterians. The Wesleyan Body, subdivided into members

of the Old and New Connexion, Primitive and Free Church Me-
thodists, Bible Christians, and various other sects, is returned

as possessing 13,270 registered chapels; the Independents 2,603
registered chapels ; and the Baptists 2,243. Of more or less im-
portance, among the other Protestant Dissenters, are the Unitarians,

the Moravians, and the Society of Friends. There are altogether

180 religious denominations in Great Britain, the names of which
have been given in to the Registrar-General of Births, Deaths, and
Marriages. According to the census of 1881 there are 9,734 Pro-

testant Dissenting ministers in England and Wales.

The number of Roman Catholics in Great Britain is estimated at

two millions. There are seventeen dignitaries of the Roman Catholic

Church in England and Wales, namely, one archbishop and sixteen

bishops, presiding over as many dioceses, united in the so-called

* Province of Westminster.' In Scotland, the Roman Catholic Church
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has (since 1878) two archbishops and four bishops. In December
1883, there were 1,221 Roman Catholic chapels and stations in

England and Wales (824 registered), and 316 in Scotland. The
number of officiating Roman Catholic clergy at the same date was
2,176 (1,620 in 1871) in England and Wales, and 303 in Scotland.

The Church of Scotland differs in many important respects from
the Episcopal Church of England. The clergy of the Scottish

Church form a perfect democracy, all the members being equal, none
of them having power or pre-eminence of any kind over another.

There is in each parish a parochial tribunal, called a kirk session,

consisting of the minister, who acts as president, and of a greater

or smaller number of laymen ' ordained ' as elders ('presbyters'),

whose principal duty is to assist the minister in certain functions.

There are in all 84 presbyteries, which again are grouped in 16
Synods meeting half-yearly, and which can be appealed to against

the decisions of the presbyters. The Supreme Court of the Scottish

Church is the General Assembly, which consists partly of clerical and
partly of lay members, chosen by the different presbyteries, boroughs,

and universities, comprising 386 members; it meets annually

in May (under the joint presidency of a Lord High Commissioner
appointed by the Crown, and a Moderator appointed by the Assembly)
sitting for ten days, the matters not decided during this period

being left to a commission.

The total number of parishes, old and new, is 1,248, and the

total number of churches, chapels, and stations, 1,560; the total

number of clergy, with and without charges, is about 1,700. The
parishioners are allowed, under certain restrictions, to choose their

own minister. The entire endowment of the Church of Scotland

from all sources, including the annual value of the manses and
glebes, amounts to about 350,000/. per annum. Besides this, since

1845 private persons have erected and endowed churches, the value
of which, with endowments, is said to amount to 2,000,000/. In

1882 voluntary contributions amounted to 326,200/., and pew rents

to 59,860/. The Established Church in 1883 had 570,000 members
or communicants, and on the basis of the marriage registers the

total number adhering to the Church is about 47 per cent, of the

population.

The Presbyterian Dissenters from the Church of Scotland have
the same ecclesiastical organisation as the parent Church. Of these

Dissenters, the largest body (in 1883) is the Free Church formed
from a secession in 1843, with 1,140 ministers, 1,200 churches, and
claiming as members and adherents 945,000 of the population. Its

income in 1883 was 580,660/. Next is the United Presbyterian
Church, formed fi-om the amalgamation of several bodies of seceders,

one dating as far back as 1741, with 589 ministers, 556 churches,
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about 500,000 members and adherents, and an income in 1882 of

377,718/. There are also Baptists, Independents, Methodists, and
• Unitarians. The Roman Catholics have increased largely of late

years, chiefly from the influx of Irish population. The Episcopal

Church in Scotland, which includes a large portion of the nobility

and gentry, and is said to be growing, had in 1883, 7 bishops, 220
churches, and 255 clergy, and claimed the adherence of about

75,000 of the population.

The number of Jews in Great Britain was estimated, in 1883,

at 70,000, of whom 40,000 resided in London.

The Eoman Catholic Church in Ireland is under four archbishops,

of Armagh, Cashel, Dublin, and Tuam, and twenty-four bishops.

On the death of a bishop, the clergy of the diocese nominate a

successor to the vacancy, in whose favour they postulate or petition

the Pope. The bishops of the province also present the names of

two or three eligible persons to the Pope. The new bishop is

generally chosen from among this latter number ; but the appoint-

ment virtually rests with the cardinals, who constitute the congregation

de propaganda fide. Their nomination is submitted to the Pope, by
whom it is usually confirmed. The emoluments of a bishop arise

from his parish, which is generally the best in the diocese, from

licences of marriage, &c., and from the cathedraticum. The last

is an annual sum, varying from 2/. to 10/., according to the value

of the parish, paid by the incumbent, in aid of the maintenance of

the episcopal dignity. The parochial clergy are nominated* ex-

clusively by the bishop. The incomes of all classes of the Roman
Catholic clergy of Ireland arise partly from fees on the celebration

of births, marriages, and masses ; and partly, and principally, from

Christmas and Easter dues, and other voluntary oiferings. All

places of worship are built by subscription. At the census of 1881,

the Roman Catholic population was returned at 3,960,891.

The Protestant Episcopal Church of Ireland, formerly in imion

with the Church of England, ceased to be a state establishment

by Act of Parliament, 32 and 33 Vict., cap. 42, which decreed

that 'on and after January 1, 1871, the Church of Ireland

shall cease to be established by law.' It has now (1883) two
archbishops, ten bishops, 65 other dignitaries, and 1,483 clergy.

It possesses 1,630 churches, 639,600 adherents, and has an annual

income of 340,000/. Its income previous to disestablishment was
600,000/., and its entire capital estimated at 14,000,000/. By the

Disestablishment Act, 7,500,000/. were allotted to it by way of

commutation, and 500,000/. in lieu of private endowments. The
Church is governed by a General Synod, bishops, clergy, and laity

having the right to vote separately. There are also 23 Diocesan

Synods. There were in Ireland, at the census of 1881, 470,734
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Presbyterians, 48,839 Methodists, 6,210 Independents, 4,879 Bap-
tists, o,645 Quakers, 472 Jews.

Public education has made vast progress in Great Britain within

the last quarter of a century, though, according to the test of educa-

tion supplied by grown-up persons signing their names or having

to make their mark, a great diiference exists in the prevalence of

elementary knowledge in different counties of England. The last

returns, issued in 1883, and referring to the year 1881, show that in

this year over 13*5 per cent, of the males and 17'7 of the females

who were married—the number of marriages in England and Wales
being 197,080 (see p. 253)—made marks instead ofsigning their names
to the marriage register. In the quinquennial period from 1875 to

1880, out of every hundred men married, 14-8 had to sign with marks,

and 20 in every hundred women. In 1850 the proportion of

persons who had to sign with marks was 38*7 per cent. This pro-

portion, with two slight fluctuations, has been gradually decreasing

ever since. In 1880 the proportion w^as 14 per cent, of males, and
18*6 of females, but there was a slight rise in 1879. In London
the proportion of men who signed with marks in 1881 was 6'9

per cent, and of women 9*8. Over most of the South-Eastern,

South Midland, and Eastern counties the proportion of males who
signed with marks was greater than females. In the Midland and
Northern counties and in Wales, the preponderance is much in

favour of the males. A full comparison of the lists shows that the

uneducated are found in greater numbers among mining and manufac-

turing populations than in the agricultural portions of the kingdom.

In Scotland, the proportion in 1879 was 7"63 per cent, of men and
15'31 of women, showing a steady decrease, with slight fluctua-

tions, during the past four years. In 1857 the proportion was 12-11

per cent, males to 24*66 females. In Kinross-shire and Peebleshire

all males and females married in 1879 signed their names. In all

the divisions except the N.W. and S.W., the proportion was
comparatively low. The two most illiterate counties by this test

are Ross-shire, 21-72 per cent, males to 44 per cent, females, and
Inverness with 19"43 to 35. In Ireland the proportion unable to

sign the marriage- register in 1882 was 25*6 men and 29*6 women.
In 1872 the proportion was 34"6 men and 41*8 women. The pro-

portions varied in the various provinces in 1882, from 22 per cent.,

of the men and 23 per cent, of the women in Leinster, to 35 per cent,

of the men and 36 per cent, of the women in Connaught.

The highest education is provided for in Great Britain and

Ireland by a number of universities and detached colleges, of whick
the following are the statistics for 1883 :

—
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versity Colleges for ladies :—Newnham College, Cambridge, with

23 professors and teachers and 84 students in 1883 ; Girton

College, Cambridge, with 15 of the former and 67 students; and
Lady Margaret and Somerville Halls, Oxford, with 60 students and
11 regular lecturers.

Middle-class education in the United Kingdom is entirely un-
organised, and is mainly left to private enterprise ; no complete

trustworthy statistics are available. There are a number of en-

dowed public and granmiar schools in England, but over the con-

duct of these schools Government has no control. The following

statistics for 1883 refer to what are known as the 'nine great

public schools '
:

—

Schools
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in 1862. In 1868, the grant had fallen to 680,429/.; while in 1869
it was raised again to 840,711/.; in 1871 to 1,038,624/.; in 1875
to 1,566,271/.; in 1878 to 2,463,283/.; in 1880 to 2,468,077/.

;

in 1881 to 2,683,958/.; in 1882 to 2,749,863/.; and in 1883 to

2,938,930/. The grant to Scotland in 1882 was 468,512/., and in

1883, 465,723/.; to Ireland in 1882, it was 730,461/., and in 1883,

726,339/. Thus the total grant for elementary education in Great

Britain and Ireland in 1883 amounted to 4,130,892/. In addition

to the grant these schools derive an income from school fees, local

rates, and voluntary subscriptions, amounting for England in 1882 to

^,118,896/.; for Scotland to 491,143/.; and for Ireland to 175,203/.

Revenue and Expenditure.

The following statement exhibits the sources of revenue and the

branches of expenditure of the United Kingdom, for the financial

year endinof March 31. 1883 :

—

Sources of Eevenue, 1882-83.

Customs
Excise ......
Stamps (excluding Eee, &c., Stamps)

Land Tax and House Duty
Property and Income Tax .

Post Office

Telegraph Service

Crown Lands (Net) .

Interest on Advances, Local Works, &c.

Interest on Purchase Money of Suez Canal Shares

Miscellaneous :

—

Military and Naval extra Eeceipts, and)
Proceeds of Old Stores sold . . /

Contributions from Colonial Kevenues in Aid "1

of Military Expenditure . . . J
Amount received from the Revenues of India

"j

on account of the Effective and Non- I

Effective Charges of British Troops serving f

in that Country .... J
Allowance out of the Profits of Issue received "1

from the Bank of England, per Act 24

Vict. c. 3 J

.;. Net Profit on Post Office^ £14579910 1
-V Savings Banks . . j

Moiety of Profit, Trustee "1

Savings Bank . . /
21,073 17

1,020,016

198,829

Imperial Ottoman Guaranteed Loan, 1855:
—

")

Repayments in respect of Advances for \

Dividends J
Eee, &c., Stamps
Other Miscellaneous Eeceipts

Total Revenue from all Sources .

457,274

470,623

1,107,000

153,279

166,873

235,455

832,211

1,844,896

£
19,657,000

26,930,000

11,841,000

2,800,000

11,900,000

7,300,000

1,710,000

380,000

1,218,845

5,267,611

89,004,456
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Branches of Expenditure, 1882-83

Pebmanent Chakge of Debt :

Interest (except as below) and Management of
^

the Debt
Terminable Annuities

Interest of Exchequer Bills

Interest of Bank Advances for Deficiency

New Sinking Fund ....
Trustee Savings Banks, Deficiency Annuity

Interest, &c., on Temporary Loans for Local '^

Purposes /

Interest, &c., on Suez Exchequer Bonds .

Other Charges on Consolidated Fund :

Civil List .

Annuities and Pensions

Salaries and Allowances
Courts of Justice

Miscellaneous Charges

Supply Services :

Army (including Army Purchase)

Army Charges on Account of Troops in India

G-rant to India (Afghan War) ,

Navy
Forces in the Mediterranean, Vote of Credit

Egyptian Expedition, Army Supplementary
Navy

„ „ Contribution to India

. „ „ Civil Charges .

Transvaal, Expenses connected with the .

Miscellaneous Civil Services

Customs and Inland Revenue Departments
Post Office

Telegraph Service

Packet Service

21,364,883

7,206,247
124,150

10,927

213,793

28,920,000

83,673

408,541

391,743

95,907

502,680

143,127

15.502,351

1,100,000

500.000

10,408,904

2,300,000

728,000
350,000

500,000
17,500

14,000

17,336,000

2,870,301

3,828,500

1,510,000

719,625

Total Expenditure

Excess of Income over Expenditure in the"!

Year ended March 31, 1883 . . /

29,003,673

475,515

199,910

1,541,998

57,685,181

88,906,277

98,179

89,004,456

The budget estimates for the financial year ending March 31,

1884, were as follows :

—
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Eevenue.
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eluded about 4,000,000/. in connection with the war in and the occu-

pation of Egypt, and again a grant in aid of 500,000/. to India

for the Afghan war.

It will be seen from the above tables that, during the ten

financial years ending March 31, from 1874 to 1883, there was
as a rule a considerable surplus each year of revenue over expendi-

ture, though sonie years show a very large deficit. The financial

year 1873-74 showed a surplus of 869,147/. ; the year 1874-75
a surplus of 593,833/. ; the year 1875-76 a surplus of 509,920/.

;

and the year 1876-77 a surplus of 439,809/. The year 1877-78
exhibited a deficit of 2,640,197/., the year 1878-79 a deficit

of 2,291,817/., the year 1879-80 a deficit of 2,840,692/., the

year 1880-81 a surplus of 933,364/., the year 1881-2 a surplus

of 349,728/., and the year 1882-3 a surplus of 98,187/. During
the ten years the total deficits amount to 7,772.706/., and the

total surpluses to 3,793,988/ , thus leaving the very considerable

net deficit of 3,978,718/. The last year in which there was a
deficit previous to 1877-8 was 1868-9, when it amounted to

2,380,825/.

During the greater part of the period, there was an almost
uninterrupted reduction of taxation. In 1864 to 1873 taxes to the

amount of 26.388,000/. were repealed or reduced, and during the

ten years from 1874 to 1883 the changes made in taxation were as

lOUOW
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fiiit « 1

1877

Years
endin(r

Mar. 31

1878

1879

1880

1881

1882

1883

Taxes repealed or
reduced

Estimated
Amount

Licence Excised I

Duties reduced j i

Duties on Offices "j
!

and Pensions >|

reduced J
j

Income Tax re

duced by exemp
tions

Total .

Stamps :

—

Duties reduced

House Duty re- )

duced j

Tax on Machi-"\^

nery reduced j

Total .

26.000

9-50

390,000

416,950

6,000

30,000

80.000

110,000

Nil

Customs repealed :

—

Malt .

Vinegar
Excise repealed :

—

Duty on Malt
Duty on Sugar

'\

used in brewing /

Brewers'andMalt- "^

sters licenses /

Total .

Income tax& legacies

Metropolitan Rail-T

way Passenger
J>

duty J

23

378

7,440,000

620,000

384,000

8.444,401

2,624,000

,1,000

Taxes imposed
Estimated
Am6ltiifc ""(P

}i.966.000

Taxes :—
Income Tax
increased

Total ; . 1,966,000 .

IS^i

Nil

-•or -i;.:

V 0.o\ i..

Income Tax in-"\^

creased J
Tobacco !DutiesY

increased j
j

Dog Licences in-^
j

creased j \

Total . . i\4,4dO;(K)0

3,600,000

750,000

100,000

I

Customs :

.

,

j

Cigars, iricreaseS

Excise :

—

Beer duty (in lieu'\^

of malt) . J
Brewers' licences , 40,000

Publicans' licenses 295,000

8,760,040

Stamps:—
Probate duties

income-tax increased

Total .

Probate duty .

700,000

1,800,000

11,595,000

653,100

Ejtcise :

—

I

CofFee mixtures . I 8,000

':Zsli
-'^ "-}!_2380,000

Total . .
' 2,880,000

The revenue from the most important of direct taxes, that upon
incomes, underwent many alterations from the time it was established

in its present form in 1842, till the year 1883.
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The annual revenue during each of the financial years from 1870
to 1883 was as follows :

Year ending
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Local Taxes

:

Direct, levied by rates .
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France, from 1793 to 1814, added nearly 23 millions sterling to the

annual charge of the debt, which had risen to 32 millions in 1817,

the year of consolidation of the English and Irish exchequer. Since

this date, the capital of the debt went on decreasing, the total

decrease to the present time amounting to 84^ millions sterling,

bringing with it a decline of the annual charge for interest and
management to the amount of upwards of five millions.

The following table exhibits the
.
growth of the debt from its

origin to the year 1883 at various periods :

—

Periods
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Financial Year
ended March 31
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mander-in -Chief, a decision is arrived at as to the number of officers

and men, of each arm of the service, to be maintained for the coming
year. Upon this decision, the Secretary of State for War frames

the * Army Estimates,' or detailed accounts of the strength and cost

o£ the army, which are submitted in * votes '—25 in the estimates

of 1883-84—to the approval of the House of Commons.
Parliament exercises another important means of control over the

army. Formerly in time of war, or rebellion, the troops, kept only

at such periods, were subject to martial law, and liable to be
severely punished for mutiny or desertion. But when armies

began to be maintained in time of peace, questions of discipline

arose. The common law, which alone prevailed, knew of no
distinction between a citizen and a soldier. Hence the authority of

Parliament became necessary for the maintenance of military dis-

cipUne. Parliament granted this in an Act, limited in its duration

to one year, which Act was subsequently passed at the commence-
ment of every session under the name of the ' Mutiny Act,' now the

'Army (annual) Bill,' investing the Crown with large powers to

make regulations for the good government of the army, and to

frame the Articles of War, which form the military code. Subject

to such restrictions, the army has now become a recognised part of

the constitution, under the will of Parliament.

According to the army estimates laid before the House of Commons
in the session of 1883, the regular army of the United Kingdom

—

exclusive of India—during the year ending March 31, 1884, is to

consist of 7,199 commissioned officers, 19,523 non-commissioned

officers, trumpeters, and drummers, and 110,910 rank and file, being

a total of 137,632 men of all ranks, being a total increase of 4,727

over the previous year. This force is to be composed of the follow-

ing staff, regiments, and miscellaneous establishments :

—

Branches of the Military Service
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Brandies of the Military Service.

Kegiments :

Eoyal horse artillery, including riding

establishment ....
Cavalry, including life and horse guards

Koyal artillery

Royal engineers

Infantry, including foot guards
Departmental Corps
Colonial corps

Total Regiments

StafFof Yeomanry, Militia, and Volunteers

Miscellaneous Establishments :

Instruction in gunnery and engineering

Royal military academy, "Woolwich .

Royal military college, Sandhurst .

Regimental schools . . .

Manufacturing establishments

Various ditto ....
Total Miscellaneous

Recapitulation :

Total, general and departmental staff

,, regiments ....
„ staff of Militia

,, miscellaneous ditto

Total regular army, defrayed from Armv

"

Grants in 1883-84 . . . "

Non-commis-
sioned officers,

Officers trumpeters,
and

!
drummers

118
5or)

689
424

2,823

54
112

223

1,380

1,474

788
7,046

946
217

629

22
13

28

5

14

20
58

6,453

65
20
19

3

180

37
174

160

1,635

4,775
629
160

498

Rank and
file

2,436

10,489

16,643

4,012

70,850
4,186

2,146

4,775 i 12,074 i 110,762

7,199

12,074

6,453

498

19,423

69

7

19

1

2

50

148

110,762

148

110,910

The total number of horses for this establishment in 1883-4 was
13,979, and of field-guns, 296.

The following table (p. 234) exhibits, after official returns, the

number of officers, rank and file, maintained for service in the

United Kingdom at decennial periods since the year 1800 up to

1870, and during the last two years, on the 1st of January in every
year.

^ ^

The distribution of the army on the 1st of January, 1883, was as

follows :—32'4 per cent, of the British army were stationed in

England and Vt'^ales, 1-6 per cent, in Scotland, 15*5 per cent, in

Ireland, and 50*5 per cent, abroad, including India.
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The total force of the British ai-my in India was stated t(j)

amount to 61,641 men of all ranks in the estimates of 1883-84.

The number in the year 1871-72 amounted to 62,864, in 1872-73 tp

62,957, in 1874-75 to 62,840, in 1875-76 to 62,850, in 1876-77 to

62,849, and in 1882-83 to 61,590 men.
;

The following is the official return of the number and distribution

of the eiFectives of the British Army (exclusive of staff and auxiliarj^

forces) in the beginning of 1883 :

—

England . , —
Scotland ....
Ireland ....

Total Home.

Egypt ....
The Colonies .

India . .

Total Abroad

General Total ..
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Regular Forces at Homel
and in Colonies . . j
Army Reserve, 1st Class

2nd „

Militia . . .

Yeomanry
Volunteers . .

Total Home and Colonial

.

Regular Forces in Indian 1

Establishments . . . . J

Total .

Establishments
all ranks, 1883-84

?fumbers by
latest Returns

127,611

33,500

9,000

142,874

14,404

247,921

126,850

19,687

9,693

117,823

11,267

207,336

575,310

61,641

636,951

492,656

62,779

555,435

The police force in England and Wales was (in 1882) 33,173 ; in

Scotland, 3,562 ; in Ireland, 14,772 ; total—51,507.
The total cost of the British army, provided for by Parliament in

the army estimates for 1883-84, was calculated at 18,291,776/.; but
from this amount there was deducted the sum of 2,685,076/. for

* estimated exchequer extra receipts,' leaving the net charge as

army services for the year ending March 31, 1884, at 15,606,700/.

The following is an abstract of the votes of the army estimates for

the year 1883-84, with the corresponding sums of the financial

year 1882-83 :--

Army Estimates.

I. Reguilab Fokces :

General staff and regimental pay, allowances, and
charges . .

Divine service .

Administration of martial law ....
Medical establishment and services .

1882-83

4,162,000

53,800
37,200

300,800

Forces;

492,000
69,000

562,000
229,500

II. Auxiliary and Reserve

Militia pay and allowances

Yeomanry cavalry . . . . ,

Volunteer corps

Enrolled pensioners and army reserve force

III. Commissariat Establishments and Services :

Commissariat establishments and wages . . 394,300
Provisions, transport, and other services . . 2,966,000
Clothing establishments and supplies . . 734,000
Manufacture and repair of war stores . . 1,289,500

IV. Works and Buildings

Superintending establishment and expenditure
for works, buildings, and repairs, at home and
abroad 715,700

1883-84

£
4,121,300

56,000
36,900

311,000

520,000

69,000

562,000
278,000

421,900

3,117,000

784,000
1,269,500

739,400
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1882-83
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The General Annual Keturn gives as follows the numbers of

non-commissioned officers and men, native of each of the three

divisions of the United Kingdom, composing the army on January 1,

1883 :—

Non-commissioned officers and men .
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bers, namely, the First Lord, who is always a member ofthe Cabinet,

and six assistant commissioners, styled, respectively, Senior Naval
Lord, Second Naval Lord, Third Naval Lord (Controller of the

Navy), Junior Naval Lord, Parliamentary Civil Lord, and Civil

Lord. Under the Board is a, Financial Secretary, changing, like

tiie seven Lords, with the Government in power ; while the fixed

administration, independent of the state of political parties, con-

sists of one Permanent Secretary, and a number of heads of depart-

ments, the Accountant-General, Director-General of the Medical
Department, 'Director of Engineering and Architectural Works,
Director of Transports, Director of Contracts, Director of Naval
Construction, Director of Naval Ordnance, and the Directors of

Victualling and Stores. The First Lord has supreme authority,

and all questions of importance are left to his decision. The
Senior Naval Lord directs the movements of the fleet, and is respon-

sible for its discipline. The Second Naval Lord is responsible for

the manning and officering of the Fleet and the Reserve Forces.

The Junior Naval Lord deals with the victualling of the fleets, and

with the transport department. The Parliamentary Civil Lord
controls the civil establishments. The Third Naval Lord, or Con-

troller of the Navy, and the Civil Lord, deal with questions affect-

ing the materiel and armament of the fleet. The Parliamentary

and Financial Secretary is answerable for purchases of stores, and
all questions in which expenditure of any kind is involved. He
represents the Admiralty in the House cf Commons when the

First Lord is a Peer.

The navy of the United Kingdom is a perpetual establishment,

and the statutes and orders by which it is governed and its discipline

maintained—unlike the military laws, which the Sovereign has

absolute power to frame under the authority of an Act of Parlia-

ment—have been permanently established and defined with great

precision by the legislature. The distinction also prevails in the

mode of voting the charge for these two forces. For the army, the

first vote sanctions the number of men to be maintained ; the second,

the charge for their pay and maintenance. For the navy, no vote

is taken for the number of men; the first vote is for the wages of the

stated number of men and boys to be maintained ; and though the

result may be the same, this distinction exists both in practice and

principle.

According to the naval estimates granted by Parliament in the

session of 1883, the ordinary expenditure for the navy, for the year

ending March 81, 1884, will be 11,582,758/.; but deducting from

this tiie appropriations in and from sale of old stores and extra

receipts, the het amounted estimate was 10,757,000/., being an

increase "on the vote for 1882-3 of 273,099/., reduced, however,
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by certain allowances to 129,567/. But the estimates for 1882-3
were increased by supplementary estimate of 350,000/., and the

sum of 1,400,000/. included for navy services in the vote of credit

connected with the operations in Egypt, The following is an
abstract of the estiniate&—exclusive of extraordinary expenditure,

such as for the Egyptian war—for 1883-84 as compared with the

votes for 1882-83 :— .::,!;..• li, 3:

Navy Estimates.

"Wages to seamen and marines . .

Victuals and clothing for ditto .

Admiralty office

Coastguard service, royal naval coast volunteers,

and royal naval reser^'e

Scientific branch
Dockyards and naval yards at home and abroad
Victualling yards and transport establishments at

home and abroad
Medical establishments at home and abroad
Marine divisions

Naval stores, and ships built by contract

:

Naval stores .

Ships &c. built by contract . .

New works, building, machinery, and repairs

Medicines and medical stores . , . .

Martial law and charges . . . . .

MiscellaneDus services . . , .

Total for the effective service

Half-pay, reserved half-pay, and retired pay to

officers of the navy and royal marines
Militaiy pensions and allowances . -,

.

Civil pensions and allowances . . ...

£
I

2,631,498
996,091^

181,089

195,416
113,69li

1,447,258'

I

70,787:

64,465

22,016|

1,122,500
767,153'

479,603!

69,375!

9,973

118,936;

8,289,851

873,688
866,127

330,535

Total for the naA'al service «'i''^'^ 10,360,201

' £ '

2,633,300

937,400
182,300

195,800
113,100

1,556,400

71,000

64,900

22,300

1,062,500

1,052,600

462,400
65.300

10,400

119,600

8^49^00

864,800
876,960

329,700

10,620,700

Foe the Service of other. Departments of Gtovernment.

Army department (conveyance' of troops)

Grand total

123,700

•10,483,901

136,300

10,767,000

The number of seamen and marines provided for the naval ser-

vice in the estimates for 1883-84 vrss 'is follows:—
For the Fleet :

Officers and seamen . . 35,090

Boys, including 2,350 for

training . . . . 4,800

Marines, ^float .

Si.t AK-ii\ /|:da dy; ;

' Total

6,200

6,200

89,890

52,290

For the Coastguard :

Afloat (included with fleet) and
, 'Qn^^^ore, oflScers and men . . 4,000

Officers and men

IKDIAX Service

.960
:,(\r,' t>i:T 10 Hifnui 10')

Grand Total i7,.2.5d
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Included in the number of 35,090 seamen of the fleet, provided

for in the estimates of 1883-84, were 17 flag officers ; 30 officers

superintending dockyards and naval establishments; and 2,506
other commissioned officers, on active service.

The efficient strength of the navy ofthe United Kingdom is shown
in the subjoined official return, annexed to the navy estimates for

1883-84, giving a comparative statement of the number of steam-

ships and sailing vessels—classified under the two heads of sea-

going steamers, and reserve steamers and sailing vessels—afloat

and in commission on the 1st Nov. 1881, and on the 1st Nov.
1882:— .

. •

Class
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thirdly, the indicated horse-power of engines ; and fourthly, the

tonnage, that is, displacement (total weight) in tons. Those iron-

clads marked with an asterisk (*) before their names were not com-
pleted at the end of1883 :

—

Names of Armoured
Ships

First Class
Turret

Inflexibl»

Dreadnought
Devastation

Thunderer
Colossus

^Edinburgh
Barbette Skips—

*Collingwood
*Rodney.
*Howe .

*Camperdo\rn
*Benbow
*Anson .

Second Class
Agamemnon
Ajax
Conqueror
*New Conqueror
Rupert

.

Hotspur
Belleisle

Orion .

Grlatton

Polyphemus
Third Class

Superb .

Neptune
Monarch

Hercu^.es

Sultan .

Alexandra
Temeraire
Nelson .

Northampton
Shannon
Bellerophon

,

Penelope
^Imperieuse
*Warspite
Audacious
Invincible

Iron Duke
Swiftsure

Triumph

Armour
thickness

;

inches

Guns

Number

16 to 24
12 to 14

10 to 14

10 to 14

14 to 18

steel-faced

14 to 18

steel-faced

14 to 18

11 to 12

steel-faced

9 to 12

8 to 11

10 to 12

10 to 12

10 to 12

3 (steel)

7 to 12

9 to 12

6 to 10

6 to 9

6 to 9

6 to 12

8 to 11

6 to 9

6 to 9

6 to 9

6

5 to 6

8 to 10

steel-faced

6 to 8

6 to 8

6 to 8

6 to 8

6 to 8

Weight

80-tou

38-ton

35-ton

35 and 38-ton

4, 43-ton ; 4, 4-ton

4, 43-ton ; 6, 4-ton

4, 60-ton; 6, 4-ton

2, 100-ton; 10, 4-ton

4, 38-ton ; 2, 4-ton

2, 43-ton ; 4, 4-ton

2, 18-ton ; 2, 3i-ton

2, 25-ton; 2, 3.\-ton

25-ton

25-ton

chine guns only

18-ton

4,38-ton; 2, 12-ton

4, 25-ton; 2, 12-toa

1, 18-ton; 6, 12-ton and
6^-ton

8, 18- ton; 4, 12-ton

2, 25-ton; 10, 18-ton

4, 25-ton; 4, 18-ton

4, 18-ton ; 8, 12-ton

2, 18-ton
; 7, 12-ton

10, 12-ton; 5, B^-ton

8, 9-ton ; 3, 40-prs.

4, 1 8-ton ; 6, 4-ton

10, 12-ton; 4, 64-prs.

Indica-
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Names of Armoured
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extramural portions, which are in the main iinarmonred, is to float

the citadel, described by the designer as ' a rectangular armoured
castle.' The central part of this armoured castle is filled by the two
turrets, 12 feet high, with an internal diameter of 28 feet, placed to

the right and left—unlike all other double turret ships, where both

stand in a line—each holding two 81 -ton guns, capable of firing

1,700 lb. shot, with a charge of 450 lbs. powder. The Inflexible has

a light auxiliary sail equipment carried on two iron masts, 96 feet

and 83 feet high, with brig-rigged sails about 18,000 square feet

in area. The three next war-ships of the first class, the Dread-
nought, the Devastation, and the Thunderer, are mastless, and
dependent, therefore, solely on steam-power. Their speed, like

that of the Inflexible, averages thirteen to fourteen knots an hour

;

they have two independent screws and two sets of engines, and
they carry 1,200 to 1,600 tons of coal, or sufficient to take

them over a distance of 6,000 miles. The deck is given up in

heavy weather to the waves ; but a narrow deck-house, running

between the two turrets, is so spread out at the top as to form a

spacious hurricane or flying-deck, 24 feet above water. The last

two of the six turret-ships of the first class, the Colossus and
the Edinburgh, were nearly complete at the end of 1883. They
differ from the preceding ones in being built entirely of steel, instead

of iron. They are sister-ships, 325 feet in length, and 68 feet in

extreme breadth. Like the Inflexible, both have a central armoured
citadel, about one-third the length of the ship, rising high out of the

water ; and two submerged ends on which are raised unarmoured
structures, which complete the form of the vessel and provide space

for her crew of 400 officers and men, stores, and fuel, besides pro-

viding these portions of the ship with the necessary stability. The
turrets are placed en echelon, so as to command a fore-and-aft fire

from all the guns. The six barbette ships in this class (on the

stocks at the end of 1883) resemble the Colossus in form under
water, but are more heavily armed and have higher speeds. They
have no sail equipment.

Second class—Ten ships constructed for ocean warfare, but
inferior in power to those of the first class. The Agamemnon and
Ajax, exact imitations of the Inflexible, were practically completed
at the end of 1882. The Belleisle and the Orion were purchased
in March 1878 by the British Government, having been constructed

in the Thames, by order of Turkey. In this class are also five rams,

the Glatton, the Conqueror, the Rupert, and the Hotspur, and a

sister ship just commenced (Dec. 1883) at Chatham. Nearly

all British ironclads are fitted to act occasionally as rams, but in

the Glatton, the Rupert, and the Hotspur, the ramming ]30wer is

made the principal object; and this is true also of the Conqueror,
b2
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which is more heavily armed and armoured than her predecessors.

The ram, in these ironclads, has its sharp point about eight feet

below the water-line, and twelve feet in advance of the upright

portion of the stern. The last, the Polyphemus, constructed

at Chatham dockyard, is intended to represent an entirely

new type of ship for aggressive naval warfare. The Polyphemus
may be described as simply a steel tube, deeply immersed, the

convex deck rising but 4 feet 6 inches above the water line.

She carries no masts and sails, nor any heavy guns, her whole
power being concentrated in a powerful ram bow, 12 feet long,

and, under it, a large 'torpedo port,' which will enable White-
head torpedoes to be ejected right ahead of the ship. There are

also two 'torpedo ports' on each side amidships, from which they
will be ejected on the broadsides. The Polyphemus was commenced
in Sept. 1878, and was dispatched on her preliminary cruise in the

autumn of 1882 ; she is now (Dec. 1883) undergoing extensive

alterations in boilers and torpedo apparatus. None of these ships

have more than a very light auxiliary rig, and most of them have
no sails.

Third class—A number of rigged shipsfor cruising, foremost among
them the Monarch, the Hercules, the Sultan, the Alexandra, the

Superb (purchased from the Turks), and the Neptune (purchased

from the Brazilians in 1878), the Temeraire, the Nelson, the

Northampton, and the Shannon. The Neptune and Monarch are

the only rigged turret- ships of the ironclad navy. The Monarch,
launched in 1869, has 8-inch armour only at the water-line, with

10-inch armour over the port-holes, and 8-inch over the rest of

each of the two turrets. The Neptune is larger, more heavily

armed, and better protected than the Monarch. The Imperieuse

and Warspite (unfinished at the end of 1883) are swift armoured
cruisers, with barbette armaments. Both the Hercules and the

Sultan, completed in 1870, carry 9-inch armour at the water-line,

and 6-inch and 8-inch over the turrets. Similar in design to the

last two vessels, but rather stronger, and with improvements in

construction, are the Alexandra, launched in 1875 ; the Temeraire,

which embodies in its construction both the barbette and broad-

side principle; the twin ships Nelson and Northampton, built at

Glasgow; and the Shannon, all launched in 1876. A subdivision

of this class is formed by the Bellerophon, the Audacious, the

Invincible, the Iron Duke, the Swiftsure, and the Triumph. The
whole of the vessels of this class are broadsides, very powerful for

their size, and especially adapted for foreign service.

Fourth class—A group of ships, only fitted for coast or harbour

defence. The four mastless turret ships, the Cyclops, the Gorgon, the

Hecate, and the Hydra, were built during the years 1870 and 1871.
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Each of these vessels has two turrets, with two 18-tou guns in

each turret, a hull 225 feet long and 45 feet beam, covered by a

belt of armour seven feet wide in two strakes, the upper one eight

inches thick and the lower one six inches thick amidships, tapering

fore and aft. Above the hull is raised a breastwork, 117 feet by
34 feet, plated with 6 ft. 6 in. of armour, varying in thickness from

eight to nine inches. This breastwork protects the engines and

machinery for working the turrets, which are built at either end.

The remaining vessels in this class are of earher date or smaller size

than the Cyclops and her sisters. They are chiefly useful for

harbour defence.

Fifth class—A number of partly antiquated rigged ships for

cruising : the Warrior, the Black Prince, the Minotaur, the Achilles,

the Agincourt, the Northumberland, and the Lord Warden, in the

first list, and the Hector, the Yaliantj the Defence, and the Kesist-

ance in the second. The vessels of the first list vary greatly in

size, but their armament, strength, and speed are very similar. All

are of considerable speed, varying from 14 to 15 knots an hour

;

nevertheless their great length and consequent 'unhandiness,'

together with limited fighting power, render them unfit for anything

beyond the protection, or destruction, of mercantile fleets. Next in

rank to the Warrior and Minotaur, of lesser power as well as speed,

stands the Lord Warden, wooden ship. A subdivision of the class, im-

perfectly armed and protected, are the old ironclads. Hector, Valiant,

Defence, and Resistance, constructed in the years 1861 to 1863.

The Lord Warden and Kepulse are the only two wood-built iron-

clads still on active service.

The ironclads not included in the preceding list are tlie Abyssinia

and the Magdala, stationed permanently at Bombay, and the Cer-

berus, stationed at Melbourne ; for vessels for the defence of the

Australian colonies, see under Australasia. Their armour thick-

ness varies from 6 to 10 inches, and each carries four 18-ton guns.

They form part of Her Majesty's navy for the defence of the

colonies.

Among the unarmoured ships of the British navy, the chief are

three iron-built frigates, the !Shah, the Inconstant, and the Raleigh.

The Shah, launched in Sept. 1873, an iron screw frigate, cased with

wood, of 5,700 tons burthen and 7,500 horse-power, carrying 26 guns

—two 12 -ton, sixteen 6J-ton, and eight 64-pounders—was formerly

the swiftest vessel in the navy. The Iris and Mercury, steel dispatch

vessels, have, however, attained still higher speeds, exceeding 18J
knots per hour. Protected vessels of similar form and high speed

are now (1883) in process of construction. Four of these, known
as the Leander class, have 1^-inch steel decks over machinery,

boilers, and magazines ; and two others are more strongly protected.
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Area and Population.

The population was thus distributed over the various divisions of

the United Kingdom at the last census, taken April 4, 1881 :

—

Divisions

England .

Wales .

Scotland .

Ireland .

Isle of Man
Channel Islands

Army, Navy, and Mer-I
chant Seamen abroad J

Total, United Kingdom

Land-area in

sq. miles

50,823

7,363

29,820

32,531

220

75

Males

11,961,842

678,060

1,799,475

2,533,277

25,760
40,321

215,374

Females

12,652,084

682,453

1,936,098

2,641,559

27,798
47,381

120,832 17,254,109 17,987,373 35,241,482

Total
population on
April 4, 1881 i

24,613,926

1,360,513

3,735,573

5,174,836

53,558

87,702

215,374

The following table gives the ascertained number of the various

divisions of the United Kino^dom at each of the four decennial

censuses previous to 1881 :

—

Divisions
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The total Celtic-speaking population in the United Kingdom in

1881 was 2,067,359 ; of these 950,000, or about 70 per cent, of the

population of Wales and Monmouthshire, speak Cymric, of whom
about a third speak Cymric only (according to un-official estimates,

probably too high) ; 231,594, or 6*20 per cent, of the population of

Scotland could speak Gaelic (most, if not all, being able also to

speak English); and 885,765, or 18*2 per cent, of the population

of Ireland could speak Irish Gaelic (Erse). In Ireland in 1881,

64,167, or 1*24 per cent, of population, could speak Irish only ; in

1871 the number was returned as 103,562, or 1*9 of the popula-

tion. The figures for Scotland and Ireland are those of the census.

The soil of the United Kingdom is in fewer hands than tliat of

any other country of Europe. A series of official returns, published

in the years 1875 and 1876, stated the number of owners of land

in Great Britain and Ireland, exclusive of the metropolis, as

follows :

—
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of the average estimated rental per acre, the average extent of land

held by each owner, and the average estimated rental of each

owner in Great Britain and Ireland :

—
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Tlie decennial rate of increase was 10-75 per cent., which was

considerably higher than the rate in any of the three preceding

decades, in which it had been successively 2*5, 5'7, and 8-G. This

gradual rise in the rate of increase in each successive decade since

1841-51 was due in the main, though not entirely, to the fact

that the decrease of tlie population of Ireland, which in 1841-51

was at the rate of 19-8 per cent., has become less and less in eacli

succeeding decennium. If Ireland be excluded from the calcula-

tion, it will be found that the rate of increase for the remainder

of the United Kingdom. was very nearly uniform. It will be seen

that the population of Ireland, after increasing considerably from

1875 to 1879, has during the last three years decreased to the

extent of 274,500, or at tlie rate of 5 per cent, for the three years.

Subjoined is a more detailed statistical account of the popu-

lation of 1. England and Wales; 2. Scotland; 3. Ireland; and

4. Islands in the British Seas.

1. England and Wales.

England and Wales, taken by themselves, are more densely popu-

lated than any other country in Europe, except Belgium. On an

area of 58,186 square miles, or 37,239,351 acres, there lived, on the

3rd of April 1881, according to the census, 25,974,439 inhabitants,

or 446 individuals per square mile. In 1871 the density was 390
per square mile ; in 1861, 345; in 1851, 308; and in 1801, 153.

The population of England and Wales was as follows at the nine

enumerations, 1801 to 1881 :

—

Date of Enumeration
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i

Comities or Sliires
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Twenty-eight cities and towns have been selected for the publi-

cation of the rates of mortality. Those comprised, in 1881, a total

population of 9,310,933, being more than a third of the entire popu-
lation of England and Wales. The increase of population in the

decennial period from 1871 to 1881 amounted to 16*9 per cent.

The population of these twenty-eight cities and towns (municipal

boroughs) was as follows in 1881 and 1883.

Cities and Towns PopnMion
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The town population in 1871 was 12,910,647, and in 1881,
15,445,296 ; the rural population in 1871 was 9,801,619, and in

1881, 10,529,143. The rate of increase of the former during the

decade was 19*63 per cent., and of the latter only 7-42 per cent.

Subjoined is the birth, death, and marriage rate of the population
of England and Wales, for the ten years from 1873 to 1882, with
the estimated population for the middle of each year :

—

Years
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The number of criminal oiFenders committed for trial, and con-

victed, in England and Wales, was as follows in the ten years

from 1873 to 1882 :~

Years
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Divisions
and

civil counties
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The following table exhibits the numbers of the population of

Scotland at the dates of the several enumerations, together with the

increase between each census, and the percentage of increase :

—

Dates of enumeration
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Years
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It will be seen from the above tables that, notwithstanding a large

increase of population, there was a considerable diminution of

crime, and a slight decrease of pauperism, in Scotland during the

decennial period.

3. Ireland.

Ireland has an area of 32,531 square miles, or 20,819,982 acres,

inhabited, in 1881, by 5,174,836 souls. This gives a density of

population of a little less than 160 inhabitants per square mile, or

considerably less than one-half of that of England.

The movement of the population of Ireland since the beginning

of the century was very different from that of England and Scotland.

There was an increase, slow at first, and then rapid, from 1801 to

1841, and a decrease, more rapid than the previous increase, from
1841 to 1871. At the census of 1801 the population of Ireland

was 5,395,456; in 1811 it had risen to 5,937,856; in 3821 to

6,801,827 ; in 1831 to 7,767,401 ; and in 1841 to 8,175,124. At
the next census, that of 1851, the population was found to have sunk
to 6,552,385, representing a decline of nearly twenty per cent. The
decline during the decennial period 1851 to 1861 was 8*10 per

cent.; during the period from 1861 to 1871 it was 6*83 per cent.;

while, finally, during the last decennial period, from 1871 to 1881,
it amounted to 4*4 per cent. The subjoined table gives the results

of the enumerations of April 3, 1871, and of April 3, 1881, together

with the decrease, in numbers and rate per cent., between 1871
and 1881 :—

Provinces
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The number of inhabited houses at the census of 1881 was
914,108, against 961,380 in 1871, and 995,156 in 1861, the

s2
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decrease amounting to 6^ per cent, in the decennial period 1871-81.

Of uninhabited houses, there were 31,530 at the census of 1871,

and 58,257 in 1881, representing an increase of 84'76 per cent, in

uninhabited houses; in 1871 there were 2,170 houses building, in

1881 only 1,710.

The population was divided as follows according to occupation in

1881 :—
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1880, and 89,566 in 1882. In the decade from 1866 to 1875 the

average annual number was 74,667, and in the preceding decade

from 1856 to 1865 it was 88,272, while in the four preceding years,

from 1852 to 1855, the numbers averaged 148,985 annually. The
numbers fluctuated from 190,322 in 1852 to 37,587 in 1876. Of
the emigrants in 1882, 65,962 went to the United States, 4,614 to

AustraUa, and 7,268 to Canada; 10,656 went to Great Britain.

The number of separate holdings in Ireland was 527,676 in 1882,

being 2,008 less than in the previous year. The number of hold-

ings ' above one and not exceeding five acres ' in Ireland diminished

78'9 per cent, between 1841 and 1882 ; and the total number of

holdings 'above one acre' diminished from 691,202 in 1841 to

522,812 in 1882, showing a decrease of 24*4 per cent.

The subjoined table gives the number of indoor and outdoor

paupers, and the total—including others in blind and deaf-and-

dumb asylums—in receipt of relief in unions in Ireland at the close

of the first week of January in each of the ten years 1874 to 1883 :

—

Years
January
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It will be seen that there was no great increase during the ten

years in the number of criminal offenders in Ireland, while there

was a very marked increase in pauperism.

4. Islands in the British Seas.

The population of the Islands in the British Seas was found to be
as follows, at the census of April 4, 1881 :

—

Islands

Isle of Man
Channel Islands:

Jersey .

Guernsey, &c.

Total

Area
in statute

acres

140,985

28,717
19,605

189,307

Inhabited

9,425

8,969

5,803

24,197

Population

Males Females

25,760
I

27,798

23,485 ! 28,960

16,836 I 18,421

66,081 75,179

Total

53,558

52,445

35,257

141,260

The following were the numbers of the population of the Islands

at each of the four censuses of 1851, 1861, 1871, and 1881 :—

-

Islands
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1,678,919 were British; and the total from 1815 to 1882 has been

10,047,835. The total emigration between 1853-80 was 5,778,441
;

of this number 4,563,341 represented persons of British origin.

Up to the year 1834, the main stream of emigration from the United
Kingdom was directed towards the North American Colonies, but

a change occurred in 1835, from which year the chief current set in

towards the United States, continuing so to the present, but with

very great fluctuations.

The following table exhibits the number of persons, natives and
foreigners, emigrating from the United Kingdom to British North
America, the United States, and Australasia, and the total number

—

the latter figure including the comparatively small number going to

other than these three destinations—(25,670 in 1882)—in each of

the ten years from 1873 to 1882 :—

Years
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Commerce and Industry.

1. Imports and Exports.

The declared value of the imports and exports of the United King-
dom was as follows during the ten years from 1873 to 1882:

—

Years
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Countries
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Countries
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2,001,855 cwts.; in 1880, to 5,334,648 cwts. ; to 4,627,484 cwts.

in 1881 ; but fell to 2,904,400 in 1882. Of eggs the number
imported was 531,591,729 in 1872, 756,719,160 in 1881, and
<S13,922,400 in 1882; of fish, 671,192 cwts. in 1872, 1,530,21^

cwts. in 1881, and 1,239,217 in 1882 ; and of refined sugar.

1,729,302 cwts. in 1872, 3,429,853 cwts. in 1877, 2,790,464 cwts.

in 1881, and 2,766,123 in 1882. While the import of refined

sugar has declined recently that of raw sugar has increased; in

1872 it was 13,776,696 cwts., 16,620,944 in 1877, 18,651,383 in

1881, and 19,839,225 in 1882. The import of butter and butterine

has increased from 1,334,783 cwts. in 1877 to 2,169,717 in 1882.

The import of beef has rapidly increased in recent years; in 1872-

it was 228,912 cwts.; in 1877, 678,505 cwts.; in 1881, it was,

1,068,599 cwts., but fell to 692,383 cwts. in 1882 ; while preserved

(not salted) meat has increased from 20,118 cwts. in 1868 to.

560,581 cwts. in 1882. The number of sheep and lambs imported

in 1868 was 341,155; in 1872, 809,822; and 1,124,391 in 1882.

The six principal articles imported at present into the United

Kingdom are, first, corn and flour ; secondly, raw cotton ; third,

sugar ; fourth, wool ; fifth, wood and timber ; and sixth, tea. The
six chief articles of home produce exported are, first, cotton manu-
factures ; secondly, iron and steel ; third, woollen manufactures j

fourth, machinery ; fifth, linen manufactures ; and sixth, coals.

The subjoined tables exhibit the declared real value of these twelve

great articles of British commerce, imported and exported in each of

the years, 1880, 1881, and 1882:—

The Six principal Articles of Import.

Principal articles imported
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The Six principal Articles of Export

—

continued.

Principal articles exported
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aggregate of all the ports of Great Britain and Ireland, and five times

that of the whole of Ireland. Besides London and Livei'pool, there

is only one port in England, Bristol, the customs receipts of which are

over half a million a-year. It appears from the customs returns of

the last thirty years, that there is an ever-increasing tendency of

concentration of trade within a few great centres of commerce.

2. Shipping,

The number and tonnage of registered sailing vessels of the United
Kingdom engaged in the home trade—the expression * home trade

'

signifying the coasts of the United Kingdom, or * ports between the

limits of the river EJbe and Brest'—with the men employed thereon

—exclusive of masters—was as follows in each of the ten years,

from 1873 till 1882 :—

Home
Trade
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Partly Home
and partly

Foreign Trade
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Employed in

tlie Foreign
Trade
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total tonnage entered and cleared, 10,775,678 belonged to London,
10,048,089 to Liverpool; 6,051,821 to Cardiff; 5,296,412 to New-
castle; 3,004,087 to Hull; 2,135,129 to Glasgow.
The number and tonnage of vessels built and first registered in

the United Kingdom, from 1873 to 1882, was as follows:

—

i
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by 140,000 acres, and the area under permanent pasture increased'

by 195,438 acres.

The following table shows the agricultural distribution of the

land in acres of the United Kingdom in 1882 :

—

Corn Crops .

Green Crops
Clover and^
Grasses . J

Permanent")
Pasture . J

Flax .

Hops .

Bare fallow, ^
&e. . .)
Woods.

Total Cul-1

tivable area J
Waste, hogA
water, 1

mountain
[

land, &c. . J
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Horses
Cattle
Sheep
Pigs .
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Ores raised
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Of the coal exports of 1882 the largest amount, 4,096,953 tons,

valued 1,735,690/., went to France, and the next largest amount,

2,320,121 tons, valued 887,241/., to Germany. The rest was dis-

tributed, mostly in quantities not exceeding 500,000 tons, to about

forty foreign countries and British Colonial Possessions.

Besides the iron ore produced in the United Kingdom 3,692,946
tons were imported in 1882, valued at 3,061,507/., and 21,973 tons

exported, giving a total of 21,702,930 tons as the consumption for

1882 in the United Kingdom. The number of blast furnaces at

work in 1882 was 565, considerably less than in 1873 (when it

was 683) ; but the total production of pig-iron was much greater.

In 1873 the total pig-iron produced was 6,566,451 tons, valued at

18,057,739/., and in 1882 it was 8,586,680 tons, valued at

24,042,704/. Of the pig-iron produced in 1882 1,758,152 tons

were exported, 3,239,348 employed in wrought-iron manufactures,

and 1,857,000 tons in the manufacture of Bessemer steel, of which
1,235,785 tons were made into steel rails (519,718 in 1879),

733,919 tons of which were exported. The number of puddling
furnaces in operation in 1882 was 4,369, producing 2,841,534 tons

of puddled bar iron ; in addition 1,927 furnaces were returned as

inoperative in 1882. The quantity of manufactured iron pro-

duced from puddled bar was 1,620,959, of which 1,537,242 tons

were exported. The production of open-hearth steel has increased

from 77,500 tons in 1873 to 436,000 tons in 1882. The tonnage
of iron vessels built in 1882 was 954,266 tons, steel 143,009, and
wooden 44,585.

6. Textile Industry.

The quantity of raw cotton imported into the United Kingdom in

1815 amoimted to only 99,000,000 pounds ; it rose to 152,000,000
in 1820 ; to 229,000,000 in 1825 ; to 264,000,000 in 1830 ; to

592,000,000 in 1840 ; to 663,576,861 pounds in 1850 ; and to

1,390,938,752 pounds in 1860 ; fell to 669,583,264 pounds in

1863. The subjoined table gives the total cotton imports, exports,

and the home consumption in the ten years from 1873 to 1882 :

—

^
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The subjoined table exhibits the total quantities of wool—sheep,
lamb, and alpaca—imported, exported, and retained for home con-
sumption during the ten years from 1873 to 1882 :

—

Years
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Worsted Factories—
England and Wales
Scotland

.

Ireland .

United Kingdom .
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I

Hosiery Factories—

\
England and Wales

j

Scotland

(
Ireland .

United Kingdom .
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and of the whole number of persons employed, of 30,000. But
tlie date of the last return 254 factories were entirely closed.

at

7. Railways,

From the opening of the first railway, in 1825, till the end of

1850, a period of a quarter of a century, 6,621 miles of lines were
constructed in the United Kingdom, being at the rate of 265 miles

per annum. At the end of 1860, the length of lines opened for

traffic was 10,433, showing an increase of construction at the rate of

381 miles per annum; at the end of 1870, it was 15,537 miles,

showing an increase at the rate of 510 miles per annum ; at the end
of 1880 it was 17,933, or at the rate of 240 miles per annum;
at the end of 1882 there were 18,457 miles open for trafiic, the

increase presenting an average of 262 miles per annum during the

last two years Of the total length of lines open at the end o£ 1882,

there belonged to England and Wales 13,052 miles, to Scotland

2,940 miles, and to Ireland 2,465 miles.

The following table gives the length of lines open, the capital

paid up, the number of passengers conveyed, and the traffic receipts

of all the railways of the United Kingdom in each of the ten years

from 1873 to 1882 :—
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working expenditure amounted to 36,170,436/. on all the railways

in 1882, being 52 per cent, of the total receipts.

The following tabular statement gives the total length of railways

-open for traffic in the British Empire on the 1st January, 1883 :

—
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2,858,976 accounts open at the end of the year, the deposits

amounting to 12,821,230/. The accounts showed an increase of

250,000Z. on 1881, the deposits an increase of 1,000,000/.
The telegraphs were transferred to the State on February 5,

1870; in 1883 there were 27,103 miles of line and 132,459 miles
of wire (including private lines).

The total telegraph revenue in 1883 was 1,740,063/., expenditure,

1,504,493/., leaving 235,570/. net revenue ; as compared with
revenue, 1,630,443/., expenditure, 1,365,633/., net revenue,.

264,810/. in 1882; and revenue, 989,921/., expenditure, 874,946/.,
net revenue, 114,975/. in 1873.
The following table gives the number of telegraphic messages (ex-

clusive of Press and Service messages) forwarded from Postal Tele-

graph Stations, in each of the ten years from 1874 to 1883 :

—

Years
ended March 31
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these colonies and groups of colonies, three are in Europe, eleven in

or near America, nine in or near Africa, eight in Asia, and eight in

Australasia. In Europe, the Possessions are, in alphabetical order,

first, Gibraltar ; second, Heligoland ; and, third, Malta. In America,

or adjoining the American continent, the possessions are, first, the

Bahamas, a group of some 800 islands and islets, of which twenty

are inhabited ; second, the Bermudas, a group of about 350 islands,

rocks and reefs, of which thirteen are inhabited ; third, the Domi-
nion of Canada, comprising the Provinces of Ontario, Quebec, New
Brunswick, Nova Scotia, Manitoba, British Columbia, North-west

Territories, and Prince Edward Island ; fourth, the Falkland Islands,

a group of two islands of large area, and about 100 smaller islands,

with very few inhabitants ; fifth, Guiana, on the continent of South

America ; sixth, Honduras, in Central America ; seventh, Jamaica,

to which are annexed, by an Act of Parliament, passed in 1873,

the Turks and Caicos Islands; eighth, the Leeward Islands, com-
prising the formerly separate colonies of Antigua, Montserrat, and
the United Presidency of St. Christopher and Nevis, including

Anguilla—the Virgin Islands, and Dominica, the whole united

under an Act of Parliament, passed in 1871 ; ninth, Newfoundland,
not yet included in the Dominion of Canada ; tenth, the Island of

Trinidad ; and, eleventh, the Windward Islands, comj^rising the

colonies of Barbadoes, St. Lucia, St. Vincent, Grenada, and Tobago,
which are under one governor-in- chief. In Africa, the colonial

possessions are, first, the Island of Ascension, in the South Atlantic

Ocean ; second, the Cape of Good Hope and dependencies ; third,

the Gambia settlement, on the west coast ; fourth, the vaguely limi-

ted Gold Coast territory ;
fifth, the Island of Lagos, and territories

on the mainland ; sixth, the Island of Mauritius, and its dependen-
cies, in the Indian Ocean ; seventh. Natal, separated from the Cape
of Good Hope in 1856 ; eighth, the Island of St. Helena, in the

South Atlantic ; and, ninth, the territory of Sierra Leone, on the
West Coast of Africa. In Asia, the colonial possessions are, first,

the town and port of Aden, in Arabia, at the entrance of the Red
Sea ; second, the Island of Ceylon ; third, Cyprus ; fourth, the Island

of Hong Kong ; fifth, the Empire of India ; sixth, the Island of
Labuan, on the coast of Borneo ; seventh, the Island of Perim, in

the Red Sea ; and eighth, the Straits Settlements, comprising the
Islands of Singapore and Penang, with tlie territory of Malacca,
in the Indian Archipelago. Finally, in Australasia, there are the
Fiji Islands, and the colonies of New South Wales, New Zealand,
Queensland, South Australia, Tasmania, Victoria, and Western
Australia. To these should be added, as at least indirectly a British

possession, the district of North Borneo—Sabah—for which a
charter was granted to a company in 1881. The disti-ict embraced
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in the company's claim extends to about 22,000 square miles, with

a population of about 150,000.

Colonial Possessions
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The preceding table exhibits the date of acquisition, the area, and
the form of government, of the whole of the Colonial Possessions of

Great Britain at the end of 1882. The form of government is stated

after the definition given in the * Colonial Office List/ under which
the colonies are divided into three classes, namely, first, Crown
Colonies, in which the Crown has the entire control of legislation

»

while the administration is carried on by public officers under the

control of the Home Government ; secondly, colonies possessing

Bepresentative Institutions, in which the Crown has no more than a
veto on legislation, but the Home Government retains the control of
public officers ; and, thirdly, colonies possessing Responsible Govern-
ment in which the Crown has only a veto on legislation, and the

Home Government has no control over any public officer, except its

own representative. The title of this representative, Governor,
President, or Administrator, is added to the description of the form
of crovernment in the last column of the table.

The following table gives the numbers of the population, distin-

guishing the sexes, of the whole of the colonial possessions, according
to the latest returns :•

—
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Colonial possessions
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According to the Army Estimates for the year 1883-84:, the total

eiFective strength of the British forces in the colonies, exclusive of

India, was 26,074 men, rank and file. The number of troops in the

various colonies having British garrisons was as follows:—Malta,

5,932 men; Gibraltar, 5,193; Cape of Good Hope and Natal, 3,343
;

Ceylon, 1,236 ; Bermuda, 1,594 ; Canada (Halifax), 2,268 ; Hong
Kong, 1,214; Jamaica, 873; Straits Settlements, 1,023 ; Mauritius,

461; Windward and Leeward Islands, 1,194; West Coast of Africa,

614; Cyprus, 600; Honduras, 200; St. Helena, 229; and the

Bahamas, 100 men.
For further details of the principal Colonies and Dependencies of

the United Kingdom, see Part II.

Statistical and other Books of Reference concerning Great

Britain and Ireland.

I. Official Pitblications.

Accounts relating to Trade and Navigation of the United Kingdom for
the twelve months ended 31st December, 1883. 8. London, 1884.

Agricultural Keturns of Great Britain for 1882, with abstract tables for the
United Kingdom, British Possessions, and Foreign Countries. 8. London,
1883.

Agricultural Statistics, Ireland: General Abstracts for 1882-1883. 8.
Dublin, 1883.

Annual Statement of the Navigation and Shipping of the United Kingdom
in the year 1882. Imp. 4. London, 1883.

Annual Statement of the Trade of the United Kingdom with Foreign
Countries and British Possessions in the year 1882. Imp. 4. London, 1883,

U
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Appropriation Act, 1883. London, 1883.

Army Estimates of Effective and Non-Effective Services for 1883-84. FoL
London, 1883.

Army : General Annual Eeturn for the year 1882, London, 1883.

Army (Annual) Bill, 1883.

Army (Colonies). Statement showing the amount included in the army
estimates, 1880-81, for military purposes in the Colonies. Fol. pp. 5. Lon-
don, 1883.

Births, Deaths, and Marriages in England : 44th Annual Eeport of the
Registrar-General. London, 1883.

Births, Deaths, and Marriages in Scotland: 28th Annual Eeport of the
Eegistrar-General. Also, 25th Detailed Annual Eeport (1879). 8. Edin-
burgh, 1883.

Births, Deaths, and Marriages in Lreland : 19th Eeport of Eegistrar-General.
Dublin, 1883.

Census of England and "Wales, taken on the 4th April 1881. Fol.
London, 1881-83.

Census for Ireland for the year 1881. Dublin, 1882-83.

Census of Scotland, 1881. Edinburgh, 1881-83.

Civil Service Estimates for the year 1883-84. Fol. London, 1883.

Colonies : Papers relating to H.M.'s Colonial Possessions. Eeports for

1882. Two parts. London, 1883.

Colonies : Eeturn of the Cost of the several Colonies of the British Empire
at the expense of the British Exchequer. Fol. London, 1875 and 1880.

Colonies : See ' Statistical Abstract for the several Colonial Possessions.

'

8. London, 1883.

Consolidated Fund : Abstract Account, 1881-82. London, 1883.

Customs : 26th Eeport of the Commissioners of H.M.'s Customs. 8.

London, 1882.

Cyprus : Papers relating to Eevenue and Expenditure of 1882-83 and
1883-84. London, 1883.

Debt, National Sinking Fund Accounts, 1883. Eeturn relating to Debt»
1858-83. National Debt Bill, 1883 ; and Statement illustrating the Bill.

Duchy of Cornwall : Accounts of Eeeeipts and Disbursements in the year
1882. Fol. Loudon, 1883.

Duchy of Lancaster: Accounts of Eeeeipts and Disbursements in the jear
1882. Fol, London, 1883.

Ecclesiastical Commission: 35th Report, with Appendix. 8. London, 1883.

Education : Elementary Schools in England and Scotland. Eeturn showing
expenditure upon grants, and results of inspection and examination. 8.

London, 1883.

Education: Eeport of the Committee of Council on Education in Scotland,

1882-83. London, 1883.

Education : 30th Eeport of the Science and Art Department. London, 1883.

Education : Eeport of the Intermediate Education Board for Ireland for the

year 1882. London, 1883.
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1

Edncation : Eeturn showing number of Children of School Age, amount of

School Accommodation, &c., in Scotland. London, 1880.

Education: Eeport of Committee of Council on Education for 1882-83. 8.

London, 1883.

Education : 49th Eeport of the Commissioner of National Education in

L-eland for 1882. Dublin, 1883.

Electoral Statistics: Eeturn of, in County and Borough Constituencies in

England and Wales, Scotland, and Ireland. London, 1883.

Electors : Eeturn of the number of Electors on the register of each county
in England and Wales, in Scotland, and in Ireland. Eol. London, 1883.

Emigration : See ' Statistical Tables relating to Emigration and Immigration.'

Fol. London, 1883.

Factories: Eeturn of Factories Inspected. London, 1879.

Financial Statement, 1883-84. London, 1883.

Finance Accounts of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland for

the financial year ended 31st March 1883. 8. London, 1883.

Fish Conveyed Inland by Eailway : Eeturn for 1878-81. London, 1882.

Fish Exported : Eeturn of, for 1873-82. London, 1883.

Income and Property Tax : Eeturn of the Amount of Income and Property

Tax in Great Britain and Ireland for 1814, and in each of the years 1842 to

1880. London, 1880. Also Annual Eeturns for 1881-82. London, 1883.

Inland Eevenue: Eeport of Commissioners on the Duties under their

Management for the years 1856 to 1869, with some Eetrospective History and
complete Tables of Accounts of the duties from their first imposition. 2 vols.

Fol. pp. 168 and 219. London, 1870.

Inland Eevenue : 2 6tb Eeport of the Commissioners. 8. London, 1883.

Judicial Statistics of England and Wales for 1882. 4. London, 1883.

Judicial Statistics of Ireland for 1882. Fol. London, 1883.

Landowners in England and AVales : Eeturn of the Owners of Land of one
acre and upwards in England and Wales. 2 vols. London, 1876.

Landowners in Ireland : Eeturn of the Owners of Land of one acre and
upwards, in Ireland. Dublin, 1876.

Landowners in Scotland : Eeturn of the Owners of Land of one acre and
upwards, in Scotland. Edinburgh, 1875.

Local Taxation Eeturns: England. Publislied annually. Fol. London^
1883.

Merchant Shipping: Tables showing the Progress of British Merchant
Shipping. Fol. London, 1883.

Militia, Eeturn showing establishment of each Eegiment in 1882. London,
1883.

Miscellaneous Statistics of the United Kingdom. Part XII. Fol. Lon-
don, 1883.

Navy Estimates for the year 1883-84, with Appendix. Fol. London,
1883.

Navv: Statistical Eeport on the Health of the Navy for 1882. 8. Lon-
don, 1883.

v2
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Navy: Steamships in H.M.'s Kavy on the 1st of January 1880, and the 1st

of January 1883. 8. London, 1883.

Navy : Tonnage of the Ships and Vessels of the Royal Navy. 8. Lon-
don, 1883.

Navy List, Quarterly, for January 1884.

Poor Law, England : 13th Report of Local Government Board. 8. Lon-
don, 1883.

Poor Rates and Pauperism, Returns relating to 1882-83. London, 1883.

Poor Relief, Scotland: 37th Report of Commissioners. 8. Edinburgh,
1883.

Poor Relief, Ireland : 11th Report of Local Government Board for Ireland.
8. Dublin, 1883.

Post Office: 29th Report of the Postmaster-General on the Post Office.

8. London, 1883.

Public Accounts : Report from the Committee. Pol. London, 1883.

Public Income and Expenditure: Account for year ended 31st March 1883.
Fol. London, 1883.

Public Records : 44th Report of the Commissioners. 8. London, 1883.

Railway Companies of the United Kingdom ; General Report to the Board
of Trade for the year 1882. Fol. London, 1883.

Railway Returns for England and Wales, Scotland and Ireland, for the year
1882. Fol. London, 1883.

Reformatory and Industrial Schools : 26th Report of Commissioners. 8.

London, 1883.

Reports by H.M.'s Secretaries of Embassy and Legation on the manufac-
tures, commerce, &c. of the countries in which they reside. 5 Parts, 1883.
8. London, 1883.

Reports from H.M.'s Consuls on the manufactures, commerce, &c. of their

Consular Districts. 10 Parts, 1882. 8. London, 1883.

Roll of the Lords Spiritual and Temporal in the 22nd Parliament. London,
1883.

Statistical Abstract for the United Kingdom in each of the fifteen years
from 1868 to 1882. No. 29. 8. London, 1883.

Statistical Abstract for the several Colonial and other Possessions of the
United Kingdom in each year from 1866 to 1880. No. 18. 8. London, 1882.

Statistical Abstract for the Principal Foreign Countries, in each year from
1872 to 1881-82. No. 9. 8. London, 1883.

Statistical Tables relating to Emigration and Immigration from and into

the United Kingdom, in the year 1882. Fol. London, 1883.

Taxation in England and Wales ; Return for the financial year 1814-15, and
for each of the financial years from 1842-43 to 1873-74. Fol. pp. 4. London,
1875.

Volunteer Corps : Annual Returns, 1882. London, 1883.

Woods, I'orests, and Land Revenues: 61st Report of the Commissioners,
Fol. London, 1883.

Yeomanry Cavalry Training Return, 1882. London, 1883.
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2. NoN-Official Publications.

^a^^er (Dudley), The Taxation of the United Kingdom. 8. London, 1869.

Brassey (Sir T.), The British Navy. 5 vols. London, 1882-83.

5wrrow5 (Montagu), Constitutional Progress. 8. London, 1869.

Catholic Directory for 1884. London, 1883.

Chalmers (M. D.), Local Government. London, 1883.

Clode (Charles M.), History of the Administration and Government of the

British Army, from the Kevolution of 1688. 2 vols. 8. London, 1869-70.

Cotton (J. S.), and Payne (E. J.), Colonies and Dependencies. London, 1883.

Creasy (Sir Edward), The Imperial and Colonial Constitutions of the Bri-

tannic Empire, including Indian Institutions. 8. London, 1872.

Ellwt (Hon. A. D.), The State and the Church. London, 1882.

Ellis's Irish Education Directory for 1883. Dublin, 1883,

Fairfield (Edward), Colonial Office List for 1883. 8. London, 1883.

Fowle (J. W.), The Poor Law. London, 1 88 1

.

Freeman (E. A.), The Growth of the English Constitution from the Earliest

Times. New Ed. 8. London, 1873.

Hearn (^S^ E.), The Government of England. 8. London, 1870.

Journal of the Statistical Society of London. Vol. XLVI. 8. London, 1883.

May (Thomas Erskine), Constitutional History of England. 2 vols. 8

London, 1861-63.

Molesworthi^RQY.W. K), History of England, 1830-74. 5th edit. 3 vols.

8. London, 1874.

Nohle (John), National Finance. 8. London, 1875.

Falgrave (Keginald), The House of Commons. 8. London, 1869.

JPalgrave (K. H. Inglis), The Local Taxation of Great Britain and Ireland.

8. London, 1871.

Fayne (E. J.), European Colonies. London, 1877.

Pollock (Frederick), The Land Laws. London, 1883.

Scotland, the Church of: its Position and Work. Edinburgh, 1882.

Scott (Sir S.), The British Army. 2 vols. 8. London, 1868.

Seeley (Prof. J. E.), The Expansion of England. London, 1883.

Stephen (Sir J. F.), History of the Criminal Law of England. 3 vols.

London, 1883.

Stephens (A. J.), New Commentaries on the Laws of England. 4 vols. 8.

London, 1868.

Stiibbs (Professor), A Constitutional History of England, in its Origin and
Development. 2 vols. 8. London, 1877.

Todd (Al.), On Parliamentary Government in England. 2 vols. 8. London,
1867-69.

Traill (H. D.), Central Government. London, 1883.

Walpole (Spencer), The Electorate and the Legislature. London, 1882.

Walpole (Spencer), The British Fish Trade : Handbook in connection with
International Fisheries Exhibition. London, 1883.

Wilson (A. J.), The National Budget. London, 1882.

Young (Frederick), Imperial Federation of Great Britain and her Colonies.

8. London, 1876.
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GREECE.
(Kingdom of the Hellenes.)

Eeigning King.

Georgios I., born Dec. 24, 1845, the second son (Wilhelm) of

Prince Christian of Schleswig-Holstein-Sonderburg-GlUcksburg,

present King of Denmark ; elected King of the Hellenes by the

National Assembly at Athens, March 18 (30), 1863 ; accepted the

crown, through his father the King of Denmark, acting as his

guardian, June 4, 1863 ; declared of age by decree of the National

Assembly, June 27, 1863; landed in Greece, Nov. 2, 1863 ; married,

October 27, 1867, to Queen Olga, born Aug. 22 (Sept. 3), 1851, the

eldest daughter of Grand-duke Constantine of Russia, brother of the

late Emperor Alexander II.

Children of the King,

I. Prince KonstantinoSj Duke of Sparta, heir-apparent, born Aug.

2, 1868.

II. Prince Georgios, born June 24, 1869.

III. Princess Alexandra, born August 30, 1870.

IV. Prince Nicolass, born January 21, 1872.

V. Princess Marie, born March 3, 1876.

VI. Prince Andreas, born February 13, 1882.

By decision of the Greek National Assembly of May 15, 1863, a

civil list of 1,125,000 drachmas, or 40,178/., was settled on King
Georgios I., to which the Governments of Great Britain, France, and

Russia added 4,000/. each, making the total income of the sove-

reign of Greece 52,178/. per annum.
Greece, a province of the Turkish empire since the commence-

ment of the 16th century, gained its independence in the insurrection

of 1821-9, and by the Protocol of London, of Feb. 3, 1830, was
declared a kingdom, under the protection of Great Britain, France,

and Russia. Prince Leopold of Saxe-Coburg having declined the

crown of Greece, on the ground that the boundaries proposed were

insufficient, it was offered to, and accepted by. Prince Otto of

Bavaria, who ascended the throne Jan. 25, 1833, being under the

age of eighteen. He was expelled the kingdom after a reign of 29

years, in October 1862, which event was followed by the election,

under the directing guidance of the three protecting Powers, of the

present sovereign.

The King, according to Art. 49 of the Constitution of 1864,

attains his majority upon completing his eighteenth year. Before

he ascends the throne, he must take the oath to the constitution in

the presence of the ministers, the sacred synod, the deputies then in
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the metropolis, and the higher officials of the realm. Within two
months at the most, the King must convoke the Legislature. If the

successor to the throne is either a minor or absent at the time of the

King's decease, and no Kegent has been appointed, the Legislative

Chamber has to assemble of its own accord within ten days after

the occurrence of that event. The constitutional royal authority

in this case has to be exercised by the ministerial council until the

choice of a Eegent, or the arrival of the successor to the throne.

The present sovereign is allowed, by special exception, to adhere to

the religion in which he was educated, the Protestant Lutheran
faith, but his heirs and successors must be members of the Greek
Orthodox Church.

Constitution and Government.

The present Constitution of Greece was elaborated by a Constituent

Assembly, elected in December 1863, and adopted Oct. 29, 1864,

It vests the whole legislative power in a single chamber of repre-

sentatives, called the Boule, elected by manhood suffrage for the

term of four years. The elections take place by ballot, and each

candidate must be put in nomination by the requisition of at least

one-thirtieth of the voters of an electoral district. At the election

of 1881, there were 460,163 voters on the list, being 1 voter in

every 4"3 of the population : the number who voted was 306,957,

or 66 per cent, of the voters. The Boule must meet annually for

not less than three, nor more than six months. No sitting is valid

unless at least one-half of the members of the Assembly are present,

and no bill can pass into law without an absolute majority of

members. Every measure, before being adopted, must be discussed

and voted, article by article, thrice, and on three separate days.

But the Legislative Assembly has no power to alter the Constitution

itself; particular provisions may be reviewed after the lapse of ten

years, with the exception of ' fundamental principles.' The Chamber
of Deputies, unless specially convoked at an earlier date, for extra-

ordinary occasions, must meet on the 1st of November (old style)

of every year. The number of members, dependent upon the

number of population, was (including the members for the recently

annexed territories of Epirus and Thessaly) 244 in the session of

1882-83, or 1 representative to every 8,200 inhabitants.

The executive is vested in the King and his responsible Ministers,

the heads of eight departments. They are the Presidency of the

Council, the Ministry of the Interior, the Ministry of Finance, the

Ministry of Justice, the Ministry of Education and Ecclesiastical

Affairs, the Ministry of War, the Ministry of Marine, the Ministry

of Foreign Affairs. Since the accession of the present sovereign, iu
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1863, ministerial changes have been exceedingly frequent, the average-

duration of ministries being less than a year.

At the side of the executive Council of Ministers stands, by the

terms of the constitution, a deliberative Council of State, which,
however, has not been formed in recent years. If in existence, it is to

the Council of State that all Bills must be referred from the Chamber
ofDeputies, and returned with observations or amendments within 10
days ; but this term may be prolonged by resolution of the Chamber
to 15 days more. In case the Council of State make no report at

the expiry of the time fixed, the Chamber of Deputies may vote

the law and send it up to the king.

Church and Education.

The great majority of the inhabitants of the kingdom are adhe-
rents of the Greek Orthodox Church. At the census of 1879 there

were 1,635,698 members of the Greek Orthodox Church; 14,677
other Christians, mainly Eoman Catholics; 2,652 Jews, and 917
Mohammedans. To these must be added the population of Epirus
and Thessaly (300,025), of whom 272,642 belong to the Greek
Orthodox Church, 24,243 are Mohammedans, and 3,140 Jews. By
the terms of the constitution of 1864, the Greek Orthodox Church
is declared the religion of the state, but complete toleration and
liberty of worship is guaranteed to all other sects. Nominally,
the Greek clergy owe allegiance to the Patriarch of Constantinople,

who is elected by the votes of the bishops and optimates subject

to the Sultan, and whose jurisdiction extends over Thrace and
other countries, including Roumania, as well as the greater part

of Asia Minor. But the jurisdiction of the Patriarch, existing in

theory, has frequently been challenged, while the real ecclesiastical

authority, formerly exercised by him, was annulled by the resolutions

of a National Synod, held at Nauplia, in 1833, which vested the

government of the Orthodox Church, within the limits of the king-

dom, in a permanent council, called the Holy Synod, consisting of

the Metropolitan of Athens, and four archbishops and bishops, who
must while in office reside at the seat of the executive. The Ortho-

dox Church has four archbishops and four bishops on the continent

of Greece ; six archbishops and six bishops in the Peloponnesus ; and
five archbishops, and as many bishops, besides the Metropolitan of

Corfii, in the Islands of Greece.

Public instruction has been much attended to in recent years,

but the educational state of the people is nevertheless, though

improving, low. Communal schools were established by law in

1834 on the German system. By the 6th article of the law, all

children between the ages of five and twelve years must attend the

communal school. It was found at the census of 1870, that but 33
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per cent, of grown-up men, and but 7 per cent, of the grown-up
women, were able to read and write. There were 55 communes in

which, at the census, not a single woman was able to read or write.

According to the census of 1879, 46*06 per cent, of males and
23*08 females could read and write.

Public schools in Greece are divided into four classes. The
communal schools form the first class, the ancient Greek schools the

second class, the gymnasium the third class, and the university the

fourth class. There were, in 1879, 1,198 male and 249 female

schools, with 91,213 pupils, as against 64,061 in 1870, and 1,292

teachers, as against 500 in 1870. The total number of schools

increased in 1882 to 1,400. For primary education, the Communes
of the kingdom (except those of Epirus and Thessaly) spent, in

1882, 1,616,472 drachmai, and the Government 556,000 drachmai.

The budget of 1883 contains 746,588 drachmai as the Government
contribution to communal education. There were, in 1882, in

Greece 4 high schools for training schoolmasters, having a total

number of 230 scholars and 48 teachers. For females there are 2
of the same kind at Athens and Corfu.

Eevenue and Expenditure.

The estimated public revenue and expenditure of the kingdom
were as follows in the five years from 1878 to 1882, according to

ofi[icial returns :

—

Years
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Revenue
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rest payable on the foreign debt Avas set down, as will be seen in the
preceding table, at 1,109,700 drachmai, or 44,388Z., and that on the
internal debt at 20,803,114 drachmai, or 832,124/., the total being
equal to more than one-fourth of the entire expenditure. Interest is

now paid on all the loans regularly, with the exception of the
guaranteed loan, on which only a stated sum per annum is paid, as

set forth below. The following was the state of the debt of Greece
in the beginning of 1883 :—

External Drachmai

Foreign loans of 1824 and 1825 21,956,250
Loan guaranteed by England, France, and Kussia . . 59,328,000

Internal

Indemnity to islands ....
Debt to King Otho's heirs....
1862 Loan of 6,000,000 drachmai
1867-68 Loan of 28,000,000 drachmai
1871 Loan of 4,000,000 francs .

1874 Loan of 29, 120,000 drachmai .

1876 Loan of 11,200,000 drachmai .

1879 Loan of 60,000,000 francs

1880 Loan of 120,000,000 francs

Loan from National Bank, covered by issue of bank notes

Loan from Ionian Bank, covered by issue of bank notes

Exchequer bills

Total

16,400,000

3,460,800

3,400,836

17,648,250

3,315,250

24,690,000

2,009,000

58,695,000

119,025,000

64,984,634

3,104,050

17,800

398,034,870
= 15,921,395;.

This does not include a loan of 800,000Z. authorised in 1882, for

the purpose of road-making, to be advanced by the Bank as

required ; another, authorised in 1883, for the construction of iron-

clads, amounting to 1,600,000/., and a loan for railways in Thessaly,

amounting to 480,000/.

An agreement was signed in October 1878 between the Govern-
ment and the Greek bondholders in England, under which the latter

consented to receive, in exchange for the 100/. bonds of the loans

of 1824 and 1825, new bonds of the value of 31/. 12*. and 30/. 10^.,

bearing 5 per cent, interest per annum, with a sinking fund attached.

By the terms of the agreement, the Greek Government now sets

aside and pays annually 60,000/. for interest, and 15,000/. for the

redemption of the new bonds, both sums secured on the public

revenue from stamp duties and the customs of the island of Corfu.

The loan of 1862, guaranteed by England, France,and Russia upon
the elevation of the present King of Greece to the throne, amounted
to 2,343,750/. The guarantee is not by the Powers jointly, but is

distinct in each case for a third of the loan. By the terms of a

convention signed in 1866, it is arranged that the Government of
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Greece should pay to the three guaranteeing Powers not less than<

36,000/. a year—British portion 12,000/. ; and by the Act 27 and
28 Vict. c. 40, passed in 1864, a sum of 4,000/. sterling a year, out

of the amount thus repayable in respect of the British portion,,

was relinquished in favour of the present King.

Army and Navy.

The army of the kingdom till recently was raised by conscription,,

but in the session of 1879 the Boule passed a law introducing uni-

versal liability to arms on all able-bodied males aged 21 years and
upwards. According to another law passed in 1882, the total

service is for 19 years, of which for the infantry one year, and for

the special corps two years must be passed with the colours ; eight

and seven years in the reserve, and the remainder in the militia or

Landwehr.
The nominal strength of the army was reported as follows in the

budget estimates for the year 1883 :

—

War Office

Engineers
Artillery and Arsenal

Cavalry .

Infantry .

Commandment ofHospitals

General Services

Military School

Gendarmerie .

Supernumeraries and Un
attached

Total .

Officers

44
81

171

72

783
6

234
25

113

1,567

Non-
.inissi(

officers

56

293
582
303

2,304

79
238

2

605

4,462

Bands-
men
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Plexaura, Suros, Nauplion, and Afroessa; three schooners, the Me-
thone, Saffo, Aura, and Kuthnos ; two cutters, the Glaukos and Pol u-
deukes ; 45 torpedo steamers ; and the Koyal yacht, Amphitrite.

At the same date the navy was manned by 2,700 men, including

206 officers. The navy is manned by conscription from the people

of the sea-coast.

Population.

Greece, at the last census, taken June 1879, had a total

population of 1,679,775—ofwhom 881,080 were males and 798,695
females—living on an area of 19,941 English square miles. The
kingdom is divided into 13 Nomoi or Nomarchies, and subdivided

into 59 Eparchies. By the return of the census of June 1879, the

area and population of each of the 13 Nomarchies was as follows:

—

Nomarchies Area, English
square miles.
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The following table shows the number of births, deaths, and
marriages, with surplus of births over deaths, in each of the five

years from 1877 to 1881 :—

Years
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Trade and Industry.

The following table gives the total value of the imports and
exports of Greece for the five years 1877-81 :

—

Imports
Exports
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year 1882 being 622,004/. There were also imported woollen manu-
factures valued 86,554/., and iron to the value of 70,319/. in 1882.

Greece is mainly an agricultural country, and the existing manu-
factures are few and unimportant. Still only 41 per cent, of the area

of Greece is productive, and only one-sixth is under cultivation ; the

rest, though to some extent good for agricultural purposes, lies waste.

The new Thessalian provinces have extensive forests, rich in varieties

of wood, but at present comparatively useless from want of means of
conveyance. The ground is chiefly in the hands of a few proprietors

;

but many of the peasants hold little patches of land of their own,
which become smaller from generation to generation, in consequence

of the existing law of subdivision, which is the same as that in

France. On the whole, agriculture is in a very backward state.

The new province detached from Thessaly is, however, of unusual
fertility, producing annually on an average, 21,700,000 bushels of

wheat, 11,528,000 bushels of oats, and about half that quantity of

barley. In the old provinces about 34,000,000 bushels of wheat
and 21,700,000 bushels of maize are produced annually. The most
favoured and best cultivated crop is the currant, which covers vast

districts. According to an enumeration made at the end of 1877,

there were at that date only 97,176 horses, 279,445 horned cattle,

45,440 mules, and 97,395 asses in Greece. In contrast to these

numbers, there were 2,921,917 sheep and 1,836,663 goats, the latter

roaming about in a half-wild state, described as causing much
destruction. To these there have to be added for Thessaly 1,500,000

sheep, 1,000,000 goats, and 200,000 oxen.

Iron ore is found in the Ionian Islands, but its working is unde-

veloped. In recent years the lead mines of Laurium have been

worked, and zinc is found in considerable quantities. The con-

struction of railways will greatly develop the mining resources of

Greece. Almost all trade is earned on by sea, and there is very

little inland traffic, owing to want of roads. In May 1882 the con-

struction of a canal across the Isthmus of Corinth, about 4 miles,

was begun ; it is estimated to cost a million sterling.

The merchant navy of Greece numbered 6,790 vessels, of an
aggregate burthen of 294,021 tons, at the end of 1882, There
were besides about 6,700 coasting vessels. The total number of

vessels that entered the Piraeus in 1882 was 9,753, of which 1.748

were steamers. A considerable amount of the carrying trade of the

Black Sea and the eastern parts of the Mediterranean is under the

Greek flag.

Railways are open for a length of traffic of 58 miles—7 miles

between Athens and Pirasus, from Volo to "Larissa 38 miles, 8 in

Katakolon, and 5 on the island Paros. Arrangements were con-

cluded in 1882 for the construction of new lines to connect the
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most important parts of the kingdom. The projected railways are

of a length of 435 miles. It was expected that the line from

Pirgeiis to Corinth, 53 miles, would be open by the beginning

of 1884.

The telegraphic lines were of a total length of 2,916 English

miles, at the end of 1882. They carried 419,874 telegrams, of which
380,894 were inland, and 38,980 international, in the year 1882.

Of post-offices there existed 415 at the end of 1882.

In 1880 there passed through the post 2,476,241 inland, and
3,830,966 foreign letters ; besides 13,336 post cards, 15,788 samples,

31,888 printed matter, 379,797 inland newspaper parcels, and
912,748 foreign. The receipts were 673,597 drachmai, expenses

402,627 drachmai, revenue 260,970 drachmai, or 9,534?.

Diplomatic Representatives.

1. Of GrEEECE IN Great Britain.

Envoy and Minister.—Sir Peter Braila Armeui, G.C.M.G-.; appointed 1882.
Secretary.—G. A. Argyropoulos.

2. Of Great Britain in Greece.

Envoy and Minister.—Francis Clare Ford, C.B., C.M.G., formerly Envoy
and Minister to the Emperor of Brazil. Appointed Envoy and Minister to the
King of the Hellenes, March 5, 1881.

Secretaries.—E. H. Egerton; A. F. G. Leveson-Gower.

Money, Weights, and Measures.

The money, weights, and measures of Greece, and their English

equivalents, are :

—

Money.

The Drachma, of 100 le-pia, is equivalent to the franc of the Monetary
League (25 francs = £,\ sterling). Previous to November 1, 1882, when the
new monetary system came into force, the drachma was equal to about '^\d.

Weights and Measures.

TheO/fce .
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legal tender by a royal decree of July 1, 1877. The Ionian Bank
at Corfu and the Thessalian bank at Larissa have also the right to

circulate their own notes in their respective provinces.

Statistical and other Books of Reference concerning Greece.

1. Official Publications,

Report by Mr. R. G. Watson, Secretary of Legation, on the state of educa-

tion and the obstacles of material progress in Greece, dated Athens, Jan. 20,

1872 ; in ' Reports of H.M.'s Secretaries of Embassy and Legation.' No. 1.

1872. 8. London, 1872.

Report by Mr. Frank C. Lascelles, Secretary of Legation, on the Commerce
and Shipping of Greece, dated Athens, July 10, 1878, in 'Reports by H.M.'s
Secretaries of Embassy and Legation.' Part IV. 1878. 8. London, 1878.

Report by Mr. Egerton on the finances and commerce of Greece in 1882,

in Part III. ; and by Mr. Greville on railways, roads, &c. in Part IV. of

^•Reports of H.M.'s Secretaries of Legation,' 1883.

Reports by Mr. Consul Sebright on the Commerce of Corfu ; by Mr. Consul
Wood on the Trade of Patras ; by Mr. Vice-Consul Onofrio on the Trade of
Santa Maura, and by Mr. Consul Stevens on the Commerce of Zante, dated
January 1878 ; in 'Reports from H.M.'s Consuls.' Part II. 1878. 8. Lon-
don, 1878.

Report by Mr. Consul Merlin on the trade and commerce of Continental

Greece, dated Piraeus, March 24, 1879 ; in ' Reports from H.M.'s Consuls.*

Part III. 1879. 8. London, 1879.

Reports by Vice-Consul Saunders on the trade and commerce of Cephalonia

for 1880 ; by Consul Reade on Corfu; by Consul Wood on Patras (1881);
by Vice-Consul Onofrio on Santa Maura (1880); by Vice-Consul Canale on
;Zante, in Part III. ; by Consul Lone;woi'th on Thessaly (1881), in Part IV.

;

by Consul Merlin on the Piraeus (1881), in Part VIII. ; by Consul Binney on
Syra (1881), in Part XV. of ' Reports from H.M.'s Consuls,' 1882.

Report by Consul Wood on the trade and commerce of Patras, in Part II.

;

by Consul Longworth on Thessaly, in Part VIII. ; and by Consul Merlin on
the trade and commerce of Greece, in Part IX. of ' Reports of H.M.'s Consuls,'

.1883.

Report by Consul-General Schuyler on the commerce and products of Greece
in ' Reports from the Consuls of the United States,' August 1883. Washing-
ton, 1883.

Trade of Greece with foreign countries: total imports and exports from 1871
to 1881 ; in ' Statistical Abstract for the Principal Foreign Countries.' • No. IX.
:8. London, 1882.

Trade of Greece with the United Kingdom ; in ' Annual Statement of the

trade of the United Kingdom with Foreign Countries and British Possessions,

=for the year 1882.' Imp. 4. London, 1883.

2. Non-Official Publications.

Bernardakis (A. N.) Lo present et I'avenir de la Grece. 8. Paris, 1870.

Bianconi (C. F.), Ethnographic de la Turquie de I'Europe et de la Gr^ce.

Paris, 1877.

Brockhaus (Hermann) Griechenland, geographisch, geschichtlich und kultur-

historisch von den altesten Zeiten bis auf die Gegenwart dargestellt. 4.

Leipzig, 1870.

Campbell (Hon. Dudley) Turks and Greeks. 8. London, 1877.
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Carnarvon (Earl of) Kemiuiscences of Athens and tlie Morea. 8. London,
1870.

Cusani (F.) Memorie storico-statistiche snlla Dalmazia, sulle isole lonie e

sulla Grecia. 2 vols. 8. Milano, 1862.

Digcnis (Basile) Quelques notes statistiques sur la Grece. 8. Marseille,

1878. .

^ ^

Dora d^Istria (Mme.) Excursions en Ronmelie et en Moree. 2 vols. 8.

Paris, 1865.

Kirkwall (Viscount) Four Years in the Ionian Islands : their Political and
Social Condition, with a History of the British Protectorate. 2 vols. 8.

London, 1864.

Leconte (C.) Etude economique de la Grece. 8. Paris, 1849.

Mansolas (Alex.) Rapport sur I'etat de la statistique en Grece presente au
Oongres International de Statistique de St.-Petersbourg eu 1872. 8. Athenes,

1872.

Mansolas (A.) La Grece a I'Exposition universelle de Paris en 1878. 8.

Paris, 1878.

Maurer (G. L. von) Das Griechische Volk in offentlicher und privatrecht-

lieher Beziehung. 3 vols. 8. Heidelberg, 1835.

Beclus (Elisee). Geographic Universelle. Vol. I. Pans. 1877.

Schmidt (Dr. Julius) Beitrage zur physicalischen Geographie von Grieohen-
iand. 3 vols. 8. Leipzig, 1864-70.

Sergeant (Lewis) New Greece. 8. London, 1878.

Strickland (Edw.) Greece, its Condition and Resources. London, 1863.

Tuckerman (Charles K.) The Greeks of To-day. 8. London, 1873.

Wyse (Sir Thoftias) Impressions of Greece. 8. London, 1871.

x2
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ITALY.

(Regno d' Italia.)

Eeigning King.

TJmberto I., born March 14, 1844, the eldest son of King Vittorio

Emanuele II. of Italy and of Archduchess Adelaide of Austria.

Succeeded to the throne on the death of his father, January 9, 1878^
Married, April 22, 1868, to Queen Marglierita^ bom November 20,

1851, the only daughter of the late Prince Ferdinando of Piedmont^
Duke of Genoa.

Son of the King.

Vittorio Emamiele, Prince of Naples, born November 11, 1869.

Sistei's and Brotlier of the King.

I. Princess Clotilde, born March 2, 1843 ; married, January 30,

1859, to Prince Napoleon Jerome Bonaparte, born Sept. 9, 1822 ;

offspring of the union are Napoleon Jerome, born July 18, 1862,

Louis, born July 16, 1864, and Marie, born Dec. 20, 1866.

II. Prince Amedeo, Duke of Aosta, born May 30, 1845 ; elected

King of Spain by the Cortes Constituyentes Nov. 16, 1870 ; abdicated

the crown February 11, 1873; married, May 30, 1867, to Maria,

daughter of Prince Carlo Emanuele del Pozzo della Cisterna,

born August 9, 1847 ; widower, Nov. 7, 1876. Offspring of the

imion are three sons:

—

1. Trmce Emamiele, bom Jan. 13, 1869.

2. Prince Vittorio^ born Nov. 24, 1870. 3. Prince Ludovico, bom
Jan. 31, 1873.

III. Princess Pia, born Oct. 16, 1847; married, Oct. 6, 1862, to

King Luis I. of Portugal. (See page 359.)

Aunt of the King.

Princess Elisahetta^ born Feb. 4, 1830, the daughter of King
Jchann of Saxony; married, April 22, 1850, to Prince Ferdinanda

of Piedmont, Duke of Genoa ; widow, Feb. 10, 1855 ; re-married,
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in 1856, to the Marquis of Rapallo. Offspring of the first union

are :— 1. Princess il/ar^Am to, born Nov. 20, 1851 ; married, April 22,

1868, to King Umberto I. 2. Prince Tommaso, Duke of Genoa,

born Feb. 6, 1854, married April 14, 1883, to Princess Isabella,

daughter of the late Prince Adalbert of Bavaria.

The origin of the reigning house is not historically established

;

but most genealogists trace it to a German Count Berthold, who,
in the eleventh century, established himself on the western slope of

the Alps, between Mont Blanc and Lake Leman. In 1111 his

descendants were enrolled among the Counts of the Holy Eoman Em-
pire. Count Amadeus, in 1383, founded a law of primogeniture which
greatly strengthened the family, leading to the immediate acquisi-

tion of the territory of Nice. In 1416 the Counts of Savoy adopted

the title of Duke ; in 1418 they acquired the principality of Pied-

mont; and in 1713 they obtained the island of Sicily, with the title

of King. Sicily had to be exchanged, in 1720, for the isle of Sar-

dinia, to which henceforth the royal dignity remained attached.

Genoa and the surrounding territory were added to the Sardinian

Crown at the peace of 1815. The direct male line of the House of

Savoy died out with King Carlo Felix, in 1831, and the exist-

ing Salic law prohibiting the accession of females, the crown fell

to Prince Carlo Alberto, of the House of Savoy- Carignano, a

branch founded by Tommaso Francesco, born in 1596, younger
son of Duke Carlo Emanuele I. of Savoy. King Carlo Alberto,

the first of the house of Savoy-Carignano, abdicated the throne,

March 23, 1849, in favour of his son, the late king Yittorio Emanuele
II. By the Treaty of Villafranca, July 11, 1859, and the Peace of

Zurich, Nov. 10, 1859, King Vittorio Emanuele II. obtained western

Lombardy, part of the Papal States, and the Duchies of Parma and
Modena, while the remaining districts of Lombardy with Venetia

were added to his dominions by the Peace of Prague, of Aug. 23,

1866. Finally, the Papal States, having been taken possession of

by an Italian army, after the retreat of the French garrison, were
annexed to the kingdom by royal decree of Oct. 9, 1870.

The ' Dotazione della Corona,' or civil list of the King, has been
settled at 15,250,000 Hre, or 610,000/. The brother of the King,

Prince Amedeo, Duke of Aosta, has an ' Appannaggio,' or State

allowance, of 300,000 lire, or 12,000/.; and his cousin Prince

Tommaso, Duke of Genoa, an allowance of 200,000 lire, or 8,000Z.

To these sums are added 100,000 lire, or 4,000/., as ' Spese di

rappresentanza.' Extraordinary expenses of the Court, such as

the journeys of the sovereign into the different provinces of Italy,

are paid out of the public exchequer, the same as the cost of

building and repairing the royal residences. The large private

domains of the reigning family were given up to the St^.te in 1848.
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Constitution and Government.

The present constitution of Italy is an expansion of the ' Statuto*

fondamentale del Regno,' granted on March 4, 1848, by King
Charles Albert to his Sardinian subjects. According to this charter,

the executive power of the State belongs exclusively to the sove-

reign, and is exercised by him through responsible ministers ; while

the legislative authority rests conjointly in the King and Parliament,

the latter consisting of two Chambers—an upper one, the Senate, and
a lower one, called the ' Camera de' Deputati.' The Senate is com-
posed of the princes of the royal house who are of age, and of an
unlimited number of members, above forty years old, who are

nominated by the King for life ; a condition of the nomination being

that the person should either fill a high office, or have acquired

fame in science, literature, or any other pursuit tending to the benefit

of the nation, or, finally, should pay taxes to the annual amount of

3,000 lire, or 1201. The deputies of the lower House are elected

according to the electoral law of 1882, which introduced the scrutin

de liste, by ballot, by all citizens who are twenty-one years of age,

can read and write, and pay taxes to the amount of 20 lire, or 16s. 8d,

Members of academies, professors, persons who have served their

country under arms for two years, and numerous other classes, are

qualified to vote by their position. The number of deputies is 503,

or 1 to every 57,000 of the population. The number of inscribed

electors in 1882 was 2,017,829, or 6*97 per 100 inh.abitants, or

about 1 m 14. The number who voted in 1882 was 1,223,851, or

61 per cent, of the total number. For electoral purposes the

whole of the kingdom is divided into 135 electoral colleges, or

districts, and these again into several sections. No deputy can be

returned to Parliament unless at least one-eighth of the inscribed

electors appear at the poll.. A deputy must be thirty years old,

and have the requisites demanded by the electoral law, among them
a slight property qualification. Incapable of being elected are all

salaried government officials below a certain rank, as well as all

persons ordained for the priesthood and filling clerical charges,,

or receiving pay from the state. Officers in the army and navy,

ministers, under-secretaries of state, and various other classes of

functionaries high in office, may be elected, but their number must
never be above one-fifth that of the total number of members of the

chamber of deputies. Neither senators nor deputies receive any
salary or other indemnity, but are allowed to travel free throughout

Italy by rail or steamer.

The duration of Parliaments is five years ; but the King
has the power to dissolve the lower House at any time, being
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bound only to order new elections, and convoke a new meeting

within four months. It is incumbent upon the executive to call the

Parliament together annually. Each of the Chambers has the right

of introducing new bills, the same as the Government ; but all money
bills must originate in the House of Deputies. The ministers have

the right to attend the debates of both the upper and the lower

House ; but they have no vote unless they are members. The sittings

of both Chambers are public ; and no sitting is valid unless aa

absolute majority of the members are present.

The executive power is exercised, under the King, by a ministry

divided into the following nine departments:

—

1. The Presidency of the Council and the Ministry cf the

Interior.—Agostino Depretis, born at Stradella, Pavia, 1825

;

Governor of Brescia, 1859-60; Pro-dictator of Sicily, 1860-61;
Minister of Public Works, 1862-63 ; Minister of Finance and

President of the Council of Ministers, 1876-77 ;
Minister of Foreign

Affairs, 1878-79. Appointed Minister of the Interior, November
25, 1879, and President of the Council of Ministers, May 29, 1881.

2. The Ministry of Foreign Affairs.—Pascal Stanislas Mancini,

born 1817 ; Minister of Education, 1862 ; Minister of Justice,

1876-8. Appointed May 29, 1881.

3. The Ministry of Finance.—Agostino Magliani, born at Laurino,

Naples, in 1824 ; Minister of Finance, 1876-77 and 1878-79. Re-
appointed Minister of Finance, May 29, 1881.

4. The Ministry of Justice and of Ecclesiastical Affairs.

—

Giannuzzi Savelli. Appointed Minister of Justice and Ecclesias-

tical Affairs, May 25, 1883.

5. The Ministry of War.—General Eduardo Ferrero. Appointed

Minister of War, May 29, 1881.

6. The Ministry of Marine.—Vice-Admiral del Sunto. Appointed

Minister of Marine, November 15, 1883.

7. The Ministry of Commerce and Agriculture.—Domenico Berti,

Minister of Public Instruction and Commerce, 1865-6. Appointed
May 29, 1881.

8. The Ministry of Public Instruction.—Guido Baccelli, appointed

Minister of Public Instruction, May 29, 1881.

9. The Ministry of Public Works.— J. Genala, appointed

Minister, May 25, 1883.

In each of the 69 provinces into which the kingdom of Italy

is divided, the executive power of the Government is intrusted to a

prefect appointed by the ministry.
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Church of Rome.

The ' Statute fondamentale del Regno ' enacts, in its first article,

that * the Catholic, Apostolic, and Roman religion is the sole religion

of the State.' By the terms of the royal decree of Oct. 9, 1870,
which declared that 'Rome and the Roman Provinces shall con-

stitute an integral part of the Kingdom of Italy,' the Pope, or

PontiiF, was constituted supreme head of the Church, preserving

his former dignities as a reigning prince, and all other prerogatives

of absolute and independent sovereignty. Officially the Pope bears

the title :
' Bishop of Rome and Vicar ofJesus Christ, Successor of St.

Peter Prince ofthe Apostles, SupremePontifFofthe Universal Church.'

Supreme-Pontiff.—Leo XIII., born at Carpineto, March 2,

1810, the son of Luigi Pecci ; educated at the college of Jesuits,

Viterbo ; appointed one of the chaplains of Pope Gregorio XVI.,
1837 ; created bishop of Damieta, 1843 ; Papal Nuncio to Belgium,
1843-46; Archbishop of Perugia 1846; created cardinal, December
19, 1853. Elected Supreme Pontiff, as successor of Pio IX., February
21, 1878.

The election of a Pontiff is by scrutiny or ballot. Each cardinal

writes his own name with that of the candidate he proposes on a
ticket. These tickets are deposited in the consecrated chalice which
stands on the altar of the chapel where they sit; and each one
approaching and leaving the altar kneels and repeats a prayer. After

a pause the tickets are taken from the sacred cup by officers named
ad hoc from their own body; the tickets are compared with the

number of cardinals present, and when it is found that any one of

them has two-thirds of the votes in his favour he is declared elected.

If no one can show the requisite number ofvotes another proceeding

is gone through. This proceeding is the election by access—so

called because any cardinal has the right to accede to the vote of

another by altering his ticket according to a prescribed form. The
moment the election is declared the tickets are burnt. The present

Pontiff, Leo XIII., was elected by unanimity. He is regarded as the

263rd Pope from St. Peter, inclusive of the ' Anti-Popes.'

The rise of the Pontificate of Rome, as a tempoial power, dates from
the year 755, when Pepin, king of the Franks, granted to Pope Stefano

III. the exarchate of Ravenna, to which Charlemagne added the pro-

vinces ofPerugia and Spoleto. Kaiser Heinrich III., in 1053, increased

these possessions of the head of the Church by the city of Benevento,

with the surrounding territory ; and not long after, in 1102, the Mar-
chioness Matilda of Tuscany bequeathed to the Holy See the pro-

vinces known as the * Patrimony of St. Peter.' In 1297, Forli and
the rest of the Romagna, and, in 1364, Bologna, became portions of
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the Papal dominions ; and, towards the end of the fourteenth century,

the Pontiff acquired full jurisdiction over Rome and Sabina.

From the accession of Stefano III., first temporal sovereign, and
95th in the official list of Pontiffs, to Leo XIII. , first modern spiri-

tual sovereign, and 263rd in the list, there were 169 Popes (in-

cluding ' Anti-Popes '), as follows :

—

No. in
the list
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No in

the list

179
180

181

182

183

18-t

185
186

187

188

189
190

191

192

193

194
195

196

197
198
199

200
201
202

203
204
205
206
207
208
209
210
2-11

212
213
214
215
216
217
218
219
220
221

Name of Pontiff

Clemente III.

Celestino III.

Innocente III.

Onorato III.

G-regorio IX.
Celestino IV.

Innocente IV.

Alessandro IV.

Urbano IV.

Clemente IV.

G-regorio X.
Innocente V.

Adriano V.

Giovanni XXI.
Nicola III.

MartinoIV.
Onorato IV.

Nicola IV.

Celestino V.

Bonifacio VIII.

Benedetto XI.

Clemente V.

Giovanni XXII.
Benedetto XII.
Clemente VI.

Innocente VI.

Urbano V.

Gregorio XI.
Urbano VI.

Bonifacio IX.
Innocente VII.
Grregorio XII.
Alessandro V.

GiovanniXXIII
Martino V.

Engenio IV.
Nicola V.

Callisto III.

Pio II.

Paolo II.

Sisto IV.

Innocente VIII
Alessandro VI.
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prising the full number. In December, 1883, the Sacred College

consisted of five cardinal-bishops, forty cardinal-priests, and thirteen

cardinal-deacons. The following list gives the names of these fifty-

eight cardinals, together with their office, or dignity, if any, their

nationality, year of birth, and year of nomination :

—

Names
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I. Patriarchates.

Of the Latin i?z70;—L Constantinople, 2. Alexandria, 3. Antiocli, 4. Jeru-

salem, 5. Venice, 6. West Indies, 7. Lisbon.

Of the Oriental Eite, with Patriarchal Jurisdiction

:

—1. Antioeh, of the Mel-

chite Greeks {Anliochcn, McIchitarum) ; 2. Antioeh, ofthe Maronites {Antiochen,

Maronitarum) ; 3. Antioeh, of the Syrians {Antiochen, Syrorum) ; 4. Babylon, of

the Chaldeans {Bahylonen, Chaldceorum); 5. Cilicia, of the Armenians {Cilicics,

Annenorum).
II. Archbishoprics.

Latin Bite

:

—
Immediately subject to the Holy See 14

With Ecclesiastical Provinces 135

Oriental Eite

:

—
With Ecclesiastical Provinces

:

Armenian 1

Greco-Roumaic 1

Greco-Rutheniaii 1

Under Oriental Patriarchs :

Armenian 5

Greco-Melchite 4 ,

Syriae, Syro-Maronite, and Syro-Chaldaic .... 15

176

III. Bishoprics.

Latin Eite

:

—
Suburban Sees ....
Immediately subject to the Holy See

Suffragan, in Ecclesiastical Provinces

Oriental Eite

:

—
Armenian .

Greco-Melchite .

Greco-Roumaic .

Greco-Ruthenian
Syriae

Syro-Chaldaic

Syro-Maronite .

Total

6

86

577

12

8

3

7
8

6

3^

716

Besides the above, there are a number of titular dignitaries, Apos-
tolic Delegates, Vicars, and Prefects (many of them titular arch-

bishops and bishops, formerly 'in partibus infidelium '), to the number
of 155, and 18 bishops without dioceses.

The summary stands as follows :

—

Patriarchates

Archbishoprics

Bishoprics and Sees ' in Partibus Infidelium.

Total

. 12

. 176
. 889

1,077

The central administration of the Eoman Catholic Church is

carried on by a number of permanent ecclesiastical committees

called Sacred Congregations, presided over by cardinals. There
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-were twenty Congregations ia December 1883. At the head of all

the Congregations, embracing large and varied functions, is a depart-

ment bearing the title of ' Holy Roman and Universal Inquisition,'

also called ' The Holy Office,' under the immediate presidency of

the Supreme Pontiff.

The apostolical vicariates, the delegations, and prefectures in all

parts of the world stand under the ' Congregatio de Propaganda Fide

'

at Rome. The number of vicariates is one hundred and fifteen,

of delegations six, and of apostolic prefectures thirty-four. At the

end of 1883, there were eleven vicariates in Europe, namely, three

in Germany ; one at Gibraltar ; one in Sweden ; two in Roumania
;

and four in European Turkey.

Church and Education.

The Roman Catholic Church is, nominally, the ruling State reli-

gion of Italy ; but many Acts cf the Legislature, passed since the

establishment of the Kingdom, and more especially since the sup-

pression of the temporal government of the Supreme Pontiff, have
subordinated the power of the Church and clergy entirely to the

authority of the civil government, and secured perfect religious

freedom to the adherents of all creeds without exception. How-
ever, scarcety any other creeds as yet exist but Roman Catholicism.

At the census of 1881, of the total population about 62,000 were

Protestants and about the same number Jews. Of the Protestants

26,081 belonged to the Waldensian Church of Piedmont, about

6,000 to the other evangelical Italian Churches, and 30,000

belonged to foreign Protestant bodies. In 1861 the total number
of Protestants was 32,684, and in 1871, 58,651.

The Roman Catholic hierarchy in Italy consists of 47 archbishops

and 207 bishops. All these dignitaries of the Church are ap-

pointed by the Pope, on the advice of a council of Cardinals, the

congregation ' De Propaganda Fide.' But the royal consent is neces-

sary to the installation of a bishop or archbishop, and this having

been frequently withheld of late years, there was constantly a large

number of vacant sees.

The immense wealth of the Italian clergy has been greatly re-

duced since the year 1850, when the bill of Siccardi, annihilating

ecclesiastical jurisdiction and the privileges of the clergy, passed the

Sardinian chambers. This law was extended, in 1861, over the

whole of the kingdom, and had the effect of rapidly diminishing the

numbers as weU as the incomes of the clergy. But it was stated in

the Italian Chamber of Deputies, in May 1869, that at that period

the proportion of priests to the general population was still as high

as seven per thousand, ' the average proportion in all the rest of the

Catholic world being four and a half per thousand.'
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It appears from an official return laid before the Chamber of
Deputies in the session of 1865, that there were in that year

2,382 religious houses in Italy, of which 1,506 were for men, and
876 for women. The number of religious persons was 28,991, ofwhom
14,807 were men, and 14,184 women. The Mendicant order num-
bered 8,229 persons, comprised in the above-mentioned total. A
project of law, brought in by the Government, for the entire suppres-

sion of all religious houses throughout the kingdom, was adopted
by the Chamber of Representatives in the session of 1866. This
law provided a small pension to all monks and nuns having taken
regular vows before the 18th of January 1864. Several monas-
teries were set aside for the reception of such monks or nuns as

may wish to continue their monastic life ; but there must not be
fewer than six in one monastery. Mendicant friars may continue

to ask alms under certain restrictions. All chapters of collegiate

churches, abbeys, ecclesiastical benefices not attached to parishes,

lay benefices, and all brotherhoods and foundations to which an
ecclesiastical service is annexed, were suppressed. Under certain

regulations the ecclesiastical property was transferred to the State.

A great part of the property confiscated from the monastic
establishments has been devoted to the cause of public education.

Since the commencement of the year 1860, there were opened,
throughout the kingdom, thirty-three great model schools, of which
ten in the Sardinian states, six in Lombardy, four in the Emilia,
«ix in the Marches and Umbria, two in Tuscany, and five in

the Southern Provinces. There have been other recent improve-
ments ; the new law on primary schools as to compulsory educa-
tion has been applied to 7,804 communes out of 8,259, but is by
no means strictly enforced. According to a return published in

1883 the number of primary public schools in 1881 was 42,510

;

•of the pupils 1,048,781 were males and 879,925 females. The
total sum allotted for Public Instruction in 1883 was 1,228,760/.
There are besides 7,422 private primary schools, with 63,469 male
and 92,228 female pupils. There are also 12,000 evening schools,

with 600,000 pupils. In 1883 a law was introduced for the estab-
lishment of schools supplementary to the primary schools for youths
of from 16 to 19 years of age.

According to the census of 1881 the average number of the
population above six years of age who could not read nor write was
61*94 per cent. In Upper Italy it was 40*86 per cent. ; Middle
Italy, 64 per cent. ; South Italy, 79*46 per cent. ; and in the Islands,

80*19 per cent. The smallest percentage of illiterates above six years
was in Piedmont, 32*27, and the largest in Basilicata, 85*18. In

1871, the proportion of the population above six years who could
not read nor write was 68*77 per cent.
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In the year 1881 there were 1,382 high schools of various kinds;

(gymnasia, lycees, and technical schools), with 74,377 pupils, and
79 industrial and mercantile schools, with 6,878 pupils. The-
ibllowing is a list of the twenty-one Universities of Italy, with
statistics for 1882 :

—

State Uni-
versities :

Bologna
Cagliari

Catania

Genoa
Macerata
Messina
Modena
Naples
Padua
Palermo
Parma
Pavia .

Date of

Found-
ation

1119
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The following table gives an abstract of the official budget accounts

for the year 1883, showing the principal sources of revenue and
chief branches of expenditure :

—

Kevenue
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EXPENDITUBB- -COTlt.

Lire

EXPENDITUBE-

Ministry of navy-

Other ministries

cont.

Lire

5,626,098

11,534,334

192,685,085

1,537,226,185

£61,489,047

surplus of

2. Extraordinary ex-

penditure :

—

Ministry of public

works : Total extraordi-

Kailway construe- nary expendi-

tion . . . 89,233,807 lure

Eoads, ports, &e. . 39,307,970

Various . . 3,266,210 Total expenditure

Ministry of war . 43,716,666

According to these financial accounts, there was

285,339/., in the year 1883.

Included in the expenditure of the Consolidated Fund is the

annual dotation of the Supreme Pontiff, amounting to 3,225,000 lire,

or 129,000/. The late and present Pontiff have not consented, how-
ever, to accept this annual allowance, which is therefore paid over

to the 'Asse Ecclesiastico.' The total expenditure amounts to

2/. 3^. 2d. per head of population, and the direct taxation to

105. 9<i. per head. The grist tax is to be abolished in 1884.

The ever-recurring deficits of former years necessitated large

loans, foreign and internal, in consequence of which the public debt

of Italy, which stood at 97,480,000/., in 1860, the year before the

establishment of the kingdom, had increased to over 440,000,000/.,

in 1883. The debt was made up of the following liabilities in the

beginning of 1883 :

—

I. Consolidated debt :

—

5 per cent, rentes

3 ,, ,i .

Principal
£

344,993,042

8,544,106

Interest

£
17,249,652

256,323

353,537,148
|

17,505,975

II. Annuity to Holy See . . . .

III. Debts separately inscribed:

—

5 per cent. Sardinia, Tuscany, Lombardy,
Venetia, Parma, Rome

4 per cent. Sardinia . . . .

3 „ Modena . . . .

Kingdom of Italy

:

6 per cent. Cavour canal . . .

5 „ Church property loan .

5 „ Railway loans

5 „ Tiber obligations

3 „ • „ ,) , . .

IV. Miscellaneous debts :

—

Annuities to South Austria railway

Various "
. . . . . .

2,580,000

11,500,221

256,040

18,617

2,419,000

6,003,452

2,942,852

423,200
14,289.882

129,000

575,011
10,201

558

145,140

30(,172
147,142

21,160
428,696

V. Floating debt

Total debt

37,85-ii,iib4
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The above amount does not include the forced paper currency,

which, before it was begun to be withdrawn in April 1883,

amounted to 37,600,000/. The burden of the debt per head of

population is 161. 9s., and of the interest 14*. lOd. The value

per head of the exports in 1882 v/as 11. 12s.

Nearly all the cities and communes of Italy have their own bud-

gets and debts, the latter, like the national liabilities, tending to

constant increase. The total revenue of the communes of Italy in

1877 amounted, according to official reports, to 466,100,000 lire, or

18,644,000/., exclusive of those of the provinces of Rome. The
amount was 316,800,000 lire, or 12,672,000/., in 1867, the first

year in which Venice appeared as in Italy. There was thus an
increase of 149,300,000 lire, or 5,972,000/., in the revenue during

the ten years. The burden of the revenue per head of the popula-

tion rose during the time in question from 12 lire, or 10s., to 18 lire,

or 15s. In the urban communes—that is, in towns containing over

5,000 inhabitants—and the chief towns of provinces, the burden per

head of the population was 34 lire, or 1/. 8s., against 10 lire

80c., or 8s. 6d., in the rural communes. The revenue of the

province of Rome amounted to 36,000,000 lire, or 1,440,000/., in

1877, against 13,200,000 lire, or 528,000/., in 1871. In 1871 the

deficit was considerable, but in 1877 the revenue and expenditure

of the capital were very nearly balanced. The burden per head of

the urban population of Italy was in 1877 in the province of Rome
71 lire 62c., or 21. 17s. 6d., and of the rural population of the king-

dom, 19 lire 25c., or 15s. 6d,

Army and Navy.

The German law of universal liability to arms forms the basis of

the present military organisation of the Kingdom of Italy. Accord-
ing to it, a certain portion of all the young men of the age of twenty-
one, the number varying from 65,000 to 75,000, is levied annually

for the staiiding army, while the rest, over 60,000, are entered in

a second category, and serve only six months with the colours.

The time of service in the standing army for the first category of

recruits is three years in the infantry and four years in the cavalry.

In the army of reserve, the time of service is generally five years,

and four years in the Mobile militia, for infantry, while the cavalry

have only five years, passed in the reserve. The second category,

after their six months' service, are passed to the reserve and Mobile
militia, like the first category. After completion of time in Mobile
militia, both categories are drafted into the territorial militia, where
they remain till their 39th year. Into this last body also are drafted

the conscripts whose services in the active army have been dispensed

with in time of peace. Taking the normal yearly contingent at
y2
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75,000, the effectives of the three categories should be as follows :

—

1st category, 1,175,000; 2nd category, 682,000; 3rd category,

928,000 ; total, 2,785,000. The actual effective, however, in 1883,

does not much exceed 1,000,000 men. Every native of the king-

dom is liable to the military service, to be enrolled either in the

standing army or the reserve. Young men able to pass an exami-

nation have to remain only one year in the service, the same as in

Germany.
By the law of military organisation of September 1873, the

country is divided into ten military regions, or general commands,

each with its corresponding corps d'armee ; each region is subdi-

vided into two divisions of ten brigades each. According to the

new law of June 1882, there will now be twelve military regions, each

subdivided as before. The further organisation of the army, ac-

cording to the new law, is as follows, with the official strength for

September 1882 :—

I. Active Army.

Infantry :

—

96 regiments of the line . 246,300

12 „ Bersaglieri 42,429

6 „ Alpine

troops

87 military districts

Total infantry-

Cavalry :

—

22 regiments and 5 re

serve depots

Artillery :

—

12 regiments field, 2 br:

gades horse, 5 regimenti

fortress, 2 brigad

mountain artillery

Engineers
Carabineers

Invalids, sanitary and
other special companies

Officers, active and sup

plementary .

Total .

17,469

241,956

714,958

II. Mobile Militia.

Infantry :

—

48 regiments of the line

and 18 battalions Ber-

saglieri . . . 301,505
36 companies Alpine troops 3,181

Total infantry . 304,686

Artillerymen . . . 21,808

Engineers .... 3,644

Officers .... 1,664

Total Mobile militia 331,802

Territorial militia . . 930,006

Reserve officers . . . 8,793

Total army . 1,985,619

In the distribution of the standing army over the kingdom there

are generally eight battalions of infantry at or near the capital,

fifteen at Genoa, five at Turin, nine at Alessandria, twelve in

Tuscany, and 120 in the valley of the Po, from Milan to Ancona.

At Naples there are eighteen battalions of the line, besides thirty-

nine in the Neapolitan provinces and thirty- two in Sicily.
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The navy of the kingdom of Italy consisted, at the end of 1883,

of 89 steamers, afloat or building. They were classed as follows :

—
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Since 1877 the Italian fleet has been rapidly developed in ac-

cordance with a definite programme then laid down, and it now
contains some of the largest and most heavily armed ships afloat.

The Duilio and Dandolo, now in commission, each carry 4 100-ton
muzzle-loading Armstrong guns in two turrets ; they have armour
nearly 22 inches thick at the water-line, and 17j inches thick on
the turrets. They belong to the central-citadel type, of which the

Inflexible is the most powerful example in the British Navy ; and
are superior to the Inflexible in armament and speed, although not

quite so strongly protected. Like the Inflexible these ships have
their monster guns mounted and worked by hydraulic mechanism of

the Elswick manufacture.

The Italia and Lepanto are the two largest war ships yet built.

They are 400 feet long, 72| feet broad, and are to have an extreme
draught of water exceeding 30 feet. Their engines are to be about

twice as powerful as the engines of any other armoured ship yet

constructed, and it is hoped to attain a speed of 18 knots an hour.

Their armaments consist of 4 100-ton breech-loading guns carried

in a barbette protected by 19 inches of steel-faced armour, set

obliquely, and therefore equivalent to thicker armour placed ver-

tically. These barbette guns are about 33 feet above water. In

addition to these monster guns 18 4-ton 6-inch breech-loading guns

are to be mounted on the broadside. There is no vertical belt-

armour protecting the water-line, but instead of it a deck covered

with 3-inch iron plates is built about 5 feet below water ; and the

buoyancy and stability of the vessel when damaged in action are to

be protected by minute subdivision of the space above the protective

deck, and another deck placed about 6 feet above water. Thick

vertical armour is used also to protect the funnel, hatches, ven-

tilators, &c. where they pass through the armour deck 5 and to

shelter the communication between the magazines, &c. and the

barbette in which the heavy guns are placed. These vessels were
laid down in 1877-8, and neither of them is yet (January 1884)
completed. The cost of each ship, exclusive of armament, is said

to be about 800,000/. sterling.

Considerable differences of opinion have arisen respecting the

policy of building these enormous vessels, and the three last-named

ships of the first-class are of more moderate dimensions and cost,

but carry as heavy guns as the Italia and Lepanto. The ironclads

placed in the second and third classes are of earlier types, and for

the most part weakly armoured. The Palestro and Principe Amadeo
are the most efficient vessels in these classes ; the ram Affondatore,

built on the Thames, is also a powerful vessel, but not so successful

as was hoped.

The Italian Navy is also being strengthened by the addition of
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* protected cruisers,' of which three or four are already in hand,

and others are contemplated. The first of these vessels, the Gio-

vanni Bausan, is building on the Tyne from the designs and in the

yard of Sir W. G. Armstrong & Co. She will carry 2 25 -ton and
6 4-ton breech-loading guns, steam at 17^ knots' speed, and have

her machinery, magazines, &c. protected by a strong steel deck.

The heavy guns are mounted and worked by hydraulic mechanism.
In addition to these protected vessels a numerous flotilla of swift

cruisers and torpedo boats is being created, the torpedo boats having

been built in England. On the whole, the administration of the

Italian Navy during the last six years has been remarkably ener-

getic, and has resulted in the creation of a much, more powerful

fleet relatively to those of other European powers than was previously

The navy was manned in 1882 by 1 admiral, 4 vice-admirals, 10
rear-admirals, 108 captains, 346 lieutenants, 7,878 sailors, 3,008
gunners and torpedo-men, 1,287 engine-men, besides engineers,

petty officers, &c., making in all 15,055 officers and men.
On the Continental frontier of Italy the principal passes of the Alps

are defended by fortifications distributed according to a plan decided

on in 1874, and at present in process of execution. The basin of

the Po is also studded with fortified places, though some of the old

fortresses have been either abandoned or declassed, while others are

being constructed. The chief coasting strong places in the region

are the following :—Casale, Placentia, Cremona, Peschiera, Verona,

Mantua, Legnago (these four form the old Austrian Quadrilateral),

Pavia, Boara, Venice, Alessandria, Bologna. On the coasts and
islands are the following fortified places :—Ventimiglia, Vado,
Genoa, Spezzia, Elba,^ Mont-Argentaro, Civita Vecchia, Gaeta,

Baja and Castellamare in the Gulf of Naples ; works in the Straits

of Messina ; various places in Sicily ; Tarentum ; Brindisi, Ancona,
the mouth of the Adige ; Brindole and Chioggia. On the North
Sardinia is defended by the fortifications in the Island of St. Made-
laine, and on the South by those of Cagliari. Rome is surrounded
by walls, and is being protected by a circle of forts. The ap-

proaches to the capital on the north and south are all covered

by forts.

Area and Population.

The first general census of the kingdom of Italy, inclusive of the

Pontifical States, annexed by Eoyal decree of October 9, 1870, was
taken by the Government on the 31st December 1871. On this

date, the population numbered 26,792,354—13,472,262 males and
13,328,892 females—living on an area of 114,296 English square

miles, being 235 per square mile. At the census of December 31,
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1881, the total population was found to be 28,459,451, showing an
increase in ten years of 1,667,097, or 6*22 per cent., or '62 per cent,

per annum.
The kingdom of Italy is administratively divided into sixteen

compartmenti and sixty-nine provinces, the names of which, with

area in English square miles, and number of population on the

31st December, 1881, are given in the subjoined table:

—

Provinces and
Compaxtmenti

Alessandria .

Cuneo
Novara . .

Torino . .

Piedmont

Genova . .

Porto Maurizio

Liguria .

Bergamo
Brescia

Como .

Cremona
Milano
Mantua
Pavia .

Sondrio

Lombardy

Belluno . .

Padova . .

Kovigo . .

Treviso . ,

Udine

.

. .

Venezia . .

Verona . .

Vicenza . .

Venice .

Bologna . .

Ferrara . .

Forli . . .

Modena . .

Parma . .

Area in
square
miles

Popula-
tion, 1881

1,952

2,766

2,527

3,965

11,200

1,688

467

2,065

1,027

1,784

1,049

670
1,165

866
1,286

1,269

,086

1,263

805
662
939

2,483

860

1,102

1,041

9,136

1,392

1,010

716
966

1,251

Provinces and
Compartmenti

729,710
636,400

676,926

1,029,343

3,070,379

760,122
132,261

892,373

390,775

471,668
515,050

302,138

1,114,991

295,728
469,831

120,634

3,680,615

174,140

397,762

217,700

375,704
601,746

356,708
394,065
396,349

2,814,173

467,474
230,807
261.110

279,264

267,306

Piacenza . .

Kavenna . .

Reggio Emilia

Emilia .

Perugia (Umbria)

Ancona . .

Ascoli Piceno
Macerata . .

Pesaro e Urbino

Marshes

Arezzo . .

Firenze . .

Grosseto . .

Livorno . .

Lucca . . .

Massa Carrara
Pisa ....
Siena . . .

Tuscany

Roma . .

Aquila
Campobasso
Chieti . .

Teramo .

Abruzzi e

Molise

Avellino .

Benevento
Caserta .

Napoli

Salerno .

Campania

Area in
square
miles

965
742
884

7,926

3,719

740
809

1,067

1,146

3,761

1,276

2,263

1,712

126

677
680

1,180

1,465

9,279

4,653

2,609

1,778

1,105

1,284

6,676

1,409

676
2,307
429

2,116

6,937

Popula-
tion, 1881

226,717

225,764

244,959

2,183,391

572,060

267,338
209,185

239,713
223,043

939,279

238,744

790,776
114,295

121,612

284,484

169,469

283,210

205,926

2,208,616

903,472

353,027

366,434

344,048

264,806

1,317,315

392,619

238,425

714,131

1,001,245

550,159

2,896,579
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Provinces and
Compartmenti
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Included in the births and deaths in 1881 are 35,254 still-born

children, and in the births 82,927 illegitimate children, the former

3 per cent., and the latter 7*4 per cent., of the total births.

The following table shows the number of emigrants in the five

years 1878-82, and the countries to which they went.

: France
1 Austria-Hungary .

j Switzerland

I
Germany ....

j
Great Britain and Ireland

Other European countries

Total Europe .

Egypt, Tunis, and Algeria

United States and Canada
La Plata States

Mexico, Central America, Brazil,

and other S. American States

Total America

Other countries

Grand total .
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Embraced in the area of Italy is the ancient independent republic^

and one of the oldest States in Europe, San Marino. It has an

area of 32 square miles and a population of about^.8,000. In 1872
it concluded a treaty of protective friendship with the kingdom
of Italy.

Trade and Industry.

The commerce of Italy, like that of France, is divided into

general and special. The following table shows the total special

imports and exports of the kingdom in each of the five years from

1878 to 1882 :—

Years
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France
United Kingdom .

Austria

Germany
j.

. . .

United States and Canada
Switzerland ....
Russia
South America
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which, however, as well as of other kinds of grain, is generally

greater than the export. Agriculture is generally in a primitive

condition. Vineyards occupy about 5 million acres, and olive-

groves about 2,200,000. Chestnuts are also an important object of

culture, occupying about 1,225,000 acres. The average yield of

wine is over 605 million gallons, Italy standing next to France in

quantity. Italy is the chief olive-producing country in Europe, the

average yield of olives being over 9 million bushels, and of oil

3 million cwt.

In 1881Italy had 4,783,232 cattle ; 8,596,108 sheep ; 2,016,307
goats. In 1881 Italy exported 65,944 and imported 39,887 cattle

;

exported 198,639 and imported 55,768 sheep; exported 41,529 and
imported 18,908 swine. The wool product is not, however, suffi-

cient for consumption, the export in 1881 being only 9,000 cwt. and
the import 95,300 cwt.

Iron is found in considerable quantities in Sardinia, Elba, and
Lombardy, partly worked in Italy, and partly exported. The
average output of the mines is 215,000 tons, valued at 75,000/.

The total annual value of the iron and steel produced in Italy is

850,000L Copper, zinc, and lead are also worked in considerable

quantities. The chief mineral product is sulphur, 359,540 tons

having been produced in 1880 ; the average annual value being

1,250,000^. The quaiTies of Italy, especially its marble quarries,

employ about 20,000 men ; the annual output being valued at a

million sterling. In 1880 the number of hands employed in all

mines was 44,215, and the total value of the output 2,375,000^.

In 1878 there were 2,030 silk factories in Italy, employing

15,992 men, 120,226 women, and 76,384 children, producing

over 5 million lbs. of raw silk. The total weight of the cocoon

harvest in 1881 was 91,683,000 lbs., and in 1882, 69,581,844 lbs.

;

the estimated product of the raw silk in 1882 was 5,214,000 lbs.

On the 1st of January 1883, the total number of sailing vessels

and steamers making long voyages was 7,720, of 990,004 tons, the

tonnage of steamers alone being 104,719 tons. According to an
official return, the kingdom of Italy had a registered seafaring

population, that is individuals whose names were inserted in the
' Inscription Maritime,' of 181,381 at the commencement of 1883.

The total number of vessels which entered Italian ports in the year
1882 was 110,015, of 17,559,956 tons, of which 26,271 were
steamers, of 14,111,111 tons. Of the total 16,352 (10,123 Italian),

of 5,140,581 tons (1,523,795 Italian), were sea-going vessels, and
the remainder coasters. There cleared the Italian ports during the

same year 109,334 vessels, of 17,485,090 tons, of which 26,202, of

14,064,758 tons, were steamers. Of the total 4,715, of 3,991,151
tons, were sea-going vessels, and the remainder coasters.

The total length of railways opened for traffic on the 1st of
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January 1882 was 5,484 English miles, of which about one-fourth

belonged to the State.

In the sessions of 1878 and 1879 the Italian Parliament passed bills

for the construction of additional 3,739 miles of railway, to complete

the existing system. The new lines are to be built within a period

of fifteen years, at a total cost of 40,000,000/., with a State contri-

bution of 26,000,000/., paid in annual instalments of 2,000,000/,

The total expenditure in the construction of railways up to the end
of December 1881 was 107,131,392/.

The number of post-offices in the kingdom at the commencement
of 1882, was 3,420. In the year 1881 the post conveyed 168,878,086
letters and postcards, 154,562,446 newspapers and printed matter;

and of money-orders 4,022,308, for the value of 20,147,805/.

The revenue in 1881 was 29,787,318 lire, and the expenditure

25,980,398 lire.

The length of telegraph lines in 1883 was 17,258 English miles,

nearly two-thirds of the whole belonging to the Government.
There were, at the same date, 1,747 telegraph offices, exclusive of

railway and private offices. The number of telegrams forwarded in

the year 1882 throughout the kingdom was 6,454,942, including

373,807 official telegrams. The revenue in 1882 amounted to

469,924/., and the total expenditure to 344,827/.

Italy has a station on the bay of Assab, on the African coast of

the Red Sea, opposite Aden. It has an area of 243 square miles

and a population of 1,193 on December 31, 1881.

Diplomatic Representatives.

1. Of Italy in Great Britain.

Ambassador.—Count Nigra, accredited January 19, 1883.

Secretaries.—Chevalier Tommaso Catalani ; Guilio Silvestrelli.

Attaches.—Emmanuele Prinetti ; Guido Cagnola ; Guilio Desme.
Naval Attache.—Capt. Raphael Noce.

2. Of Great Britain in Italy.

Ambassador.—Sir J. Savile Lumley, K.C.B., born in 1825 ; Charge d'Affaires

in Russia, 1862 and 1865 ; Envoy to Saxony, 1866-67 ; to Switzerland,

1867-68 ; to Belgium, 1868-83 ; appointed to Italy, August 29, 1883.

Secretaries.—Hugh Fraser, Hon. Hugh Gough, W. N. Beauclerk.

Naval Attache.—Ca.-^t.'KainQ, K.N.

Money, "Weights, and Measures.

The money, weights, and measures of Italy are the same as those

of France, the names only being altered, the Franc changing into

the Lira, divided into 100 centesimi, the Kilogramme into the

Chilogramma, the Metre into the Metro, the Hectare into the Ettaro,

and so on. The British equivalents are :

—
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Money.

The Lira, of 100 Centesimi= Aversige rate of exchange (gold), 25 to 1^. sterling.

Weights and Measures.

= 15-434 grains troy.

= 2'20 lbs. avoirdupois.

= 220
= 2200

The Gramma
Chilogramma
Quintal Metrici .

Tonnelata .

Litro, Liquid Measure

Euoiuro {^i^ii^-r^
Metro
Chilometro .

Metro Cube 1

Stero J
Ettaro, or Hectare

Square Chilometro

0*22 Imperial gallon.

22
2-75 Imperial bushels.

3-28 feet or 39-37 inches.

1093 yards.

35-31 cubic feet.

2-47 acres.

0-386 square mile.

(2-59 sq. chilo—1 sq. mile)

The common currency of the kingdom in recent years has been

paper money of various denomination, gold standing at a premium
of from 10 to 12 per cent.

Statistical and other Books of Reference concerning Italy.

1. Official Publications.

Annali del Ministero di Agricoltura, Industria e Commercio, 1882. 8

Roma, 1883.

Annali di Statistica. Atti del Consiglio Superiore di Statistica. Series 3

Vols. 1 to 7. Rome, 1882-3.

Annuario Generale dell' Industria e Commercio del Regno d'ltalia pel

I'Anno 1882. 8. Firenze, 1883.

Annuario del Ministero deUe Finanze del Regno d'ltaha pel 1882. 8,

Roma, 1883.

Annuario della Instruzione Pubblica del Regno d'ltalia pel 1881-82. 8.

Roma, 1883.

Annuario Pontificio. 8. Roma, 1883.

Atti della Giunta per la Inchiesta Agraria e sulla Condizioni della Classe

Agricola. Rome, 1880-83.

L'ltalia economica nel 1882. Publicazione ufficiale. 8. Roma. 1883.

Movimento della Navigazione Italiana e Straniera nei Porti del Regno.
Anno XXI. 8. Roma, 1883.

Censiminto della popolazione del regno D'ltalia 31 decembre, 1881. Roma,
1882.

Statistica Amministrativa del Regno d'ltalia. Riveduta ed ampliata per cura

del Ministero dell' Interno. 4. Roma, 1883.

Statistica dei Bilanci Communali per gli anni 1881-82. 8. Roma, 1883.

Statistica della Popolazione. Censimento generale (31 die. 1871) per cura

della direzione della statistica generale del Regno. 8. Firenze, 1872.

Statistica del Commercio speciale di Importazione e di Esportazione. Fol.

Roma, 1883.

Statistica Elettorale Politica. Rome, 1883.

Statistica della Emigrazione Italiana all'estero nel 1882. Rome, 1883.
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Eeport by Mr. Macdonnell on the imports and exports of Italy in ' Reports
by H.M.'s Secretaries of Embassy and Legation.' Part I. 1882.

Report by Mr. Beauclerk on the agriculture of Italy, in the same. Parts
IV. and V. 1882, and in Part I. 1883.

Report by Mr. Fraser on the Trade of Italy in 1882, in * Reports of H.M.'s
Secretaries of Embassy.' Part II. 1883.

Report by Mr. Beauclerk on education, arts, commerce, &c. in Italy, in
* Reports from H.M.'s Diplomatic and Consular officers abroad on subjects of
commercial and general interest.' Folio. 1882, and in Part V. 1883.

Report on the mining industry of Italy, 1860-79, by Consul-General Col-
naghi, in Part II. ; and on the Italian wines and wine trade, in Part V. ; by
Consul Grant on taxation in the Neapolitan provinces, in Part VIII. of
'Reports from H.M.'s Diplomatic and Consular Agents.' 1883. Folio.

Reports by Mr. Consul Colnaghi on the silk industry, fisheries, and mineral
products of Italy, in * Reports from H.M.'s Consuls.' Parti. 1877. 8. Lon-
don, 1877.

Report by Vice-Consul Kennedy on the silk culture of Lombardy, in Part
XIV. of ' Reports of H.M.'s Consuls.' 1882.

Report by Consul Colnaghi on the yield of cocoons in Italy in 1882, in

Part II. ; by Consul Dupuis on the trade and commerce of Brindisi in 1882,
in Part III. ; by Consul Yeats-Brown on Genoa, in Part V. ; by Vice-Consul
Zarb on Gallipoli and Consul Grant on Naples, in Part VI. ; by Viee-Consul
De Zuccato on Venice, in Part VII. ; by Consul Pernis on Cagliari, Consul-
General Colnaghi on Florence, and Consul Churchill on Palermo, in Part IX.
of ' Reports of H.M.'s Consuls.' 1883.

Trade of Italy with the United Kingdom ; in ' Annual Statement of the
Trade of the United Kingdom with Foreign Countries and British Possessions
for the year 1882.' Imp. 4. London, 1883,

2. NoN-Official Publications.

Annuario Industriale Italian© pel 1883, ossia Dizionario statistico-storico-

commerciale d'ltalia. 8. Napoli, 1883.

Bodio (Luigi), Sui doeumenti statistici del Regno d' Italia, cenni bibliografici,

presentati al VI Congresso internazionale di statistica. 8. Firenze, 1868.

Cesare (Carlo de), II Passato, il Presente e I'Awenire della Pubblica Am^
ministrazione nel Regno d'ltalia. 8. Firenze, 1865.

Correnti e Maestri (N.), Annuario Statistieo Italiano. 8. Torino, 1883.
Fomelli (Marchese Giov.), Miscellanea geografico-storico-politica su PItalia.

8. Napoli, 1869.

G'aWew^a (A.), Italy revisited. 2 vols. 8. London, 1876.

Giugni (Ferdinando), Dizionario dei Comunidel Regno d'ltalia. 2 vols. 8.

Firenze, 1870-72.

Guida Generale del Commercio e dell' Industria Italiana per il 1882. 4.

Milano, 1883.

Laveleye (Emile da) L'ltalie actuelle. 8. Paris, 1881.

Lossa (Augusto), Annuario del commercio ed industria del Regno d'ltalia.

8. Firenze, 1882.

Morjpurgo (Emilio), La Finanza Italiana dalla Fondazione del Regno fine a
questi Giorni. 8. Roma, 1874.

Muzzi (Prof. S.), Voeabolario geografico-storico-statistico dell' Italia. 2 vols.

Bologna, 1873-74.

Stivieri (N.), Geografia e statistica commerciale del Regno (f Italia. 4. Venezia,

1879.
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MONTENEGRO.
(TCHERNAGORA KaRA-DAGH.)

Reigning Prince.

Nicholas I., Petrovic Njegos, born October 7 (September 25),

1841; educated at Trieste and Paris; proclaimed Prince of Mon-
tenegro, as successor of his uncle, Danilo I., August 14, 1860.

Married, November 8, 1860, to Milena Petrovna Vucoticova, born

May 3, 1847, daughter of Peter Vucotic, senator, and Vice-President

of the Council of State. Offspring of the union are seven daughters

and two sons, Danilo Alexander, heir-apparent, born June 29, 1871

;

Mirko, born April 17, 1879.

The reigning prince is descended from Petrovic Njegos, pro-

claimed Vladika, or prince-bishop, of Montenegro, in 1697, who
liberated the country from the Turks, and, having established him-
self as both spiritual and temporal ruler, entered into a religious and
political alliance with Russia. His successors retained the theocratic

power till the death of Peter Petrovic, October 31, 1851, last

Vladika of Montenegro, a ruler of great wisdom, as well as a widely

celebrated poet. He was succeeded by his nephew, Danilo I., who
abandoned the title of Vladika, together with the spiritual functions

attached to it, and substituted that of Hospodar, or Prince. At the

same time Danilo I., to throw off a remnant of nominal dependency
from Turkey, acknowledged by his predecessors, obtained the

formal recognition of his new title from Russia. Danilo I., assas-

sinated August 13, 1860, was succeeded by his nephew, second

Hospodar of Montenegro.

Former rulers of Montenegro possessed the whole of the revenues

of the country, and, in fact, this system obtains still, although laws

have from time to time been passed regulating both the Prince's

annual civil list and the public expenditure. Prince Nicholas'

nominal yearly income is fixed, for the present, at 9,000 ducats, or

4,100/. A yearly sum of 48,000 roubles, or 4,800/., has been
received by Montenegro from Russia since the Crimean war, as a

reward for its friendly attitude during that period. The Austrian
Government is stated to contribute about 30,000 florins per annum
towards the construction of carriage roads in Montenegro.

Government and Population.

The constitution of the country, dating from 1852, with changes

effected in 1855 and 1879, is nominally that of a limited monarchy,
resting on a patriarchal foundation. The executive authority rests
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with the reigning Prince, while the legislative power is vested,

according to an ' Administrative Statute' proclaimed March 21,

1879, in a State Council of eight members, one-half of them
nominated by the Prince, and the other elected by the male
inhabitants who are bearing, or have borne, arms. Practically, all

depends on the absolute will of the Prince. The inhabitants are

divided into 40 tribes, each governed by elected * elders,' and a

chief or captain of district called Knjas, who acts as magistrate in

peace and as commander in war. By the * Administrative Statute

'

of 1879, the country was divided into 80 districts and five military

commands.
Schools for elementary education are supported by government

;

education is compulsory and free. All males under the age of 25
years are supposed to be able to read and write. There is a theo-

logical seminary at Cettinje, and a girls' high school maintained at

the charge of the Empress of Russia.

No official returns are published regarding the public revenue
and expenditure. Reliable estimates state the former at 600,000
Austrian florins, or 60,000^. A loan of 1,000,000 florins was raised

in Vienna in 1881 at an interest of 6J per cent, on the salt mono-
poly of the principality, and 70,000/. is owed to Eussia for grain

supplied in 1879.

The area of Montenegro is estimated to embrace 3,550 English

square miles, inclusive of the annexations effected by the Congress of

Berlin in 1878, including the town and district of Dulcigno on the

Adriatic. The latter, however, was only surrendered by Turkey
to Montenegro at the end of November 1880, in exchange of the

district and town of Gussinje, which the Sultan declared himself

unable to give up, under pressure of the great European Powers.
The boundaries in the south and east are still (December, 1883) in

process of delimitation. The total population was stated in official

returns to number 250,000 in 1879.

The population is mainly pastoral and agricultural. Agricul-

ture is of the most primitive kind. Nearly all the inhabitants have
a little cultivable land, but the produce is seldom sufficient for

consumption. Live stock of all kinds are reared.

The number of men capable of bearing arms, between the ages

of 14 and 50, is calculated at 21,850. There exists no standing

army, except a lifeguard of the Gospodar, numbering 100 men
;

but all the inhabitants, not physically unfitted, are trained as

soldiers, and liable to be called under arms. Recently the Moslem
inhabitants of Dulcigno have been exempted from military service

on payment of a capitation tax. The Montenegrins belong entirely

to the Servian branch of the Slav race, and in religion adhere to

the Greek Church, governed, since 1852, by a bishop consecrated
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by the Holy Synod of Russia, with the exception of 4,000 Eoman
Catholics and 7,000 Mussulmans of Albanian or Slav origin.

The Church was formerly the State ; now its authority is limited

to purely ecclesiastical matters. There are three monasteries, which
have been permitted to retain sufficient property for the main-
tenance of a limited number of clergy.

The exports are valued at about 200,000/., imports at 20,000Z.

The principal exports are shumac, flea powder {Pyrethrum roseum),

smoked sardines, smoked mutton, hides, skins, and furs. There
are excellent carriage roads from Cattaro to Cettinje, and from
Cettinje to Rieka on Lake Scutari, and good bridle roads over the

rest of the Principality. There are 280 miles of telegrajrh in the

country.

British Consul- General—W. Kirby Green, C.M.G.

Statistical and other Books of Reference concerning Montenegro.

Non-Official Publications.

Andric (M.), Geschichte des Fiirstenthums Montenegro. 8. Wien, 1853.

Delarue (H.), Le Montenegro. 8. Paris, 1862.

Denton (Rev. "William), Montenegro: its People and their History. 8.

London, 1877.

Frilley (Gr.) and Wlahovitz (Ivan), Le Montenegro Contemporaine. Paris.

Kohl (J. Geo.), Reise nach Montenegro. 2 vols. 8. Dresden, 1851.

Kovalevsky (Egor Petrovich), Montenegro and the Slavonic Countries.

(Russia.) 8. St. Petersburg, 1872.

KrasinsJci (Walerjan Skorobohaty), Montenegro and the Slavonians of

Turkey. 8. London, 1853.

Neigebaur (H.), Die Siidslawen und deren Lander. 8. Leipzig, 1851.

Sestak (J. F.) and Scherhs (F.), Militarische Beschreibung des Pasehaliks

Herzegovina und des Fiirstenthums Cernagora. 8. "Wien, 1862.

Strangford (Viscountess), The Eastern Shores of the Adriatic in 1863, with
a visit to Montenegro. 8. London, 1864.

z2
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NETHERLANDS.
(KONINGRIJK DER NeDERLANDEN.)

Reigning King.

Willem III., born February 19, 1817, the eldest son of King
Willem II., and of Princess Anna Paulowna, daughter of Emperor
Paul I. of Russia ; educated by private tutors, and at the University

of Leyden; succeeded to the throne, at the death of his father,

March 17, 1849. Married, June 18, 1839, to Princess Sophie, born
June 17, 1818, the second daughter of King Wilhelm I. ofWurttem-
berg; widower June 3, 1877. Married, in second nuptials, Jan. 7,

1879, to Queen Emma, born August 2, 1858, daughter o£ Prince
George Victor of Waldeck. (See page 172.)

Son and daughter of the King.

I. Alexander, Prince of Orange, heir-apparent, offspring of the

first marriage, born August 25, 1851 ; admiral in the navy of the

Netherlands, and major-general in the army.
II. Princess Wilhelmina, offspring of the second marriage, bom.

August 31, 1880.

Sister of the King.

Princess Sophie, born April 8, 1824 ; married, Oct. 8, 1842, to

Grand-Duke Karl Alexander of Saxe-Weimar, born June 24, 1818.

The royal family of the Netherlands, known as the House of

Orange, descend from a German Count Walram, who lived in the

eleventh century. Through the marriage of Count Engelbrecht, of

the branch of Otto, Count of Nassau, with Jane of Polanen, in 1404,
the family acquired the barony of Breda, and thereby became settled

in the Netherlands. The alliance with another heiress, only sister

of the childless Prince of Orange and Count of Chalons, brought to

the house a rich province in the south of France ; and a third matri-

monial union, that of Prince Willem III. of Orange with a daughter

of King James II., led to the transfer of the crown of Great Britain

to that prince. Previous to this period, the members of the family

had acquired great influence in the Republic ofthe Netherlands under
the name of ' stadtholders,' or governors. The dignity was formally

declared to be hereditary in 1747, in Willem IV. ; but his successor,

Willem v., had to fly to England, in 1795, at the invasion of the

French republican army. The family did not return till November
1813, when the fate of the republic, released from French supremacy,.
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was under discussion at the Congress of Vienna. Aiter various diplo-

matic negotiations, the Belgian provinces, subject before the French
revolution to the House ofAustria, were ordered by the Congress to be
annexed to the territory of the republic, and the whole to be erected

into a kingdom with the son of the last Stadtholder, Willem V., as

hereditary sovereign. In consequence, the latter was proclaimed

King of the Netherlands at the Hague on the 16th of March, 1815,
and recognised as sovereign by all the powers of Europe. The
established union between the northern and southern provinces of

the Netherlands was dissolved by the Belgian revolution of 1830,

and their political relations were not readjusted until the signing of

the Treaty of London, April 19, 1839, which constituted Belgium
an independent kingdom. King Willem I. abdicated in 1840,
making over the crown to his son Willem II., who, after a reign of
nine years, left it to his heir, the present sovereign of the Nether-

lands.

King Willem II. had a civil list of 1,000,000 guilders, or 83,333Z.

;

but the amount was reduced to 600,000 guilders, or 50,000/., at

the commencement of the reign of the present king; there is

also a large revenue from domains. There is m addition an
allowance of 150,000 guilders, or 12,500/., for the members of

the royal family and the maintenance of the Court. The latter

sum is divided at present in the manner that the heir-apparent has

100,000 guilders, or 8,333/. ; and the remaining 50,000 guilders, or

4,166/., are given as a subsidy for the maintenance of the royal

palaces. The family of Orange are, besides, in the possession of a

very large private fortune, acquired, in greater part by King Willem
I., in the prosecution of vast enterprises, tending to raise the com-
merce of the Netherlands.

The House of Orange has given the following Sovereigns to the

Netherlands, since its reconstruction as a kingdom by the Congress

of Vienna:

—

Willem 1 1815
Willem II 1840
WiUemlll 1849

The average reign of the three Sovereigns, inclusive of that of

the present king, amounted to 1 9 years,

Constitution and Government.

The present constitution—grondwet—of the Netherlands received

the royal sanction October 14, 1848, and was solemnly proclaimed

Nov. 3, 1848. It vests the whole legislative authority in a Parlia-

ment composed of two Chambers, called the States-General. The
Upper House, or first Chamber, consists of 39 members, elected by
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the provincial States from among the most highly assessed inhabitants

of the eleven provinces. The second Chamber of the States-General,

elected by ballot, at the rate of one deputy to every 45,000 souls,

numbers 86 members. All citizens are voters who are 23 years

of age, natives of the Netherlands, not deprived of civil rights,

and pay assessed taxes to an amount varying from 20 guilders

(1/. 13s. M.) for the poorer districts to 112 guilders (9/. 6s. 8d.)

for the richest and most populous electoral district, Amsterdam.
The total number of electors in 1882 was 126,290, or 1 voter in

about 33 persons. Clergymen, judges of the Hooge Raad, or High
Court of Justice, and Governors of Provinces are debarred from

being elected. The members of the second Chamber receive an
annual allowance of 2,000 guilders, or 166/., besides travelling ex-

penses. Every two years one-half of the members of the second

Chamber, and every three years one-third of the members of the

Upper House, retire by rotation. The Sovereign has the right to

dissolve either of the Chambers separately, or both together, at any
time, but new elections must take place within forty days. The
second Chamber alone has the initiative of new laws, together with

the government, and the ftmctions of the Upper House are restricted

to either approving or rejecting them, without the right of inserting

amendments. The ministers must attend at the meetings of both

Houses, but have only a deliberative voice, but may not vote, unless

they are members. The King has full veto power, but it is seldom,

if ever, brought into practice. Alterations in the Constitution can

only be made by the vote of two-thirds of the members of both

Houses, followed by a general election, and a second confirmation,

by two-third vote, of the new States-General.

The executive authority is, under the Sovereign, exercised by
a responsible Council of Ministers. There are eight heads of de-

partments in the Ministerial Council (appointed April 22, 1883),
namely :

—

1. The Minister of the Interior and President of the Council of

Ministers.—Dr. J. Heemskerk.
2. The Minister of Foreign Affairs.—JonkReer Dr. P. J. A. M.

van der Does de Willebois.

3. The Minister of Finance.—W. J. L. Grobbee.

4. The Minister of Justice.—Dr. M. W. Baron du Tour van
Bellinghave.

5. The Minister of the Colonies.— J. P. Sprenger Van Eyk
(Dec. 29, 1883).

6. The Minister of Marine.—Vice-Admiral F. L. Geerling.

7. The Minister of War.—General A. W. P. Weitzel.

8. The Ministry of Public Works and Commerce (Waterstaat).

—

J. G. van der Bergh.
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Each of the above ministers has a salary of 12,000 guilders, or

IjOOOZ. per annum. Whenever the sovereign presides over the

deliberations of the ministry, the meeting is called a Cabinet

Council, and the privilege to be present at it is given to princes

of the royal family called in for the purpose. There is also a

State Council—Raad van State—of 14 members, of which the sove-

reign is president, and which he must consult on all legislative and

a great number of executive matters.

Justice is administered by the High Court of the Netherlands

(Cour de Cassation), by five courts of justice, by 23 district tribu-

nals, and by the various cantonal courts; trial by jury is unknown
in Holland.

Church and Education.

According to the terms of the Constitution, entire liberty of con-

science and complete social equality is granted to the members of all

religious confessions. The royal family, and a majority of the inhabit-

ants, belong to the Eeformed Church. In the last census returns the

number of Protestants is given at 2,469,814; of Roman Catholics,

1,439,137; Old Catholics, 6,251 ; of divers other Christian denomi-

nations, or of unknown creed, 15,798; and of Jews, 81,693. The
government of the Reformed Church is Presbyterian ; while the

Roman Catholics are under an archbishop, ofUtrecht, and four bishops,

of Haarlem, Breda, Roermond, and Hertogenbosch. The salaries of

several British Presbyterian ministers, settled in the Netherlands,

and whose churches are incorporated with the Dutch Reformed
Church, are paid out of the public funds. For Protestant Churches

the sum of 117,104Z. is set down in the budget of 1884 ; for Roman
Catholics, 47,690/.; and for Jews, 1,306/.

Education is spreading throughout the kingdom. It is calculated

that among the strictly rural population of the kingdom, one-fourth

of the grown-up men, and one-third of the women, can neither

read nor write. In 1880, of the conscripts called out, 11*5 percent,

could neither read nor write, the percentage being highest irx North
Brabant and Overyssel, where it was 18'6. However, the education

of the rising generation is provided for by a non-denominational

Primary Instruction Law, passed in 1857, supplemented, with im-

portant alterations, tending to extend national education, hj another

law, passed August 18, 1878. Under the regulations of the latter

Act, the cost of primary instruction is borne jointly by the State and
the communes, the State being responsible for 30 per cent., and the

communes for 70 per cent, of the total expenditure. According to

Government returns for 1881, there are 2,791 public elementary

schools, with 10,824 teachers and 1,136 private schools, with 4,299
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teachers. Of the private schools 1,050 are not subsidised. At the

same date, the pupils in the pulDlic schools numbered 407,807

(409,520 in 1882), and the pupils in the private schools 136,808

(142,692 in 1882). A fuller education than the schools for primary
instruction impart is given in 73 public middle-class schools (75 in

1882), with 5,742 pupils, and 29 additional 'Latin schools and
gjnmnasia,' with 1,889 pupils in 1881 ; besides special secondary

day and evening schools, private middle-class schools, and technical

schools of various kinds. There are four universities at Leyden,
Groningen, Amsterdam, and Utrecht, with 1,544 students in 1882,

and a polytechnic institution at Delft, with 388 pupils. The
ecclesiastical training schools comprise five Eoman Catholic and
three Protestant seminaries. There were besides 802 public and
private infant schools, with 87,728 pupils, in 1881. In 1880,

Government spent 185,264Z. on private education, and in 1881,

388,769Z. ; in 1881 the communes expended 461,143Z. Besides

this 89,798/. were spent on normal schools in 1881. For 1883 it

was estimated that 1,250,000/. would be spent in education, of which
about one-third would fall to the State.

Revenue and Expenditure.

The national revenue is derived mainly fi:om excise duties, chief

among them those on spirits, from direct taxes, on land and assessed,

and from stamps. Interest upon the public debt forms the principal

branch of expenditure. The following tables exhibit the revenue

and expenditure of the kingdom in each of the years 1875 to 1881,

with the estimates for 1882 and 1883 :

—

Years
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Sources of Revenue
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that for the national debt. In the budget for 1884 the national debt

is given as follows :

—

Funded Debt.
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25 to 34 ; and to the second, the ' resting (rustende) militia,' all from

35 to 55. The first class, numbering about 30,000 men, is again

subdivided into two parts: 1, the unmarried men and widowers

without children, and 2, married soldiers. The 'resting militia,' to

the number of 40,000 men, is organised in eighty-nine battalions.

Besides this there is the ' landstorm,' consisting of all between 19

and 50 capable of bearing arms, and the ' Society of Sharpshooters,'

corresponding somewhat to the English ' Volunteers.'

The regular army stationed in the Netherlands, consisted, accord-

ing to the budget of 1884, of 42,843 infantry, 3,987 cavalry,

1,432 engineers, 13,291 artillery, 362 mounted police ; in all, in-

cluding special services, 62,687 under-officers and men, besides

2,320 officers, staff and administration. Included in the infantry

are 1 regiment of guards and 8 regiments of the line; there are

3 regiments of cavalry, 1 battalion of sappers and miners, 3 regi-

ments of field artillery, 4 of fortress artillery, 1 regiment of light-

horse artillery, 1 company of pontonniers, and 1 torpedo company.
The army of the Netherlands in the Dutch East Indies in 1882

numbered 32,149 officers and men, composed as follows :

—

Colonial Army
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The unarmoured ships o£ the navy of the Netherlands comprise
24 corvettes, while the rest are avisos and gunboats, all of them
screw steamers. There are also numerous paddle steamers, most
of them used as despatch boats. The whole of the sailing vessels, as
well as many of the smaller steamers, are employed in the colonial

service.

The navy was officered, in 1883-4, by 1 admiral, 2 vice-admirals,

4 rear-admirals (' schouten-bij-nacht '), 25 captains, 35 commanders,
345 first and second lieutenants, 55 midshipmen ('adelborsten

'),

92 administrative and 91 medical officers. The marine infantry,

at the same date, consisted of 57 officers and 2,221 non-commis-
sioned officers and privates. Both sailors and marines are recruited

by enlistment, conscription being allowed, but not actually in

force.

The Government of the Netherlands spends from two to three

million florins annually (160,000/. to 250,000/.) in strengthening its

various means of defence. The Netherlands have some small
fortresses and a great many forts connected with each other, which
would serve, with the aid of inundations, to defend the interior of

the country, while most of the avenues from the coast are fortified.

Area and Population.

The Netherlands, since the separation of Belgium, consists of

eleven provinces. Connected with the kingdom in the person of
the sovereign, though possessed of a separate administration, is the

Grand-duchy of Luxemburg, included from 1815 to 1866 in the

dissolved Germanic Confederation. The King of the Netherlands
is Grand-Duke of Luxemburg, and nominates the Government.
There is a Chamber of Deputies of 42 members, elected directly

by the Cantons for six years. By the Treaty of London, 1867,
Luxemburg is declared neutral territory. It has an area of 998
square miles, and a population (Dec. 1, 1880) of 209,570, of whom
207,782 were Catholics. In 1882 the revenue was 414,675/., and
expenditure 389,446/. There is a debt of almost 600,000/., con-
tracted mainly for the construction of railways. For commercial
purposes Luxemburg is included in the German Zollverein. There
are 220 miles of railway, and 450 miles of telegraph lines.

A census of the Netherlands is taken every ten years. The
last decennial census of December 31, 1879, gave the area at

32,972 square kilometres, or 12,648 English square miles, with
a population of 4,012,693, comprising 1,983,164 males and
2,029,529 females. The following table shows the area and
population of each of the eleven provinces of the kingdom at the
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census of December 31, 1879, with the estimate for January 1,

1883 :—

Provinces
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the whole living births; the highest percentages, 3*90 and 3*80

were in Utrecht and Groningen, and the lowest, 1'70, in North

Holland.

At the census of 1879 there were 67,000 persons of foreign birth

living in the Netherlands, the bulk of them being Germans and

Belgians. Emigration has increased in recent years. In 1878 the

number of Dutch emigrants was 2,783 ; and in 1881, 10,100, most

of whom went to North America.

In 1881, there were 519 persons accused before the courts of

justice, and 495 condemned of serious crimes; or, 1 person in about

8,500 of the population. Before the district tribunals 16,417 persons

were accused, and 14,741 sentenced ; about one-fifth to fines. There

is no poor-law or poor-rate in the Netherlands, but mendicity is

treated as a crime. The communes grant small subsidies for poor

relief, but this is largely effected by the religious bodies and organ-

ised private charity. The total number of poor relieved tempo-

rarily during the year 1880 was 216,532, or 5 per cent, of the

total population.

The Netherlands possess a comparatively large town population.

On January 1, 1883, the following towns had populations of above

25,000 inhabitants, namely:

—

Amsterdam
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Years
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The principal articles of export from the Netherlands to the United

Kingdom in the year 1882 were butter, of the value of 4,310,830^.

live animals, principally oxen and sheep, of the value of 1,044,329Z.

cheese, of the value of 866,061/.
;

gin, 50,804/. ; sugar, 1,286,897/.

iron and steel goods, 1,100,498/. ; woollen manufactures, 1,391,357/.

cotton, chiefly manufactures, 983,299/. Enumerated also as exports

from the Netherlands to Great Britain, in the official returns, are

silk manufactures of various kinds, chiefly stuffs and ribbons, of the

value of 3,380,276/., in 1880, and of 2,295,641/. in 1882, but these

must be considered as principally goods in transit, coming from the

Rhenish provinces of Prussia, seat of the German silk industry. The
principal articles of British home produce imported into the Nether-
lands in the year 1882 were cotton goods, mainly yarn, of the value

of 2,445,801/. ; iron, wrought and unwrought, of the value of

1,345,375/.; and woollen-yarn and manufactures, of the value of

1,373,098/. A considerable amount of these British imports are not
for consumption in the Netherlands, but pass in transit to Germany.

The surface of the Netherlands is divided as follows in acres

(1881) :—Uncultivated land, 441,324 ; cultivated land, pasture,

gardens, 5,005,949; woods, 552,940. In 1881, 1,457,000 acres

were under various kinds of grain—chiefly wheat, rye, oats, buck-
wheat, and barley. The total yield of grain crops proper was
30,673,500 bushels. In 1881 there were in the Netherlands
271,000 horses, 1,434,400 cattle, 792,000 sheep; 146,000 cattle

and 282,000 sheep were exported in 1881.

In 1881, 139 vessels were engaged in deep-sea fishing, and 269
in coast-fishing.

The following table shows the number of the vessels belonging to

the mercantile navy in 1882 :

—

Sailing vessels

Steamers

Total
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or 1,263 English miles, open for traffic in the kingdom. The State

owned 1,163 kilometres, or 727 English miles, and private com-
panies the remainder. The total earnings of the various lines in

the year 1881 were 23,209,914 guilders, and the total expenses

12,975,160 guilders, leaving a balance of 10,234,754 guilders, or

852,896/. The earnings of the State railways in 1881 were
10,128,187 guilders, and expenses 6,462,421 guilders, leaving a

balance of 3,665,766 guilders, or 305,480/. The total outlay upon
the State railways up to 1882 was 182,000,000 guilders, or

15,166,000/.

In 1882 the number of letters which passed through the post-

office was 59,828,000, nearly 2^- millions more than in 3881
;
post

cards, 18,565,954; journals, and other printed matter, 59,299,000;
samples, 2,324,313. The post-office did business to the amount of

26,313,873 guilders, or 2,192,823/. in money-orders, in 1882 ; and
the postal savings'-bank (started in 1881) received 2,157,700
guilders, or, 179,808/, in deposits, during 1882, the total deposits

remaining at the end of the year being 1,974,707 guilders, or

164,559/.

The number of Post-offices in 1882 was 1,290. The total

income of the Post-office in the year 1882 amounted to 4,590,540

guilders, or 382,541/., and the expenditure to 3,311,375 guilders,

or 275,948/.

The length of telegraph lines on the 1st January 1883 was 4,132

kilometres, or 2,582 English miles, the length of wires 15,486 kilo-

metres, or 9,680 English miles, and the number of offices 443. In

the year 1882 there were 3,333,271 paying telegrams carried. The
receipts amounted to 1,071,608 guilders, or 89,300/., and the ordi-

nary expenses to 1,477,015 guilders, or 123,084/., besides extra-

ordinary expenses of 102,395 guilders, or 8,366/.

Colonies.

The colonial possessions of the Netherlands embrace an area of

682,792 English square miles. The total population, according

to the last returns, was 26,841,597, or more than six times as large

as that of the mother country.

The following table gives the area and population of the various

colonial possessions, divided into three groups ; first, the possessions

in Asia or the East Indies; secondly, the West India islands; and

thirdly, the colony of Surinam, in South America.
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Diplomatic Representatives.

1. Of the Netheela-nds in Great Bbitain.

Envoy and Minister,—Count C. M. E. G-. George de Bylandt, accredited'

June 23, 1871.

Councillor of Legation.—JonkheerDr. P. J. F. M. van der Does de AVillebois.

2. Of Great Brita.in in the Netherlands.

Envoy and Minister.—Hon. William Stuart, C.B., Envoy to the Argentine

Confederation, 1861-71 ; Envoy to Greece, 1872-77 ; appointed Envoy and
Minister to the Netherlands, October 31, 1877-

Secretaries.—Henry Philip Fenton ; H. A. Helyar ; Hon. E. B. Lyon.

Money, Weights, and Measures.

The money, weights, and measures of the Netherlandsj and the-

British equivalents, are :
—

Money.

The Guildei\ or Florin, of 100 Cents = \s. 8(5?., or 12 guilders to £1 sterling.

The money in general circulation is chiefly silver ; but a bill which

passed the States-General in the session of 1875 ordered an unre-

stricted coinage of ten guilder pieces in gold.

Weights and •Measures.

The Netherlands adopted the French metric system of weights and
measures in 1820, retaining, however, old designations for the same.

Much confusion having arisen therefrom, an Act was passed April 7,

18C9, establishing from January I, 1870, a series of new inter-

national names of weights and measures, with facultative use, during

the first ten years, of the old denominations. The principal new
names, together with the old designations, are :

—

The Kilogram (Pond) . . . = 2*205 lbs. avoirdupois.

„ Met&r (El)

Kilometer (^Myl)

Are (Vierkante Roede)
Hektare (Bunder)

Stere (Wisse) .

Liter (Kan)
HeJctoliter (Vat)

3-281 imperial feet.

1093 yards, or nearly 5 furlongs.

1196 sq. yards, or 02'1'6 sq. acre.

2*47 acres.

35-31 cubic feet.

1-76 imperial pints.

22 imperial gallons.

All the other French metric denominations are adopted with

trifling changes in the new code of names.
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^Statistical and other Books of Reference concerning the

Netherlands.

1. Official Publications.

T3ijdragen tot de Algemeene Statistiek ran Nederland. Jaargang 1881. 8.

?B Grravenhage, 1883.

Bijdragen tot de geneeskmidige plaatsLesehrijving ran Nederland. Uitge-

geven door het departement van Binnenlandsche Zaken. 1® Stuk. Natuur-
kundige plaatsLeschrijving van de provincie Zeeland. 8. 's Gravenhage,

1870. Idem van Friesland. 2« Stuk. 8. 1872. 3« Stuk. Geneeskundige
.plaatsbeschrijying van Gooiland. 1875. 4« Stuk. Natuurk. plaatsbeschrij-

ving van Overijssel. 8. 's Gravenhage, 1875.

Geregtelijke Statistiek van het Koningrijk der Nederlanden. 4. 's Graven-
hage, 1883.

Staatsalmanak voor het Koningrijk der Nederlanden. 1883. Met magtiging
•van de regering uitofficiele opgaven zamengesteld. 8. 's Gravenhage, 1883.

Staatsbegrooting voor het dienstjaar 1884. s' Gravenhage, 1883.

Statistiek van den Handel en de Scheepvaart van het Koningrijk der Neder-
landen. Uitg. d. h. departement van Einancien. Fol. 's Gravenhage, 1883.

Verzameling van Consulaire en andere Berigten en Verslagen over Nijverheid,

Handel en Scheepvaart. Uitgegeven door het Ministerie van Buitenlandsche

Zaken. Jaargang 1882. 4. 's Gravenhage, 1883.

Verslag van den Staat der Nederlandsche Zeevisseherijen over 1881. 4.

's Gravenhage, 1883.

Verslag van den Landbouw in Nederland over 1881, opgemaakt op last van
den Minister van Binnenlandsche Zaken. 8. 's Gravenhage, 1883.

Verslag aan den Koning van de bevindingen en handelingen van het

veeartsenijkundig Staatstoezigt in 1882. 4. 's Gravenhage, 1883.

Verslag aan den Koning van de bevindingen en handelingen van het

geneeskundig Staatstoezigt in 1881. 4. 's Gravenhage, 1883.

Keport by Mr. Sidney Locock, Secretary of Legation, on Land Laws and
Landed Property, dated The Hague, December 20, 1869; in 'Eeports from
H.M.'s Representatives respecting the Tenure of Land in the several

-Countries of Europe.' Parti. Fol. London, 1870.

Report by Mr. H. P. Fenton on the commerce and shipping of the Nether-
lands, dated The Hague, November 1878; in 'Reports by H.M.'s Secretaries

of Embassy and Legation.' Part 11, 1879. 8. London, 1879.

Report by Mr. H. Fenton on the finances of the Netherlands ; in ' Reports
by H.M.'s Embassy and Legation.' Part IV. 1881. 8. London, 1881.

Report by Mr. Fenton on the Netherlands Telegraph Service in 1881, in

Part II. ; and on the Finances of the Netherlands and Dutch East Indies, in

Part III. of ' Reports from H.M.'s Secretaries of Embassy and Legation.' 1 882.

Report by Mr. Fenton on the Finances of the Netherlands and Netherlands
India for 1883; in 'Reports of H.3I.'s Secretaries of Embassy.' Part III.

1883. London, 1883.

Report by Mr. Consul Newnham on the imports and exports of the

Netherlands ; and by Mr. Consul Cohen on the trade of Surinam, dated July
1877; in 'Reports from H.M.'s Consiils.' Part V. 1877. 8. London, 1877-

Report by Mr. Consul Newnham on the trade and commerce of Amsterdam,
dated August 9, 1879; in ' Reports from H.M.'s Consuls.' Part V. 1879. 8.

London, 1879.
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Trade of the United Kingdom with the Netherlands ; in * Annual Statement
of the Trade of the United Kingdom with Foreign Countries and British

Possessions in the year 1880.' 4. Imp. 4. London, 1881.

2. Non-Official Publications.

Allgemeene Statistiek ran Nederland. Uitgegeven door de Vereeniging voor
de statistiek in Nederland. 8. Leiden, 1869-82.

Beerstecher (L. H.), De staatsinrigting in Nederland. 8. Kampen, 1871.

Fontpertuis (Ad. F. de), La Guyaue hoUandaise, in 'L'Economiste Fran^ais,'

Dec. 30, 1876. 8. Paris, 1876.

Heusden (A. Van), Handboek der aardrykskunde, staatsinrigting, staatshuis-

houding en statistiek ran het koningrijk der Nederlanden. 8. Haarlem, 1877.
Jaarcijfers over 1882 en vorige jaren, omtrent Bevolking, Landbouw,

Handel, &e. Uitgegeven door de Vereeniging voor de Statistiek in Nederland.
No. 2. s' G-ravenhage, 1883. Also a French edition, Resume statistique pom*
le Royaume des Pays-Bas.

Pafgrave (W. G.), Dutch Guiana. 8. London, 1876.

Staatkundig en staathuishoudkundig, Jaarboekje voor 1883. Uitgegeven door
de vereeniging voor de statistiek in Nederland. 8. Amsterdam, 1883.

Verslag van den handel, scheepvaart en nijverheid van Amsterdam, over het
jaar 1882. 8. Amsterdam, 1883.

W^ood (C. W.), Through Holland. 8. London, 1877.
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PORTUGAL.
(Reino de Portugal e Algarves.)

Reigning King.

Luis I., born Oct. 31, 1838, the son of Queen Maria II. and of

Prince Ferdinand of Saxe-Coburg; succeeded his brother, King
Pedro v., Nov. 11, 1861 ; married, Oct. 6, 1862, to Queen Pia, born

Oct. 16, 1847, the youngest daughter of King Vittorio Emanuele
of Italy.

Children of the King.

I. Prince Carlos^ Duke of Braganza, bom September 28, 1863.

II. Prince Affonso, Duke of Oporto, born July 31, 1865.

Sisters and Brother of the King.

I. Princess Jfarm, born July 21, 1843; married, May 11, 1859,

to Prince Georg, son of the King of Saxony. (See p. 146.)

II. Princess J.ritom«, born Feb. 17, 1845 ; married, Sept. 12, 1861,

to Prince Leopold of Hohenzollern-Sigmaringen, born Sept. 22, 1835.

Offspring of the union are three sons:— 1. Prince Wilhelm, born
March 7, 1864. 2. Prince Ferdinand, born Aug. 24, 1865. 3.

Prince Karl, born September 1, 1868.

11. Prince Augustus, born November 4, 1847.

Father of the King.

Prince Ferdinand of Saxe-Coburg, titular King of Portugal, born
Oct. 29, 1816, the eldest son of the late Prince Ferdinand of Saxe-

Coburg ; married, April 9, 1836, to Queen Maria II. of Portugal

;

widower, Nov. 15, 1853 ; Eegent of Portugal during the minority

of his son, the late King Pedro V., Nov. 15, 1853, to Sept. 16,

1855 ; married, June 10, 1869, to Elise, Countess Edla.

Aunt of the King.

Princess Adelaide, born April 3, 1831 ; married, Sept. 24, 1851,
to Don Miguel, son of King Joao VI. of Portugal and of Princess

Charlotte of Spain; widow, Nov. 14, 1866. Offspring of the union
are six daughters and one son. Prince Miguel, born Sept. 19, 1853;
married, Oct. 17, 1877, to Princess Elisabeth of Thurn und Taxis,

born May 28, 1860.

The reigning dynasty of Portugal belongs to the House o£

Braganza, which dates from the commencement of the fifteenth

century, at which period Affonso, an illegitimate son of King Joao
or John I., was created by his father Duke of Braganza and Lord of
Guimaraens. When the old line of Portuguese kings, of the House
of Avis, became extinct by the death of King Sebastian, and of his
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nominal successor, Henrique ' the Cardinal,' Philip II. of Spain took

possession of the country, claiming it in virtue of his descent from a

Portuguese princess ; but in disregard of the fundamental law of the

kingdom, passed by the Cortes of Lamego in 1139, which excluded

all foreign princes from the succession. After bearing the Spanish

rule for more than half a century, the people of Portugal revolted,

and proclaimed Don Joao, the then Duke of Braganza, as their king,

he being the nearest heir to the throne, though of an illegitimate

issue. The Duke thereupon assumed the name of Joao IV., to

which Portuguese historians appended the title ' the Fortunate.'

From this Joao, through many vicissitudes of family, the present

rulers of Portugal are descended. For two centuries the members
of the line of Braganza kept up the ancient blood alliances with the

reigning house of Spain ; but the custom was broken through by the

late Queen Maria II., who, by a union with a Prince of Coburg,

entered the great family of Teutonic Sovereigns. Luis I. is the

second Sovereign of Portugal of the line of Braganza-Coburg.

Luis I. has a civil list of 365,000 milreis, or about 82,000/. ; while

his consort, Queen Pia, has a grant of 60,000 milreis, or 13,300Z.,

and King Ferdinand 100,000 milreis, or 22,200/. The whole grants

to the royal family amount to 571,000 milreis, or 126,888/.

The following is a list of the Sovereigns of Portugal since its

conquest from the Moors :

—

I. House of Burgundy. a.d.

Henri of Burgundy . . 1095
Aifonso I. ' the Conqueror ' . 1112
.Sancho I. * the Dexterous '

. 1185
AffonsolL, 'theFat' . .1211
Sancho XL, ' Caper . . 1223
AflfonsoIII 1248
Diniz, ' the Farmer ' . . 1279
AffonsoIV. 'the Brave'. . 1325
Pedro, 'the Severe' . . 1357
Ferdinando I. ' the Handsome

'

1367

II. House of Avis. \

Joan L, ' the Great ' . . 1385!
Eduardo .... 1433 '

Affonso v., 'the African' . 1438;
Joan IL, ' the Perfect ' . . 1481

\

Manoel . . . . 1495 !

Joan III 1521

Sebastian ' the Desired ' . . 1557

Enrique * the Cardinal ' . . 1578
;

III. Interval of Submission to Spain. \

Philip II 1580 I

Philip III 1590

Philip IV. .... 1623

IV. House of Braganza.

Joan IV., 'the Fortunate ' . 1640
Affonso VI 1656

Pedro 11 1683
JoanV. ..... 1706
Jos6 1750
Maria I. and Pedro III. . . 1777
Maria 1 1786
Joan Jose, Kegent . . . 1796
Joan VI 1816
Pedro IV 1826
Maria II 1826
Miguel 1 1828
Maria II., restored . . . 1834

V. House op Bkaganza-Cobukg.

Pedro V. . . . . 1853
Luis 1 1861

The average reign of the thirty-five sovereigns of Portugal, from
the ascension of the House of Burgundy, was twenty-two years.
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Constitution and Government.

The fundamental law of the kingdom is the * Carta constitutional

'

granted by King Pedro IV., April 29, 1826, and altered by an

additional act, dated July 5, 1852. The crown is hereditary in the

female as well as male line ; but with preference of the male in case

of equal birthright. The constitution recognises four powers in

the State, the legislative, the executive, the judicial, and the

^ moderating' authority, the last of which is vested in the Sovereign.

There are two legislative Chambers, the ' Camara dos Pares,' or

House of Peers, and the ' Camara dos Deputados,' or House of

Commons, which are conjunctively called the Cortes Geraes. The
peers, unlimited in number, but actually comprising 150, are named
for life by the Sovereign, by whom also the president and vice-

president of the first Chamber are nominated. The peerage is still

hereditary in certain families; but on May 27, 1864, the Cortes

passed a law making certain qualifications necessary for peers

chosen by the Crown. Fresh reforms in the organisation of the

Upper House are in contemplation (1883). The members of

the second Chamber are chosen in direct election, by all citizens

twenty-one years of age, who can read or write, possessing a clear

annual income of 22Z., and by heads of families ; electors must

register themselves. It is proposed (1883) to introduce a restric-

tion into the present electoral qualification. The deputies must
have an income of at least 390 milreis, or 89Z., per annum ; but

lawyers, professors, physicians, or the graduates of any of the learned

professions, need no property qualification. The number of electors

was 823,356, or 18 per cent, of the total population, in 1882. Conti-

nental Portugal is divided into ninety-four electoral districts, which,

with Madeira and the Azores, return 149 deputies, or 1 deputy to

30,540 people. Each deputy has a remuneration of about 10s. a

day during the session. The annual session lasts three months, and

fresh elections must take place at the end of every four years. In

case of dissolution, a new Parliament must be called together im-

mediately. The General Cortes meet and separate at specified

periods, without the intervention of the Sovereign, and the latter has

no veto on a law passed twice by both Houses. All laws relating

to the army and general taxation must originate in the Chamber of

Deputies.

The executive authority rests, imder the Sovereign, in a respon-

sible Cabinet, divided into seven departments, in charge of the

following ministries appointed October 22, 1883 :

—

1. Presidency of the Council and Minister of War.— General

A. M. de Pontes Fereira de Mello.

2. The Ministry of the Interior.—Senhor Barjona Freitas.
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3. The Ministry of Justice and of Ecclesiastical Affairs.

—

Senhor Lopo Vaz,

4. The Ministry of Public Works.—Senhor Aguiar.

5. Minister of Finance.—Dr. E. K. Hintz RibeirG.

6. The Ministry of Marine and of the Colonies.—Senhor Pin-

heiro Cliagas.

7. Ministry of Foreign Affairs.—Senhor Barhoza Bucage.

The Sovereign is permitted, in important cases, to take the advice

of a Council of State, or Privy Council, consisting, when full,

of thirteen ordinary and three extraordinary members, nominated

for life. The leading ministers, past and present, generally form

part of the Privy Council, which in 1882 numbered twelve members.
Justice is administered by means of a supreme tribunal which

sits in Lisbon, and decides cases for the whole Portuguese domi-

nions. Courts of ' Rela9ao, three in number (similar to the French

Cour de Cassation '), at Lisbon, Oporto, and in the Azores ; and

Courts of first instance in all district towns.

Church and Education.

The Eoman Catholic faith is the State religion ; but all other

forms of worship are tolerated. The Portuguese Church is under
the special jurisdiction of a ' Patriarch,' with extensive powers, two
archbishops, and fourteen bishops. The Patriarch of Lisbon is

always a cardinal, and, to some extent, independent of the Holy See

of Rome. Under the Patriarch are five continental and five colonial

bishops; under the Archbishop of Braga, who has the title of

Primate, are six ; and under the Archbishop of Evora three bishops.

The total income of the upper hierarchy of the Church is calculated

to amount to 300,000 milreis, or QQ.QQQl. There are 3,769 parishes^

,
each under the charge of a presbitero, or incumbent. All the

conventual establishments of Portugal were suppressed by decree of

May 28, 1834, and their property confiscated for the benefit of the

State. At that period there existed in the country 632 monasteries

and 118 nunneries, with above 18,000 monks and nuns, and an
annual income of nearly a million sterling. This revenue was
applied to the redemption of the national debt ; while a library of

30,000 volumes was set up at the former convent of San Francisco,

at Lisbon, from the collections of books and manuscripts at the

various monasteries. A few religious establishments are still per-

mitted to exist ; but their inmates are in a state of great poverty,

and the buildings are gradually falling to ruin. The lower ranks of

the priesthood are poorly educated, and their income scarcely

removes them from the social sphere of the peasants and labouring

classes. The number of Protestants in Portugal, mostly foreigners,

does not exceed 500. They have chapels at Lisbon and Oporto.
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In a report from the British Embassy in Lisbon, dated 1883
(based on the census of 1875), the number of illiterate inhabitants

in Portugal and its islands is stated to be 3,751,774, or 82 per cent.

o£ the total population, including, however, young children.

The superintendence of public instruction is under the manage-
ment of a superior council of education, at the head of which is the

Minister of the Interior. Public education is entirely free from the

supervision and control of the Church. By a law enacted in 1844,

it is compulsory on parents to send their children to a place of

public instruction ; but this prescription is far fr'om being enforced,

and only a very small fraction of the children of the middle and
lower classes really attend school. From the year 1854 to 1862
the Government founded 588 new schools, of which for boys 452,

for girls 136. In 1876, there were 3,510 primary schools, with

198,131 pupils, whereas in 1854 there were only 1,200 public

schools, with 55,192 scholars. Portugal has six normal schools.

Within the last few years there has been great progress in primary

education. There is only one university in the kingdom, that of

Coimbra, founded in 1290. It has five faculties, and 46 professors

and lecturers, who are attended by between 800 and 900 students.

There are 21 lyceums (1875) which, with private middle-class

schools, imparting secondary instruction, number 182, with, on the

average, 9,274 scholars. The clergy are educated in six seminaries

and eight training schools, where most of them receive gratuitous

instruction. In the building of the extinct monastery at Belem,
about 900 orphan and abandoned children of both sexes are sup-

ported, educated, and taught various useful trades.

The expenditure on public education by the Government aver-

aged 9,000 milreis, or 2,000/., in the years 1875-79 ; while in

1882-83 it had risen to 868,648 milreis, or 193,033/.

Revenue and Expenditure.

The annual revenue of Portugal amounted, on the average of the

last ten years, to nearly 6,000,000/. sterling, while the average expen-
diture during the same period was about 750,000/. more. The
actual revenue in the year 1878-79 was 6,432,107/., and the actual

expenditure 7,581,933/., thus shoAving a deficit of 1,149,826/. In
1882-3 the revenue was, according to the rectified budget estimate,

7,177,886/., and expenditure 7,739,185/., showing a deficit of
561,252/.

The following were the estimated sources of revenue and branches
of expenditure of the budget, approved by the General Cortes,,

for the financial year ending June 30, 1884 :

—
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Revenue
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96,103,344/. The total charge for the public debt in 1884, including

600,000/. which comes under the Ministry of Finance, is 3,500,000/.

Included in the existing debt is the ' old debt,' which has been
nearly all converted, only about 424,000/. remaining unconverted.

The external debt amounts to about 50,000,000/. sterling, the last

loan issued being one of 5,189,000/, in 1882. The funded debt of

Portugal, per head of population, is nearly as large as that of the

United Kingdom, the quota of debt for each inhabitant amounting
to 20/. lis., and the annual share of interest, at 3 per cent., to

135. 6(7. Besides the funded debt there is a large iloating debt,

estimated variously at from 2,500,000/. to 4,000,000/. sterling. It

was resolved that in the financial year 1883-4 the floating debt

should not exceed 4,000,000/.

A large portion of the foreign debt of Portugal consists of loans

raised between 1877 and 1882. The first of these, a foreign loan of

6,500,000/. nominal, at three per cent., was issued at 50 in 1877.
Only 4,000,000/. of this loan was subscribed at the time. This
was followed by the issue of another foreign loan of 2,500,000/., on
the same terms, in July 1878,. and by a foreign loan of 5,000,000/.,

issued in December 1880, and, finally, in 1882, by a loan of

5,189,000/., in 5 per cent, bonds.

The interest on the public debt has remained frequently unpaid.

Portions of the national debt have also been repudiated at various

periods ; among others the loan contracted by Don Miguel in 1832.

Army and Navy.

The army of the kingdom is formed partly by conscription, and
partly by voluntary enlistment. Its organisation is based on the'

law of June 23, 1864, modified by subsequent laws in 1868, 1869,
1875, and 1877. All young men of twenty-one-years of age, with
certain exceptions, are obliged to serve. The effective is fixed

annually by the Cortes. For one-half of those drawn by conscrip-

tion the time of service is eight years, of which three have to be
spent in the regular army, and five in the reserve ; the other half

belong to the second reserve. A large part of the standing army
consists of men procured by enlistment, or who have made the
military service their profession.

The state of the finances of the kingdom has hitherto prevented
the carrying out of the plan of organisation, and scarcely more than
half the number of men fixed by law are kept under arms. The
strength of the army was fixed for 1883 at 30,000 men.

The number of troops in the Portuguese colonies amount to

8,500 infantry and artillery, besides a reserve of 9,500 men ; its-

actual strength in that year being 27,000 officers and men. On the
war-footing the strength is 2,688 officers, and 75,000 men.
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The navy of Portugal was composed, at the end of 1883, of 33
steamers and 16 sailing vessels, most of the latter laid up in

harbour. The steamers comprise

—

9 corvettes, with a total of 61 gnns and of 2,270 horse-power.

7 steamers, ,, „ 10 „ „ 610 „
11 gun-boats, „ „ 30 „ „ 880 „
5 sailing-vessels, „ 28 ,, „ —

„
1 torpedo-boat ,, „ — „ „ 150 „

Total 33 steamers, . . with 129 guns and of 3,910 horse-power.

The largest war-ship of the Portuguese navy is the ironclad cor-

vette Vasco do Ga?na, built at the Thames Ironworks; Blackwall,

and launched in January 1876. The Vasco do Gama has an un-
usually sharp prow for ' ramming.' The ship is plated with armour
10 inches thick, and carries two 18-ton guns, one 6J-ton, and two
40-pounder guns. The length of the Vasco do Gama is 216 feet,

the depth 25 feet, and the breadth, 40 feet. Her displacement is

2,480 tons, horse-power 3,600, and speed about 13 knots. The
only other two notable vessels of the navy are the unarmoured
screw-corvettes Rainha de Portugal and Mindello, both built at

Blackwall, and launched in October 1875. They are sister vessels,

170 feet long, and 36 feet in breadth, and 1,124 tons displacement,

with engines of 900 horse-power, each having an armament of 8

guns, two of 90 cwt. and six 40-pound Armstrong cannon.

The navy is officered by 1 vice-admiral, 10 rear-admirals, and 42
captains ; 41 lieutenant-captains ; 149 lieutenants ; and manned by
2,940 sailors in 1883-4.

The fortified places of Portugal are mostly in a state of decay
;

they are Elvas, Jerumenha, Campo Mayor, Marvao, Peniche, Non-
sando, Almeida, and the forts of Lisbon ; there are several naval

harbours.

Area and Population.

Portugal is divided into six provinces, the area of which and popu-
lation, according to the two last censuses, taken in December 1869,
and on the 1st of January, 1878, is given in the subjoined table :

—

Provinces
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To the kingdom belong likewise the Azores, or Western Islands,

containing an area of 966 Eng. square miles, with a population of

259,800 inhabitants : and Madeira and Porto Santo, with 317

square miles and a population of 130,584. The population of Con-

tinental Portugal was estimated at 4,306,554 in 1881, and of the

whole kingdom at 4,708,178.

The population increased only 4*1 per cent, in the nine years, or

at the average rate of less than
-J
per cent, per annum. Of the total

population, mainland and islands, in 1878, 2,175,829 were males,

and 2,374,870 females. The average density in the mainland is

111 per square mile; it is greatest in province Minho, 367 per

.square mile ; and least in Alemtejo, where it is only 34 per square

mile. The only non-Portuguese element in the population of any
consequence is the gypsies ; there are about 3,000 negroes in the

coast towns.

Portugal had in 1878 two towns with a population of above 20,000
—Oporto, with 105,838; and Lisbon, with 246,343 inhabitants;

the population of Braga Avas 19,755, Funchal, 19,752, Ponta Del-

gada, 17,635.

The emigration from Portugal (including the Azores and Madura)
in the ten years 1872-81 amounted to 133,088. In 1872 it was
17,284; in 1875, 15,440; in 1879, 13,208; in 1880, 12,597; in

1881, 14,637. Of the total number in the ten years 129,549 went
to America, mainly to Brazil.

In 1879, 12,497 persons were accused before the criminal courts,

and 8,130 condemned, being at the rate of 0*18 per cent, of the

jjopulation of mainland and colonies.

The following table gives the number of births, deaths, and mar-
riages, with the surplus ot births over deaths, in each of the three

years from 1873 to 1875 :

—

Years
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1881
1882
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wroiiglit and iinwroiTglit, valued at 192,543/. ; and woollen fabrics,

of the value of 106,926/. in 1882.

The subjoined table shows the quantity and declared value of

wine exported from Portugal to the United Kingdom in each of the

five years from 1878 to 1882 :—

Years
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1882, was 226. Ther« were, at the same date, 2,920 miles of lines

and 7,084 English miles of wires. The number of telegrams
•dispatched in the year 1880 was 1,122,548.

Colonies.

The colonial possessions of Portugal, situated in Africa and Asia,

embrace a total area of 709,469 English square miles. The total

population, according to the last official returns, referring to 1871-81,
numbered 3,333,700. Official returns state the area and population

of the various possessions as follows :

—

.

Colonial Possessions.
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' By the terms of a law passed by the Cortes Geraes of Portugal

in 1858, domestic slavery came to an end, nominally, in all the

Portuguese colonies and settlements on the 29th of April, 1878.

Diplomatic Representatives.

1. Of Portugal in Great Britain.

'Envoy and, Minhter—Sonhor M.M. d'Antas, accredited Envoy and Minister'

to Great Britain, April 30, 1877.

Secretaries—H. Teixeira de Sampaj'O ; Luiz de Quillinan.

2. Of Great Britain in Portugal.

Envoy and Mbiister—George Glynn Petre. Appointed January 25, 1884.

Sccrctaries—Wiiltev Baring ; F. E. H. Elliot.

Money, Weights, and Measures.

. The money, weights, and measures of Portugal, with the British

equivalents, are as follows :

—

Money.

The /¥zZr^/<f or 1 000 7?e«s
f^'^^^'agP' ^^^e of exchange, 45. 6d., or about

ine Mtlrets, or 1,000 lieis
| ^^ ^.^^^j^ ^^ :^^ sterling.

Large sums are calculated in Coutos of Eeis, or 1,000,000 Reis, valuo

£222 4s. od.

Weights and MEAsuiiES.

The metric system of . weights and measures are the legal stand-

ards. The chief old measures still in use are :

—

The Libra . . . =1-012 lbs. avoirdupois.

., , J" of Lisbon = 37 imperial gallons.

„ Alquiere . . . — 0-36 imperial bushel.

„ Moio , , , = 2*78 imperial quarters.

Statistical and other Books of Reference relating to Fortugar.-

1, Offictai. Publications.

Boletin Official. Lisboa. Imprensa Nacional, 1883.

Report by Mr. Dudley Edward Saurin, Secretary of Legation, on the financial

condition of Portugal, dated January 1880 ; in ' Reports by H.M.'s Secretaries of
Embassy and Legation.' Part I. 1880. 8. London, 1880.

Report by Mr. R. B. D. Morier, British Envoy, on the finances of Portugal,
dated Lisbon, March 1, 1880; in 'Reports of H.M.'s Secretaries of Embassy
and Legation.' Part 11. 1880. 8. London, 1880.

Report by Mr. Baring on the Commerce and Finances of Portugal in Part
V. of 'Reports of H.M.'s Secretaries of Embassy,' 1883,

Report by Mr. Crawfurd on field husbandry and cattle feeding in Northern
Portugal, in 'Reports from H.M.'s Diplomatic and Consular agents abroad.' 1882.

Report by Mr. Consul Hopkins on the trade of Loanda, dated May 26,

1877 ; in 'Reports from H.M.'s Consuls.' Part V. 1877. 8. London, 1877,
Report by Mr. Consul Crawfurd on the trade of Oporto, dated Feb. 28, 1879

;

in 'Reports from H.M.'s Consuls.' Part II. 1879. 8. London, 1879.

BB 2
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Reports by Mr. Consul Brackenbiiry on the trade and commerce of Lisbon
;

by Mr. Consul Read on the trade of the Azores ; and by Mr. Consul Hayward
on the trade of Madeira, dated March-April 1879; in 'Reports from H.M.'s
Consuls.' Part III. 1879. 8. London, 1879.

Report by Consul Goddard on the tradeand commerce of Cape Verde Islands,

in Part VII. ; by Consul Brackenbury on the trade and commerce of Lisbon, and
Consul Hayward on Madeira, in Part IX. of ' Reports of H.M.'s Consuls.' 1882.

Report by Consul-Greneral Francis on the trade and commerce of Portugal in

'Reports from Consuls of United States,' September, 1883. Washington, 1883.

Trade of Portugal with the United Kingdom ; in ' Annual Statement of the

Trade of the United Kingdom with Foreign Countries and British Possessions

for the year 1882.' Imp. 4. London, 1883.

2. Nox-Official Publications.

Aldama-Aj/ala (G. de), Compendio Geographico-estadistico de Portugal e sus

Posesiones Ultramarinas. 8. Madrid, 1880.

^a/ie (A.), Essai statistique sur le Royaume de Portugal. 2 vols. 8. Paris, 1862.

Barros e Cunha (J. G. de), Historia da Liberdade em Portugal. Vol. I. 8.

Lisboa, 1869
Barros e Cunha (J, G. de), Hoje : on the present situation, financial and

political, of the Kingdom of Portugal. 8. London, 1868.

Crawfurd (Oswald), Portugal: Old and New. 8. London, 1880.

Eschioege (Wilhelm L. voii), Portugal : ein Staats und Sittengemalde, nach
dreissigjahrigen Beobachtungen tind Erfahrungen. 8. Hamburg, 1837.

Lavigne (Germond de), L'Espagne et le Portugal. 8. Paris, 1883,

La Tcillais{C. de), Etude historique, eeonomique et politique sur les colonies

portugaises, leur passe, leur avenir. 8. Paris, 1872.

Les Colonies Portugaises. Lisbon, 1878.

l^erg (Gerardo A.), Geographia e Estatistica Geral de Portugal e Colonias.

8. Lisboa, 1875.

Vogel (Ch.), Le Portugal et ses Colonies ; Tableau politique et commercial de

la monarchie portugaise. 8. Paris, 1866.
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ROUMANIA.
Reigning King.

Carol I., King of Roumania, born April 20, 1839, son o£ the

late Prince Karl of Holienzollern-Sigmaringen ; elected * Domnul,*
or Lord of Eoumania, April 20, 1866 ; accepted his election

May 22, 1866. Proclaimed King of Roumania, March 26, 1881.
Married, November 15, 1869, to Princess Elizabeth von Neuwied,
born December 29, 1843.

The King has an annual allowance of 1,185,185 lei, or 47,400Z.

The succession to the throne of Roumania, in the event of the

King remaining childless, was settled by Art. 83 of the Constitu-

tion, upon his elder brother. Prince Leopold of Ilohenzollern-

Sigmaringen, who renounced his rights in favour of his son Prince
Ferdinand, the act having been registered by the Senate in October,

1880.

The union of the two principalities of Wallachia and Moldavia
was publicly proclaimed at Bucharest and Jassy, on December
23, 1861, the present name being given to the united provinces.

The first ruler of Roumania was Colonel Couza, who had been
elected ' Hospodar,' or Lord, of Wallachia and Moldavia in 1859,
and who assumed the government under the title of Prince
Alexander John I. A revolution which broke out in February
1866, forced Prince Alexander John to abdicate, and led to the

election of Prince Carol I. The representatives of the people,

assembled at Bucharest, proclaimed Roumania's independence from
Turkey, May 21, 1877, which was confirmed by Art. 43 of the
Congress of Berlin, signed July 13, 1878.

Constitution and Government.

The constitution now in force in Roumania Avas voted by a
Constituent Assembly, elected by imiversal suffrage, in the summer
of 1866. The charter vests the legislative power in a parliament
of two houses, a Senate, and a Chamber of Deputies. The Senate
consists of 70 members, two for each of the 30 districts, 2 for the

Universities, and 8 bishops. The other house consists of 145 depu-
ties, of whom 80 are for Wallachia and 65 for Moldavia. A
senator must be 40 years and a deputy 25. A deputy must either

belong to a learned profession, to the military or civil services, or

have an income of about 400Z. a year. All citizens of full age,

paying taxes, are electors, who are divided into four Electoral Col-
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leges in each district. Those who pay most taxes belong to one or

other of the first three classes of voters, who elect their deputies

directly. The remaining electors vote indirectly. Only the first

and second have votes for the Senate. The Prince has a suspensive

veto over all laws passed by the Chamber of Deputies and the

Senate. The executive is vested in a council of seven ministers,

and a President who is Prime Minister. In the session of 1883 the

Chambers had under consideration a revision of the Constitution,

more especially the electoral laws.

Wallachia is divided into seventeen, and Moldavia into thirteen

districts (the Dobruja being excluded), each of which has a prefect,

, a receiver of taxes, and a civil tribunal. Of the total population of

Eoumania Proper 4,529,000 belong to the Orthodox Greek Church

;

114,200 Roman Catholics; 13,800 Protestants; 8,000 Armenians

;

6,000 Lipovani (Russian heretics); 400,000 Jews; 2,000 Maho-
metans. The government of the Greek Church rests with two
archbishops, the first of them styled the Primate of Eoumania, and
ithe second the Archbishop of Moldavia. There are, besides, six

.

cbishops of the National Church, and one Roman Catholic bishop.

Education is free and compulsory ' wherever there are schools,'

but is still in a very backward condition. In 1882 there were

2,730 primary schools, witii only 119,897 pupils, or about 2 per

cent, of the total population (in Great Britain the proportion is

12-3 per cent.). There' are 9 normal schools, with 773 pupils;

35 high schools, with 5,697 pupils; 2 universities (Bucharest and
Jassy), with faculties in law, philosophy, science and medicine, and
having in 1882 87 professors and teachers and 693 students.

Revenue and Army.

The chief sources of revenue consist in direct and indirect taxes,

and the profits derived from the extensive State domains and valu-

able salt-mines, and from the salt and tobacco monopolies. The
old capitation-tax was reduced by two-thirds in 1882, and since

April 1883 it has been further reduced to 45. 9cZ. per head, the

. number of persons paying it being 788,653 in 1883. There is an
income-tax of 6 per cent, on lands and houses, and 5 per cent, on
Government salaries. The following table shows the revenue and
expenditure for the five years 1877-81 :

—

Revenue •

Expenditure ,
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and expenditure the same,

for 18b3-4 :—
The following are the budget estimates

Eevenue

Direct taxes • •

Indirect „ , •

Crown lands .

Ministries :

—

Interior • •

Finance . •

Public works
Public instruction

Justice

Foreign affairs .

War .

Miscellaneous •

Total

£
954,000

2,152,400

814,933

199,600

119,536
. 306,428

3,240

48
6,200

31,320

339,512

4,937,217

Expenditure
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tive Troops : 40 officers, 3 companies of g-rtificers, and 4 squadrons

of train. Every retired officer is obliged to serve in the reserve

until the age of 37. The strength of the permanent army in time

of peace is 1,200 officers, 80 employes, 18,532 men, 2,945 horses,

and 180 gims. ' 2. - Territorial Army.—32 'regiment« of infantry

(Dorobanzi) of 2, 3, and 4 battalions; 12'regrtnenfs of cavalry

(Calarashi)*of 5 and 6 squadrons each ;
14* batteries' of artillery,

with 6 gun^ per battery ; these latter perfori^ the;, duties of firemen

in time of, peace. The total o£ the territorial ^army is 100,000
men and 84 guns. 3. The militia, consisting of 30 regiments of

infantry. 4. The Civic Guard and the levee 'en masse, the strength

of v^hich is'not definitely fixed.

Every Rpumanian from his 21st to his 43th .year is obliged to

serve either in the permanent army 3 years, of active service and
5 in the reserve, or in the territorial infantry 5 years of active service

and 3 in th\3 reserve, or in the territorial cavalry 4 years of active

service and 4 in the reserve. The entry into the permanent or

territorial army is decided by lot. All young men not taken for

the conscription form part of the militia. After completing their

service in the permanent or territorial army, all are enrolled in the

militia until their 36th year. Inhabitants of towns serve in the

civic guard till the age of 46, and those of the country from their

36th to their 47th year form part of the levee en masse. The army
is also kept up to its strength by enlisting volunteers and re-engag-

ing the men in the reserve. The army is being reorganised on the

territorial system ; the country will be divided into five districts,

to each of which will be attached a corps d'armee, subdivided inta

2 divisions of 2 brigades of 2 regiments.

Roumania has 1 large war-ship, the Mirzea, ready in August
1883 ; there are besides 4 avisos ; 3 gunboats ; 1 torpedo-boat

;

and 8 police- sloops for the Danube.
In 1883 it was resolved to spend 600,000/. in fortifications, mainly

for the defence of Bucharest.

Area and Population.

The area and population of Roumania are only known by esti-

mates. According to official returns made in 1876 and 1877, the

total area embraced 45,642 English square miles, of which 27,500
square miles came to the former Wallachia, and 18,142 to Moldavia.
The total population of Roumania was estimated in the same returns

at 5,073,000, comprising 2,618,136 males and 2,454,864 females.

By the Treaty of Berlin, signed July 13, 1878, Roumania ceded
to Russia that portion of the territory of Bessarabia taken from
Russia under the Treaty of Paris of 1856. At the same time the

Principality received, in addition to several islands in the Danube,
the territory known as the Dobruja.
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I

The total actual area is 48,307 square miles, and the estimated

population is 5,376,000. The Roumanian is a Latin dialect, with

many Slavonic words ; it was introduced by the Roman colonists who
settled in Dacia in the time of Trajan. The people themselves,

though of mixed origin, may now be regarded as homogeneous.

Roumanians are spread extensively in the neighbouring countries

—

Transylvania, Hungary, Servia, Bulgaria; their total number pro-

bably reaches 8 millions. Included in the population of -Roumania

Proper are 400,000 Jews, 200,000 Gipsies, 85,000 Slavs, 39,000

Germans, 29,500 Hungarians, 8,000 Armenians, 2,000 French,

1,000 English, besides about 3,000 Italians, Turks, Poles, Tartars,

&c. The total population of the Dobruja is estimated at 106,943,

comprising 31,177 Roumanians, 28,715 Bulgarians, 16,493 Turks,

10,058 Lipovani (Russian heretics), 9,165 Greeks, 6,540 Tartars,

6,162 Russians, 2,471 Germans, and 1,051 Jews. - - -

The number of births, deaths, and marriages, with surplus, or

otherwise, of births over deaths, was as follows (excluding the

Dobruja) in each of the four years from 1879 to 1882 :

—

Years
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7,107,3117. The following, according to Eoumanian returns, shows
the value of the commerce in 1882 of the leading countries with

which Roumania deals :

—

Imports
Exports

Austria Gt. Britain

£ £
5,380,58.1 1,817,208

2,988,248 3,906,770

Germany France

£ £
1,211,652 923,687

220,279 1,069,799

Turkey

414,097

513,998

Eussia

£
358,764

309,772

The following are the values of the leading articles of import and
export in 1882 :—

Textiles • . .

Metals ....
Skins, leather, &c.

j
Wood and manu-

I

factures* . .

! Exotic products .

Imports

3,436,280

1,881,861

1,534,016

619,376

578,613

Exports

£
272,430

205,725

3,449
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construction (785 belonging to the State) and 378 projected. The
total cost of construction up to 1882 had been 15,481,580/. The
nett income from the railways in 1881 was 315,651?.

In 1882 there were 15,432,128 letters and newspapers passed

through the post office ; 467,340 parcels, and 90,400 money-orders.

The number of offices was 227. In 1882 there were 3,390 miles of

telegraph lines, and 6,025 miles of wire, on which 1,213,903 mes-

saires were forwarded. The number of offices was 214.

Diplomatic Eepresentatives.

1. Of Eoumania in Gteeat Britain.

Envoy and Minister,—'Fr'mce Jon Ghica, accredited August 10, 1881.

2. Of Great Britain in Roumania.

Envoy and Minister.—William Arthur White, C.B. ; appointed Diplomatic

Agent and Consul-General for Roumania, May 2, 1878 ; Envoy Extraordinary

and Minister Plenipotentiary, March 3, 1879.

Money, Weights, and Measures.

The French decimal system was introduced into Eoumania in

1876, the unit of the monetary system being the lei, equivalent to

the franc.

Russian and Austrian coins and Turkish weights and measures

are largely in use by the people.

Statistical and other Books of Reference concerning Eoumania.
1. Official Publications.

Commerce de la Roumanie avec les puissances etrang^res pendant I'annee

1882. Bucharest, 1883.

Statistica din Romania. Mis^area populatiuni pe anu 1879. Dupa Rogi-

strele Starii civile. 4. Bucuresci 1882.

Ministeriu de Interno. Oficiu Central de Statistica. Statistica din Roma-
nia. Indicile Comunelor pe periodu de cinci ani 1876-1883. Bucuresci, 1883.

Statistica din Romania. Bucuresci, 1883.

Report on Roumania: its Products, Industries, and Commerce, by Consul-

General Schuyler, in ' Reports of Consuls of United States.' No. 4, 1881.

Report by Mr. White on tlie kingdom of Roumania, in ' Reports of H.M.'s

Diplomatic and Consular Offices.' Part VI. 1883. Polio.

Report by Acting Consul-General Vecqueray on on the trade and commerce
of Galatz in 1882 ; by Vice-Consul Blunt on Kustendjie ; and by Vice-Consul

Cumberbatch on the Danube, in Part IV. of ' Reports of H.M.'s Consuls.' 1883.

Trade of Roumania with Great Britain ; in ' Annual Statement of the Trade
of the United Kingdom for the year 1882.' London, 1883.

2. Non-Official Publications.

Boue (Ami), La Turquie d'Europe. 4 vols. 8. Paris, 1840.

Bratiano (J. C), Memoire sur la situation de la Moldo-Valachie dcpuis le

traite de Paris. 8. Paris, 1863.
Cretzidesio (E.), La Roumanie consideree sous le rapport physique, adminis-

tratif, et economique. 8. Bucarest, -1876.

Obedenare (M. G.), La Roumanie Economique. Piiris, 1876.

Samuehon (.Tames), Roumania, Past and Present. London, 1882.

TJbicini (J. H. A.), Les Provinces Roumaines. 8. Paris, 1856.
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RUSSIA.
(Empire of all the Russias.)

Reigning^ Emperor.

Alexander III., Emperor of all the Russias, born February 26
(March 10 new style), 1845, the eldest son of Emperor Alexander
II. and of Princess Maria, daughter of the late Grand-duke of

Hesse-Darmstadt ; educated at Russian universities ; ascended the

throne at the death of his father (by assassination) March 1 (March

13, new style), 1881, and was crowned at Moscow May 27, 1883

;

married, Nov. 9, 1866, to Maria Dagmar, born Nov. 26, 1847,
daughter of King Christian IX. of Denmark.

Children of the Emperor.

I. Grand-duke Nicholas, heir apparent, bornMay 6 (May 13), 1868.

II. Grand-duke George, born -April 28 (May 10), 1871.

III. Grand-duchess Xenia, born April 6 (April 18), 1875.

IV. Grand-duke Michael, born Nov. 23 (Dec. 5), 1878.

V. Grand-Duchess Olga, born June 1 (June 13), 1882.

Brothers and Sisters of the Emperor.

I. Grand-duke Vladimir, born April 10 (April 22), 1847; mar-
ried August 16 (August 28), 1874, to Princess Marie of Mecklen-
burg-Schwerin. Offspring of the union are three sons :—1. Cyrille,

born September 30 (October 12), 1876. 2. Boris, born November
12 (Nov. 24), 1877. 3. Andreas, born May 2 (May 14), 1879.

4. Helene, born January 17 (January 29), 1882.

II. Grand-duke Alexis, High Admiral, born January 2 (January

14), 1850.

III. Grand-duchess Marie, born October 5 (October 17), 1853;
married January 21, 1874, to the Duke of Edinburgh, son of Queen
Victoria of Great Britain. (See p. 197.)

IV. Grand-duke Sergius, boun April 29 (May 11), 1857.

V. Grand-duke Paul, born September 21 (October 3), 1860.

Uncles and Aunts of the Emperor.

I. Grand-duchess Olga, sister of the late Emperor Alexander
II. ; born August 30 (September 11), 1822 ; married July 1 (Jufy
13), 1846, to Prince Karl, then heir-ap2:>arent, now king, of Wiirt-
temberg. (See page 140.)

II. Grand-duke Constantine, brother of the preceding, born Sep-
tember 9 (September 21), 1827; high-admiral of the Russian
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navy; married, Aiiffust 30 (September 11), 1848, to Princess

Alexandra of Saxe-Altenburg, of which union there are issue five

children:—1. Nicholas, born February 2 (Febrnary 14), 1850.

2. Olga, born August 22 (September 3), 1851, and married Oc-
tober 27, 1867, to Georgios I., King of the Hellenes (see page 281).

3. Vera (Wjera), born February 4 (February 16), 1854, and
married May 8, 1874, to Prince Eugene of WUrttemberg; widow,

January 27, 1877. 4. Constantine, born August 10 (August 22),

1858 ; aide-de-camp of the Emperor. 5. Dimitri, born June 1

(June 13), 1860 ; captain in the Kussian army.

III. Grand-Duke Nicholas, brother of the preceding, born July

27 (August 8), 1831; field-marshal in the Russian army, and in-

spector-general of cavalry and the corps of engineers ; married,

January 25 (February 6), 1856, to Princess Alexandra of Olden-

burg, of which marriage there are two sons—1. Nicholas, born

November 6 (November 18), 1856 ; colonel in the Eussian army.

2. Peter, born January 10 (January 22), 1864; captain in the

Eussian army.

IV. Grand-duke Michael, born October 13 (October 25), 1832,

field-marshal in the Eussian army; married, August 16 (Aug. 28),

1-857, to Princess Cecilia of Baden, of which union there are issue

seven children :— 1. Nicholas, born April 14 (April 26), 1859.

2. Anastasia, born July 16 (July 28), 1860, and married Jan. 12

(January 24), 18
79

J to Prince Friedrich Franz of Mecklenburg-
Schwerin ; offspring a daughter, Alexandrine', borti December 24,

1879. 3. Michael, born October 4 (Oct. 16), 1861 ;
general in the

Eussian army. .4. George, born August 11 ^(August 23), 1863.

5. Alexander, born April 1 (April 13), 1866;. colonel in the

Eussian army.* 6. Sergius, born September* 25 {Oct. 7), 1869;
colonel in the Russian army. 7. Alexis, borA December 16 (De-
cember 28)^ 1875 ; lieutenant in the Russian army.

The reigning, family of Eussia descend, in the female line, from
Michael Eomanof, elected Tsar in 1613, after the extinction of

the House of Eiuik; and in the male line firom the duke Karl

Friedrich of Holstein-Gottorp, born in 1701, scion of a younger
branch of the princely family ofOldenburg. The union ofhis daughter

Anne with Duke Karl Friedrich of Holstein-Gottorp formed part

of the great reform projects of Peter I., destined to bring Eussia

into closer contact with the western states of Europe. Peter I. was
succeeded by his second Avife, Catherine, the daughter of a Livonian

peasant, and she by Peter II., the grandson of Peter, with whom the

male line of the Eomanofs terminated, in the year 1730. The
reign of the next three sovereigns of Eussia, Anne, Ivan VI., and
Elizabeth, of the female line of Eomanof, formed a transition period,

which came to an end with the accession of Peter III., of the house
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(if Holstein-Gottorp. All the subsequent emperors, without except;

tiori, connected themselves by marriage with German families. The
wife and successor of Peter HI., daughter of the Prince of Anhalt

Zerbst, general in the Prussian army, left the crown to her only son,

Paul, who became the father of two emperors, Alexander I. and

Nicholas, and the grandfather of a third, Alexander II. All these

sovereigns married German princesses of the Protestant faith,

creating intimate family alliances, among others, with the reigning

houses of Wlirttemberg, Baden, and Prussia.

The emperor is in possession of the revenue from the Cro-wn

domains, consisting of more than a million of square miles of culti-

vated land and forests, besides gold and other mines in Siberia, and

producing a vast revenue, the actual amount of which is, however,

unknown, as no reference to the subject is made in the budgets or

finatice accounts, -the Crown domains being considered the private

property of the imperial family. The sum total ofthe income of the

imperial family is estimated, in a British Consular report of 1867, at

2,450,000Z. sterling, it being added that ' about 450,000/. are spent

in charities, schools, theatres, &c.,' leaving a net revenue of 2,000,000/.

' The following have been the Tsars and Emperors of Eussia, from

the time of election of Michael Romanof Tsar Peter I. was the

first ruler who adopted, in the year 1721, the title of Emperor.

House of Eomanof—Male Line.

Michael . . . 1613

Alexei . • ,^ ..
1645

Feodor . . -'^.^("-^1676

Ivan and Peter I. '^'- '\^ ' 1682

Peter I. . .- • 1689

Catherine I. . . 1725

Peter II. . • . 1727

• House of Eomanof—Female Line.

Anne • • . . 1730

The above list shows that, notwithstanding many vicissitudes in

the succession of the crown, the average reign of the sovereigns of

Russia, for two centuries and a half, has been sixteen years.

Constitution and Government.

'The Government of Russia is an absolute hereditary monarchy.

TIi^ whole legislative, executive, and judicial power is united in the

emperor, whose will alone is law. There are, however, certain

rules of government which the sovereigns of the present reigning

house have acknowledged as binding. The chief of these is the

law of succession to the throne, which, according to a decree of the

Emperor Paul, of the year 1797, is to be that of regular descent, by

Ivan VI. . , . 1740
Elizabeth . . ' .1741
House of Eomanof-Holstein.

Peter III. ... . 1762
Catherine II. , . 1762
Paul .... 1796
Alexander I. . • 1801

Nicholas . . . 1825
Alexander II. . . 1855
Alexander III. . , 1881
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the right of primogeniturG, with preference of male over female

heirs. This decree annulled a previous one, issued by Peter I.,

February 5, 1722, which ordered each sovereign to select his

successor to the throne from among the members of the imperial

femily, irrespective of the claims of primogeniture. Another funda-
mental law of the realm proclaimed by Peter I., is that every

sovereign of Russia, with his consort and children, must be a mem-
ber of the orthodox Greek Ghurch. The princes and princesses of the

imperial house, according to a decree of Alexander I., must obtain

the consent of the emperor to any marriage they may contract

:

otherwise the issue of such union cannot inherit the throne. By
an ancient law of Russia, the heir-apparent is held to be of age at

the end of the sixteenth year, and the other members of the reigning

family with the completed twentieth year.

The administration of the empire is entrusted to four great boards,

or councils, possessing eeparate functions. The first of these boards

is the Council of the Empire, established in its present form by
Alexander I., in the year 1810. It consists of a president, and an
unlimited number of members appointed by the emperor. In

1883, the council consisted of forty-six members, exclusive of the

ministers, who have a seat ex officio, and of the princes of the

Imperial House, who can claim the right to be present at the de-

liberations. The Council is divided into three departments, namely^

of Legislation, of Civil Administration, and of Finance. Each de-

partment has its own President, and a separate sphere of duties;

hut there are collective meetings of the three sections. The chief

function of the Council of the Empire is that of examining into

the projects of laws which are brought before it by the ministers

and of discussing the budget and all the expenditures to be made
during the year. But the council has no power of proposing altera-

tions and modifications of the laws of the realm ; it only enounces
its opinion upon the subjects under consideration, and is, properly

speaking, a consultative institution in matters of legislation.

The second of the great colleges, or boards of government, is the

Directing Senate or ' Prawitelstwujuschtschi Senat,' established by
Peter I., in the year 1711. The functions of the senate are partly

of a deliberative and partly of an executive character. It is the high
court of justice I'or the empire, controlling all the inferior tribunals.

The senate is divided into eight departments or sections, which all

sit at St. Petersburg. Each department is authorised to decide in the

last resort upon certain descriptions of cases, brought either imme-
diately before it, or by appeal from the inferior courts. In a few
cases, however, parties dissatisfied with its decisions may petition

the emperor. The senators are mostly persons of high rank, or

who fill high stations; but a lawyer of eminence presides over each
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department, who represents the emperor, and without whose signature

its decisions would have no force. In the plenu7n, or general meeting

of the sections, the minister of justice takes the chair, as high

procurator for his majesty. Besides its superintendence over the

court of law, the senate examines into the state of the general

administration of the Empire, and has power to make remonstrances

to the emperor.

The third college, established by Peter I. , in the year 1721, is

the JIo/j/ Synod, and to it is committed the superintendence of the

religious affairs of the empire. It is composed of the principal dig-

nitiiries of the Church. All its decisions run in the emperor's name,

and have no force till approved by him. The President of the Holy
Synod is the Metropolitan of Novgorod and St. Petersburg.

The fourth board of government is the Committee of Ministers.

It consists of all the ministers, which are

—

1. The Ministry of the Imperial House.—General Count Vo-
rontzoff-Dashkoff, aide-de-camp of the emperor ; appointed

Minister of the Imperial House, in succession to Count Alexander

Adlerberg, March 29, 1871.

2. The Ministry of Foreign Affairs.—Nicolas Carlovich De
Giers, appointed Minister of Foreign Affairs, April, 1882.

o. The Ministry of War.—General Vannovski, aide-de-camp of

the emperor ; appointed minister of war, March 29, 1881.

4. The Ministry of the Navy.—High-Admiral Grand Duke
Alexis.

5. The Ministry of the Interior.—Actual Privy Councillor

Count Tolstoy, appointed June, 1882.

6. The Ministry of Public Instruction.—Actual Privy Council-

lor Delyanoff, appointed 1882.

7. The Ministry of Finance.—Privy Councillor Bunge, appointed

1S81.

8. The Ministry of Justice.—Actual Privy Councillor D. Na-
bokoff, appointed June 14-, 1878.

9. The Ministry of the Imperial Domains.—Actual Privy Coun-

cillor Ostrovsky, appointed 1881.

10. The Ministry of Public Works and Railways.—Yice-Admiral

Possiet, appointed July 23, 1874.

11. The Department of General Control.—Actual Privy Coun-

cillor Solski, appointed Comptroller-General, October 1879.

Most of the above heads of departments have assistant ministers,

who supply their place on certain occasions. They all communicate

directly with the sovereign.

The Emperor has two Private Cabinets, one of which is occupied

with charitable affairs, and the other is devoted to public instruction

of girls and to the administration of the institutions established by
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tbe late Empress Maria, mother of the Emperor Nicholas I. Be-
sides, there is a Court of Requests, which examines into all the

petitions presented to the Tzar.

The local administration of the empire differs in different pro-

vinces ; Government having always allowed conquered or annexed
countries to preserve their own laws and institutions, except in so

far as they were hostile to the general constitution of the empire.

The Grand-duchy of Finland has a special and partially inde-

pendent form of government ; and the provinces wrested from

Sweden by Peter the Great, Courland, and those formerly belonging

to Poland, have peculiar institutions and privileges, which, however,

have latterly been much modified.

The empire is divided into general governments, or vice-royalties,

governments, and districts. There are at present in European
Kussia (including Poland and Finland) 68 governments, with 625
districts. Some of them are united into general governments,

which are now those of Finland, Poland, Wilna, Kief, Odessa, and
Moscow. The Asiatic part of the Empire comprises 4 general

governments, Caucasus, Turkestan, Stepnoye (of the Steppes), and
Eastern Siberia, with 33 governments and territory. At the head

of each general government is a viceroy, or general-governor, the

representative of the emperor, who as siich commands the forces, and
has the supreme control and direction of all affairs, whether civil

or military. All the functionaries Avithin their jurisdiction are

subordinate to, and make their reports to the general governors.

They sanction or suspend the judgments of the courts, and exercise

the right of pardon in a limited degree. A civil-governor, repre-

senting the general-governor, assisted by a council of regency, to

which all measures must be submitted, is established in eacli

government or province. A vice-governor is appointed to fill the

place of the civil-governor when the latter is absent or unwell.

There is also, in each government, a council of finance under the

presidency of a special officer.

The government of the parish, and part of the local administra-

tion, is intrusted to the people, to the extent of leaving them free

in matters of social interest. For this purpose, the whole country

is divided into communes, which elect an Elder (Starosta), or head
of a commune, as also a tax-collector or superintendent of public

stores. All these officers are elected at communal assemblies

(' Mir '—which means both ' the village ' and * the world ') by the

peasants, and from among themselves. The offices are more or

less honorary, the emoluments connected with some of them being

so small as to be scarcely more than nominal. The communal
assemblies are constituted by all the householders in the village,

who discuss and decide all communal affairs, such as the division

c c
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o f the fields, the arrangement of the tenancies, the proper distri-

bution of the taxes, the audit of accounts, the supervision of the

recruiting business, the admittance of new members into the com-

mune, petitions and complaints to the Tsar and the ministry, and

similar matters. These communal assemblies take place several

times a year as business of importance requires it. The communes
are united into districts or ' Voloste,' embracing a population o£

about 2,000 males. Each of the districts is presided over also by
an Elder, ' Starshina,' elected at the district assemblies, which are

composed of the delegates of the communal assemblies in proportion

of one man to every ten houses. The district assemblies decide

similar affairs as the communal assemblies, but concerning the

whole district. In conjunction with these assemblies are district

tribunals, consisting of from four to twelve judges elected at district

assemblies. Injuries and offences of every kind, as well as dis-

putes relating to property between the peasants, not involving more
than a hundred roubles, come under the jurisdiction of these popular

tribunals.

The grand-duchy of Finland, ceded to the Emperor of Russia by
the treaty of Frederickshamm, September 17, 1809, has preserved,

by special grant of Alexander I. (renewed by the decrees of the

Emperor Nicholas, of December 24, 1825, ofAlexander 11. , ofMarch

3, 1855, and of Alexander III., of March 14, 1881), its ancient con-

stitution, dating from the year 1772, and reformed in 1789. This

charter provides for a national parliament, consisting of four estates,

the nobles, the clergy, the burghers, and the peasants. The right of

legislation and of general taxation is nominally in the hands of this

assembly, though in reality it is exercised by a senate appointed by
the * Emperor Grand-duke.' This senate was created by an ordi-

nance ofAlexander I., ofOctober 25, 1811, and consisted first ofthree

members, called the ' Committee for the Affairs of Finland.' Another

ukase, of February 12, 1812, created a Governor-General of Finland,

in whom was vested the whole executive power, as representative ot

the sovereign. In 1816, a consultative body, called the ' Imperial

Senate of Finland,' was placed at the side of the ministerial council,

as the ' Committee for the Affairs of Finland,' and denominated, after

a while, ' the Senate.' The * Imperial Senate,' originally consisting

of fourteen members, then of sixteen, and finally, up to the present

time, of nineteen, is nominated by the sovereign for three years, and

chosen the one-half fi:om the nobility of Finland, and the other half

from among the classes of citizens and peasants. The organ of their

communication with the emperor is a secretary of state for the

grand-duchy of Finland, residing at St. Petersburg.

Poland, which had a constitution of its own from 1815 to 1830,

and a separate government till 1864, was deprived at the latter date
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of the last remnant of its administrative independence. By im-
perial decree of September 1, 1864, following in the wake of the

suppression of the great revolt of the two preceding years, the

kingdom was placed under the rule of eight military governors

depending from a ' Council of State ' established at Warsaw ; and
this form of government again was superseded by a decree of March
22, 1867, which, abolishing the Council of State, transferred the

entire administration of the country to a ' Commission for the

interior affairs of Poland,' sitting at St. Petersburg. Finally, by
ukase of the Emperor, dated Feb. 23, 1868, the Commission was
dissolved, and the government of Poland absolutely incorporated

with that of Eussia.

Church and Education.

The established religion of the empire is the Greco-Russian,

officially called the Orthodox-Catholic Faith. The Russian Church
separated from the See of Rome in 1054, and from the Byzantine

patriarchate in 1589. It has its own independent synod, but main-
tains the relations of a sister Church with the four patriarchates of

Constantinople, Jerusalem, Antioch, and Alexandria. The sacred

synod, the board of government of the Church, was established with

the concuiTence of the Russian clergy and the four Eastern patriarchs.

There have been three epochs in the government of the Russian

Church. At first it had a foreign head, the patriarch in Constanti-

nople, who appointed the Metropolitan of Kief, and afterwards of

Moscow ; during the second period, commencing in 1589, it was
governed by a patriarch appointed by the Tsar, but nearly indepen-

dent ; lastly, the direction of the Church was transferred to the

emperor. He is, however, not the head of the Church in the same
sense as the Pope of Rome. The emperor exercises the external

functions in a still greater degree than the pontiff; he appoints to

every office in the Church, and is restricted only so far as to leave to

the bishops and prelates the privilege of proposing candidates ; and
he transfers and dismisses persons from their offices in certain cases.

But he has never claimed the right of deciding theological and
dogmatic questions. In the case of any new heresy springing up in

Russia, requiring a judgment, the emperor cannot pronounce a
decision, but this duty appertains to the synod, and, if the ques-

tion is critical, the opinion of the four Eastern patriarchs must be
consulted, and finally a council has to be convened. The judg-

ment of the Church being once given, the emperor must command
its execution. In official documents the emperor is not called the

Head, but the Protector, or Defender, of the Church.

cc2
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The points in wliicli the Greco-Russian Church differs from the.

Roman Catholic faith are, its denying the spiritual supremacy of

the Pope, its prohibiting the celibacy of the clergy, and its autho-

risihg all individuals to read and study the Scriptures in the

vernacular tongue. The prohibition of celibacy is carried to such

an extent, that no priest can perform any spiritual function before

he is married, but the death of his wife does not occasion the cessa-

tion of his clerical functions. By the rules of the Church he is not

allowed to remarry. The priests may, on the death of their wives^

enter into a convent, and enjoy the privilege of becoming eligible

to be dignitaries of the Church. There were in Russia in 1880
nearly 500 cathedrals and about 41,525 churches attached to the.

established faith, with 94,509 clergy of all kinds. There were

449 monasteries, with 10,178 inmates, and 170 nimneries, with

4,380 nuns and 12,496 'sisters.' The Holy Synod has a capital of

about 5 millions sterling at its disposal. The clergy are either

secular or regular—the former consisting of the parochial clergy,

and the latter of the higher dignitaries, monks, and priests. The
hierarchy is composed of bishops, archbishops, and metropolitans.

The Russian Church formerly possessed immense wealth, but

it was confiscated partly by Peter I. and principally by Catherine II.

The latter sovereign appropriated the whole immovable property of

the Church for the use of the State, assigning, in compensation,

pensions to the chief ecclesiastical dignitaries. But, with the

exception of a few benefices in Petersburg, Moscow, and other

principal cities, the stipends of the clergy, even when increased

by the offerings of the people, and by the fees on occasion of

births, marriages, and funerals, are almost inadequate to provide

for their subsistence. The total number of established clergy, of all

ranks and orders, is stated at 254,000.

With the exception of the restraints laid on the Jews, all re-

ligions may be freel}'- professed in the empire. No member of the

Russo-Greek Church is, however, permitted to renounce his creed ;

and when a marriage takes place between one of its members and
a person belonging to another faith, the children must all be brought

up in the established church. Roman Catholics are most numerous
in the formerly Polish provinces, Lutherans in those of the Baltic,,

and Mohammedans in Southern Russia, while the Jews are almost

entirely settled in the towns and larger villages of the western and
south--'vestern frontier districts.

The number of members of the principal religious creeds in

European Russia was returned as in the following table for

1879 :~
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total expenditure are for the army and navy, and interest on the

public debt. There are annual budget estimates published by the

government, and also, since 1866, accounts of the actual receipts and
disbursements of the State, which, entering into minute details^

cannot be issued till after the lapse of a number of years.

The following table gives the total actual revenue and expendi-

ture of the Imperial Government for each of the years from 1875
to 1882 :—

Years
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The following two tables show the principal sources of revenue and
the chief branches of expenditure of the Government according to

the budget estimates for the year 1883 :

—

Sources of Revenue
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The direct taxes of the empire consist chiefly of personal imposts

on the peasants—which produce nine-tenths of the whole sum of

direct taxes, the other tenth consisting of a land-tax and a tax on
inhabited houses in cities. Customs and excise duties form the

bulk of the revenue from indirect taxation.

The estimated revenue for 1884 is 792,264,073 roubles, or

113,180,582^., and expenditure 801,997,412 roubles, or

114,571,059^. ; deficit 1,090,477^., which it is proposed to cover by
a new stamp tax in Poland ami a 1 per cent, tax on commercial
and industrial enterprises.

It will be seen from the above table that the largest branch of ex-

penditure is that for the public debt. In 1883, the total amount
required for interest and sinking fund was divided as follows :

—

Interest, &«., on Public Loans'

Foreiga loans

:

Terminable
Perpetual

Internal terminable loans

:

Debt to sundry departments
Pour per cent, bank bills (metallic) . . \v .

Pive per cent, bank bills

1st and 2nd lottery loans . . . ^ . .

1 st and 2nd oriental loans

Treasury bills

Polish obligations

Debt on Polish ' Peuilles de liquidation' .

Internal perpetual loans , . .

Interest and sinking fund on consolidated bills issued

for construction of railways, &c

Total

Eoubles

23,303,367

23,486,049

125,837

4,500,000

13,450,000

13.290,750

44,000,000

9,331,200

1,890,000

3,184,124

10,117,546

52,401,184

199,080,157

£28,440,022

The finances of Russia, almost since the beginning of the century,

exhibit large annual deficits, caused partly by an enormous expendi-

ture for war, and partly by the construction of reproductive works,

such as railways. But the war expenditure was by far the greatest

cause of the deficits. The total war outlay incurred by Russia

during the four years 1876-80 amounted to 1,075,396,653 roubles,

or 153,628,093/.

To cover a series of annual deficits and, at the same time, to

procure the capital for the construction of a network of railways

throughout the Empire; a number of foreign loans were raised during

the twenty-eight years from 1850 to^ 1882. The most important of

them were, first, a loan of 6,400,000/., issued in 1850, to meet the

expenditure for the railway from St. Petersburg to Moscow;
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secondly, a loan of 12 millions sterling, issued in 1S;59 ; thirdly, a

loan of 8 millions, issued in 1860 ; and fourthly, a loan of 15 mil-

lions sterling, issued in 1862, the latter three contracted partly for

the covering of financial deficits and partly for the construction of

railways. The subsequent foreign loans were one for 2,600,000/.,

issued in 1863, and two for 6,000,000/. each, issued respectively in

1864 and 1866. The next 'was a foreign loan of 12,000,000/.,

brought out in January 1870 ; followed by another loan of

12,000,000/., issued in 1871 ; and by two loans, each of 15,000,000/.,

the first brought out in September 1872, and the second raised in

December 1873. The two foreign loans of 1850 and of 1864 were

contracted for by Messrs. Baring ; the four foreign loans of 1870, 187 1

,

1872, and 1873 were contracted by Messrs. Eothschild, of London and
Paris; the foreign loan of 1877 was contracted by Messrs. Mendels-

sohn, Berlin, in union with the Comptoir d'Escompte, Paris, and

other continental banks. A foreign loan of 23,000,000/. Avas issued

in November 1880 direct by the Russian Government, but both

Messrs. Rothschild and the Comptoir d'Escompte of Paris declining

to contract for it, there were but few subscribers ; and, finally, in

1882, Messrs. Baring brought out a loan of 8,904,200/.

The following table gives the year of issue, nominal capital,

interest per cent., and price of issue, of the foreign loans of Russia,

fifteen in number—including early liabilities dating back to 1822

—

contracted up to 1882 :

—

FoKEiGx Loans of Russia.

Year of issue
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Not included in the above list are several loans for railways, gna-

ranteed by the Imperial Government. On January 1, 1883, the

railway debt ofEussia was officially stated to amount to 1,500,000,000
paper roubles, or 214,285,700/. The earlier of the foreign

loans of Eussia have become largely reduced at present, through the
operation of sinking funds. Of the 1822 loan, issued by Messrs.

Eothschild, more than one-halfhad been repaid at the end of 1875 ;

of the 1850 loan, contracted for by Baring Brothers, the outstanding

sum was 2,950,000/. ; of the 1859 loan, issued by Thomson, Bonar,
and Co., the amount was 5,100,000/. ; and of the 1860 loan, issued

by Baring Brothers, it was 6,600,000/. at the same date. But the

repayments, through sinking funds, were comparatively small of the
subsequent loans.

The entire public debt of Eussia, interior and foreign, was estimated

to amount to 2,450,000,000 roubles, or 350,000,000/., on the 1st of
September 1878, the total including an internal loan of 210,000,000
roubles, or 30,000,000/., issued in 1877, soon after the commence-
ment of the war against Turkey, and two other internal loans, called
' The Second and Third Eastern Loans,' to the amount of 300,000,000
roubles each, or 85,714,284/. issued in 1878 and 1879. On Janu-
ary 1, 1882, the total debt had increased to 4,780,812,699 roubles,

or 682,973,242/. In December 1883 a new internal loan of

50,000,000 gold roubles, or 7,142,857/., was floated.

Included in the debt here enumerated is a very large quantity

of paper money with forced currency. According to official reports,

the total amount of bank notes in circulation on the 1st of January
1876, was 797,313,480 roubles, or 113,901,925/. There were new
issues of paper money to the amount of 400,000,000 roubles during
the years 1876 to 1879. The total debt represented by paper money
of forced currency is now (Nov. 1883) 1,130,000,000 roubles, or

upwards of 161,000,000/.
The destruction of public credit, through an illimited issue of

paper money, is of old standing. In the reign of Catherine II., the

first attempt, on a large scale, was made to cover the annual deficits

by a very liberal supply of paper roubles, the sum total of which at

the death of the Empress, 1796, amounted to 200,000,000. During
the subsequent wars with France and Turkey, new emissions of paper
followed, with the consequence that in 1815 the notes had fallen to

418, that is, one silver rouble was worth four roubles eighteen copecs

in paper. Great efforts were now made by the Government to im-
prove this state of things, by withdrawing a portion of the paper from
circulation. After ten years of improved financial management,
there remained, however, still 600,000,000 of notes, circulating at the

rate of three paper roubles to one silver rouble. As a final remedy,
the Imperial Government withdrew, in 1843, the whole of the old
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paper money, introducing, in its stead, a new form of bank notes^

with forced currency. By these and other means, particularly the

establishment, in 1859, of a State bank, the Bank of Kussia,

under the control of the Minister of Finance, the nominal value

of the paper money was considerably raised, with a prospect of the

resumption of specie payments in the course of a number of years.

The Grand-duchy of Finland had a revenue of 38,019,135 marcs^

or 1,520,765/., and expenditure of 37,199,435 marcs, or 1,487,977/.

in 1883. Its total debt on January 1, 1883, amounted to 70,085,739

marcs, or 2,803,429/. The special budgets of Poland ceased in 1867,

on the final incorporation of the kingdom with Russia.

Army and Navy.

1. Army.

The armed forces of Russia were drawn, previous to the year

1874, from the classes of peasants and artisans, partly and princi-

l^ally by means of a conscription, partly by the adoption of the sons

of soldiers, and partly by voluntary enlistment. In January 1874^

a law of military re-organisation was sanctioned by the Emperor.

This law orders an annual conscription, to which all men who
have completed their twenty-first year, and are not physically

incapacitated, are liable. Immunity fi.'om service by the purchase

of substitutes is prohibited under the new regulations. They fix

the period of service in the army at fifteen years, six of them in

active service, and nine years in the reserve. The men remain

with the colours only as long as will be required to keep up the

force at its full complement, and during the remaining period they

are sent on furlough. After acquitting themselves of their six

years' service, the soldiers pass over into the reserve for another

period of nine years, during which they are liable to serve only in

time of war. If called out during these nine years, the younger men
of the reserve are employed in active operations, the older ones

being set apart to form a reserve to reinforce the garrisons of

fortresses. In time of peace, the men of the reserve are called out

only for short periods of drill, undergone near their ordinary places

of residence. To enable the educated classes to free themselves from

compulsory conscription, and also to provide the requisite number
of officers, and persons fit to serve in the supplementary branches,

young men possessed of a certain degree of education are permitted

to enter from their 17th year as volunteers for a short period of

service. After acquitting themselves of service in the line, the

volunteers either imdergo a military examination of an inferior

degree, and pass over to the reserve, or they may pass an officer's

examination and become either army officers or reserve officers.
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Volunteers passing into the reserve, as officers or as privates, remain

i]i the reserve till their 36th year. All other officers leaving the

regular army before their oGth year are likewise liable to serve in

the reserve to that age. Soldiers belonging to the reserve are

exempt from service only in case of illness, or if serving in some
other public capacity. All able-bodied men not entering the army,
or navy, can in time of war be called out to serve in a militia, to be
organised in accordance with the rules announced in an Imperial

manifesto. It is enacted by the law of 1874, that ' now as formerly,

military service will be performed under special laws by the

Cossacks, the non-Russian inhabitants of certain portions of the

Empire, and the population of the Grand Duchy of Finland.' Now
(1880) the military service in Finland is re-organised on the model
of Eussia. The levies furnished by the Cossacks are regulated by
particular treaties ; and many half-savage tribes are excused, partly

on account of their diminutive size, and partly because of their great

aversion to a military life. Generally, it is found that a levy of two in

every 500 males produces a supply of about 90,000 or 100,000 men.
Under the law of army organisation the land forces of Russia

consist in time of peace of field troops and garrison troops. In

addition to these, reserve forces are organised during the

continuance of peace, and independently of the army being placed on

a war footing. A militia is also formed for extraordinary con-

tingencies, if the safety of the country require it. The garrison

troops are organised to answer the following purposes. Firstly, in

time of peace they are employed to do ordinary garrison service, and,

secondly, they instruct recruits, and, in the cavalry, break-in horses
;

they also drill the men on furlough and in the reserve called

out for exercise. In time of war, the garrison troops continue the

garrison duty, drill recruits, and supply the ' cadres ' for the

•Ibrmation of the infantry and foot artillery reserves, as also for the

formation of ' troupes de marche ' of all arms of the service. The
reserve forces are only formed in time of war. The ' cadres ' are

supplied by the local garrisons and filled up by the reserves. The
reserve forces have a double destination, namely, first to act as a

field force in separate infantry regiments and divisions with their

ovm foot artillery and train, and, secondly, to garrison fortresses

and supply fortress artillery. One company of the garrison troops

is regarded as a sufficient ' cadre ' for a battalion of reserve, and
one garrison gun as a ' cadre ' for a reserve battery. The ' troupes

de marche ' are formed upon ' cadres ' supplied by the garrison

troops of all arms. They consist of all men on furlough and in

reserve, in excess of the numbers required for raising the field forces

to the Wiir standard. They are also employed to fill up the gaps

occasioned by losses in the field forces. To keep the Guards always
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at their full complement, special res-^rve forces are attached to them,

at the rate of one battalion per regiment of infantry and rifle

brigade, and one battery per artillery brigade. The reserve and
garrison battalions are stationed in the districts whence they draw
their reserves at the rate of two reserve battalions per garrison

battalion. Subsequent laws up to 1882 have in some important

points altered the organisation of the liussian army. A new scheme
for the re-organisation of the cavalry received the Emperor's sanction

in September 1883, to be completed in four years. The engineers

are also to be re-organised and considerably increased in strength.

The nominal strength of the various divisions of the liussian

army, according to official returns, was as follows in 1883 :

—

Active Army.

Staff ....
192 Eegiments, Infantry

50 Battalions, Kiflemen

56 Eegiments, and 2 squadron

of Cavalry .

51 Brigade Artillery

30 Horse- batteries

Engineers....
Total . .

Rl-JSERVK.

Infantry ....
Artillery ....
Engineers ....

Total .

Depot troops ....
Local troops ....
Instruction troops .

Cossacks ....
Irregular troops

General total
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war) were added, the total available war forces of Russia would
amount to about 3,200,000. A census of horses taken in 1883 in

58 provinces of European Russia, gave a total of nearly 15 millions

as fit for service in case of necessity.

By the law of December 18, 1878, which came into force on
January 1, 1881, personal military service is declared obligatory in

Finland. The Finnish troops form nine battalions of riflemen, each

with 18 officers and 505 men, and number in all 4,833.

Among the irregular troops of Russia, the most important are

the Cossacks. The country of the Don Cossacks, the principal

section of these troops, contains about 1,400,000 inhabitants. By
Imperial decree, dated April 29, 1875, every Cossack of the Don,
from fifteen to sixty years of age, is bound to render military service.

No substitution is allowed, nor payment of money in lieu of service.

Exemption from military service is granted, however, at all times,

to the Christian clergy, and, in times of peace, to physicians and
veterinary surgeons, apothecaries, and teachers in public schools.

The miUtary organisation of the Don Cossacks is in eight districts,

called Woisskos. Each Woissko furnishes a certain number of regi-

ments, fully armed and equipped, and undergoing constant military

exercise, so as to be prepared to enter the field, on being summoned,
in the course of ten days.

The Cossacks are a race of free men ; neither serfage nor any other

dependence upon the land has existed among them. The entire

territory belongs to the Cossack commune, and every individual has

an equal right to the use of the land, together with the pastures,

hunting-grounds, and fisheries. The Cossacks pay no taxes to the

Government, but in lieu of this they are bound to perform military

service. They are divided into three classes, viz., first, the minors or
* Maloletniye,' up to their sixteenth year ; secondly, those on actual

service, the ' Sluzhiliye,' for a period of twenty-five years, therefore

until their forty-second year ; thirdly, those released from service,

the * Otstavniye,' who remain for five years, or until their forty-

seventh year, in the reserve, after which period they are regarded as

wholly released from service and invalided. Every Cossack is

obliged to equip, clothe, and arm himself at his own expense, and to

keep his horse. Whilst on service beyond the fi'ontiers of his own
country, he receives rations of food and provender, and a small

amount of pay. The artillery and train are at the charge of the

Government. Instead of imposing taxes on the Don Cossacks, the

Russian Government pays them an annual tribute, varying in peace

and war, together with grants to be distributed among the widows
and orphans of those who have fallen in battle. Besides the regu-

lar or Don Cossacks, whose war strength is 46,985 officers and

men and 47,413 horses, there are Cossacks in other parts of the
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empire, Cossacks of the Kuban, 36,521 men ; of the Terek, 8,956

men; of Astrakhan, 1,308 men ; of Orenburg, 19,745 men; of the

Ural, 7,313 men; of Siberia, 8,919 men ; of Semirechensk, 1,971

men; Transbaikal Cossacks, 9,297 men; and Cossacks of the

Amur, 2,115 men.

2. Navy,

. The Russian navy consists of two great divisions, the fleet of the

Baltic, and that of the Black Sea. Each of these two fleets is again

subdivided into sections, of which three are in or near the Baltic,

and two in or near the Black Sea. The divisions carry the Avhite,

blue, and red flag—an arrangement originating with the Dutch
—but without the rank of the admirals being connected with the

colour of the flag.

At the end of the year 1882, the strength of the various divisions of

the Russian navy was returned officially as follows :—1, the Baltic

Fleet, consisting of 21 6 war-vessels, comprising 29 armour-clad ships,

33 armoured steamers, 59 transports, and 95 torpedo-boats ; 2, the

Black Sea Fleet, consisting of 100' vessels, comprising 2 armour-

clad ships, 27 armoured steamers, 59 unarmoured steamers, and
12 torpedo-boats ; 3, the Siberian Fleet, consisting of 12 armed
and 4 unarmoured steamers ; 4, the Lake Aral Fleet, 6 unarmoured
steamers; 5, the Caspian Sea Fleet, consisting of 8 armed and 13

unarmed steamers and 6 torpedo-boats. The total comprises 373
vessels (including 8 sailing ships), armed with 757 guns, with a

tonnage of 203,786 tons, and engines of 36,571 horse-power.

The ironclad fleet of war of Russia, comprising 31 ships—29 in

the Baltic, and 2 in the Black Sea—was made up, at the end of

1883, of the following classes of ships ;

—

Armour thickness
Inches

1st Class: One mastless turret-ship . • . • 14

2nd Class : Eleven sea-going cruisers . . • . 4|- to 7

3rd Class : Seventeen vessels for coast defence . . 4 to 6

4th Class : Two circular monitors .... 9 and 1

6

The following table gives the list of the ironclad vessels of the

Russian navy. The columns of the table show, afl;er the name of

each ship, first, the maximum thickness of armour at the water-line

;

secondly, the number and weight of guns ; thirdly, the indicated

horse-power of the engines ; and fourthly, the tonnage, or displace-

ment in tons. Those ironclads marked by an asterisk before

their names were not completed at the end of 1883 :—
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The most powerful vessel of the Russian ironclad navy is the

mastless turret-ship Peter the Great, constructed in the harbour of

Kronstadt, and launched in 1874. She resembles in design and con-

struction the great mastless turret-ships of the British navy, more
especially the Dreadnought (see page 241), though of larger size,

its length being 330 feet, and its extreme breadth 64 feet. The
Peter the Great carries two turrets. The engines originally fitted

in the ship having proved unsatisfactory, the ship was sent to

England in 1881, and fitted with engines of the most modern
type.

Next to the Peter the Great in the list stand five belted cruisers.

The Duke ofEdinburgh, originally called the Alexander Nevsky, and
the General-Admiral, are each 285 feet in length and 48 feet in

extreme breadth, built of iron sheathed with wood, and with a six-

inch armour-belt on the water line to protect the vital parts. The
battery deck of these cruisers is not protected by armour, the guns
being so arranged as to fire in all directions. Next in the list of

sea-going cruisers stand the four Russian ironclads named after

admirals, namely, the Admiral Tchitchagofi", Admiral SpiridoiF,

Admiral Greig, and Admiral Lazareff. They are turret-ships

of the type of the Prince Albert in the Royal Navy, the turrets

being encased in six-inch armour. The next ship in the list,

the Knjaz-Pojarski, was built by English engineers at the naval

yard of St. Petersburg, and launched in September 1866. The
Knjaz-Pojarski is a central battery ship, 280 feet long, 49 feet

beam, and is fully rigged. The last two armour-clad ships, the

Sevastopol and Petropaulovski, are of obsolete type, having
been built in 1863 and 1864, the former being the first con-

structed ironclad of the Russian navy.

An entirely new feature in the construction ofarmour-clad vessels

is represented by the two Circular Monitors, also called ' PopofFkas,'

after their designer, Admiral Popofi", builder of the Peter the Great.

The first of these ships, named the Novgorod, of 2,000 tons burthen
and 480 horse-power, was launched in June 1873, at the docks of

Nicholaieff", near Sevastopol ; and the second, named Admiral PopolF,

was laimched in October 1875 from the dockyard of Nicholaieff.

The Admiral Popofi* is 120 feet in diameter against 100 feet of the

Novgorod, and of greater speed, with less draught of water, namely,
12|- feet. However, as the mean speed of the Circular Monitors
is not calculated to be more than fi-om six to eight miles an hour,
they must be held to be chiefly fitted for defensive purposes, serving

as ' floating fortresses.'

The Wladimir Monomach, launched 1882, and Dmitri Donakoi,
launched 1883, but neither yet finished (Dec. 1883), are each 306
feet long, 52 feet wide, and 25 feet deep at the stern. Besides the

D D
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guns mentioned in the table, they will carry other artillery of small

calibre and apparatus for discharging Whitehead torpedoes. Two
new ironclads, the Tchesme and Sinope, of the Peter the Great type

but stronger, were contracted for in 1883 to be built at Nicholaieff

by the Russian Navigation Society, to be launched in 1886 and
completely finished by 1888. The two vessels are each 314 feet

long, 69 feet wide, and 42 feet deep. The plating is eighteen inches

thick above the water-line. The turret is to be covered with a

plating of fourteen inches in front and twelve inches behind, and
each will carry six 12-inch guns and seven rifled 6-inch guns.

The double engines will be of 9,000 horse-power. Two other

vessels of the same type are reported to have been laid down in

1883, and one more powerful, on the Neva, besides two cruisers.

The Imperial navy was commanded, in 1882, by 136 admirals,

vice-admirals, and rear admirals, 650 captains, 656 lieutenants

and midshipmen of the special corps attached to the navy, and
26,683 sailors. The navigation detachment contained, at the same
date, five generals and 508 staff officers; the naval artillery four

generals and 197 staff officers; and the naval engineers six generals

and 139 staff officers.

The sailors of the Imperial navy are levied, like the army, by
recruitment ; many of them, however, are enlisted voluntarily, and
the crews fiirnished by Finland are obtained altogether in this

manner. The period of service in the navy is nine years, seven of

which must be spent in active service, and two in the reserve.

Russia has an extensive frontier both by sea and land, protected

by numerous fortifications of various classes. On the west Poland

is defended by a system of four strongholds, sometimes called the

Polish Quadrilateral—Novogeorgeievsk on the right bank of the

Vistula ; the fortifications of Warsaw, Ivangorord on both sides of

the Vistula; Brest-Litovski on the Bug. There are numerous
other fortified places, mostly neglected, on the Vistula and Bug;
and works are being executed in the south at the foot of Mount
Lisa-Gora. Between Poland and the Duna is the citadel of Vilna,

while other works are being carried out on the river Niemen.

The river Duna is defended at its mouth, at Riga, Dunaberg, and
Vitebsk. On the west frontier, south of Poland, are several old

fortified places which are being restored. The lower course of the

Dniester is defended at Bender, Tiraspol, Akkermann, and Ovidi-

opol ; behind this line are Bobruisk, Kiev, Lavra, Kherson ; the

entrance to the Dnieper and the Bug is defended by Kinburn and

Ochakov. The Baltic coasts are defended at Dunamunde, Revel,

Narva, Kronstadt, Viborg, Frederickshamm, Rochtensalm island,

Sveaborg islands, Hangceuds, Abo, and the Aland islands. Besides

the places already mentioned, the Black Sea coast is defended by
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the batteries of Odessa and by Kherson ; in the Crimea Sebastopol

has been refortified and the Isthmus of Perekop has various lines of

defence, while fortifications are found at Kertch, Yenikale, KafFa,

Azov, and Taganrog. There are numerous fortified posts on the

Caucasian coast, the chief of which is Poti at the mouth of the Kion.

The Caucasus itself has numerous fortifications of varying import-

ance : Yekaterinodar on the Kuban ; Adagun, Krymskaya, and

Bakan on affluents of the left bank of that river ; Vladikavkaz on

the Terek and Nalchik on one of its left affluents ; Derbend on the

Caspian; Gunib and Deshlagar in Daghestan ; Tiflis; Akalchik,

Allessandropol, Erivan, and Shovska, and the recent annexations

Kars, Ardahan, and Batum. In the Asiatic dominions are Krasno-

vodsk and Chikislar on the Caspian ; Chat and Kizil-Arvat on the

Persian frontier; Nukuss and Petro-Alexandrovsk on the Khiva

frontier ; on that of Bokhara, Katykurgan and Samarkand, Ura-
tiube and Khojent; on that of Kashgar, Karakol and Narinsk ; on

the Chinese frontier, Bakhta and Borokhudzyr. In the interior of

Russian Turkestan, are several fortified places, as at Kasalinsk,

Karamakchi, and Tashkent. On the Pacific coast there are forti-

fications at Nicolaieff at the mouth of the Amour, Px3tropaulovski,

and Vladivostok.

Area and Population.

The Russian empire comprises one-seventh of the terrestrial part

of the globe, and about one-twenty-sixth part of its entire surface.

Owing to the vast extent of the Empire, and its social condition, no
surveys that can lay claim to accuracy have yet been made, and
the area is obtained in greater part from estimates. There has been
likewise no general census of the population, but various enumera-
tions, made by the government in recent years, mainly undertaken
for purposes of finance or war, serve to furnish an approximately
correct return of the numbers of the people. According to them,
the total area of the Empire embraces 8,387,816 English square
miles, while the total population numbers 100,372,553, being, on the

average, 12 individuals to the squai-^ mile. The density of popula-
tion of Em*opean Russia is considerably greater than that of

the Asiatic part of the Empire. Russia in Europe (including
Poland and Finland), comprising an area of 2,088,419 English
square miles, with 85,058,415 inhabitants, has, on the average.

40 individuals to the square mile, while Asiatic Russia, extending
over 6,299,397 English square miles, with 15,314,138 inhabitants,

has barely more than two individuals to the square mile.

The following table exhibits the details of official estimates,

—

referring mostly to the year 1882, as regards the whole of European
D D 2
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Russia, and mostly to 1878-82, in respect to the Asiatic portion

of the Empire—concerning the area and population of the

various political and geographical divisions of the Empire of

Russia :

—
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taken from Roumania, together with the districts of Ardahan, Kars,

and Batum, in Asia Minor, detached from the Turkish Empire. The
population of Kars in 1882 was 162,979, including 11,261 troops.

In 1881 most of Kulja was restored to China, leaving Russia

only the area given in the above table.

According to official returns the total numbers of births, deaths,

and marriages in Russia in Europe (except Poland and Finland and
Bessarabia) were as follows in each of the five years from 1871
to 1875.

Year
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The great majority of the population of Russia are devoted to

agricultural occupations, and dwell in villages, spread thinly over the

vast area of the empire. The following are the populations of the

principal towns, mostly according to estimates of 1880 :

—

Towns Population

Russia in Europe—
St. Petersburg

(1881) . 876,575

Moscow (1882) 750,867

Warsaw (1882) 406,261

Odessa (1882) 217,000

Riga (1881) . 168,844

Kherson. . 128,079

K i c h e n e ff

(Bessarabia) 130,000

Kieflf(1874) . 127,251

Saratoff . . 109,588

Kharko£f(1879) 101,175

Kasan
Vilna .

Nicolaieff

Taganrog
Elisabetgrad

Tula

94,170

88,636

66,335

63,025

63,064

60,744

Towns

Astrakhan
Berdieheff

Orel

Jitomir .

Simferopol

Dunaburg
Samara .

Revel (1881)
Kronstadt
Lodz
Voronej
Akkermann
Helsingfors

Rostoif .

Kovno .

Minsk .

Penza
Mohilev .

Vitebsk ,

Population

57,704
56,980

64,889
54,224

52,585

52,261

51,947

50,859

48,276
47,625

46,279

45,598

44,584

44,453

44,245

41,720

41,468
40,536

40,401

Towns

Bobruisk

.

Orenburg
Smolensk(1881)
Dorpat (1881)

Sevastopol

Abo . .

Novgorod

Population

40,079
, 35,000

33,200

29,727

26,133
23,242

21,039

Russia in Asia—
Tiflis

Tashkent
Audijan .

Samarcand
Khokand
Stavropol

Irkutsk .

Tomsk .

Omsk
Khojent .

104,204

10,0,000

43,000

36,000

35,000

34,915

33,800

33,795

30,890
28,000

In the larger towns a considerable proportion of the trading and
industrial population are either aliens, or of foreign extraction.

The population of Russia Proper is composed of three groups : Great

Russians, or Veliko-Russ ; Little Russians, or Malo-Russ ; and White
Russians, or Belo-Russ. The first, numbering about 35,000,000,

occupy the central provinces; the second, numbering about

11,000,000, compose the bulk of the population of Poltava, Kharkof,

Chernigof, Kief, Volhynia, Podolsk, Ekaterinoslaf, and Taurida

;

the White Russians, about 3,000,000, inhabit the provinces of

Mohilef, Minsk, Vitebsk, and (jrodno. Besides these three groups

of Russians proper, mostly Slav, there is a great variety of ethnical

elements in the general population of the Russian Empire. It is

estimated that of the total population of the empire 88 per cent, are

Aryan, 4J per cent. ' Turanian,' 4 per cent, of Uralo-Altaic Stock,

3-J per cent. Semitic. Of the Aryan population, 81^ per cent, are

Slav, S^ per cent. Lithuanian and Lettish, 1^ per cent. Teutonic,

1 per cent. Grseco-Latin. Of the Slavs, 74-| per cent, are Russian,

and 6§ per cent. Polish, while of the former, about one-half are
* great Russians.' Of the population of European Russia, If per

cent, are Tartar, 1^^ per cent. Bashkir, and If per cent. Finns.

About' 40 languages or dialects are spoken in Russia.

Previous to the year 1861, the greater portion of the inhabitants

of the empire were serfs, belonging either to the Crown or to private
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individuals. The number of the latter class was estimated in 1861

at 22,000,000, who were the property of 109,340 nobles and other

private persons. By an imperial decree of March 3, 1861, coming
into final execution on March 3, 1863, serfdom was abolished,

under certain conditions, within the whole of Russia. For every

six roubles which the labourer earned annually, he had to pay 100
roubles to his master as his capital value to become a freeholder.

Of this sum, the serfs had to give immediately 20 per cent., while

the remaining 80 per cent, were disbursed as an advance by the

Government to the owners, to be repaid, at intervals extending over

forty-nine years, by the freed peasants.

Besides the 22,000,000 of serfs belonging to private owners,

there were, according to a census taken at the time, 22,225,075
Crown peasants—10,583,638 men, and 11,641,437 women. The
emancipation of this class began previous to that of the private

serfs, and was all but accomplished on September 1, 1863. By an

imperial decree of July 8, 1863, land was granted to the peasants on

the private and appanage estates of the Crown, and to the peasants

who belonged to the imperial palaces, which they are to pay for in

forty-nine years in instalments, each equal in amount to the ' obrok,'

or poll-tax formerly yielded by them.

Since the Emancipation Act of 1861 the cultivable lands of Russia

proper in Europe have been approximately distributed as follows :

—

Per cent.

Town lands, about 0-4

Crown „ 34-6

Lands attached to mines ....... 3*6

„ held by peasants 20'6

„ „ landed gentry and nobility . . . 19*7

„ „ other proprietors, or not surveyed . . 20*4

It will be seen that about one-third of the cultivable land in

Russia proper is held by the State ; one-fifth by landed proprietors

;

and one-fifth by the peasantry.

Trade and Industry.

The commerce ofRussia with foreign countries is oflicially divided

into trade with Europe and trade with Asia; the former being sub-

divided into trade through the Baltic ports, through the White Sea
ports, through the Southern ports, and over the European land

frontier. The immense extent of the Empire, and its ever-changing

limits eastward, make it diflScult to obtain exact returns of the

aggregate amount of its foreign commerce, which must be partly
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estimated. According to official statements, the total value of im-
ports in the five years 1876 to 1880 averaged, in round numbers,
500,000,000 roubles, or 71 millions sterling, while the value of the

exports during the same period averaged 534,000,000 roubles, or

76 millions sterling per annum.
The following table shows the value of the commerce of the

Eussian Empire (exclusive of Finland) by the three principal routes

in 1881 :—

Imports
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and yarn, of the value of 763,019Z.; and woollens, of the value of

425,880/., and coal, 779,394/.

The quantities of grain and flour, exported from Russia to the

United Kingdom in each of the five years 1878 to 1882, from both

the northern and southern ports of the empire, were as follows :

—

Exports
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Copper
Iron ore . . ' .

Pig iron ....
Coal
Salt

Naphtha ....
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"the construction of railways, both directly by the state, and by
private companies—the latter, in every case, receiving considerable

Government aid—was continued more actively than before, and on
the 1st of January 1878, the total length of the railways of Eussia

open for traffic was returned officially at 20,417 versts, or 13,611
English miles. The latest official returns state that on the 1st of

January 1883, the total length of railways in Europe, exclusive of

Finland, open for traffic had increased to 14,306 English miles. At
the same date 1,000 miles more of lines were in course of construc-

tion. Of the lines open, 13,670 miles belonged to private com-
panies and the remainder to the State. At the same date there

were 732 miles of railway in Finland, nearly all belonging to the

State.

On the propositio'n of the Minister of Public Works, the Emperor
sanctioned, in June 1875, the extension of the then existing system by
6,500 versts, or 4,333 English miles, which, added to the 2,500
versts, or 1,666 English miles, previously sanctioned, raised the

total to 9,000 versts, or 6,000 English miles. The new network
is divided into four classes, according to diiFerent degrees o£

urgency, and the first of these classes will include the Siberian

Railway and the seven projected lines in the coal basin of the

Don ; 2,600 versts, or 1,734 English miles, are assigned to this class,

at the head of which has been placed the immense Siberian line,

reported as ' most urgent ' by a Special Commission on Railways
summoned in 1870. It is from a station on this line, probably
Tiumen, that the Central Asian line to Tashkend is to take

its rise, the continuation of the Orenburg line in that direction

having been condemned as impracticable, owing to the inhos-

pitable nature of the country it would have to traverse. The
importance of the seven lines for the coalfields of the South is

great, as the new railways will traverse this field in every direc-

tion, and connect it on one side with the Black Sea and the Sea
of Azov, and on the other with the existing trunk lines of the
Empire.

In 1880-81 a railway for military purposes was constructed

from Mikhailovsk on the S.E. shore of the Caspian to Kizil Arvat,
and a tramway thence to Beurma, near Bami, about 200 miles in

all; within 100 miles of Askabad, and 260 of Sarakhs on the N.W.
frontier of Afghanistan. The railway joining the Black Sea and
the Caspian was completed in 1883.

On the 1st of January 1879 there were 45 railway companies exist-

ing in the empire. Of this number, lOhad constructed tlieir lines alto-

gether without Government assistance ; while the remaining 35 were
guaranteed—15 to the full amount of their capital, and the other 20
only to a partial extent. The entire sum guaranteed in 1874 by
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the State in the shape of interest and repayment of capital amounted
to 51,177,627 roubles, or 7,311,089/. In the year 1878 the sum of
14,592,172 roubles, or 2,084,596/., being 78*52 per cent, of the sum
total, was paid out of the exchequer to the railway companies. The
charters granted to railway companies are for the most part ter-

minable after between 75 and 85 years ; but some small companies
have charters only for 37 years.

The following table shows the gross receipts, the working expenses,

and the net receipts of the Russian railways during each of the

ten years from 1872 to 1881 :—

Years
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offices. The total number of telegrams carried in 1882 was
9,800,200. The receipts of the telegraph office showed, in recent

years, a small annual surplus, which is, by Imperial decree, always

devoted to the extension of the telegraphic system.

With reference to the navigation of the Danube, see Austria^

p. 29.

Diplomatic Representatives.

1. Of Kussia in Great Britain.

Ambassador.—Baron Mohrenheim, accredited December 12, 1882.

Councillor of Embassy.—Prince Gr. Cantacuzene.

Secretaries.—Count N. Adlerberg ; M. N. Boulatzell.

Military Attache.—Major-General G. De Lantz.

Naval Attache. —Vice-Admiral J. Likhatcheflf.

2. Of Great Britain in Eussia.

Ambassador.—Right Hon. Sir Edward Thornton, K.C.B., born in 1820;
Charg6 d'Aifaires in Uruguay, 1854-59 ; Envoy to the Argentine Confederation,

1859-63, and to Paraguay, 1863-65 ; Envoy and Minister to Brazil, 1865-67
;

Envoy and Minister to the United States, 1867-81. Appointed Ambassador
to Russia, October 24, 1881.

Secretaries.—J. G. Kennedy ; C. F. E. Adam ; G. E. "Welby.

Military Attache.—Colonel Chenevix Trench.

Money, Weights, and Measures of Russia.

The money, weights, and measures of Russia, and the British

equivalents, are as follows :

—

MoNElf.

The Silver Rouble, of 100 copecks . = Approximate value 25. lOc?., or about
7 roubles to the pound sterling.

The silver rouble is the legal unit of money in Russia, and must
contain as such 278 grains, or 4 Zolotnicks and 21 Dolis, of fine

silver. In actual circulation there is little else but paper money,
discounted at from 10 to 20 per cent, below its nominal value.

Weights and Measures.

The Berkowitz
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Since 1831, the English foot of 12 inches, each inch often parts,

has been used as the ordinary standard of length measures.

Statistical and other Books of Reference concerning Russia.

1. Official Publications.

Annuaire des finances russes: budget, crMit, commerce, cheminsde fer. Par
A. Vesselovsky, secretaire du comit6 scientifique du ministere des finances. 8.

St. Petersbourg, 1883.

Materials for a Statistic of the Empire of Russia. Published, under the

sanction of His Majesty, by the Statistical Department of the Ministry of the

Interior (Russian). 8. St. Petersburg, 1863-83.
Receuil de Bounces statistiques sur les Chemins de Per en Russie. 8. St.

Petersbourg, 1882.

Sbornick : Military-statistical Cyclopaedia, issued under the dii'ection of the

Imp. Ministry of "War (Russian). 4. St. Petersburg, 1878.

Statistique du commerce exterieur des annees, 1880-81. St. Petersburg,

1883.

. Tableau du commerce exterieur de la Russie de 1861 a 1878. Publie par la

commission Imperiale Russe de I'exposition universelle de Vienne. 8. St.

Petersbourg, 1881.

Report by Mr, W. Doria, on the foreign commerce of Russia, dated St.

Petersburg, March 19, 1877; in 'Reports by H.M.'s Secretaries of Embassy
and Legation.' No. II. 1877. 8. London, 1877.

Report by Mr. Herbert on Russian mechanical industries, in ' Reports from
H.M.'s Diplomatic and Consular Officers Abroad.' Folio. 1882.

Report by Mr. Herbert on Russian mineral industries, and by Mr. J. Gr.

Kennedy on the Russian budget for 1881 and estimates for 1883, in ' Reports
of H.M.'s Secretaries of Embassy.' Part II. 1883. London, 1883.

Reports by Mr. Consul Campbell on the trade of Helsingfors, dated Decem-
ber 31, 1878, and February 10, 1879; in 'Reports from H.M.'s Consuls.'

Part II. 1879. 8. London, 1879.
Report by Mr. Marchant-Gosselin, Secretary of Embassy, on the Finances

of Russia, dated St. Petersburg, December 31, 1880; in ' Reports of H.M.'s
.Secretaries of Embassy and Legation.' Part I. 1881. 8. London, 1881.

. Report by Consul Raby on the trade and commerce of Riga in 1880, in Part
IV.; by Vice-Consul "Wagstaff on Nicolaieff; by Consul Stanley on Odessa;
by Consul Raby on Riga (1881); by Vice-Consul Hayman on Viborg, in Part
VIII. : by Vice-Consul Peacock on Batoum ; Viee-Consul Low on Berdiansk

;

Vice-Censul CoUedge on Kertch ; Vice-Consul Harford on Sevastopol; Consul
"Wooldridge on Taganrog, in Part XIII. of * Reports of H.M.'s Consuls.' 1882.

Supplementary Report on the trade and commerce of Riga in 1881, by
Consul Raby, in Part I. ; Report by Vice-Consul Peacock, Batoum, on the
transit trade through the Caucasus, in Part II. ; by Vice-Consul Lowe on
the trade and commerce of Berdiansk in 1882 ; by Vice-Consul Wagstaff on
Nicolaieif ; by Consul Wooldridge on the agriculture of the districts around
Taganrog and Rostoflf ; on the trade and industries of these towns and of the
minor ports of Azoflf, in Part III. ; by Consul-General Stanley on Odessa, in

Part IV. ; by Consul Raby on Riga (1882), and Vice-Consul Harford on
Sevastopol, in Part VII. of ' Reports of H.M.'s Consuls, 1883.' London, 1883.

Report by Consul-General Stanley on the -industrial classes of Southern
Russia, in Part II., and on Workmen's Associations in Russia, in Part III.

;

by Mr. J. Gr. Kennedy respecting Trans-Caucasian transit trade, in Part III.

;
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Jby Sir. E, Thornton on British and Russian trade in Bokhara, and on the
Caucasian transit trade, in Part V. of ' Reports from H.M.'s Diplomatic and
Consular Agents Abroad on Subjects of Commercial and General Interest.'

London, 1883.

Trade of Russia with the United Kingdom ; in ' Annual Statement of the
trade of the United Kingdom vtTth Foreign Countries and British Possessions
for the year 1882.' Imp. 4. London, 1883.

2. Non-Official Publications.

Bar (K. E. von), and Hehnersen (Gr. von), Beitrage zur Kenntniss des Rus-
sisehen Reichs. 25 vols. 8. St. Petersburg, 1852-72.

Bernhardi (T. von), Geschichte Russland's. 2 vols. Leipzig, 1874.
Braschc (Otto), Beitrag zur Methode der Sterblichkeitsberechnung und zur

Mortalitatsstatistik Russlands. 8. Wiirzburg, 1870.

Bryce (James), Transcaucasia and Ararat. 8. London, 1877.
Eckardt (Dr. Julius), Russland's landliche Zustande seit Aufhebung der

Leibeigenschaft. 8. Leipzig, 1870.

Erman (Georg Adolf), Archiv fiir die wissenschaftliche Kunde Russlands.
25 vols. 8. Berlin, 1841-68.

FlerofsJci (N.), The Condition of the Labouring Classes in Russia. (Russian.
8. St. Petersburg, 1869.

Gallenga (A.), A Summer in Russia. London, 1882.

Golovine (Ivan), Etudes et Essais : Richesse de la Russie, Economie privee
Economic hospitaliere. 8. Paris, 1864.

Haxthauscn (A. von), Studien uber die innern Zustande, das Volksleben u. s.\r

Russlands. 3 vols. 8. Berlin, 1847-52.

Hippeau (C), L'instruction publique en Russie. 12. Paris, 1878.

/^wrt^«<5 (K. E. T.) Statistisk Handbok for Finland. 8. Helsingfors, 1881
Jourdier (L.), Des forces productives, destructives, et improductives de la

Russia. 8. 2nd ed. Leipzig, 1861.

Koppen (Dr. P. von), Statistische Reise in Russland. 8. St. Petersburg, 1864.
Lansdell (H.), Through Siberia. London, 1882.

Leroy-Beaidieu (Anatole), L'Empire des Tsars et les Russes. 2 vols. Paris,

1882.

Marvin (Charles), Baku, the Petrolia of Europe. London, 1883.

Molinari (Gustave de), Lettres sur la Russie. New ed. 18. Paris, 1878.
NordsenJcjbld (Baron), The Voyage of the ' Vega ' round Asia and Europe.

2 vols. London, 1882.

Notes on the Caucasus, by 'Wanderer.' London, 1883.

Pauly (J. N.), Description ethnographique des peuples de la Russie. 8.

St. Petersbourg, 1862.

Porochine (Vict, de), Les RessourcesMaterielles de la Russie. 8. Paris, 1865.
Eafalovich (Arthur), Les Finances de la Russie depuis la derniere Guerre

d'Orient 1876-83. Paris, 1883.

Eamhaud (Alfred), The History of Russia from its origin to the year 1877.
2 vols. 8. London, 1879.

Bavenstein (E, G.), The Russians on the Amur; its Discovery, Conquest, and
Colonisation. 8. London, 1861.

Reclus (Elisee), Geographic Universelle. Tome V. L'Europe Scandinave
et Russe. VI. L'Asie Russe. Paris, 1880-81.
Reed (Sir E. J.) Letters from Russia in 1875. 8. London, 1876.
Rbttger (Carl), Russische Revue. Monatsschrift fur die Kunde Russlands.

8. St. Petersburg, 1882.
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Both (H. L.), A Sketch of the Agriculture and Peasanjtry of Eastern Russia,

8. London, 1868.

Sarauw (Christian von) Die Russische Heeresmacht auf Grund offizieller

Quellen und eigener Anschauung. 8. Leipzig, 1875.

Sarauw (Chrn. von), Russland's Kommerzielle Mission in Mittelasien. 8.

Leipzig, 1871.

Schuyler (Eugene), Turkestan. Notes of a Journey in Russian Turkestan,

Khokand, Bukhara, and Kuldja. 2 vols. 8. London. 1876.

Schnitzler (Jean Henri), L'Empire des Tsars. 3 vols. 8. Paris and
St. Petersburg, 1856-69.

Schnitzler (Jean Henri), Les Institutions de la Russie, depuis les reformes

de TEmpereur Alexandre II. 2 vols. 8. Paris, 1867.

Seebohm (H.), Siberia-in-Asia. London, 1882.

Semenow (N,), Geographical and Statistical Dictionary of the Russian
Empire (Russian). 4 vols. 8. St. Petersburg, 1863-66.

Statistische Mittheilungen aus Russland (Reprinted from the ' St. Peters-

burger Kalender'). 8. St. Petersburg, 1877.

Stchapof (A.), The Intellectual Development of the Russian People.

(Russian). 8. St. Petersburg, 1870.

Strelbitzky (M.) Evaluation of the Surface of the Empire of Russia under
the Reign of Emperor Alexander II. (Russian.) 4. St. Petersburg, 1874.

TegoborsJci (L. de), Etudes sur les Forces Productives de la Russie. 3 vols.

8. Paris, 1852.

Tunner (Ritter P. von), Russland's Montan-Industrie, insbesondere dessen
Eisenwesen. 8. Leipzig, 1871.

Wallace (Mackenzie), Russia. 2 vols. 8. London, 1877.
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SERVIA.
(Knja2estvo Srbija.)

Reigning Sovereign and Family,

Milan I., King of Servia, born August 10-22, 1854, the son of

Obrenovic I., grandson of Jefrem, half-brother of Prince Milos.

Succeeded to the throne, as Prince Milan Obrenovic IV., by
the election of the Servian national assembly, after the assassina-

tion of his cousin, Prince Michail Obrenovic, June 10, 1868.

Crowned Prince at Belgrade, and assumed the government, August

22, 1872 ;
proclaimed King, March 6, 1882 ; married October 17,

1875, to Natalie, born 1859, daughter of Colonel Keschko, of the

Russian Imperial Guard. Offspring of the union is a son, Alexander,

born August 14, 1876.

The present ruler of Servia is the fourth of his dynasty, which
was founded by Milos Todorovic Obrenovic, leader of the Ser-

vians in the war of insurrection to throw off the yoke of Turkey.
The war lasted from 1815 to 1829, when the Turkish Government
was compelled to grant virtual independence to Servia. By the

terms of the treaty, signed September 14, 1829, Milos T. Obre-
novic was acknowledged Prince of Servia, and by a subsequent

Firman of the Sultan, dated August 15, 1830, the dignity was made
hereditary in his family. In consequence of a revolt of the troops,

Milos was forced, June 12, 1839, to abdicate in favour of his eldest

son, Prince Milan Obrenovic II. The latter died July 8, 1839,

whereupon his brother, Michail, was proclaimed prince. Another
revolt drove Michail from the country, in 1842, and his family

remained banished till 1858, when Milos T. Obrenovic was recalled

to the throne. He died Sept. 26, 1860, and was succeeded by his

son, Michail, former Prince of Servia, who was assassinated June 10,

1868, and replaced by the present ruler.

The independence of Servia from Turkey was established by
article 34 of the Treaty of Berlin, signed July 13, 1878, and was
solemnly proclaimed by Prince (now King) Milan at his capital,

August 22, 1878.

Constitution and Government.

By the constitution of Servia, proclaimed by the Great National

Assembly, June 29, 1869, the executive power is vested in the

prince, assisted by a council of eight ministers, who are, individually

and collectively, responsible to the nation. The legislative authority

is exercised by the King, in conjunction with the National Assembly,

or 'Narodna-Skupstina.' The ' Sevjet,' or Senate, is a body with
ek2
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functions intermediate between the King's legislative council and

the National Assembly. It consists of 15 members, and examines

and elaborates the projects of laws, and authorises extraordinary

loans. The president and vice-president are nominated by the king.

This body is always sitting. The ordinary National Assembly,

which is renewed every three years, consists (1883) of 178 members,

three-fourths of whom are elected by the nation, and one-fourth by
the king. No military man may be member of the Assembly, or

vote in elections. Besides this there is the Great National Assembly,

which has four times the elected members of the ordinary (536),

and is called when required to decide on vital and constitutional

questions. It has no king's deputies, and is supposed to meet at

least once in every tl:iree years. Every tax-paying Servian is eligible

as elector, and as deputy all who pay not less than 30 francs taxes

per annum, and who are past thirty years of age.

Church and Education.

The religion of Servia is the Greek Orthodox, but it is almost

independent of the Patriarch at Constantinople. There are 4,178

Roman Catholic?, chiefly subjects of Austria-Hungary, with about

460 Protestants and 3,490 Jcavs.

Servia is divided into five dioceses, the bishops of these, with the

metropolitan at Belgrade, forming the Church Synod. This synod

for the election of the metropolitan is assisted by lay members,

drawn from the National Assembly and lay tribunals. In Servia

there are 498 churches, 26 chapels, and 52 monasteries, with 1,099

persons in holy orders, 125 of whom are monks.

The High School or Servian University has three faculties :

philosophy, law, and technics, with 29 professors, and 158 students

in 1883. There are two normal schools at Belgrade and one at

Nisch, with 19 teachers and 167 students. Of grammar schools

(gymnasia) there are three, with 53 teachers and 1,176 students.

Besides these there are 18 lower grammar schools with 122 teachers

and 2,205 students ; besides several art, engineering, and trade

schools, with 32 teachers and 393 students. Of common schools

there are 616, 876 teachers and about 40,000 pupils, only one-

eighth of whom are females.

Revenue and Army.

The revenue of Servia is derived chiefly from direct imposts,

including a general capitation tax, classified as to rank, occu-

pation, and income of each individual, and which is assessed,

in the first instance, on the different communes, or parishes.

The budget for 1883 is as follows:—Kevenue, 1,392,000/.,

expenditure, 1,391,100/., showing 900/. surplus, and being an
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increase of revenue to the amount of 86,500Z. over the previous

year. The increase (about the same) in the expenditure is chiefly-

due to the expenses incurred in reorganising the Servian army on

the German system. The budget for 1884 has not been voted, but

that for 1883 will by law serve for 1884 in the event of no vote

being taken. The national debt is about 5^ millions sterling,

o| millions being incurred for the new railway (Belgrade-Vranja),

the interest and amortization of which, during 50 years, is 6 per

cent. ; 1J millions for a lottery loan to repay the war requisitions
;

a quarter of a million due to Kussia; and a quarter of a million in-

curred in 1882 to pay the claims of the disinherited Turks in the

annexed provinces. The interest and expenses on the debt is

310,000/. in the budget for 1883.

The King is Commander-in-Chief of the army. It is divided into

three classes. The first, the standing army and its reserves, from 20 to

30 years ofage ; the second class is composed of those who have s-erved

in the active army, from 30 to 37 years of age ; the third class, from

30 to 50 years of age, only called on under extraordinary necessity.

The first-class has 5 divisions, 1 active ; the second, 5 divisions

;

the third, 60 battalions; and each of these has its assigned district.

Every male of 20 years is obhged to serve in these classes—with

few exceptions. After two years' service in the active army they

pass into the reserve of the first class. Keserves of the first class

have 30 days' service annually, and the second class is called up for

8 days annually. The standing cadre of the army consists of 15

battalions of infantry, 6 squadrons of cavalr}^, 20 field batteries, 3

mountain batteries, 1 fortress half battalion, 1 pioneers battalion, 1

pontooneers half battalion, 5 sanitary companies, 5 transport

squadrons, and 1 Pyrotechnic company. The battalions are in 5

regiments, and every territorial division has thus 1 regiment. Every
division has also 1 regiment of 4 field batteries. All the batteries

have 6 guns. The strength of the standing cadre is about 18,000

men. On active footing the cadre is augmented by its first class

reserve, and thus raised to a strength of 100,000 men. The strength

of the second class is 55,000 men. The third class has 12 battalions

in each division and has also a strength of about 55,000 men. This

whole army of three classes, numbering together 210,000 men, is

always in whole or in part on either a peace footing, an extraordi-

nary footing, or on a war footing, and either class is available for

active service as required for the defence of the country when called

on by the Royal ukase in conformity wdth the law. Officers 900

;

guns about 350.

Population and Commerce.

Servia has an area of 18,800 square miles, with a population
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estimated at 1,820,000 in 1882. The inhabitants are almost en-
tirely Slav, the Turkish population on the teiTitory (4,250 square
miles) acquired from Turkey by the Berlin Treaty having rapidly
disappeared. There are under 3,492 Jews (who have much of the
commerce of the country in their hands). The gipsy population

(27,289), it is stated, is turning to the cultivation of the land on the
advantageous terms offered to them by the Government. The capital

of the country is Belgrade, with a population of 36,177 in 1883.
The state is divided into 21 counties.

The excess of births over deaths amounted to 15,355 in 1880,
to 36,836 in 1881, and to 38,565 in 1882.

^
The following table, compiled by the British Consul at Belgrade,

gives the value of the trade of Servia by the different frontiers in

1882:— •...!.:

Austro-Hungarian.
Turkish
Koumanian .

Bulgarian
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be rich in minerals, coal, iron, lead, copper, zinc, &c., but as yet

little developed.

Diplomatic Representatives.

1. Of Sebvia in Gteeat Britain.

Envoy Extraordinary and Minister Plenipotentiary.—M. Philip Christid,

appointed Dec. 6, 1882.

Consul-General.—James George Cotton Minchin.

2. Or GrBEAT Britain in Servia.

Minister Besident.—Sidney Loeock, formerly Secretary of Legation in

Japan, 1865-8 ; the Hague, 1868-72 ; Secretary of Embassy at Constantinople,

1872-74 ; Minister Kesident for Central America, 1874-81. Appointed
Minister Resident in Servia, April 16, 1881.

Money, Weights, and Measures.

The circulating coin consists largely of Austrian and Russian

currency.

Servia joined the Latin Monetary Convention (see page 39), by
a treaty dated June 20, 1879. The Servian dinar is equal to one

franc : the gold Milan is equal to 20 dinars ; there are also various

decimal silver and copper coins.

The usual weights and measures adopted by the people in their

transactions are those of Turkey (see page 505), and in foreign trade

those of Austria.

Statistical and other Books of Reference concerning Servia.

1. Official Publications.

Statistique de la Servie. 4. Belgrade, 1875-80.

Eeport by Mr. Consul-General Watson, on the trade of the Principality of

Servia, dated Belgrade, March 2, 1872; in 'Reports from H.M.'s Consuls.'

No. II. 1872. 8. London, 1872.

Report by Mr. Consul-General Longworth on the trade and commerce of

Servia, dated Belgrade, October 1873; in 'Reports from H.M.'s Consuls.'

Part I. 1874. 8. London, 1874.

Reports on the trade of Servia by Vice-Consul Baker, of Nisch, in ' Reports
of H.M.'s Consuls,' 1879-81.

Report by Vice-Consul Baker on the Trade and Commerce of Servia for

1882, in ' Reports of H.M.'s Consuls.' Parts IV. and X. 1883.

Report by Consul-General Schuyler on the foreign commerce of Servia in

'Reports from the Consuls of the United States.' No. 31. 1883. Washing-
ton, 1883.

2. Non-Official Publications.

Balme (M.) La Principaute de Servie. 8. Paris, 1880.

Grieve (W. T.), The Church and People of Servia. 8. London, 1864.

Jakchich (Vladimir). Recueil statistique sur les contrees serbes. 8. Belgrade,

1875.

Kanitz (P.), Serbien : Historisch-Ethnographische Reisestudien aus den
Jahren, 1859-1868. 8. Leipzig, 1868.

Mijatovics (Elodie Lawton), The History of Modern Serbia. 8. London. 1 872.

Paton (Andrew Archibald), Servia, the Youngest Member of the European
Family. 8. London, 1845.

Thiers (Henri), La Serbie: son passe et son avenir. 8. Paris, 1862.
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SPAIN.
(Las EsiANAs.)

Reigning King.

Alfonso XII., born November 28, 1857, the son of Queen Isabel

and of the Infante Francisco
;
proclaimed King of Spain at Madrid,

December 31, 1874; assumed the government, January 9, 1875;
married January 23, 1878, to Princess Marie-de-las-Mercedes, born
June 24, 1860, youngest daughter of the Due de Montpensier;

widower, June 26, 1878 ; married, in second nuptials, Nov. 29, 1879,
to Archduchess Marie Christina of Austria, born July 21, 1858.

Offspring of the second union are two daughters: 1. Marie-de-las-

Mercedes, born September 11, 1880; 2. Maria Teresa, born
November 12, 1882.

Sisters of the King.

I. Infanta Isabel, born Dec. 20, 1851 ; married, May 13, 1868, to

Gaetan, Count de Girgenti; widow, Nov. 26, 1871.

II. Infanta Marie della Paz, born June 23, 1862: married,

April 3, 1883, to Prince Ludwig, eldest son of the late Prince

Adalbert of Bavaria.

III. Infanta Eulalia^ born February 12, 1864.

Parents of the King.

Queen Isabel, born October 10, 1830 ; the eldest daughter of

King Fernando VII. ; ascended the throne at the death of her father,

Sept. 29, 1833; assumed the government on being declared of age,

Nov. 8, 1843 ; exiled Sept. 30, 1868 ; abdicated in favour of her son,

June 25, 1870. Married, Oct. 10, 1846, to her cousin, Infante Fran-
cisco, born May 13, 1822.

Aunt of the King.

Infanta Louise, born Jan. 30, 1832, the second daughter of King
Fernando VII. ; married Oct. 10, 1846, to Prince Antoine d'Orleans,

due de Montpensier, sixth son of King Louis Philippe of the French.

Offspring of the union are two childien :— 1. Princess Isabelle, born
Sept. 21, 1848; married May 30, 1864, to Prince Louis Philippe,

Comte de Paris, born Aug. 24, 1838, eldest son of Prince Ferdinand,

Duke of Orleans. 2. Prince Antoine, born Feb. 23, 1866.

Cousin of the King.

Infante Don Carlos Marie-de-los-Dolores, born March 30, 1848,

the eldest son of Infante Don Carlos, nephew of King Fernando VII.

Married, Feb. 4, 1867, to Princess Marguerite of Bourbon, daughter
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of Duke Carlos III. of Parma. Offspring of the union are four

daughters and a son, Prince Jaime, born June 27, 1870.

King Alfonso XII. has a civil list, fixed by the Cortes in June
1876, of 7,000,000 pesetas, or 280,000/., exclusive of allowances to

members of the royal family. The annual grant to the Queen was
fixed by the Cortes, in December 1879, at 450,000 pesetas, or

18,000/., with a jointure of 250,000 pesetas, or 10,000/., in case of

widowhood. The parents of the King, ex-queen Isabel and her
husband, have an allowance of 1,050,000 pesetas, or 42,000/., and the

four infantas, his sisters, of 800,000 pesetas, or 32,000/. The total

amount of the civil list and allowances to the relatives of the King
was fixed by the Cortes in 1876 at 10,000,000 pesetas, or 400,000/.

The following is a list of the sovereigns and sovereign rulers of
Spain, with dates of their accession, since the foundation ofthe Spanish
monarchy by the union of the crowns of Aragon and Castile:—

House of Aragon. \ House ofBourbon.
Fernando v., 'The Catholic' . 1512 i

^^j.,^^^^^ yU ^ ^^^^^^.^^ ^ ^ 1814
Isabel II 1833
Provisional Government . . 1868
Marshal Serrano, Eegent . 1869

House of Savoy.

Amadeo . . . . ,1870

Bejpuhlic.

Executive of the Cortes . . 1873
Marshal Serrano, President , 1874

House of Bourbon.

Alfonso XII 1875

House of Habsburg.

Carlos 1 1516
Felipe II 1556
Felipe III 1598
Felipe IV 1621

Carlos II. . . . . 1665

House of Bourbon.
Felipe V. .

'
. . . 1700

Fernando VI. . . .1746
Carlos III. . . . . 1759
Carlos IV 1788
Fernando VII. . . .1808

House of Bonaparte.
Joseph Bonaparte . . .1808

The average reign of the thirteen monarchs of Spain, from King
Fernando V. to King Alfonso XII., filling a period of nearly three

centuries and three-quarters, was twenty-seven years.

Government and Constitution.

The present constitution of Spain, drawn up by the Government
and laid before a Cortes Constituyentes, elected for its ratification,

March 27, 1876, was proclaimed June 30, 1876. It consists of 79
articles or clauses. The first of them enacts that Spain shall be a

constitutional monarchy, the executive resting in the King, and

the power to make the laws * in the Cortes with the King.' The
Cortes are composed of a Senate and Congress, equal in authority.

There are three classes of Senators—first. Senators by their own
right, or Senadores de derecho propio ; secondly, 100 life Senators

nominated by the Crown— these two categories not to exceed 180;
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and thirdly, Senators, not exceeding 180, elected by the Corporations

of State, and by the largest payers of contributions. Senators in

their own right are the sons, if any, of the King and of the imme-
diate heir to the throne, who have attained their majority ; Grandee^
who are so in their own right and who can prove an annual
7'enta of 60,000 pesetas, or 2,400Z.; captain-generals of the army;
admirals of the navy; the patriarch of the Indias and the arch-

bishops; the presidents of the Council of State, of the Supreme
Tribimal, and of the Tribunal of Cuentas del Eeino. The elective

Senators must be renewed by one-half every five years, and by totality

every time the King dissolves that part of the Cortes. The Congress

is formed by deputies * named in the electoral Juntas in the form the

law determines,' in the proportion of one to every 50,000 souls of

the population. Electors must be registered, 25 years of age, have
paid 11. per annum land tax for one year, or 2Z. industrial tax for

two years; members of certain learned academies, members of

chapters, and priests and curates, public officials with a salary of

80/., pensioned civil servants, retired officers, professors, and certain

other classes have a right to vote. At the election of 1879 there

were 42,215 electors, or 1 elector to every 17 of the population.

By a royal decree issued August 8, 1878, the Island of Cuba
received the privilege of sending deputies to the Cortes, in the

proportion of one to every 40,000 free inhabitants, paying 125
pesetas, or 5/., annually in taxes. Members of Congress must be 25
years of age ; they are re-eligible indefinitely, the elections being for

five years. Deputies, to the number of 10, are admitted, who,
although not elected for any one district, have obtained a cumulative

vote of more than 10,000 in several districts. There are in all 431
deputies. The deputies cannot take State office, pensions, and
sa,laries ; but the ministers are exempted from this law. Both
Congress and Senate meet every year. The King has the power
of convoking them, suspending them, or dissolving them ; but in the

latter case a new Cortes must sit within three months. The King
appoints the president and vice-president of the Senate from mem-
bers of the Senate only ; the Congress elects its own officials. The
King and each of the legislative chambers can take the initiative in

the laws. The Congress has the right of impeaching the ministers

before the Senate.

The constitution of June 30, 1876, further enacts that the King is

inviolable, but his ministers are responsible, and that all his decrees

must be countersigned by one of them. The Cortes must approve

his marriage before he can contract it, and the King cannot marry
any one excluded by law from the succession to the crown. Should

the lines of the legitimate descendants of Alfonso XII. become extinct

the succession shall be in this order—first, to his sisters ; next to his

aunt and her legitimate descendants ; and next to his uncles, the
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brothers of Ferdinando VII., ' unless they have been excluded.' If

all the lines become extinct * the nation will elect its monarch.'

The executive is vested, under the King, in a Council of Ministers

of nine members, appointed January 18, 1884, as follows :

—

President of the Council.—Senor Canovas del Casullo.

Minister of Foreign Affairs.—Seiior J. de Eldiiayen, Marquis del

Pazo de la Merced.

Minister of Finance.—Senor Cos-Gayon.

Minister of the Interior.—Senor Romero y Robledo.

Minister of Justice.—Senor Francisco Silvela.

Minister of Commerce and Agriculture.—Senor Pidal y Mon.

Minister of War.—General Quesada y Matheus, Marquis de

Miravelles.

Minister of Marine.—Admiral Anteguera.

Minister of the Colonies.—Count Tejada de Valdosera.

The various provinces of Spain, districts and communes, are

governed by their own municipal laws, with strongly pronounced

local administration. In the Constitution of 1869, the municipal

liberties of the people are guaranteed by Section 99. Every com-

mune o£ at least sixty members has its own elected Ayuntamiento,

consisting of from four to twenty-eight Regidores, or Consejales, and

presided over by the Alcalde, at whose side stand, in the larger towns,

several Alcaldes tenientes. The entire municipal government, with

power of taxation, and authority for preserving the public peace, is

vested in the Ayuntamientos, re-elected every two years, the members
appointing annually the Alcalde, executive functionary, from their

own body. From the communal representation flows that of the

provinces of Spain, each of which has its own Parliament, the

Diputacio provincial, the members of which are elected by the

Ayuntamientos. The Diputaciones provinciales, which are in-

vested with large political powers, and in many respects independent

of the national government and legislature, meet in annual session,

and are permanently represented by the Consejo provincial, a com-

mittee of from three to six members, re-elected every year. The
Constitution of 1876 secures to the Diputaciones provinciales

and the Ayuntamientos the government and administration

of the respective provinces and communes. Neither the national

executive nor the Cortes have the right to interfere in the established

municipal and provincial self-government, except in the case of the

action of the Diputaciones provinciales and Ayuntamientos going

beyond the locally limited sphere to the injury of general and

permanent interests. In the Basque provinces, however, self-

government is being generally abolished since the last civil war,

and in the rest of Spain, notwithstanding the provisions of the Con-

stitution, pressure is too frequently brought to bear upon the local

elections by the Central Government.
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Clmrcli and Education.

The nutional Church of Spain is the Roman Catholic, and the

whole population of the kingdom adhere to that faith, except

6,654 Protestants, 4,021 Jews, 9,645 Rationalists, 5iO other

religions, and 13,175 not stated. According to Article 12 of the

Constitution of 1876, a restricted liberty of worship is allowed
to Protestants, but it has to be entirely in private, all public an-
nouncements of the same being strictly forbidden. The Constitution

likewise enacts that ' the nation binds itself to maintain the worship
and ministers of the Roman Catholic religion.' Resolutions of former
legislative bodies, not repealed in the Constitution of 1876, settled that

the clergy of the established Church are to be maintained by the State.

On the other hand, by two decrees ofthe Cortes, passed July 23, 1835,
and March 9, 1836, all conventual establishments were suppressed,

and their property confiscated for the benefit of the nation. These
decrees gave rise to a long dispute with the head of the Roman
Catholic Church, Avhich ended in the sovereign pontiff conceding

the principle of the measure. By a concordat with Rome, concluded

in August 1859, the Spanish Government was authorised to sell the

whole ecclesiastical property, except churches and parsonages, in

return for an equal amount of untransferable public debt certificates,

bearing interest at the rate of 3 per cent.

It was found at the general census of 1877, that of the popula-

tion above 12 years of age, 2,683,320 males, and 4,531,217 females,

or 7,214,537 in all, 60 per cent, of the adult population could not

read. There has been little progress in this respect during the last

forty years. By a law of 1857 an elaborate system of primary
education Avas ordained; education was to be compulsory, there

was to be a primary school for every 500 inhabitants, and instruc-

tion was to be on a rigidly uniform plan. Compulsion has never

been enforced ; and partly from political causes and partly from the

wretched pay of most of the elementary teachers (10/. to 20/. per
annum), education is very inefficient. In 1881, however, several

improvements were introduced. Under the Minister of Public
Works there is a Director- General of Public Instruction, with a

Council ; there are ten educational districts, with the universities

as centres, 59 inspectoral districts, and numerous local educational

authorities. The public and primary schools are supported mainly
by the Municipalities, the total sum spent in each of the last three

years on primary education, including a small contribution by Go-

vernment, being 950,000/. Most of the children are educated free.

In 1880 there were 23,132 public, and 6,696 private primary schools,

or 1 for every 560 inhabitants, including 1,100 public and private

schools for adults and Sunday schools. In 1880 there were

1,769,476 pupils on the books, the attendance being 1,295,254.
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Secondary educution is conducted in ' Institutions,' or middle-class

schools, somewhat like nniversities in their organisation ; there

must be one of them in every province in addition to private

schools. These are largely attended, but the education is inefficient.

These Institutions prepare for the Universities, of which there are

ten, attended in 1883 by 15,732 students—viz., medicine, 6,651),

law, 5,917, pharmacy, 1,915, science, 680, philosophy, 561. The
fees largely cover the expense of the universities. Government
also supports various special schools—engineering, agriculture, archi-

tecture, fine arts, music, &c. In 1882-83 the total sum set apart

for education in the budget was only 290,693/., the real burden to

the Government being only 140,000/.

In 1876 the number of places of worship and schools of Spanish
Protestants were as follows:— 53 places o£ worship; 90 schools,

enrolled members 2,500, and 8,000 attendants at service on Sundays
at the various chapels ; 3,000 children. The poorest receive Pro-
testant education.

Revenue and Expenditure.

The revenue of the kingdom is raised by a system of direct and
indirect taxation, stamp duties, Government monopolies, and income
from state property. The direct taxes are imposed on landed pro-

perty, houses, live stock, industry, commerce, registration acts,

titles of nobility, mortgages, and mineral produce. The indirect

taxes are derived from foreign imports, articles of consumption,
tolls, bridge and ferry dues.

There have been no accounts of the actual public revenue and
expenditure of the kingdom published since the year 1870-71, but
only budget estimates. There are, indeed, accounts of public re-

venue and expenditure published monthly ; but the public ac-

counts have not been approved by Parliament since 1865-67 ; and
the Tribwial de Cuentas has not audited the accounts later than
1868-69. According to official returns, the following were the
estimated ordinary revenue and expenditure for the financial years
from 1877 to 1882 :—

Financial
years
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The following are
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1

vice,' figuring in the budget of 1874-75,—and partly by the sale of

national property, formerly belonging to churches, convents, and
monasteries. The national and church property of Spain was and is

still of immense value, but there was a reluctance in some persons to

buy the latter on account of religious scruples, till 1858, when a con-

cordat was concluded with the Pope and sanction obtained for the

sales, which were then actively continued, the Government giving

great facilities to the purchasers. The payments are made one-

tenth in cash, and the remainder in promissory notes from 1 to 10,

and, in some cases, to 19 years, the property remaining mortgaged

to the final instalment, owing to which the biddings at times have

been for even more than double the amount of its value. The
Cortes, in 1859, 1861, and 1863, authorised the Government to

apply 28,000,000/. for extraordinary expenses in constructing roads

and railways, and of this sum about 18,000,000/. had been spent

in 1869, the money being obtained out of the funds placed at in-

terest by capitalists, corporations, and the public in the ^ Caja de

Depositos,' or Deposit Bank, under the direction of the Government.

The constant and ever-increasing excess of Government expendi-

ture over public revenue created a national debt of very large

amount. On January 1, 1881, the total Spanish debt was estimated

to amount to 512,000,000/.

It was admitted by successive ministers of finance in recent

years that Spain was absolutely unable to pay interest on its debt

in the existing state of things, ruined both by a costly and wasteful

civil war, and desperate and equally costly efforts to suppress the

insurrection in Cuba. In a report of the Government of the King
Alfonso XII., dated July 1875, it was stated that not any of the

national creditors could hope to be satisfied ' without having recourse

to credit operations at an ^enormous rate of interest, which in a

short time doubles the original debt,' It was arranged in 1881-2
that the bulk of the Spanish debt should be converted into a new
series of 4 per cents. The external debt was thus reduced to a

capital of 80,000,000/. at 4 per cent. ; the redeemable internal

debt reduced to a capital of 70,000,000/. new internal 4 per cents.

;

and the perpetual internal including the railway obligations to

a capital of 90,000,000/., also at 4 per cent. Exceptions to the

reduction were the 5 per cent, consolidated due to the United States,

120,000/.; the 3 per cent, due to Denmark, 120,000/.; and the 3 per

cent, securities and guarantees. The total capital of the debt is

thus reduced to 240,000,000/. Under the new adjustment the

annual charge would be 9,500,000/., equal to about lis. per head
of the population. In the budget of 1883-4 the total charge of

the debt is 10,955,337/., one-third of the total expenditure and
nearly one-half the value of the exports. In addition to this, the
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State has incurred obligations in respect to the island of Cuba
estimated at over 10,000,000/.

Army and Navy.

The army of Spain was re-organised in 1868, after the model of

that of France, and by subsequent laws in 1877, 1878, and 1882.

Under the new military law, the armed forces of the kingdom
consist of—1. A permanent army; 2. A first or active reserve;

3. A second or sedentary reserve. All Spaniards past the age of

20 are liable to be drawn for the permanent army, in which
they have to serve three years ; they then pass for three years into

the first or active reserve, and for six years into the second reserve.

By a payment of about 601. any one may purchase exemption from
service. For the colonial army the total period of service is eight

years, four with the colours and four in the second reserve.

By increasing the number of depot battalions, assigning to each

reserve battalion a special district, and making it the essential basis

of regimental organisation, both for recruits and for the reserves, it

is hoped that in time Spain may be able easily to mobilise in case

of necessity an army of 400,000 men. The strength of the perma-
nent army of the Peninsula for 1883-84 was framed at 20,000
oflficers and 94,894 men ; while for Cuba the number was 25,653

;

Porto Eico, 3,302 ; and the Philippines, 7,870 men. Of the infantry

there are 140 battalions, of the cavalry 24 regiments ; 8 regiments

of field and 3 of mountain artillery, besides 6 reserve regiments, and
10 battalions of pioneers ; there are 5,000 officers for the colonial

army. On the war-footing the artillery would have 85 batteries,

with 510 guns in all. There are besides 13 battalions of fortress

artillery, and 5 regiments of engineers. The Civic Guard consists

of 15 regiments with 780 ofiScers and 14,756 men. On the staff"

are 406 generals and 133 reserve generals.

For military purposes the kingdom, with the islands, is divided

into fourteen districts, or ' capitanias generales,' at the head of each

of which stands a * captain-general,' with the rank of field-marshal.

It is further subdivided into 140 territoriyl divisions for infantry,

in each of which is a regimental depot ; fjr the cavalry there are

24 districts, and 6 for artillery. There are, on the peace-footing,

17,500 horses and 2,500 mules.

The navy consisted, according to official returns, of the following

vessels afloat and under construction, in 1883 :

—

Vessels First-class:— Guns

5 ironclad frigates 60

12 screw frigates 220
2 paddle steamers 13
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Second-class

:

—
Vessels Guns

5 paddle steamers 12

10 screw steamers 36
2 screw transports 4

Third-class ;—

1 ironclad monitor 3

1 floating battery . ... . . . 5

26 screw steamers 37
48 screw gunboats 57
1 paddle gunboat 1

6 paddle steamers 12

1 screw transport 2

4 pilot sailing vessels —

Total 124 462

The total horse-power of the engines is 27,986.

The armour-clad ships of the Spanish navy were constructed in

England and in France. The largest of them, the Vittoria, launched

early in 1868, was constructed by the Thames Ironworks Company.
The dimensions of the ship are, in length, 316 ft.; in breadth, 57 ft.

;

and in depth, 38 ft. ; while the displacement is 7,100 tons. The
Vittoria carries four 12-ton, three 9-ton, and twelve 7-ton guns, and
is armoured from stem to stern with 5J-in. plates and 10-in.

teak ; the engines, of 5,000-horse power, are of the same type

as those of the Warrior and Minotaur. Next to the Vittoria in size

is the Numancin, constructed by the company of the * Forges et

Chantiers de la Mediterranee,' at Marseille, France. The Numancia
is built entirely of iron, with the exception of the teak backing for

the armour plating, and is 316 feet long, and 57 feet broad at the

beam, with a draught of water of 27 feet. The Numancia
is encased by 5-in. plates, and has an armament of six 18-ton, three

9-ton, and sixteen 7-ton Armstrong guns, broadside battery. Next
in rank after the Numancia stands the Arapiles, oldest of Spanish

ironclads, built at Blackwall, near London, and launched October

17, 1864. The Arapiles, constructed after French models, is of

wood, covered with plates 4J inches thick, and carries 34 guns in

broadside battery. Of similar construction is the Saragossa, also

with 4i-inch armour, and the Mendez Nunez, formerly named the

Resolution. The other five ironclads, called the Sagunto, Puycerda,

Duque de Tetuan, Aragon, Castilla, and Navarra, are snialler vessels,

with 4-inch armour, carrying from three to ten guns. The three

last-named ironclads were built for coast defence.

For the defence of the colonies, and mainly of Cuba and Porto

Rico, Spain maintains a small fleet of gunboats, thirty-five in

F F
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number, all of the same size, 107ft. long, 22-|ft. beam, 8ft. dej^tli

of hold, and drawing about 5ft. water. They are screw steamers,

and each one carries a 100-pounder pivot gun at the bow.

The navy of Spain was manned, in 1883, by 14,000 sailors and
7,033 marines, and commanded by one admiral, thirty vice- and rear-

admirals, and 644 commissioned officers of various grades ; there

w^ere 7,033 marines. The navy, like the army, is recruited by con-

scription, naval districts ibr this purpose being formed along the

coast, among the seafaring population.

The Spanish frontiers are defended by the following fortified

places:—On the North and North-West coast, Fontaarbia, the forti-

fied port of Passage, and the military ports of Santona and Santan-

der, Ferrol, Coruila, Vigo; in the Basque country, between the

coast and the Ebro, are Bilbao and Vittoria ; in the country on the

left bank of the Ebro are Pampeluna, Tafalla, Jaca, Venasqua,

Mouzon, Puycerda, Seo de Urgel, Balaguer, and Lerida ; between
the Segre and the Mediterranean are Cardona, Hostalrich, Campre-
don, Ripoll, Girone, Olot, Cartelfollit, Figueras; on the Mediter-

ranean, Palamos, Barcelona, Tarragona, Malaga, Almeria, Cartha-

gena, and Alicante ; on the Ebro are Logrono, Tudela, Saragossa,

Mequinenza, and Tortosa ; south of the Ebro are Burgos and Morella.

Along the Portuguese frontier are Toro, Ciudad Rodrigo, Valencia

de Alcantara, Albuquerque and Badajoz; Tarifa and Algeciras in

the Strait of Gibraltar, and Cadiz at its entrance.

Area and Population.

The last general enumeration of the population took place on the

31st December 1877, the returns showing that at that date the king-

dom, including the Balearic and Canary Islands—' Baleares ' and
* Canarias,' each considered a province—and the small strip of terri-

tory in North Africa, facing Gibraltar, had an area of 195^767

square miles, and a total population of 16,634,345, comprising

8,134,331 males and 8,500,014 females. The legal population as

distinct from the poj)ulation present was returned at 16,753,591, of

whom 8,253,293 were males and 8,500,298 females. The area of

Continental Spain is 191,100 square miles, and its population

16,061,859. An estimate for June 1883 gives the total population

as 16,858,721. The following table gives the area and population

of each of the forty-nine provinces into which the kingdom is

divided, according to the census of December 31, 1877 :

—
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Provinces
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10,625,860, being an increase of 967,329 in the course of seventeen

years, or at the rate of about -35 per cent, per annum. The average

density of the population is 85 per square mile ; the greatest density is

in the province of Barcelona, where it is 280. and 260 in Ponte-

vedra ; while it is higher than 200 per square mile in Vizcaya and
Guipuzcoa ; in several provinces it is only between 50 and 70 per

square mile, fliUing to about 32 in Ciudad Real.

The births in Spain in 1882 were 493,817 (6*15 per cent, illegiti-

mate), and deaths 435,477 : surplus 58,340.

There were at the census of December 31, 1877, 14 towns in

Spain with a population of over 50,000. The following is a list of

these towns, with the number of their inhabitants :

—

Towns
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The leading imports in 1882 were as follows:-

Grain * . . .

Cotton and cotton goods
Otber textures

Brandy . . . .

Timber . . . ,

£
3,780,000

3,670,000

2,470,000

1,770,000

1,420,000

The chief exports were :

—

Wine .

Metals and minerals

Fruits .

11,880,000

7,600,000

2,350,000

Machinery
Sugar .

Iron and ironwares

Coal .

Olive oil

Cork

£
1,320,000

1,080,000

1,080,000

840,000

£
510,000
520,000

Among the importing countries, Great Britain and France stand

first ; but in exports, the former holds the first rank.

The commercial intercourse between Spain and the United King-
dom is shown in the subjoined tabular statement, which gives the

total value of the exports of Spain to Great Britain and Ireland,

and of the imports of British and Irish produce into Spain, in each

of the ten years 1873 to 1882 :—

1
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The following table exhibits the quantities and values of the total

wine imports into the United Kingdom for 1873-82 :

—

Years
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The merchant navy of the kingdom consisted, on January 1,

1883, of 1,807 vessels, of a total burthen of 564,471 tons, com-

prising 252 steamers, of 248,243 tons. At the commencement of

1860, there were 6,715 vessels, of 449,436 tons burthen, and at the

commencement of 1868 the number of vessels had fallen to 4,840,

and the total tonnage to 367,790, showing a decrease in the eight

years of 1,975 vessels, of an aggregate burthen of 81,696 tons.

The length of raihvays in Spain on the 1st January 1883, was
7,908 kilometres, or 4,942 English miles ; and 3,138 kilometres, or

1,957 English miles, were in course of construction.

The whole of the Spanish railways belong to private compa-

nies, but nearly all have obtained guarantees, or subventions,

from the Government. The concessions, when a ' subvention

'

is attached to them, are given by public adjudication. Any one

who has made the stipulated deposit of 'caution money' may
apply for a concession in sealed tenders, and whoever offers to

make the railway with the lowest subvention becomes legally

entitled to the concession. During the reign o£ Alfonso alone

1,075 miles of new lines have been opened. For the lines in

construction in 1883 the subvention of the State amounts to

9,470,830L The total subventions to the railway companies by the

State up to the end of 1880 amounted to 26,000,000/. For the

year 1880 the total receipts of the Spanish railways amounted to

5,568,741L, and the working expenses to 2,452,531/.

The Post-office carried 94,962,000 letters and post cards in the

year 1881, besides above 40,000,000 journals and 6,000,000

samples. There were 2,655 post-offices on the 1st of January 1879.

The length of lines of state telegraphs of Spain on the 1st January

1881 was 16,264 kilometres, or 10,165 English miles, and the length

of wire 40,500 kilometres, or 25,312 English miles. In the year

1881, the total number of telegraph messages was 3,978,804, one-

fourth of the whole international, and one-fifth of the remaining

number administrative despatches.

Colonies.

The colonial possessions of Spain, formerly embracing nearly the

whole of America, are reduced at present to Cuba, Porto Kico, and

the Philippine Islands, with scattered settlements in the Atlantic and

Indian archipelago, a small strip of territory in Northern Africa,

and another strip on the west coast of Morocco. The total area of

these possessions is 164,926 English square miles. The total popula-

tion, according to the census returns mostly for 1877, numbered

7,884,239. These returns state the area and population of the

various possessions as follows :

—
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Colonial Possessions
1
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habitants. In Cuba and Poi-to Rico tliere are o,r>00 miles of tele-

graph, and in Cuba about 900 miles of railway.

The total exports from the Spanish West India Islands, that is

Cuba and Porto-Rico, to the United Kingdom in 1882 Avere of the

value of 1,768,637/. ; and the imports of British produce, of

2,299,648/.

The staple article of export from Cuba and Porto Rico to the

United Kingdom is unrefined sugar, the value of Avhich was

801,161/. in 1877; 922,661/. in 1878; 2,299,764/. in 1879;

770,673/. in 1880; 529,280/. in 1881; and 714,124/. in 1882.

Next to sugar, the most important article of export to the United

Kingdom is tobacco and cigars, the value amounting to 972,478/. in

1882. The British imports mainly comprise cotton and linen manu-
factures, the former of the value of 975.018/., and the latter of

303,733/. in 1882.

The chief articles of produce of the Philippine Islands are sugar,

hemp, and tobacco. The total exports to Great Britain in 1882

were of the value of 2,307,117/., and the imports of British produce

of 1,306,949/. The chief articles of exports to Great Britain in 1882

were unrefined sugar, of the value of 1,425,688/. and hemp, of

830,033/. Of the British imports in 1882 the value of 1,792,795/.,

or about two-thirds, -was represented by cotton manufactures. The
commercial intercourse between the Philippine Islands, as well as

the rest of the Colonial Possessions of Spain, and the United

Kingdom, has been in a very fluctuating condition for a number of

years. The capital of the Philippines, Manilla, has 270,000 in-

habitants (1880) ; there are 720 miles of telegraph in the islands.

Diplomatic Representatives.

1. Of Spaix in Great Britaix.

Envoy and Minister.—Marqxiis de Casa Laiglesia. accredited ]March 31, 1875.

Secretaries.—Marquis del Moral ; P. J", de Zuhieta.

2. Op Great Britain in Spaix,

Envoy and Minister.—Sir R, D. B. Morier, K.C.B., appointed .Tune 22, 1881.

Secretaries.—E. D. V. Fane ; Sir G. F. Bonham, Bart.

Money, Weights, and Measures.

The money, weights, and measures of Spain, and the British

equivalents, are as follows :

—

Money.
The Real = 100 Centimes = Average rate of exchange, 100 = £l sterling.

„ Peseta = 4 Beales = „ „ „ 25 = £l „
„ Escudo= 10 Beales = „ „ „ 10 = £l
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Weights and Measures

Since January 1, 1859, the Frencli metric system of weights and

measures has been introduced in Spain, with no other change than a

slight one of names, the metre becoming the metro, the litre the litre,

the gramme the gramo, and the are the area. But, beside these, the

old weights and measures are still largely used. They are :—
The Quintal , . . = 101 '4 lbs. avoirdupois.

„ Libra . . . = 1*014 „ „

„ .4rro/.a{^^^™ • = 3| imperial gallons.

^ „ oil . = 2f
„ Squcwe Vara . . = 1'09 Vara = 1 yard.

,, Fancga . . . = 1| imperial bushel.

Statistical and other Books of Reference concerning Spain.

1. Official Publications.

Censo de la Poblacion de Espafia. 1877. Tomo I. Madrid, 1883.

Estadistiea general exterior de EspaSa, con sus provincias de ultramar y
potencias extrangeras ; formada por la Direccion general de aduanas. 8.

Madrid, 1883.

Estado General de la Armada para el aiio de 1883. Madrid, 1883.

Guia official de Espaiia. 1883. 8. Madrid, 1883.

Nomenclator de los Pueblos de Espaiia, formado por la Comision de Estadis-

tiea General del Reino. Publicase de orden de S. M. Fol. Madrid, 1878.

Report by Mr. Hugh Wyndham on the finances of Spain, in ' Reports

by H.M.'s Secretaries of Embassy and Legation.' Part I. 1880. 8. Lon-
don, 1880.

Report by Mr. Pane on the imports and exports of Spain for 1882 ; in

' Reports of H.M.'s Secretaries of Legation.' PartV. 1883. London, 1883.

Reports by Mr. Consul Barrie on the trade of Alicante; by Mr. Consul
Prat on the trade and commerce of Barcelona ; by Mr. Consul Young on the

trade and industry of Bilbao and Biscay ; by Mr, Consul Pauli on the trade

and commerce of Cadiz ; by Mr. Consul Wilkinson on the commerce and ship-

ping of Malaga ; and by Mr. Consul Mackenzie on the commerce of Manila

;

dated January-May, 1877 ; in ' Commercial Reports from H.M.'s Consuls.'

Part n. 1879. 8. London, 1879.

Reports by Mr. Consul-General Cowper on the commerce and agriculture of

the Island of Cuba, and by Mr. Consul Palgrave on the trade and commerce of
the Philippine Islands, dated August-September, 1877 ; in ' Reports from
H.M.'s Consuls.' Part L 1878. 8. London, 1878.

Reports by Mr. Vice-Consul McPherson on the commerce of Cadiz and Sevilla

;

by Mr. Vice-Consul Pentington on the trade of Gijon ; by Mr. Vice-Consul Diaz
on the trade of Huelva ; by Mr. Consul Wilkinson on the commerce of Malaga

;

and by Mr. Vice-Consul Suter on the wine culture of Xeres, dated December,
1877; in 'Reports from H.M.'s Consuls.' Part II. 1878. 8. London, 1878.

Report by Mr. Consul Turner on the trade of Corunna, dated January, 1878;
in 'Reports from H.M.'s Consuls.' Part III. 1878. 8. London, 1878.

Report by Consul Perry on the trade and commerce of Cadiz in Part II.
;

by Consul Prat on Barcelona in Part IV, ; by Consul Perry on Cadiz ; Vice-

Consul Lapurth on Linares mining district; Consul Honey on Manila in
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Part XIV.; by Consul Young on Bilbao; and Yice-Consul March on San-

tander in Part XV. of Keports of H.M.'s Consuls,' 1882.

Keports by Consul Dupuis on Teneriffe in Part II. ; by Consul Prat on
Barcelona, and Vice-Consul Carden on Havanna in Part III. ; by Consul
"Wilkinson on Manila in Part IV. ; by Consul Bidwell on Malaga in Part VII.

;

by Consul Dupuis on Teneriffe in Part VIII. ; by Consul Young on Bilbao,

Consul Perry on Cadiz, and Vice-Consul March on Santander in Part IX. of
* Eeports of H.M.'s Consuls.' 1883. London, 1883.

Trade of Spain with Great Britain ; in ' Annual Statement of the Trade of
the United Kingdom with Foreign Countries and British Possessions in the

year 1882.' Imp. 4. London, 1883.

2. NoN-OrnciAt Publications.

Almanaque Politico-economico de El Dia para el aiio 1884. Madrid, 1883.
Davillier (Baron Ch.), L'Espagne. 4. Paris. 1873.

Figuerola (D. Laureano), Memoria relativa al estado general de la hacienda.

8. Madrid, 1 870.
Garrido (Fernando), La Espaiia Contemporanea. 8. Barcelona, 1865.

Jagor (F.), Eeisen in den Philippinen. 8. Berlin, 1873.

Lavigne (Germond de), L'Espagne etle Portugal. 8. Paris, 1883.

Lestgarens (J.), La Situation economique et industrielle de I'Espagne en
1860. Bruxelles, 1861.

Madoz (Pascal), Diccionario Geografico, Estadistico, y Historico de Espana
y sus provincias de ultramar. 16 vols. 4. Madrid, 1846-50.

il/a0ac?e(Ch. de), Les revolutions de I'Espagne. 8. Paris, 1869.
'Polin (D. Jose Lopez), Diccionario Estadistico Municipal de Espaiia. 4.

Madrid, 1863.

Beclus (Elia^e), Geographic Uniyerselle. Vol. I. Paris, 1879.
>S^^oe7/o?; (H.), Lettres sur I'Espagne. 18. Paris, 1870.
Vidal (J. L.), L'Espagne en 1860. Etat politique, administratif, legis-

latif; Institutions economiques; Statistique generale de ee Eoyaume. 8.

Paris, 1861.

Villa-Atardi (Baron de)^ Consideraciones sobre el Estado Administrativo y
Economico de Espaiia. 4. Madrid, 1865.

WillJcomm (Heinrich Moritz), Das pyrenaische Halbinselland. 8. Leipzig,

1886.
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SWEDEN AND NORWAY.
(SVERIGE OCn NORGE.)

Reigning King.

Oscar II., born January 21, 1829, the third son of King Oscar I.

and of Queen Jose^Dhine, daughter of Prince Eugene ofLeuchtenberg.

Succeeded to the throne at the death of his brother, King Carl XV.,
Sept. 18, 1872. Married June 6, 1857, to Queen Sophia^ born

July 9, 1836, daughter of the late Duke Wilhelm of Nassau.

Children of the King.

I. Prince Giistaf Duke of Wermland, born June 16, 1858.

Married Sept. 20, 1881, to Princess Victoria, born Aug. 7, 1862,

daughter of the Grand Duke of Baden. Issue, a son, Prince

Gustaf Adolf Duke of Scania, born Nov. 11, 1882.

II. Prince Oscar^ Duke of Gotland, born Nov. 15, 1859.

III. Prince Carl, Duke of Westergotland, born Feb. 27, 1861.

IV. Prince Eugen, Duke of Nerike, born Aug. 1, 1865.

Sister of the King.

Princess Eugenia, born April 24, 1830.

Niece of the King,

Princess Xoma, only child of King Carl XV., born Oct. 31, 1851;

married July 28, 1869, to Prince Frederik, eldest son of the King
of Denmark.

• King Oscar II. is the fourth sovereign of the House of Ponte

Corvo, and grandson of Marshal Bernadotte, Prince de Ponte Corvo,

who was elected heir-apparent of the crown of Sweden by the

Parliament of the kingdom, Aug. 21, 1810, and ascended the throne

Feb. 5, 1818, under the name of Carl XIV. Johan. He was suc-

ceeded at his death, March 8, 1844, by his only son, Oscar. The
latter died July 8, 1859, and was succeeded by his eldest son Carl XV.,
at whose premature death, without male children, the crown fell

to his next surviving brother, the present King.

The royal family of Sweden and Norway have a civil list of

1,338,000 kronor, or 74,333/., from Sweden, and 433,922 kroner,

or 24,106/., from Norway. The sovereign, besides, has an annuity

of 300,000 kronor, or 16,666/., voted to King Carl XIV. and his

successors on the throne of Sweden.

The following is a list of the kings and queens of Sweden, with
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the dates of their accession, from the accession of the House of
Vasa :—

House of Vasa.

Oustafl. . . . 1521
Eric XIV. . . . 1560
Johan III. . . . 1568
Sigismimd . . . 1592
Carl IX 1599
Giistaf 11. Adolf . .1611
Christina . . .1632

House of Pfaltz.

CarlX 1654
Carl XI 1660
Carl XII. . . . 1697

House of Hesse.

Fredrik . . . .1720
House of Holstein- Gottorp.

Adolf Fredrik . . .1751
Gustaflll. . . .1771
Gustaf IV. Adolf . .1792
Carl XIII. . . . 1809

House of Ponte Corvo.

Carl XIV. . . . 1818
Oscar 1 1844
Carl XV. . . . 1859

Ulrika Eleonora . . 1718 j
Oscar II. . . . 1872

The average reign of the nineteen rulers who occupied the throne

of Sweden from the accession of Gustaf I. to that of Oscar II.,

amounted to eighteen years.

By the Treaty of Kiel, Jan. 14, 1814, Norway was ceded to the

King of Sweden by the King ofDenmark, but the Norwegian people

did not recognise this cession, and declared themselves independent.

A Constituent Assembly met at Eidsvold, and having adopted, on May
17, a Constitution, elected the Danish Prince Christian Fredrik King
of Norway. The Swedish troops, however, entered Norway without
serious resistance, and the foreign powers refusing to recognise

the newly-elected king, the Norwegians were obliged to conclude,

August 14, the Convention of Moss, by which the independency of

Norway in union with Sweden was solemnly proclaimed. An
extraordinary Storthing was then convoked, which adopted the

modifications in the constitution made necessary by the union with
Sweden, and then elected King Carl XIIT., King of Norway, Nov. 4,

1814. The following year was promulgated a Charter, the Riks-
act, er>tablishing new fundamental laws on the terms that the union
of the two kingdoms be indissoluble and irrevocable, without
prejudice, however, to the separate government, constitution, and
code of laws of either Sweden or Norway.

The law of succession is the same in Sweden and Norway. In
case of absolute vacancy of the throne, the two Diets assemble for

the election of the future sovereign, and should they not be able to

agree upon one person, an equal number of Swedish and Norwegian
deputies have to meet at the city of CarJstad, in Sweden, for the

appointment of the king, this nomination to be absolute. The com-
mon affairs are decided upon in a Council of State composed of

Swedes and Norwegians. In case of minority of the king, the

Council of State exercises the sovereign power until a Regent or

Council of Regency is appointed by the united action of the Diets of

Sweden and Norway.
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I. SWEDEN.
Constitution and Government.

The fundamental laws of .the kingdom of Sweden are— 1. The
Constitution or Regerings-Foi^men of June 6, 1809 ; 2. the amended
regulations for the formation of the Diet, of June 22, 1866 ; 3. the

law of royal succession of September 26, 1810; and 4. the law
on the liberty of the press, of July 16, 1812. According to these

statutes, the king must be a member of the Lutheran Church, and
have sworn fealty to the laws of the land. His person is inviolable.

He has the right to declare war and make peace, after consulting

the Council of State, and to grant pardon to condemned criminals.

He nominates to all appointments, both military and civil ; con-
cludes foreign treaties, and has a right to preside in the supreme
Court of Justice. The princes of the blood royal, however, are

excluded from all civil employments. The king possesses legis-

lative power in matters of political administration, but in all other

respects, that power is exercised by the Diet in concert with the

sovereign, and every new law must have the assent of the crown.

The right of imposing taxes is, however, vested in the Diet. This
Diet; or Parliament of the realm, consists of two chambers, both

elected by the people. The First Chamber consists of 138 members,
or one deputy for every 30,000 of the population, on the basis of

the population for 1871. The election of the members takes place

by the ' landstings,' or provincial representations, 25 in number, and
the municipal corporations of the towns, not already represented in

the ' landstings,' Stockholm, Goteborg, Malmo, and Norrkoping.

The number of electors for the provincial and municipal assemblies

is about 370,000, or 11 per cent, of the total population, and the

number of electors to the First Chamber, 2,241, or -049 of the

population—'046 representing the provinces, and '085 the cities.

All members of the First Chamber must be above 35 years of age,

and must have possessed for at least three years previous to the

election either real property to the taxed value of 80,000 kronor, or

4,444Z., or an annual income of 4,000 kronor, or 223/. They
are elected for the term of nine years, and obtain no payment for

their services. The Second Chamber consists of 206 members, of

whom 64 are elected by the towns and 142 by the rural districts,

one representative being returned for every 10,000 of the popula-

tion of towns, one for every ' domsaga,' or rural district, of under
40,000 inhabitants, and two for rural districts of over 40,000 in-

habitants. All natives of Sweden, aged 21, possessing real property

to the taxed value of 1,000 kronor, or 56Z., or farming, for a

period of not less than five years, landed property totlie taxed value
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of 6,000 kronor, or 333/., or paying income tax on an annual
income of 800 kronor, or 45/., are electors ; and all natives aged

25, possessing, and having possessed at least one year previous to

the election, the same qualifications, may be elected members of
the Second Chamber. The number of qualified electors to the

Second Chamber in 1881 was 281,163, or 6*2 of the population;

only 66,591, or 23*7 of the electors actually voted. In the smaller

towns and country districts the election may either be direct or

indirect, according to the wish o£ the majority. The election is

for the term of three years, and the members obtain salaries for

their services, at the rate of 1,200 kronor, or 67/., for each session

of four months, besides travelling expenses. The salaries and
travelling expenses of the deputies are paid out of the public purse.

The members of both Chambers are elected by ballot, both in town
and country.

The executive power is in the hands of the king, who acts under
the advice of a Council of State, the head of which is the Minister
of State. It consists of ten members, seven of whom are ministerial

heads of departments and three without department, and is com-
posed as follows :

—

1. Carl Johan Thyselius, Minister of State; appointed June 13,
1883.

2. Baron Carl Fredrik Lotharius Hochschildj Minister of Foreign
Affairs ; appointed April 27, 1880.

3. Nils Henr& Vult von Steyern^ Minister of Justice ; appointed
April 19, 1880.

4. General K. A. Jtyding^ Minister of War; appointed June 16,

1882.

5. Baron Carl Gustaf von Otter, Minister o£ Marine ; appointed

April 19, 1880.

6. Julius Edvard von Krusenstjerna, Minister of the Interior;

aiDpointed November 30, 1883.

7. Otto R. Thempiander, Minister of Finance ; appointed March 8,

1881.

8. Carl Gustar Hanimarslcjoldy Minister of Education and Eccle-

siastical Affairs ; appointed August 27, 1880.

9. Johan Henrik Loveii\ appointed June 5, 1874.

10. Johan Christer Emil Richert ; appointed August 27, 1880.
All the members o:f the Council of State are responsible for the

acts of the Government,, .
.

The administration of justice is entirely independent of the

Government. Two functionaries, the Justitie-Kansler, or Chancellor

of Justice, and the Justitie Ombudsman, or Attorney-General,
exercise a control over the administration. The former, appointed

by the king, acts also as counsel for the crown, while the latter,
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who is appointed by the Diet, has to extend a general supervision

over all the courts of law.

The kingdom is divided into 3 high court districts, 115 district

courts divisions, and 30o assize districts.

Church and Education.

The mass of the population adhere to the Lutheran Protestant

Church, recognised as the State religion. There are 12 bishoprics

and 2,403 parish churches and chapels in 1883. At the census of

1880, the number of 'Evangelical Lutherans' was returned at

4,544,434, the Protestant dissenters. Baptists, Methodists, and
others, numbering 16,911, including 6,091 unbaptised children. Of
other creeds, there were 810 Eoman Catholics, 17 Greek-CathoUcs,
89 Irvingites, 2,993 Jews, and 414 Mormons. No civil disabilities

attach to those not of the national religion. The clergy are chiefly

supported from the proceeds of the Church lands.

The kingdom has two universities, at Upsala and Lund, frequented

the former by 1,650 and the latter by 800 students in 1883. Educa-
tion is well advanced in Sweden. There are upwards of 130 public

high and normal schools of various grades, besides several special

schools—military and naval, technical, navigation, deaf and dumb
institutes, &c.—with 20,000 pupils in 1880. Public elementary

instruction is gratuitous and compulsory, and children not attending

schools under the supervision of the Government must furnish proofs

of having been privately educated. The system is the same as in

Norway.
In 1881 there were 9,549 elementary schools with 11,120 teachers

and 684,134 pupils, being quite 98 per cent of all the children

between eight and fifteen years of age. In 1881 the expenditure

on education was 525,468/., of which more than one-fourth came
from the national funds. Among the recruits of 1881 only 0*41 per

cent, were unlettered.

Revenue and Expenditure.

The national income is derived to the extent of one-third from
direct taxes and national property, including railways, and the rest

mainly from indirect taxation, customs and excise duties, and an
impost on spirits. In the session of 1883 a project was introduced

of lightening the direct tax on the poorer classes and increasing the

tax on agricultural land, so as to assimilate it to other kinds of

landed property. The sources of revenue and branches of expendi-

ture of the kingdom for the year 1883-4 were established as follows,

in the budget estimates passed in the session of 1883 b}- the Diet.
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Ebventje
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The rateable income from the land is 6,2^^4,884/. and from
buildings 11,410,602/.

The expenditure for the army, church, and for certain civil

offices, is in part defrayed out of the revenue of landed estates

belonging to the Crown, and the amounts do not appear in the

budget estimates. To the expenditure for foreign affairs Norway
contributes annually 306,500 kroner, or 17,027/., a sum not entered

in the estimates. The expenses for public instruction are in great

part defrayed by the parishes and the provincial assemblies (Land-
sting).

On January 1, 18.83, the public liabilities of the kingdom, con-

tracted almost entirely for railways, were as follows, according to

reports laid before the Diet :

—
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landowners, who, on this account, enjoy certain privileges, including
non-contribution to the cost of the peace establishment.

4. The Bevdring, or conscription troops, drawn by annual levy,

from the male population between the age of 20 and 25 years.

The law of conscription was introduced into Sweden in 1812,
but the right of purchasing substitutes, which formerly existed, was
abolished by the Diet in 1872.

3. The militia of Gothland, consisting of thirty companies of
infantry, and three batteries of artillery. They are not compelled
by law to serve beyond the confines of the Isle of Gothland, and
have a separate command.
The total strength of the armed forces of Sweden was as follows

in 1883 :—

i
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Ironclads

:

—
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The area and population of Sweden, according to the census

taken on 31st of December 1880, are shown in the following table :

—

In 1882 there were 2,218,343 males and 2,360,772 females.

The following table gives the births, deaths, and marriages, with
the surplus of births over deaths, for each of the five years from
1877 to 1881 :—

Years
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10 per cent., were illegitimate ; in Stockholm alone the ratio was
30 per cent.

Emigration from the country, commencing in recent years, showed
at first a tendency to assume considerable proportions ; after some
years it began to decrease, though in recent years it has again rapidly

risen. In 1860, the number of emigrants was 348; in 1865 it

rose to 6,691 ; in 1866 to 7,206; in 1867 to 9,334; in 1868 to

27,024; and in 1869 to 39,064; but it fell to 20,003 in 1870, to

17,450 in 1871, to 15,915 in 1872, to 13,580 in 1873, and to 7,791
in 1874. The number was 9,727 in 1875, 9,418 in 1876, 7,610 in

1877, 9,032 in 1878, 17,637 in 1879, 42,109 in 1880, 45,992 in

1881, and in 1882, 49,920. Over four-fifths of these went to the

United States.

The population of Sweden is mainly rural. In 1871 the town
population numbered only 551,106, and in 1882 730,456, showing
an increase of 39 per cent., or more than four times the rate of the

general average of the kingdom, and but two towns had, in 1882,
more than 50,000 inhabitants, namely, Stockholm, the capital,

185,325, and Goteborg, 81,203; Malmohus, 39,512; Nordkoping,

27,231; Gefle, 18,953; Karlskrona, 18,413; Jonkoping, 17,089

;

Upsala, 16,436; Lund, 14,367 inhabitants. The number of persons

devoted to agricultural pursuits, and of their families, amounts to

2,309,790 in 1870, or considerably more than one-half of the popu-
lation. About a quarter of a million individuals are owners of the

land which they are cultivating. At the census of 1870, 410,371
persons were engaged in or dependent on mining, metal works, and
manufactures, and 139,916 on trade. The nobility, comprising 940
heads of families, enjoyed formerly considerable privileges ; but they

have nearly all been annulled.

With the exception of 16,412 Finns, 6,600 Lapps, and about
12,000 of foreign birth (mostly from Norway, Denmark, and
Germany), the Swedish population is entirely of the Scandinavian
branch of the Teutonic family.

In 1880 there were 1,981 men and 319 women accused of serious

crimes, and 1,690 men and 267 women sentenced.

In 1880 the number of paupers was returned as 219,532, or

4*81 of the total population.

Trade and Industry.

The commercial intercourse ofSweden is chiefly with Great Britain

,

as regards exports, and, next to it, with France, Denmark, and
Germany. As regards imports, the commercial intercourse is largest

with Great Britain, Germany, Denmark, Russia, Norway, and the

United States, in the order here indicated. The imports consist
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mainly of textile manufactures, coal, and colonial merchandise, the

last largely on the increase, while the staple exports are timber,

bar iron, and corn. Both the imports and exports more than

doubled in the ten years from 1871 to 1880, the total imports

rising from 7,500,000^. to 15,700,000/., and the total exports from

5,000,000/. to 12,500,000/. In 1881 the value of the imports was

16,000,000^. and exports 12,400,000/. In 1881 the following were

the values of the leading imports and exports :

—
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to 2,498,094/. in 1879, to 3,602,947/. in 1880, to 3,022,586/. in

1881, and to 3,579,973/. in 1882. Next to wood and timber, the

most important article of exports is oats, sent to the value of

1,449,039/. in 1882 to the United Kingdom. Of other exports to

Great Britain, the chief are iron in bars, unwrought, valued

1,279,975/. ; butter, valued 393,231/. ; and live animals, valued

457,232/., in the year 1882. The imports of British home produce

are of a miscellaneous nature; the most notable were iron, wrought
and unwrought, of the value of 298,146/. ; 6oals, of the value of

438,621/.; and cotton manufactures, valued 286,115/. in 1882.

Of the total land area of Sweden 7 2 per cent, is under cultiva-

tion, 4'9 per cent, under natural meadows, and 4'2 per cent, under

forests, the products of which form a staple export. Of the culti-

vated land one-half is under cereal crops, the principal crop being

oats, which yielded 50,000,000 bushels in 1881, one-fourth of

which was exported. On the other hand, large quantities of wheat

and rye-flour are imported. The value of all cereal crops in 1882

was 14,946,000/. In 1880 Sweden had 464,820 horses, 2,227,757

oxen, 1,457,462 sheep and lambs. In 1880 34,000 head of cattle

and 29,000 sheep, and in 1881 19,000 head of cattle and 21,800

sheep were exported.

Mining is one of the most important departments of Swedish indus-

try, and the working ofthe iron mines in particular is making constant

progress by the introduction of new machinery. There were raised

in the year 1881, throughout the kingdom, 965,636 tons of iron ore.

The pig-iron produced amounted to 505,842 tons ; the bar iron to

324,117 tons, and the steel to 51,392 tons. Of iron ore in 1881,

24,232 tons and in 1882, 20,200 tons were exported; 55,489 tons

pig-iron in 1881 and 55,500 in 1882 ; 188,556 tons bar-iron and

rods in 1881, and 213,200 tons in 1882. There were also raised in

. 1881 2,769 lbs. of silver, 23,868 cwt. of copper, and 1,030,654 cwt.

of zinc ore. There are not inconsiderable veins of coal in the

southern parts of Sweden, giving 5,633,394 Swedish cubic feet of

coal in 1881. In 1881 there were 29,503 persons engaged in mining.

The commercial navy of Sweden, at the end of 1881, numbered
4,151 vessels, of a burthen of 552,961 tons, of which total 3,397

TBSsels, of 450,368 tons burthen, were sailing vessels, and 754 vessels

of 79,245 tons burthen, were steamers. The port of Goteborg had

the largest shipping in 1879, namely, 247 vessels, of 81,956 tons,

and next to it came Stockholm, possessing 248 vessels, ofa total burthen

of 27,280 tons. In 1881, 9,321 vessels, with cargoes of 1,527,201

tons entered, and 16,664 of 2,729,528 tons, cleared Swedish ports.

Within recent years a network of railways, very important for

the trade and industry both of Sweden and Norway, has been con-

structed in the country, partly at the cost of the State. The State
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railways include all the main or trunk lines. At the end of 1882

the total length of railways in Sweden was 3,940 miles, of which

1,395 belonged to the State and the rest to private companies. The
receipts were 1,004,048/., and expenses 472,326/. The total capital

outlay on the State railways to the end of 1881 was 11,652,510/.

;

besides this the State has advanced to private railways the sum of

2,038,294/.

All the telegraphs in Sweden, with the exception ofthose of private

railway companies, belong to the State. The total length of all the

telegraph lines at the end of 1882 was 5,233 English miles, and the

total length of telegraph wires 12,770 English miles. The number
of telegraphic despatches sent in the year 1882 was 1,175,382, of

which number 606,508 were from and for Sweden, 416,591 from

and for other countries, and 152,283 in transit.

The Swedish Post-office carried 68,731,121 letters, postcards,

journals, &c. in the year 1881. The number of post-offices at the

end of the year was 1,835. The total receipts of the Post-office in

1881 amounted to 301,490/., and the total expenditure to 256,882/.,,

leaving a surplus of 44,508/.

II. NORWAY.
Constitution and Government.

The constitution of Norway, called the Grundlov, bears date-

November 4, 1814, with several slight modifications passed at

various times up to 1880. It vests the whole legislative power of

the realm in the Storthing, or Great Court, the representative of

the sovereign people. The king has the command of the land

and sea forces, and makes all appointments, but, except in a few

cases, is not allowed to nominate any but Norwegians to public

offices under the crown. The king possesses the right of veto over

laws passed by the Storthing, but, except in constitutional matters,

only for a limited period. The royal veto may be exercised twice
;

but if the same bill pass three Storthings formed by separate and

subsequent elections, it becomes the law of the land without the

assent of the sovereign.

The Storthing formerly assembled every three years ; but by a

modification of the constitution, adopted in April 1869, it wa&
resolved to hold annual sittings. New elections take place every

three years. The meetings take place suojure, and not by any writ

from the king or the executive. They begin in February each

year, and must receive the sanction of the king to sit longer than

two months. Every Norwegian citizen of twenty-five years of age.
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who is, or has been, a public functionary, or possesses property in

land, or has been tenant of such property for five years at least, or

is a burgess of any town, or possesses real property in a town to the

value of 600 kroner or 33/. sterling, is entitled to elect ; and,

under the same conditions, if thirty years of age, and settled in

Norway for at least ten years, to be elected. The mode of election

is indirect, the people first nominating a number of deputies, on
whom devolves the task of appointing the representatives in the

Storthing. Towards the end of every third year the people choose

their deputies, at the rate of one to fifty voters in towns, and one

to a hundred in rural sub-districts, where they meet in the parish

church under the presidency of the parish minister. The deputies

afterwards assemble at some public place, and there elect among
themselves, or from among the other qualified voters of the district,

the Storthing representatives. No new election takes place for

vacancies, which are filled by persons who received the second

largest number of votes. The number of electors in 1882 was

99,554, or 5*2 per cent, of total population, while 71,292 votes, or

71*6 of the whole number were recorded. Of the total male popu-
lation, 40 per cent, are 25 years of age and above. The Storthing

has 114 members.
The Storthing, when assembled, divides itself into two houses, the

* Lagthing ' and the ' Odelsthing.' The former is composed of one-

fourth of the members of the ' Storthing,' and the other of the

remaining three-fourths. Each * Thing' nominates among the mem-
bers its own president, vice-president, and secretaries. All new
bills, whether presented by the government, or a member of the

Odelsthing, must originate in the ' Odelsthing,' from which they pass

into the 'Lagthing,' to be either accepted or rejected. In the

latter case, should the ' Odelsthing' demand it, after having twice

passed the bill, the two Houses assemble in common sitting to

deliberate on the measure, and the final decision is given by a

majority of two-thirds of the voters. The ordinary business of the

Storthing is to settle the taxes for the next year, to super-

vise the administration of the revenue, and to enact, repeal,

or alter any laws of the country. But the Storthing can also

form itself into a high court ofjustice, for the impeachment and trial

of ministers, members of the chief court of justice, and members of

the Storthing for delicts they may have committed. The bill of

accusation must always come ficom the ' Odelsthing ' and be brought

from thence before the ' Lagthing,' sitting for the occasion, together

with the Chief Court of Justice, as ' Rigsretten,' or supreme tribunal

of the realm. Before pronouncing its own dissolution, every

Storthing elects five delegates, whose duty it is to revise the public

accounts. While in session, every member of the Storthing has
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an allowance of twelve kroner, or thirteen shillings and four-

pence a day, besides travelling expenses.

The executive is represented by the king, who exercises his

authority through a Council of State, composed of two Ministers of

State and nine Councillors. Two of the Councillors, who change

every year, together with one of the Ministers, form a delegation of

the Council of State, residing at Stockholm, near the king. In

1879 and in 1880 the Storthing passed a bill declaring the right of

ministers to be present at the sittings of the Storthing, but without

a vote, and to take part in the discussions only when public. The
king refused to sanction the law, to which the Storthing nevertheless

adhered, and the difficulty is not yet (January 1884) settled. The
following are the members of the Council of State :

—

I. Council of State at Christiania.

Minister of State.— Christian August Selmer, appointed November
I, 1880.

Department of Education and Ecclesiastical Affairs.— N. C. E.

Hertzherg, appointed January 30, 1882.

Department of Justice.—Christian Jensen, appointed Oct. 13, 1879.

Department of the Interior.—Nils Vogt, appointed May 13, 1871.

Department of Finance and Customs.—Christian Homann Schwei-
gaard, appointed December 22, 1880.

Army Department.— Major- General Adolf Frederik Munthe,
appointed October 19, 1877.

Department of the Navy and of Postal Communication.—Eear-

Admiral Jacob Lerche Johansen, appointed June 17, 1872.

Revision of Public Accounts Department.—Dr. Ole Andreas
Bachke, appointed October 13, 1879.

II. Delegation of the Council at Stockholm.

Otto Richard Kjerulf, Minister of State, appointed Nov. 1, 1871.

Henri k Laurentius Helliesen, appointed June 22, 1863.

Jens Holmhoe, appointed January 8, 1874.

Church and Education.

The inhabitants of the kingdom are almost entirely Protestants.

With the exception of 7,238 dissenters, enumerated in the census of

1875, the population adhere to the Lutheran Church. All denomi-
nations and sects of Christian and other creeds, the order of the

Jesuits excepted, are tolerated, but only the members of the Lutheran
Church are regularly admitted to the highest offices.

Education is compulsory in the kingdom, the school age being

seven in town and eight in the country, until fourteen. The num-
ber of elementary schools in 1880 was 6,617, with 279,668 pupils;

the amount expended on them being 239,388/. raised by a tax

levied in every parish, in addition to State grants. In the budget
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for 1883 the sum of 136,428/. is set down for elementary educa-

tion. Almost every town supports a superior school ; and in

seventeen of the principal towns is an ' offentlig skole,' or college,

maintained partly by subsidies from the government. The number
of pupils at high schools in 1879 was 5,014. Christiania has a

university, which was attended in 1882 by 870 students.

Revenue and Expenditure.

The financial estimates are voted by the Storthing for the term
of one year. The budget for the year ending June 30, 1884, was
distributed as follows :

—

Sources of Revenue
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Army and Navy.

The troops of the kingdom are raised mainly by conscription, and

to a small extent by enlistment. By the terms of two laws voted

by the Storthing in 1866 and in 1876, the land forces are divided

into the troops of the line, the military train, the Landvaern, or

militia, the civic guards, and, in time of war, the Landstorm, or final

levy. All young men, past the twenty-first year of age, are liable to

the conscription, with the exception of the inhabitants of the three

northern Amts of the kingdom, who are free from military land

service. The young men raised by conscription have to go through

a first training in the school of recruits, extending over 50 days in

the infantry, and 90 days other arms, and are then put into the

bataillons, which, under ordinary circumstances, have an annual

practice of 30 days, after which the men are sent on furlough, with

obligation to meet when requested. The nominal term of service is

ten years, divided between seven years in the line and three

years in the Landvaern, or militia. The Landvaern is only liable

to service within the frontiers of the kingdom.

On the 1st of January 1883, the troops of the line, with its

reserves, numbered 40,000 men, with 750 officers. The number of

troops actually under arms can never exceed, even in war, 18,000

men without the consent of the Storthing. The king has permission

to keep a guard of Norwegian volunteers at Stockholm, and to

transfer, for the purpose of common military exercises, 3,000 men
annually from Norway to Sweden, and from Sweden to Norway.

The naval force of Norway comprised, in 1883, 37 steamers and
31 sailing vessels, the latter, with the exception of two, forming a

flotilla of row-boats for coast defence. The following was the com-
position of the fleet of steamers in the navy :

—

steamers
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enrolled on the lists of either the active fleet or the naval militia^

and liable, by a law passed in 1.866, to the maritime conscription.

The numbers on the register amounted, in 1883, to nearly 27,400
men.
The fortresses of Norway are unimportant, Frederiksstad with

Frederikshald, Aggershuus near Christiania, with forts at Kristian-

sund, Bergen and Drontheim.

Area and Population.

A census of the population of Norway is taken every ten years.

In 1865 the domiciled population was 1,701,365. The kingdom i»

divided into twenty provinces, or Amts, the area and population

of which were as follows at the last census enumeration, taken

December 31, 1875:—

Amis
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Norway is essentially an agricultural and pastoral country. At
the census of 1865, the inhabitants of towns numbered 266,292, and

at the end of 1875 they were 324,420, showing an increase of

23 per cent., against an increase of the rural population of only 4 per

cent. In 1880 the town population had increased to 404,000,

showing an increase of 23 per cent in five years, while the country

population had only increased at the rate of less than two per cent.

The two largest towns are Christiania, with a population of 122,424

(on January 1, 1883), and Bergen, with 43,026 (on January 1, 1881).

Other towns are Stavanger with 23,500 inhabitants (1880), Thrond-
jem, 22,152 (1875), Drammen, 19,582 (1881).

The following table gives the marriages, births (excluding still-

born) and deaths from
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The commercial intercourse between Norway and the United
Kingdom, according to the Board of Trade returns, is shown in the

subjoined table, which gives the value of the exports from Norway
to Great Britain and Ireland, and of the imports of British and Irish

produce into Norway, in each of the ten years 1873 to 1882 :

—

Years
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partly at the expense of government. All the railways, except the

above, are thus entirely under control of the government.

There were at the end of 1882 telegraph lines of the length of

5,672 English miles (4,734 miles belonging to the state, 938 miles

to the railways), and wires of the length of 10,455 miles (8,598 miles

belonging to the state, 1,857 miles to the railways). The number of

telegrams in the year 1882 was 919,463, of which 543,847 were inland,

170,151 sent to, and 205,280 received from foreign countries, and
185 in transit. The number of telegraph offices at the end of 1882
was 300. Receipts 1882 54,094/., expenses 54,525/. The number
of post-offices at the same date was 963. The number of letters

forwarded through the post in 1882 was 16,718,819, besides

12,462,124 journals, and 1,917,200 packets, &c.

Diplomatic Eepresentatives.

1. Of Sweden and Norway in Great Britain.

Envoy and Minister.—Count Edward Piper, accredited July 6, 1877.

Councillor of Legation.—Count H. G-. Waclitmeister.

Secretary.—Johan Anton "Wolf Grip.

2. Of Great Britain in Sweden and Norway.

Envoy and Minister.—Sir Horace Eumbold, Bart., appointed Envoy Extra-
ordinary and Minister Plenipotentiary to Sweden and Norway, September 1,

1881.

Secretary.—George Greville.

Money, Weights, and Measures.

The money, weights, and measures of Sweden and Norway, and
the British equivalents, are as follows :

—

Money.

The Swedish Krona = 100 Ore—approximate value Is. l\d., or about 18
to the pound sterling.

„ Norwegian Krone =100 ore—the same value as the Swedish Krona.

By a treaty signed May 27, 1873, with additional treaty of

October 16, 1875, Sweden, Norway, and Denmark adopted the

same monetary system.

Weights and Measures.

The Swedish Skalpimd = 100 ort = 0*937 lbs. avoirdupois.

„ Swedish jPo^ = \0 turn = 117 English inches.

„ Swedish. Kanna = 100 kubiktum= 4*6 Imperial pints.

„ Swedish Mil = 360 ref = 6*64 English miles.

„ Norwegian iTtYwmw = 1,000 (/ram = 2,205 lbs. avoirdupois.

„ „ Meter = 100 centimeter= 3-28 ft. or S9-37l^vig.\Q.

„ „ HeJctoliterf^l'^''^-\=. 100 liter "l = 22 Imperial gallons.

^" " \drym.
J

"^ "^ ^'

J =2-75 „ bushels.
*

„ „ Kilometer -1,000 meter ^ 1,093 yds. or|Eng. mile.

H H
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In 1876 the Government presented to the Swedish Diet a bill for

the introduction in Sweden of the metric system of weights and
meas'ires, which was accepted, with some amendments, to the effect

that this system has been introduced from the beginning of 1879 and
will become obligatory in 1889. In Norway a law was passed, May
22, 1875, by which the metric system was introduced in that coun-
try on July 1, 1879, becoming obligatory on July 1, 1882.

Statistical and other Books of Reference concerning
Sweden and Norway.

1. Official Publications.

Bidrag till Sveriges officiela statistik : A. Befolknings-statistik. B. Ratts-

Tasendet. C. Bergshandtering. D. Fabriker och manufakturer. E. Inrikes

handel och sjofart. F. Utrikes handel och sjofart. Gr.FSngTarden, H. K.Maj : to
Befallningshafvandes FemSrsberattelser. I. Telegrafvasendet. K. Helso—och
sjukvSrden. L. Statensjernvagstrafik. M. Postverket. N. Jordbruk och Bos-
kapsskotsel. 0. Landtmateriet. P. Folkundervisningen. Q. Skogsvasendet.

E. Valstatistik. S. AUmanna arbeten. T. Lots—och Fyrvasendet. U. Kom-
munernas fattigvird och finanser. V. Branvins tillverkning och forsaljning.

X. Alfonings—och pensionsstatistik. 4. Stockholm, 1857-1883.

Norges officielle Statistik: A. 1. Skolevaesenet ; A. 2. Fattigstatistik

;

B. 1. Criminalstatistik ; B. 2. Skiftevsesenet ; B. 3. Eigets Strafarbeidsan-

stalter, C. 1. Folketaelling, Folkemsengdens Bevsegelse; C. 2. Fernaars-

beretninger om Amternes okonomiske Tilstand ; C. 3. Handel, Skibsfart ; C. 4.

Sundhedstilstanden og Medicinalforholdene ; C. 8. De Offentlige Jernbaner;
C. 9. Norges Fiskerier; C. 10. Komimanale Forholde ; C. 11. De faste Eien-
domme; C. 12. Bergvaerksdrift ; C. 13. Industrielle Forholde; C. 15. Det
Norske Jordbrug. C. 16. Uddrag af Aarsberatninger fra de forende Eigers-

Konsuler. D. 1. Finanststatistik. D. 2. Norges Sparebanker. F. 1. Tele-

grafstatistik ; F. 2. Poststatistik. 4, fra 1881, 8. Christiania, 1870-83.

Sveriges Statskalender for Sr 1883. Utgifven efter kongl, maj : ts nSdigste

forordnande, af dess vetenskaps-akademi. 8. Stockholm, 1883.

Sveriges officiela statistik : 1. Sammandrag, 1883. Stockholm, 1883.

Statistik Aarbog for Kongeriget Norge, Tredie Aargang 1883. Udgivet af
det Statistike Central-bureau. Ej'istiania, 1883.

Norges Statskalender for Aaret 1883. Efter oifentlig Foranstaltning
redigeret af N. E. Bull. 8. Kristiania, 1883.

Statistisk Tidskrift, utgifven af Kongl. Statistiska Central-ByrSn. Stockholm,

1883.
Annuaire Statistique de la Norvege. 1883. Public par le Bureau Central

de Statistique. RMige par Boye Strom, Directeur interimaire. 8. Kristiania,

1883.

Oversigt over Kongeriget Norges geistlige, civile og judicielle Fuddehng.
Udgivet af det statistiske Centralbiireau. 8. Kirstiania, 1883.

Eeportby Mr, E. G. Watson on Swedish industries, dated Stockholm, August
12, 1878; in ' Eeports by H.M.'s Secretaries of Embassy and Legation.'

Part IV. 1878. 8. London, 1878.

Eeport by Mr. R. G. Watson on the finances of Sweden, dated Stockholm,

February 5, 1879 ; in 'Reports by H.M.'s Secretaries of Embassy and Lega-

tion.' Part II. 1879. 8. London, 1879.
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Report by Mr. Lawrence on the trade, commerce, and finances of Sweden,
in Part II. of ' Eeports from H.M.'s Secretaries of Embassy and Legation,'

1882.

Report on the trade and commerce of Gothenburg in 1882 by Consul Duff,

in Part IV. ; by Consul Drummond-Hay on Stockholm, in Part VJI. ; and
by Consul-General Miehell in Norway in Part X. of ' Reports of II.M.'s Con-
suls,' 1883. London, 1883.

Trade of the United Kingdom with Sweden and Norway ; in 'Annual
Statement of the Trade of the United Kingdom with Foreign Countries and
British Possessions in the Year 1882.' Imp. 4. London, 1883.

2. Non-Official Publications.

Broch (Br. 0. J.), Le Royanme de Norvege et le peuple norvegien. Rap-
port a I'Exposition xiniverselle de 1878. 8. Christiania, 1878.

Jiroch (Dr. 0. J.), Kongeriget Norge og det Norske Folk. 8. Christiania, 1876.
Carlson (F. F.), Geschichte Schweden's. 8 vols. 8. Gotha, 1832-75.
Geeimuyden (J.), Kortfattet statistisk Haandbog over Kongeriget Norges

Inddelinger i administrativ, retslig og geistlig Henseende m. m., efter officielle

Kilder udarbeidet. 8. Bergen, 1870.

Hammar (A.), Historiskt, geografiskt och statistiskt lexicon ofver Sverige li

8 vols. 8. Stockholm, 1859-70.
Kiaer (A. N.), Statistisk Handbog for Kongeriget Norge. 8. Christiania,

1871.

JSIiehen (Dr. YugA^ar), Reisehaandbog over Norge. 8. Kristiania, 1883.

jRudbeck (J. G.), Beskrifning otver Sveriges Stader i Historiskt, topographiskt,

och statistiskt hanseende. 3 vols. 8. Stockholm, I800-6I.
Sidenhladh (E. and K.), Sveriges officiela statistik i Sammandrag. 14 vols. 8.

Stockholm, 1870-83.

Sidcnbladh (Dr. Elis), Royanme de Suede : expose statistique. 8. Stock-
holm, 1878.

Tonsberg (Chr.), Illustreret Norge. Handbog for Reisende, Ny Udgave. 8.

Christiania, 1879.
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SWITZERLAND.

(ScHWEiz.

—

Suisse.)

Constitution and Government.

The republic of Switzerland, formerly a league of semi-indepen-

dent states, or ' Staatenbund,' has become a united confederacy, or
* Bundesstaat,' since the year 1848. The present constitution,

based on fundamental laws passed in 1848, came into force

May 29, 1874, having received the national sanction by a

general vote of the people, given April 19, 1874. It vests the

supreme legislative and executive authority in a parliament of two
chambers, a * Stiinderath,' or State Council, and a * Nationalrath,' or

National Council. The first is composed of forty-four members,
chosen by the twenty-two cantons of the Confederation, two for

each canton. The ' Nationalrath ' consists of 145 representatives of

the Swiss people, chosen in direct election, at the rate of one deputy

for every 20,000 souls. On the basis of the general census of

1880, which governed the last elections, the cantons are repre-

sented as follows in the National Council :—
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»years is entitled to a vcte ; and any voter, not a clergyman, n:iny be

_ elected a deputy. In 1881 there were 638,589 inscribed electors,

or 22*55 per cent, of the population, while 371,614, or 58 per cent,

of the electors, actually voted. Both chambers united are called the
' Bundes-Versammlung,' or Federal Assembly, and as such repre-

sent the supreme Government of the republic. The chief executive

authority is deputed to a * Bundesrath,' or Federal Council, consist-

ing of seven members, elected for three years by the Federal

Assembly. Every citizen who has a vote for the National Council

is eligible for becoming a member of the executive.

The president and vice-president of the Federal Council are the

first magistrates of the republic. Both are elected by the Federal

Assembly for the term of one year, and are not re-eligible till after

the expiration of another year. The election takes place at a united

meeting of the State Council and the National Council. The presi-

dent and vice-president of the council, by the terms of the Con-
stitution, hold office for only one year, from January 1 to

December 31.

President for 1884.—Dr. Emile Welti, of the canton of Aargau.

Vice-President for 1884.—Charles Schenck.

The seven members of the Federal Council—each of whom has a

salary of 480/. per annum, while the president has 600Z.—act as

ministers, or chiefs of the seven administrative departments of the

republic.

Independent of the Federal Assembly, though issuing from the

same, is the * Bundes-Gericht,' or Federal Tribunal. It consists of

nine members, elected for six years by the Federal Assembly. The
Federal Tribunal decides, in the last instance, on all matters in dispute

between the various cantons of the republic, as well as between the

cantons and the Federal Government, and acts in general as high

court of appeal. The Tribunal is divided into a civil and a criminal

court, the latter having three sections, the * Anklagekammer,' or

chamber of accusation ; the 'Kriminalkammer,' or jury department;

and the * Cassations-Gericht,' or council of appeal. The seat of the

Federal Tribunal is at Lausanne.

The city of Bern is the seat of the Federal Council and the

central administrative authorities.

Each of the cantons and demi-cantons of Switzerland is * souve-

rain,' so far as its independence and legislative powers are not

restricted by the federal constitution; each has its local govern-

ment, different in organisation in most instances, but all based

on the principle of absolute sovereignty of the people. In a few of

the smallest cantons, the people exercise their powers direct, without

the intervention of any parliamentary machinery, all male citizens

of full age assembling together in the open air, at stated periods^
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making laws and appointing their administrators. Such assemblies,

known as the Landesgemeinde, exist in Appenzell, Glarus, Unterwald,

and Uri. The same system is carried out, somewhat less directly,

in several other of the thinly populated cantons, which possess legis-

lative bodies, but limited so far that they must submit their acts to

the people for confirmation or refusal. In all the larger cantons, the

people delegates its sovereignty to a body chosen by universal

suffrage, called the Grosse Rath, which exercises all the functions of

the Landesgemeinde. The members of these bodies, as well as

most of the magistrates, are either honorar}' servants of their fellow

citizens, or receive a merely nominal salary.

The constitution of 1874 abolished the penalty of death, but by a

popular vote taken in May 1879, it was decided, by a majority of

195,000 against 180,000, that each canton should have liberty to

re-enact the infliction of the penalty.

Church and Education.

The population of Switzerland is divided between Protestantism

and Roman Catholicism, about 59 per cent, of the inhabitants ad-

hering to the former, and 41 per cent, to the latter. According

to the census of December 1, 1880, the number of Protestants

amounted to 1,667,109 ; of Roman Catholics to 1,160,782 ; and
of Jews to 7,373. The Roman Catholic priests are much more
numerous than the Protestant clergy, the former comprising more
than 6,000 regular and secular priests. They are under five

bishops, of Basel, Chur, St. Gall, Lausanne, and Sion. The govern-
ment of the Protestant Church, Calvinistic in doctrine and Presby-

terian in form, is under the supervision of the magistrates of the

various cantons, to whom is also entrusted, in the Protestant dis-

tricts, the superintendence of public instruction.

The constitution of 1874 has the following enactments concerning

the exercise of religion :
—

' There shall be complete ahd absolute

liberty of conscience and of creed. No one can incur any penalties

whatsoever on account of his religious opinions. The person who
exercises the paternal authority or that of guardian has the right to

dispose of the religious education of children up to the age of six-

teen years. No one is bound to pay taxes specially appropriated to

defraying the expenses of a creed to which he does not belong.

The free exercise of worship is guaranteed within the limits com-
patible with public order and proper behaviour. The cantons can

take the necessary measures for the maintenance of the public order

and peace between the members of the different religious commu-
nities, as well as against the encroachments of the ecclesiastical

authorities on the rights of the citizens of the state. All disputes

arising from the creation of new religious communities or schisms
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»in existing bodies shall be referred to the Federal authorities. No
bishoprics can be created on Swiss territory without the approbation

of the Confederation. The order of Jesuits and its affiliated societies

cannot be received in any part of Switzerland ; all functions clerical

and scholastic are forbidden to its members, and the interdiction

can be extended to any other religious orders whose action is

dangerous to the state, or interferes with the peace of different creeds.

The foundation of new convents or religious orders is forbidden.'

Education is compulsory and is very widely dilFused through
Switzerland, particularly in the north-eastern cantons, where the

vast majority of inhabitants are Protestants. In these cantons, the

proportion of school-attending children to the whole population is

as one to five ; while in the half Protestant and half Roman-Catholic
cantons it is as one to seven ; and in the entire Roman-Catholic
cantons as one to nine. The compulsory law has hitherto not always
been enforced in the Roman-Catholic cantons, but is rigidly carried

out in those where the Protestants form the majority of inhabitants.

In every district there are primary schools, in which the elements

of education, with geography and history, are taught ; and secondary
schools, for youths of from twelve to fifteen, in which instruction is

given in modern languages, geometry, natural science, the fine arts,

and music. In both these schools the rich and the poor are edu-
cated together, the latter being admitted gratuitously. In 1882

I~

there were 4,799 elementary schools, 9,813 teachers, and 454,211
pupils; 413 secondary schools, with 1,448 teachers and 20,131
pupils; 102 middle class schools with 11,585 pupils;—the total

number of students and pupils in 1882 was 516,425. There are

normal schools in all the cantons for training schoolmasters. Of the

contingent for military service in 1882, only 2-70 per cent, could

t
neither read nor write.

There are four universities in Switzerland. Basel has a
university, founded in 1460, and since 1832 universities have been
established in Bern, Zurich, and Geneva. In 1883, Basel had 76
professors and teachers, and '387 'students ; Bern 80 professors, and
387 students ; Zurich 89 professors, and 476 students ; and Geneva
77 professors and 414 students. These universities and schools are

organised on the model of the high schools of Germany, governed
by a Rector and a Senate, and divided into four 'faculties,' of

theology, jurisprudence, philosophy, and medicine. There is a

Polytechnic School at Zurich, founded in 1855, and a military

academy at Thun, both maintained by the Federal Government.
There are also academies and high schools with faculties similar

to those of the University at Lausanne (45 professors and teachers in

1883), and Neuchatel (31 professors and teachers), and a well-

organised polytechnic school at Zurich.
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Revenue and Expenditure.

The public revenue of the Confederation is derived chiefly from
customs. By the constitution of May 29, 1874, customs dues

are levied only on the frontiers of the republic, instead of, as before,

on the limits of each canton. A considerable income is also de-

rived from the postal system, as well as from the telegraph estab-

lishment, .conducted by the Federal Government on the prin-

ciple of uniformity of rates. The sums raised under these heads

are not left entirely for Government expenditure, but a great part

of the postal revenue, as well as a portion of the customs dues, have
to be paid over to the cantonal administrations, in compensation for

the loss of siich sources of former income. In extraordinary cases,

the Federal Government is empowered to levy a rate upon the

various cantons after a scale settled for twenty years. A branch

of revenue proportionately important is derived from the profits of

various Federal manufactories, and from the military school and
laboratory at Thun, near Bern.

The following table gives the total revenue and expenditure of the

Confederation in each of the years 1879 to 1883, showing actual

receipts and disbursements forthe first four, and estimates for 1883 :

—

Years
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The following table gives the budget estimates of expenditure for

the year 1884 :—

Branches of expenditure, 1884

Interest and Sinking Fund
General Administration (salaries)

Departments :

—

Political ....
Interior ....
Justice and police

Military ....
Financial ....
Customs ....
Commerce and agriculture .

Postal ....
Telegraphs

Eailwavs and miscellaneous

Total

5,640/.,

Francs

1,869,470

730,600

353,900

3,281,919

45,250

16,794,522

2,850,600

1,783,200

537,600
14,340,000

2,503,600

132,450

10,889

r45,234,000
\£1,809,360

vill, it is expected, be

the Custom House, which for

The deficit of 391,000 francs, or

more than covered by the revenue o

the year 1883 amounted to 20,121,993 francs, and which will

probably not fall below this amount in 1884.

The public debt of the republic amounted, at the end of 1883, to

33,516,500 francs, or 1,340,600/. at 4 per cent. As a set-off against

the debt there exists a so-called 'federal fortune,' or property

belonging to the State, valued at 45,356,066 francs, or 1,814,242/.

The various cantons of Switzerland have, as their own local

administrations, so their own budgets of revenue and expenditure.

Most of them have also public debts, but not of a large amount, and
abundantly covered, in every instance; by cantdnal property, chiefly

in land. At the end of 1882, the aggregate debts of all the cantons

amounted to about 12,000,000/. " .

'

^

The income of the cantonal administrations is derived partly

from direct taxes on income and property (on varying scales and

often with progressive rates for the different classes), and partly from

indirect duties, as excise, stamps, &c. Several cantons have only

indirect taxation ; and over the whole about 58 per cent, of the

revenue is raised in this form. In most of the towns and parishes

heavy municipal duties exist.

Army.

The fundamental laws of the republic forbid the maintenance of

a standing army within the limits of the Confederation. The
18th article of the Constitution of 1874 enacts that ' Every Swiss

is liable to serve in the defence of his country.' Article 19 enacts:
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* The Federal army consists of all men liable to military service,

and both the army and the war material are at the disposal of the

Confederation. In cases of emergency the Confederation has also

the exclusive and undivided right of disposing of the men who do

not belong to the Federal army, and of all the other military forces

of the cantons. The cantons dispose of the defensive force of their

respective territories in so. far as their power to do so is not limited

by the constitutional or legal regulations of the Confederation.'

According to article 20, ' The Confederation enacts all laws relative

to the army, and watches over their due execution ; it also provides

for the education of the troops, and bears the cost of all military

expenditure which is not provided for by the Legislatures of

the cantons.' To provide for the defence of the country, every

citizen has to bear arms, in the use of which the children are in-

structed at school, from the age of eight, passing through annual

exercises and reviews. Such military instruction is voluntary on
the part of the children, but is participated in by the greater number
of pupils at the upper and middle-class schools.

The troops of the republic are divided into two classes, namely :

—

1. The ' Bundes-auszug,' or Federal army, consisting of all men
able to bear arms, from the age of 20 to 32.

2. The ' Landwehr,' or militia, comprising all men from the 33rd

to the completed 44th year.

The strength and organisation of the armed forces of Switzerland

was as follows in 1883 :

—

Staff . . . , ,
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exercises, extending over a week for the infantry, and over two weeks
for the cavalry and artillery, while periodically, once or twice a year,

the troops of a number of cantons assemble for a general muster.

The military instruction of the Federal army is given to officers

not permanently appointed or paid, but who must have undergone a

course of education, and passed an examination at one of the training

establishments erected for the purpose. The centre of these is the

Military Academy at Thun, near Bern, maintained by the Federal

.government, and which supplies the army both with the highest class

of officers, and with teachers to instruct the lower grades. Besides

this Academy, or ' Centralmilitarschuie,' there are special training

schools for the various branches of the service, especially the artillery

and the Scharfschiitzen. The nomination of the officers, up to the

rank of captain, is made by the cantonal governments, and above
that rank by the Federal Council. At the head of the whole
military organisation is a general commanding-in-chief, appointed, to-

gether with the chiefofthe staffof the army,by the Federal Assembly.
The total exnenditure on account of the army was, for 1881,

15,635,879 francs, or 625,435/., in the budget for 1882, 16,514,949
francs, or 660,597Z., and in that of 1883, 16,598,934 francs, or

663,957/. Not included in the army expenditure is the mainte-
nance of the Military School at Thun, referred to above, which has
a fund of its own, the annual income from which is larger than
the expenditure.

Area and Population.

The Swiss Confederation was founded on the 1st January 1308, by
the 3 cantons of Uri, Schwyz, and Unterwald. In 1353 it numbered
8 cantons, and in 1513 it was composed of 13 cantons. This old

Confederation, of 13 cantons, was increased by the adherence of
several subject territories, and existed till 1793, when it was re-

placed by the Helvetic Eepublic, which lasted four years. In 1803,
Napoleon I. organised a new Confederation, composed of 19 cantons,

by the addition of St. Gall, Graubiinden, Aargau, Thurgau, Tessin,

and Vaud. This confederation was modified in 1815, when the number
of cantons was increased to 22 by the admission of Wallis, Neuchatel,
and Geneve. Three of the cantons are politically divided—Basel
into Stadt and Land, or ToAvn and Country ; Appenzell into Ausser
Ehoden and Inner Khoden, or Exterior and Interior ; and Unterwald
into Obwald and Nidwald, or Upper and Lower. Each of these

divided cantons sends one member to the State Council, so that

there are two members to the divided as well as the undivided
cantons.

A general census of the population of Switzerland is taken every
ten years. At the last census, taken Dec. 1, 1880, the people
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numbered 2,846,102, of whom 1,394,626 were males and 1,451,476

females. At the preceding census, taken December 1, 1870, the

population numbered 2,669,138, showing an increase of 176,964
inhabitants during the ten years, or '66 per cent, per annum. The
area of the republic at the census of 1880 was 41,418 square kilo-

metres, or 15,992 English square miles, giving an average density of

population of 177 per English square mile. In the Grisons the

density is only 34 per square mile, and in the Valais 49 ; while in

Zurich it is 477, in Neuchatel 332, in Basel 702, and in Geneva
932 per square mile.

The following table gives the area and population of each of the

22 cantons, according to the two last enumerations, taken December
1, 1870, and December 1, 1880 :—

C&ntons
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Switzerland at the date of the census was 211,035, of whom 95,2G2
were German, 53,653 French, 41,645 Italians, 12,735 Austrian,

2,812 British, 1,285 Russian.

The increase of population has been very steady in recent years.

The following table gives the total number of births, deaths, and
marriages, with the surplus of births over deaths, in each of the six

years from 1876 to 1881 :—

Years
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6,089,561 quintals of provisions of various kinds (including grain,

ilour, beverages), 243,812 heads of cattle, and 100,000 tons of

metals and metal goods. The principal exports of 1882 consisted

of silk fabrics, cotton fabrics, watches, and machinery. There were
also some exports of cheese and other food substances. But the

excess of food imports over exports amounted annually, in recent

years, on an average to 8,000,000 cwts., purchased at a cost of

240,000,000 francs, or 9,600,000/.

Being an inland country, Switzerland has only direct commercial
intercourse with the four surrounding states—Austria, Italy, France,

and Gei-many ; but the exports to other countries, especially Great
Britain and the United States, are in fact very important. Nearly
all the silk, embroidery, and watches exported go to these two
countries. St. Gallen alone exported to the United States in 1882
embroidery to the value of 1,200,000Z., and Basel in the first half of

1883, silk, &c., to the value of 480,000/. The exports to France in

1882 were as follows :—Manufactures, 2,314,920/. ; food, 826,800/.

;

raw materials, 1,388,320/. ; 284,480/.; total 4,814,520/. The export

of manufactured goods to France in 1860 was only 324,000/., and
in 1870 1,096,000/. The commercial intercourse with Germany is

still more considerable, while with Austria and Italy it is com-
paratively unimportant.

Of the total area 51 per cent, is under crops and grass, 17 per

cent, forest, less than 1 per cent, vineyards, and 30 per cent,

mountains, glaciers, lakes, rivers, &c. Of the cultivable area 16*5

per cent, is devoted to agriculture; rye, oats, and potatoes are the

chief crops, but the bulk of food crops consumed in the country is

imported. The dairy products of Switzerland are of most commer-
cial importance, especially cheese. At the last enumeration (1876)
there were in this country 1,035,930 cattle of all kinds, and the,

export of cheese has quadrupled in the last 30 years ; in 1880 it was
17,563,000 lbs., valued at 1,400,000/. The estimated value of the

cattle in 1876 was 10,208,966/.

Switzerland is in the main an agricultural country, though with

a strong tendency to manufacturing industry. Of the total popula-

tion 43*36 per cent, are engaged in agriculture, 35'33 in manufac-

tures and handicrafts, 6*56 per cent, in commerce. In 1882 there

were altogether in Switzerland 2,527 factories of various kinds, with

129,120 workpeople. There were 399 cotton factories, with

38,500 workpeople; 224 silk factories, with 23,500 people ; 838
embroidery factories, with 17,200 people ; 92 watch factories, with

8,000 workers; 114 factories of machinery, with 9,000 workers; 98

tobacco factories, with 5,000 workers; 45 woollen factories, with

2,500 workers ; and 53 ironworks, with 2,150 workers. Z,urich

alone in 1882 produced silk stuffs to the value of 3,040,000/.

;
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Basel, silk ribbon to the value of l,44O,O00Z. ; St. Gallen, em-
broidery to the value of 3,000,000L The total value of watch

manufactures in 1882 was 3,200,000Z. ; of chemicals, 1,000,000/.

The number of cotton spindles in Switzerland in 1882 was 1,854,000,

and the annual consumption of cotton 50,600,000 lbs.

From official returns, it appears that the railways open for

public traffic in Switzerland at the end of 1882 had a total length of

2,774 kilometres, or 1,733 English miles, including the St. Gothard

system. These are distributed among fifteen companies, the Jura

Berne-Lucerne railway being in the hands of the Canton of Bern.

The cost of construction of the lines belonging to the five leading

companies has been (1883) 26,400,000Z. for 2,100 kilometres; for

the St. Gothard railway, opened in 1882, it was 8,320,000/. for

292 kilometres.

The post-office in Switzerland forwarded 115,867,706 internal

and 17,093,232 international letters and other communicacions in

the year 1882. The receipts of the post-office in the year 1882
amounted to 15,315,765 francs, or 612,630/., and the expenditure

to 13,707,752 francs, or 548,310/.

Switzerland has a very complete system of telegraphs, which,

excepting wires for railway service, is wholly under the control ol

the State. At the end of 1882 there were 6,743 kilometres, or

4,214 miles, of lines, and 16,395 kilometres, or 10,209 miles, of wire,

belonging to the State. The number of telegraph messages sent in

theyear 1882 was 2,954,621, comprising 1,790,311 inland messages;

845,640 international messages, and 318,670 messages in transit.

There were 1,238 telegraph offices. The receipts amounted to

2,600,942 francs, or 104,037/., and the expenditure to 2,359,456

francs, or 94,378/., in the year 1882.

Biplomatic and Consular Representatives.

1. Of Switzerland in Great Britain.

Jgeott and Consul-General.—Henri Vernet, of Geneva.

Secretary. —Dr. William Burckhardt.

2. Of Great Britain in Switzerland,

Envoy Extraordinary and Minister Plenipotentiary.— Francis Ottiwell

Adams, C.B. ; formerly first secretary of the British embassy in France

;

appointed Minister Kesident in Switzerland, July 8, 1881,

Secretary of Legation.—
Acting Second Secretary.—C. Conway Thornton.

Money, Weights, and Measures.

The French metric system of money, weights, and measures has

been generally adopted in Switzerland, with some changes of names,

and of subdivisions. These, and their British equivalents, are :

—
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Money.

The Franc, of 10 Batzcn, and 100 Happen or Centimes.

Average rate of exchange, 25 Francs= £1 sterling.

"Weights and Measures.

The Centner, of 50 Kilogrammes and 100 Pfund =110 lbs. avoirdupois. The
Arpent (Land) = 8-9ths of an acre.

The Pfund, or pound, chief unit of weight, is legally divided iuto decimal
Gramm£s, but the people generally prefer the use of the old halves and quarters,

named Hall-pfund, and Viertel-pfund.

Statistical and other Books of Eeference concerning Switzerland.

1. Official Publications.

Eidgenossische Volkszahlung vom 1 December, 1880. 4. Eern, 1881.

Eeuille Federale. Bern, 1883.

Greschaftsberichte des sehweizerischen Bundesraths an die Bundesversamm-
Inng. 8. Bern, 1875-83.

Message du Conseil! federal a la haute Assemblee federale concernant le

recensement federal du 1 decembre 1880. 8. Bern, 1881.

Eesultats du compte d'etat de la Confederation Suisse pour I'annee 1882.

4. Bern, 1883.

Uebersichts-Tabelle derEin-, Aus-nndDurchfuhr im Jahr 1 882,mitAngabe der

Grenzstrecken uber welche dieser Verkehr stattgefunden hat. Fol. Bern, 1883.

Sch-weizerische Statistik. Herausgegeben vom Statistischen Bureau des

Eidgenoss. Departements des Innern. 4. Bern, 1883.

Statistik iiber das Unterrichtswesen in der Schweizim Jahr 1881-83.

Eeport by Mr. Horace Rublee, Minister Eesident of the United States, on
the revision of the Constitution of Switzerland, dated Berne, July 3, 1871 ; in

' Papers relating to the Foreign Eelations of the United States.' 8. "Wash-

ington, 1871.

Eeport by Mr. Beauclerk on the commercial position of Switzerland, dated

Berne, July 23, 1878; in ' Eeports by H.M.'s Secretaries of Embassy and
Legation.' No. I"V^. 1878. 8. London, 1878.

Eeport by Mr. G-. Jenner, Secretary of Legation, on the general condition of

British trade with Switzerland, dated Berne, December 6, 1873 ; in ' Eeports by
H.M.'s Secretaries of Embassy and Legation.' No. IIL 1874. 8. London, 1874.

Eeport by Sir H. Eumbold on the finances of Switzerland, dated Bern, April

29, 1879 ; in ' Eeports by H.M.'s Secretaries of Embassy and Legation.' Part

IV. 1879. 8. London, 1879.

Eeports on exports from Switzerland to the United States, in 'Eeports from

the Consuls of the United States.' No. XXXI. July 1883. Washington, 1883.

Eeport by Mr. Thornton on Cattle in Switzerland, in ' Eeports of H.M.'s

Secretaries of Embassy.' Part I. 1883. London, 1883.

2. Non-Official Publications.

Bericht der Easier Handelskammer. Basel, 1883.

Bericht iiber Handel und Industrie von Ziirich. Ziirich, 1883.

Ifarfin (J.), Statistische Tafel der Schweiz, 1881. Fol. Zurich, 1882.

(xisi (Dr. "Wilh.), Zeitschrift fiir schweizerische Statistik. Herausgegeben

von der Sehweizerischen Statistischen Gesellschaft, mit Mitwirkung des eidge-

nossischen Statistischen Bureaus. 4. Bern, 1879-82.
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1

Grote (George), Letters on the Politics of Switzerland. 8. London, 1876.

Kolb (Gr. Fr.), Beitriige znr Statistik der Industrie und des Handels der

Schweiz. 8. Ziirich, 1869.

Lombard (Dt. H. C), Eepartitions mensuelles des d^ces dans quelqnes cantons

de la Suisse. 4. Bern, 1868.

Maguin (H.), Notes et documents sur I'instruction populaire en Suisse. 8.

Paris, 1878.

Officieler Katalog der Schweizerischen Landesaustellung. Ziirich, 1883.

Kapport da Chemin de fer du Gothard. Ziirich, 1883.

Wirth (Max.), Allgemeine Besehreibung und Statistik der Schweiz. Im
Verein mit gegen 60 Schweizerischen Gelehrten und Staatsmannern heraus-

gegeben. 3 Vols. 8. Ziirich, 1871-75.

I I
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TURKEY
AND TEIBUTAEY STATES.

(Ottoman Empire.)

Reigning Sultan.

Abdul-Hamid II., born September 22, 1842 (15 Shaban 1245),
the second son of Sultan Abdul Medjid ; succeeded to the throne on
the deposition of his elder brother, Sultan Murad Y., August 31,

1876.

Children of the Sultan.

I. Mehemmed-8elim EfFendi, born Jan. 11, 1870.

XL Zehie Sultana, born Jan. 12, 1871.

III. Naime Sultana, born August 5, .1876.

IV. Ahdul-Kadir EfFendi, born Feb. 23, 1878.

V. Ahmed Effendi, born March 14, 1878.

Brothers and Sisters of the Sultan.

I. Mohammed Murad Effendi, bom Sept. 21, 1840
;
proclaimed

rSultan of Turkey on the deposition of his uncle, Sultan Abdul-Aziz,
.May 30, 1876; declared by the Council of Ministers to be suffering

from idiocy, and deposed from the throne, August 31, 1876.

II. i^a^zW Sultana, born Nov. 1, 1840; married, Aug. 11, 1854?

to Ali-Ghalib Pasha, third son of Reschid Pasha; widow, Oct. 30>

1858; remarried, March 24, 1859, to Mehemed Noury Pasha.

III. Djemile Sultana, born Aug. 18, 1843 ; married, June 3,

1858, to Mahmoud-Djelal-Eddin Pasha, son of Ahmet Feti Pasha.

lY. Mehemmed-Reshad Effendi, born November 3, 1844 ; heir-

apparent to the throne.

Y. Ahmet-Kemaleddin Effendi, born December 3, 1847.

YI. Medihie Sultana, born Nov. 21, 1851; married to the late

Mahmud Pasha, son of Halil Pasha.

YII. Nur-Eddin Effendi, born April 14, 1851.

YIIL Suleiman Effendi, born November 21, 1860.

IX. i^e/iime Sultana, born January 26, 1861.

X. Wahieddin Effendi, born January 12, 1862.

The present sovereign of Turkey is the thirty-fourth, in male
descent, of the house of Othman, the founder of the empire, and the

twenty-eighth Sultan since the conquest of Constantinople. By the

law of succession obeyed in the reigning family, the crown is

inherited according to seniority by the male descendants of Othman,
riprung fi-om the Imperial Harem. The Harem is considered a

permanent state institution. All children born in the Harem,
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whether offspring of free women or of slaves, are legitimate and of

equal lineage, but the Sultan is succeeded by his eldest son only in

case there are no uncles or cousins of greater age.

It has not been the custom of the Sultans of Turkey for some

centuries to contract regular marriages. The inmates of the Harem
come, by purchase or free will, mostly from districts beyond the

limits of the empire, the majority from Circassia. From among
these inmates the Sultan designates a certain number, generally

seven, to be *Kadyn,' or Ladies of the Palace, the rest, called

* Odalik,' remaining under them as servants. The superintendent

of the Harem, always an aged Lady of the Palace, and bearing the

title of ^Haznadar-Kadyn,' has to keep up intercourse with the

outer world through the Guard of Eunuchs, whose chief, called

^ Kyzlar-Agassi,' has the same rank as the Grand Vizier, but has

the precedence if present on state occasions.

The civil list of the Sultan is variously reported at from one to

two millions sterling. To the Imperial family belong a great

number of crown domains, the income from which contributes to

the revenue. The whole income, public and private, is nevertheless

reported to be altogether insufficient to cover the expenditure of the

Court and Harem, numbering altogether over five thousand individuals.

The following is a list of the names, with date of accession, of

the thirty-four sovereigns who ruled Turkey since the foundation

of the empire and of the reigning house :

—

House of Othman.

Otliinan . . •
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empire, during a period of more than five centuries and a half,

amounted to sixteen years.

Constitution and Government.

The fundamental laws of the empire are based on the precepts of
the Koran. The will of the Sultan is absolute, in so far as it is not

in opposition to the accepted truths of the Mahometan religion, a»

laid down in the sacred book of the Prophet. Next to the Koran,
the laws of the * Multeka,' a code formed of the supposed sayings

and opinions of Mahomet, and the sentences and decisions of his

immediate successors, are binding upon the sovereign as well as his

subjects. Another code of laws, the * Canon nameh,' formed by
Sultan Solyman the Magnificent, from a collection of ^ hatti-sherifTs,*

or decrees, issued by him and his predecessors, is held in general

obedience, but merely as an emanation of human authority.

The legislative and executive authority is exercised, under the

supreme direction of the Sultan, by two high dignitaries, the *Sadr-

azam,' or Grand Vizier—sometimes styled, in modern appointments,

the * Bash Vekil,' orPrime Minister—the head of the temporal Govern-
ment, and the * She'ik-ul-Islam,' the head of the Church. Both are

appointed by the sovereign, the latter with the nominal concurrence

of the ' Ulema,' a body comprising the clergy and chief fimctionaries

of the law, over which the * Sheik- ul-Islam ' presides, although he
himself does not exercise priestly functions. Connected with the
* Ulema ' are the * Mufti,' the interpreters of the Koran. The
Ulema comprise all the great judges, theologians and jurists, and
the great teachers of literature and science who may .be summoned
by the Mufli. The principal civic functionaries bear the title of
Bey, EfFendi, or Pasha.

Forms' of constitution, after the model of the West European
• States, were drawn up at various periods .by successive Ottoman
Governments, the first ofthem embodied in the 'Jiatti-Humayouu

'

of Sultan Abdul-Medjid, proclaimed February 18, 1856, and the

most recent in a decree of Sultan Abdul-Hamid II., of November
1876. But ihe carrying out of these proj]ects of reform appears
entirely impossible in the present condition of the Ottoman Empire.
The Grand -Vizier, as head of the Government and representative

of the Sovereign,' is President of the Medjliss-i-Hass, or Privy
Council, which corresponds to the British Cabinet. The Medjliss-

i-Hass consists of nine members, besides the Prime Minister,

namely:—1, the Sheikh-ul-Islam ; 2, the Minister of War;
3, the Minister of Finance ; 4, the Minister of Marine ; 5, the

Minister of Commerce ; 6, the Minister of Public Works ; 7, the

Minister of Police ; 8, the Minister of Justice
; and 9, the Minister

of Public Instruction. There were constant ministerial changes-
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in recent years, the average term of service o£ tlie members
of the Divan not amounting to more than four months.

The whole of the empire is divided into Vilayets, or govern-

ments,^ and subdivided into Sanjaks, or provinces, and Kazas,

or districts. A Vali, or general governor, who is held to represent

the Sultan, and is assisted by a provincial council, is placed at the

head of each government. The provinces and districts are subjected

to inferior authorities, under the superintendence of the principal

governor. All subjects, however humble their origin, are eligible

to, and may fill, the highest offices in the state. Birth confers no
privilege, as all true believers are equal in the eye of the law.

Religion and Education.

The adherents of the two great religious creeds of the Turkish
dominions in Europe and Asia, as reduced in its limits by the

Treaty o£ Berlin, signed July 13, 1878, are estimated to consist of

sixteen millions of Mahometans, and of five millions of Christians.

The Mahometans form the vast majority in Asia, but only one-half

of the population in Europe. Eecognised by the Turkish Govern-
ment are the adherents of five non-Mahometan creeds, namely :—

•

1. Latins, or Catholics, who use the Eoman Liturgy, consisting of

the descendants of the Genoese and Venetian settlers in the empire,

and proselytes among Armenians, Bulgarians, and others. 2. Greeks

;

S. Armenians ; 4. Syrians and United Chaldeans ; 5. Maronites,

sunder a Patriarch at Kanobin in Mount Lebanon ; 6. Protestants,

consisting of converts chiefly among the Armenians ; 7. Jews.

These seven religious denominations are invested with the privilege

of possessing their own ecclesiastical rule. The bishops and patri-

archs of the Greeks and Armenians, and the ' Chacham-Baschi,' or

high-rabbi of the Jews, possess, in consequence of those functions,

•considerable influence. .

•

The Mahometan clergy are subordinate to the Sheikh-ul -Islam.

Their offices are hereditary, and the'y can only be removed by
Imperial irade. The priesthood, however, in the strict sense of the

word, meaning ,a separate class, to whom alone the right ofofficiating

in religious services belongs, cannot ^be said to exist in Turkey.
Not only may officers of the State be called upon to perform the

rites, but any member of the congregation, Avho has the requisite

voice and is of reputable character, may be desired to take the

place of the Imam, and either recite verses of the Koran or lead

the prayer. Owing to the fact that the Koran constitutes the code

of law and charter of rights, as well as the religious guide of the

followers of Mahomet, there is a close connection between the minis-

ters of religion and. the professor^ and interpreters of the law.

The Koran and Multeka encourage public education, and, as a
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consequence, public schools have been long established in most

considerable Turldsh towns, while * medresses,' or colleges, with

public libraries, are attached to the greater number of the prin-

cipal mosques. But the instruction afforded by these establish-

ments is rather limited. In the * medresses,' which are the colleges

or schools of the iilemas, the pupils are instructed in Arabic and
Persian, philosophy, logic, rhetoric, and morals founded on the

Koran ; with theology, Turkish law, and a few lessons on history

and geography.

Revenue and Expenditure.
The financial affairs of the Ottoman Empire have been in a state

of thorough disorganisation, but since 1880 a certain amount of

improvement is visible. Although the figures in the budget which
were allowed to transpire tended to show a large deficit, variously

estimated at from four to eight millions sterling, yet, since November
1880, the Porte has issued no loan and received no permanent

advance, with the exception of some 200,000/. during the Egyptian

crisis of 1882. We are therefore in presence of a paper deficit.

Ottoman financiers have restored the balance of the budget by
reducing the pay of both civil and military functionaries far below

the amounts which figure in the budgets, and by withholding it

in part or entirely.
' The following figures give approximately the receipts and expen-

diture for the financial year 1883-84. They may be taken to

represent the closest anticipations which can be formed, after

inspection of the realised figures of the previous financial periods.

Revenue.
TVibuies, dfr. ;

—

£T
Egyptian Tribute ...,.,, 765,000
Tribute of Samos and Mount Athos .... 3,720

Eastern Eoumelia ....... 245,000
Cyprus 130,000
Bulgaria ......... —

Ceded Revenues:—
Tobacco, Salt, Stamps, Excise, &c 1,983,416
Customs 1,992,800
Dimes 5,000,000
Verghi (personal tax) ....... 2,250,000
Sheep Tax and Pig Tax 1,658,440
Military Exemption . , 460,000
Posts and Telegraphs , . 220,000
Tapou (transfer and registration of property) , . 200,000
Forests 60,700
Judicial Taxes 100,000
Eeceipts of Ministries 802,230
Sundry Taxes and Revenues 479,700
State Properties . . , , . , , , 52,000

16,313,006
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EXPENDITUBE.

and Audit

Civil List , , •

Allowances . . .

Pensions . . .

Sheikh-nl-Islamat

Parliament, Council of State,

Department of Prime Minister

of Ministry of Interior

of Foreign Affairs

of Ministry of Justice

„ of Public Instruction

of Public Works
of Commerce, Agriculture, and Mines
of Ministry of Finance

„ of Police .

„ of War .

„ of Artillery

of Marine
Kestitutions

,

Balance available for State creditors ....
The balance is disposed of as follows :

—

Obligatory Deductions.

Loans secured on Egyptian Tribute ....
Cyprus surplus sequestered by France and England for

Loan of 1855
Cession to Consolidated Debt, representing

a capital amount of about

1. Ceded Eevenues . . . ,

2. Subvention Eastern Eoumelia ,

3. Equivalent for Cyprus surplus

4. Equivalent for Bulgarian Tribute

.

5. Equivalent for revenue of Tumbeki

Interest upon Orphan Funds
Eussian Indemnity . ,

230,000,000

1,983,416

245,000

130,000

100,000

50,000

Balance available for unsecured creditors

£T
864,973
335,734

525,528

150,818

119,470

22,913

870,632

198,102

328,098

81,000

103,300
151,647

1,332,007

1,263,370

4,009,679
861,444

811,546

5,750

12,126,001

4,1 87,005 ,

16,313,006

£T
765,000

130,000

2,508,416

58,951

300.000

3,762,367
424,638

4,187,905

The public liabilities of the Ottoman Empire used to be divided

officially into two categories, namely, the Foreign or Hypothecated

Debts, contracted, as their designation implies, abroad, and secured

on special sources of revenue ; and the Internal Debts, known under

a variety of names, issued at Constantinople alone, and therefore

dependent only on a compact between the Porte and its subjects,

and secured on the general credit and resources of the empire.

The nominal amount of the foreign debts, contracted in the
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course of twenty years, had reached the sum of 217,829,783/. at

the end of 1874, when the borrowing power came to an end. The
following table gives the year of issue, nominal capital, the interest

per cent., and the issue price, of the foreign, loans of Turkey :

—

Year of issue



will come into operation early in 1884. Tliis is expected to add
about 250,000/. to the revenues already encashed by the bondholders.

The above-mentioned decree ofDecember 8-20, provides for a reduc-

tion of the capital and capitalisation of arrears of the Ottoman
loans therein enumerated, and authorises a conversion of the

whole or part of the debt by the Council of Administration in

accord with the Government. The Council consists of six members,
representing England, France, Germany, Austria, Italy, and the

priority obligations of the Galata bankers, the English representative

acting for the Dutch and Belgian bondholders. Article X. of the

decree provides for the application of the net produce of the con-

ceded revenues on the 1-13 September and 1-13 March each year

to payment of interest and amortisation of the debt, subject to the

preferential deduction from the produce of the six indirect contri-

butions of T590,000/. per annum for the service until their com-
plete extinction of the 5 per cent, privileged obligations for the

maximum of T8, 170,000/. created in execution of the convention

annexed to the decree, which annuity it is calculated will continue

for a period of about 24 years. Article XL provides for the appli-

cation of four-fifths of the net revenue of each year (excluding

contributions of Servia, Montenegro, Bulgaria, and Greece, and
interest on amortised bonds) to the service of interest, provision for

1 per cent, interest on the reduced capital being first made out of

the total net revenues ; the interest never to exceed 4 per cent.

Article XII. provides for the allocation to amortisation of the

debt of the remaining one-fifth of the net revenue (exclusive as

aforesaid, but augmented by the interest on amortised bonds and
subject to provision of the one per cent, interest), such amortisa-

tion never to exceed one per cent, per annum on the reduced capi-

tal, and any surplus over four per cent, interest and one per cent,

amortisation to be paid over to the Treasury.

The first two years of the new debt arrangement have passed satis-

factorily for those interested in it. The Council of Administration

took over the revenues at the commencement of 1882, and has been
in peaceful possession of them ever since. In September 1882, and
March and September 1883, interest was paid at the rate of 1 per

cent, per annum on the reduced capital value, and the receipts

already made are sufficient to guarantee a similar rate in March
1884. About 780,000/. of the 1858 and 1862 loans have been

redeemed by the action of the sinking fund. A consolidation of

the various loans has already been commenced under a twofold

form—first, that of registration, second, that of stamping for con-

Tersion. By the former, bonds proportionate to the reduction of

the capital of each loan are withdrawn, and the remainder are

returned with a new coupon-sheet attached thereto ; by the latter,
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the bonds are stamped with a declaration binding them to be con-

verted against the new converted bonds which will be issued.

Arrangements are being made to commence the conversion in 1884.

The various loans will be consolidated in four series, viz. :—Group
I., 7,183,872/., representing loans of 1858 and 1862 ; Group II.,

10,241,048/., representing loans of 1860, 1863, and 1872 ; Group
III., 30,832,511/., representing loans of 1865, 1869, and 1873

;

Group I.V., 43,968,396/., representing the General Debt for regis-

tered bonds.

The conversion being optional, the amounts stated represent the

maximum of consolidated bonds of each series which can be created.

After payment of 1 per cent, interest the surplus up to the first

^ per cent, of the capital as reduced to be applied to the amortisa-

tion of Group I., and after it of Groups II., III., and IV. succes-

sively ; the second ^ per cent, to the amortisation of Group II., and
then of Groups III. and IV. successively, unless already in posses-

sion of the first 1 per cent. ; the third ^ per cent, to the amortisa-

tion of Group III., unless already in possession of ^ per cent., when
it will pass to Group IV., unless already in possession of^ per cent.,

when it will be divided equally between Groups III. and IV. ; and
the fourth J per cent, to the amortisation of Group IV., unless

already in possession of ^ per cent., when the surplus will be
divided equally between the Groups unextinguished. On the

extinction of the three first Groups, the available sum to operate

for the benefit of the fourth. By the Treaty of Berlin the States

of Bulgaria, Montenegro, Servia, and Greece have to bear a portion

o£ the Turkish foreign debt. The amount is now (December 1883)
being paid, by arrangement between the Turkish Government and
the Signatories of the Treaty, England taking the lead. The sums
contributed by Servia, Montenegro, Bulgaria, and Greece, are to be
applied, capital as well as interest, to amortisation of all the loans

pro ratd^ and, on a conversion being eifected, to the redemption of

a part of the converted debt, all bonds being treated on the same
footing. A conversion of all these bonds into bonds of a uniform

character has been decided on, and will, it is expected, be carried

out in 1884. The amortisation to be by purchase or drawing each

half-year as decided by the Council of Administration at rates not

exceeding—(a) 66*66 per cent, of the capital when the interest

paid is at 1 per cent. ; (b) 7b per cent, of the capital when the

interest is greater than 1 per cent., but less than 3 per cent.

;

(c) 100 per cent, of the capital when the interest reaches 3 per cent,

or more.

Of the other loans, those of 1854 and 1871 are secured in

the Egyptian tribute, that of 1855 guaranteed by France and England.

The internal debt has not yet been arranged. It is proposed to
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effect a composition with the holders similar to that which the foreign

bondholders have accepted. The amount of the internal debt will,

it is anticipated, be found to amount to 20,000,000/., but no official

return on the subject has yet been made.

A withdrawal of base coins has commenced, and is stated to be
rapidly going on (December 1883).

Army and Navy.

1. Army.

Military service is compulsory on all able-bodied Mahometans
who have reached the completed age of eighteen, but substitution

is allowed on payment of a sum of about 50/., in which case they
are placed on the list of Reserves ; and sole supporters of families

are exempt. Non-Mahometans are not liable to military service,

but have to pay an exemption tax, levied alike on men and male
children of all ages. Every able-bodied Mahometan upon being
drawn for military service has to pass three years in the Nizam, or

standing army if he belongs to the infantry, and four years if he
belongs to the cavalry, after which he is permitted to proceed to his

home for one year, and is then styled a soldier of the Etayot ; at the

expiration of this year he is transferred to the Sinfi Evril, or 1st ban
of the Eedif, in which he has to remain three years, his services only
being called for in case of war. At the end of the three years he
is again liable for a further term of three years in the Sinfi Sanni,

or 2nd ban of the Eedif He is subsequently liable for six years'

service in the Mustahfiz or Landsturm, and when this term is

completed may still be called upon to bear arms in the case of a
great war.

The actual strength of the Turkish army is but imperfectly

known. The paper organisation which now exists in Turkey is the
following:—The 'Nizam,' or peace-army, is divided into 7 corps

d'armee, the head-quarters of which are situated respectively at:

—

I. Constantinople. II. Adrianople. III. Monastir. IV. Erzingian.
V. Damascus. VI. Baghdad. VII. Sanaa. The seven corps d'armee
are composed of 250 battalions of infantry, 160 squadrons of

cavalry, 100 batteries of artillery, 6 companies of engineers, and
general miscellaneous service corps, including military transport

and telegraph companies. The full strength for an infantry bat-
talion is 830 men, but it may be doubted whether the average
number actuall}'- with the colours exceeds on an average 500, while
many authorities place it at a still lower figure. The battalion is

.divided into four companies; the regiment of cavalry into five
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squadrons, one of which is denominated a depot squadron. There
can be little donbt that, except about Constantinople, there is little

cavalry and artillery, the expense of these arms being a most con-

vincing argument against their creation and maintenance. What
exists is of indifferent quality, the horses being bad. The guns,

however, which are of Krupp manufacture, are good. The total

number of men under arms at the present time (1883) in the

Ottoman Empire is certainly not over 150,000.

The Eedifs or reserves (exclusively infantry) are composed of two
bans or classes: each of these is supposed to consist of 160 bat-

talions. If these battalions, which are only supposed to be called

out on an emergency, are set down at 500 men each, we obtain a

total of 160,000 men. Thus the military strength of the Ottoman
Empire, without resorting to the Mustahfiz or Landsturm, will

attain 310,000 men. A levy of the Mustahfiz is estimated to give

another 120,000 men, bringing the grand total up to 430,000. The
staff of the Turkish army is extremely defective, and the officers

throughout possess but little technical knowledge. A Commission
of German officers has recently inspected the entire military organi-

sation, and presented a project of reform to the Sultan, which has

been partially carried out (1883).

Besides the regular army, the government has at its service a

number of irregular troops, drawn from Circassia, and other provinces

inhabited by nomad populations, and subject to little discipline. The
number of these troops was estimated at 100,000 soon after the out-

break of the war with Eussia, but is now (1883) much less.

2. Navy,

. The fleet of war of Turkey has in recent years been considerably

reduced by the sale of some of its best ships to England. At
the end of the year 1883 it consisted of fifteen large armour-

clad ships, besides a few smaller ironclads, including monitors

and gunboats, and several other steamers, many of them old-

fashioned. The fifteen large armour-clad ships comprise three

of the first class, or sea-going frigates ; four of the second class, or

sea-going corvettes ; and eight of the third class, or corvettes for

coast defence. The following is a tabulated list of the principal

armour-clad ships of the Turkish navy in existence at the end of

1883. The columns of the table exhibit, similar to the description of

British, French, and German ironclads, after the name of each ship,

lirst, the thickness of armour at the water-line; secondly, the

number and w^eight of guns; thirdly, the indicated, or nominal

hcrse-power ; and fourthly, the tonnage, or displacement in tons.
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1864. The ^Osnaanieh' is a ram, armour-plated- from stem to

stern, 293 feet long, 56 feet broad, and of a burthen of 6,400
tons. The stem of the vessel projects about 4 feet beyond the

upper deck at the water line. Two other notable ironclads are

the twin screw-steamers * Avni Illah,' or ' Help of God,' and the
' Muin-i-ZaiFer,' or ' Aid to Victory,' the first built at the Thames
ironworks, and the second by Samuda Brothers, Poplar, in 1869,
Each of these vessels is 230 feet long, and 35^ feet broad, of a

burthen of 2,380 tons, and with engines of 1,200 horse-power.

Both are clad in armour of an average thickness of 5-|- inches,

and carry four 12-ton rifle Armstrong guns in a central battery.

For the navy of Turkey the crews are raised in the same manner
as the land forces, partly by conscription, and partly by voluntary

enlistment. The time of service in the navy is twelve years, five

in active service, three in the reserve, and four in the redif. The
nominal strength of the navy is 6 vice-admirals, 11 rear-admirals,

208 captains, 289 vice-captains, 228 lieutenants, 187 ensigns, and

30,000 sailors ; besides 9,463 marines.

Area and Populatioiii
I

The area and population of the Ottoman Empire are known only

by estimates, and not as the result of exact measurement and of a

general census. Previous to the Russian war of 1877-78, the total

area of the Empire, exclusive of Egypt, was officially estimated at

1,742,874 English square miles, on which lived 28,165,000 in-

habitants. The results of the war, sanctioned by the great European
powers and embodied in the stipulations of the Treaty of Berlin,

signed July 13, 1878, greatly reduced the area and population of

the Empire, more particularly that of its most important part, in

Europe. By the Treaty, which created the semi-independent States

of Bulgaria and of Eastern Roumeiia, gave (virtually) Bosnia and
the Herzegovina to Austria-Hungary, and additions of territory to

Greece, Roumania, Servia, and Montenegro, the area of the Empire
was greatly reduced.

Over Egypt the suzerainty is little more than nominal. The
island of Cyprus is nominally under Turkish suzerainty, but in

reality under the entire control o£ Great Britain, which pays to

the Sultan annually a certain proportion of the revenue. (^See Great

Britain.)

The following is a statement, according to the latest estimates, of

the present area and population of the possessions of Turkey,

immediate and indirect—
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into the government, and for the protection, of the Christian and
other subjects of the Porte in these territories ; and in order to

enable England to make necessary provision for executing her en-

gagement, his Imperial Majesty- the -SultAn further consents to assign

the Island of Cyprus to be occupied and administered by England.*

The promised reforms in Asia Minor have remained a dead
letter. After the Treaty of Berlin English military consuls were
appointed to the principal towns, under ihe direction of an English
military officer. Voluminous reports from them have been published,

which represent the condition of the Turkish administration in an un-
favourable light, but their efforts to bring about amelioration proved
ineffectual. The majority of them are nt)w (1883) withdrawn.

Land in Turkey is held under four different forms oftenure, namely,

1st, as *Miri,' or Crown lands; 2nd, as ' Vacouf,' or.pious founda-

tions ; 3rd, as * Mulikaneh,' or Crown grants; and 4th, as * Mulkh,'
or freehold property. The first description the ' miri,' or Crown
lands, which form the largest portion of the territory of the

Sultan, are held direct ii*om the Crown. The <jrOvernment grants the

right to cultivate an unoccupied tract on the payment of certain fees,

but continues to exercise the rights of seignioiy over the land in

question, as is implied in the condition that if the owner neglects to

cultivale it for a period of three years, it is forfeited to the Crown.
The second form of tenure, the * vacouf,' was instituted originally

to provide for the religion of the State and the education of the

people, by the erection of mosques and schools; but this object has

been set aside, or neglected, for several generations, and the 'vacouf
lands have mostly been seized by government officials. The third

class of landed property, the * malikaneh,' was granted to the spahis,

the old feudal troops, in recompense for the military service required

of them, and is hereditary, and exempt from tithes. The fourth form
of tenure, the * mulkh,' or freehold property, does not exist to a

great extent. Some house property in the towns, and of the land

in the neighbourhood of villages is ' mulkh,' which the peasants

purchase from time to time from the Government.
It is often stated in consular and other reports that the native

population of the Turkish empire is fast declining, but such state-

ments should be received with caution. The malarious fevers of the

country often cause inhabitants to desert their former homes and
migrate to a more healthy locality. A large accession of population

has taken place in Asia Minor, owing to the immigi'ation of Moslem
refugees from Bulgaria and East Roumelia.

Trade and Commerce.

The official returns regarding the foreign commerce of the

Turkish Empire are unsatisfactory. A British Consular Report gives
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the total imports of that year atT17,368,671^., and dutiable exports
T7,487,650Z., but including tobacco, T9,000,000/. Of the imports
for 1881, T7,403,180/. came from England, T2,698,183/. from
France, T2,502,831/. from Austria, Tl,483,663/. from Kussia,

Tl,414,782/. from Koumania, T507,063/. from Italy, T481,961Z.
from Persia, T255,544/. from Greece, T231,012Z. from America.
Of the exports, T2,751,038Z. went to Great Britain, T2,902,048?. to

France, T863,607Z. to Austria, T404,844/. to Eussia, T255,544/. to

Greece, T105,525Z. to America. The exports from Turkey have
greatly decreased in recent years, partly owing to the increased use
of steam in the Black Sea trade, thus diminishing the importance ot

Constantinople as an emporium.
The value of the commercial intercourse between the whole of

the Turkish Empire, in Europe and Asia, and Great Britain during
the ten years from 1873 to 1882 is shown in the following table :

—

Years
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The staple article of exports of the Turkish Empire to the

United Kingdom, in recent years, has been com. The corn exports

of 1881 were of the total value of 306,559/., and 747,939/. in

1882. Of the latter amount 248,078/. was for wheat; 173,985/. for

barley ; 192,903/. for maize, and 132,973/. for other kinds of corn
and grain. The exports of com and grain of all descriptions from
the Turkish. Empire to Great Britain amounted to 2,319,480/. in

1873 ; to 2,305,375/. in 1874 ; to 2,909,014/. in 1875 ; to 3,775,528/.
in 1876; to 2,641,226/. in 1877; to 1,256,098/. in 1878; and to

171,522/. in 1880. Next to corn, in value, stand wool and goat's

hair, valonia, opium, and raisins. Of wool and goat's hair, the

exports to the United Kingdom, in the year 1881, amounted to

676,079/., and to 1,410,327/. in 1882 ; of valonia (dye-stuff) to

379,977/. in 1881, and 466,124/. in 1882; of opium to 551,986/.
in 1881, and 261,590/. in 1882 ; and of raisins to 413,216/. in 1881,
and 373,849/. in 1882.

The most important article of British imports into Turkey is

manufactured cotton. The imports of cotton and cotton yam
amounted to 5,828,869/. in 1873; to 5,229,038/. in 1874; to

4,646,343/. in 1875 ; to 4,875,008/. in 1876 ; to 4,605,840/. in

1877; to 6,087,637/. in 1878; to 5,963,985/. in 1879; to 5,831,816/.

in 1880 ; to 4,580,282/. in 1881, and to 5,027,176/. in 1882. Be-
sides cotton goods, the only notable articles of British exports were
woollens, of the value of 394,748/. ; iron, wrought and unwrought,
of the value of 197,704/.; copper, wrought and unwrought, 116,378/.;

and coals 126,046/. in the year 1882.

The mercantile navy of the Turkish Empire is comparatively
small. In 1883 it consisted of 10 steamers of 8,866 tons, and
391 sailing vessels of 63,896 tons; besides a considerable number
of small coasting vessels. In 1882, 16,567 vessels of 6,399,181
tons entered the port of Constantinople ; of these, 3,424 vessels of

3,156,013 tons were British.

The foundation of a railway system constructed at the cost of the

State was laid in 1865, at the end of which year there were 46
English miles of railway open for traffic. At the end of 1869, the

number of miles open for traffic was 113, and at the end of June
1373 it had increased to 562. The total length of railways open
for traffic on January 1, 1877, was 1,137 miles, of which 965 miles

were in Europe, and 172 miles in Asiatic Turkey. Through the ces-

sions of territory ordered by the Treaty of Berlin, the length of the

railways in Europe was reduced in 1878 to 786 English miles, and
the total length in the Empire to 958 miles. The following is a list

o£ the various lines in Europe and Asia which were open for traffic

in 1882 :—
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Lines of Railway
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TEIBUTARY STATES.

I. EGYPT.

See Part II.—Africa.

II. BULGARIA.

Reigning Prince.

Alexander I., born April 5, 1857, son of Prince Alexander of

Hesse, brother of the Empress of Eussia (see page 156) ; entered

the German army in 1870, and the army of Russia in 1877. Elected

I'rince of Bulgaria by unanimous vote of the Constituent Assembly,

April 29, 1879 ; assumed the government, June 28, 1879.

The Prince has the grant of an annual civil list of 600.000 lei,

or 24,000Z., with maintenance of a palace, or *konak,' at Sofia.

It is enacted by the constitution of 1879 that * the Prince must
reside permanently in the Principality. In case of absence, he must
appoint a Regent, who will have his rights and duties determined

by a special law. The Princely title being hereditary falls on the

eldest son. In case the Prince succeeds in his minority, a Regency
will be appointed until his majority.' By amendments to the

Constitution adopted by the Assembly in 1883 a regency is to con-

sist of three regents, two to be elected by the National Assembly.

When the heir-apparent comes of age the National Assembly is to

fix the amount of the civil list.

Constitution and Government.

The Principality of Bulgaria was created by the Treaty of Berlin,

signed July 13, 1878. It was ordered by Art. 1 of the Treaty that

Bulgaria should be ' constituted an autonomous and tributary Principa-

lity under the suzerainty of His Imperial Majesty the Sultan. It will

have a Christian Government and a national militia.' Art. 3 ordered,
* The Prince of Bulgaria shall be freely elected by the population

and confirmed by the Sublime Porte, with the consent of the Powers.

No member of any of the reigning Houses of the Great European
Powers can be elected Prince of Bulgaria. In case of a vacancy in

the Princely dignity, the election of the new Prince shall take place

under the Siime conditions and with the same forms.'

By the constitution of 1879, the legislative authority was vested in

a single chamber, called the National Assembly of Bulgaria. The
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members of it are elected by universal manhood suffrage, at the

rating of one member to every 10,000 of the population, ' counting

both sexes/ The duration of the Assembly is three years, but it may
be dissolved at any time by the Prince, when new elections must
take place within four months. The Assembly in 1883 assented to

a proposal for the creation of a second Chamber. It was also enacted

that no law can be published, supplemented, amended or repealed

until it has been examined and voted by both Chambers, and
sanctioned by the Prince.

The executive power is vested, under the Prince, in a Council of

seven ministers, namely, 1. Minister for Foreign Affairs and Public

Worship ; 2. Minister of the Interior ; 3. Minister of Public In-

struction ; 4. Minister of Finance ; 5. Minister of Public Works
and Agriculture ; 6. Minister of Justice ; and 7. Minister of War.
By vote of the National Assembly, July 13, 1881, the Prince

was invested with extraordinary legislative powers for seven years

;

but the constitution having (September 1883) been restored, these

powers have come to an end.

By the Treaty of Berlin the amount of the annual tribute and
the share of the Turkish debt which Bulgaria should pa,y to Turkey
should be fixed by an agreement between the Signatory Powers.

So far (Dec. 1883) no amount has been fixed upon.

Military service is obligatory. The army consists of 4 battalions

of infantry of 4 companies, 8 squadrons of cavalry, 11 batteries of

artillery with 88 guns, 2 companies of fortress artillery, and 4
companies of engineers. The peace strength is 17,670 men, and
the war strength 52,000.

Area and Population.

The estimated area of the Principality of Bulgaria is 24,360
English square miles, and the population, according to a census

January 1, 1881, was 1,998,983. Bulgaria has been redivided

into 14 districts, 56 arrondissements or circles, and 76 municipal

and rural communes. The present capital of the Principality is

the city of Sofia, with a population of 20,541. The other principal

towns are Varna, with a population of 24,649 ; Shumla, with

22,921 ; Rustchuk, with 26,867 ; Tirnova, the ancient capital of

Bulgaria, with 11,500; and Widin, with 13,602 inhabitants. Be-
sides these, there are 15 to 20 small towns of from 2,000 to 3,000
inhabitants each. The great majority of the population live by the

cultivation of the soil and the produce of their flocks and herds.

In the middle of the fourteenth century Bulgaria became subject

to Hungary, until it was conquered by the Turks in 1392. Of
the population 69 per cent, are Greek Catholics, 30-5 per cent.
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Mahometans, and 0-5 per cent. Jews. Ethnically 66*7 per cent.

are Bulgarians, 30*6 per cent. Turks, and the remainder Rou-
manians, Greeks, and Jews.

Trade and Industry.

The principal article of trade is com, of which 1,500,000 tons

are exported annually. The other exports consist of wool, tallow,

butter, cheese, hides, flax, and timber. The principal imports are

textile manufactures, iron and coals. The number of sheep kept is

Yery large, and their wool is exported chiefly to Austria, while the

finer qualities are shipped to France. The principal mineral pro-

ductions of the Principality are iron and coal. Deposits of coal

have been discovered in the neighbourhood of Widdin, Travua,

and between Varna and Balchick on the Black Sea. ' But,' says

a British Consular Report of the year 1877, * such has been the

inattention of the Government to this important subject that little,

amounting, in fact, to nothing, has been done to develop these

valuable productions of nature. In the hands of respectable com-
panies the working of these mines would be attended with very

favourable results.'

Bulgaria has one line of railway, from Rustchuk to the port of

Varna, on the Black Sea, 140 English miles in length. There were
1,500 miles of State telegraph lines in 1881, with 37 offices;

the number of messages was 279,635 ; receipts, 16,738/.; expenses,

26,450/. In 1881 there were 42 post offices, and the number of

letters, newspapers, &c., carried was 1,188,636 ; receipts, 12,930Z.

;

expenses, 55,349Z,

British Agent and Consul- General.—Frank Cavendish Lascelles ; appointed
November 26, 1880.

III. EASTERN ROTJMELIA.

Constitution and Government.

Eastern Roumelia was created by the Treaty of Berlin, signed

July 13, 1878. It remains under the direct political and military

authority of the Sultan, under conditions of administrative auto-
nomy. It must have a Christian Governor- General. The Sultan

has the right of providing for the defence of the land and sea

frontiers of the province by erecting fortifications on those frontiers

and maintaining troops there. Internal order is maintained in

Eastern Roumelia by a native gendarmerie assisted by a local

militia. Regard shall be had to the religion of the inhabitants

in respect to the composition of these corps, the officers of which
are named by the Sultan, according to the localities. The Sultan
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engages not to employ irregular troops, such as Bashi-Bazouks and

Circassians, in the garrisons of the frontiers. The regular troops

destined to this service must not in any case be billeted on the

inhabitants. When they pass through the province they will not

be allowed to sojourn there. It was provided that—' The Governor-

General will have the right of summoning the Ottoman troops in

the event of the internal or external security of the province being

threatened. In such an eventuality the Sublime Porte shall inform

the representatives of the Powers at Constantinople of the decision,

as well as of the exigencies which justify it.' Finally, it was ordered

by Art. 17 that ' the Governor-General of Eastern Roumelia shall

be named by the Sublime Porte, with the assent of the Powers, for

a term of five years.'

Governor-General.—Prince Alexander Vogorides (Aleko Pasha)
;

appointed May 18, 1879 ; installed in office May 30, 1879.

According to the organic statute of 1879, drawn up by an inter-

national commission, and consisting of 13 chapters, with 495 articles,

the legislative power is in the hands of a single chamber, called the

Provincial Assembly. It is partly official, partly elective, and partly

nominated by the Governor. The official members are the chief

judicial and ecclesiastical dignitaries, to the number of ten; the

elective members numbering 36, and the nominated 10. Half of the

elected members vacate their seats every two years. The electoral

body consists of all men of Roumelian nationality who are of fiill

age and possessed of a certain property qualification, either indi-

vidually or through their parents. The minimum age of candidates

for election is 25, but otherwise their qualification is the same as

that of electors, certain public functionaries being excluded. The
Assembly meets annually, on the second Monday in October, at the

capital.

During the administration of Eastern Eoumelia by Eussia, till the

end o£ May 1879, a reserve of T48,000/. was formed and handed

over to the new government, to be expended by it. It was estimated

by the European Commission that the public revenue in future years

would amount to T800,000Z. per annum, and as three-tenths of the

revenue, according to the Organic Statute, must be handed over to

Turkey, the East Koumelian tribute to the Sublime Porte was pro-

visionally fixed at T240,000Z. These estimates have not, however,

been realized. In consequence of the ruined state of the country,

the destruction of property during the war of 1877, and the subse-

quent emigration of the greater part of the Mussulman population,

the net revenue of the province has not exceeded T600,000Z.

Applying to this last figure the proportion of three-tenths alhided

to above, the Provincial Assembly, in its session of 1882, passed a

bill fixing the East Eoumelian tribute to Turkey at T180,000/. per
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annum. Competent authorities assert that the provinces cannot

pay more, as the taxes are heavy, and not only the Mussulmans are

emigrating to Turkey, but even the Bulgarians have begun to

emigrate to Bulgaria.

In the budget for 1883-84 the revenue is estimated at 656,332/.,

including revenue collected for the account of the Turkish govern-

ment. Two-thirds of this revenue come from direct taxes. The
expenditure amounts to the same sum, 40 per cent, of which is

allotted to finance.

Area and Population.

The area of Eastern Roumelia is estimated at 13,500 English

square miles, and the population, in official returns of the year

1880, is stated to amount to 815,946. Of this number 573,560 are

described as Bulgarians (including 17,981 immigrants), 174,700
Turks, 42,654 Greeks, 19,549 Gypsies, 4,177 Israelites, and 1,306

Armenians. The city of Philippopolis, the capital, contains 24,053

inhabitants, of whom 10,909 are Bulgarians, 5,558 Turks, 4,781

Greeks, 865 Gypsies, 1,134 Israelites, and 806 Armenians.

Agriculture is the chief occupation, but it is in a very backward
condition. With a view to teach the people a new and improved

system of agriculture, the Government established in 1882 an
Agricultural School at Sadovo, near Philippopolis. According to

the last statistical returns about 1,663,000 acres are under tillage,

and their produce for the year 1881 included about 2,543,292

hectolitres wheat, 1,365,609 hectolitres barley, 1,242,533 rye,

1,170,700 maize, and 399,779 oats. Eastern Roumelia is the only

country in Europe which produces the otto of roses. In 1881 the

production of this celebrated essence amounted to 1,422 okes. The
average price of an oke of otto of roses in Eastern Roumelia is 60/.

Eastern Roumelia produces besides, wine (16,834,680 okes), tobacco

(547,248 okes), cocoons (67,154 okes), spelt, vetch, millet, aniseed,

sesamum, &c. The live stock is very numerous, including 1,639,039
sheep, 426,768 goats, 125,746 swine, 192,009 horned cattle, besides

36,536 buffaloes and 35,171 horses. There is a considerable native

woollen manufacture, the chief products being the aha (a coarse

woollen cloth) and the gaitan (a woollen braid), which are exported

to European Turkey, Asia Minor, and Bosnia. Two woollen fac-

tories have been established at Slivno. There are numerous saw-

mills in the Rhodope mountains, and a great deal of timber is ex-

ported to Asia Minor. With regard to trade no exact returns can

be had, as there are no custom-houses between Turkey and Eastern

Roumelia. The exports and imports which passed, in 1882, through

the custom-houses at Bourges and on the northern frontier, toge-

ther amount in value to about 683,000/. sterling, the chief articles
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of export being corn, wine, and woollen clotlis. The trade witli

England alone is estimated at about 500,000/., but is chiefly carried

on through Turkey, and therefore does not figure in the published

statistical returns. The principal articles imported from England
are cotton goods, copper, iron, and colonial produce.

Britiih Consul- General.—Henry Michael Jones, appointed November 4, 1880.

Diplomatic Representatives.

1. Of Turkey in Great Britain.

Ambassador.—Musurus Pasha, accredited Jan. 30, 1856.

Secretaries.—Paul Musurus Bey ; Ferid Bey ; Sezai Bey,

2. Of Great Britain in Turkey.

Ambassador.—Rt. Hon. Frederick Temple Blackwood, Earl of Duiferin,

G.C.B., K.P., G.C.M.G., born June 21, 1826; educated at Eton, and Christ

Church, Oxford ; British Commissioner in Syria, 1860 ; Under-Secretary of

State for India, 1864-66 ; and for War, 1866-67 ; Chancellor of the Duchy of

Lancaster, 1868-72 ; Governor-General of the Dominion of Canada and British

North America, 1872-78 ; Ambassador to Russia, 1879-81. Appointed
Ambassador to Turkey, March 8, 1881.

Secretaries—G. H. Wyndham, C.B. ; W. E. Goschen ; Sir A. Sandison,

Oriental Secretary.

Military Attache.—Major H. Trotter, C.B.

Money, Weights, and Measures.

The money, weights, and measures of the Turkish Empire, and
the British equivalents, are :

—

Money. £ s. d.

The Turkish Lira, or gold Medjidie . . .0 18 0-64

Piastre, the gold official, 100 to the Lira . . 2-16

„ „ becklik, altilik and metallic

averaging 105 to the Lira . . . .00 2-06

Large accounts are frequently, as in the official budget estimates, set

down in 'purses' of 500 Medjidie piastres, or 5 Turkish liras. The
'purse' is generally calculated as worth 4Z. IO5. sterling. There
exists a large amount of debased silver currency—which, hovrever,

it is stated, is being (Dec. 1883) rapidly withdrawn—to which were
added, during the years 1876 to 1881, 600,000,000 piastres of paper
money, known as caime ; but being refused by the Government,
owing to its depreciation, it became in the end of merely nominal
value, and altogether refused in commercial intercourse. The copper
currency was likewise repudiated, owing to its depreciation. The
beshlik-altilik and metallic currency was reduced by decree to half

its coined value. Foreign silver coins circulate freely in the empire,

notwithstanding the efforts made to prevent it, while silver is in
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excess to the requirements of trade. Small coin is scarce, and

Government is now (Dec. 1883) coining the former into the latter.

The present monetary system of Turkey was established in the

reign of the late Sultan Abdul-Medjid, on which account the name
of Medjidie is frequently given to the Liraj the unit of the system.

Old Weights and Measures.

The Oke, of 400 drams . ,

„ Almud r . . •

„ Kilek ....
44 Okes = 1 Cantar or Kintal

39-44 Okes ....
180 Okes = 1 Tcheke .

1 Kileh = 20 Okes .

816 Kilehs ....
The Andaze (cloth measure)

„ Archin (land measure)

„ Donum (land measure)

2-8326 lbs. avoirdupois.

1*151 imperial gallon.

0-9120 imperial bushel.

125 lb. avoirdupois.

1 cwt.

511-380 pounds.
0*36 imperial quarter.

100 imperial quarters.

27 inches.

30 inches.

40 square paces.

The kileh is the chief measure for grain, the lower measures

being definite weights rather than measures. 100 killows are

equal to 12*128 British imperial quarters, or 35*266 hectolitres.

In March 1882 Turkish weights and measures were assimilated

to the metric system, but under the old names, leading to much
confusion ; they have not been generally adopted in practice.

Oke = kilogram, batman =10 kilograms, cantar =100 kilograms,

tcheki = 1,000 kilograms, shinik = decalitre, kileh = hectolitre

(2*75 bushels), evlek = are, djeril = hectare (2*47 acres), arshin =
metre, nul = kilometre, farsang = 10 kilometres.

Statistical and other Books of Reference concerning Turkey.

1. Official Publications.

Salname 1299. Official Almanac for the Turkish Empire for 1881-82. 8.

Constantinople, 1883.

Eisale-Nameh. Turkish Almanac for 1299 Hedjira. 12. Constantinople, 1883.

Kenseignements statistiques de la direction des finances de la Roumelie
Orientale. Philippopolis, 1883.

Eeport by Mr. Vice-Consul Jago on the finances of Turkey, dated Beyrout,

July 11, 1877; in 'Keports from H.M.'s Consuls.' Part I. 1877. 8. London,

1877.
Correspondence respecting the Affairs of Turkey. 1876. Pol. pp. 757.

London, 1877.

Treaty between Great Britain, Germany, Austria, Prance, Italy, Eussia, and
Turkey, for the settlement of affairs in the East. Signed at Berlin, July 13,

1878. Pol. London, 1878.

Eeport by Mr. Vice-Consul Jago on the revenues and taxation of Syria,

in ' Eeports from H.M.'s Consuls.' Part I. 1877. 8. London, 1877.

Eeport by Coasul-General Blunt on the trade and commerce of Macedonia
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for 1879-81, in Part I.; by Consul-General Drummond-Hay on Tripoli in

1882, in Part II. ; by Vice-Consul Dickson on Damascus, and Viee-Consul

Blakeney on Prevesa, in Part IV. ; by Consul Henderson on Adana, Vice-Consul

Burnham on Angora, and Consular-Agent Amralak on Jaffa, in Part V. ; by
Consul Henderson on Aleppo, and Consul Sandwith on Crete, in Part VI. ; by
Vice-Consul Black on Beyrout, and Consul Dennis on Smyrna (1877-81), in

Part VII. ; by Consul Biliotti on Trebizondfor 1883, in Parts VIII. and IX.

;

by Consul Wrench on Constantinople in Part X. of 'Eeports of H.M.'s

Consuls,' 1883.

Trade of Turkey with Great Britain ; in * Annual Statement of the Trade of

the United Kingdom with Foreign Countries and British Possessions, for the

year 1882.' Imp. 4. London, 1883.

Non-Official Publicatioks.

5(Z^A (Marquis of), Observations on Bulgarian Affairs. 8. London, 1880.
Boue (Ami), La Turquie d'Europe. 4 vols. 8. Paris, 1840.

Bourke (K.), Turkish Debt. Keport by Kt. Hon. Kobert Bourke, M.P., to

the English and Dutch Bondholders. London, January 1882.

Campbell (Hon. Dudley), Turks and Greeks. 8. London, 1877.

Clark (Edson L.), The Eaces of European Turkey: their History, Condition,

and Prospects. 8. New York, 1879.

Creasy (Sir Edward Shepherd), History of the Ottoman Turks, from the

beginning of their Empire to the present time. New ed. 8. London, 1882.
i?www (Archibald J.), The Kise and Decay of Islam. 8. London, 1877.
Farley (J. Lewis), The Decline of Turkey. 8. London, 1876.

Freeman (Edward A.), The Ottoman Power in Europe : its Nature, its

Grovrth, and its Decline. 8. London, 1877.
6^mry (Grattan), Asiatic Turkey. 2 vols. 8. London, 1878.
G^oeA^er^ (J. v.), Die Bevolkerung der europaischen Tiirkey. 8. Wien, 1866.

Hafiz Husseyn (Effendi), Hadikat-ul-dschevami. Description of the Mosks,
High Schools, and Convents. 2 vols. 8. Constantinople, 1864-66.

Heuschling (P. F. X. T.), L'Empire de Turquie d'apres ses derniers traites.

8. Bruxelles, 1859.

Iskender (0.), La dette ottomane. 8. Constantinople, 1872.
Keane (A. H.) and Temple (Sir R), Asia. London, 1882.

Kinglake (Alexander William), The Invasion of the Crimea. 8. Edinburgh
and London, 1863-75.
Layard (Right Hon. Austen Henry), The Condition of Turkey and her

Dependencies. 8. London, 1854.

Michelsen (Edward H.), The Ottoman Empire and its Eesources. Tables.
8. London, 1854.

Millingen (Fred.), La Turquie sous le r^gne d'Abdul Aziz. 8. Paris, 1868.
Paoli (Sim.), La Turquie devant I'Europe. 8. Paris, 1868.
Perrin (Dr. T.), L'Islamisme, son institution, son influence, et son avenir. 8.

Paris, 1878.
Poole (Stanley Lane), The People of Turkey: Twenty Years' Residence

among Bulgarians, Greeks, Albanians, Turks, and Armenians. By a Consul's
Daughter. 2 vols. 8. London, 1878.

Beclus (Elisee), Geographie Universelle. Vol. I. Paris, 1876.
Bosen (G.), Geschichte der Tiirkei neuester Zeit. 2 vols. 8. Leipzig,

1866-67.

Schweiger-Lerchenfeld (Baron Armand von), Unter dem Halbmonde. Ein
Bild des Ottomanischen Eeichs und seiner Volker. 8. Jena, 1876.
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Tchihatckef(M..),Leitre8snr\a.i:nTqme. 8. Bruxelles, 1859.

Ubicini (A.), Lettres sur la Turquie. 2 vols. 8. Paris, 1853.

Vincent (Edgar), The Turkish Debt. Report on the Administration of the

Ceded Eevenues of Turkey. London, October 1882.

Zinkeisen (J. W.), Geschichte des Osmanischen Reichs in Europa. 7 toIs.

8. Gotha, 1840-63.
Zwiedenek-Sudenhirst (Freiherr von). Die administration der Tiirkischen

staatsschuld. ' CEsterreichische Minutschrift fiir den Orient.' Oct. 16, 1883.

Vienna.
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I. AMERICA.

ARGENTINE REPUBLIC.

(Republica Argentina.)

Constitution and Government.

The constitution of the Argentine Eepublic, a group ofstates formerly

known by the name of * Provincias Unidas del Rio de la Plata/

bears date May 15, 1853, with modifications in 1860, when Buenos
Ayres joined the confederacy. By its provisions, the executive

power is left to a president, elected for six years by representatives

of the fourteen provinces, equal to double the number of senators

and deputies combined ; while the legislative authority is vested in

a National Congress, consisting of a Senate and a House of Deputies,

the former numbering 28, two from each province, elected by the

provincial legislatures, and the latter 86 members. By the con-

stitution there should be one deputy for every 20,000 inhabitants.

A deputy must be 25 years of age, and have been a citizen for four

years. The deputies are elected for four years, but one half of the

House must retire every ten years. Senators must be thirty years

of age, have been citizens for six years, and have an annual income
of 100/. One-third of the Senate is renewed every three years.

The two chambers meet annually from May 1 to September 30.

The members of both 'the Senate and the House of Deputies are

paid for their services, each receiving 700?. per annum. A vice-

president, elected in the same manner, and at the same time as the

president, fills the office of chairman of the Senate, but has other-

wise no political power. The president is commander-in-chief of

the troops, and appoints to all civil, military, and judicial offices,

and has the right of presentation to bishoprics : he is solely

responsible for the acts of the executive ; both president and vice-

president must be Roman Catholics.

President of the Eepublic.—General D. Julio A. Roca, elected

President, September 1880, and installed in o-ffice, October 12,

1880.

The Ministry, appointed by and acting under the orders of the
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President, consists of five Secretaries of State, namely, of the

Interior, Foreign Affairs, Finance, War, and Justice.

The president has a salary of 4,000Z., the vice-president of 2,000^.,

and each of the five ministers of 1,800/. each per annum.
The Constitution, with certain small exceptions, is identical with

that of the United States. Such matters as affect the Ivepublic

as a whole are under the superintendence of the Central Govern-
ment. The governors of the various provinces are invested with

very extensive powers, and to a certain degree independent of the

central executive. They are not appointed by the president of the

Eepublic, but elected by the people of each province for a term
of three years. The provinces elect their own legislatures, and
have complete control over their own affairs.

Although Roman Catholicism is recognised as the religion of the

State, all other creeds are tolerated ; in 1883, 53,800/. were set

down in the budget for public worship.

There are two Universities in the Republic, Buenos Ayres
and Cordoba, with 66 professors and 923 students in 1882 ; a

mining school and an agricultural school with 10 professors and 76
students. There are also 28 middle-class and normal schools, with

6,707 pupils, and 1,985 primary (national, provincial, municipal,

and private) schools, with 128,919 pupils. There are besides a

few special schools. In the elementary schools there is thus only

1 pupil to about 28 inhabitants. On primary schools the State

spent 120,000/. in 1883, which was considerably supplemented by
the provinces and municipalities.

Justice is exercised by a supreme court of five judges and an

Attorney-General, which is also a a court of appeal, and by a

number of inferior and local courts, trial by jury being established

for criminal cases.

Revenue and Public Debts.

The public revenue assigned to the central government is derived

almost entirely from customs duties, which are very heavy, and all

other sources furnish comparatively little to cover the public expen-

diture. The latter is made up chiefly of the cost of army and navy,

a^d the service of the national debt. For some years past the

nual expenditure exceeded the annual revenue.

§^jhe budget estimate for 1883 was 6,130,000/. revenue, and

6;1'28,000/. expenditure. The. following are the details of the

budset for 1884 :—
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Income
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Army and Navy.

The army of the Eepublic, exclusive of the National Guard,
consisted in June, 1883, of 7,51 8 officers and men, comprising 3,879
infantry, 2,681 cavalry, and 958 artillery. The militia and national

guard are officially stated to number 350,000 men. The regular

army is supplied by recruitment ; service in the national guard is

compulsory. The army was commanded at the same date by 57
superior and 484 .other officers. There is a military and a naval

academy.
In 1883 the navy o£ the Eepublic included 1 sea-going armour-

clad, 2 armoured monitors, 6 gunboats, 1 torpedo-depot ship,

4 first-class torpedo boats armed with Whitehead torpedoes, 4
other boats with spar torpedoes, and about 15 other steamers of

various classes, mostly of small size. There are also a few sailing

vessels. The seagoing armour-clad Almirante Brown is of 4,200
tons displacement, 5,400 horse-power, and is protected by 9-inch

steel-faced armour. In her central battery she carries 6 11^ ton

breech-loading guns of the new Armstrong type, and has 2 other

guns of the same calibre mounted at the bow and stern respectively.

She is also equipped with Whitehead torpedoes and the electric

light. Her design was prepared by Mr, W. H. White, and she was
built in 1881 by Messrs. Samuda. The 2 monitors were bailt in

1874-5 by Messrs. 'Laird. They are each of 1,535 tons displace-

ment and 750 horse-power ; have 6-inch iron armour and an arma-
ment of 2 12-ton guns in a single turret protected by 8-inch armour.

The torpedo-depot ship Mai-pu is a paddle-wheel steamer, and
.carries a large outfit of the appliances needed for torpedo warfare.

The first-class torpedo boats were built by Messrs. Yarrow, and
attained remarkably high speeds. None of the other vessels in the

fleet call for any special notice.

Area and Population.

At the last census, 1869, the population of the provinces amounted
to 1,736,922, exclusive of the national territories.

The following table contains a list of the fourteen provinces actually

composing the Argentine Republic, their estimated area, and the

number of inhabitants, according to an official estimate of 1882 :—
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Provinces
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Trade and Industry.

The exports consist mainly of wool, hides, live cattle, and pre-

served meat ; and the imports into the Republic chiefly of manu-
factured cotton ^oods, coal, and iron.

In 1880 the imports were vallied at 8,813,400/., and exports at

11,295,400/.; in 1881 imports, 10,806,p00Z.,andexporte, 11,21:3,800/.

In 1882 the imports amounted to 12^,249,232/., about one-third of

which came from Great Britain, 20 per cent, from France, 8*3 per

cent, from United States, and 7*8 per cent, from Germany. The
exports amounted to 12,077,810/., besides a transit trade of

3,411,583/. 0£ the exports, 54-8 per cent, consisted o£ wool,

25'8 of hides, 4*5 jerked meat, 3"7 live cattle, and 2 7 agricultural

produce. Of the exports 27*2 per cent, went to France, 23*8 ta

Belgium, 12-G per cent. to^Great "Britain, 7*9 per celit. for Germany.

The commercial intercourse between the Argentine Republic and

the United Kingdom is shown in the subjoined tabular statement.

Years
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72,683,045 slieep, 4,856,808 horses, the total value of the livestock,

including swine, goats, mules, and asses, being officially returned at

42,000,000/. Their chief products, avooI, hides, tallow, horns, and
bones, represent 95 per cent. o£ the total exports. There were
54,380 square miles of new land surveyed for settlement in 1882.

The following statement gives the length of railway open for

traffic in 1883:—National lines, 567 miles; railways with govern-

ment security, 397 ; railways of the province of Buenos Ayres, 674;
total, 1,638 miles. There were in addition 1,122 milesin construc-

tion. The total cost of construction of the lines open for traffic at

the end of 1882 was 12,637,000/., being an average cost of 7,700/.

per mile. The number o£ passengers in 1882 was 3,648,000 ; weight

of goods traffic, 1,317,000 tons; receipts, 1,677,000/.; expenses,

853,000/.

In 1882, there were 8,466 miles of telegraph lines in operation,

4,022 nnles belonging to the state, and the rest to the province of

Buenos iVyres and private companies. The total length of telegraph

wires at the same date was 12,500 miles. The number of telegraphic

despatches was 438,000 in the year 1882.

The post-office, in the year 1882, carried 17,750,000 letters.

Diplomatic Eepresentatives.

1. Of the Abgentine Republic in Gijeat Britaix.

Envoy and. Minister.—Dr. Don Manuel R. Garcia, accredited May 17, 1879.

Secretchi-y.—L. B. Tamini.

2. Of Great Britain in the Argentine Republic.

Envoy and Minister.—Hon. Edm^md John Monson, C.B., appointed Envoy
and Minister, January 25, 1884.

Secretaries of Legation.—Hon. William Augustus Curzou Barrington ; I^ord

F. S. H. Hamilton.

Money, Weights, and Measures.

Tlie money, weights, and measures of the Argentine Republic,

and the British equivalents, are as follows :

—

Money.

Tlic Silver Teso fuerto, or Silver Dollar, of 100 centesimos.—Average rate of
exchange, 4^.

The Peso, paper currency.—Average rate of exchange, 2d.

Weights and Measures.
Tlie Quintal = 101-40 lbs. avoirdupois.

„ Arroha «= 25-35 „ „

„ Fancga = 1^ imperial biLshol.
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Statistical and other Books of Reference concerning the

Argentine Republic.

1. Official Publications.

Estadistica General del comercio esterior de la Eepublica Argentina. 1882.

Fol. Buenos Aires, 1883.

Informe presentado a la Oficina de Estadistica de Buenos Aires. 8. Buenos
Aires, 1883.

Ley de immigracion y Colonizacion de la Eepublica Argentina Sancunada
por el Congreso nacional de 1876. Buenos Aires, 1882.

Mission of Viscount San Januario to the Eepublics of South America. 1878
and 1879. Published by order of the Argentine Government. Buenos Aires,

1881.

Memoria del Ministerio del interior de la Eepublica Argentina presentada al

Congreso nacional de 1882. 4. Buenos Aires, 1883.

Memoria presentada por el Ministro de estado en el departamento de hacienda

al Congreso nacional de 1883. 4. Buenos Aires, 1883.

Eegistro Estadistico de la Provincia de Buenos Aires. Fol. Buenos Aires,

1879.

The Argentine Eepublic as a field for Emigration. By Francis Latzina,

Chief of the Argentine National Statistical Bureau. Buenos Ayres, 1883.

Eeport by the Hon. L. S. Sackville West on the finances of the Argentine

Eepublic, dated Buenos Ayres, July 15, 1 877 ; in ' Eeports of H.M.'s Secretaries

of Embassy and Legation.' Part IIL 1877. 8. London, 1877._

Eeport by Mr. George Earle Walby on Eailways in the Argentine Eepublic,

dated Buenos Ayres, Nov. 10, 1877; in * Eeports from H.M.'s Secretaries of

Embassy and Legation.' Part L 1878. 8. London, 1878.

Eeport by Mr. Egeiton on the products and industries of the Argentine

Eepublic, in ' Eeports from H.M.'s Secretaries of Embassy and Legation.' 1882.

Eeport by Mr. Nevill Dering on the commerce, navigation, and finance of

the Argentine Eepublic for 1881, in Part IIL, and for 1882 in Part V., of

'Eeports of H.M.'s Secretaries of Embassy,' 1883. London, 1883.

Eeport by Vice-Consul Mallet on the trade and commerce of Eosario for

1882, in ' Eeports of H.M.'s Consuls.' Part VIII. 1883. London, 1883.

. Trade of the Argentine Eepublic with Great Britain ; in ' Annual State-

ment of the Trade of the United Kingdom with Foreign Countries and
British Possessions for the year 1882.' Imp. 4. London, 1883.

2. Non-Official Publications.

Almanaque agricola, pastoril e industrial de la Eepublica Argentina y de
Buenos Ayres. 4. Buenos Ayres, 1883.

Arcos (Santiago), La Plata. Etude historique. 8. Paris, 1865.

Bates (H. W.), South America. London, 1882.

BecJc-Bernard (Charles), La Eepublique Argentine. 8. Berne, 1872.

Daireaux (Emile), Buenos Ayres, La Pampa, et La Patagonie. 18. Paris,

1878.

JDominguez (L.), Historia Argentina. 8. 4th edit. Buenos Ayres, 1870.

Hadfield (William), Brazil and the Eiver Plate, 1870-76. 8. London, 1877.

Hudson (Damian), Eegistro estadistico de la Eepublica Argentina. 2 vols.

8. Buenos Aires, 1867.

Jordmi (Wm. Leighton), The Argentine Eepublic : a descriptive and histo-

rical sketch. 8. Edinburgh, 1878.
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Latham ("Wilfrid), The States of the Eiver Plate, their Industries and Com-
merce. 2nd ed. 8. London, 1868.

Mitre (Bartolome), Estudios historicos sobre la Eevolucion Argentina. 4.

Buenos Ayres, 1864.

Moussy (H. de), Description geographique et statistique de la Confederation
Argentine. 2 vols. 8. Paris, 1861.

Mulhall (M. G. and E. T.), Handbook of the Eiver Plate Eepiiblics. 8.

liOndon, 1875 ; and Las Eepublicas del Eio de La Plata. London, 1876.

Napp (E.), The Argentine Eepiiblic. 8. Buenos Aires, 1876.

Faz (Ez. N.) and Mendonga (Manuel), Compte-Eendu de L'Expositer con-

tinentale de la Eepublique Argentine. Buenos Aires, 1882.

Bickard (Major F. Ignacio), The mineral and other resources of the Argentine
Eepublicin 1869. 8. London, 1870.

Sarmiento (Domingo Faustino), Life in the Argentine llepublic in the Days of
the Tyrants. Translated by Mrs. H. Mann. 8. London, 1868.

The Treaty of the Boundaries between the Argentine Eepublic and that of"

Chili. London, 1881.

Virgilio (Jacopo), Delle migrazioni transatlantiche degli italiani e in especie

di quelle dei Liguri alle regioni del Plata, cenni economico-statistici. 8...

Grenova, 1868.
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BOLIVIA.

(Rep^blica Boliviana.)

Constitution and Government.

The constitution of the republic of Bolivia, drawn up by Simon
Bolivar, liberator of the country from the Spanish rule, bears date

August 25, 1826 ; but important modifications of it were added in

1828, 1831, and 1863. By its provisions, the executive power
is vested in a President, elected for a term of four years ; while the

legislative authority rests with a Congress of two chambers, called

the Senate, and the House ofRepresentatives, both elected by univer-

sal suffrage. The President is assisted in his executive functions by
a President of the Council, or Vice-president, appointed by himself',

and a ministry, divided into four departments, of the Interior and
Foreign Affairs ; of Finance and Industry ; of War ; and of Justice

and Public Worship.
Fi^esident of the Jiepullic.—Dr. N. Campero, nominated Presi-

dent June 1, 1880, as successor to General Daza, deposed in an in-

surrection occasioned by the failure of arms in the war against

Chili.

The fundamental law of the republic, ordering the regular election

of the chief of the executive every four years, has seldom been carried

out since the presidency of Grand-Marshal Santa-Cruz, who ruled

Bolivia from May 1828 till January 20, 1839. Subsequently the

supreme power was often seized by some successful commander,
who, proclaimed by the troops, instead of chosen by the people,

was compelled to protect his office by armed force against military

rivals. Still, since 1841, there have been only twelve presidents,

some of whom have managed to retain power for several years, as

General Jose Bollivian, 1841-47 ; General Belzu, 1847-55
;

General Melgarejo, 1864-71.
The seat of the government, formerly at the city of La Paz,

capital of the republic, is now at the city of Sucre or Chuquisaca.

Eevemie, Public Debt, and Army.

There have been no official reports of the actual revenue and
expenditure of the republic for several years. In the budget for

the financial year 1880-81 the receipts from all sources were
calculated at 693,158/., and the expenditure at 959,845/., leaving a

deficit of 266,687/. The receipts included a war loan of 100,000/.,
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but, on the other hand, take no account of the proceeds of the

natural productions of the country, saltpetre, (^c, the yield of

which is very uncertain. Direct taxes do not exist.

The public debt, consisting of an internal and a foreign debt,

is estimated at about 6,000,000/. The internal liabilities, con-

tracted at various periods by the government of the republic,

comprise a total of 4,300,000/., including a * forced war loan,'

raised in 1879, to equip the army in a campaign against Chili.

The foreign debt consists of a six per cent, loan of 1,700,000/.

nominal capital—issued at the price of 68—contracted in England
at the commencement of 1872. It was raised with the object of

constructing a line of railway to enable the National Bolivian

Navigation Company to open communication between the republic

and the Atlantic Ocean. This object, however, was not carried out,

and the greater part of the proceeds remained in England to furnish

means for lawsuits extending over years.

Bolivia has a standing army reported to number 2,000 men,
and commanded by 8 generals and 1,013 other officers, being one

officer to every two men. The annual cost of the army amounts to

upwards of two-thirds of the total public revenue.

Population, Trade, and Industry.

The area of Bolivia was estimated in 1869 at 842,729 English

square miles, with a population of close upon two millions. The
following table gives, after official returns of the year 1861, the area

of each of the then existing nine provinces, with their estimated

population :

—

Provinces
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reports have been published concerning the area and population of
these newlj-formed provinces.

As a result of the war with Chili, 1879-80, Bolivia has ceded to

that country all her coast territory. The exact area ceded is not
ascertained. The present population may be estimated at about
2,300,000.

The aboriginal, or Indian population of Bolivia, is variously esti-

mated at from 24,000 to 700,000 souls. They are all regarded as

at least nominally Christian.

The average value of the imports is estimated at 1,200,0002., and
exports 1,800,000/. Two-thirds of the exports consist of silver.

Nearly one-half of the imports are calculated to come from the

United Kingdom, mainly through the port of Arica in Peru. The
exports comprise, besides silver, Peruvian bark, india-rubber, coca
and coffee, and copper, tin, and other ores.

The total value of the merchandise sent to and received direct

from Great Britain, in each of the five years 1878 to 1882, is shown
in the subjoined table :

—

Years •
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Diplomatic and Consular Representatives.

Of Bolivia in Great Britain.

Consul- General.—L. Quintas y Sevane.

Great Britain has no representative in Bolivia.

Money, Weights, and Measures.

The money, weights, and measures of Bolivia, and the British

equivalents, are

—

Money.
The Peso, or Dollar, of 100 Centesimo . = Approximate value 85.

The Bolivian dollar is theoretically worth 45. 2c?., but, for a number
of years, the coins issued from the Government mint at Potosi have
been 25 per cent., and more, below the standard.

Weights and Measures.
The Libra = 1-014 lbs. avoirdupois.

,, Quintal....,= 101'44 „ „

" \ of wine or spirits , = 6-70 Imperial gallons.

„ Gallon .,...= 0-74 „ „

„ Vara .,,,,= 0-927 yards.

„ Square Vara , . . . = 0-859 square yards.

Statistical and other Books of Reference concerning Bolivia.

1. Official Publication,

Trade of Bolivia with Great Britain ; in ' Annual Statement of the Trade of

the United Kingdom with Foreign Countries in the year 1882.' Imp. 4.

London, 1883.

2. Non-Official Publications.

Bonelli (L. H. de), Travels in Bolivia. 2 vols. London, 1854.

Church (Col. Geo. Earl), Papers and Documents relating to the Bolivian

Loan, the National Bolivian Navigation Company, &c. 8. London, 1873.

Da^ewce (M.), Bosquejo estadistico de Bolivia. 8. Chuquisaca, 1878-

jy Orhigny, Descripcion geografica historica y estadistiea de Bolivia. 1844.

jyOrhigny (A.), Voyage dans TAmerique Meridionale. 9 vols, Paris,

1835-47.
Grandidier (P.), Voyage dans I'Amerique du Sud. 8. Paris, 1861.

Mathews (Edward X).), Up the Amazon and Madeira Eivers, through

Bolivia and Peru. 8. London, 1879.
Beck (Hugo), Geographie und Statistik der Kepublik Bolivia. In Peter-

mann's 'Mittheilungen,' parts VII. and VIII. 4. Gotha, 1865.

Tschudi (J. J. von), Eeisen durch Siidamerika. 4 vols. 8. Leipzig, 1856.

Ursel (Comte C. d'), Sud-Amerique : Sejours et voyages au Bresil, en Bollvie,

&c. 12. Paris, 1879.

WeddeU (H. A.), Voyage dans le Nord de la Boli\'ie. Paris, 1853.

JViener (Charles), Perou et Bolivie. Paris, 1880.
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(Imperio do Brazil.)

Reigning Emperor.

Lorn Pedro II.,bornDecember 2, 1825, the son of Emperor Pedro I.

and of Archduchess Leopoldma of Austria ; succeeded to the throne

on the abdication of his Hither, April 7, 1831 ; declared of age, July

23, 1840; crowned, July 18,1841. Married, September 4, 1843, to

Empress Theresa, born March 14, 1822, the daughter of the late

King Francis I. of the Two Sicilies.

Daughter of the Emperor.

Princess Izahel, Crown Princess, ' born July 29, 1846; married,

Oct. 15, 1864, to Prince Louis of Orleans, Comte d'Eu, born April 28,

1842, eldest son of the Due de Nemours, of the ex-royal house of

Bourbon-Orleans. Offspring of the union are-three sons :—1. Prince

Pedro, born Oct. 15, 1875. 2. Prince Lfuiz Philrppe, born Jan. 26,

1878. 3. Prince Antonio, born AlJigust 9, 1881.'

Grandchildren of the Emperor.

The daughter of the Emperor, Princess Leopoldlna, married to

Prince August of Saxe-Cobur":, Duke of Saxony, died February 7,

1871, leaving four sons :— 1. Prince Pedro Augusto, born March 19,

1866. 2. Prince Augusto Leopold©, bom Dec. 6, 1867. 3. Prince

Jose Fernando, born May 21, 1869. 4. Prince Louis Gaston, born

Sept. 16, 1870.

Sisters of the Emperor.

I. Princess Januaria, born March 11, 1822 ; married, April 28,

J844, to Prince Louis of Bourbon, son of the late King Francisco I.

of the Two Sicilies. Offspring ofthe union are two sons :—1. Prince

Luiz, born July 18, 1845. 2. Prince Felippe, born Aug. 12, 1847.

II. Princess Francisca, horn August 2, 1824; married, May 1,

;1843, to Fran9ois, Prince de Joinville, born Aug. 14, 1818, son of

the late King Louis Philippe of the French. Offspring of the union

are two children :—1. Princess Fran9oise, born August 4, 1844
;

married, June 11, 1863, to her cousin Robert d'Orleans, due de

Chartres, born Nov. 9, 1840, of which union there are offspring five

children. 2. Prince Pierre, due de Penthievre, born Nov. 4, 1845,

lieutenant in the navy of France.
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The Emperor is a scion, in the direct male line, of the House of

Bragan9a, the female line of which is ruling over Portugal. In

1807, the royal family of Portugal fled to Brazil ; in 1815, the colony

was declared a ' kingdom ;
' and, the Portuguese Court having re-

turned to Europe in 1821, a national congress assembled at Rio de

Janeiro, and on May 13, 1822, Dom Pedro, eldest son of King
Joao VI. of Portugal, was chosen ' Perpetual Defender ' of Brazil.

He proclaimed the independence of the country on Sept. 7, 1822,
and was chosen ' Constitutional Emperor and Perpetual Defender'

on the 12th October following. In 1831 he abdicated the crown in

iiivour of his only son, the present Emperor.

The Brazilian empire derives from Portugal the principles of

hereditary succession to the crown, which exclude the Salic law,

and allow females to occupy the throne.

Constitution and Government.

The constitution of Brazil bears date March 25, 1824 ; but it was
amended by the ' Acto Addicional' of August 1831, which estab-

lished local self-government in the provinces. It establishes four

powers in the State—the legislative, the executive, the judicial, and
the 'moderating' poAver, or the royal prerogative. The legislative

power is vested, for the affairs of the empire, in a general legis-

lative assembly, and for provincial affairs in the provincial assemblies.

The general legislative assembly consists of two Houses, the Senate

and the Chamber of Deputies. The members of both Houses are

elected by the people, but under different forms. Senators are chosen
for life at electoral meetings expressly convened, each of which has
to uominate three candidates, leaving the choice between them to the

sovereign. A senator must be forty years of age, a native-born

Brazilian, and possessing a clear annual income of 1,600 milreis, or

1601. Senators receive a salary of 9,000 milreis, or 900/., each
session. The Senate numbers 58 members.

The deputies are elected directly by the voters in districts for the

term of four years. By the law of January 9, 1881, the election of

senators and deputies was made direct instead of indirect, and the
qualification for a voter was fixed at an annual income of 400
milreis, or 40Z. The deputies must have an income of 800 milreis

each, or 80/. per annum. Minors, monks, and servants are not
allowed a vote. Protestants are now eligible to the legislature.

Deputies receive a salary of 6,000 milreis, or 600/., each session,

besides travelling expenses. The Chamber of Deputies numbers
122 members.
The annual session of the legislative assembly has to commence

on May 3, and extends over four month3. Each House nominates
its own officers. The two Houses sit in general assembly at the
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opening and close of the session for the deliberation of important
measures. The Chamber of Deputie'S has the initiative in the

assessment of taxes, in matters concerning the army and navy,
and in the choice of the sovereign of the realm, should the latter

act become necessary. The Senate has the exclusive privilege of

taking cognisance of oiTences committed by members of the Imperial
family, and by senators and deputies, if committed during the

session. It is also invested with the right of convoking the legis-

lative assembly, should the Emperor fail to do so, within two
months after the period fixed by law.

The executive power is exercised by the sovereign, through his

ministers. The ministers are responsible for treason, corruption,

abuse of power, and all acts contrary to the constitution, or the

liberty, security, and property of the citizens. From this respon-

sibility they cannot escape upon the plea of orders from the

sovereign. The executive functions consist in the convocation

of the ordinary meetings of the legislative assembly ; the nomination
of bishops, governors of provinces, and magistrates; the declaration

of peace or war; and the general execution and superintendence of all

measures voted by the legislature. The ^ moderating' power, like-

wise vested in the sovereign, gives him the authority, not only to

select ministers and senators, but to temporarily withhold his sanction

from legislative measures, to convoke extraordinary legislative as-

semblies, to dissolve the Chamber of Deputies, and to grant amnes-
ties and pardons. The ministry is divided into seven departments.

The following were the members of the cabinet appointed

May 24, 1883 :—

Premier and Minister of Finance.—Senator Lafayette Pereira.

Minister of the Interior.—Deputy Antunes Maciel.

Minister of Justice.—Deputy Prisco Paraiso.

Minister of Foreign Affairs.—Senator Scares Brandao.

Minister of Agriculture and Public Works.—Deputy AfFonso

Penna.
Minister of War.—Deputy A. J. Eodrigues, jun.

Minister of the Navy.—Deputy Almeida Oliveira.

The ministers are assisted by a Council of State, consisting of

twelve ordinary and twelve extraordinary members, all named by
the Emperor for life, and consulted on matters of administration and
international questions. -The councillors of state, ordinary and
extraordinary, are mostly ex-ministers. The heir to the throne, if

of age, is by right a councillor of state.

At the head of each province is a president appointed by the cen-

tral Government. Each province has also its Legislative Assembly
elected by the voters for two years. The Legislative Assemblie^^ of
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the provinces exercise jurisdiction on all matters of local interest,

such as primary education, municipal budgets, police, local imposts,

&c.

Church and Education.

The established religion of the empire is the Eoman Catholic,

but according to Article 5 of the constitution,''all other religions are

tolerated, ' with their domestic or private[form of worship, in build-

ings destined for this purpose, but . without . the exterior form of

temples.' No person can be persecuted for religious acts or motives.

The Eoman Catholic clergy is maintained by the State ; funds,

however, are voted for the construction of chapels and for the sub-

sistence of ministers of different religions.

The bishops, and all other ecclesiastical officers are, depending

the confirmation of the Apostolic See, appointed by the Emperor,

and no Decree of Council, nor letters apostolic, nor any other

ecclesiastical statutes, can be executed in the empire without the

consent or placit of the Emperor, or of the General Assembly.
Marriages of Protestants celebrated in foreign countries or in the

empire, according to its civil law, are respected in all their legal

effects. At the census of 1872 there were only 27,766 non-

Catholics.

Brazil cdnstitutes an ecclesiastical province, with a metropolitan

archbishopric, the seat of which is at Bahia,'ll suffragan bishops,

12 vicars-general, and 1,331 curates. For the private instruction of

the clergy there are 11 seminaries, in general subsidised by the State,

Public education is divided into three distinct forms, or classes,

namely, primary ; secondary, or preparatory ; and scientific, or

superior. The higher education is controlled by the Central Go-
vernment, which maintains two schools of medicine, two of law,

a military and a naval school, a school of mines, and a polytechnic.

The great area of Brazil and its sparse population make it difficult

to provide a sufficient number of public schools. The primary
instruction in the capital is imder the charge of the Government,
and in the provinces under the Provincial Assemblies. According
to the constitution primary education is gratuitous, and it ' will

become compulsory as soon as the Government considers it op-
portune.' Compulsory education now exists in several provinces,

and is being introduced into others. The public schools were
frequented in 1874 by only 140,000 pupils. In 1881 there Avere

5,785 establishments of primary and secondary education, attended

by 188,843 pupils; this does not include the higher schools and
spejial institutions.
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Revenue and Expenditure.

The following official statement has been supplied with reference

to the revenue and expenditure of Brazil.

The ordinary receipts and expenditures of Brazil have increased

thus :

—

The expenditure has constantly exceeded the receipts partly

owing to public improvements, and also on account of the Para-
guayan war and the great northern famine of 1881. These deficits

have caused the government to issue loans at home and in Europe.
The revenue is raised to the extent of more than 60 per cent, by
customs duties on imports and exports. The direct taxes are prin-

cipally imposed on land, house rent, trades, and occupations, and
transfer of property.

The budget for 1884-85 is as follows:—
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brings it to 19,032,000/. The internal debt, consolidated up to March
31, 1883, amounted to 407,823,000 milreis, including the 4^ per

cent, loan of 1879, which has virtually been transferred to Europe.

Besides the consolidated debt the Government, at that date, owed for

deposits of all kinds, 57,133,470 milreis; treasury bills, 46,651,000

milreis; paper money, 188,041,080 milreis; making up a total in-

ternal debt of 699,662,650 milreis, which at the current rate of

exchange is equivalent to 62,333,000/. Adding thereto the foreign

debt the total is 81,369,000/. This does not include the debt of the

Provinces, which in some cases is so heavy as to produce crises, as

has lately happened in Pernambuco, Bahia, and Parana. Estimating

the population of Brazil at 12,000,000, the debt per head is

about 6/. 14^. The Government pays 6 per cent, interest for the

consolidated internal debt. The amount of treasury bills issued

has increased from 2,898,400/. in 1882, to 4,665,100/. in 1883. For
these bills the interest paid ranges from 4 to 5^ per cent. The
amount of paper money has been kept about the same for the last

three years. Its irredeemableness is a factor of constant trouble in

Brazilian finance. The depreciation of the paper currency as com-
pared to gold was last year more than 20 per cent. From April

1882 to March 1883 the remittances of the Brazilian Government
to London for the expenses in Europe amounted to 32,000,000 mil-

reis. At par this sum would be equal to 3,616,000/., whereas the

Government only realised 2,920,000/.

The following, according to official statement, is the state of the

foreign loans of Brazil on November 1, 1883 :

—

I

Loans of Years
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of emission being 891. per 100?. The redemption of this loan

will be effected by a sinking fund of 1 per cent, per annum, the

operations of which will commence on June 1, 1884.

The internal debt is chiefly represented by bonds, called Apolices,

inscribed to the holder, and the payment of its capital and interest,

which is provided for by an annual vote of Congress, is under the

charge of the sinking fund department (^Caixa da Amortisacao), in-

dependent of the Government, directed by a committee, presided

over by the Minister ofFinance, and composed of a general inspector

and five larsre Brazilian bondholders.

Army and Navy.

Obligatory service in the Army was introduced in 1875, but ex-

emption from military service may be obtained by either personal

substitution, or on jjayment of the sum of 1201. to the Government.
The nominal strength of the standing army is fixed at 13,500 on
the peace-footing, and at 32,000 on the war-footing. There were
actually under arms, according to official reports, at the end of the

year 1882—
Men

Infantry 7,242

Cavalry 2,140

Artillery . , 1,951

Total . . 11,333

There was formerly also a national guard, but it was dissolved in

1873 to undergo reorganisation.

The Brazilian navy includes 21 armoured vessels of various

classes, most of them being of small size and light draught. Two

powerful sea-going turret- ships, the Riachuelo and a smaller

vessel, the Aquidaban, are now being built on the Thames (end of

1883), the Kiachuelo being flir advanced towar(Js completion. Both

vessels are protected by a belt of armour (steel-faced) having a

jnaxiraum thickness of 11 inches, and each -has two turrets protected

by 10-inch armour. The principal armament consists of four 20-ton

breech-loading guns carried in the turrets, and there is an auxiliary

armament of four 70-pounders and machine-guns. Both vessels are

built of steel, sheathed with wood and copper, rigged with a good

sail-spread, and made capable of keeping the sea
f^^

l^^g P^^^^^^'

The Riachuelo is 300 feet long, 52 feet broad, and of nearly 6,000

tons displacement. On trial she is said to have attained a speed ot

16 knots Her successor is 280 feet long, of less draught and dis-

placement, and is intended to steam about a knot slower. Both
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vessels contain all modern improvements in construction and
equi])ment, and they constitute a most valuable addition to the

naval strength of Brazil. The Solimoes and Javari are two power-
ful double-turreted ships of light draught, suitable for coast-defence

or river-service ; they are of 3,700 tons displacement, and 2,200
horse-power, v/ith 12-inch armour, and four lO-inch Whitworth
guns. There are also three other turret- ships, with 4-|-inch

armour, having displacements of 1,000 to 1,300 tons, and armed
with two or four 7-inch guns. In addition there are six river-

service monitors, drawing less than six feet 'of water, of 340 tons

displacement, protected by 4-inch armour, and each carrying one
7-inch gun in a single turret. The remaining eight armour-clads

are of the central-battery type, of small size, with armour from 4 to

4:ly inches thick, and chiefly armed with 7-inch Whitworth guns,

about four guns being carried in each vessel. The Sete de Setembro
is the most powerful of this division. She is of 2,145 tons dis-

placement, and 2,000 horse-power, with 4-inch armour, and four

9-inch Whitworth guns.

The unarmoured fleet of Brazil consists of about 15 screw

gunboats and corvettes, and 8 smaller gun-vessels, besides paddle-

wheel vessels, tenders, &c. Recently, four or five large first-class

torpedo-boats have been built in England for the Brazilian

service, and armed with Whitehead torpedoes and Hotchkiss

machine-guns.

There are five naval arsenals, at Rio de Janeiro, Para, Pernam-
buco, Bahia, and Ladario de Matto Grosso.

Area and Population.

The area of the empire is estimated at 8,515,848 geographical

square kilometres, or 3,275,326 English square miles (some au-
thorities reduce it to 3,000,000), with a population of 9,448,233
in 1872, giving, on the average, about three inhabitants to the

square mile. A partial census of the population of the empire,

embracing eleven out of the twenty provinces, was taken in 1872.

The subjoined table gives the area and population of each of the

twenty provinces of the empire, according to the official returns

of the census of 1872, the eleven provinces in which actual enu-
meration was made being marked by an asterisk (*), with the

numbers of population of the other nine provinces filled in after

Government estimates.

M M 2

I
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Provinces

Amazonas (*) . ,

Para
Maranhao ....
Piauhy .....
Ceara (^) ....
Kio Grande do Norte (*)

Parahyba ....
Pernambuco (*) .

Alagoas (*) .

Sergipe

Bahia
Espirito Santo (*) .

Eio de Janeiro

Santa Catharina (*)

Kio Grrande do Sul .

Minas Geraes . . . .

Matto Grosso (*) .

Goyaz(*)....
Parana (*) .

San Paulo (*).

' Total

Area

:

Eng. square miles
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ments, tliey are allowed to bring suit in a criminal court, which
may declare their freedom. A final provision of the Act emanci-
pates the slaves who are state property, to the number of 1,600,

with the proviso that ' the slaves liberated by virtue of this law
remain for five years under the inspection of the Government.'

They are bound to hire themselves out under penalty of being com-
pelled, if living in vagrancy, to labour in the public establishments.

The law also established an ' Emancipation Fund,' to be applied

annually to the liberation of slaves. It is admitted, however, that

the law has been badly administered, and Government has done
nothing for the education of the children born free ; indeed, the

masters of these children's mothers often publicly sell the children's

services in Eio de Janeiro. About 90,000 slaves have been libe-

rated privately. According to the last report of the Minister of

Agriculture the number of slaves domiciled in Brazil on June 10,

1882, was 1,346,648, and the number of free children fi-om slave

mothers, born since the passage of the Eio Branco law was 173,776.
The slaves are thus distributed :

—

Provinces
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increasing gradually to 22,859 in 1880. Of the immigrants in 1880
9,404 were Italians, 8,666 Portuguese, 2,385 Germans, and 1,254
Spaniards.

Trade and Commerce.

The average value of the exports of Brazil in the three years

1869 to 1871-72 was 18,686,790/.; in 1872-73 it was 20,385,180Z.

In the last three years it has been as follows:—1879-80, 22,192,880/.;

1880-81, 23,356,770/.; 1881-82, 21,670,980/.: averai^e value,

22,406,870/.

The increase between the two extreme periods has been 20 per

cent. In the imports there has been in the same period an increase

equivalent to 22*13 per cent.

Including the interprovincial, the total amount of trade has

been

—

Imports ExT3orts

1879-80 . . . 27,789,380 31,335,710
1880-81 . , . 25,941,200 30,913,100
1881-82 . . . 27,554,160 30,018,090

Coffee is the principal item in the list of exports. The average -per-

centage of the value of national products exported in recent years is

as follows : coffee, 62*2 per cent. ; sugar, 11*34 : cotton, 9*98 ; hides,

5*94; india-rubber, 4*19; tobacco, 2*94; all other products, 3*41

per cent. The value of coffee exported in 1881-2 was 10,475,270/.

;

sugar, 3,645,900/. ; caoutchouc, 1,200,540/. ; raw cotton, 966,230/.

;

tobacco, 791,230/.-; hides and skins, 789,410/.

The exports of Brazil go mainly to the United States and Great

Britain. Out of the above total in 1874-75, the United States

received 6,950,000/. and Great Britain 6,521,100/., Germany and
France coming after with about 1,900,000/. each.- In -the imports

into Brazil, Great Britain leads all countries, her share being

45 per cent., France coming next with 17 per cent. The principal

articles imported are in the order of their value : cotton goods,

wines and spirits, preserved meat and fish, woollen goods, farina-

ceous food, coals, linen goods, iron and steel.

The amount of the commercial intercourse of Brazil with the

United Kingdom is shown in the subjoined table, for each of the

five years from 1878 to 1882 :

—
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TJie two great staple articles of Brazilian exports to the United
Kingdom are raw cotton and unrefined sugar. The value of the

cotton exports to Great Britain was 4,729,913/. in 1872; 2,343,995Z.

in 1875; 1,433,840/. in 1877; 568,178/. in 1878; 427,964/. in

1879; 656,750/. in 1880; 1,165,504/. in 1881; and 1,510,432/.

in 1882. The quantity in 1881 was 358,262 cwts., and 482,611
cwts. in 1882. Of sugar, exported in an unrefined state, the value

was 1,567,604/. in 1878; 1,692,088/. in 1879 ; 1,512,709/. in 1880;
2,569,014/. in 1881; and 2,166,393/. in 1882. The quantity ex-

ported in 1881 was 2,467,006 cwts., and 2,217,567 cwts. in 1882.
Caoutchouc has also become an important export in recent years

;

the value in 1878 was 879,409/.; in 1879, 1,082,044/.; in 1880,

1,297,373/.; in 1881, 1,267,008/.; in 1882,1,460,219/. The value
of coffee exported in 1881 was 830,469/.; and in 1882, 635,299/.

The most important article of British imports into Brazil is

manufactured cotton, the value of which was 2,577,926/. in 1878 ;:

2,810,190/. in 1879; 3,498,688/. in 1880; 3,225,701/. in 1881 ; and
3,242,256/. in 1882. Wrought and unwrought iron, of the value
of 778,363/. ; linens, of the value of 25,255/. ; woollen manufac-
tures, of the value of 332,547/. ; coals, of the value of 209,695/.

;

and machinery, of the value of 416,818/. in 1882, form the other

principal articles of British imports into Brazil. Vast quantities of
iron are known to exist in certain districts of Brazil, but it cannot
be Avorked for want of fuel.

The customs duties upon all articles of British manufacture are
very heavy, averaging 45 per cent. In a British Consular report

from Eio de Janeiro, dated December 19, 1874, it is stated that * the

practice of sucking the marrow out of the agricultural organisation,

by the imposition of enormous export duties, has rendered the accu-
mulation of capital an impossibility.'

In 1880, 3,380 vessels of 2,397,526 tons entered, and 2,897 of

2,046,579 tons cleared Brazilian ports, besides 6,719 vessels entered,

and 6,536 cleared coastwise.

The empire possessed in January 1883 railways of a total length
of 3,023 English miles open for traffic, besides 1,547 miles in pro-
cess of construction. The State owns nine lines, with 1,898 miles
already open, the principal being the Dom Pedro IL, intended to

connect the eastern and western provinces of the empire.
Most of the Brazilian railways have been built with the guarantee

of the interest on the capital by the Government. Up to 1873
the State had guaranteed 6 and 7 per cent, on the capital of

7,805,546/. The law of September 24-, 1^73, authorised the
Government to guarantee 7 per cent, on 10,000,000/. of new rail-

ways. This concession is now exhausted. The budget of 1882-83
authorised the guarantee on three new railways up to 4,260,000/.
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The total guarantee capital in 1882 was about 18,000,000Z. Next
to Rio de Janeiro, Sao Paulo is the province that has the greatest

mileage, its six lines measuring 702 miles already open.

The telegraj)h system of the country is under control of the

Government. In 1882 there were 14,000 kilometres of wires, and
7,420 kilometres, or about 4,637 miles of lines. There were 136
telegraphic stations. The lines go from Ceara to the frontier of

Uruguay. The principal cities on the coast are united by a cable

of a foreign company.
The post-office carried 35,815,869 letters in the year 1882, of

which number about one-half came from or to Rio de Janeiro, the

capital. There were 1,610 post-offices at the end of 1882.

Diplomatic and Consular Representatives.

1. Of Brazil in Great Britain.

Envoi/ aitd Minister.—Baron de Penedo, accredited June 26, 1873.

Secretary.—Chevalier .Toao Arthur de Souza Correa.

Consul- General.-—Baron de Ibiramirim.

2. Of Great Britain in Brazil.

Envoy and Minister.—Edwin Corbett, appointed Envoy and Minister to

Brazil, August 1881.

Secretaries.—W. Graham Sandford ; Richard G. Townley.

Money, "Weights, and Measures.

The money, weights, and measures of Brazil, and the British

equivalents, are

—

Money.

The 3£ilreis of 1,000 Beis. Par value, 2s. Zd.

The standard of value is the gold Octava of 22 carats, equal to

4 milreis. English sovereigns are legal tender at the par value of

8,889 reis each since the year 1857. At the end of 1883 the

English sovereign was worth 10,971 reis. Gold and silver coins

have almost disappeared in recent years in Brazil, and the only

circulating medium is an inconvertible paper currency, consisting

of Treasury notes, depreciated in value—specie bearing a premium
of 25 per cent.—together with copper and bronze coins.

Weights and Measures.

The French metric system, which became compulsory in 1872^
was adopted in 1862, and has been used since in all official

departments. But the ancient weights and measures are still partly

employed. They are

—

The Libra . . . = 1 '01 2 lbs. avoirdupois.

„ Arroba. . . = 32-38 „

„ Quitital . .= 129-54 „

„ Alqueire (of Eio) . = 1 imperial bushel.

„ Oitava . . . = 55-34 grains.
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Statistical and other Books of Reference concerning Brazil.

1. Official Publications.

Collee^ao das Leis do Imperio do Brazil e Collec9ao das Decisoes do Governo
do Imperio do Brazil. 8. Kio de Janeiro, 1864-83.
Empire of Brazil at the Universal Exhibition of 1876, at Philadelphia. 8.

Rio de Janeiro, 1876.

Eeport by Mr. Nicholas R. O'Conor, on the general condition, finances, and
economic progress of Brazil, dated Eio de Janeiro, May 15, 1877 ; in ' Report
by H.M.'s Secretaries of Embassy and Legation.' Paris III. 1877. 8.

London, 1877.

Reports by Mr. Consul Morgan on the commerce of Bahia ; by Mr. Acting
Consul Austin on the commerce and shipping of Rio de Janeiro ; and by Mr.
Consul Dundas on the trade and industry of the province of San Paulo, dated
January-March 1877; in 'Reports from H.M.'s Consuls.' Part V. 1877.
8. London, 1877.

Report by Mr. Consul Morgan on the commerce of Bahia, dated Jan. 7, 1879 ,

in 'Reports from H.M.'s Consuls.' Part IL 1879. 8. London, 1879.

Reports by Mr. Vice- Consul Wucherer on the trade of Maceio ; by Mr.
Consul Brocklehurst, on the commerce and shipping of Para; by Mr. Vice-

Consul Shalders on the trade of Paraiba ; and by Mr. Consul Walker on the
commerce and shipping of Pernambuco, dated Jan.-April 1877; in 'Reports
from H.M.'s Consuls.' Part I. 1878. 8. London, 1878.

Report by Consul Ricketts on the trade of Rio de Janeiro, in Part IV. ; by
Vice-Consul Studart on Ceara ; Vice-Consul Wucherer on Maceio ; Consul
Corfield on Paraiba ; Vice-Consul Bolshaw on Rio Grande do Norte ; Consul
Gollan on Rio Grande do Sul, in Part XIV. of ' Reports from H.M.'s Consuls.'

London, 1882.

Report by Consul Co^wper on the trade and commerce of Santos for 1882,
in Part V. ; by Vice-Consul Stewart on Ceara ; by Vice-Consul Wucherer on
Maceio ; by Acting-Consul Hughes on Pernambuco ; by Vice-Consul Balshaw
on Rio Grande do Norte ; by Consul Gollan on Rio Grande do Sul ; in

Part VIII. of 'Reports of H.M.'s Consuls,' 1883.
Trade of Brazil with Great Britain ; in ' Annual Statement of the Trade of

the United Kingdom with Foreign Countries and British Possessions for the
Year 1882.' Imp. 4. London, 1883.

2. Non-Official Publications.

Agassiz (Louis), Journey in Brazil. 8. London, 1868.

Bates (H. W.), The Naturalist on the River Amazon. London, 1864.
Bates (H. W.), South America. London, 1882.
Bigg-Withcr (Thomas P.), Pioneering in South Brazil. 8. London, 1878.

Brown (C. B.) and Lidstone (W.), Fifteen thousand miles on the Amazon
and its Tributaries. London, 1878.

Burton (Capt. R. F.), Exploration of the Highlands of Brazil. 2 vols. 8.

London, 1869.

Canstatt (0.), Brazilien, Land und Leute. 8. Berlin, 1877.
Fletcher (Rev. Jas. C.) and Kidder (Rer. D. P.), Brazil and the Brazilians.

9th ed. 8. London, 1879.
Gallenga (A.), South America. London, 1880.
Hadfield (William), Brazil and the River Plate, 1870-76. 8. London, 1877.
Xe/Zer (Franz), The Amazon and Madeira Rivers. Fol. London, 1874.

Laemmert (Eduardo von), Almanak Administrative, mercantil e industria, da
corte e provincia do Rio de Janeiro para o anno de 1880. Rio de Janeiro, 1881.
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LaJmre (N, de), L'Empire du Bresil. 8. Paris, 1862.

Mulhall (Michael G.), Eio Grande do Sul and its German Colonies. 8.

London, 1873.

Orton (James), The Andes and the Amazon ; or. Across the Continent of

South America. 8. New York, 1876.

Tcreira da Silva, Situation sociale, politique et ^conomique de 1'empire du
Bresil. 18. Paris, 1865.

Bebougas (A.), A Provineia do Parana ; dados estatisticos. Eio de Janeiro,

1875.

Eodrigues (Jose Carlos), Constituigao Politica do Imperio do Brasil, seguida

do aeto addicional, da lei da sua interpreta^ao e de outras, analysada. 8. Eio
de Janeiro, 1881.

Saint-Aclolphe (Milliet de), Diccionario Geografico do Brazil. 2 vols. 8.

Paris, 1870.

>S'e^5/s-Xowr/cAa7?2/ps (W. de) Notes d'un Voyage au Bresil. 8. Bruxelles, 1875.

Scully (AVilliam), Brazil, its Provinces and Chief Cities ; the Manners and
Customs of the People : Agricultural, Commercial, and other Statistics. New
ed. 8. London, 1868.

Smith (R. H.), Brazil, the Amazon, and the Coast. London, 1880.

Ursel (Comte C. d'), Sud-Amerique : Sejours et voyages au Bresil, &c. 12.

Paris, 1879.

Wallace (Alfred E.), Travels on the Amazon and Eio Negro. 8. London, 1 870.

Wappaeiis (Dr. Johann Eduard), Handbuch der Geographie und Statistik

von Brasilien. 8. Leipzig, 1871.
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CANADA.

(Dominion of Canada.)

Constitution and Government.

The Dominion of Canada consists of the provinces of Ontario,

Quebec—formerly Upper and Lower Canada—Nova Scotia, New
Brunswick, Manitoba, British Cohimbia, and Prince Edward Island.

They were united under the provisions of an Act of the Imperial

Parliament passed in March 1867, known as ' The British North
America Act, 1867,' which came into operation on the 1st July, 1867,

by royal proclamation. The Act orders that the constitution of the

Dominion shall be ' similar in principle to that of the United King-
dom;' that the executive authority shall be vested in the Sovereign

of Great Britain and Ireland, and carried on in her name by a

Governor-General and Privy Council; and that the legislative

power shall be exercised by a Parliament of two Houses, called

the ' Senate,' and ' the House of Commons.' Provision is made in

the Act for the admission of Newfoundland, still a self-governing

Crown Colony, into the Dominion of Canada. In 1869 the extensive

region known as the Northern Territories was added to the Dominion
by purchase from the Hudson's Bay Company.

The members of the Senate of the Parliament of the Dominion
are nominated for life, by summons of the Governor-General under
the Great Seal of Canada. By the terms of the constitution, there

are 77 senators, namely, 24 from the Province of Ontario, 24 from
Quebec, 10 from Nova Scotia, 10 from New Brunswick, o fi-om

Manitoba, 3 from British Columbia, and 4 from Prince Edward
Island. Each senator must be 30 years of age, a born or naturalised

subject, and possessed of property, real or personal, of the value

of 4,000 dollars in ihe province for which he is appointed. The
House of Commons of the Dominion is elected by the people, for five

years, at the rate of one representative for every 17,000 souls. At
present, on the basis of the census returns of 1881, the House of

Commons consists of 213 members, namely, 93 [for Ontario, 65
for Quebec, 21 for Nova Scotia, 16 for New Brunswick, 5 for

Manitoba, 6 for British Columbia, and 7 for Prince Edward Island.

The members of the House of Commons are elected by consti-

tuencies, varying in the different provinces. In Ontario and
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Quebec a vote is given to every male subject being the owner or
occupier or tenant of real property of the assessed value of 300
dollars, or of the yearly value of 30 dollars, if within cities or

towns, or of the assessed value of 200 dollars, or the yearly value

of 20 dollars, if not so situate. In New Brunswick a vote is given
to every male subject of the age of 21 years, assessed in respect of
real estate to the amount of 100 dollars, or of personal property, or

personal and real, amounting together to 400 dollars, or 400 dollars

annual income. In Nova Scotia the franchise is with all subjects

of the age of 21 years, assessed in respect of real estate to the value
of 150 dollars, or in respect of personal estate, or of real and personal

together, to the value of 400 dollars. Voting is by ballot.

The Speaker of the House of Commons has a salary of 4,000
dollars per annum, and each member an allowance of 10 dollars per
diem, up to the end of 30 days, and for a session lasting longer

than this period, the sum of 1,000 dollars, wdth, in every case, 10
cents j)er mile for travelling expenses. The sum of 8 dollars per

diem is deducted for every day's absence of a member, unless the

same is caused by illness. There is the same allowance for the

members of the Senate of the Dominion.
The seven provinces forming the Dominion have each a separate

parliament and administration, with a Lieutenant-Governor at the

head of the executive. They have full powers to regulate their

own local affairs, dispose of their revenues, and enact such laws as

they may deem best for their own internal welfare, provided only

they do not interfere with, or are adverse to, the action and policy

of the central administration under the Governor-General.

GovernGr-General.—The Most Honourable Henry Charles Keith
Petty Fitzmaurice, Marquis of Lansdowne, G.C.M.G., born January
14, 1845 ; educated at Eton, and at Balliol College, Oxford ; was a
Commissioner of Exchequer of Great Britain, and of Treasury of

Ireland, 1868-72, Under Secretary of State for War, 1872-4,
Under Secretary for India in 1880. Appointed Governor-General
of the Dominion of Canada August 18, 1883 ; assumed the

Government thereof, October 23, 1883.
The Governor-General has a salary o£ 10,000/. per annum. He

is assisted in his functions, under the provisions of the Act of 1867,
by a Council, composed of thirteen heads of departments.

The present Council, formed October 17, 1878, with alterations

in 1879-83, consists of the following members:—
1. Prime Minister, and President of the Queen's Privy Council.

—Rt. Hon. Sir John Alexander JfaccZonaZ^?, K.C.B., D.C.L., LL.D.,
Q.C., born in Sutherlandshire, Scotland, January 11, 1815; returned

to Parliament, 1844, and filled successively in the Government of
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Canada, before Confederation, the offices of Eeceiver-General, Com-
missioner of CroAvn Lands, Attorney- General, Postmaster- General,

and Minister of Militia Affairs, first Prime Minister of the Dominion
of Canada, from 1867 to 1873.

2. Minister of Finance.—Hon. Sir Samuel Leonard Tilley,

K.C.M.G., C.B,, born at Gagetown, New Brunswick, May 8, 1818
;

returned to Parliament, 1854, and became Premier of New Bruns-
wick in 1861; Minister of Customs, 1867 to 1873; Minister of

Finance, 1873; Lieut.-Governor of New- Brunswick, 1873-78.

3. Minister of Justice.— lion. Sir Alexander Ccanpbell, K.C.M.G.,

Q.C., born in the East Eiding of Yorkshire, England, in 1822

;

a member of the Legislative Council of Canada, 1858, and Speaker

of that body, 1862-63; Commissioner of Crown Lands, 1864-67;
a Senator, 1867 ; Postmaster-General, 1867-73, and 1879-80

;

Minister of the Interior, 1873.

4. Minister of Public Works.—Hon. Sir Hector Louis Langevin,

K.C.M.G., C.B., LL.D., Q.C., born in the city of Quebec, August
25, 1826 ; entered Parliament, 1857 ; Solicitor-General, 1864-65

;

Postmaster-General, 1865-67
; Secretary of State and Superintend-

ent-General of Indian Affairs, 1867-69 ; Minister of Public

Works, 1869-73 ; Postmaster-General, 1878-79.

5. Minister of Railways and Canals.—Hon. Sir Charles Tupper,

K.C.M.G., C.B., LL.D., born at Amherst, Nova Scotia, July 2, 1821
;

Premier of Nova Scotia, 1864-67; President of the Privy Council,

1869 to 1872 ; Minister of Inland Revenue, 1872-73 ; Minister of

Customs, 1873; Minister of Public Works, 1878-79.

6. Minister of Agriculture.—Hon. John Henry Pope, born in

Eastern Townships, province of Quebec; entered Parliament,

1857 ; Minister of Agriculture, 1871-73.

7. Minister of Customs.—Hon. INIackenzie Boivell, born at

Rickinghall, Suffolk, England, Dec. 27, 1823 ; entered Parliament,

1867.

8. Minister of the Interior.— Honourable David Lewis Mac-
phersouj born in Scotland, Sept. 12, 1818

; q, member of the Legis-

lative CounQil of Canada, 1864 ; a Senator, 1867 ; a Privy Coun-
cillor and Speaker of the Senate, 1880 ; Minister of the Interior,

1883.

9. Minister of Militia and Defence.—Hon. Adolphe P. Caron,

Q.C., born in the city of Quebec, 1843 ; entered Parliament, 1873.

10. Minister ofMarine and Fisheries.'—Hon. Archibald Woodbury
McLelan, born at Londonderry, Nova Scotia, December 1824;
entered Parliament, 1858

; a Senator, 1869 ; President of Council,

1881 ; Minister of Marine and Fisheries, 1882.
11. Postmaster-General.—Hon, John Carling, born at London,

k
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Ontario, January 23, 1828 ; entered Parliament, 1857 ; Receiver-

General, 1862 ; Minister of Agriciilture and Public Works in

Ontario, 1867-71 ; Postmaster-General, 1882.

12. Minister of Inland Revenue.—Hon. John Costigan, born at

St. Nicholas, Quebec, February 1, 1835 ; entered Parliament,

1861 ; Minister of Inland Eevenue, 1882.

13 (Without Portfolio).—Hon. Frank Smith, born in Armagh,
Ireland, 1832 ; a Senator, February 2, 1871.

14. Secretary of State.—Hon. Joseph Adolphe Chaj^leau, Q.C.,

LL.D., born at Ste. Therese de Blainville, Quebec, November 9,

1840 ; entered the Provincial Legislature, 1867 ; Solicitor-General,

1873-74 ; Provincial Secretary, 1876-78 ; Premier of Quebec,

1879-82 ; Secretary of State, 1882.

Each of the ministers has a salary, fixed by statute, of 7,000
dollars, or 1,400Z. a year, with the exception of the recognised Prime
Minister, who has 8,000 dollars, or 1,600/. per annum. The body of

ministers is officially known as the ^ Queen's Privy Council for the

Dominion of Canada.'

Cliurch and Education.

There is no State Church in the whole of British North America.

The Church of England is governed by fourteen bishops with 800
clergy ; the Roman Catholic Church by four archbishops, sixteen

bishops, and 1,200 clergy; and the Presbyterian Church in Canada
with SOO ministers—formed in 1875 by the union of two formerly

distinct bodies—by presbyteries, synods, and an annual assembly, as

in the Scotch Church. The Methodists have 1,500 ministers. All

these bodies have one or more divinity schools. The number of

members of each religious creed in the Dominion was as follows at

the census of April 3, 1881 :
—

Roman Catholics . . 1,791,982
Presbyterians

Anglicans ,

Methodists

Baptists .

Lutherans .

676,165

574,818
742,981
296,525
46,350

Congregational! sts • 26,900
Miscellaneous creeds • . 79,686

Of /no religion' . , 2,634

No creed stated . , . 86,769

Total • 4,324,810

Roman Catholicism prevails most extensively in the province of

Quebec, the number of its adherents there, in 1881, amounting to

1,170,718, or nearly 70 per cent, of the total of the Dominion. In

the province of Ontario, formerly Upper Canada, the number of

Roman Catholics, in 1881, was 320,839 ; while the Church of Eng-
land numbered 366,539, and the Presbyterians 417,749 adherents.
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In Newfoundland, at the census of 1874, the Roman Catholics num-
bered 64,317, and Protestants 97,057.

The provinces of Quebec and Ontario have separate school laws,

adapted to the religious elements prevailing in either. Each township
in Ontario, where education is all but universal, is divided into

several school sections, according to the requirements of its inhabit-

ants. The common schools are supported partly by Government, and
partly by local self-imposed taxation, and occasionally by the pay-
ment of a small fee for each scholar. All teachers must pass an
examination before a county board of education, or receive a licence

from the provincial Normal School, empowering them to teach, betore

they can claim the Government allowance. In Quebec, Ontario,

Nova Scotia, and Manitoba, the denominational system prevails;

each school receiving an annual Government grant on the basis of

attendance. For higher education there are several universities or

colleges, the chief of which is I\I^Gill University, Montreal, with
which several of the other institutions are affiliated. There are also

a number of agricultural and other technical schools.

Revenue and Expenditure.

The financial accounts of the Dominion of Canada are made up
under three different headings, namely, first, ' Consolidated Fund,'

comprising the general sources of revenue and branches of expendi-

ture ; secondly, ' Loans ' in revenue, and ' Redemption ' with ' Pre-
miums and Discounts ' in expenditure ; and thirdly, ' Open Ac-
counts.' The total actual revenue and expenditure, under these

three divisions, were, as follows in the financial year ending June 30,

18S2 :-.

Expenditure
Dollars Cents

Consolidated Fund 27,067,103 58
Redemption . . 12,605,252 03
Open Accounts , 16,122,092 80
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the financial year ending June 30, 1883, amounted to 28,073,796

dollars, and of total expenditure to 54,877,204 dollars. The ordi-

nary revenue was estimated at 30,600,000 dollars. The estimated

Consolidated Fund revenue for 1883-84 is 29,961,989 dollars, and

total expenditure 45,504,145 dollars; the ordinary revenue is esti-

mated at 33,250,000 dollars. Of the total expenditure in 1883-84,

29,761,997 dollars have to be voted by Parliament, and 15,742,148

dollars are authorised by statute.

The public debt of the Dominion, incurred chiefly on account of

public works, and the interest of which forms the largest branch of

the expenditure, w^as as follows on July 1, 1882 :

—

Dollars

Without Interest 27,969,352

At4percent. „ 114,395,462

„ 5 „ „ 50,707,998

„ 6 „ „ 12,292,439

Total Debt . . . 205,365,251

£41,073,050

Of this the total funded and unfunded debt amounted to

180,896,148 dollars, or 36,179,229/., the remainder being classed

as Miscellaneous and Banking Accounts. The debt of Canada has

greatly increased in the last fifteen years, but most of the money
borrowed has been devoted to the development of the country and
to public works. In 1867 the total debt amounted to 18,609,210/.,

and in 1877 to 34,935,166/., having thus increased by 8 millions

in the four years up to 1882. The total burden of the debt is

9/. 105. per head, and of the annual charge 7s. 4cd. The total

exports per head in 1882 amounted to 4/. 14s., and the proceeds of

two years' export would pay off the debt. The expenditure on
canals and railways alone by the Government amounted to over

22 millions sterling up to 1882. At the census of 1881 it was
found that the value of the capital invested in manufacturin
industries of various kinds was 33 millions sterling, and the annual
value of the products 62 millions.

Army.
In addition to the troops maintained by the Imperial

Government— the strength of w^iich was reduced, in 1871, to

2,000 men, forming the garrison of the fortress of Halifax, con-

sidered an ' Imperial station '—Canada has a large volunteer
force, and a militia, brought into existence by a statute of the first

Federal Parliament, passed in March 1868, 'to provide for the

defence of the Dominion.' By the terms of the Act, the militia con-
sists of all male British subjects between 18 and 60, who are called

out to serve in four classes, namely :-^lst class, 18 to 30, unmar-
N N
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ried ; 2nd, from 30 to 45, unmarried ; 3rd, 18 to 45, married

;

4th, 45 to 60. Widowers without children rank as unmarried, but
with them, as married. The militia is divided into an active and a
reserve force. The active includes the volunteer and the marine
militia. The active militia are those who voluntarily enlist to serve

in the same, or men balloted, or in part of both. The marine
militia is made up of persons whose usual occupation is on sailing

or steam craft navigating the waters of the Dominion. The active

militia serve for three years. On January 1, 1879, the active

militia comprised a force of 45,152, officers and men, organ-
ised as follows :—Cavalry, 2,637 ; field artillery, 1,438

;
garrison

artillery, 3,479 ; engineers, 282 ; infantry and rifles, 37,316. The
reserve militia comprised 655,000 rank and file at the same date.

Canada is divided into twelve military districts, four of which
are formed by Ontario, three by Quebec, one by Nova Scotia, one
by New Brunswick, one by Manitoba, one by Prince Edward
Island, and one by British Columbia. There is a Royal Military

College at Kingston, in which the course of study is for four years

;

also an artillery school each at Quebec and Kingston, and authority

has issued for a similar school in British Columbia ; also one school

each in Ontario, Quebec, and New Brunswick for infantry. These
schools are formed upon permanently embodied corps, and afford a

means for the instruction of officers and non-commissioned officers

of active militia throughout the Dominion.

Area and Population.

The population of Canada in the year 1800 was estimated at

•240,000; in 1825 it amounted to 581,920; in 1851 to 1,842,265;

in 1861 to 3,090,561. The census of April 3, 1881, stated the

.area and population of the Dominion as follows :

—
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A portion of the North-Western Territories were, in 1882, divided

into four districts—Assiniboia, 95,000 sq. m., Saskatchewan,

114,000 sq. m.. Alberta, 100,000 sq. m., and Athabasca, 122,000

sq. m. The district of Keewatin, between Manitoba and Ontario,

and stretching north to Hudson's Bay, was created in 1876 out of the

Territories, and erected into a separate government under the

Lieutenant-Governor of Manitoba ; it has an area as at first defined

of about 450 square miles, but part of it at least has been included

in the recent extension of Manitoba.

The average increase in ten years has been at the rate of 1 8*05

per cent., varying from 13*61 per cent, in Nova Scotia to 289 per

cent, in Manitoba. Even in the old provinces the average density

is noAvhere great ; in Manitoba there is only 1 person to 2 square

miles, in British Columbia 1 to 7, and in the Territories 1 to 40
square miles.

The census of Newfoundland, taken at the end of 1874, stated

the total population at 161,374—comprising 83,283 males and
78,091 females—^living on an area of 40,200 English square miles.

In 1882 the population was estimated at 185,000.

The population of the Dominion consisted at the census of 1881
to the extent of more than four-fifths of natives of British North
America. These numbered 3,715,492, of whom 1,467,988 were
natives of Ontario ; 1,327,809 of Quebec ; 420,088 of Nova Scotia

;

288,265 of New Brunswick ; 19,590 of Manitoba ; 32,275 of
British Columbia; 101,047 natives of Prince Edward Island; and
58,430 of the Territories. Of alien-born inhabitants of the Dominion
the most numerous at the census of 1881 were 470,092 natives of the

United Kingdom ; next came 77,753 from the United States, 25,328
Germans, 6,376 natives of Eussia, 4,389 French. On the bases of

origin the population was classed as follows :—1,298,929 of French
origin, 881,301 English, 957,403 Irish, 669,863 Scotch, 254,319
German, 30,412 Dutch, 108,347 Indian; 21,394 African; 4,383
Chinese, and the remainder divided among Danish, Icelandic,

Italian, Russian, Scandinavian, Welsh, Swiss, Spanish, Portuguese,
and Jews. Of the total population, 464,025 were returned as

occupiers of land, representing with their families nearly one-half
the population. Of these, 403,491 were proprietors of their land.

Of the various holdings, the bulk, 258,913, were between 50 and
200 acres.

The population of the principal cities of the Dominion and of
British North America was as follows at the census of 1881 :

—

i
wn2
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Dominion of Canada.

rToronto 86,415

Ontario I
Hamilton 35,961

] Ottawa 27,412
i^London 19,746

Quebec

Nova Scotia

.

New Brunswick

/Montreal

)^ Quebec
Halifax
St. John

140,747

62,446

36.100

26,127

British North America.

Newfoundland . St. John's (1882 estimated) 30,000

The growth of population in recent years has been chiefly due to

natural increase, but also largely to immigration from the United
Kingdom. The following table shows the total number of immi-
grants, and the number who actually settled in the Dominion of

Canada, in each of the ten years from 1873 to 1882 :

—

Years
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total value of exports and of imports, and the total value of imports

entered for home consumption in the Dominion, in each of the

ten fiscal years, ending June 30, from 1874 to 1883 :

—

Years ended
June 30
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Years
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Vessels Tons

Nova Scotia 3.026 546,778

New Brunswick 1,065 308,980

Que"bec 1,754 215,804

Ontario 1,112 137,061

Prince Edward Island.... 248 41,684

British Columbia 84 7,687

Manitoba 23 2,783

Total . . . . . . 7,312 1,260,777

The total enumerated in the preceding table comprised 973

steamers, measuring 1,990,902 tons. During the year 1882 there

were 288 new vessels, of 760,113 tons, built in the Dominion^

valued at 541,017/. The total value of the shipping of the Domi-
nion in 1882 was estimated at 7,564,662Z. There has been a slight

decrease both in the number and tonnage of vessels during the last

three years. The number of vessels that entered Canadian ports in

1882 was 10,638, of 3,933,152 tons; of which 1,672, of 1,569,875

tons, were British ; and 5,672, of 909,108 tons, Canadian. The total

number of vessels which cleared Avas 10,590, of 4,003,410 tons; of

which 1,663, of 1,594,364 tons, were British ; and 5,684, of 983,182
tons, were Canadian.

Of the total area of Canada in 1881, 45,358,141 acres (about a

fiftieth o£ the whole area) was occupied. The occupied land is

being rapidly increased. In 1882, 1,181,652 acres were disposed

of as homesteads, 904,211 under the Preemption Act, and 613,382
acres were sold—2,699,145 acres altogether. In addition to this

3,000,000 acres were granted to colonisation companies under regu-

lations ofDecember 1881. Of the occupied lands in 1881, 21,899,181
acres were returned as improved, of which 15,112,284 acres Avere

under crops, 6,385,562 under pasture. In that year the grain produce

amounted to 150 million bushels—oats, wheat, rye, barley, maize,

and pulse. In the same year there were 3,382,396 oxen and cows,

3,048,678 sheep, and 1,207,619 swine. In the same year the

forests of Canada produced 110 million cubic feet of timber. The
value of the produce of the fisheries of Canada in 1882 was
3,217,734Z., and of fish exports 1,379,776/. Canada has extensive

coal-fields as yet imdeveloped. Coal of the value of 215,740/. Avas

exported in 1882.

The Dominion of Canada had a network of railways of a total

length of 8,069 miles at the end of June 1882, being an increase of

270 miles over 1881. There Avere at the same period lines of a total

length of 3,189 miles in course of construction, and 3,000 miles more
had been surveyed, and concessions granted by the Government.
Partly included in the latter class is a railway crossing the Avhole

of the Dominion, from the Atlantic to the Pacific, to the construe-
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tion of which the British Government contributes a grant, in the

form of a guaranteed loan of 2,500,000/. ; of this, 964 miles were

laid in 1882. The number of passengers carried in 1882 was

9,352,335, an increase of 34*68 per cent, over 1881. The receipts

in 1882 were 29,027,789 dollars, expenses 22,390,708 dollars, net

profit 6,637,081 dollars. The total paid-up capital to the end of

1882 was 415,61 1,810 dollars, or 83,122,362/., of which 19,560,437/.

represented Government aid.

On November 1, 1882, there were in the Dominion 6,171 post-

offices. The number of letters and post-cards sent through the post-

office during the year ended June 30, 1882, was 72,280,000;

of newspapers, posted from offices of publication, 4,855,000 lbs. in

weight, and of others 7,150,000 in number; books, &c., 7,186,000.

A uniform rate of postage of three cents has been established over

the whole Dominion.
There are about 24,000 miles of telegraph lines in Canada in

1883.

High Commissionerfor the Dominion of Canada in Great Britain.—Hon. S^ir

Charles Tupper, K.C.M.G-., C.B. ; appointed 1881.

Money, Weights, and Measures.

The money, weights, and measures of Canada are

—

Money.

The Dollar of 100 cents. Average rate of exchange = As,

The value of the money of the United Kingdom is fixed by
law as follows :—The sovereign, of the weight and fineness now
established, four dollars and eighty-six and two-third cents ; the

crown piece, one dollar and twenty cents ; the half-crown piece,

sixty cents ; the florin, forty-eight cents ; the shilling, twenty-four

cents ; the sixpence, twelve cents.

Weights and Measures.

The legal weights and measures are the Imperial yard. Imperial

pound Avoirdupois, Imperial gallon, and the Imperial bushel. Of
old weights and measures usually employed, the chief are

—

Wine gallon . . = 0-83333 gallon.

Ale gallon . . . = 1-01695 „
Bushel . . . = 0-9692 imperial bushel.

By Act of 42nd Vict. cap. 1 6, it was further provided :—That in

contracts for sale and delivery of any of the undermentioned articles

the bushel shall be determined by weighing, unless a bushel by
measure be specially agreed upon, the weight equivalent to a bushel

being: as follows :

—
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Wheat .

Indian corn

Eye
Peas
Malt
Oats
Beans

60 lbs.

56 „
56 „
60 „
36 „
34 „
60 „

Flax seed

Hemp
Blue grass seed

Castor bea,ns .

Potatoes
Turnips
Carrots .

50 lbs. .
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Statistical Abstract for the several Colonial and other Possessions of the

United Kingdom. No. XVI. 8. London, 1882.

Trade of the Dominion of Canada, of Newfoundland, and of Labrador,

with Great Britain ; in ' Annual Statement of the Trade of the United Kingdom
with Foreign Countries and British Possessions for the year 1882.' Imp. 4,

London, 1883.

2. Nox-Official Publications.

Bryce (Rev. Prof.), Manitoba ; its Infancy, Growth, and Present Position.

London, 1882.

Canadian Almanac for^l 884. 8. Toronto, 1883.

Collins (J. J.), Life and Times of Bt. Hon. Sir John A. Macdonald, K.C.B.
Toronto, 1883.

Dent (J. Chas.), The Last Forty Years, or Canada since the Union of 1841.

Toronto, 1883.

Faillon (Abbe), Histoire de la Colonie fran9aise en Canada. 2 vols. Fol.

Montreal, 1865.

Hatto7i {i.) iindi Harvey (Eev. M.), Newfoundland, thie Oldest British Colony.

London, 1883.

Hayden (Prof. F. V.) and Selwyn (Prof. A. E. C), North America. London,

1883.

Lovell, Gazetteer of British North America. Montreal, 1881.

Maconn (Prof.), Manitoba and Canada. London, 1882.

Martindale (Lieut.-Col., C.B.), Recollections of Canada. With Illustrations

by Lieutenant Carlile, R.A. 4. London, 1873.

Morgan (Henry J.), The Canadian Parliamentary Companion for 1883.

Ottawa, 1883.

Morgan (Henry J.), Sketches of Celebrated Canadians and Persons con-

nected with Canada. Quebec, 1862.

Morgan (Henry J.), Dominion Annual Register and Review, 1878-83.

Ottawa.
Morgan (Henry J.), Bibliotheca Canadensis, or a History of Canadian

Literature. Ottawa, 1867.

Murray (A.), The Geological Survey of Newfoundland, with reports of pro-

gress, 1864-80. London, 1881.

Rae ("W. Fraser), Columbia and Canada. Notes on the Great Republic and
•the New Dominion. 8. London, 1878.

Bae (W. F.), Newfoundland to Manitoba. London, 1881.

Eawlings (Thomas), The Confederation of the British North American Pro-

vinces : their Past History and Future Prospects. 8. London, 1866.

Eowan (J. J.), The Emigrant and Sportsman in Canada. London, 1876.

i?M55e?^ (Wm. Henry), Canada: its Defences, Condition, and Resources, 8.

London, 1865.

Silver ^ Co.^s Handbook to Canada. London, 1881.

Todd (Dr. Alpheus, C.M.G.), Parliamentary Government in the British

Colonies. Boston, 1880,

Tupper (Sir Chas.), The Canadian Confederation defended. London, 1868.
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CHILI.
(Kepi^blica de Chile.)

Constitution and Government.

The republic of Chili threw off the allegiance to the Crown of

Spain by the declaration of independence of September 18, 1810,

finally throwing off the yoke of Spain in 1818. The constitution,

voted by the representatives of the nation in 1833, and amended in

1874, establishes three authorities in the State—the legislative, the

executive, and the judicial. The legislative power is vested in two
assemblies, called the Senate and the Chamber of Deputies. The
Senate is composed of thirty-seven members, elected for the term of

six years ; while the Chamber of Deputies, composed of 109 members,
chosen for a period of three years, consists of one representative for

every 20,000 of the population ; both bodies are chosen by the

same electors—the Chamber directly and the Senate indirectly.

Electors, if married, must be 21 years of age, or 25 if unmarried,

and possess real property of an amount fixed every ten years, or be
in receipt of an income from any source equivalent to the produce

of such real property. Deputies must have an income of lOOZ.

a year, and Senators 400Z. The executive is exercised by a presi-

dent, elected for a term of five years.

President of the Repuhlic.—Domingo Santa Maria ; elected

President of the Republic, as successor of Don Anibal Pinto,

September 18, 1881.

The president of the republic is chosen by indirect election, and is

not re-eligible. The people, in the first instance, nominate their

delegates by ballot, and the latter, in their turn, appoint the chief

of the State. The salary of the president is fixed at 18,000 pesos,

or 3,600Z.

The president is assisted in his executive functions by a Council of

State, and a cabinet, or ministry, divided into five departments
—the Ministers of the Interior, Foreign Affairs, Finance, War and
Marine, Justice, and Public Worship and Instruction. The Council

of State consists of five members elected by the President, and six

members chosen by the Congress.

There is a High Court of Justice in the capital, four Courts of

Appeal for the provinces. Courts of First Instance in the depart-

mental capitals, and subordinate district courts.

The Roman Catholic is the religion of the State, but according to

the constitution all religions are respected and protected. The
clergy and the institutes for educating priests are subsidised by the

State. There is one archbishop and three bishops.
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There is a university at Santiago, witli faculties of law, mathe-
matics, medicine, and the fine arts ; it had, in 1882, 920 students

;

connected therewith is a secondary school, with 1,059 students. In

the provincial capitals are 17 lycees, or public academies, with

several faculties, having 4,460 students in 1882. There are besides

normal, agricultural, and other special schools. There are 703 public

primary schools in the country, with 54,470 pupils in 1882, and an
average attendance of 88,886 ; and 405 private schools, with an
attendance of 15,106. At the census of 1875 more than half the

population (including children) could neither read nor write.

Revenue and Expenditure.

The public revenue is mainly derived from customs duties, while

the chief branches of expenditure are for the national debt and
public works.

The actual income in 1881 was 7,802,250/., more than half from
customs; 433,497/. from a war contribution ; and 515,306/. from a

conversion of paper money; the expenditure was 7,320,912/. The
income in 1882 was 8,244,515/. including extraordinary resources,

and expenditure 7,952,610/. The estimated income for 1883, in-

clusive of surplus of 1882, was 10,264,000/., and expenditure

8,887,422/. For 1882 and 1883, the extraordinary expenses of the

war with Peru are set down at 5,200,000/. The ordinary revenue

for 1884 is estimated at 8,873,000/., and expenditure at 9,307,310/.

According to official statements the external debt of Chili on

January 1, 1883, was 6,974,000/.; the internal debt, 2,868,490/.;

paper money, 5,600,000/. ; other floating debt, 2,840,787/. The
total debt is thus 18,283,277/. The debt has increased by upwards
of 6,000,000/. sterling since the beginning of the war with Peru.

The annual charge of the debt in 1882 was 1,378,391/., or 125. M.
per head of population—the total debt being about 9/. per head.

The exports in 1881 amounted to 6/. per head. About 2,000,000/.

of the external debt is at 6 and 7 per cent., and about 4,000,000/.

at 5 per cent. ; the rest at 3 and 4 per cent. A small part of the

internal debt is at 8 per cent., but most of it at 6 per cent. The
railway loan of 1870 was contracted at the price of 83 ; that of

1873 at the price of 94, and that of 1875 at the price of 88^
per cent.—originally 5,189,200/. in all. The whole of these three

loans are to be redeemed at par by a sinking fund of 2 per cent.

;

but the payments on account of this fund were suspended on
May 1, 1879, after the outbreak of the war with Peru.

Army and Navy.

A law passed in 1875 fixed the total strength of the army at

3,573 men. On the outbreak of hostilities with the allied republics
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of Bolivia and Peru, in the spring of 1879, tlie total number of men
under arms was raised to 45,000. On January 1, 1883, the strength

of the active army was stated to be 9,040 infantry, 1,500 cavalry,

and 2,114 artillery ; total, 12,921 men, with supernumeraries. There
are 944 officers. Besides the regular army there is a National Guard
composed of citizens, the strength of which at the same date was

31,113 men, of whom 17,912 were on duty on account of hostilities

with Peru.

In 1883 the Chilian war-fleet included 3 ironclads, 1 protected

cruiser, and 7 unarmoured corvettes, besides a number of small

paddle-wheel and screw steamers. Two of the ironclads, the
' Almirante Cochrane ' and ' Blanco Encalada,' Avere built at Hull

in 1874-5 from the designs of Sir E. J. Eeed. They are of 3,500

tons displacement, 2,900 horse-power, have 9-inch armour at the

w^ater-line, and are armed with six 12- ton guns carried in a central

battery. Their speed is about 12-^ to 13 knots, and they are

powerful specimens or the class of smaller ironclads. The third

ironclad, the ' liuascar,' was captured from the Peruvians in '1879 by
the two broadside ships, after having achieved a great reputation

for her exploits along the coast. She was built by Messrs. Laird in

1865, and was one of 'the earliest turret- ships constructed on
Captain Cowper Cole's principle. She is of 2,000 tons displace-

ment, of 1,050 horse-power, has 4|-inch armour, and is armed with

two 12-ton Armstrong guns carried in a single turret. The protected

cruiser, ' Esmeralada,' is now (January 1884) approaching comple-

tion at the works of Sir W. G. Armstrong & Co., by whom she has

been designed and constructed. Her engines, boilers, and magazines

are protected by a steel deck, one inch thick. She carries two 25-ton

breech-loading guns, one as bow-chase and the other as stern-chase,

and has six 4-ton guns on the broadsides, besides machine-guns. Her
engine-power is very great in proportion to her displacement of 3,00Q
tons ; she carries a very large coal-supply, and will probably steam
at

17-J-
to 18 knots an hour. The remaining vessels of the fleet do

not require any special description, being of small size and power.

According to the budget of -1882 the Chilian navy was commanded
by 1 vice-admiral, 4 rear-admirals, 43 captains of various grades,

45 lieutenants, and about 100 other officers.

Area and Population.

The area of the republic was estimated to embrace 196,785 English

square miles, with a population numbering 2,075,971 at the census

of 1875, and 2,183,434 in 1880. The republic is divided into 17
provinces and 3 territories, of the following area and population

in 1881, according to official returns :
—
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Provinces
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Chili for ten years, at the end of which time a plebiscite is to

decide to which country these departments shall belong. Chili also

annexed the seaboard territory of Bolivia, to which she claimed a

right under treaties of 1866 and 1874. The exact boundaries

between Chili, Peru, and Bolivia have not yet (Dec. 1883) been
fixed by treaty.

The two largest towns of Chili are Santiago, the capital, and
Valparaiso; the first of which had 193,517, and the second 100,926
inhabitants in 1880.

Trade and Industry.

The foreign trade of Chili has increased but very little in recent

years. The total value of the imports in 1881 was 9,333,370Z.,

while that of the exports in 1881 was 12,379,639/. In 1882 the

imports were 10,700,000/., and exports 14,280,000/. The trade of

Chili has much increased during the last three years, by its occu-

pation of Peruvian ports and guano deposits. About five-sixths of

the exports in 1881 were mineral produce, while agricultural pro-

duce formed one-tenth. In 1881 the value of nitrate exported was
4,578,357/.; of guano, 358,480/., double what it was in 1880;
iodine, 590,725/.; bar copper, 2,701,359/.; regulus, 361,705/.;

silver, 318,679/. Large quantities of wheat are exported : in 1880
the total produce was 8,000,000 cwt., of which 2,721,130 cwt.,

valued at 1,489,980/., was exported; in 1881 the produce was
7,000,000 cwt., of which about a third, valued at 1,758,212/., were
exported ; besides, in 1880, 200,000/. worth of flour; and in 1881,
346,510/.

Trade is carried on mainly with Great Britain, while Germany
and France stand next in the list, followed by the United States

and Peru.

The commercial intercourse between Chili and the United King-
dom is shown in the subjoined tabular statement in each of the five

years from 1878 to 1882 :—

Years
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ore was valued at 5,902Z., regulns at 335,708Z., and unwrought or

partly wrought co^jper at 1,520,208Z. Next to copper, the most im-
portant articles exported to Great Britain are wheat and wheat-
flour, of the value of 912,080/. ; sugar, of the value of 132,783/.

;

and wool of the value of 61,202/., in the year 1882.

The principal articles of British produce imported into Chili are

cotton and woollen manufactures and iron. In 1882 the total imports

of cotton fabrics were of the value of 1,218,208/.; of woollens,

298,168/. ; and of iron, wrought and unwrought, 303,523/.

In 1880 Chili had 19 gold mines, which produced 20,458 cwt.

of ore; 130 silver mines, which produced 19,931 cwt. of ore and
117 cwt. of metal ; 606 copper mines, producing 362,156 cwt. of ore

and 47,341 cwt. of metal ; 21 coal mines, producing 409,978 cwt.

of coal.

The commercial navy of Chili consisted, in May 1882, of 114
vessels, of which 24 were steamers, of 9,731 tons, and 90 sailing

vessels, of 34,818 tons. In 1881, 1,380 vessels, of 583,231 tons,

and 1,560, of 1,428,841 tons, cleared the various ports; of these,

four-fifths in number and tonnage were British, and about one-

ninth Chilian. There was besides a large coasting trade. In the

year ending March 31, 1882, 7,409 vessels, of 5,484,122 tons,

entered, and 7,422, of 5,421,634, cleared, including both foreign

and coasting vessels.

Chili was among the first states in South America in the construc-

tion of railways. In 1880 the total length of lines open for traffic

was 1,159 English miles, of which 593 belonged to the State. The
cost of the State lines to the end of 1881 was 8,706,960/.

The post-office in 1882 transmitted 20,791,121 letters and packets.

There were 340 post-offices open at the end of the year.

The length of telegraph State lines was reported, at the end of

1882, at 5,490 miles. The number of telegraph offices at the same
date was 118, of which 108 belonged to the State. In the year

1882 the telegraph carried 433,475 messages.

Diplomatic and Consular Eepresentatives.

1. Of Chili in Great Britain.
Envoy and Minister.—Don Marcial Martinez, accredited 1882.

Secretary.—Don Manuel.Carvallo. 27id Secretary, Don Pedro Hertsl Lecaros.

2. Of Gbeat Britain in Chili.

Minister and Consul- General.—Hon. Francis John Pakenliam, formerly

Secretary of Legation in Denmark ; appointed Minister March 8, 1878.

Money, Weights, and Measures.

The money, weights, and measures of Chili are

—

Money.
The Pesos, or Dollar = 100 Centavos . Average rate of exchange, is.

Ten dollar (condor), five-dollar (medio- condor, ordoblon), two-dollar (escudo),

and one-dollar gold pieces are coined.
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COLOMBIA.
(ESTADOS UnIDOS DE COLOMBIA.)

Constitution and Government.

The federative republic of Colombia, officially styled the United
States of Colombia, was formed by the Convention ofBogota, concluded
Sept. 20, 1861, bj the representatives of nine states, which formed
the United States ofNew Granada. A constitution, bearing date May
8, 1863, vests the executive authority in a president elected for two
years, while the legislative power rests with a Congress of two Houses^
called the Senate and the House of Representatives. The Senate^

numbering 27 members, is composed of representatives of the nine
states, each deputing three senators ; the House of Eepresentatives^

numbering QQ members, is elected by universal suiFrage, each state

forming a constituency and returning one member for 50,000
inhabitants, and a second for every additional 20,000. Besides the

central government thus created, each of the nine states has its own
legislature and chief executive officer, the latter called President in

all except Cundinamarca, which gives him the title of Governor.

The President of Colombia exercises his executive functions

through seven ministers, or secretaries, responsible to Congress. His
biennial term of office begins on the 1st of April, ending the last of

March.. Congress elects every year three substitutes, one ofwhom fills

the presidency in case of a vacancy during a president's term of office.

President of the Repuhlic.—Sr. Jose E. Otalora, who, as one of the

substitutes, assumed the presidency on the death of the president,

Sr. F. J. Zaldua, December 21, 1882, and was elected president

April 1, 1882.

The first head of the executive government of Colombia, afler

its establishment as a federative republic, was General Thomas
Mosquera, who, during the civil war of 1860-2, was Commander-
in-Chief of the Liberal army, and at the same time acted as pro-

visional President. On the triumph of the Liberals he was elected

by the deputies as President on Feb. 4, 1863, until the next popular

election under the new Constitution, when Don Manuel Murillo Toro

was chosen, April 1, 1864. General Mosquera was chosen his

successor, but before his term of office had expired he came into

conflict with the Congress of the Republic, and was deposed and

imprisoned, his place being filled provisionally by the Designado or

Substitute, General Santos Acosta. For the following term General

Santos Gutierrez was elected President, April 1, 1868, since which,

notwithstanding local disturbances and the Civil War of 1876-7, the

regular succession of Presidents has been iminterrupted.

Seat of the central government is the federal city of Bogota.
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Revenue, Public Debt, and Army.

In 1879-80 the revenue was 1,130,381Z., and the expenditure

1,154,715Z. In 1880-1 the revenue was 1,267,841/., and expendi-

ture 1,280,019/. In 1881-2, revenue 930,012/., expenditure

882,127/. The budget estimate of revenue for 1882-3 w^as

1,183,400/., and of expenditure 1,885,909/. The finances of

Colombia are in a very unsatisfactory condition. In the Message
of August 1883 the President stated that ' during the last three

months the Treasury Department has been in such a state of

penury that it has been impossible to attend, with the ordinary

resources of the revenue, to even the most urgent expenses. We
find a deficit which it is impossible to meet with the present

resources of the Treasury. The revenue from the salt mines has

entirely disappeared ; the revenue from stamps has only reached

50,000 dols. ; and the Post-office, telegraphs, and coinage have
produced next to nothing. We can only reckon upon that part of

the Customs revenue which is free, and which is estimated at

2,000,000 dols., to attend to unavoidable expenses of the public

service, which are calculated to require 3,500,000 dols. It will be
therefore impossible to attend to the expenses of the j)ublic admin-
istration. It is necessary that we should seriously meditate as to

the best remedy to apply to the ruin which threatens us with near

bankruptcy, either by raising urgent fiscal resources, or by suppress-

ing the Central Goverment and delivering to the various states the

future of the republic' The balance of the public debt on
August 31, 1882, was reported to amount to 4,590,858/., of which
1,914,100/. was external, and 2,676,758/. internal. Most of the

foreign debt is due to British creditors. The interest has been paid

very irregularly, and in October 1883 there were four years'

arrears due.

The strength of the Federal Army is determined by Act of Con-
gress each year. According to the Act of August 18, 1882, the

peace-footing for 1882-3 was 4,000. In case of war, the Execu-
tive can raise the army to the strength which circumstances may
require.

Area and Population.

The area of the republic is estimated to embrace 504,773 English

square miles, of which 330,756 square miles are north of tke

equator, and the remainder south of the equator. According to

a census taken in 1870, the population at that date was
2,951,323, and an official estimate of 1881 gives it as follows:

—

o o 2
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Panama is of the estimated value of 17,000,000Z. per amium, about

two-thirds representing the trade from the Pacific to the Atlantic,

and one-third that in the opposite direction.

The following table gives the total value of the exports sent from

Colombia to Great Britain, and of the imports of British home
l)roduce entered into Colombia, in each of the ^Ye years from

1878 tD 1882 :—
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2. Of Gtbeat Bbitain in Colombia.

Minister and Consul- General.—J. P, Harris-Gastrell.

Money, Weights, and Measures.

The money, weights, and measures of Colombia, and the British

equivalents, are

—

Money.

The Peso, or dollar, of 10 reals: approximate nominal value, 45., Lut recently

only 3s.

Along with home-struck gold and silver coins, a considerable

quantity of foreign coins is in circulation, especially French 10 and
20-franc gold pieces, and 5, 2, and 1 -franc silver pieces; also

Belgian, American, and Mexican pieces of 5 francs or 1 dollar,

with a few British sovereigns.

Weights and Measubbs.

The metric system of France was introduced into the republic in

1857, and the only weights and measures recognised by the

•Government are the French. In custom-house business the

kilogramme, equal to 2,205 pounds avoirdupois, is the standard.

In ordinary commerce, the arroba, of 25 pounds, the quintal, of

100 pounds, and the carga, of 250 pounds, are generally used.

The Colombian libra is equal to 1*102 pounds avoirdupois. As
regards measures of length, the English yard is mostly employed,

but in liquid measure the French litre is the legal standard.

Statistical and other Books of Reference concerning Colombia.

1. Official Publications.

Report by Mr. Robert Bunch, British Minister Resident, on the trade, popu-
lation, and general condition of the United States of Colombia, dated Bogota,
April 8, 1875 ; in ' Reports of H.M.'s Secretaries of Embassy and Legation.'

Part IV. 1875. London, 1875.
Report by Mr. O'Leary, Secretary of Legation, on the finances, trade, and

navigation of the United States of Colombia, dated Bogota, September 1877 ;

in ' Reports from H.M.'s Secretaries of Embassy and Legation.' Part I, 1878.

8. London, 1878.

Reports by Mr. Vice-Consul TrefFry, on mining industry in the State of

Tolima ; and by Mr. Vice-Consul White on the gold mines of the State of

Antioquia, dated March 10-30, 1876; in 'Reports from H.M.'s Consuls.'

Part V. 1876. 8. London, 1876.

Report by Acting-Consul Bennett on the trade, commerce, and navigation of

the State of Panama, in 'Reports from H.M.'s Consuls,' 1882.

Report by Vice-Consul Stevenson on the trade of Carthagena for 1882, by
A^'ice-Consul White on Medellin for 1881, and by Acting-Consul Gr. Chamber-
lain on Panama in 1882, in 'Reports of H.M.'s Consuls,' Part VIII. 1883

London, 1883.
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Eeport by Mr. Scruggs, U.S. Minister at Bogota, on Colombia and its

people, in ' Keports of the United States Consuls,' Nos. 30, 31, and 32, 1883.

Washington, 1883.

Trade of Colombia with Great Britain; in ' Annual Statement of the Trade of

the United Kingdom with Foreign Countries and British Possessions in the

year 1882.' Imp. 4. London, 1883.

2. Non-Official Publicatic*^^s.

Andre (Ed.), L'Amerique equinoctiale, in * Tour du Monde.' Paris, 1877.

Bates (H. W.), Central and South America, New edition. London, 1882.

Cadena (P. J.), Anales diplomaticos de Colombia. Bogota, 1878.

Hall (Col. P.), Columbia; its Present State -in respect of Climate, Soil, &c.
8. Philadelphia. 1871.

HassaureJc (P.), Pour Years among Spanish Americans, 12. New York,
1867.

Marr (N.), Eeise nach Centralamerika. 2 vols. 8. Hamburg, 1863.

Mosguera (Greneral), Compendio de geografia general, politica, fisica y special

dos Statos Unidos de Colombia. 8. London, 1866.

Fereira (R. S.), Les Etats-Unis de Colombie. Paris, 1883.

Pow^es (J.), New Grranada: its internal resources. 8. London, 1863.

Beclus (Armand), Panama et Darien. Paris, 1881.

Samper (M.), Ensayo sobre las revoluciones politicas y la condicion de las

republicas Colombianas. 8. Paris, 1861,

White (R. B.), Notes on the Central Provinces of Colombia. Proceedings
Eojal Geographical Society for 1883. London, 1883.

Zeltner (A. de), La ville et le port de Panama. 8. Paris. !8(38.
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COSTA RICA.
(Rep6blica de Costa Kica.)

Constitution and Government.

The republic of Costa Eica, an independent state since the year

1821, and forming part from 1824 to 1839 of the Confederation of

Central America, is governed under a constitution first promul-

gated in 1859, but modified very frequently since that date. Prac-

tically there was no constitution between 1870 and 1882. By its

terms the legislative power is vested in a Congress consisting of

a Senate and Chamber of Representatives—two senators to each

province, and one representative to every 10,000 inhabitants

—

chosen in electoral assemblies, the members of which are returned

by the suffrage of all who are able to live ' respectably.' The
members of the Congreso Constitucional are elected for the term of

four years, one-half retiring every two years. The executive

authority is in the hands of a President, elected in the same
manner as the Congress for the term of four years.

President of the Repuhlic.—General P. Feraandez, elected

August 10, 1882.

The administration is carried on, under the President, by five

ministers, viz., of the Interior and Justice ; of Foreign Affairs ;
of

Education and Worship ; of Finance and Commerce ;
and of War

and Marine.

Revenue, Population, and Trade.

In 1880 the revenue was estimated at 560,455/., and expendi-

ture at 602,119Z. ; in 1881, revenue at 632,810/., and expenditure

the same. According to the report of the British Consul the esti-

mate of expenditure for nine months ending April 30, 1883, wa&
654,302/. In the budget estimates for the year ending April 1884,

voted by Congress, the revenue was, according to official commu-
nication, estimated at 1,607,425 dollars, or 321,485/.; and the

expenditure at about 2,504,130 dollars, or 500,826/. The revenue

is drawn mainly from two sources, namely, customs and the spirit

monopoly; the first estimated to produce 574,000 dollars, or 114,800/.,

and the second 640,000 dollars, or 128,000/., in the financial year

ending April 30, 1884.

The chief items of expenditure was war, 252,488 dollars, and
public works, 341,440 dollars.

Costa Rica has an internal debt officially stated at 233,564/.

(1883), and which is also, according to official statement, being

repaid, and will be extinguished in five years. The foreign debt of
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the republic consists of a six per cent, loan, of the nominal amount
of 1,000,000/., contracted in England in 1871, and a seven per

cent, loan, of the nominal amount of 2,400,000/.—issued at 82

—

contracted in 1872. The Government of the republic ceased pay-
ment, both of interest and sinking fund, upon the first loan in

1872 ; and as regards the second loan, the Parliamentary Commit-
tee on Foreign Loans reported in 1875 that ' except the sums
retained in England out of the proceeds, the bondholders never

received anything whatever in respect of the principal or interest

of the debt.' The total foreign debt amounted to 2,401,300/. in

1883, with the addition of 1,479,215/. unpaid interest. An offer

on the part of the Government to resume payment and raise a
further railway loan was considered at the end of 1882, but no
arrangement was come to.

The area of the republic is calculated to e^ibrace 26,040 English

square miles, including some disputed territories on the northern

frontier. There exist only vague estimates as regards the jDopulation,

calculated to number from 180,000 to 190,000, but stated at

twice the amount in Government returns. Nearly one-third of the

inhabitants are aborigines, or ' Indians.' The population ofEuropean
descent, many of them pure Spanish blood, dAvell mostly in a small

district on the Rio Grande, around the capital, the city of San Jose.

The exports consist almost exclusively of coffee, the quantity ex-

ported in the year 1882 amounting to 13,635 tons, valued at

702,489/. More than two-thirds of the coffee went to England.

The total imports for 1880 were valued at 560,672/., and in 1881
at 430,477/. Coffee has been unremunerative in recent years, and
efforts are being made to develop other cultures, as bananas,

tobacco, sugar-cane, &c.

In 1882 there entered the ports of Costa Rica 179 vessels, of

237,042 tons, and cleared 176, of 233,335 tons. The vessels mostly
belonged to the United States.

The commercial intercourse of Costa Rica is chiefly with the

United Kingdom, but it is not reported on in the ' Annual State-

ment ' published by the Board of Trade, which throM^s the statistics

of the republic, together with other states, under the general head-
ing of ' Central America.' For the value of the imports and exports

thus given see Guatemala, page 576.

A line of railway, from Alajuela to Limon, 114 miles in lengthy

was in progress for some years, but has been stopped from want of

funds. There are completed from Limon to Rio Sucio, 70 miles

;

from San Jose to Alajuela, 13 miles ; and from San Jose to Cartago,

13 miles.

There are telegraph lines of a total length of 450 English miles^

with 16 telegraph offices.
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Diplomatic and Commercial Representative. ''''" "

1. Of Costa Eica in Geeat Beitain, •

'

Consul' General.—John A. Le Laclieur.

2. Of GrEEAT Beitain in Costa Eica,

Minister and Consul- General.—F. E. St. John.

Money, Weights, and Measures.

The money, weights, and measures of Costa Eica, and the British

equivalents, are

—

Money.
The Dollar, of 100 Gentavas , normal value, 4s. ; approximate value, 35. 6cZ.

"Weights and Measuees.
The Libra » . . . = 1'014 lbs. avoirdupois.

„ Quintal . . . . = 101-40

,, Arroba ,...== 25'3o „

„ Fanega . . . . = 1^ imperial bushel.

The old weights and measures of Spain are in general use, but

the introduction of the French metric system is contemplated.

Statistical and other Books of Eeference concerning Costa Rica.

1. Official Publications.

Informe presentado por el secretario de estado en los despachos de hacienda

y commercio al Congreso constitucional. 4. San Jose, 1883.

Eeport by Consul Sharpe on the trade and commerce of Costa Eica for 1881,

in ' Eeports from H.M.'s Consuls,' 1882.

Eeport by Consul Sharpe on trade and commerce of Costa Eica in 1882, in

* Eeports of H.M.'s Consuls,' Part VI. 1883.

Trade of Central America with the United Kingdom ; in ' Annual Statement

of the Trade of the United Kingdom with Foreign Countries and British

Possessions in the year 1882.' Imp. 4. London, 1883.

2. Non-Official Publications.

Bates (H. W.), Central and South America. New edition. London, 1882.
• Belly (Felix), A travers I'Amerique centrale. 2 vols. 8. Paris, 1872.

Boyie (Frederick), Eide across a Continent : a personal narrative of Wander-
ings tlirough Nicaragua and Costa Eica. 2 vols. 8. London, 1868.

Caceres {Z. M.), Geografia de Centro-America. Paris, 1882.

Frobel (Julius), Aus Amerika. 2 vols. 8. Leipzig, 1857-58.

Marr (N.), Eeise naeh Centralamerika. 2 vols. 8. Hamburg, 1863.

- ikforeZoz; (L.), Voyage dans I'Amerique centrale. 2 vols, 8. Paris, 1859.

Peralta (Manuel M.), Costa Eica ; its climate, constitution and resources.

"With a survey of its present financial position 8. London, 1873.

Scherzer (Karl, Eitter von), Wanderungen durch die mittelamerikanischen

Freistaaten. 8. Braunschweig, 1857.

Scherzer (Karl, Eitter von), Statistisch-commerzielleErgebnisse einer Eeise

um die Erde. 8. Leipzig, 1867.

Wagner (Moritz), Die Eepublik Costa Eica in Centralamerika. 8. Leipzig,

1856.
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ECUADOR.
(Rep^blica del Ecuador.)

Constitution and Government.

The republic of Ecuador was constituted May 11, 1830, in con-

sequence of a civil war which separated the members of the Central

American Free- state founded by Simon Bolivar on the ruins of the

Spanish colony and kingdom of New Granada. Bv its constitution,

dating 1830—with modifications in 1835, 1843, "1861, 1869—the
executive is vested in a President, elected for the term of four

years, while the legislative power is given to a Congress of two
Houses, the first consisting of two senators for each province (chosen

for nine years, one-third retiring every three years), and the second

of deputies, one deputy for every 30,000 inhabitants (chosen for six

years, half retiring every two years), both elected by adults who can

read and write, are Roman Catholics, and who have investments

worth 50/. The Congress has to assemble on August 10 of every

year at Quito, the capital and seat of the government, without being

summoned by the government. The nomination of the President

takes place, in an indirect manner, by 900 electors, returned by the

people for the purpose. The electors appoint, together with the

head of the executive, a Vice-President, who, in certain cases, may
be called upon by Congress to succeed him before his term of

office has come to an end. The Vice-President also fills the fimc-

tions of Minister of the Interior.

President of the Republic.—Senor Caamayto, nominated Provi-

sional President November, 1883, by the Legislative Body, in suc-

cession to Don Jose de Veintemilla, appointed Dictator, for an
unlimited period, by a Convention, July 10, 1878, and confirmed by
a pronunciamento, April 2, 1882 ; he was overthrown in the civil

war of 1883.

The President theoretically exercises his functions through a

cabinet of three ministers who, together with himself, are respon-

sible, individually and collectively, to the Congress, and who, with

other seven members, form a Council of State. Two designados

or substitutes are elected to replace the President if necessary.

There is, according to the constitution, no power of veto with the

President, nor can he dissolve, shorten, or prorogue the sittings of

Congress. By the terms of the constitution no citizen can enjoy

titular or other distinctions, nor are hereditary rights or privileges of

rank and race allowed to exist within the territory of the republic

;

but most of the Indians are virtually in bondage. The religion of
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the republic, according to the constitution, is the Roman Catholic, to

the exclusion of every other. Only about 75,000 of the people, 7'5

per cent., can read or write. Justice is administered by a supreme
court, four superior courts in different centres, 152 provincial criminal

courts, municipal courts, and 656 parochial justices.

Eeveiiue, Population, and Trade.

The public revenue in the year 1876 was reported to have
amounted to 331,000Z. ; and the expenditure to 480,000/. The
budget estimates of revenue in 1881 and 1882 was 630,500/., and
expenditure about the same. About one-half of the revenue is

derived from customs duties on imports at the port of Guayaquil,
which produced 185,700/. in 1881. Next to the customs are the

tithes levied on produce of all kinds by the State on behalf of the

Church, which allows tlie State one-third of the produce. At the

commencement of 1877 the liabilities of the republic amounted,
according to returns of that date, to 3,274,000/., made up of a foreign

debt of 1,824,000/., contracted in England in 1855, and internal

liabilities amounting to 1,450,000/. To this must be added 282,720/.,

the unpaid interest for fifteen years.

The standing army is reported to number 3,500 officers and men.
The area of Ecuador is 248,370 square miles, divided into 15

provinces (two new ones having been recently added), with 946,033
inhabitants according to an official return of 1878. There is besides

an unknown number of uncivilised Indians. It has been estimated

that of the total population, in round numbers 100,000 are whites

of Spanish descent, 300,000 mixed, and 600,000 pure Indians.

. Not included in the above statement are the Galapagos, or Tor-
toise Islands, with an area of 2,950 English square miles, but nearly

deserted, which belong to Ecuador.
The capital of the republic, Quito, has a population variously

estimated from 23,000 to 80,000, and Guayaquil 20,000.

The total imports in 1879 were valued at 1,529,384/., and ex-

ports at 2,316,211/. The exports from Ecuador by Guayaquil
vv-ere valued at 769,400/. in 1881, and 750,007/. in 1882; the total

exports in 1882 amounting to 1,093,958/. The chief export is

cocoa, valued at 773,580/. in 1882; then india-rubber, 209,140/.

;

vcfretable ivory, 83,720/.; cinchona bark, 62,000/. ; hides, 40,524/.

The foreign commerce of Ecuador is mainly with the United
Kingdom, and centres in Guayaquil. The total value of the exports

of Ecuador to Great Britain, and of the imports of British produce

into Ecuador, was as follows in the five years 1878 to 1882 :

—
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Years
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2. Non-Official Publications.

Bates (H. W.), Central and South America. London, 1882.

Ecuador in 1881. Eeport of Mr. Gr. E. Church to the United States Grovern-

ment. Keprinted in South American Journal. London, 1883.

Flemming (B.), Wanderungen in Ecuador. 8. Leipzig, 1872.

G-erstdcker (Friedrich), Achtzehn Monate in Siid-Amerika. 3 vols. 8.

Leipzig, 1863.

Hassaurek (F.), Four Years among Spanish Americans. 3rd edition. Cin-

cinnati, 1881.

Orton (James), The Andes and the Amazon. New York, 1876.

/ScAwarc^a (T.), Reise um die Erde. Vol. III. 8. Braunschweig, 1861.

Ternaux-Comjpans (L.), Histoire du royaume de Quito. Traduite de I'espagnol.

(Velasco: Historia del reino de Quito.) 2 vols. 8. Paris, 1840.

Vitlavicencio (D.), Geografia de la Repiibliea del Ecuador. 8. New York,

1858.

Wagner QILantz Friedrich), Eeisen in Ecuador; in 'Zeitschrift fiir allge-

meine Erdlumde.' Vol. XVI. Berlin, 1864.
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GUATEMALA.
(Repi^blica de Guatemala.)

Constitution and Government.

The republic of Guatemala, established on April 17, 1839,
after having formed part for eighteen years of the Confederation of

Central America, is governed under a constitution proclaimed

October 2', 1859, and modified December 11, 1879. By its terms
the legislative power is vested in a National Assembly elected

for six years by universal suffrage. The executive is vested in a

President, also elected for six years. Since the year 1871, when
the priestly party was driven from power, there have been repeated

Presidential elections.

President of the Repuhlic.—General Rufino Barrios, elected

May 1873; tenure prolonged October 1876; re-elected March 15,
1880, for six years.

The administration is carried on, under the President, by the heads
of six departments, of Foreign Affairs, of Interior, of Public Works,
of War, of Finance, and of Public Instruction.

Revenue, Population, and Trade.

The public revenue, in the year 1881 was estimated at

1,495,943/., and expenditure at 1,462,777Z. ; for 1882 the revenue
was 1,321,536Z., and expenditure 1,321,550/. For 1883 the revenue
was estimated at 1,031,619Z., and expenditure 1,026,981/., being a

surplus of 4,368/. More than half of the revenue is from indirect

taxes, while over three-fifths of the expenditure is for administra-

tion. The charge of the public debt for 1883 was 83,965/.

The total debt of Guatemala on January 1, 1883, was returned at

7,929,800 dollars, or 1,585,960/. The external debt consists of an
outstanding principal of 540,200/., with arrears of interest amount-
ing to 239,634/. There is besides a floating debt of unknown
amount.
.The army of Guatemala, the cost of which is about one-tenth of

the total public expenditure, consists, nominally, of 2,180 men,
rank and file. There is, besides, a militia of 33,000 men.
The area of Guatemala is estimated at 41,830 English square

miles. According to a census of 1880, there were at that date

1,224,602 inhabitants, and 1,276,961 on January 1, 1883 (on the

basis o£ surplus of births), of whom a third are of European descent,

and the rest aborigines or ' Indians.' Guatemala is administratively
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divided into twenty-two provinces. The marriages in 1882 "were

4,864 ; births, 56,059 ; and deaths, 31,695 ; leaving a surplus of

24,464 births. Capital of the republic and seat of the government
is Santiago de Guatemala, or Guatemala la Nueva, with 55,728
inhabitants, a tenth of them of European origin. The former capital,

Santiago de Caballeros, or Guatemala la Antigua, which had once a

population of 60,000, was partly destroyed by fire and earthquakes

in 1773, and has now only 20,000 inhabitants. The number of

landowners in 1882 is returned at 5,334, the total value of these

holdings being given at 7,793,287/. The number of owners of

estates valued at from 200/. to 1,000Z. is ffiven as 3,891, and irom

1,000/. to 4,000/., 692 ; imder 200/., 108.
^

The sum spent on education in 1882 was 89,825/., of which the

State contributed 66,810/. At the end of 1882 there were, ac-

cording to official statements, 811 primary schools (including night

schools) attended by 37,469 pupils; the sum spent on primary edu-

cation was 56,596/. There were besides five high schools with 906
pupils, besides several special schools.

The commercial intercourse of Guatemala is chiefly with Great
Britain and the United States. The estimated value of the total

exports was 3,719,209 dollars, or 743,842/., in 1882, a decrease of

73,000/. on 1881. The total imports were of the estimated value

o£ 2,652,040 dollars, or 530,408/., in 1882; a decrease of 268,000/.

on 1881. The duties levied on imports amounted to 333,809/.

The chief exports are coffee, valued at 626,543/., hides 23,332/.,

oil-cloth 44,976/., cochineal 2,374/., and silver 8,951/. in 1882.

The value of the commercial intercourse of the republic with the

United Kingdom is not reported in the Board of Trade Returns,

which summarizes, under the heading ' Central America,* the com-
merce of the five states of Costa Rica, Guatemala, Honduras,
Nicaragua, and San Salvador, with Great Britain. From an official

report from Guatemala, however, we learn the imports from Great
Britain in 1882 were valued at 192,320/., and from the United
States at 76,106/. The commercial intercourse of the whole of

'Central America ' with the United Kingdom is shown in the follow-

ing table :

—
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The principal articles exported from Central America to Great

Britain in the year 1882 were coffee, of the value of 1,135,522^.,

and indigo, of the value of 222,816Z. The staple article of British

produce imported into- Central America consists of cotton manu-
factures, the value of these imports amounting to 489,278/. in 1882.

In 1882, 230 vessels entered the ports of the Republic.

The Post-office o£ Guatemala carried 1,400,043 letters and

291,893 newspapers, &c., in the year 1882. The first line of railway

in Guatemala, from San Jose to Esquintla (13 miles), was opened

June 18, 1880; other lines are being constructed. Of telegraphs

there were 1,960 miles, with 63 offices, in 1882 ; the number of

messages was 219,744. The loss to the Government on the tele-

graphs in 1882 Avas 2,387/.

Diplomatic and Consular Representatives.

1. Of Guatemala in Gtreat Britain.

Envoy and Minister.—Senor Don Crisanto Medina, accredited February 22,

1879; accredited also to France, and resident in Paris.

Consul- General.—Eenjamin Isaac, accredited December 27, 1879.

2. Of Gteeat Britain in Guatemala.

Minister and Consid- General.—F. E. St. John.

Money, Weights, and Measures.

The money, weights, and measures of Guatemala, and the BritisK

equivalents, are :

—

Money.

The Dollar or Piaster, of 100 Centavas . , approximate value, 4^..

Weights and Measures.

The Libra = r014 lbs. avoirdupois.

„ Quintal = 101-40

„ Arroha = 25*35 .,

„ Fanega = ^2 imperial bushel.

The old weights and measures of Spain are in general use.

Statistical and other Books of Reference concerning Guatemala.

1. Official Publications.

Censo general de la republica de Guatemala levantado en el ano de 18S0.
Guatemala, 1881.

Movemento de poblacion habedo en los pueblos de la republica de Guate-
mala durante el aiio de 1882. Guatemala, 1883.

Mensage dirigido por el exmo. Senor Presidente de la Eep. de Guatemala
a la camara de representantes, 4. Guatemala, 1883.

Presupuesto General de los Ingresos y Gastos de la administracion fiscal de

P P
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la republica de Guatemala para el auo de 1° de Julio de 1882 a 30 de Junio
de 1883. Guatemala, 1882.

Keport by Mr. Edwin Corbett, British Charge d'Aifaires, on the financial

position of the Republic of Guatemala, dated Guatemala, January 12, 1870;
in 'Reports by H.M.'s Secretaries of Embassy and Legation.' No. I. 1871.
London, 1871.

Returns for Guatemala, by Mr. Magee ; in ' Reports of H.M.'s Secretaries

of Embassy and Legation.' Part V. 1882.

Tables of Imports and Exports of Guatemala ; in ' Statistical Tables relating

to Eoreign Countries.' Fol. London, 1882.

Trade of Central America with Great Britain ; in ' Annual Statement of the

Trade of the United Kingdom for the year 1882.' Imp. 4. London, 1883.

2. Non-Official Publications,

jBa«?«/ (J.), Central America 8. London, 1850.

Bernouilli (Dr. Gustav), Briefe aus Guatemala. In Dr. A. Petermann's
<Mittheilungen.' 4. Gotha, 1868-69.

Bernouilli (Dr. Gustav), Reise in der Republic, Guatemala. In Dr. A. Peter-

mann's 'Mittheilungen.' 4. Gotha, 1873.

Frbbel (Julius), Aus America. 2 vols. 8. Leipzig, 1857-58.

Gonzalez (Dario), Geografia de Centro-America. San Salvador, 1878.

Laferriere (J.), De Paris a Guatemala, Notes de voyage au Centre-Amerique.

8. Paris, 1877.

Marr (Wilhelm), Reise nach Central-America. 2 vols. 8. Hamburg, 1863.

Morelot (L.), Voyage dans I'Amerique centrale. 2 vols. 8. Paris, 1859.

Scherzer (Karl, Ritter von), Wanderungen durch die mittelamerikanischen

Preistaaten. 8. Braunschweig, 1857-

8quier (E. G.), The States of Central America. 8. London, 1868.

Whetham (J. W. Boddam), Across Central America. 8. London, 1877.
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HAITI.
(R]&PUBLIQUE DE HaITI.)

Constitution and Government.

The republic of Haiti, formerly a French colony, is governed

under a constitution proclaimed June 14, 1867. By its terms the

legislative power rests in a National Assembly, divided into two
chambers, respectively called the Senate and the House of

Commons. The latter is elected by the direct vote of all male
citizens engaged in some occupation, for the term of three years,

while the members of the Senate (30 in number) are nominated for

six years by the House of Commons from a list presented by the

electoral colleges ; one-third retire every two years. Members of

both Houses are paid during Session. The executive power i«

in the hands of a President, who, according to the Constitution,

must be elected by the people, but in recent years has generally

been chosen by the united Senate and House of Commons, sitting

in National Assembly, and in some instances by the troops, and
by delegates of parties acting as representatives of the people. The
nominal term of office of the President is four years ; however, it

is generally cut short by insurrections, one of which occurred in

1882 and 1883.

President of the Republic.—General Salomon, elected October 23,

1879, as successor to General Boisrond- Canal, president from 1876
to 1879.

The administration of the republic is carried on, under the

President, by four heads of departments. The President receives

a salary of 4,800/.

Revenue, Population, and Trade.

The public revenue and expenditure are known only by estimates,

long-continued civil "war having brought extreme disorder into the

finances of the republic. The total public revenue is calculated to

have amounted in recent years to about 900,000/., and the expendi-
ture to 1,400,000/. The expenditure for 1881-2 was estimated at

895,709/., and in 1882-3 at 1,201,262/.

There is a large floating debt, consisting chiefly of paper money
issued by successive governments, the great mass enormously depre-

ciated by frequent repudiation, and by forgery on a vast scale. There
is also a foreign debt, consisting of a loan of 11,949,840 francs, or

477,994/., contracted at Paris in 1825, and of other liabilities

incurred towards France, the total amounting to 32,049,840 francs,

p p 2
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or 1,281,994/. No interest has for years been paid on this debt.

Nevertheless, the government issued, in June 1875, with partial

success, a new foreign loan of 83,453,000 francs, or 3,338,120Z.,

through the house of Marcuard & Co., Paris, the avowed object

being to extinguish the old debt, both home and foreign, and to

employ the remainder for the construction of two lines of railway.

Since October 1881, the National Bank of Haiti has entered into

activity with a capital of 800,000/. in 2,000 shares. It is also

charged with the emission of a new decimal coinage, to take the

place of the various coins in circulation in the republic. It may
also issue bank-notes, but for not more than three times the cash in

its possession.

The army, under a ' law of reorganisation ' passed by the National

Assembly in 1878, consists, nominally, of 6,828 men, chiefly infantry.

There is a special ' Guard of the Government,' numbering 650 men,

commanded by 10 generals, who also act as aides-de-camp to the

president of the republic.

The area of the republic, which embraces the western portion of

the Island of Haiti—the larger but less populated eastern division

forming the republic of San Domingo (see p. 610)—is estimated at

10,204 English square miles. A census of the population does not

exist ; the inhabitants, nine-tenths of whom are negroes and the

rest mulattoes, with very few of European descent, are calculated

by the best authorities to number about 572,000, while oflicial

estimates give them at 800,000. Capital of the republic is Port-

au-Prince, with 35,000 inhabitants, situated on a large bay, and

possessed of an excellent harbour. The language of the country is

French and the religion Roman Catholicism.

The commercial intercourse of the republic is chiefly with the

United States and Great Britain, the former contributing about 45
per cent, and the latter 40 per cent, to the aggregate imports and
exports. The total imports in the year 1881 amoimted to 1,456,724/.,

and the exports to 1,248,092/. The principal articles exported are

coffee, mahogany, logwood and cotton, the latter mostly to France.

This last is again (1883) being planted, after the industry had
decayed for some years. The insurrections of 1882-3 disorganised

the trade of the country during that period, and considerably

reduced both exports and imports.

In 1881, 792 vessels of 695,194 tons entered, and 768 vessels of

686,821 tons cleared the ports of Haiti.

There is no report ofthe exact value of the commercial intercourse

of the republic with the United Kingdom in the 'Annual Statement,'

published by the Board of Trade, which throws Haiti together with

San Domingo. But as the population of the latter state is only

about one-fourth of that of Haiti, an estimate may be made of the
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respective distribution of exports and imports during the five years

1878 to 1882, given in the following table :

—

Years
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Report by Major Robert Stuart on the commerce, industry, and finances of

Haiti, dated Port-au-Prince, April 1878 ; in 'Reports by H.M.'s Secretaries of

Embassy and Legation.' Part III. 1878. 8. London, 1878.

Report by Vice-Consul Wyndham on the Trade and Commerce of Jacmel for

1881 ; in ' Reports of H.M.'s Consuls.' Part XIV. 1882.

Report by Vice-Consul Wyndham on the trade and commerce of Jacmel in

1882, in « Reports of H.M.'s Consuls.' Part II. 1883.

Trade of Haiti and San Domingo with the United Kingdom, in ' Annual
Statement of the Trade of the United Kingdom with Foreign Countries and
British Possessions in the year 1882.' Imp. 4. London, 1883.

2. Non-Official Publications.

Ardouin (Beaubrun), Etudes sup I'histoire de Haiti. 10 vols. Paris, 1863-61,

,, Bonneau (Alex.), Haiti, ses progr^s, son avenir. 8. Paris, 1862.

,

.\Ha??efeZwtaw7t (J.), Greschichte von Haiti. 8. Kiel, 1856.

Hazard (Samuel), Santo Domingo, Past and Present; with a Glance at

Hayti. 8. pp. 511. London, 1873.

Madiou (N.), Histoire de Haiti. 3 vols. 8. Port-au-Prince, 1847.

il^at* (K.), Histoire des Caziquesde Haiti. 8. Port-au-Prince, 1855.

,3oni7'j[-rr/!-;i'i.;/J .r>el'.U'
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HONDURAS.
(Kep6blica del Honduras.)

Constitution and Government.

The republic of Honduras, established in 1839, on the dissolu-

tion of the Confederation of Central America, is governed under a

charter proclaimed in November 1865, modified by the New Con-
stitution of November 1, 1880. It gives the legislative power to a

Congress of two Houses, called the Senate and the Chamber of

Deputies. The Senate consists of seven members, three of whom
are elected annually, and the Chamber of Deputies of eleven mem-
bers, one-half of whom are elected annually by universal suffrage.

The executive authority rests with a President, elected nominally

for four years.

President of the Republic.—Don Marco Aurelio Soto, elected

President, May 29, 1877, as successor of Don Crecencio Gomez

,

President from 1876 to 1877.

There have been no regular elections of Presidents in recent

years, and none served the full term of office. The predecessor of

Don Crecencio Gomez, Don Ponciano Leiva, succeeded Don Celeo

Arias, elected 1872, who fled from the capital and was driven from
power in February 1874, in consequence of an invasion of the

republic by the troops of San Salvador. The same troops deposed,

in a preceding invasion. May 1872, General Medina, predecessor

of Don Celeo Arias, elected President in 1870.

The administration of the republic is carried on by a Council of

State, composed of the three ministers and seven other members.

Revenue, Population, and Trade.

The finances of the republic are in great disorder owing to

prolonged civil strife, aggravated in 1872 by wars with Guate-
mala and San Salvador, which continued, with short interruptions,

till the end of June 1876, when exhaustion on all sides brought
about a peace. In 1879-80 the revenue was 969,854 dollars, or

193,971/., and the expenditure 854,352 dollars, or 170,870?.;
the budget for 1880-81 estimated the revenue at 861,970 dollars,

or 172,394?., and expenditure 759,930 dollars, or 151,986/. ; but
the actual gross revenue at the end of the financial year (July 31,

1881) was found to be 1,120,175 dollars, or 224,035/. The budget
for 1881-82 gives the revenue at 861,970 dollars, or 172,394/.,

and the expenditure, 759,930 dollars, or 151,986/. The expenditure

for several years exceeded the revenue, and the deficits were covered

by loans.

The foreign debt of Honduras amounted to a total of 5,398,570/.

at the end of 1883. No interest has been paid since 1872, and
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its accumulation has (1883) reached the amount of 5,022,489/.

The debt consists of three loans: the first contracted at the

London Stock Exchange in 1867, for the nominal amount of

IjOOOjOOO/. ; the second issued in London and Paris in 1868, for the

nominal amount of 2,490,108/. ; and the third, negotiated at the

London Stock Exchange in 1870, for the nominal amount of

2,500,000/. The first and third loans were at 10 per cent., and
issued at the price of 80, and the second loan was at 6 per cent.,

and issued at 75. All the loans were raised for the professed object of

constructing an interoceanic railway from Port Cortez, or Puerto

Caballos, on the Atlantic, to the Bay of Fonseca, on the Pacific,

232 miles in length. But only a short section of the line, on the

Atlantic side, 53 miles in length, was constructed in 1875, and then

lying abandoned—the contractors having received on account of

the works 689,745/., being but apart of the amount due—and there

was no further attempt at the time to open the railway. If paid,

the interest and sinking fimd on the three loans would amount
to an annual charge of 695,700/. on the public revenue of Hon-
duras—130,000/. in respect of the first; 240,700/. in respect of the

second ; and 325,000/. in respect of the third loan—or more than

seven times the estimated total receipts of the government of the

republic.

In May 1872 the government of Honduras issued at the London
Stock Exchange the prospectus of a ' ten per cent, ship railway loan

*

of 15,000,000/., 'for the purpose of adapting the present inter-

oceanic railway, now in course of construction, to a ship railway

across the republic of Honduras,' that is 'a railway capable of

conveying ships of large tonnage, without disturbing the cargo,

between the Atlantic and Pacific Oceans, to and from Puerto

Caballos on the former, and the Bay of Fonseca on the latter.' The
loan was to be in 150,000 bonds of 100/. each, issued at the price

of 80, and repayable in fifteen years. It met with no subscribers.

The area ofthe republic, divided administratively into seven depart-

ments, is calculated to embrace 39,600 English square miles, with

a population of 350,000, or nine inhabitants to the square mile.

Both area and population are only known through estimates, no
enumeration having as yet taken place. The bulk of the inhabitants

consists of aboriginal ' Indians,' and the sparse European-descended
population, mainly of Spanish origin, is in the small ports on the Pacific

coast and in the town of Santa Eosas, in the tobacco districts of

Gracias. Capital of the republic is the ancient town of Tegucigalpa,

with 12,000 inhabitants, situated nearly in the centre of the state,

and chief station on the planned interoceanic railway.

The exports of Honduras consist chiefly of mahogany, cattle,

. hides, tobacco, cattle, and indigo, the total value estimated at about

1,300,000 dollars, or 260,000/. per annum, while the imports
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comprise cotton goods, silks, and hardware. From Truxillo alone

20,000 head of cattle, valued at 100,000^., were shipped in 1882

;

mahogany, to the value of 16,000/., hides and deer-skins, 8,000/.,

gold and silver, 120,000/. The resources of the country are at

present wholly undeveloped. There are no official returns of the

value of either the imports or exports, owing partly to the customs

at the principal ports being farmed out to individuals whose interest

it is to conceal all facts concerning their revenue. The commerce
is mainly with Great Britain, but the value is not given in the
' Annual Statement ' of the Board of Trade, which merges Honduras
into ' Central America.' (See page 576.)

In 1879 there were 19 post offices which carried 96,973 letters;

the revenue was 7,651/. and expenses 3,614/. There are 658 miles of

telegraphs, and 37 miles of railway.

Diplomatic and Co-nsular Representatives.

1. Of Honduras in Great Britain.

Consid-General.—Guillermo Binney, accredited October 17, 1882.

2. Or Great Britain in Hondtjeas.

Minister and Consul- General.—F. E. St. John.

Money, Weights, and Measures.

The money, weights, and measures of Honduras and the British

equivalents, are as follows:—
Money.

The Dollar, of 100 cents : approximate value, 45.

Y/eights and Measures.

The^rroi«|^°"T' • • = 3| imperial gallons.

., Square Vara . . . = 1*09 vara = 1 yard.

„ Fanega . . . . = 1| imperial bushel.

Statistical and other Books of Reference concerning Honduras.
1. Official Publications.

Gaceta Official de Honduras. Comayagua, 1883.

Keport by Consul Melhado on the trade and commerce of Tranello in 1882,

in * Keports of H.M.'s Consuls.' Part III. 1888.

Trade of Central America with Great Britain ; in 'Annual Statement of the

Trade of the United Kingdom in the year 1882.' Imp. 4, London, 1883.

2. JSTon-Official Publications.

Sates (H. W.), Central and South America. London, 1882.

Frbbel (Julius), Seven Years' Travel in Central America. 8. London, 1853.

Gonzalez (T).), Geografia de Centro-America. San Salvador, 1878.

Marr (Wilhelm), Keise nach Central-America. 2 vols. 8. Hamburg, 1863.

Pelleticr (Consul E.), Honduras et ses ports. Documents officiels sur le

chemin de fer interoceanique. 8. Paris, 1869.

Beichardt (M.), Centro-America. 8. Braunschweig, 1851.

Scherzer (Karl, Kitter von), "Wanderungen durch die mittelamerikanischen

Freistaaten Nicaragua, Honduras und San Salvador. 8. Braunschweig, 1857.

(Sgawer (E. G.), Honduras: descriptive, historical, and statistical. 8. London,

1870.
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MEXICO.
^Repi^blica Mexicana.)

Constitution and Government.

The present constitution of Mexico bears date February 5, 1857,
with subsequent modifications, down to October 3, 1882. By its

terms Mexico is declared a federative republic, divided into States

—19 at the outset, but at present 27 in number, with 1 territory

and the Federal District—each of which has a right to manage its

own local affairs, while the whole are bound together in one body
politic by fundamental and constitutional laws. The powers of the

supreme government are divided into three branches, the legisla-

tive, executive, and judicial. The legislative power is vested in a
Congress consisting of a House of Representatives and a Senate,

and the executive in a President. Representatives—227 in 1883
—elected by the suffrage of all respectable male adults, at the

rate of one member for 40,000 inhabitants, hold their places for

two years. The qualifications requisite are to be twenty-five years

of age, and a resident in the state. The Senate consists of fifty-six

members, 2 for each state, of at least thirty years of age, who are

returned in the same manner as the deputies. The members of

both Houses receive salaries of 3,000 dollars a year. The Pre-

sident is elected by electors popularly chosen in a general elec-

tion, holds office for four years, and cannot be re-elected until

another period of four years has elapsed after the expiration of

his term. The Senator who presides over the Senate by monthly
election acts temporarily in default of the President of the Republic.

Congress has to meet annually from April 1 to May 30, and from
September 16 to December 15, and a permanent committee o£ both
houses sits during the recesses.

President of the Republic.—General Manuel Gonzales ; installed

President of the Republic, as successor of General Porfirio Diaz,

December 1, 1880.

The administration is carried on, under the direction of the

President, by a council of six Secretaries of State, heads of the

departments of Justice, Finance, the Interior, War and Navy,
Foreign Affairs, and Public Works.
The prevailing religion is Roman Catholic, but the church and

state are independent of each other, and there is toleration of all

other religions. No ecclesiastical body can acquire landed property.

Primary education has been declared compulsory, but the law is

not enforced. Schools are supported partly by the central, partly
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by the State governments, and partly by beneficent societies. In the

year 1880 there were in Mexico 8,586 public elementary schools,

with 441,458 pupils, and 133 for superior and professional educa-

tion, with an attendance of 16,901. The amount spent by Govern-

ment on education was 678,596/.

Revenue and Expenditure.

The public revenue is derived to the extent of more than one-

half from customs duties, laid both on exports and imports. The
amount spent on public works has increased in recent years—more
than one-third for 1884—while about one-fourth is allotted to the

army. The finances of the state were for many years in great

disorder, the expenditure constantly exceeding the revenue Since

1880, however, more order has been introduced into the finances;

the country has become more prosperous, and according to oflficial

statement the revenue can now meet the expenditure.

According to the last official statement published by the head

of the Treasury Department, the revenue for the year ending

June 30, 1882, was 6,093,218Z. and expenditure 5,043,526/. ' The
surplus of 1,049,692/. was spent according to subsequent grants

and authorisations made by Congress.' The budget estimates for

1882-83 showed a revenue of 5,420,000/. and expenditure of

5,402,301/. The revenue of that year actually amounted, according

to oflicial statement, to 6,600,000/., the customs' receipts alone

amounting to 3,600,000/. The following is the budget estimate

of expenditure and unofficial estimate of the revenue for the year

ending June 30, 1884 :—
Revenue
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ment has been supplied—tlie result of a committee of investigation

appointed by Mexico in 1880 :

—
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In 1874 the popiilation was returned at 9,343,470, and in 187^
at 9,908,011, showing an increase, in 1882, of 703,402, or 7-5 per

cent, in eight years, an increase which is probably to a considerable

extent only apparent. The Indians are stated to be rapidly de-

creasing, forming, it was stated in 1874, one-half the population*

Theoretically, distinctions of race are abolished by the constitution

of 1824.

The chief cities are the capital, Mexico, with a population in

1882 of about 300,000; Guadalajara, 80,000; Puebia, 65,000;
Guanajuato, 56,500 ; San Luis Potosi, 35,000 ; Merida, Zacatecae^

and Aguascalientes, about 32,000 each.

Emigration to Mexico is rapidly increasing; in 1882, 11,000 im-
migrants entered the port of Vera Cruz—mostly Italians and
Spaniards ; but it has been stated that there are many difficulties

placed in the way of successful colonisation, and that a large pro-

portion of immigrants in recent years have left the country.
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Trade and Industry.

The total imports of Mexico in the year 1876 (the last for which
detailed official returns are published) were of the estimated value

of 28,485,000 dollars, or 5,697,000^., and the value of the exports

25,435,000 dollars, or 5,087,000Z. It is officially stated that the

imports of 1882 exceeded 6,000,000/., the average total of imports

and exports in recent years being 12,000,000/.

The following table shows the exports of Mexico in each of the

years ending June 30, 1878-82 :—

Years
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Tears
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There was in Mexico in 1882, 97 cotton and woollen factories,

representing a total capital of about 2,000,000/. sterling : the

number of workmen employed was 12,846. The amount of cotton

grown in the country, in 1879, has been estimated at 50,000,000 lbs.,

and the quantity imported from the United States in that year was
9,898,000 lbs., and, in 1881, 13,336,186 lbs.

Mexico had 3,100 miles of railway open for traffic in the end of

1883. Eailways are rapidly extending in all directions, the United
States frontier being crossed at several points.

The total length of telegraph lines, in 1883, was 16,938 English

miles, with 460 offices; of which 11,250 miles and 256 offices belong

to the Federal Government.

The post-office carried 4,335,459 letters and 2,943,880 newspapers

in the year 1881-82. At the end of June 18S2 there were 873
post offices in the republic.

Diplomatic and Consular Representatives.

Diplomatic relations between Great Britain and Mexico having

been interrupted since 1867, the only representatives of Mexico in

this country have been commercial agents at the out-ports. At
present (January 1884), for the purpose of renewing the relations, a

British special mission (under Sir Spencer St. John, K.C.M.G.) is

in Mexico, and also a Mexican Mission in London.

Special Envoy to Great Britain.—Senor Don Ignacio Mariscal.

Secretary.—Pablo Martinez del Campo.

Money, Weights, and Measures.

Money.

The Dollar, of 100 cents: approximate value, 45.

The weight and measures of the metric system have been introduced.

Statistical and other Books of Keference concerning Mexico,

1. Official Publications.

Anales del Minesterio de fomento, colonizacion, industria y comercio. 9.

Mexico, 1883.

Boletin del ministerio de fomento de la Kepublica Mexicana. Pol. Mexico,
1883.

Comercio exterior de Mexico. Pol. Mexico. 1883.

Estadistica de la Republica Mexicana. Mexico. 1880.

Memoria del Secretario del despacho de hacienda. Pol. Mexico, 1883.

Keport by Mr. R. T. C. Middleton, H.M.'s Secretary of Legation, on the

trade, industry, financep, and population of the Mexican Empire, dated
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August 12, 1865; in • Reports of H.M.'s Secretaries of Embassy.' No. XI.
London, 1866.

Report by R. T. C. Middleton on the financial position of Mexico, dated
February 25, 1867 ; in 'Reports by H.M.'s Secretaries of Embassy and Lega-
tion.' No. V. 1867. London, 1867.

Reports by Mr. R. T. C. Middleton on the mines and mineral districts, and
on the sulphur deposits of Mexico, dated July 10 and December 31, 1866; in
' Reports by H.M.'s Secretaries of Embassy and Legation.' Nos. I. and II.

1867. London, 1867.

Report by Mr. R. T. C. Middleton on the silver mines of Guanaxuato, dated
November 29, 1867; in 'Reports by H.M.'s Secretaries of Embassy and Lega-
tion.' No. I. 1868. London, 1868.

Report on the trade and commerce of Mexico ; in ' Reports by H.M.'s
Diplomatic and Consular Officers Abroad.' Part VII. Folio. 1883.

Report on Cattle in Mexico, by Consul-General Sutton, in ' Reports from the

Consuls of the United States.' No. XXXI. 1883. Washington, 1883.

Trade of the United Kingdom with Mexico ; in ' Annual Statement of the
Trade of the United Kingdom with Foreign Countries and British Possessions

in the year 1882.' 4. London, 1883.

2. Non-Official Publications.

Boletin de la sociedad de geografia y estadistica de la Republica Mexicana.
8. Mexico, 1878-83.

Brochlehurst (T. U.), Mexico To-day. London, 1883.

Cadro (Lorenzo), The Republic of Mexico in 1882. New York, 1882.

Chevalier (Michel), Le Mexique ancien et moderne. 18. Paris, 1866.

Conkling (Howard), Mexico and the Mexicans. New York. 1883.

Cuhas (A. Garcia), Atlas metodico de la geographia de la Republica Mexi-
cana. 8. Mexico, 1874.

Diccionario geografico y estadistico de la Republica Mexicana. 5 vols. Fol.

Mexico, 1874-76.

Flint (H. M.), Mexico under Maximilian. 12. Philadelphia, 1867.

Future of Mexico, in ' Economist.' January 20 and April 7, 1883.

Garcia y Cubas (A.), Apuntes relativos a la poblacion de la Republica
Mexicana. 8. Mexico, 1871.

Geiger (John Lewis), A Peep at Mexico : Narrative of a Journey across the

Republic from the, Pacific to the Gulf. 8. London, 1874.

La Bedolliere (Emile G. de), Histoire de la guerre du Mexique. 4. Paris,

1866.

Ferez (J. E.), Almanaque estadistico de las officinas y Guia de forasteroso

del Comercio de la Republica para 1880. 8. Mexico, 1881.

Ratzcl (Fried.), Aus Mexico, Reiseskizzen aus den Jahren, 1874-5. Breslau,

1878.

QQ
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NICARAGUA.
(Eepi^blica de Nicaragua.)

Constitution and Government.

The constitution of the republic of Nicaragua was prodaimed on
August 19, 1858. It vests the legislative power in a Congress

of two Houses, the upper called the Senate, comprising ten mem-
bers, and the lower, called the House of Eepresentatives, eleven

members. Both branches of the legislature are elected by universal

suffrage, the members of the House of Representatives for the term
of four, and those of the Senate for the term of six years. The
executive power is with a President elected for four years.

President of the Repuhlic.—Dr. Don Adam Cardenas, elected

President of the Republic, January, 1883, and succeeded Don
Joaquin Zavala, March 1, 1883.

The President exercises his functions through a council of re-

sponsible ministers, composed of the four departments of Finance,

Foreign Affairs, Public Instruction, and War and Marine.

Revenue, Population, and Trade.

The revenue of the republic in the year 1879-80 was 487,218/.,

and the expenditure 514,027/., leaving a deficit of 26,809/. In

1880-81 the revenue was stated to be 400,725/., and the expendi-

ture 37'9,190/., leaving a surplus of 43,101/. In 1882 the revenue

was 387,956/., and the expenditure 344,020/. Two-thirds of the

total annual revenue are derived from government monopolies on

spirits, tobacco, and gunpowder, and the remainder chiefly from

import duties and a tax on slaughtered cattle. The expenditure

JB principally for the maintenance of an army of two thousand men,
and the payment of interest of the public debt.

The total amount of the public debt in 1883 was estimated at

189,406/. The public liabilities of Nicaragua were wholly con-

tracted within the country.

Education is advancing ; and at the end of ] 882 there were
178 schools with 8,330 pupils.

The army numbers 703 men (including 397 police) and 9,600 of

a militia.

The area of the republic is estimated at 49,500 English square

miles, and the population in 1883 is officially stated to be 275,815

(136,947 males, and 138,868 females), giving less than six inhabi-

tants per square mile ; but a British Consular Report of 1883

refers to this estimate as incorrect, giving the total population at
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about 400,000. According to an official return for 1882, there

were in that year 16,444 births and 8,979 deaths, leaving a surplus

of 7,465. The great mass of the population consists of aboriginal
' Indians,' Mulattoes, Negroes, and mixed races, and the number of

Europeans and their descendants is very small and on the decrease.

There are few towns, and the chief occupation of the inhabitants is

the rearing of cattle, carried on in a rude fashion. The old capital of

the republic is the city of Leon, ten miles from the Pacific, sur-

rounded by five active volcanoes, and partly in ruins ; its popula-

tion is 25,000. At present the seat of the government is the town
of Managua, situated on the southern border of the great lake of

the same name, with about 12,000 inhabitants. The capital is

provisional, being built on the slope of an active volcano, and liable

therefore to instant destruction.

The commerce of Nicaragua is very small. The imports in 1881
amounted to 320,997Z., and the exports to 358,272Z. ; in 1882 the

former were 295,468/., and the latter 379,152/. The leading ex-

ports are coiFee and india-rubber, the former valued at 131,910/. in

1882, and the latter at 127,602/. The value of gold exported was
30,124/. Of the exports in 1882, 178,879/. went to the United
States, and 124,830/. to England. Of the imports, 122,652/. came
from England, and 84,854/. from the United States. In the annual
' Statement of the Board of Trade,' the commercial intercourse of

Great Britain with the Republic is merged into ' Central America.'

(See page 576.)

There are about 400,000 head of cattle in the republic.

There entered the ports o£ the country in 1882 213 vessels of

256,000 tons.

There were 800 miles of telegraph lines in the republic in 1882,
with 26 stations. A state railway, 33 miles, between the port of

Corinto and Leon was opened in 1882, and is to be continued to Old
Leon. In 1882, 1,119,302 letters, &c., passed through the post office.

Diplomatic and Consular Representatives.

1. Of Nicaeagua in Geeat Britain.

Consul- General.—James L. Hart.

2. Of GrBEAT Britain in Nicaragua.

Minister and Consul- General.—F. E. St. John.

Money, Weights, and Measures.

The system of money, weights, and measures is the same as in

Honduras, though Mexican, Chilian, Peruvian, and other South

American dollars and five-franc pieces circulate freely ; there is

also a paper currency. (See p. 548.)
Q Q 2
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Statistical and other Books of Reference concerning Nicaragua.

1. Official Publications.

Discurso pronunciado por el Seiior Dr. Don Adam Cardenas ante el Soberano

Congreso de Nicaragua, el 1" de Marzo de 1883. Managua, 1883.

Memoria con .que el Seiior Ministro sela GoLernacion Justicia y Negocios

eclesiasticos du Cuenta al seberano Congreso. Managua, 1883.

Keport by Mr. Consul GoUan on the commerce of Greytown, and the

construction of an interoceanic canal through Nicaragua, dated January

1876 ; in ' Keports from H.M.'s Consuls.' Part IV. 1876. 8. London, 1876.

Eeport by Consul Jessel on the commerce of Nicaragua, in 1882, and

Consul Bingham on that of Greytown, in * Keports of H.M.'s Consuls.' Pdrt

IX. 1883.

2. NoN- Official Publications.

Belly (N,), Percement de I'isthme de Panama par le canal de Nicaragua. 8.

Paris, 1858.

Belt (Thomas), The Naturalist in Nicaragua : a Narrative of a Kesidence at

the Gold Mines of Chontales, &c. 8. London, 1873.

Billow (A. vo7i), Der Freistaat Nicaragua in Mittelamerika. 8. Berlin, 1849.

Keller (J.), Le canal de Nicaragua. 8. Paris, 1859.

Marr (Wilhelm). Reise nach Centralamerika. 2 vols. 8. Hamburg, ISQ^.

Scherzer (Karl, Ritter von), Wanderungen durch die mittelamerikanischen

Freistaaten Nicaragua, Honduras und San Salvador. 8. Braunschweig, 1857.

Squier (E. G.), Sketches of Travel in Nicaragua. 8. New York, 1851.

Squier (E. G.), Nicaragua, its People, Scenery, Monuments, and the proposed

Interoceanic Canal. 2 vols. 8. London, 1852.

Whctham (J. W. Bodham), Across Central America. 8. London, 1877.
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PARAGUAY..
(Repi5blica del Paraguay.)

Constitution and Government.

The republic of Paraguay gained its independence from Spanish

rule in 1811, and after a short government by two consuls, the

supreme power was seized, in 1815, by Dr. Jose Gaspar Rodriguez

Francia,who exercised autocratic sway as dictator, till his death, Sept.

20, 1840. Dr. Francia's reign was followed by a state of anarchy,

which lasted till 1842, when a National Congress, meeting at the

capital Asuncion, elected two nephews of the Dictator, Don Alonso
and Don Carlos Antonio Lopez, joint consuls of the republic.

Another Congress voted, March 13, 1844, a new constitution, and,

March 14, elected Don Carlos Antonio Lopez sole President, with

dictatorial powers, which were continued by another election,

March 14, 1857. At the death of Don Carlos, September 10, 1862,

his son, Don Francisco Solano Lopez, born 1827, succeeded to the

supreme power, by testamentary order, without opposition. Presi-

dent Lopez, in 1865, began a dispute with the Government of Brazil,

the consequence of which was the entry of a Brazilian army, united

with forces of the Argentine Confederation and Uruguay, into the

republic, June 1865. After a struggle of five years, Lopez was
defeated and killed in the battle of Aquidaban, March 1, 1870.

A new constitution was proclaimed on the 25th of November
1870. The legislative authority is vested in a Congress of two
Houses, a Senate and a House of Deputies, and the executive being

entrusted to a President, elected for the term of four years, with a

non-active Vice-President at his side. The Senate and Chamber
of Deputies are elected directly by the people,' the former in the

ratio of 1 representative to 12,000 inhabitants, and the latter 1 to

6,000 inhabitants, though in the case of the sparsely populated

divisions a greater ratio is permitted.

President of the Bepublie— General B. Caballero, appointed

President of the Republic, p7'o tern., May 1881, as successor of Don
Caudido Bareiro, elected September 1878.

The President exercises his functions through a cabinet of re-

sponsible ministers, five in number, presiding over the departments

of the Interior, of Finance, of Worship and Justice, of War, and of

Foreign Affairs. The President receives a salary of 1,920/., the

Vice-President 960/., and each of the ministers 600/. a year ; but
the total administrative expenses are stated not to exceed 5,000/.
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A High Court of Justice, and various inferior tribunals, with

local magistrates, exercise judicial functions. The Roman Catholic

church is the established religion of the State, but the free exercise

of other religions is permitted. Education is nominally obligatory.

The entire number of schools in 1882 supported by Government,
the municipalities, and private individuals was 175, attended by
6,782 pupils, being 1 pupil in every 50 of the non-Indian population.

There is a national college in Asuncion, with 90 students. In the

last budget report it was stated that the girls' schools throughout

the country had to be closed from want of funds.

Revenue, Public Debt, and Army.

; The public revenue of Paraguay is derived mainly from customs
duties. In 1881 they yielded 85,388/., and in 1882, 92,730/. In
1882 the expenditure was estimated to amount to 62,685/., inclu-

sive of interest on the debt, army expenses, and other items ; and
the total revenue in that year amounted to over 100,000/. The
estimated expenditure for 1883 is 70,592/. The revenue has shown
considerable improvement in recent years, while the expenditure

has increased to only a moderate extent. It is stated that neither

the yerha mate, nor the extensive tracts of valuable forests yield

the Government anything, the country being unable to exercise the

supervision necessary to prevent wholesale plundering.

The republic had no debt until the war of 1865-70, which led to the

raising of large internal loans. In 1871 and 1872, the Government
contracted two foreign loans, the first of the nominal amount of

1,000,000/., and the second of 2,000,000/., each bearing 8 per cent,

interest, through Messrs. Eobinson, Fleming & Co., London. The
loans, issued at the price of 80, were hypothecated on the public

lands of Paraguay, valued at 19,380,000/. Payment of both interest

and sinking funds on the two loans ceased in 1874. Of the second
loan, it is stated that only 140,000/. reached the Paraguayan
treasury. The outstanding amount of these loans amounted to

1,505,400/. in 1883, with interest arrears of 1,083,888/. According
to treaty stipulations arising out of the war of 1865-70, Paraguay
is indebted to the population of Brazil to the amount of 40,000,000/.;

to . the Argentine Confederation 7,000,000/., and to Uruguay
200,000/., being a total war debt of 47,200,000/. These sums in-

clude indemnities to private persons. Uruguay has, however,
recently cancelled its war indemnity. According to an official

statement of 1882 the Paraguayan debt stands as follows :—

-
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Internal debt . .

External debt :
—

Brazilian private

demnities

Interest on above
First London loan

Second ,,

128,533

,792,036

183,256

940,800

532,751

Argentine Bank loan . ,518

Total external . 3,457,361

Deposits .

Stamped paper
3,408

2.911

Grand total 3,592,213

The military force in the war against the united armies of Brazil,

Uruguay, and the Argentine Eepublic, carried on during the years

1865-70, comprised 60,000 men, including 10,000 cavalry, and 5,000
artillery. These troops were altogether disbanded afterwards, and
the entire force in 1882, kept chiefly for preservation of internal

order, consisted of 57 officers and 550 men.

Area, Population, and Trade.

The frontiers of the republic were fixed by a Treaty of Alliance

between Brazil, the Argentine Confederation, and Uruguay, signed

on the 1st of May 1865, to be within the 22 to 27 degrees latitude

south, and the 57 to 60 degrees longitude west, of the meridian of

Paris. The area is now estimated at 91,970 square miles.

An enumeration made by the Government in 1857 showed the

population to number 1,337,439 souls. At the beginning of 1873
the number of inhabitants, according to an official return, was
reduced to 221,079, comprising 28,746 men and 106,254 women
over fifteen years of age, with 86,079 children, the enormous dis-

proportion between the sexes, as well as the vast decrease of the

population, telling the results of the war. In 1876, the population

was 293,844, being an increase of 72,765 in three years. At a

census taken in 1879 the population was found to be 346,048 (two-

thirds being females), exclusive of Indians, semi-civilised and
partly savage. The semi-civilised Indians number 60,000, and the

savage 70,000. Among the civilised population are 2,000 Italians,

400 Persians, 400 Spaniards, and 40 English. The bulk o£ the

foreigners are, however, Brazilians and Argentines. The country

is divided into 23 electoral districts. The population of the capital,

Asuncion, was 16,000 in 1879 ; other towns are Villa Rica, 12,570 ;

Concepcion, 10,697 ; San Pedro, 9,706 ; Luque, 8,878. The Govern-
ment offer great inducements to immigrants. About one-third of the

inhabitants are living in the central districts, containing the capital,

the rest being spread thinly as settlers over the remaining portion of

cultivated country. Nearly three-fourths of the entire territory are

national property. In 1881 the number of criminal trials was 125.

The chief article of foreign commerce of Paraguay is the yerha

mate, or Paraguayan tea, made of the leaves of the Ilex Paraguay-
ensis tree, dried and reduced to powder, which are extensively con-
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sumed in all the States of South America. The value of this export

in 1881 was 182,025Z., the other chief export being tobacco, 131,730/.

in 1881. The total exports in 1881 amounted to 385,709/., and
in 1882 to 330,135/. In 1881 the imports were valued at 240,893/.,

and in 1882 at 264,425/. The chief imports are textiles, valued at

107,458/. in 1881—85 per cent, from Great Britain ; about 48
per cent, of the total imports come from Britain.

The imports are derived to the extent of three-fourths from

Great Britain, and one-fourth from France and Germany. The British

imports pass entirely through the territories of Brazil and the Argen-
tine Confederation, and there is no direct intercourse between Para-

guay and the United Kingdom. The number of ships that entered

Asuncion in 18S1 was 264, of 34,859 tons, mostly Argentine.

The number of horned cattle in Paraguay in 1882 was 500,000.

The chief agricultural products besides yerba and tobacco are maize,

rice, wheat, mandioca, and cotton, barely sufficient for home con-

sumption. In 1882, 37,500,000 lbs. of sugar were produced. Only
450,752 acres were under cultivation in 1882.

The only railway in Paraguay is a short line of 45 English miles,

from Asuncion, the capital, to Paraguay. The total traffic in 1880
amounted to 8,427/., and in 1881 to 12,241/. There are no lines

of telegraph but one at the side of this railway. Paraguay joined

the postal union in 1881 ; the number of letters that year was

63,521 ; newspapers, 51,014.

Diplomatic and Consular Representatives.

1. Of England in Paraguay.

Envoy and Minister.—Hon. Edward Monson, appointed January 25, 1884
(Resident at Buenos Ayres.)

(There is no representative of Paraguay in Great Britain.)

Money, Weights, and Measures.

The money, weights, and measures of Paraguay, and the British

equivalents, are :

—

Money.

The Peso, or Dollar = 100 Centenas . Average rate of exchange, 4s.

Weights and Measures.

l:\\e Quintal . . . . = 101-40 lbs, avoirdupois.

„ Arroba . . . . = 25-35 „ „
,, Fanega . . . . = l^ imperial bushel.

„ Lino (land measure) . = 69^ Engl. sq. yards,

,, Legua madra . . =. 12^ Engl. sq. miles.

Since the end of the war of 1865-70, an extensive paper currency

has been introduced into the republic. The weights and measures
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of the Argentine Confederation and the cuiTency of Brazil are also

in general use.

Statistical and other Books of Reference concerning Paraguay.

1. Official Publications.

Mensage del Presidente de la Eepublica, presentado al Congreso Legisla-

tive de la Nacion. 4. Asuncion, 1883.

Memoria del Ministerio de Hacienda, presentada a los H. Senadores y
Diputados en 1880. 4. Asuncion, 1883.

Sobre la cantidad de leguas de terrenos piiblicos aproximadamente, la calidad

de ellos, sus produciones, &c. : Informe per orden de S. E. el Senor Presidente

de la Kepiiblica del Paraguay. 4. Asuncion, 1871.

Report by Mr. Vansittart on Paraguay, in ' Eeports of H.M.'s Secretaries of

Embassy and Legation.' Part I. 1883.

2. Non-Official Publications.

Demersay (L. A.), Histoire physique, economique et politique du Paraguay et

des etablissements des Jesuites. 2 vols. 8. Paris, 1865.

Bu Graty {AMvQdi), La Republique de Paraguay. 8. Bruxelles, 1865.

Johnston (K.), Paraguay. In ' Geographical Magazine,' July 1875. London,
1875.

Kennedy (A. J.), La Plata, Brazil, and Paraguay, during the War. 8.

London, 1869.

Mansfield (Charles), Paraguay, Brazil, and the Plate. New edition. By the

Eev. Charles Kingsley. 8. London, 1866.

Masterman (G. F.), Seven Eventful Years in Paraguay. 8. London, 1869.

Mulhall (M. G. and E. T.), Handbook to the River Plate Republics, &c., and
the Republics of Uruguay and Paraguay. 8. Loudon, 1875.

Page (Commander Thomas G.), La Plata, the Argentine Confederation, and
Paraguay. Narrative of the Exploration of the Tributaries of the River La
Plata and adjacent countries during the years 1853, 1854, 1855, and 1856,
under the orders of the United States Government. 8. New York, 1867.

Quentin (Charles), Le Paraguay. 8. Paris, 1866.

Thompson (George), The Paraguayan War ; with sketches of the history of

Paraguay, and of the manners and customs of the people. 8. London, 1869.

Tschudi (Joh. Jak. v.), Reisen durch Siidamerika. 2 vols. 8. Leipzig, 1866.

Washburn (Charles A.), The History of Paraguay. With notes of personal

observations. 2 vols. 8. Boston and New York, 1871.
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PERU.
(Repi^blica del PeriJ.)

Constitution and Government.

The republic of Peru, formerly the most important of the Spanish
Viceroy alties in South America, issued its declaration of indepen-
dence July 28, 1821, but it was not till after a war, protracted

till 1824, that the country gained its actual freedom from Spanish
rule. The present constitution, proclaimed Oct. 16, 1856, was
revised Nov. 25, 1860. It is modelled on that of the United States,

the legislative power being vested in a Senate and a House of

Representatives, the former composed of deputies of the provinces,

two for each, and the latter of representatives nominated by the

electoral colleges of provinces and parishes, at the rate of one
member for every 20,000 inhabitants. The parochial electoral

colleges choose deputies to the provincial colleges, who in turn send

representatives to Congress.

The executive power is entrusted to a President, assisted by two
Vice-Presidents, elected for the term of four years.

President of the Republic.—General Miguel Iglesias, acting as

the de facto President of Peru, signed a treaty of peace with Chili

on October 20, 1883, and was then allowed to occupy the capital,

Lima. Dr. Francisco Garcia Calderon was elected by an assembly
of notables at Lima on March 12, 1881 ; re-elected by a Congress

at Arequipa on June 6, 1883, but since November 1881 has been a

prisoner in Chili. The first vice-president. Admiral Don Lizardo

Montero, was regarded by the Peruvian notables as in charge of the

executive in the absence of the President, but retired from the country

on the occupation of Arequipa by the Chilians, October 20, 1883.

The President has to exercise his executive functions through a

cabinet of five ministers, holding office at his pleasure.

By the terms of the constitution there exists absolute political,

but not religious freedom, the charter prohibiting the public

exercise of any other religion than the Roman Catholic, which is

declared the rehgion of the state. At the census of 1876 there were

5,087 Protestants, 498 Jews, other religions, 27,073.

Revenue, Army, and Navy.

The public revenue was until recently mainly derived from the sale

of guano, and to a small extent from customs. Direct taxation does

not exist. Of the actual revenue and expenditure of the Government
in recent years there are no official returns, but it is known that

there were large annual deficits, the profits from the sale of guano not

proving sufficiently large to cover the cost of immense public works,
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including a railway to the summit of the Andes, and the construction

of an ironclad fleet, besides the payment of interest of a large debt.

The actual expenditure of the year 1876 amounted to 13,012,624/.,

and the revenue to 13,320,332/., leaving a deficit of 307,698/.

Peru has a considerable public debt, divided into an internal and
external. The internal liabilities are estimated at 4,000,000/., ex-

clusive of a floating debt of an unknown amount, greatly increased

by large issues of paper money, made in 1879 and 1880 to carry

on a war against Chili. The total of these issues was estimated,

end of Oct. 1880, at 35,000,000 soles, or 7,000,000/. The foreign debt

is made up of three loans contracted in Englandfrom 1869 to 1872 :

—

Foreign Loan. Outstanding Principal.

£
Pisco-Yca railway 5 per cent, loan, of 1869 . . 264,680

Eailway 6percent. loanof 1870 .... 11,141,580

„ 5 per cent, loan of 1872 .... 21,546,740

Total . . ... 32,953,000- '

The two loans of 1870 and 1872 were secured on the guano
deposits (now, 1884, in possession of Chili) and the general resources

of Peru. No interest has been paid on the foreign debt of Peru
since 1876 ; an arrangement was made in 1882 with Chili by
which a percentage of the guano deposits should be paid as interest

to the bondholders; and a small amount was transmitted to

England in 1883. The interest arrears of Peru amount (1883) to

13,192,994/.

The army of the republic was composed at the end of the year

1878 of eight battalions of infantry, numbering 5,600 men ; of three

regiments of cavalry, numbering 1,200 men ; of two brigades of

artillery, numbering 1,000 men ; and ofa Gendarmerie of 5,400 men,
forming a total of 13,200 men. The number ofmen under arms was
raised nominallyto 40,000 inMay 1879, after the outbreak ofhostilities

against Chili, and further ordered to be increased to 70,000 men in

the summer of 1880, after the successful invasion of the territory by
the Chilians.

The Peruvian navy was the most powerful on the Pacific coast,

until Chili began the construction of ironclads in 1874-5. At the

beginning of the war with Chili, Peru possessed four ironclads, the
' Huascar,' ' Independencia,' ' Atahualpa,' and ' Manco Capac,' in

addition to a number of unarmoured vessels. The two last-named

ironclads were of very small size (about 1,000 tons displacement),

with 5-inch laminated armour on the sides, and carrying two 9-inch

Whitworth guns in a single turret : they were really coast-defence

monitors. Of the two seagoing ironclads, the ' Independencia ' Was
lost by running on a rock during an action with the Chilians ; and
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the 'Hiiascar' (described on p. 558) was captured after a gallant

fight with the two Chilian ironclads,

practically destroyed.

The Peruvian navy has been

The area of Peru
square miles, with

Area and Population.

is estimated to extend over 503,000 English

a population, according to a census taken in

1876, of 2,699,945, comprising 1,365,895 males, and 1,334,050
females. The republic was divided into twenty-one departments, the

area and population of which were reported as follows at the census

taken in 1876 :

—

Departments
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1,672 French ; there are besides, 50,032 Asiatics, chiefly Chinese.

At the enumeration of 1876 the population of the capital, Lima, was
returned at 101,488, Callao 33,502, Arequipa 29,237, Cuzco 18,370.

Trade and Industry.

The foreign commerce of Peru is chiefly with Great Britain, and
it is carried on from several ports, of which the principal are Payta,

Salaverry, Chimbote, Callao, Pisco, Mollendo, Arica and Iquique. In

1877, the latest year for which there are statistics, the value of the

imports was 4,835,819^, and exports (exclusive of nitre and guano)
6,326,855/.

The commercial intercourse between Peru and the United King-
dom is shown in the subjoined tabular statement, for each of the

ten years from 1873 to 1882 :—
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Guano has been used in Peru as a manure since the time of the

Incas. The trade to Europe began in 1846. The chief deposits

were on the Chincha Islands. From 1853 to 1872 as many as

8,000,000 tons were taken from them, but in the latter year they

were exhausted. Since then the deposits on the Lobos, Macabi,

and Guanape Islands to the north and on the headland of Tarapaca
to the south have been worked. About 600,000 tons remain in

the north, and perhaps 1,800,000 in Tarapaca.

Equal in importance to guano as an article of export to Great

Britain is cubic nitre, also a government monopoly. The exports

of nitre were as follows in each of the years from 1873 to 1882 :

—

Years
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and two lines, belonging in part to the state and in part to indi-

viduals, 253 miles, costing 27,200,000 soles, or 5,440,000/., being

a total of twenty-two lines, 2,030 miles in length, and representing

a cost of 179,974,600 soles, or 35,994,920/.

The construction of the lines of railway belonging to the State

was undertaken solely for purposes of public utility, remunerative

results not being calculated upon in a country so sparsely populated

as Peru. Referring to the longest of the State lines, from Arequipa
to Puno, near the summit of the Andes, the British Minister and
Consul-General, in a report of the year 1878, says :

—
* 232 miles of

difficult railway have been made, at an expense of about 6,000,000/.,

in order that three or four goods trains may run per week.' Of the

railways belonging to private individuals, only the double line from
Lima to Callao, eight miles, from Lima to Chorrillos, nine miles in

length, the property of an English company, is reported to be a com-
mercial success.

Peru has numerous silver mines. The most important are

situated mainly in the Cerro de Pasco. Their produce amounted
to 1,395,936 ounces in 1874; to 1,357,432 ounces in 1875; to

1,358,792 ounces in 1876 , and to 1,427,592 ounces in 1877.

The merchant navy of Peru numbered 147 vessels, of 49,860
tons, including 8 steamers, of 1,768 tons, at the end of 1877.

Diplomatic Representatives.

1. Of Peru in Great Britain.

Envoy and Minister.—Eear-Admiral Don AmeHo Garcia y Garcia, appointed
by the existing government, but not yet (January 21) formally recognised by
the British Government.

Charge d^Affaires.— Colonel Don J. J. Almonte.

2. Of Great Britain in Peru.

Minister and Consul-General.—Sir Spenser St. John, K.C.M.G,, appointed
Dec. 12, 1872 (at present (January, 1884) acting as Special Envoy to Mexico).

Money, Weights, and Measures.

The money, weights, and measures of Peru, and the British equi-

valents, are :

—

Money.

The f^ole =100 centesir/ios . Average rate of exchange, 4s.

Weights and Measures.

The Otince . . . . = 1*014 ounce avoirdupois.

Libra . , . . = 1-014 lb.

Quintal . . . . = 101-44 „

\ of wine or spirits = 6*70 imperial gallons.

Gallon . . r . = 0-74 „ „
Vara . . . . = 0-927 yard.

Square Vara . . . — 0-859 square yard.
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The French metric system of weights and measures was established

hj law in 1860, but has not yet come into general use.

Statistical and other Books of Reference concerning Peru.

1. Official Publications.

Demarcacion politica del Peru. Edicion oficial de la direceion de estadistica.

Fol. Lima, 1874.

Paz Soldan (Mariano Felipe), Diccionario Geografico-Estadistico del Peru :

Contiene ademas la Etimologia Aymara y Queohua de las principales pobla-

eiones, Lagos, Ilios, Cerros, &c. 8. Lima, 1879.

Eaimondi, Antonio. * El Peru,' 3 vols. Published Lima, 1874.

Keport by Sir Spenser St. John, British Minister, on the population, mining
industry, and railways of Peru ; in ' Reports from H.M.'s Secretaries of Em-
bassy and Legation." Part IV. 1878. 8. London, 1878.

Report by Mr. Consul Graham on the trade of Islay, dated Islay, January 15,

1875 ; in * Reports from H.M.'s Consuls.' Part IIL 1875. 8. London, 1875.

Reports by Mr. Consul Nugent on the trade of Arica ; by Mr. Consul
March on the trade of Callao ; and by Mr. Consul Graham on the trade and
commerce of Islay, dated Feb. 1876; in 'Reports from H.M.'s Consuls.'

Part VL 1876. 8. London, 1876.

Reports by Mr. Consul March on the trade of Callao, and by Mr. Acting-

Consul Robilliard on the trade of Islay, dated January-May 1877 ; in
' Reports from H.M.'s Consuls.' Part V. 1877- 8. London, 1877.

Report by Mr. Acting-Consul Robilliard on the trade of Mollendo (Islay),

dated February 7, 1879; in 'Reports from H.M.'s Consuls.' Part II. 1879.

8. London, 1879.

Trade of Peru with Great Britain ; in ' Annual Statement of the Trade of

the United Kingdom with Foreign Countries and British Possessions for the

year 1882.' Imp. 4. London. 1883.

2. Non-Official Publications.

AlheHini (L. E.), P^rou en 1878. Paris, 1878.

Bates (H. W.), Central and South America. London, 1882.

Ckerot (A.), Le Perou : Productions, Guano, Commerce, Finances, &c. 8.

. Paris, 1876.

Duffiehl (A.), Peru in the Guano Age. 8. London, 1877.
Fuentes (Manuel A.), Lima, or Sketches of the Capital of Peru : Historical,

Statistical, Administrative, Commercial, and Moral. 8. London, 1866.

Grandidier (E.), Voyage dans rAm^rique du Sud, Perou at Bolivia. 8. Paris,

1863.

Hill (S. S.), Travels in Peru and Mexico. 2 vols. 8. London, 1860.

Hutchiuion (T. J.), Two Years in Peru. 2 vols. 8, London, 1874.

Markham (Clements R.), Travels in Peru and India, while superintending

the collection of Chinchona plants and seeds in South America, and their Intro-

duction into India. 8. London, 1862.

Marhham (C. R.), Cuzco and Lima. London, 1858.

Markham (C. R.), The War between Peru and Chili, 1879-81. London,
1883.

Markham (C. R.), Peru. 1881.

Menendez (D. Baldomero), Manuel de geografia y estadistica del Peni. 12.

Paris, 1862.
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Paz Soldcm (Mariano Felipe), Historia del Peru Independente. 3 vols.

SquieriYj. G-.), Peru: Incidents of trdvels and exploration in the Land of

the Incas. 8. London, 1877.

Temple (Edmond), Travels in various parts of Peru. 2 vols. London, 1830.

The Kailways of Peru in 1873. 8. London, 1874.

Tschudi (Joh. Jakob von), Eeisen durch Siidamerika. 5 vols. 8. Leipzig,

186G-68.

Ursel (Comte C. d'). Sud-Amerique : Sejours et voyages au Bresil, en Bolivie,

et au Perou. 12. Paris, 1879.

Wapjpaeus (Joh. Eduard), Die Republic Peru ; in Stein's ' Handbuch dec

Geographic und Statistik.' Part III. 8. Leipzig, 1864.

Wiener (Charles}, Perou et Bolivie. Paris, 1880.

R R
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SAN DOMINGO.
(Repi^jblica Dominica.)

Constitution and Government.

The republic of San Domingo, founded in 1844, is governed
under a constitution bearing date November 18, 1844, re-pro-

claimed, with changes, November 14, 1865, after a revolution which
expelled the troops of Spain, who held possession of the country^ for

the two previous years. By the terms of the constitution the

legislative power of the republic is vested in a National Congress of
two Houses, called the Consego conservador, and the Tribunado, the

first consisting of twelve, and the second of fifteen members. The
members of both Houses are chosen in indirect election, with re-

stricted suffrage, for the term of four years. But the powers of the

National Congress only embrace the general affairs of the republic

;

and the individual states, five in number, have separate legislatures.

The executive of the republic is vested in a President, chosen in

indirect election for the term of four years. Constant insurrections

have allowed very few Presidents to serve the full term of office,

but during the past five years (1883), according to the British

Consular Reports, the country has been going on prosperously, and
become comparatively quiet.

President of the Republic.—General Ulysses Heureaux, assumed
the presidency September 1, 1882.

The administrative afiairs of the republic are in charge of a

ministry appointed by the President, with the approval of the

Consego conservador. The ministry is composed of the heads of the

departments of the Interior and Police, Finance, Justice, War and
Marine, and Foreign Affairs.

Revenue, Population, and Trade.

The financial estimates of the republic for the year 1882 set do\Mi

the revenue as 1,500,000 dollars, or 300,000/., with an expenditure to

the same amount. The revenue for 1883 is estimated at 350,000/.,

mainly derived from customs duties, which average 40 per cent.,

while a large part of the annual expenditure is for the maintenance of

a standing army. Besides a large internal debt, of unknown amount,
San Domingo has a foreign debt contracted at the London Stock

Exchange in 1869. The debt, to the nominal amount of 757,700/.,

at 6 per cent., was issued at the price of 80 ; but it was stated

officially that the Government had actually received only between

38,000/. and 50,000/. fii-om the contractors for the loan.—(Report
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of the Select Committee on Loans to Foreipjn States, 1875.) The
foreign debt in 1883 amounted to 714,300/., with unpaid interest

amounting to 450,000/. The Government was engaged in 1883 in

ascertaining the amount of the debt, and a Commission was appointed

for the purpose. It is also officially stated that the Government has

succeeded in arranging some international claims, and is endeavour-

ing to bring the whole of the debt to an adjustment.

The area of San Domingo, which embraces th(3 eastern portion ot

the Island of Haiti—the western division forming the republic of

Haiti (see p. 579)— is estimated at 18,045 English square miles,

with a population in 1883 estimated at between 350,000 and
400,000 inhabitants, or about 20 to the square mile.

The republic is divided into the five provinces, or states,

mutually independent, of San Domingo, Azua de Compostela, Santa

Cruz del Seybo, Santiago de los Caballeros, and Concepsion de la

Vega, besides four maritime districts. The population, like that of

the neighbouring Haiti, is composed mainly of negroes and mulattoes,

but the whites, or European-descended inhabitants, are comparatively

numerous, and owing to their influence the Spanish language is the

prevailing dialect. Capital of the republic is the city of San
Domingo, founded 1494, at the mouth of the river Ozama, with

10,000 inhabitants.

The commerce of the republic is small, owing in part to customs

duties ofa prohibitory character, but is stated to be increasing. The
principal articles ofexportare lignum vitse, logwood, mahogany, coffee,

and sugar. The export of mahogany has decreased in recent years,

but sugar is assuming more and more importance. Cocoa is also

cultivated. In 1882 the value of the imports by San Domingo and
Puerto Plata amounted to 368,457/., and of the exports to 328,384/.,

the foreign commerce being shared by the ports of San Domingo
and Puerto Plata, with the recently opened ports of Samana, Azua,
Monte Cristi, Barahona, and Macoris ; the bulk of the trade is with

the two first. The commerce of the republic is mainly with the

United States for exports, and with the States and Great Britain for

imports. In the ' Annual Statement of the Board of Trade ' the

exports to and imports from Great Britain are added to those of

Haiti. (See p. 581.) The imports from Great Britain consist of

cottons, linens, woollens, hardware, rice, and railway material, and
were valued at 117,500/. in 1882.

The country is stated to be making rapid progress. A railway

is being constructed between Samana and Santiago, embracing the

whole of the rich provinces of the north of the republic, and another

line is contemplated between Barahona and the salt mountain of
' Cerro de Sal.' Large sugar plantations and factories are stated to

be now in full work in the south and west part of the republic, and

R R 2
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a larg3 factory for concrete owned by an English compan5^ In

1882 it is estimated that 10,000 tons of sugar, besides molasses,

were produced ; and that the capital invested in sugar factories

amounts to 1,000,000/. sterling (1883).

At the ports of San Domingo and Puerto Plata 355 foreign

vessels entered and cleared in 1882, of wliich 80 were British.

Diplomatic and Consular Representatives.

1. Of San Domingo in Gbeat Britain.

Envoy and Minister,—Greneral Gregorio Lupon, accredited May 17, 1882.

Consul.—Miguel Ventura, appointed January 1876.

2. Of Great Britain in San Domingo.

Consul.—H. T. Carew-Hunt.

Money, Weights, and Measures.

The money, weights, and measures of San Domingo are those

of Spain, but the French metrical system is coming into use.

Statistical and other Books of Reference concerning San Domingo.

1. Official Publications.

Report by Major Kobert Stuart, British Minister, on the commerce and
shipping of the Dominican Republic for the year 1875, dated Port-au-Prince,

March 1876 ; in ' Eeports bj H.M.'s Secretaries of Embassy and Legation.'

Part III. 1876. 8. London, 1876.

Report by Major Robert Stuart on the condition of the Island of Haiti,

dated Port-au-Prince, Februarys, 1877; in 'Reports by H.M.'s Secretaries

of Embassy and Legation.' Part 11. 1877. 8. London, 1877.
Report by Major Stuart ; in ' Reports of H.M.'s Secretaries of Embassy

and Legation.' Parti. 1882.

Reports by Vice-Consul Coen on the trade and commerce of San Domingo,
in Part VII. ; and by Vice-Consul Reimeron the trade and commerce of Puerto
Plata for 1881, in Part IX. ' Reports of H.M.'s Consuls.' 1882.

Reports by Vice-Consul Reimer on Puerto Plata in 1882, in Part III. ; and
by Consul Coen on San Domingo, in Part IV. of ' Reports of H.M.'s Consuls.'

1883.

Trade of Haiti and San Domingo with Great Britain ; in ' Annual
Statement of the Trade of the United Kingdom for the year 1882.' Imp. 4.

London, 1883.

2. Non-Official Publications.

Hazard (Samuel), Santo Domingo, Past and Present; with a Glance at
Haiti, 8 pp. 511. London, 1873.

Jordan (Wilhelra), Geschichte der Insel Haiti. 2 vols. 8. Leipzig, 1849.
Keim (D. B. Randolph), Santo Domingo. Pen Pictures and Leaves of

Traveh 12. Philadelphia, 1871.

Monte y Tejada (Antonio), Historia de Santo Domingo, desde su Descubri-
miento hasta nuestros dias. Tomo I. (all pubHshed.) 8. Habana, 1853.
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SAN SALVADOR.
(Repi^blica de San Salvador.)

Constitution and Government.

The republic of San Salvador, an independent state since 1853,
when it dissolved its federative union with Honduras and Nicaragua,

is governed nominally under a constitution proclaimed in March
1864, but undergoing frequent alterations through internecine war.

The constitution vests the legislative power in a Congress of two
Houses, the Senate, in the proportion of 1 member to 30,000 in-

habitants, and the House of Representatives, 1 member to 15,000
inhabitants. The election is by suffrage of married men or of un-
married who can read and Avrite and have the means of living. The
Senate is chosen for three years and the Representatives for one
year. The executive is in the hands of a President, originally elected

for six years, but whose tenure of office was in 1867 limited to four

years.

President of the Itepiihlic.—Don Rafael Zaldivar y Lazo, re-

elected for the second time, January 1844.

The regular election of the President has in recent years been
constantly superseded by ' pronunciamientos ' and military nomina-
tions.

The administrative affairs of the republic are carried on, under
the President, by a ministry of four members, having charge of the

departments of the Interior, War and Finance, Foreign Affairs and
Public Instruction.

The army numbers 1,400 men, with 18,500 militia.

Revenue, Population, and Trade.

The revenue for the year 1881 was estimated at 3,952,000 dollars,

or 790,400/., and the expenditure at 3,827,000 dollars, or 765,400/.,

thus leaving a calculated surplus of 25,000/.

The revenue is derived largely from customs and excise. The
largest item of expense is the army, 180,000/. in 1881 ; Avhile

30,400/. is set down for public instruction and 70,400/. for the debt.

San Salvador had in 1871 but a small public debt, amounting to

705,800 dollars, or 141,160/., represented chiefly by ' libranzas,' or

treasury bills. The debt was largely increased during the years

1872 and 1873, when the republic raised at various periods troops

to invade Honduras. In 1881 it was stated to be 113,300/. There
exists besides a floating debt of at least 333,624/.
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The area of the rejDublic is estimated at 7,225 English square miles.

The population, according to an official census of 1878, was 554,785,

giving an average of 77 inhabitants to the square mile, being

19 times that of the average of the other states of Central America.

Aboriginal and mixed races constitute the bulk of the population,

among whom live about 10,000 whites, or descendants of Euro-
peans. The native population of San Salvador, more inclined to

civilised pursuits than that of any neighbouring state, is largely

engaged in agriculture, as well as various branches of manufac-

ture, and in recent years the working of iron mines has been

undertaken. The principal articles of agricultural produce are

indigo, coffee, sugar, and balsam. The value of the silver ores

raised in 1882 was 140,000Z. Capital of the republic is the

city of San Salvador, founded in 1528, with 18,500 inhabitants.

The city was repeatedl}'' destroyed by earthquakes and volcanic

eruptions, the last time on April 16, 1854, when it was over-

whelmed by almost total ruin, in consequence of which most of the

inhabitants erected new dwellings on a neighbouring site, at present

called Nueva San Salvador. The new capital again was partly

destroyed in 1873 by a series of earthquakes and eruptions. The
capital is connected by a good road with the port of La Libertad,

fifteen miles distant, the principal harbour of the republic. In 1882

a railway connecting Sonsonate with the port of Acajutla was
opened, and is being extended to Santa Anna.
The commercial intercourse of San Salvador is chiefly with Great

Britain (33 per cent, imports, 37 per cent, exports), the United

States (22 per cent, imports, 25 per cent, exports), and France

(20 per cent, imports, 16 per cent, exports). In the year 1882, the

value of the total imports was estimated ai 634,411/., and that of the

exports at 109,228Z. Among the exports were coffee, 540,160/.;

indigo, 259,110/.; mineral ores, 144,393/.; sugar, 27,110/.

Among the imports were cotton goods, 283,946/. ; small wares,

87,017/. ; flour, 34,955/, ; liquors, 38,159/. ; coin, 62,638/. In

1882, 330 vessels of 444,825 tons entered the ports of the republic.

The statistics of the commercial intercourse of San Salvador with

the United Kingdom are not given in the annual statement of the

Board of Trade, in which the trade of the republic is thrown to-

gether with that of the states of Costa Rica, Guatemala, Honduras,

and Nicaragua, under the general designation of ' Central America.'

(See p. 576.)

There are 750 miles of telegraph in operation and construction,

with 54 stations.



Diplomatic Eepresentatives.

1. Or San Salvadob in Great Britain.

Minister.—Don Jose Maria Torres Caicedo, accredited December 12, 1877.

2, Of Great Britain in San Salvador.

Minister and Consul- General.—F. E. St. John.

Money, Weights, and Measures.

The money, weights, and measures of San Salvador, and the

British equivalents, are :
—

Money.

The Peso or Piaster, of 8 reales . approximate value, 4s. S^d.

„ Dollar, of 100 centavas . „ „ 45.

Weights and Measures.

The Libra = 1*014 lbs. avoirdupois.

„ Quintal = 101-40 „
„ Arroha = 25-35

„ Fanega =
^i imperial bushel.

The weights and measures of the United States are, besides the

above, in general use.

Statistical and other Books of Reference concerning San

Salvador.

1. Official Publications.

Eeport by Mr. Edward Corbett on the financial position of San Salvador,

dated Guatemala, October 22, 1872 ; in ' Eeports of H.M.'s Secretaries of Em-
bassy and Legation.' No. I. 1873. 8. London, 1873.

Eeport by Vice-Consul Moffat, on the trade and Commerce of Salvador
for 1881 and 1882; in ' Eeports of H.M's Consuls.' Part XI. 1883.

2. Non-Official Publications.

Frbhel (Jidius)> Aus America. 2 vols. 8. Leipzig, 1857-58.

Laferriere (J.), De Paris a Guatemala. Notes de voyage au Centre-Amerique.
8. Paris, 1877.

Marr (Wilhelm), Eeise nach Central-America. 2 vols. 8. Hamburg, 1863,
Morelot (L.), Voyage dans I'Amerique centrale. 2 vols. 8. Paris, 1859.

Scherzer (Karl Eitter von), Wanderungen durch die mittelamerikanischen
Ereistaaten Nicaragua, Honduras und San Salvador. 8. Braunschweig, 1857.

Sqider (E. G-.), The States of Central America. 8. London, 1868.
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UNITED STATES.
(United States of America.)

Constitution and Government.

The form of government of the United States is based on the

constitution of September 17, 1787, to which ten amendments were
added, December 15, 1791 ; an eleventh amendment, January 8,

1798 ; a twelfth amendment, September 25, 1804; a thirteenth

amendment, December 18, 1865 ; a fourteenth amendment, July

28, 1868 ; and a fifteenth amendment, March 30, 1870.

By the constitution, the government of the nation is entrusted to

three separate authorities, the executive, the legislative, and the

judicial. The executive power is vested in a President, who holds

his office during the term of four years, and is elected, together

with a Vice-President, chosen for the same term, in the mode here

prescribed. ' Each state shall appoint, in such manner as the legis-

lature thereof may direct, a number of electors, equal to the whole
number of senators and representatives to which the state may be
entitled in the Congress : but no senator or representative, or person

holding an office of trust or profit under the United States, shall be

appointed an elector.' The constitution enacts that 'the Congress

may determine the time of choosing the electors, and the day on
which they shall give their votes, which day shall be the same
throughout the United States

;

' and further that * no person except

a natural-born citizen, or a citizen of the United States at the time

of the adoption of this constitution, shall be eligible to the office of

president ; neither shall any person be eligible to that office wlio

shall not have attained to the age of thirty -five years, and been
fourteen years a resident within the United States.'

The President is commander-in-chief of the army and navy, and
of the militia in the service of the Union. He has the power of a

veto on all laws passed by Congress ; but notwithstanding his veto,

any bill may become a law on its afterwards being passed by each

House of Congress by a two-thirds vote. The "Vice-President is

ex-officio president of the Senate ; and in case of the death or resig-

nation of the president, he becomes tlie President for the remainder

of the term, and the Senate chooses a President i^ro tempore. The
elections for President and Vice-President are at present held in all
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the states en Tuesday next after the first Monday in November,

every four years, in a leap-year ; and on the 4th of March following

the new President elect is inaugurated.

President of the United States.—Chester Allan Arthur, born at

Fairfield, Franklin County, State of Vermont, October 15,1830; the

son of a Baptist minister born in the north of Ireland ; educated at

Union College, Schenectady, and at the Albany Law School, and

was admitted to the Bar of New York in 1848 ; entered the army
at the outbreak of the civil war in the United States, Quartermaster-

General of State of New York ; after the war closed he became a

member of one of the leading firms of lawyers of New York

;

appointed by President Grant Collector of the Port of New York,

November 21, 1872, holding the office till July 20, 1878, when
removed by President Hayes. Elected Vice-President of the United

States, November 3, 1880 ; succeeded to the Presidency on the death

of General J. A. Garfield, September 20, 1881.

The President of the United States has an annual salary of

50,000 dollars, or 10,000/., and the Vice-President of 10,000 dollars,

or 2,000/.

Since the adoption of the constitution the offices of President and
Vice-President have been occupied as follows :

—

Presidents of the United States.

Name

George Washington

.

John Adams .

Thomas Jefferson

James Madison
James Monroe
John Quincy Adams
Andrew Jackson

Martin Van Buren .

William H. Harrison

John Tyler

James Knox Polk
Zachary Taylor
Millard Fillmore

Franklin Pierce

James Buchanan
Abraham Lincoln
Andrew Johnson
Ulysses S. Grant .

Kutherford B. Hayes
James Abram Garfield

Chester Allan Arthur

From State

Virginia .

Massachusetts

Virginia .

Virginia .

Virginia .

Massachusetts

Tennessee .

New York

.

Ohio
Virginia .

Tennessee

.

Louisiana .

New York

.

NewHampshire
Pennsylvania
Illinois

Tennessee
Illinois

Ohio

.

Ohio

.

New York

.

Term of Service
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Vicb-Pbesidents of the United States.

Name
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7. Attorney-General.—Hon. Benjamin H. Brewster. Appointed
Attorney-General, December 19, 1881.

Each of the above ministers has an annual salary of 8,000
dollars, or 1,600Z. All hold office at the pleasure of the President

of the United States.

The whole legislative power is vested by the constitution in a

Congress, consisting of a Senate and House of Representatives.

The Senate, or Upper House, consists of two members from each

Stiite, chosen by the State legislatures for six years. Senators

must be not less than thirty years of age ; must have been citizens

of the United States for nine years ; and be residents in the State

for which they are chosen. Besides its legislative capacity, the

Senate is invested with the power of confirming or rejecting all

appointments to office made by the President, and its members
constitute a High Court of Impeachment. The judgment in the

latter case only extends to removal from office and disqualification.

Representatives have the sole power of impeachment.
The House of Representatives, or Lower House, is composed of

members elected every second year by the vote of all male citizens

over the age of 21 of the several States of the Union, who are only
qualified and registered in accordance with the laws of their respec-

tive States. By the 15th Amendment to the Constitution neither

race nor colour affects the right of citizens. The franchise is not
absolutely universal ; residence for at least one year in most States

(in Illinois 3 months) is necessary ; in some States the payment of

taxes, and in others registration. Untaxed Indians are excluded
from the franchise. The number of members to which each State

is entitled is determined by the census taken every ten years. By
laws passed after the results of the ninth census of the United States,

taken June 1870, had been ascertained, it was provided that the

House of Representatives should be composed of 293 members. By
the Apportionment Bill consequent on the census of 1880, the

number has been increased 10 o25, distributed as follows :

—

Maine
New Hampshire
Vermont .

Massachusetts
Rhode Island
Connecticut

New York
New Jersey-

Pennsylvania
Delaware .

Maryland

.

Virginia .

North Carolina

4

2

5

12

2

4

34

7
28
1

6

10

9

South Carolina
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This shows an increase in the number o£ representatives of 32
over that based on the previous census. In the case of Maine, New
Hampshire, and Vermont there has been a loss of one member for

each state, and in most of the states on the Atlantic seaboard there

has been little increase ; nearly the whole of the additions having

been made to the Western and South-Western States. Texas alone

shows an addition of five representatives. On the basis of the last

census there is one representative to every 154,325 inhabitants.

The total electoral vote in 1882 was 8,117,679, or 1 in 6 of the

entire population ; in 1880 there were 12,830,349 males over 21

years of age.

According to the terms of the constitution, representatives must
not be less than twenty-five years of age, must have been citizens of

the United States for seven years, and be residents in the States fi-om

which they are chosen. In addition to the representatives from the

States, the House admits a ' delegate ' from each organised territory,

who has the right to debate on subjects in which his territory is

interested, but is not entitled to vote. The delegates are elected,

like the representatives, with this difference, that in tv/o territories,

Utah and Wyoming, the franchise is also accorded to women.
Every bill which has passed the House of Eepresentatives and

the Senate must, before it becomes a law, be presented to the Pre-

sident of the United States ; if not approved, he may return it,

with his objections, to the House in which it originated. If after

reconsideration two-thirds of that House agree to pass the bill, it

must be sent, together with the objections, to the other House, by
which it must likewise be reconsidered, and if approved by two-

thirds of that House, it becomes a law. But in all such cases the

votes of both Houses are determined by yeas and nays, and the

names of the persons voting for and against the bill are entered

on the journal of each House.
Each of the two Houses of Congress is made by the constitution

the 'judge of the elections, returns, and qualifications of its own
members ;

' and each of the Houses may, ' with the concurrence of

two-thirds, expel a member.'
The Congress of the United States has the power to propose

alterations in the Constitution, by the 5th article of the same. The
article orders that the Congress, whenever two-thirds of both Houses

shall deem it necessary, shall propose amendments to the Constitu-

tion, or on the application of the Legislatures of two-thirds of all

the States, shall call a convention for proposing the amendments

which in either case shall be valid to all intents and purposes as

part of the Constitution when ratified by the Legislatures of three-

iburths of the several States, or by conventions in three-fourths
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thereof, as the one or other mode of ratification may be proposed by
Congress.

Under an Act of Congress, approved Jan. 20, 1874, the salary

of a senator, representative, or delegate in Congress is 5,000 dollars,

or 1,000/., per annum, with travelling expenses. These expenses are

calculated by the most direct route of usual travel, and similar return,

once for each session of Congress. The salary of the Speaker of the

House of Eepresentatives is 8,000 dollars, or 1,600/., per annum,
under the same Act of Congress.

The times, places, and manner of holding elections for senators

and representatives are by the Constitution allowed to be prescribed

in each State by the Legislature thereof; but Congress may at any

time by law alter such regulations, or make new ones, except as to

the places of choosing senators. Under this provision a law has

been passed prescribing a method of choosing senators. No senator

or representative can, during the time for which he Avas elected, be
appointed to any civil office under authority of the United States

which shall have been created or the emoluments of which shall

have been increased during such time ; and no person holding any
office under the United States can be a member of either House
during his continuance in office. No religious test is required as a

qualification to any office or public trust under the United States.

The period usually termed ' a Congress,' in legislative language,

continues for two years ; as, for example, from noon March 4, 1881,

until noon March 4, 1883, at which latter time the term of the

representatives to the Forty-seventh Congress expires, and the term
of the new House of Kepresentatives commences. Congresses

always commence and expire in years terminating with odd
numbers.
The powers to enact municipal laAvs, that is, all laws which

concern only the States directly and immediately, are among the

reserved rights of the States, and as such vested in the State

Legislatures.

The constitutions of the several States all agree in their main fea-

tures, and the modes of administration are virtually alike. In all

there is the same form, and the same principles lie at the foundation.

The executive in every State is vested in a governor. The duties of

the governors are in general analogous to those of the President, as far

as the several State governments are analogous to that of the Union.
In some States the governors have the nomination, and, in con-

junction with the Senate, the appointment of many important

officers ; but in most States appointments in the power of the

governors are comparatively imimportant; in New York, for ex-

ample, nearly all officers and all judges are elected by the people.

Like the President, they make recommendations to the Legislature,
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and take care that the laws are executed. Like the President,

they may be impeached and removed for treason, bribery, or other

crimes.

Slavery was abolished throughout the whole of the United States

by the thirteenth Amendment of the Constitution, passed Dec. 18,

1865. The vast change in the political and social organisation

of the republic made by this new fundamental law was completed by
the fourteentli and fifteenth Amendments of the Constitution, passed

in 1868 and 1870, which gave to the former slaves all the rights and
privileges of citizenship.

Church and Education.

The Constitution of the United States grants perfect equality to

all creeds and religions. Nearly all the sects and religious denomi-
nations existing in Europe are represented in the United States.

At the census of 1880 there were 86,132 Protestant and 5,975

Roman Catholic churches; 70,864 Protestant ministers, and 6,366

Eoman Catholic clergy. The Protestants returned 8,976,260
' members,' or communicants ; adding to this an estimate of the

families o£ members, and of adherents, the total attached to Pro-

testantism would probably be about 30,000,000. The Roman
Catholics claim a total of 6,370,858 adherents. In 1870 there were
in all 63,082 churches, of which 3,806 were Roman Catholic ; and

in the same year the number of ' sittings' returned was 21,665,052,

of which 1,990,514 were in Roman Catholic churches. There were

in all 45 separate religious bodies returned in 1880. The most

numerous Protestant bodies are the various Methodist sects, with

2,734,000 members ; next the Baptists of all kinds, with 2,227,000

members ; Presbyterians, 891,000 ; Lutherans, 684,570 5 Disciples

of Christ, 567,448; Congregationalists, 383,685; United Brethren,

155,437; Reformed Church, 154,742; United Evangelicals,

144,800; Mormons, 119,970; Friends, 67,643.

Education is general in the United States, every effort being

made to aid in its progress. Nevertheless, owing partly to the former

existence of slavery, and partly to the constant influx of numbers of

uneducated immigrants, there exists a large mass still totally ignorant

of the first elements of education. It was found at the census of

1870, that there were at that date in the United States 4,528,084

individuals over ten years of age unable to read, and 5,658,144

individuals over ten years unable to write. According to the census

of 1880 in the whole country, out of a total population above ten

years o£ age of 36,761,607, 4,923,431 were returned as unable to

read and 6,239,958 as unable to write. The former is 13*4 per

cent., the latter 17 per cent., which, contrasted with 16 and 20 per

cent, (the proportions of the corresponding classes in 1870), shows

a verv decided gain in the direction of rudimcntarv education. Of
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tlie whites above ten years of age, the 'cannot writes' formed 9'4

per cent. The native whites, however, show a proportion of but
8*7 per cent., while foreign whites show 12 per cent. A very large

proportion of the illiteracy of the country, and especially of the

South, is seen to be among the coloured population, where the ' can-

not writes ' form 70 per cent, of all above ten years of age. Most
of the illiteracy of the country exists south of Mason and Dixon's line,

the Ohio, and the south boundary of Missouri. North of it are New
Jersey, with 4*5 per cent. ; Pennsylvania, 4*6

; Ohio, 3*6
; Indiana,

4"8
; Illinois, 4-3; Missouri, 8*9; and Kansas, 3'6. South of it

are Delaware, 15*8
; Maryland, 16 ; Virginia, 34 ; West Virginia,

12*1
; Kentucky, 22*2

; and Arkansas, 28*8. Further south the

States of South Carolina, Georgia, Alabama, Mississippi, and
Louisiana, range between 40 and 50 per cent. This is in great

part due, of course, to the large proportion of the coloured element

;

though there is also a marked difference between the white popula-

tions of the two regions.

In Iowa out of the total population there are but 2*4 per cent, of

illiterates ; Nebraska, 2*5 per cent. ; and Wyoming, 2*6. The North-
Eastern States, on the whole, fall behind the Northern Central States,

probably because of the large manufacturing interests, which have
drawn to them the Irish, French Canadian, and similar classes of
immigrants, while the German and Scandinavian elements have gone
to the Northern Central section. The greatest proportion of illiterates

is found in South Carolina, where nearly one-half the population over
ten years of age (48'2 per cent.) cannot read. Louisiana follows with
45*8 per cent. ; Alabama, with 43*5

; and Georgia, with 42'8 per cent.

In the Western States and Territories the proportion of illiterates is

comparatively low; California, with 7*1, and Nevada, with 7*3 per

cent., having, with two exceptions, the highest. Arizona has 16*7

per cent., and New Mexico, 60*2. In these Territories, and especi-

ally the latter, a large proportion of the population is of Mexican
descent, and a large number of Pueblo and Moquis Indians are

included in the population.

In 1881 the total number of children enrolled in the public

schools in the United States was 9,860,333, out of a total school

population of 15,879,506, the average daily attendance being

5,664,356. The total number of public schools was found to be
225,880, and teachers 289,159. Of these 5,430 schools Avere re-

turned as having high-school departments. The total receipts of
these schools in 1881 was 17,628,417/., of which over 15,000,000/.
was derived from state, county, or other public sources; the Cen-
tral Government contributes a portion, but a large proportion is

obtained from the educational tax. The number of pupils at

secondary schools in 1881 was 224,815. The number of institu-
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tions classed as universities and colleges (many of them really high

and technical schools) in 1881 was 362, with 4,860 instructors and

62,435 students, with an income from productive funds of 5 23, GOO/.

and 416,090L from fees. These statistics evidently do not include

the private middle- class schools, for which no returns seem to exist.

Revenue and Expenditure.

The revenue of the United States is mainly derived from

two sources, namely, duties on imports, and internal revenue

taxes upon distilled spirits, fermented liquors, tobacco, banks and
bankers. The national expenditure, too, is mainly on account of the

war and navy departments, pensions, payment of interest of the

public debt, incurred by the civil war of 1861-66, and the civil

service. Eoughly stated, the produce of the customs discharges the

cost of the civil service, army and navy, and that of internal revenue

pays the interest and sinking fund of the public debt, together with

all other disbursements. The largest branch of expenditure is the

interest on the public debt, while the cost of the general adminis-

tration, including the expenses of the executive and legislature, pro-

vided for under the head of * Civil Expenses,' is comparatively small,

amounting to about one-fourth of the total expenditure.

The following table exhibits, in dollars and pounds sterling, the

total net revenue and the total ordinary expenditure of the United

States in each of the ten fiscal years, ending June 30, from 1874

to 1883 :—

Revenue
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Sources of Revenue.
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Years
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Army and Navy.

1. Army.

By the eighth section of the first article of the Constitution of the

United States, Congress is empowered in general ' to raise and sup-

port armies;' and by the second section of the second article, the

President is appointed commander-in-chief of the army and navy,

and of the militia when called into the service of the United States.

On August 7, 1789, Congress established a Department of War
as the instrument of the President in carrying out the provisions of

the constitution for military affairs.

By Acts of Congress, approved July 28, 1866, March 3, 1869, and
July 15, 1870, the number of land forces constituting the standing

army of the United States was strictly limited. It was subsequently

enacted that from the year 1875 there shall be no more than 25,000
enlisted men and 2,155 commissioned officers at any one time. The
actual enlisted strength of the army in the end of 1882 was 25,186,
distributed as follows:

—

Officers Men
10 cavalry regiments 431 6,383

5 artillery „ 280 2,493

25 infantry „ 877 10,767
Engineering battalion, ordnance department,

West Point, &c 574 3,381

Total . . 2,162 23,024

Of the officers of the regular army, there are only ^^ colonels

and 85 lieutenant- colonels.

The 9 th and 10th regiments of cavalry, and the 24th and 25th

regiments of infantry, are composed of negro soldiers, but with white

officers.

Besides the regular army each State is supposed to have a militia

in which all men from 18 to 45, capable of bearing arms, ought to

be enrolled, but in several States the organisation is imperfect.

The organised militia numbers 9,059 officers and 118,172 men.
The number of citizens who in case of war might be enrolled in

the militia is upwards of 6J millions. In 1880 the males of all

classes between 18 and 44 years of age numbered 10,231,239, of

whom 7,000,000 were native-born whites and 1,242,354 coloured.

The territory of the United States is divided for military pur-

poses into nine departments, and these are grouped into three military

divisions, namely. Division of the Missouri, composed of the Depart-

ments of Dakota, the Platte, Texas, and the Missouri ; Division of

the Pacific, composed of the Departments of Columbia, California,

and Arizona; Division ofthe Atlantic, composed of the Departments of

the East and the South. The United States has a military academy
at "West Point.

ft
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2. Navy,

The naval forces of the United States have been gradually de-

creasing since the termination of the Civil War, and although

successive Secretaries of the Navy have represented strongly the

weakness of the fleet, nothing was done towards its actual recon-

struction until August 1883. At that date 3 new protected cruisers

and a despatch-boat were authorised to be built by contract

at a total cost of nearly half a million sterling. In January 1882

the Navy List showed 24 ironclads of the monitor type, nearly all

of which were built during the Civil War, although a few have

since been ' rebuilt '

—

i.e. new vessels have been constructed bear-

ing the old names, the cost of their construction being borne by the

vote for repairs and maintenance of the fleet. Of these ironclads

14 belong to the Canonicus and Passaic classes of single-turreted

monitors, which bore the brunt of the Civil War. They are vessels

of 1,900 to 2,100 tons displacement only, with 6-inch laminated

hull-armour, of 6 knots speed, and armed with 2 smooth-bore cast

iron guns of 11 -inch or 15-inch calibre. These vessels are not sea-

going. The Miantonomnh and Monadnock, Terror and Amphitrite,

are four iron-built double-turreted monitors of 3,815 tons displace-

ment and 1,G00 horse-power, having an estimated speed of 12 knots.

They are to have 7-inch side armour, and to be armed with 4

10-inch or 11-inch rifled guns. These four vessels have been

undergoing the process of ' re-building ' during the last six or seven

years, and they are still incomplete. The armour for the Mianto-

nomah has been ordered in Shefllield (1883), and she is much more

advanced than the other three ships. Three other vessels appear-

ing on the list are of the Colossus class, which have been on the stocks

nearly twenty years, and are not likely to be completed. The
Dictator is the largest monitor completed ; she is of 4,500 tons dis-

placement, and carries 2 15-inch smooth-bore guns in her turret;

her armour is 6 inches thick on the sides and 15 inches (laminated)

on the turret. The Puritan is another monitor, re-designed and

partly built, but left standing on the stocks for several years past.

It is recognised by the highest American authorities that the

monitors are only useful for coast and harbour defence, and that

there is absolutely no seagoing vessel amongst them.

As regards unarmoured vessels, equally unsatisfactory accounts

are given. Excluding tugs and non-combatant steamers, 68 steam

vessels of all classes and sizes were borne on the Navy List in 1882,

and of these 38 only were fit for further service. The largest

vessels on service, as training and receiving ships, are 4 frigates

with wood hulls, launched from twenty to thirty years ago ; they

are practically out of the list of fighting ships. The Trenton, of
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3,900 tons displacement, 3,100 horse-power, 13 knots speed, and
armed with 11 8-inch rifled guns, is the most powerful unarmoured
ship of the navy. The Vandalia class ol' corvettes, dating from

1872-74, are also powerful vessels; they are of about 2,000 tons

displacement, 1,200 horse-power, 12 knots speed, and armed with

1 8-inch rifled and 6 9-inch smooth-bore guna. There are also a

few good vessels in the smaller classes, but they call for no parti-

cular description.

The largest of the new cruisers recently begun is of 4,500 tons

displacement, 5,000 horse-power, and has an estimated measured
mile speed of 16 knots. She is to be armed with 4 8-inch breech-

loaders and 8 6-inch. A protective steel deck, Ij-inch thick, is to

be built over machinery, boilers, and magazines. The design is

obviously based on the Leander class of the British navy, but the

vessel is of greater length and displacement than the Leander. It

is proposed to build the vessel of steel.

Two other cruisers, also steel built, are also in progress ; their

displacement is 3,000 tons, indicated horse-power 3,500, speed 14
to 15 knots, and armament 4 8-inch and 6 6-inch breechloading

guns. In them, also, there is a protective deck of steel 1^ inches

thick.

These vessels will constitute a most valuable addition to the fleet

when they are completed; but the conditions of their design are so

novel, and the construction of their guns and mountings is so diffe-

rent from anything yet done in America, that a considerable time

is likely to elapse before they are ready for service.

The United States possess ten navy-yards and stations

,

namely, Portsmouth, Charlestown., Brooklyn, Philadelphia, League
Island, New London, Washington, Norfolk, Pensacola, and Mare
Island. Portsmouth, New Hampshire, has an area of 63 acres

;

Charlestown, near Boston, of 80 acres ; Brooklyn, of 80 ; Phila-

delphia, of 15, and Washington of 42 acres. Norfolk, Pensacola and
Mare Island are used only for temporary repairs.

The navy of the United States was commanded, in January
1883, by 1 admiral, 1 vice-admiral, 12 rear-admirals, 25 com-
modores, 50 captains, 90 commanders, and 80 lieutenant-com-

manders. The body of commissioned officers comprised besides,

at the same date, 280 lieutenants, 100 masters, 100 ensigns, 82 mid-
shipmen, and 261 cadet-midshipmen. The Navy Appropriation
Act for 1883 provided for 7,500 enlisted men and 750 boys, besides

a marine corps of 2,090 oflicers and men. The United States has

a naval academy at Annapolis.
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Area and Population.

The land surface of tlie United States was reported at the census
of 1880 to embrace 3,095,245 square miles.

The population of the United States has been ascertained at all

times with great accuracy. The census is taken in the States in

obedience to Article 1, section 2, of the Constitution, which pro-

vides that ' Eepresentatives and direct taxes shall be apportioned

among the several States which may be included in this Union ac-

cording to their respective numbers ;

' and the same section directs

that ' the actual enumeration shall be made within three years after

the first meeting of the Congress of the United States, and within

every subsequent term of ten years.' Under these provisions, and
the laws passed in pursuance of them, the census of the United
States has been taken ten times, viz., in 1790, in 1800, in 1810,
in 1820, in 1830, in 1840, in 1850, in 1860, in 1870, and in 1880.

The following table gives the total white and coloured population

of the United States, at each of the ten enumerations from 1790
to 1880 :—

Years
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and the district of Columbia, of the Territory of Alaska, of the Indian

Territory, both not yet organised, and the unsettled Indians at

the census of June 1870, together with that at the census of

1880. At the date of the census of 1870 there were only 37
States, but Colorado was subsequently admitted, and its area and
population are, therefore, here included among the States composing

the Union.

states and Territories
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States and Territories
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States. At the eighth census, of 1860, there were 06 States and
6 Territories, while the ninth census included o7 States and 10
Territories ; the tenth, 38 States and 9 Territories.

There were, in 1880, in the United States, 289,632 Indians

(including Alaska). Of these, there were 69,253 civilised or taxed

and distributed among the States; 56,000 civilised in the Indian

Territory, and the remainder uncivilised. There are about 8,655
Indians in Alaska, most of the remaining population being Eskimo.

In 1882 the United States spent nearly 10 million dollars on the

Indians. There are 66 agencies throughout the States.

There is no systematic registration of births, deaths, and mar-
riages in the United States, so that it is not possible to ascertain the

growth of population by the excess of births alone. The death

rate is comparatively low; in 1880 the total number of deaths was
756,893, or 15*1 per 1,000.

The following table shows the comparative increase of the

population during the last four decades by reproduction and by
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three years instead of five. Up to the middle of 1881, there were

1,814,793,938 acres of public lands in the States and Territories,

of which 831,725,863 had been surveyed. Of the total area of

the United States, 1,400,000 square miles, or 896,000,000 acres

were unoccupied at the census o£ 1880. Upwards of 65 million

acres of land are settled imder the Homestead and Timber-Culture
Acts. In 1879-81, 23 million acres were taken up under these

Acts. In 1881-82, there were 6,348,045 acres taken up under the

Homestead Act, and 2,566,686 under the Timber-Culture Act.

Besides these 3,611,530 acres were sold for cash, and the total

number of acres of public lands disposed of during the year was

14,309,166, the money received being l,678,903f. Of the public

lands in 1882, 369,529,690 acres were in Alaska, and 100,922,640
in California. It is provided by law that two sections, of 640
acres of land in each ' township,' are reserved for common schools,

so that the spread of education may go together with colonisation.

The power of Congress over the public territory is exclusive and

universal, except so fkr as restrained by stipulations in the original

cessions.

The United States acquired their actual power and greatness

mainly through immigration. From 1775 to 1815 inmiigration into

the country was very small, on account of the American Revolution

and the European wars, not over 3,000 or 4,000 a year arriving

during this period. When peace between England and America

was re-established, in 1815, immigration took a fresh start. The
famine of 1816 and 1817 gave the first powerful impulse to a larger

immigration from Germany, and after the year 1820 a never-inter-

rupted stream of population kept flowing into the United States.

It has been estimated that the total number of aliens arriving in

the United States from 1789 to 1820 was about 250,000. Between
1820 and 1879, a total of 9,908,799 immigrants arrived in the

States; of these 894,444 were from England, 3,065,761 from Ire-

land, 159,547 from Scotland, 17,893 from Wales—^the total from

the British Islands being 4,698,098 ; from Germany 3,002,027,

France 313,716, Sweden and Norway 306,092, Switzerland 83,709,

Italy 70,181, Austria-Hungary 65,588, Russia 53,147—the total

from Europe being 8,746,921. From British North America the total

number is given as 568,941. The total number of immigrants from

1820 to 1882 (June 30) was 11,597,181. The following statement

shows the number of immigrants arrived in the United States from

the leading foreign countries during the decade June 20, 1874, to

1883, with the total number of immigrants during that period:—
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Years
(endedJune 30)
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home produceOf the total exports in 1882-83, the value of

amounted to 160,844,726Z.

The leading imports into the United States were as follows in

1882 over 1883 :—
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It will be seen from the preceding tables that the exports from the

United States to Great Britain, gradually increasing in recent years,

have risen to about three times the value of the British imports.

The two staple articles of imports of British produce into the

United States are iron, wrought and unwrought, manufactured cotton

goods, and manufiictured linen and woollen goods. The following

table gives the total value of these two articles of British imports in

the five years from 1878 to 1882 :—

Years
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the United States, Of the total exports and imports in 1882, only
16*2 per cent, was carried in vessels belonging to the United States.

Industry.

At the census of 1880 there were 536,081,835 acres taken up in

farms, being less than 30 per cent, of the total area, excluding

Alaska and the Indian Territory; in 1870 the farm acreage was
407,735,041. Of this area 284,771,042 acres, or a little more
than one-half were returned as improved. The following table

shows the number of farms of different sizes in 1870 and 1880 :

—

Acres
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producing 383,280,000 bushels, valued at 91,376,085/. In 1882
the maize crop reached 1,624,917,800 bushels, and the wheat

502,789,300 bushels. About 6 per cent, of the former and 40
per cent, of the latter are exported. The other cereals are rye,

oats, barley, and buckwheat, 20*5 of the rye being exported. The
area under tobacco in 1877 was 745,000 acres, and the crop

580 million lbs., valued at 8,125,000/. ; in 1881 the area was
646,239 acres—crop 449,880,014 lbs., valued at 8,674,467/. ; of

this about 45'5 per cent, is exported. In 1882 the total area under
cotton was 16, 276,691 acres, estimated to yield 3,052,837,946 lbs.

of lint.

The following table exhibits the number of live stock at the two
census years 1870 and 1880 and in 1882 :

—

!

Horses.
Mules and asses .

Cattle of all kinds

Sheep ....
Swine ....
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Coal . . .

Iron ore

Metallic copper ....
„ lead

,, zinc

Minor minerals ....
Total value mineral products
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States of New York, Pennsylvania, Ohio, Massachusetts, Illinois,

Indiana, and Michigan.

The manufacture of cotton in the United States has been rapidly

growing in recent years. At the census of 1880 there were
found to be 756 manufactories for materials solely of cotton, with

a capital of 41,656,069/. ; the number of spindles was 10,653,435

(12,000,000 in 1882); of looms, 225,759; hands employed,

174,659; cotton consumed, 1,570,344 bales (750,343,981 lbs.),

valued at 17,389,145/., producing materials valued at 38,418,000/.

The total cotton production of the States in the same year was
5,737,257 bales of 454 lbs. each.

Another industry of great importance is that connected with

iron and steel. In the various branches of this industry there were
1,005 establishments in 1880, with a capital of 66,194,376/.,,

and employing 140,978 hands; these produced 7,265,140 tons of

materials in the year, the value of all the materials used being

38,254,230/., and the total value of the products 59,311,537/. Of
blast furnaces alone there were 490, using 7,256,684 tons of ore,

the total value of the materials used being 11,723,948/. ; the pig-

iron produced weighed 3,781,021 tons, and the value of all the

products amounted to 17,863,114/. There were besides 324 iron

rolling mills, with a capital of 17,956,640/., employing 80,130 hands,

using material to the value of 17,655,446/., producing 2.353,248
tons of finished materials, valued at 27,359,714/. There were also

36 Bessemer and open-hearth steel works, producing 983,039 tons of

material valued at 11,161,042/. The production of pig-iron in 1881
was 4,144,254 tons, and in 1882, 4,623,323 tons ; the quantity im-
ported in the latter year was 548,000 tons. In 1882 the Bessemer
steel produced amounted to 1,696,450 tons, 60 per cent, above 1880.

In connection with the great forests of the country, the pre-

paration of lumber or timber is important. There were 25,708
establishments for this purpose in 1880, with a capital of 36,237,224/.,

employing 146,880 hands, using materials valued at 29,231,077/.,

the value of the produce being 46,653,745/.

It was found at the census of 1880 that the fisheries of the

United States employed 131,426 persons, that the capital

invested was 7,591,700/., and the value of the products (including

seal and whale fisheries) was 8,600,000/. ; the number of vessels

engaged was 6,605, of 208,297 tons. The value of the fisheries

for the year 1882 was returned as 14,352,200/.

Railways, Telegraphs, &c.

The growth of the railway system of the United States dates from

1827, when the first line was opened for traflic at Quincy, Massa-

L
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chusetts. The extent of railways in operation in 1830 was 23 miles;

it rose to 2,818 miles in 1840; to 9,021 miles in 1850; to 30,635

miles in 1860 ; to 53,399 miles in 1870 ; to 84,393 miles in 1880

;

to 91,147 miles in 1881 ; and to 114,412 miles in the beginning of

1883. The following table gives the length of lines opened for traffic

in the five groups of states and territories in the years 1882-83 :

—

New England .

Middle States .

Southern States

"Western States

Pacific States .

Total .
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2. Of Geeat Britain to the United States.

Envoy and Minister.—Hon. Lionel Sackville S. West, K.C.B., born in 1827 ;

Charg6 d'Affaires in Sardinia, 1858-63; Envoy to the Argentine Confe-

deration, 1872-78, and to Spain, 1878-81 ; appointed Envoy and Minister to

the United States, December 1881.

Secretaries.—D. E.Saurin ; H. Howard ; W. 0. Charlton ; Hon. A. Johnstonk

Money, Weights, and Measures.

The money, weights, and measures of the United States are :

—

Money.
The Dollar, of 100 cents . . Approximate value, 4s.

There were for fifteen years, from 1863 to 1878, two denomina-
tions of value employed in the United States, the first the gold dollar,

of the average value of 45. British money, and the second the paper
dollar, principal currency since the civil war, the value of which was
fluctuating, according to the rates of exchange. By the provisions

of the * Resumption Act ' passed by Congress, coming into operation

on January 1, 1879, the complete resumption of specie payments
was established, but it took place several months before this date, by
the action of commercial causes. Thus there exists no longer any
difference in value between coined money and paper currency.

In the session of 1873, the Congress of the United States passed

an Act to regulate the value of the English sovereign in American
coin, and to fix the ' par of exchange.' The Act requires that in

all payments by or to the Treasury, the sovereign, or pound sterling

shall be computed as equal to 4 dollars 86c. 6jni. This value is also

to be applied in appraising merchandise imported and in the con-

struction of contracts.

Weights and Measures.

British weights and measures are usually employed, but the old Winchester
gallon and bxishel are used instead of the new or imperial standards. They
are :

—

Wine gallon = 0'83333 gallon.

Ale gallon . = 1'01695 „

Bushel . = 0*9692 imperial bushel.

Instead of the British cwt. a Cental, of 100 pounds, is used.

Statistical and other Books of Reference concerning: the
United States.

1. Official Publications.

Acts of Congress relating to Loans and the Currency from 1846 to 1882 in-

clusive. 8. New York, 1883.

Annual Keport of the Secretary of the Navy, made to the President of the

"United States. 8. Washington, 1883.

Annual Eeport of the Commissioner of Education. 8. Washington, 1883.
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Agriculture : Special Eeports of the Department for 1883. Washington, 1883.
Annual Keport of the Foreign Commerce of the United States for the fiscal

year ending June 30, 1883. Washington, 1883.

Annual Statements by countries and by Customs districts of the imports
and exports of the United States for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1883.
Washington, 1883.

Annual Report and Statements of the Chief of the Bureau of Statistics on
the Commerce and Navigation of the United States for the year ended June
30, 1882. Washington, 1883.

Annual Reports of the United States Ceological and Greographical Survey.
8. Washington, 1869-82.

Census Bulletins (1880) on Fishing Industry, Production of Precious Metals,
Cereal Production, Cotton Industry, Iron and Steel Production, Sugar Cane
Production, Tobacco, &c.

Census of the United States. Tenth Census. Vols. I. to III. Population,
Manufactures, Agriculture. 4. Washington, 1883.

Commercial Relations of the United States with Foreign Countries. 8.

Washington, 1883.

Compendium of the Tenth Census of the United States, 1881. Two vols.

Washington, 1883.

Congressional Directory. 8. Washington, 1883.

Education Bureau: Circulars of Information during 1883. Washington,
1883.

Letter from the Secretary of the Treasury transmitting estimates of appro-
priation required for the year ending June 30, 1884. Washington, 1882.

Mineral Resources of the United States. By Albert Williams, Jun., chief

of Bureau of Mining Statistics and Technology in United States Geological
Survey. Washington, 1883.

Navy Register of the United States to July 20, 1883. Printed by order of

the Secretary of the Navy. Washington, 1883.

Official Register of the United States. 8. Washington, 1883.

Papers relating to the Foreign Relations of rhe United States, transmitted to

Congress. 8. Washington, 1883.

Public Indebtedness of the United States ; Statistics collected for tenth
Census. 4. pp.667, 1882.

Quarterly Reports of the Chief of the Bureau of Statistics (Joseph Nimmo,
Esq.), relative to the imports, exports, immigration, and navigation of the United
States, for the fiscal year ended June 30, 1883. Washington, 1883.

Report of the Commissioner of Agriculture for 1881-82. 8. Washington,
1882.

Report of the Commissioners of Education for 1881. Washington, 1883.
Report of the Commissioner of Internal Revenue of the United States, for

the fiscal year ending June 30, 1883. 8. Washington, 1883.
Report of the Secretary of the Interior upon the operations of the Depart-

ment of the Interior, 1881-83. 8. Washington, 1883.
Report of the Secretary of the Navy. 8. Washington, 1883.

Report of the Secretary of the Treasury on the state of the Finances for the
year ended June 30, 1883. Washington, 1883.

Report of the Secretary of War upon the operation of the War Department
for the year 1883. 8. Washington, 1883.

Report of the Commissioner of the General Land Office to the Secretary of

the Interior for the year 1883. 8. Washington, 1883.

Statement of the Public Debt of the United States, July 1, 1883. Fol.

Washington. 1883.
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Statistical Abstract of the United States. Prepared by the Chief of the

Bureau of Statistics, Treasury Department. No. V, 8. Washington, 1883.

Statistics of the Wealth and Industry of the United States. 4. Washington,
1882.

The Statutes at large, and Treaties of the United^States of America. Collated

with the originals at Washington. Published annually. 8. Boston, 1883.

Report by Mr. Saurin on the finances of the United States in 1882; in
' Reports of H.M.'s Secretaries of Embassy.' Part IV. 1882. London, 1883.

Report by Mr. Drummond on the finances of the United States for 1881, in

Part III. ; and on trade, shipping, commerce, industries, railways, immigration,

&c., in Part IV. of ' Reports of H.M.'s Secretaries of Embassy and Legation.'

1882.

Report by Mr. West on the production of precious metals in the United
States ; on the annual product of the United States in relation to capital,

labour, and the railroad system ; on population and education ; and on the

land laws; in ' Reports from H.M.'s Diplomatic and Consular Officers abroad.*

Fol. London, 1882.

Report on the trade and commerce of Baltimore by Consul Donohoe ; on
Charleston by Consul Walker ; on Galveston by Consul Budgett ; on New
Orleans by Consul de Fonblanque, in Part II. ; on Boston by Consul Hender-
son, in Part III. ; on Savannah by Consul Joel, in Part IV. ; on Mobile by
Consul Cridland ; on Pensacola by Vice-Consul Heme ; on San Francisco by
Consul Booker, in Part V. ; on San Francisco by Consul Booker, in Part VI.

;

on Portland by Consul Bird, in Part VIII. of ' Reports of H.M.'s Consuls,'

1883. London, 1883.

Reports by Mr. Consul de Fonblanque on the trade and commerce of New
Orleans ; by Mr. Consul Booker on the commerce and industry of San Fran-
cisco and California; by Mr. Consul Crump on the trade and shipping of

Philadelphia ; and by Mr. Consul Starr on the trade of Portland, dated
March-April, 1879; in ' Reports from H.M.'s Consuls.' Part IIL 1879. 8.

London, 1879.

Reports by Consuls Donohoe on the trade and commerce of Baltimore
;

Henderson, on Boston ; Walker, on North and South Carolina ; Lynn, on Gal-
veston ; Cridland, on Mobile ; De Fonblanque, on New Orleans ; Clepperton,

on coal mines in Pennsylvania ; Ward, on Portland ; Booker, on San Fran-
cisco ; Joel, on Savannah, in Part VI. ; Cridland on Pensacola ; Clepperton,

on Philadelphia, in Part II. ; Consul-General Archibald, on New York

;

Consul Booker, on San Francisco ; in Part XIV. of 'Reports of H.M.'s Con-
suls,' 1882.

Trade of the United States with Great Britain and Ireland ; in ' Annual
Statement of the Trade of the United Kingdom with Foreign Countries in the
year 1882.' Imp. 4. London, 1883.

2. Non-Official Publications.

Bancroft (George), History of the United States. New ed. 6 vols. 8.

London, 1882.

Bana-oft (George), History of the Formation of the Constitution of the
United States of America. Two vols. London, 1882.

Brockett (L. R.), Our Western Empire. Philadelphia, 1882.
Ball (W. H.), Alaska and its Resources. 8. Boston, 1870.
DUke(Sir Charles Wentworth, B^rt., M.P.), GreaterBritain : a record of travel

in English-speaking countries in 1866 and 1867. 3rd ed. 8. London, 1869.
Fontpertiiis (Adalbert Front de), Les Etats-Unis de I'Amerique Septentrionale;

leurs origines, leurs emancipation et leurs progres. 8. Paris. 1875.
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Ciillet (Ransom H.), Federal Government; its officers and their duties. 8.

New York, 1871.

Homans (B.), The Banker's Almanac and Register for 1883. 8. New
York, 1883.

Homans (J. Smith), The Banker's Magazine and Statistical Register. Pub-
lished monthly. 8. NewYork, 1883.

Jhwnei! (Claudio) LesEtats-Unis contemporains, 2 vols. 18. Paris, 1878.

King (Edward), The Southern States of America. 8. London, 1875.

Lanman (Charles), Biographical Annals of the Civil Government of the

United States during its First Century. 8. London, 1876.

McMaster (J. B.), History of the People of the United States. Vol. I.

New York, 1883.

Macpherson (E.), The Political History of the United States of America
during the Great Rebellion from 1860 to 1864. 8. Washington, 1864.

Molinari (G. de), Lettres sur les Etats-Unis et le Canada. 12. Paris, 1877.

ISlorman (George Warde), The Future of the United States ; in ' Journal of

the Statistical Society.' Vol. 38. Part I. 8. London, 1875.

Paschal (George W.), The Constitution of the United States. 8. Washington,
1868.

Poor (Henry V.), Manual of the Railroads of the United States. 8. New
York, 1883.

Poor (R. P.), Gannett (H.), and Jones (W. P.), The West, from the Census

of 1880. A history of the industrial, commercial, social, and political develop-

ment of the States and Territories of the West, from 1800 to 1880. Chicago.

1882.

8eama7i (Ezra C), The American System of Government, its Character and
Workings. 12. New York, 1871.

Spofford (Ainsworth R.), American Almanac. 8. New York and Wash-
ington, 1883.

Vernon (Edward), American Railroad Manual for the United States and the

Dominion. Imp. 8. New York and Philadelphia, 1883.

Von Hoist (Dr. H.), The Constitutional and Political History of the United

States of America. 2 vols. 8. New York, 1879.
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URUGUAY.
(EepiJblica Oriental del Uruguay.)

Constitution and Government.

The republic of Uruguay, formerly a Brazilian province, declared its

independence, August 25, 1825, which was recognised by the Treaty

of Montevideo, signed August 27, 1828. The constitution of the

republic was proclaimed July 18, 1831, By the terms of this charter,

the legislative power is in a Parliament composed of two Houses, the

Senate and the Chamber of Representatives, which meet in annual

session, extending from February 15 to the end of June. In the

interval of the session, a permanent committee of two senators and

five members of the Lower House assume the legislative power, as

well as the general control of the administration. The Representa-

tives are chosen for three years, in the proportion of 1 to every

3,000 inhabitants of male adults who can read and write ; there is

one Senator for each department, chosen for six years, one-third

retiring every two years. There are really only 40 Representa-

tives and 13 Senators.

The executive is given by the constitution to the President of the

Republic, elected for the term of four years, A vice-president, also

elected for four years, is at the head of the senate, but has no other

political power.

President of the Republic.—General Maximo Santos, elected

President of the Republic March 1, 1882, after the demission of Dr.

Francisco Antonio Vidal, President from 1880 to 1882.

The President is assisted in his executive functions by a council of

ministers divided into four departments, namely, the ministry of the

Interior ; the department of Foreign Aifairs ; the department of

Finance ; and the department of War and Marine.

The Roman Catholic is the state religion, but there is complete

toleration. In 1882 it was estimated that 40,000 children were at

the various public and private schools.

Revenue, Public Debt, and Army.

The revenue of the republic is mainly derived from import and
export duties, both very largely increased in recent years—there is

a property-tax of from 5 to 5
J^
per cent. In the budget estimates for

the financial year 1879-80 the totalrevenue was set down at 8,869,000

pesos, or 1,773,800^., and the total expenditure at 8,748,654 pesos, or
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1,749,73 U.; the actual revenue was 1,628,466/., and the expendi-
ture 1,915,347/., showing a deficit of 286,881/. The budget for

1880-81 set down the revenue at 7,890,000 pesos, or 1,578,000/.,

and the expenses at 7,857,275 pesos, or 1,571,455/., leaving a

surplus of 6,545/., but the actual expenditure exceeded the revenue
by 1,015,428 pesos, or 203,085/. The actual accounts ofrevenue and
expenditure of preceding years also showed large deficits. In the

budget for 1883 the revenue is set down at 1,986,000/., and expen-
diture at 1,985,190/. The financial year has recently been altered

from the calendar year to the year ending June 30, when the budget
for 1884 will be presented. More than one-half of the total annual
expenditure is on account of the charges connected with the public

debt ; the next largest item being for war. By a law, passed in

1875, one-fourth of the customs receipts are to be set aside specially

for the service of the debt. In 1873 the total capital of the repub-
lic was valued at 75,500,000/. ; and in 1882 the value of real pro-

perty and stock alone was estimated at 76,500,000/.

The total public debt ofUruguay on Sept. 1, 1883, was 12,908,956/.

(reckoning 4*70 dollars =1/.), according to an oflicial statement. A
scheme for unification was accepted by the bondholders on Novem-
ber 17, 1883, and when it is carried out the debt, it is officially

stated, will stand as follows:—Unified debt, 11,127,000/.; Inter-

national debt, 879,676/. ; Debt to Eailway Companies, 572,766/.

;

Total, 12,579,442/.

The unified debt is made up as follows :—Internal, 6,808,500/.

;

External, 3,467,500/.; Additional issued, 851,000/.; Total unified,

11,127,000/.

The reason that the total stands at less after unification than

before—although an additional amount is included in the unifica-

tion—is that in June 1883 a convention was made with the internal

bondholders whereby they agreed to forego from 30 to 50 per cent.

on the nominal amount of their stock, in consideration of the

Unified Bonds being quoted in the London market.

The Unified Bonds will bear interest at the rate of 5 per cent.

per annum, and will be subject to a |^ per cent, accumulative sinking

fund from January 1, 1884. Interest and drawn bonds are to

be paid on the 1st February, May, Aug., and Nov. of each year in

London, by Messrs. Thomson, Bonar & Co. in sterling, and in Monte-
video at the fixed rate of 4-70 dollars to the pound.

The permanent army of Uruguay is officially reported to consist

of 4,500 men, including 3 regiments of cavalry, 2 of artillery,

and 4 battalions of riflemen. There is besides an armed police

force of 3,*200 men, and a national guard of 20,000 men. In recent

years there has been an excessive expenditure for the maintenance

of an increased military force.
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Population, Trade, and Industry.

The area of Uruguay is estimated at 73,538 English square miles,

\vith a population, according to a partial census taken in 1 880, of

438,245, comprising 226,580 males and 211,665 females. Of the

total population 68*33 per cent, are natives, mostly of mixed
race ; of the foreign population 8*66 per cent, are Spaniards; 8*31

Italians; 4*62 Brazilians; 3*56 Argentines; 3*29 French; and 0*63

English. The Spaniards and French are mostly Basques. In the

department of Montevideo the density is 265 per square mile ; but
in other departments it varies from 12 to 1. The average density

is 53*7 per square mile. The country is divided into 13 provinces.

The capital, Montevideo, had, in the year 1879, a population of

115,500, with suburbs, of whom about one-third were foreigners.

There were in 1879, 2,701 marriages, 23,895 births, 3,275 deaths,

leaving a surplus of 20,620. There is a considerable fiow of immi-
gration, numbering 21,148 individuals in 1870; 5,298 in 1875;
10,710 in 1879 ; 9,208 in 1880; 8,336 in 1881 ; 10,310 in 1882.

The number of emigrants in 1882 was 6,179; of the immigrants

in 1882, 4,045 were Italian, 2,489 Spanish, 970 French, 531

English, 453 German.
Uruguay carries on an active commerce with foreign countries.

It was as follows in 1880-82 :—

Year
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and of the imports of British and Irish produce and manufactures

into Uruguay in each of the five years 1878 to 1882 :

—
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Diplomatic and Consular Representatives.

1. Of Ubuguay in Grkat Britain.

Charge o^Affaires.—Don Amaro Carve, appointed September 25, 1883.

Consul- General.
—"William Cranwell, appointed June 1880.

2. Of Great Britain in Uruguay.

Minister and Consul- General.
—

"William GifFord Palgrave, appointed January

25, 1884.

Money, Weights, and Measures.

The money, weights, and measures of Uruguay, and the British

equivalents, are :

—

Money.

The Peso, or Dollar, oi 100 centenas . Approximate value, 4.s.

"Weights and Measures.

The Quintal = 101*40 lbs. avoirdupois.

„ Arroba = 25'35 „

,, Fanega = 1^ imperial bushel.

,, Square league = 10? English square miles.

The metric system has been officially adopted, but is not in

general use.

Statistical and other Books of Reference concerning Uruguay.

1. Official Publications.

The Republic of "Uruguay : its geography, history, rural industries, com-
merce and general statistics. Issued by authority of the Consulate-General of

Uruguay. London, 1883.

Report by the Hon. Edmund Monson on the trade, commerce, and finances

for 1880, &c., in Part II., and on the trade, commerce, &c., on agriculture

and on finance, in Part "VI. of ' Reports of H.M.'s Secretaries of Embassy and
Legation,' 1882.

Trade of Uruguay with Great Britain ; in ' Annual Statement of the Trade
of the United Kingdom with Foreign Countries and British Possessions

in the year 1882.' Imp. 4. London, 1883.

2. Non-Official Publications.

Gardner (Gilbert J.), The Financial Position of Uruguay. 8. London. 1874.

Maria (Isid. de), Compendio de la historia de la Republica Oriental del
Uruguay. 8. Montevideo, 1864.

Murray (Rev. J. H.), Travels in Uruguay, S. America. 8. London, 1871.
Mulhall (M. G. and E. T.), Handbook to the River Plate Republics, &e., and

the Republics of Uruguay and Paraguay. 8. London, 1875.
Beyes (M.), Descripcion geografica del territorio de la Republica Oriental del

Uruguay. 8. Montevideo, 1859.

Smnmer-Geiser (H.), Lebensbilder ausdem Staat Uruguay. 8. Basel, 1861.

ra«7/aw^ (A.), La Republica Oriental del Uruguay. 8. Montevideo, 1873.
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VENEZUELA.

(Rep6blica de Venezuela.)

Constitution and Government.

The republic of Venezuela was formed in 1830, by secession

from the other members of the Free-state founded by Simon Bolivar

within the limits of the Spanish colony of New Granada. The
charter of fundamental laws actually in force, dating from 1830,

and re-proclaimed, with alterations, on the 28th March 1864, is

designed on the model of the constitution of the United States

of America, but with considerably more independence secured to

provincial and local government. The provinces, or states, of the

republic have each their own legislature and executive, as well as

their own budgets, and judiciary officers, and the main purpose

of their alliance is that of common defence. At the head of the

central executive government stands a President, elected for the

term of two years, exercising his functions through six ministers,

and a Federal Council of sixteen members. The Federal Council

is appointed by the Congress ; the Council choose a President, who
is also President of the Kepublic. The President has no veto

power. The legislation for the whole republic is vested in a

Congress of two Houses, called the Senate (two senators for each

State), and the House of Representatives (one to every 25,000 of

population), both composed of members deputed by the same bodies

in the individual states. The Congresses of States are elected by
universal suffrage. The Senate is elected for f)ur, and the Repre-
sentatives for two years.

President of the Republic.—General Don Antonio Guzman
Blanco, elected President February 1879; re-elected February 1880,

and again February 1882.

Since the year 1847, the republic has suffered greatly from

intestine dissensions, leading to an almost continuous civil war,

through the struggles of the rival parties of the Federalists and
Confederalists, the former desiring a strong central government, and

the latter the greatest possible independence of the separate States.

The Roman Catholic is the State religion, but there is toleration

of all others, though they are not permitted any external manifest-

ations.

In 1870, education was made compulsory in Venezuela, at which

time only 10 per cent, of the population could read and write. There

are two universities and eleven national colleges, and in 1883, 1,708
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public lay scliools supported by the State, with 91,240 pupils.

There are, besides, numerous private schools.

Revenue, Public Debt, and Army.

The chief source of public revenue at the disposal of the central

Government is that of customs duties, which produced 770,800/.

in the year ending June 30, 1881. About 60 per cent, of the

expenditure is for general accumulation and the remainder for the

service of the debt and public works. The total revenue in the same
year amoimted to 1,195,025/., and the expenditure to 1,0G4,081/.

In 1882-3, the total income was 1,160,200/., and the expenditure

officially stated to be * a little less.' The principal branch of expen-

diture is for 'general administration.'

The public debt is officially stated to consist of an internal debt,

which, on June 30, 1883, was 1,500,000Z-, consolidated at 5 per cent,

interest, to be reduced to 4 per cent ; and a foreign debt, which, with

the unpaid interest of several years, had grown to 10,869,563/. in

1878, when the Government resumed the payment of interest. New
consolidated bonds were issued on January 1, 1881, in substitution

of all pre-existing internal and external bonds ; 2,750,000/. to

represent the external bonds, bearing 3 per cent, for two years and
after that 4 per cent. At the end of 1883 the outstanding external

debt amounted to 2,702,000/.

The standing army of the republic numbers about 3,000 men.
Besides the regular troops, there is a national militia in which
every citizen, from the 18th to the 45th year inclusive, must
be enrolled. Recent intestine wars were chiefly carried on by the

militia, which in times of civil war has been increased to 60,000
men.

Population, Trade, and Industry.

The area of Venezuela is estimated to embrace 439,120 English

square miles, and to contain a population of 2,075,245 souls.

Until 1881 Venezuela was divided into twenty-one states and their

territories ; but in that year a re-division was made into eight large

states, each subdivided into sections or districts, corresponding to

the old states, besides the Federal district, one colony and five

territories. The following table gives the population of each of the

new states and territories according to the census of 1881 ; the

areas have not yet been determined :

—

U U
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States
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The total value of the exports of Venezuela to Great Britain, and
of the imports of British produce and manufactures, was as follows

in each of the five years 1878 to 1882 :

—

,
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Money, Weights, and Measures.

The money, weights, and measures of Venezuela, and the British

equivalents, are :

—

Monet.

The Venezolano, of 100 Centavas . . approximate value, 4.'.

„ Bolivar ,t „ Ifr.

"Weights and Measuees.

The Libra = rOI4 lbs. avoirdupois.

„ Quintal . . . . =101-40
„ Arroha = 25-35 „

The above are the old weights and measures in general use, but

the legal ones are those of the French metric system.

Statistical and other Books of Eeference concerning

Venezuela.

1. Official Publications.

Estadistica Mercantil. 8. Caracas, 1882.

Segundo Censo de la Republica. Caracas, 1881.

Eeport by Mr. E. T. C. Middleton on the commerce of Venezuela,

dated Caracas, December 2, 1878; in 'Reports by H.M.'s Secretaries of

Embassy and Legation.' Part I. 1879. 8.
^
London, 1879.

Eeport by Mr. Eobert Bunch on the Foreign Trade and on the Gold Mines

of Venezuela, dated Caracas, May 10, 1880 ;
in 'Eoports of H.M.'s Secretaries

of Embassy and Legation.' Part IV. 1880. 8. London, 1880.

Eeport by Colonel Mansfield on the trade, commerce, &c. of Venezuela,

1881,' in 'Eeports of H.M.'s Secretaries of Embassy and Legation.' Part II.

1882.

Eeport by Colonel Mansfield on the finances, commerce, &c. of Venezuela.

for 1881 ; in ' Eeports from H.M.'s Diplomatic and Consular Agents Abroad.'

Part I. 1883. Folio. London, 1883.

Eeports by Mr. Vice-Consul Mathison on the trade of Ciudad Bolivar ; by

Mr. Vice-Consul Akers Cage on the trade of La Guaira ; and by Mr. Vico-

Consul Conn on the trade of Puerto Caballo, dated January-June 1876 ; in

' Eeports from H.M.'s Consuls.' Part VI. 1876. 8. London, 1876.

Eeports by Mr. Vice-Consul Cage on the trade of La Guaira ; and by Mr.

Vice-Consul Conn on the trade of Puerto Caballo, dated January-March 1877 ;

in 'Eeports from H.M.'s Consuls.' Part V. 1877. 8. London, 1877.

Eeport by Consul Beach on the mines of Venezuela, in ' Eeports from the

Consuls of the United States.' No. 32, August 1883. Washington, 1883.

Trade of Venezuela with Great Britain ; in ' Annual Statement of the Trade of

the United Xingdom with Foreign Countries for theyear 1882.' 4. London, 1883.
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1

2. NoN- Official Publications.

Appun (C. F.), Unter den Tropen. Vol.1. Venezuela. 8. Jena, 1871.

Ualcs (H, W.), Central and South America. London, 1882.

J)ance (C. D.), Four Years in Venezuela. 8. London, 1876.

Eastwick (Edward), Venezuela, or Sketches of Life in a South American
Republic ; with a history of the Loan of 1864. 8. London, 1868.

Ernst (Dr. A.), Les produits de Venezuela. 8. Bremen, 1874.

Meulemans (Augustc), La republique de Venezuela. 8. Bruxelles, 1872.

Spcnce (J. M.), The Land of Bolivar: Adventures in Venezuela. 2 vols. 8.

London, 1878.

Thirion (C), Les etats-unis de Venezuela. 8. Paris, 1867.

Tejera (Miguel), Venezuela pintoresca e illustrada. 8. Paris, 1875.

Tejera (Miguel), Mappa fisico y politico de los Estados Unidos de Venezuela.
8. Paris, 1877.
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II. AFEICA.

ALGERIA.
(L'Algerie.)

Government, Revenue, and Army.

Algeria, the largest and most important of tlie colonial possessions

of France, was entirely under military rule till the your 1871, when
various reforms were introduced. In place of the former military

governor, a civil Governor-General at present administers the

government of the colony, and the country is regarded more as a

detached part of France, than as a colony. But the new civil

government extends only over the settled districts, and the territory

of the Sahara and adjoining districts, inhabited chiefly by nomad
tribes, remain under exclusively military rule. The country under
civil government is divided into three departments, Algiers,

Constantino, and Oran, which are subdivided into twelve arron-

dissements.

Governor- General of Algeria.—M. Louis Tirman, Conseiller

d'etat, and formerly Prefect of the Bouches du Ehone. Appointed
November 26, 1881.

The French Chambers have alone the right of legislating for

Algeria, while such matters as do not come within the legislative

power are regulated by decree of the President of the Republic.
The Governor-General is assisted by a council, whose function is

purely consultative. There is also another Colonial Council, con-
sisting of Government functionaries and a certain number of

delegates from the Councils-General, whose advice should be taken
on all financial questions, but in practice it is of little account.

The Colonists send two deputies and one senator for each depart-

ment to the French Chambers.
The cost of the colony to France has always been far greater

than its revenues. The receipts of the government are derived

chiefly from indirect taxes, licences, and customs duties on imports.

The cost of maintenance of the army, the expenditure for public

works, and other large sums disbursed by the Government are not

included in the expenditure, being provided out of the French
budget. In the French financial estimates for 1883, the revenue
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of Algeria was estimated at 31,380,000 francs, and the total expen-

diture at 38,011,760 francs.

The French troops in Algeria consist of one ' corps d'armee,' the

19th, numbering 53,30G men in 1883-4. The troops in Algeria

are divided into two classes, namely, French corps, which remain

there in garrison for a certain number of years and then return to

France, and the so-called native troops, which never quit the colony

except on extraordinary occasions. The native troops consist of

three regiments of Turcos, or * Tirailleurs algeriens,' and three of
' Spahis.' There are four regiments of ' Chasseurs d'Afrique ' and
of Zouaves, consisting entirely of French officers and soldiers. There
is also a Foreign Legion, the soldiers of which belong to various

nationalities, the officers and non-commissioned officers of which
are for the most part French.

Population, Trade, and Industry.

The boundaries of Algeria are not very well defined, large por-

tions of the territory in the outlying districts being claimed both

by the French Government and the nomad tribes who inhabit it,

and hold themselves unconquered. The colony is divided officially

into a ' Territoire civil,' and a ' Territoire de commandement,' the

first in three departments, and the latter in three divisions. According
to official returns, the area of the organised part of the colony

embraces 318,334 square kilometres, or 122,87G English square

miles, with a population, exclusive of wandering Arab tribes, of

3,310,412 souls, at the census of 1881. The following table gives

the area of each of the three civil departments and the three military

divisions of Algeria, according to the returns of 1881 :

—

'Territoircs'
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square kilometres, or 38,600 square miles, and with a population

vaguely estimated at 50,000. The Civil Territory is constantly in-

creased in area by taking in sections of the Military Territory. In

1876 the population of the Civil Territory was 1,315,950 and the

Military Territory 1,551,676, while the latter was 144,000
kilometres greater in area. The total increase in five years

has been 442,786, or at the rate of 15 per cent, in five years.

Of the population in 1881, 1,772,406 were males and 1,538,006.

females. The increase is ascribed partly to immigration, partly

to excess of births over deaths, and partly to more accurate enumera-
tion of the native population. In 1880 the births were 15,089 and
deaths 12,821, showing an excess of 15 per cent, of births over

deaths ; among the European population the excess was only 10
per cent. The excess of immigration over emigration in 1880
was 17,436. In 1881 there were 35,665 naturalized Jews,

2,850,866 French Mussulman subjects, 114,320 Spaniards, 33,693
Italians, 15,402 Anglo-Maltese, 4,201 Germans, 22,328 other

foreigners. The only decrease has been in the Germans, who were

6,513 in 1881.

The number of French settlers was given at 127,321 in the

returns of 1877, and 233,937 in 1881.

The bulk of the population are engaged in agriculture—2,328,636

in 1881. In 1880 there were 347 higher schools of various kinds,

besides 115 Upper Arab schools, and 125 Madrasses ; 12 secondary

schools, with 3,404 pupils; 709 primary schools, with 49,610 pupils

(2,702 Mussulmen). Before the Assize Courts and Correctional

Tribunals 13,124 persons were accused in 1880, of whom 7,110

were sentenced to imprisonment and 2,015 to fines.

The population of the city of Algiers was 65,227 in 1881, of

Oran 53,500, of Constantine 33,450.

In 1880, 40,000,000 acres were colonised by the agricultural popu-

lation, of which about one-seventeenth was in the hands of Euro-
peans. Of this area 5,900,000 acres were under cereals, chiefly

wheat, barley and oats. The wheat produce in 1880 amounted

to 13,500,000 cwt. The area under vines is 48,500 acres. Of
olives the crop in 1880 weighed 652,000 cwt.; the oil manu-
factured was 574,000 gallons. About 20,000 acres are under

tobacco, the yield in 1880 being 12,600,000 lbs. There are five

million acres under forest, but the yearly value of the produce is

small, only 27,000Z. in 1880. In 1880 there were 1,163,513 cattle,

6,992,218 sheep, 3,293,033 goats, the bulk belonging to natives

;

there has been a decrease in all since 1878—in sheep 1,500,000.

In 1880, 614,146 tons of iron ore were raised, valued at 231,132?.

The commerce of Algeria, like that of France, is divided into

general and special. It is also divided into commerce with France
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and commerce with foreign countries, as follows (general commerce)

1882 ;—
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imports consist principally of cotton fabrics and coals, the former

of the value of 210,539/., and the latter of 43,203/. in the year

1882.

In 1882, 3,750 vessels, of 801,833 tons, entered Algerian ports,

of which 812, of 185,953 tons, were French ; and 3,976, of 925,472

tons, cleared, of which 815, of 206,791 tons, were French.

On January 1, 1883, there were 957English miles of railways open

for traffic in Algeria. This does not include the prolongation of

the line from Bone to the frontier station at Guelma, into the territory

of Tunis, 120 miles.

The telegraph of Algeria, including branches into Tunis, con-

sisted, at the beginning of 1882, of 3,645 miles of line, and 8,678

miles of wire, with 154 offices. The ' reseau algero-tunisien ' of

telegraphs is worked by a private company subventioned by the

French Government.

Money, Weights, and Measures.

The money, weights, and measures of xilgeria, and the British

equivalents, are :

—

MOXEY.

The Gold Sequin . , . Average rate of exchange, 85. ^d.

„ Monzonnah ... „ >, » lo^-

"Weights and Measures.

The Onguyah . . . — 4 grammes.

„ Hollah (liquid) . . = 16-66 litres, or about 17 pints.

„ Psa (dry) . . = 48 litres, or about 51 1 pints.

The money, weights, and measures of France are in general use

among the settled population in the towns.

Statistical and other Books of Reference concerning Algeria.

1. Officiai. Publications.

Annuaire administratif de I'Algerie. 16. Alger, 1883.

Annuaire general de I'Algerie, sur des documents officiels. 8. Paris, 1883.

Annuaire statistique de la France, 1883. Paris, 1883.

Etat actuel de I'Algerie, publie d'apres les documents officiels sous la

direction du direct, general des services civils. 8. Paris, 1881.

Statistique generale de I'Algerie. 8. Paris, 1878-82.

Tableau de la situation des ^tablissements fran9ais. 4. Paris, 1883.

Eeportof a Consular Tour made by Consul-General Lieut.- Col. Playfiiir,

during March and April 1876; in 'Keports from H.M.'s Consuls.' Part V.

1876. 8. London, 1876.

Eeport by Mr. Consul-General Playfair on the commerce, railways, and

general progress of Algeria, dated November 26, 1877 ; in ' Reports from

H.M.'s Consuls.' Part II. 1878. 8. London, 1878.
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Report by Mr. Consul-General Playfair on tho exports and imports of

Algeria, dated Algiers, March 1, 1879; in ' Keports from H.M.'s Consuls.'

Part II. 1879. 8. London, 1879.

Report by Mr. Consul-Gleneral Playfair on the agriculture and commerce of
Algeria for the year 1880, in 'Reports from H.M.'s Consuls,' Part X., 1882.

Trade of Algeria with Great Britain ; in ' Annual Statement of the Trade of
the United Kingdom with Foreign Countries and British Possessions in the

year 1882.' Imp. 4. London, 1883.

2. Non-Official Publications.

Beynet (Leon), Les Colons algeriens. 8. Alger, 1866.

Boudin (Dr. N.), Histoire statistique de la colonisation et de la population
en Algerie. 8. Paris, 1853.

Clamageran (I. J.), L'Algerie: Impressions de Voyage. 8. Paris, 1874.

Dareste (Rodolphe), De la propriete en Algerie. Loi du 16 juin 1851 et

Senatus-consulte du 22 avril 1863. 2e edit. 18. Paris, 1866.

Duval (Jules), L'Algerie et les Colonies fran^aises. 8. Paris, 1877-

Faidherbe (General), L'Avenir du Sahara et du Soudan. 8. Paris, 1866.
Fillias (A.), L'Algerie ancienne et moderne. 12. Alger, 1875.

Gaffarel (P.), L'Algerie: Histoim, Conquete, Colonisation. Paris, 1883.
Gueydon (Vice-amiral Comte de), Expose de la Situation de 1'Algerie. In

* Revue maritime et coloniale.' 8. Paris, 1873.

Lavigiie (Albert), Questions algeriennes. 8. Paris, 1872.

Liicet (Marcel), Colonisation europeenne de 1'Algerie. 8. Paris, 1866.
Maltzan (Heinr. Preiherr von), Drei Jahre im Nordwesten von Afrika :

Reisen in Algerien und Marokko. 4 vols. 8. Leipzig, 1869.

Playfair (Lieut.-Col. R. L.), Handbook of Algeria and Tunis. London^
1878.

Quinemaut (N.), Du peuplement et de la vrai colonisation de I'Algerie. 8,

Constantine, 1871.

Sautayra (E.), Hugues (H.) et Lapra (P.), Legislation do I'Algerie. 2 vols.

Paris, 1883-4.

Seguin (L. G.), Walks in Algeria. 8. London, 1878.
Tckikatchcjf (M.) L'Algerie et Tunis. Paris, 1880.
Villoi (Capitaine), Moeurs, coutumes, et institutions des indigenes d'Algerie.

12. Paris, 1872.

I
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CAPE OF GOOD HOPE.
(Cape Colony.)

Constitution and Government.

The present form of government of the colony of the Cape of Good
Hope was originally established by order in Council of the 11th of
March, 1853. By Act 28 Vict. cap. 5, and Colonial Act III. of

1865, which provided for the incorporation of British KaiFraria with
the colony, various changes were made, and further changes of an
important nature by the ' Constitution Ordinance Amendment Act,'

passed by the colonial legislature in 1872, providing for ' the in-

troduction of the system of executive administration commonly
called Responsible Government.' The constitution formed under
these various acts vests the executive in the Governor and an Exe-
cutive Council, composed of certain office-holders appointed by
the Crown. The legislative power rests Avith a Legislative Council

of 22 members elected for ten years, presided over ex-officio by the

Chief-Justice ; and a House of Assembly of 72 members, elected for

five years, representing the country districts and towns of the

colony. By a law passed in 1882, speeches may be made both in

English and in Dutch in the Cape Parliament. The qualification

for members of the Council is possession of immovable property

of 2,000/., or movable property worth 4,000/. Members of both

Houses are elected by the same voters, who are qualified by occu-

pation of house property of the value of 50/., or receipt of a salary

of 50/. or wages of 25/. with board and lodging. The number of

registered electors in 1883 was 66,639.

Governor of the Cape of Good Hope.—Eight Hon. Sir Hercules

George Eobert Eobinson, G.C.M.G. ; born 1824 ; served in the

.87th Fusiliers ; member of the Irish Poor Law Board, 1846-53
;

President of Montserrat, 1854-55
; Lieutenant -Governor of St.

Christopher, 1855-59 ; Governor of Hong Kong, 1859-64
; Gover-

nor of Ceylon, 1864-71 ; Governor of New South Wales, 1872-78

;

Governor of New Zealand, 1879-80. Appointed Governor of the

Cape of Good Hope, December 1880.

The Governor is, by virtue of his office, commander-in-chief of

the forces within the colony. He has a salary of 5,000/. as Governor,

besides 1,000/. as * Her Majesty's High Commissioner,' who is

premier.

The administration is carried on, under the Governor, by a

ministry of five members, called the Colonial Secretary, the Attorney-

General, the Treasurer-General, the Commissioner of Crown Lands
and Public Works, and the Secretary for Native Aflfairs. ••'
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The highest Court of Judicature in the colony is the Supreme

Court in Cape Town, composed of a chief judge and two puisne

judges ; under certain conditions appeal may be made from this

Court to the Queen in Council. There is also a Court for the

Eastern Districts, Circuit Courts twice a year, besides resident

magistrates, justices of the peace, and periodical courts in outlying

villages. The Koman-Dutch law forms the great bulk of the law

of the colony, modified by British statute law.

Religion and Education.

The bulk of the population of the colony, white and coloured,

at the last census, belonged to the Dutch Eeformed Church, the

Episcopalian coming next in number, though most other bodies are

represented. There is no State Church, but a certain sum is appro-

priated annually for ' religious worship ' (12,257/. in 1882) to the

Dutch Reformed, Episcopalian, Presbyterian, and Eoman Catholic

churches ; in 1875 an Act was passed for the gradual withdrawal of

this grant.

Cape Colony has a university, incorporated 1873, and granted a

Eoyal Charter in 1877. It is an examining body, empowered to grant

degrees, but with no specially attached teaching institutions. There

is a South African College in Cape Town with eight professors and
teachers, a Diocesan College at Eondebosch, four normal schools,

various special institutions, and 956 aided elementary schools.

The Government of the colony has paid much attention to education

in recent years, and it has made great progress ; the number of

children enrolled in the aided schools in 1881-2 Avas 75,314, and
daily attendance 37,316. The Government expenditure was
88,822/., and local expenditure 119,918/. From incomplete

returns it was found that in these schools 20,408 of the children

were white and 43,187 African or coloured; besides the above

11,500 white children were being educated in private schools,

making in all 65 per cent, of white children of school age. Educa-
tion is not compulsory. Of the European population in 1875,
34-13 of males and 33*28 of females could neither read nor write.

Revenue and Expenditure.

The revenue of the colony is derived largely from Customs, which
produced, on the average of the five years from 1878 to 1882, about
a million pounds sterling per annum. Comparatively little is derived
from rent or sales of public lands, although vast districts are waiting
to be cultivated. The income and expenditure of the colony, the
former including loans, were as follows during each of the ten years
from 1873 to 1882 (ending June 30) :-^
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Area and Population.
The Cape Colony was originally founded by the Dutch, under

Van Ixiebeek, about the year 1G52, the Portuguese having before

made an attempt at a settlement. It was at first but a very small

territory, between the Liesbeek River and Table Mountain,
but when it was taken by the English, in 179G, it had extended
east to the Great Fish River, and north along the great mountain
range of the Roggeveld to the Sneeuwberg and Bamboosberg.
In 1803, at rhe peace of Amiens, it was given up to the Netherlands,

but was again occupied by British troops in 1806. Since that time

the boundary has been gradually enlarged by the annexation of sur-

rounding districts. The most important of these annexations

are British KafFraria (now the districts of King William's Land and
East London), in 1866; Basutoland, 1868; the Transkeian Dis-

tricts, including nearly the whole of the region between the Kei and
the Natal border, and Griqualand West in 1880. The total area and
estimated population of the colony of the Cape of Good Hope may
noAv (1883) be stated as follows:

—

Divisions
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At the time of the census, of the total population 521,777 were
natives of the colony, of whom 203,463 were whites. Of the re-

mainder 73,000 were natives of other parts o£ South Africa (about

2,400 whites) ; 22,000 natives of Great Britain, 4,685 Germans,
883 Dutch.

The capital of the colony. Cape Town, had a population of

33,239 in 1875, and with , suburbs 45,240 ; Port Elizabeth had a

population of 13,049.

The majority of the white natives are of Dutch, German, and
French origin, mostly descendants of the original settlers. The
mixed portion of the population consists of so-caUed Africanders,

the offspring of black women and Dutch fathers. Very little

communication takes place between the Kaffirs, Africanders, and
Malays, each race holding the others in contempt.

The average density of the population is 3*61 per square mile,

varying from 79*39 in the Cape Division to 0*28 in Calvinia on the

N.W. frontier. There is no general S3'stem of registration in the

colony ; according to the Church returns there were in 1882
3,104 marriages, 14,978 births or baptisms, and 4,023 deaths; but

these must be regarded as very incomplete. The amount of im-

migration into Cape Colony is small; from 1878 to 1881 the

total number of immigrants sent by the emigration agent in Eng-
land was 16,632 ; the greatest number being in the year 1881

—

4,143. There were 1,118 persons returned as paupers in 1882.

Trade and Commerce.

The following table shows the value of the leading exports from

the Cape in 1881 and 1882, according to the official Cape Returns :

—
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number cleared outwards was 966, of 1,020,988 tons, and coastwise

1,365, of 2,013,027 tons.

There were, at the end of 1875, in the colony 1,111,713 head of

cattle, 10,976,663 sheep, and 3,065,202 goats. The sheep-farms

of the colony are often of very great extent, comprising from 3,000

to 15,000 acres, and upwards : those in tillage are comparatively

small. The graziers are, for the most part, proprietors of the farms

which they occupy. At the date of the last census the total num-
ber of holdings in the colony was 16,166, comprising 83,900,000

acres ; of these 10,766, comprising upwards of 60 million acres, were

held on quit-rent.

The amount of land granted up to 1875 was 54,535,812 acres,

and sold 12,762,693 acres; up to 1882 the land granted was

56,107,725 acres, and sold 24,528,816 acres.

The total area under cultivation in 1875 was 580,000 acres ; the

chief crops being wheat, oats, maize, rye, and barley. Vines occu-

pied 18,000 acres, and yielded 4,484,665 gallons of wine.

There were lines of railway of a total length of 969 miles in the

colony on January 1, 1883. The lines open for traffic at this date

belonged to three systems, the Western, from Capetown to

Beaufort West, 409 miles ; the Midland, starting from Port Elizabeth,

394 miles ; and the Eastern system, 166 miles.

The capital expended on railways to the end of 1882 has been

9,352,865/. The gross earnings in 1882 were 968,510/., and ex-

penses 746,665/., giving a net revenue of 221,845/. Of the total

length of lines sanctioned 556 remained to be finished at the end

of 1883.

The number of post-offices in the colony at the end of 1882 was

608, the revenue in 1882 amounting to 120,599/., and the expen-

diture to 243,120/. The total number of letters posted in 1882

.
was 7,923,700, newspapers 3,947,747.

The telegraphs in the colony comprised 3,466 miles, with 128

offices, at the end of 1882. The number of messages sent was

621,269 in 1882. The telegraphs were constructed entirely at the

expense of the Government. The revenue in 1882 was 58,492/., and
expenditure 52,490/.

Agent-General oj Cape Colony in Great Britain.—Captain Mills,

€.M.G., appointed 1882.

Money, Weights, and Measures.

Money.

The coins in circulation within the colony are exclusively

British. All accounts are kept in pounds, shillings, and pence.

/
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"Weights and Measures.

The standard weights and measures are British, with the excep-
tion of the land measure.

The general surface measure is the old Amsterdam Morgen,
reckoned equal to 2*11654 acres. Some difference of opinion existed

formerly as- to the exact equivalents of the shortest land measure,

the foot, but it was in 1858 officially settled that 1,000 Cape feet

were equal to 1,033 British Imperial feet.

Statistical and other Books of Reference concerning the
Cape Colony.

1. Ofeicial Publications.

Cape of Good Hope Blue-book for 1882. Capetown, 1883.

Census of the Colony of the Cape of Good Hope, taken on the night of
Sunday, March 7, 1875. Presented to both Houses of Parliament by command
of the Governor. 4. Capetown, 1877.

Educational Statistics to illustrate the progress of the aided school system.
Cape Town, 1883.

Financial statement for 1883-4. Cape Town, 1883.

Green (Prof. A. H.), Report on the Coals of Cape Colony. London, 1883.

Postmaster- General's Report for 1882. Cape Town, 1883.

Railway Report for 1882. Cape Town, 1883.

Report of the Commandant-General of the Colonial Forces, 1882. Cape
Town, 1883.

Reports of the Inspectors of Diamond Mines for the year 1882. Cape
Town, 1883.

Report of Select Committee on Colonial Agriculture and Industries. Cape
Town, 1883.

Report of the Superintendent-General of Education, 1882. Cape Town, 1883.
Statistical Abstract for the several Colonies and other Possessions of the

United Kingdom. No. XIX. 8. London, 1883.

Telegraph Report for 1882. Cape Town, 1883.

Trade of the Cape of Good Hope with the United Kingdom ; in ' Annual
Statement of the Trade of the United Kingdom with Foreign Countries and
British Possessions for the year 1882.' Imp, 4. London, 1883.

2. Nox-Official Publications.

Anderson (C. J.), Notes of Travel in South Africa. Edited by L. Lloyd. 8.

London, 1875.

Chase (Hon. John Centlivres) and Wilmot (A.), History of the Colony of

the Cape of Good Hope. 8. London, 1870.

Cape of Good Hope General Directory and Guide Book, 1883. Cape Town,
1883.

Chcsson (F. W.), The Dutch Republics of South Africa. 8. London, 1871.

Fritsch (Dr. Gust.), Die Eingeborenen Siid-Afrika's ethnographisch und ana-
tomisch beschrieben. 4. Breslau, 1872,

i7aW (H,), Manual of South African Geography, 2nded. 8. Capetown, 1866.
Holub (Dr. Emil), Seven Years in South Africa. London, 1881.
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Johnston (Keith), Africa. London, 1878.

Meidinger (H.), Die siidafrikanisclien Colonien Englands, und die Freistaaten.

der hollandischen Boeren in ihren jetzigen Zustanden. 8. Frankfurt, 1861.

Nohle (John), South Africa, Past and Present. Cape Town, 1878.

Nohlc (John), The Cape and South Africa. Cape Town, 1878.

Silver (S. W.), Handbook to South Africa, including the Cape Colony, Natal,

the Diamond Fields, &c. 8. London, 1880.

Silver (S. W.), Handbook to the Transvaal. 8. London, 1877.
Statham (F. K.), Blacks, Boers, and British. London, 1881.

Theal (Gr. M.), South African History and Geography. London, 1878.
Trollope (Anthony), South Africa. 2 vols. 8. London, 1878.

Wilmot (Gr.), An historical and descriptive account of the Colony of the Cape
of Good Hope. 8. London, 1863.
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Reigning Khedive,

Mohamed Teivjik, born Nov. 19, 1852; the son of Ismail I.; suc-

ceeded to the throne, on the abdication of his father, June 26, 1879.

Married, Jan. 10, 1873, to Princess Emineh, daughter of El Hamy
Pasha. Offspring of the union are two sons, Abbas, born July 14,

1874, and Mehemet Ali, born in 1876, and two daughters, Kadshat-
Hanem, born in 1879, and Nimet-Hanem, born in 1881.

The present sovereign of Egypt is the sixth ruler of the dynasty of

Mehemet Ali, appointed Governor of Egypt in 1806, who made
himself, in 1811, absolute master of the country by force of arms.

The position of his father and predecessor, Ismail I.—forced to

abdicate, under pressure of the British and French governments,
in 1879—was recognised by the Imperial Hatti- Sheriff of

February 13, 1841, issued under the guarantee of the five great

European Powers, which established the hereditary succession to the

throne of Egypt, under the same rules and regulations as those to

the throne of Turkey. The title given to Mehemet Ali and his

immediate successors was the Turkish one of * Vali,' or Viceroy ; but
this was changed by an Imperial firman of May 21, 1866, into the

Persian-Arabic of ' Khidiv-el-Misr,* or King of Egypt, or, as more
commonly called, Khedive. By the same firman of May 27, 1866,
obtained on the condition of the sovereign of Egypt raising his

annual tribute to the Sultan's civil list from 376,000/. to

720,000/., the succession to the throne of Egypt was made direct,

from father to son, instead of descending, after the Turkish law,

to the eldest heir. By a last firman, issued June 8, 1873, the

Sultan granted to Ismail I. the hitherto withheld rights of con-

cluding treaties with foreign powers, and of maintaining armies.

The predecessors of the present ruler of Egypt were :

—

Mehemet Ali, founder of the dynasty-

Ibrahim, son of Mehemet . ,

Abbas, grandson of Mehemet .

Said, son of Mehemet . ,

Ismail ......

Bom
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The present Khedive of Egypt has an annual allowance of

100,000/.; his father of 40,000/., with 175,000/. more for other

members of the family.

Government, Revenue, and Army.

The administration of Egypt was carried on from November
1879 to the beginning of 1883 (latterly only nominally) under the
supervision of the governments of France and Great Britain, repre-

sented each by a ' Controller-General,' invested with great powers,
indicated in a decree of the Khedive issued November 10, 1879.
According to the decree, the Controllers-General had full powers of

investigation into every public service of the State, including that of
the Public Debt.

By another decree of the Khedive, dated 'April 5, 1880, there

was appointed an ' International Commission of Liquidation,' com-
posed of seven members, to examine the whole financial situation

of Egypt,' and draught a Law of Liquidation regulating the

relations between Egypt and her creditors, and also between the

Daira Sanieh and the Daira iChassa and their creditors.

The English and French Controllers-General fixed the interest

on the Unified Debt at 4 per cent., with certain conditions and
modifications. The list of resources applied to the service of the

general debt was settled by the Controllers-General as follow

:

Besides the revenues of the provinces Garbiah, Menoufieh, Behera,

and Siout, there were the octroi duties, customs, the tobacco, salt,

and other indirect revenues, calculated to more than cover the

Unified interest at 4 per cent.

In the summer of 1882, in consequence of a movement, which was
regarded as ' a military rebellion '•—the object of which was supposed
to be the abolition by violent means of the Control and the removal
of foreigners generally from positions of influence held by them in

Egypt—England intervened, subdued the rising, and restored the

authority of the Khedive. A British force remained in Egypt as

an army of occupation, which, in December, 1883, numbered
6,763 officers and men. In this intervention England was not

joined by France, and, as a result, on January 18, 1883, the Khedive
signed a decree abolishing the Joint Control of England and France.

In the meantime Her Majesty's Ambassador at Constantinople had
been commissioned to proceed to Egypt to advise and assist in the

reorganisation of the Government. The English Controller was
appointed adviser to the Khedive in financial matters, with only a

consultative voice, and with no' power to interfere in matters of

internal administration, but in ryovember^ 1883, an English Fit^an-
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cial Administrator was appointed. The Egyptian army during

1883 has been undergoing reorganisation, and a body of gendar-

merie has been organised, in both cases under the supervision of

Englishmen.

There is a Council of Ministers, divided into the departments of

Foreign Affairs, Interior, War, Marine, Public Works, Finance^

Public Instruction,- Justice, the Wakfs, and the Soudan.

On May 1, 1883, an Organic Law was promulgated by the

Khedive creating provincial councils, consisting of members chosen

on the principle of universal suffrage by indirect election, to vote

extraordinary contributions for local purposes and give advice on
local matters; and a Legislative Council of 30 members, 16 of

whom are to be chosen on the same principle, and 14 appointed by
the Khedive. The function of this Council, whose meetings are not

public, are to consider petitions addressed to the Khedive, and to

give their views on the budget and other- matters,' these views
being accepted or rejected on the advice of the Council of Ministers^

who must give reasons for rejection". It is to be summoned on the

1st of February, April, June, August, October, and December, or

at other times, if the Khedive desires it. The delegated members
are elected for six years. The Organic Law also creates a General
Assembh^, consisting of the Ministers, the members of the Legis-

lative Council, and 46 delegate notables chosen by indirect election

for certain towns and districts for six years. The Assembly must
be convoked every two years at least. Its functions are to vote
new taxes, to give its opinion on any new loan, on public works,

on land-taxes, on matters submitted by Government, and to give of

its own accord its views on all matters, economic, administrative, or

financial. The qualification for a provincial or legislative coun-
cillor is to be able to read and write, pay 50/. land-tax, and be
neither a functionary nor a soldier; "for a legislative councillor the
tax is reduced to 20/. for Alexandria and Cairo, and abolished for

the rest of the country. The total number of direct electors out
of a population of about 6,800,000- is 903,420, of whom 797,571
form village constituencies, and 105,849 belong to the eight largest

towns.

In the Budget for 1880, the first adopted by the ' International

Commission of Liquidation,' the total revenue in Egyptian pounds
was 8,561,622/., and expenditure 7,911,622/., leaving a surplus
of 650,000/. The budget lor 1881 gave the revenue as E8,419,421/.,
and expenditure E8,308,870/., while the actual revenue was
E9,229, 965/., and expenditure E8,377,423/., leaving a surplus

of 852,542/.

Since 1882 the buJget is divided into two distinct parts, viz.

:
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the Budget of the revenues assigned to the Privileged and Unified

Debts, and the Budget of the revenues assigned to the Government.
The following is a table showing the budget estimates and actual

revenue and expenditure for 1882 :

—

I.

—

Budget of Reyentjes Assigned to the Debt.

Receipts.

1
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II,—Budget of Kevenues Assigned to Government.

Receipts.
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The budget estimates for 1883 are summarised as follows :

—

Kevenue. £ E.

Eevenue from the land and
other direct contribu-

tions .... 5,367,684 i Cost of the Administration 4,155,357
Indirect revenues, including

j

customs, posts, octrois,

and salt-tax . . . 1,854,294

Eailways and telegraphs . 1,193,545

Sundries .... 389,104.

EXPENDITUKE.
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of engineers of 500 men, besides two regiments of gendarmes of

700 men, forming, with commissariat, stiifF, &c., a total of 10,900

men.
The Egyptian navy of thirteen steam-vessels, including three

large yachts for the Khedive, is practically of no account.

Area and Population.

The territories under the rule of the sovereign of Egypt, in-

cluding those on the Upper Nile and Central Africa, conquered

in 1874-75, are vaguely estimated to embrace an area of 1,406,250

English square miles, and to be inhabited by a population

of about 17,000,000, of whom about one-third are in Egypt proper.

According to an official estimate of December 31, 1878, the total

population of Egypt proper was 5,517,627.

Egypt proper is administratively divided into eight governorships

of principal towns, and fourteen Mudiriehs or provinces. The
Mudiriehs form two administrative regions, one to the north and

the other to the south of the summit of the triangle formed by the

Delta, viz.:—The Northern Kegion, with six Mudiriehs; the

Southern Region, with eight Mudiriehs.

The census operations carried out in Egypt proper on May 4,

1882, comprise :—The Delta and the Nile Valley from Mediterranean

to Wadi-Halfa; the Isthmus of Suez ; the territory of El-Arish (in

Asia) ; the Eed Sea Coast, from Suez to Kosseir included. The
following are the preliminary results of the census :

—

Northern Eegion

Delta, Isthmus, El Arish is .

Southern Region

Nile Valley, Kosseir and tlie

Oasis of Eayoum and Assiout

Total Population .
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depends the existence of the country. The principal towns with
their populations in 1882 are : Cairo, 368,108 ; Alexandria, 208,755

;

Damietta, 34,046; Tantah, 33,725; Mansourah, 26,784;
Zagazig, 19,046; Eosetta, 16,671; Port Said, 16,560; Suez,

10,913.

At the enumeration of 1878, there were in Egypt proper 68,653
foreigners, including 29,963 Greeks ; 14,310 Frenchmen; 14,524
Italians; 2,480 Austrians ; 3,795 Englishmen; 1,003 Spanish;
879 Germans ; 752 Persians ; and 358 Russians.

The following table gives the number of births and deaths for the

five years 1873-77 :

—

Years
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Exports
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(1,214,710/. in 1881), comprising wheat, valued at 80,947?.

(525,754/. in 1881); beans, 503,0G4L ; barley, 16,733/.; and
:fiour and maize, 119,620/.

The staple article of import from the United Kingdom into

Egypt consists of cofeton goods, of the value of 4,290,953/. in 1872, of

1,255,938/. in ]'878, of 1,416,615/. in 1879, of 1,751,^89/; in 1881,
and of 1,300,614/. in 1882. Also coal, of the value

machinery 180,386/., and iron 109,643/. in 188^

The Suez Canal.

of 400,077/.,

The commerce of the" Avorld has derived gre.1t advantages from
the construction of tlie Suez Canal of Egypt, 100 miles long, con-

necting the Mediterranean Avith the Red Sea, opened for navigation

jVovember 17, 1869.

The state of the capital account was as follows in 1882 :

—

£
397,438 shares of 500 francs, or 20/ 7,948,760
301,848 obligations of 500 francs, or 20/. each, issued at

12/., bearing interest at 5 per cent., on par, and re-

deemable at par 6,036,960

83,993 delegations of 500 francs each, bearing interest at

5 per cent 1,679,860
99,990 thirty-year bonds of 125 francs, at 8 francs per

annum interest 499,950
15,152 bonds of 500 francs at 3 per cent. , . . 303,040

399,765 ' bons de coupons,' or bonds of 3/. 85. each, bear-

ing interest at 5 per cent., issued for the consolidation

of unpaid coupons on shares, redeemable at par, which
commenced November 1882 1,335,201

Besides 100,000 founders' shares, with right to participate in

-surplus profit under certain conditions. In 1882 the founders' share

-of surplus profits was 126,697/.

Of the above 397,438 shares, 176,602 belonged formerly to the

Khedive of Egypt, and were purchased from him by the British

Government in November 1875 for the sum of 3,976,582/. But the

Khedive, by a convention passed in 1869 between himselfand the Suez

•Canal Company, for the settlement of disputed claims and accounts,

had alienated all dividends on his 176,602 shares up to 1894, and

placed them at the disposal of the company. Against these dividends

the company issued 120,000 ' Delegations,' which are entitled to all

sums accruing on the above 176,602 shares up to 1894 ; the dividends

which the ' Delegations ' receive are, however, lessened by an annual

sum laid aside to provide a sinking fund, sufficient to extinguish them

all by the end of the year 1894.

The statutes of the Suez Canal Company provide that all net
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cent, interest on the shares shall beearnings in excess of the 5 per

divided as follows :

—

1. 15 per cent, to the Egyptian Government.
2. 10 ,, to the founders' shares.

3. 2 „ to form an invalid fund for the employes of the company.
4. 71 „ as dividend on the 400,000 shares.

5. 2 „ to the Managing Directors.

The number and gross tonnage of vessels that have passed through
the Suez Canal and the gross receipts of the Company have been as

follows in 1873 and in 1879-82 :—

Years
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The telegraphs of Egypt were, at the commencement of 1880, of

a total length of 8,570 kilometres, or 5,322 Engl, miles, the length of

wires being 13,900 kilometres, or 8,632 Engl, miles. The total in-

cludes an English line of telegraphs from Alexandria to Cairo, 455
miles in length. All the other telegraphs are State property.

British Diplomatic Agent and Consul- General.—Sir Evelyn Baring, K.C.S.I.,

G.I.E., appointed May 1883.

Money, Weights, and Measures.

The money, weights, and measures of Egypt are :

—

Money.

The Piastre, of 40 paras . . = Average rate of exchange, 2hd., or

97 piastres, equal to £1 sterling

„ Kees, or Purse, of 500 piastres = „ „ £5 2s. 6d.

The currency of Egypt being insufficient for its vast commerce,

coins of nearly all the nations of Europe, as well as of the United

States, have become legal tender. Those most in use are French

twenty-franc gold pieces and British sovereigns. The Egyptian

Dound is about 8d. more in value than the pound sterling.

"Weights and Measures.

Tlie Killow .

„ Almud .

„ Ardeh

„ OTce, of 400 drams

„ Gasah, of 4: dirads

„ Feddan al risach

0'9120 imperial bushel.

1*151 imperial gallon.

226 lbs.

2-8326 lbs. avoirdupois.

3 yards.

3,208 square yards, or nearly

an acre.

By a decree of the former Khedive dated August 1, 1875, the

metrical system of weights and measures was ordered to be intro-

duced into Egypt on the 1st of January, 1876, but compulsory only

at first in all public and administrative transactions.

Statistical and other Books of Reference concerning Egypt.

1. Official Publications.

Le Commerce Exterieur de I'Egypte pendant I'Annee 1882. Alexandria,

1883.

Statistique de I'Egypte. Par E. de Eegny-Bey. Annee 1880. Le Caire,

1881.

Correspondence respecting the State Domains of Egypt. London, 1883.

Correspondence respecting the reorganisation of Egypt. London, 1883.

Despatch from Lord Dufferin forwarding the decree constituting the new-

political institutions of Egypt. London, 1883.
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Reports by Mr. Villiers Stuart, M.P., respecting reorganisation of Egypt.

London, 1883.

Eeporton the Soudan, by Lieut.-Colonel Stewart. London, 1883.

Reports by Consular Assistant Beaman on the foreign trade of Egypt in

1880, in Part II.. and by Mr. Consul Cookson on the trade and commerce of

Alexandria for 1881 in Part XIII. of ' Reports of H.M.'s Consuls,' 1882.

Report by Consul West on the trade and commerce of Suez for 1881-82, and
by Consul Cookson on Alexandria, 1882; in ' Reports of H.M.'s Consuls.'

Part X. London, 1883.

Suez Canal, Returns of shipping and tonnage, 1869-82. London, 1883.

Suez Canal, Report by the British directors on the provisional agreement
with M. De Lesseps. London, 1883.

Trade of Egypt with G-reat Britain ; in ' Annual Statement of the Trade of

the United Kingdom with Foreign Countries and British Possessions for the

year 1882.' Imp. 4. London, 1883.

2. Non-Official Publications,

Amici (F.), Essai de statistique generale de I'Egypte. 8. Le Caire, 1879.

Ave Lallemant (Dr. R.), Fata Morgana aus Egypten. 8. Altona, 1872.

Billard (A.), Les moeurs et le gouvernement de I'Egypte. 8. Milan, 1868.

J5orf?e (Paul), L'Isthme de Suez. 8. Paris, 1871.

5rw^sc^-5ey (Henri), Histoire d'Egypte. 2nd edit. 8. Leipzig, 1875.

De Leon (Edwin), The Khedive's Egypt. 8. London, 1877.

Buff-Gordon (Lady), Last Letters from Egypt. 8. London, 1875.

Ebers (G-eorg), Aegypten in Bild und Wort. Fol. Stuttgart, 1879.

Edwards (A. B.), A Thousand Miles up the Nile. 8. London, 1877.

Gallion-Danglar (Eugene), Lettres sur I'Egypte contemporaine. 1865-1875.
8. Paris, 1876.

Lesseps (Ferdinand de), Le Canal de Suez. 8. Paris, 1875.

Lofti£ (W. J.), A Ride in Egypt. 8. London, 1879.

Luttke (Moritz), Aegypten und seine Stellung im Orient. In ' Unsere Zeit.*

8. Leipzig, 1876.

McCoan (J. C.), Egypt as it is. 8. London, 1877.
Malortie (Baron de), Egypt : Native Rulers and Foreign Interference.

London, 1883.

MuMbach (L.), Reisebriefe aus Aegypten. 2 vols. 8. Jena, 1871.

Eonchetti (N.), L'Egypte et ses Progres sous Ismail Pascha. 8. Marseilles,

1868.

Smith (J.), The Nile and its Banks. 2 vols. 8. London, 1868.
Stephan (H.), Das heutige Aegypten. 8. Leipzig, 1872.

Stuart (Villiers), Egypt after the War. London, 1883.

Wallace (D. Mackenzie), Egypt and the Egyptian Question. London, 1883.
Wilson (C. T.) and Felkin (R.W.), Uganda and the Egyptian Soudau.

London, 1882.

Zincke (F. B.), Egypt of the Pharaohs and the Khedive. 8. London, 1872,

Y V 2



LIBERIA.
(United States of Liberia.)

Constitution and Government.
The constitution of the republic of Liberia is on the model ot

that of the United States of America. The executive is vested in a

President, and the legislative power in a parliament of two houses^

called the Senate and the House of Representatives. The President

and the House of Representatives are elected for two years, and the

senate for four years. There are 13 members of the Lower House,
and 8 of the Upper House. The President must be thirty-five years

of age, and have real property to the value of 600 dollars, or 120/.

President of Liberia.—Hilary R. W. «/oAw50?i, elected May 1883,

assumed office January 1884, in succession to Alfred F. Russell,

appointed November 1882.

The President is assisted in his executive function by five minis-

ters, the vSecretary of State, the Secretary of the Treasury, Secre-

t^ary of the Interior, the Attorney- General, and the Postmaster-

General.

The establishment of the Republic of Liberia was virtually an

attempt, made by American philanthropists, to show the capacity oi

the negro race for self-government ; but prevailing disorder, with

absence of all progress and civilisation, mark the character of the

negro republic in its more recent history.

Population, Revenue, and Trade.

Liberia has about 600 miles of coast line, and extends back IOC

miles on an average, with an area of about 14,300 square miles.

The total population is estimated to number 1,068,000, all of the

African race, and of which number 18^000 are Americo-Liberians,

and the remaining 1,050,000 aboriginal inhabitants. Monrovia,

the capital, has an estimated population of 13,000.

The public revenue is officially stated to amount annually to

100,000 dollars, in paper currency, equal to about 20,000/., and the

expenditure to 90,000 dollars, or 18,000/. The principal part oi

the revenue is derived from customs duties, while the expenditure

embraces chiefly the cost of the general administration. In August

1871, the republic laid the foundation of a public debt by con

tracting a loan of 500,000 dollars, or 100,000/., at 7 per cent

interest, to be redeemed in 15 years. The loan was issued ii

England, but no interest has been paid on it since 1874, the Go-

vernment of the republic being actually bankrupt. Principal and

interest amount to 163,000/. in 1883.

There are no statistics regarding the extent of the commercial

relations of the republic with the United Kingdom, the 'Annua]

Statement of Trade and Navigation ' issued by the Board of Trade

not mentioning Liberia, but only ' Western Coast of Africa.' Th(
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value of tlie exports and the British imports thus designated was as

follows in the five years from 1878 to 1882 :

—

Ypnv5
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MADAGASCAR.
Reigning Sovereign and Government.

Queen Ranavalona, or Ranavalo III., bom about 1861 ; appointed
successor by the late Queen Ranavalona II., succeeded to the throne
on her death, July 13, 1883, shortly after married the Prime
Minister, Rainilaiarivono, and was crowned November 22.

Madagascar began to be of commercial importance to Europe
about the year 1810, when Sadama I. succeeded in reducing the

island to the sway of the dynasty of the Hovas, the most advanced
though not most numerous of the various Malagasy races. His
widow. Queen Ranavalona I., succeeded in 1829, and until her
death in 1861 intercourse with foreigners was discouraged. She
was succeeded by Radama II., and he by his wife Rasoherina, on
Avhose death, in 1868, Ranavalona II. obtained the throne. The
present queen is great-granddaughter of Rahety, sister of King
Andrianampoinimerina (1787-1810). At various periods, 1820,
1861, 1865, and 1868, treaties have been concluded with Great
Britain, the United States, and France. Under one of these,

said to have been made in 1841 with a Sakalava chief, France
claims a protective right over the north of the island from 16 deg.

S. lat., which she endeavoured to assert by force in 1883, until

which time they practically acknowledged the Hovas as dominant
over the whole island. At present (January 1884) no settle-

ment of the dispute has been arrived at.

The Government is an absolute monarchy, modified and tempered
by customs and usages having the force of law ; and during the

last quarter of a century the power of the Sovereign has been
gradually limited and controlled. The Sovereign is advised by her
Prime Minister, who is the real source of all political power ; he
is assisted by a number ofministers who act as heads ofdepartments

—

education, justice, the interior, foreign affairs, &c. These swear
fidelity to the Prime Minister as well as to the Sovereign. The
succession to the Crown is hereditary in the royal house, but not

necessarily in direct succession ; the reigning sovereign may desig-

nate his successor.

A large portion of the Hovas and of the people in the east and
central districts have been Christianised, and Christianity is acknow-
ledged and protected as [the State religion. There are about

350,000 Protestants and about 80,000 Roman Catholics. Three-
fourths of the people are still Pagans. Schools have been established,

and education is compulsory wherever the influence of the central

government is effective. Inlmerina, the chief province, are (1883)
1,167 schools, with 2,893 teachers and 150,906 pupils ; of these

two-thirds belong to the London Missionary Society ; 191 schools
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with 14,960 pupils to the Roman Catholics, and the rest to the

Church of England and the Norwegian Missions. Besides these

there are many schools at a distance from the capital, with about

100,000 pupils.

Of the revenue and expenditure of the Government there are no
statistics ; the chief source of revenue is the customs, and a small

poll tax is paid ; but the personal service which every Malagasy

has to render is the mainstay of the Government. Payment is

generally taken in kind, though by new treaty arrangements the

customs dues can be paid in money. The only fixed payments are

those made to the Queen, the Prime Minister, and the Army. The
standing army is estimated to consist of 20,000 men, two-thirds of

whom are armed with modern rifles and the remainder with old

snider muskets. During the French invasion the number of men
mobilized exceeded 50,000.

Population and Trade.

The area of the island, with its adjacent islands, is estimated at

228,500 square miles, and the population, according to the most
trustworthy estimates, at 3,500,000 ; other estimates vary from

2,500,000 to 5,000,000. There is a considerable variety of tribes,

the most powerful, intelligent, and enterprising being that of the

Hovas, of Malay origin, whose Malay language is spread over

the island and who have been dominant for the last fifty years.

The only unsubdued territories are in the south and south-west,

which are inhabited by wild independent tribes. The people are

divided into a great many clans, who seldom intermarry. In the

coast towns are many Arab traders, and there are besides many
negroes from Africa introduced as slaves. The capital, Anta-
nanarivo, in the interior, is estimated to have a population of

100,000. The principal port is Tamatave, on the east coast, with a

population of 6,000. Mojanga, the chief port on the north-west

coast, has about 14,000 inhabitants. Slavery exists in a patriarchal

form.

Of minerals, silver, copper, iron, coal and salt have been found.

Cattle breeding and agriculture are the chief occupations of the

people ; rice, sugar, cotton, and sweet potatoes being cultivated. The
forests abound with many valuable woods, while tropical and subtro-

pical products are plentiful. Silk and woollen weaving are carried on,

and the manufacture of textures from palm fibre, and of metal-work.

The chief exports are cattle, india-rubber, hides, horns, coffee,

lard, sugar, vanilla, M'ax, gum, rice, and seeds. The chief imports

are cotton goods, rum, and metal goods. The trade is chiefly with

Mauritius, Reunion, Great Britain, and France ; there has also been

recently considerable trade with the United States. An official

estimate values the total exports and imports at 800,000Z. In 1882
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the value of the exports to Great Britain was 43,899L (4,300/. in

1878), and imports from Great Britain 3G,920L (21,611Z. in 1878
and 49,610/. in 1880). Of the exports the principal were
caoutchouc 17,463/., and hides 13,564/. ; of the imports, cottons

26,432/., and iron, wrought and unwrought 2,348/. In the last six

months of 1882 the imports from the United States at Tamatave
were valued by the United States Consul at 41,482/., and exports

to the United States at 51,497/.

The total number of vessels (including 8 men-of-war) which
entered at Tamatave in the last six months of 1882 was 116, of

19,951 tons; of these 59 vessels were British and 40 French ; 46
were coasters.

The only legal coin is the silver 5 -franc piece, but the Italian

5-lire piece is also accepted. For smaller sums the coin is cut

up into fractional parts and weighed as required.

Consular Representatives.

1. Of jMadagascab in Gkkat Britain.

Constil.—James Procter.

2. Of Geeat Bkitain in JMadagascab.

Consul at Tamatave.— John Hicks Griu'es.

Books of Reference.

1. Official.

Report by Vice-Coiisnl Whitney on the trade of Tamatave, and Consular-

Agent Stanwood on the trade of the S.W. Coast; in ' Eeports of United
States Consuls.' No. 31, 1883. Washington, 1883.

Report of Eear-Admiral W. Gore Jones, C.B., on a visit to the Q,ueen of

Madagascar. London, 1883.

Treaty concluded between France and Madagascar, Aug. 8, 1868. London,
1883.

' Annual Statement of tlie Trade of the United Kingdom -with Foreign
Countries and British Possessions for the year 1882.' London. 1883.

2. Unofficial.

Antananarivo Annual, 1875-82.
Barbie du Bocage. Madagascar Possession Fran^aise depuis 1642. Paris,

1869.

Beitrage zur Kenntniss Madagaskars. Berlin, 1883.

Ellis (Rev. W.), History of Madagascar, 2 vols. London, 1838. Three
Visits to Madagascar. London, 1858. Madagascar Revisited. London, 1867.

Grandidier (M.), Histoire Physique Naturelle et Politique de Madagascar.

Paris, 1876.

Leroy (L.), Les Fran9ais a Madagascar. Paris, 1883.

McLeod (J. L.), Madagascar and its People. London, 1865.

Mullens (Rev. Dr. J.), Twelve Months in Madagascar. London, 1875.

Oliver (S. P.), Madagascar and the Malagasy. London, 1866.

Pfeiflfer (Ida), Visit to Madagascar. London, 1861.

Sibree, (Rev. James) The Great African Island. London, 1880.

Wilson (Capt. J. C), Notes on the West Coast of Madagascar in Journal of

Royal Geographical Society, vol. xxxvi. London, 1866.
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MAURITIUS.

Constitution and Government.

The government of the British colony of Mauritius, with itt; de-

pendencies, the island of Kodrigues, of Diego Garcia, and the

Seychelles Islands, is vested in a Governor, aided by an Executive

Council, of which the Colonial Secretary, the Advocate-General, the

Officer in Command of Her Majesty's Troops, the Colonial Treasurer,

and Auditor-General, are ex-officio members. There is also a Legis-

lative Council, consisting of eight official and eight non-official mem-
bers. The official councillors comprise the five Executive members,
the Collector of Customs, the Protector of Immigrants, and the

Surveyor-General ; the non-official councillors are chosen from the

landed proprietors of the island, and submitted to Her Majesty for

approval and confirmation. The Council at present consists of

sixteen members.
Governor of Mauritius.— Sir John Pope Hennessy, K.C.M.G.

;

born 1834; M.P. for King's Count}', Ireland, 1859-G5; Governor of

Labuan, 1868-71 ; Governor of the West African Settlement,

1872-73; Governor of the Bahamas, 1873-75; Governor of the

Windward Islands, 1875-76
; Governor of Hong Kong, 1876-82,

Appointed Governor of Mauritius, December 1882.

The Governor has a salary of 6,000/., and the Colonial Secretary

1,350Z. per annum.

Revenue and Expenditure.

The revenue and expenditure of the colony, in each of the ten

years from 1873 to 1882, were as follows :
—

Years
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Area and Population.

The island of Mauritius, lying in the Indian Ocean, 500 miles

east of Madagascar, comprises an area of 708 English square miles.

The island was discovered by the Portuguese in 1507, but the

first who made any settlement in it were the Dutch in 1598, who
named it Mauritius, in honour of their Prince Maurice. It was
abandoned by them in 1710, and afterwards taken possession of by
the French. The British Government captured it in 1810, and its

possession was ratified by the Treaty of Paris, 1814.

The dependent islands of Rodrigues, Diego Garcia, and the

Seychelles, under the administration of the Governor of Mauritius,

are from 300 to 900 miles distant from Mauritius. They are small,

with a population of 16,000.

The following were the numbers of the population of Mauritius,

according to the census taken in 1881 :

—

! Population 1881
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is sliown in the subjoined table, for eacli of the live years from 1878
to 1882 :—
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MOROCCO.
(Maghrib-el-Aksa.—El Gharb. )

Reigning Sultan.

Muiey-Hassan, born 1831, eldest son of Sultan Sidi-Muley-
Mohamed ; ascended the throne at the death of his father, Sep-
tember 17, 1873.

The present Sultan of Morocco—known to his subjects under
the title of ' Emir-al-Mumenin,' or Absolute Ruler of True Be-
lievers—is the fourteenth of the dynasty of the Alides, founded by
Muley-Achmet, and the thirty-fifth lineal descendant of AH, uncle

and son-in-law of the Prophet. Plis three predecessors were :

—

Sultans. Reign, Sultan. Keign.
Muley-Soliman . . 1794-1822.
Muley-Abderrahman . 1822-1859.

Sidi-Muley-Mohamed . 1859-1873.

The crown is hereditary in the family of the Sharifs of Fileli,

or Tafilet. Each Sultan has the right to choose his own successor

among the members of his family, and, if not exercising this pri-

vilege, the custom of succession is that obeyed in the Ottoman
empipe (see p. 483), under which the crown falls, at the demise of

the sovereign, to the eldest member of the reigning family.

Government and Religion.

The form of government of the Sultanate, or Empire of Morocco,
was formerly an absolute despotism, unrestricted by any laws, civil

or religious. The Sultan is chief of the state as Aveil as head of the

religion. As spiritual ruler, the Sultan stands quite alone, his autho-

rity not being limited, as in Turkey and other countries following the

religion of Mahomet, by the expounders of the Koran, the class of
' Ulema,' under the ' Sheik-ul-Islam.' The Sultan has no regular

ministers, but receives advice from and carries on the executive

usually through special favourites near his person, the principal of

whom is generally invested with the title of ' Mula-el-tesserad,' or

steward ofthe Imperial household. The Sultan's orders are carried

out, and he raises his revenue, estimated at 500,000/. per annum,
by an firmed force of 8,000 men, of whom 5,000 constitute the

Imperial body-guard, one half infantry and the other cavalry.

The Sultan of Morocco and his subjects difter from the followers

of Mahomet in Turkey, Persia, and other countries by adopting as

their text-book of faith the commentary upon the Koran by Sidi

Beccari.

Area, Population, and Trade.

The area of Morocco can only be vaguely estimated^ as the
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southern frontiers, towards the Sahara, are unsettled. According to

the most recent investigation, the area of the Sultan's dominions is

about 219,000 English square miles. The estimates of the popula-

tion of Morocco vary from 2,500,000 to 8,000,000 ; and is generally-

estimated at 5,000,000 souls, although Dr. Rohlfs, in the ' Geogra-

phische MittheiluDgen ' (1883), maintains that the population is not

more than 2,750,000. More than two-thirds of the population

belong to the race commonly known as Moors, the remaining third

consisting mainly of Bedouin Arabs, Jews, estimated at 340,000
(probably less than 60,000, according to Dr. Rohlfs), and negroes.

The number of Christians is very small, not exceeding 500. Much
of the interior of Morocco is unknown to Europeans.

The trade wdth foreign countries is not very considerable, and is

largely with Great Britain (65*5 per cent, imports, 58 per cent, ex-

ports) and France (32*36 per cent, imports, and 35"39 exports, in-

cluding coin, in 1882). The total value of the exports from Morocco
in 1882 was 1,758,633/. (including 484,578/. in coin), and imports

774,034/. (including 84,672/. in coin); of this only 10,212/. went
to, and 828/. came from Spain ; the trade passes mainly through the

port of Tangier. There are, besides Tangier, seven other ports

open to foreign commerce. The chief imports are cotton, 680,226/.,

sugar, 278,048/., rice, flour, &c., 292,418/., in 1882; and exports,

wool, 223,370/., shoes, 105,484/., almonds 78,800/., cattle 78,776/.,

in 1882.

The following table gives the value of the exports from Morocco
to Great Britain, and of the imports of British home produce into

Morocco, in each of the five j-^ears from 1878 to 1882 :

—

Y
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Diplomatic and Consular Representatives.

Of Great Britain in Morocco.

Envoy Extraordinary and Minister Plenipotentiary.—^\v John Hay Drum-
mond Hay, K.C.B., appointed Minister Eesident, 1860; Minister Plenipoten-
tiary, 1872 ; Envoy Extraordinary, February 27, 1880.

Money, Weights, and Measures.

The money, weights, and measures of Morocco, and the British

equivalent!?, arc :

—

Money.

The Blanked = 24 Flues Approximate English value = \d.

The Ounce = 4 BlanJceels „ „ „ ~ 3^.
The MitJcul = 10 Ounces „ „ „ = 35. Id.

Weights and Measttres.

Ib.av.

The Kintar = 100 Botales „ „ = 112

inches.

The Bhra'a = 8 Tomin . = 22-482

Imperial Gallons.

The Sad = 4 Muhds „ „ = 12-32541

Oil is sold by the kula, which weighs 22 rotal (of Morocco), and
is equal to about 3'335565 British imperial gallons, or 15*155

litres, but all other liquids are sold by weight.

Statistical and other Books of Reference concerning Morocco.
1. Official Pttblications.

Eeport by Mr. Consul White on the trade and commerce of Morocco for

the year 1875, dated Tangier, March 28, 1876; in 'Eeports from H.M.'s
Consuls.' Part VI. 1876. 8. London, 1876.

Eeport by Consul Peyton on the trade and commerce of Mogador in 1882,

in Part III. ; by Vice-Consul Lapeen on Dar-al-Baida ; by Vice-Consul
Eedman on Mazagan ; by Vice-Consul Erost on Eabat ; and Vice-Consul

Hunot on Saffi, in Part V. of ' Eeports of H.M.'s Consuls.' 1883.

Eeport on the trade and shipping of Morocco in 1882, in 'Deutsches Han-
dels-Archiv,' October 1883. Berlin, 1883.

Trade of Morocco with the United Kingdom ; in ' Annual Statement of the

Trade of the United Kingdom with Foreign Countries and British Possessionb

in the year 1882.' Imp. 4. London, 1883.

2. Non-Official Publications.
Amicis (E. de), Marocco. 8. Milano, 1878. London, 1882.

Augustin (C), Marokko in seinen geographischen, historischen, religiosen,

politischen, militarischen und gesellschaftlichen Zustanden. 8. Pesth, 1845.

Calderon (S.E.), Cuadro geografico, estadistico, historico, politico, del imperio

de Marrueccos. 8. Madrid, 1844.

Hooker (Sir Joseph D.), Journal of a Tour in Morocco. 8. London, 1878.

Leared (Arthur), Morocco and the Moors ; being an Account of Travels, with
a General Description of the Country and its People. 8. London, 1876.

Maltzan (Heinrich, Ereiherr von), Drei Jahre im Nordwestcm von Afrika

:

Eoisen in Algerien und Marokko. 4 vols. 8. Leipzig, 1869.

Eenou (C). Description geographique de I'empire de Maroc. 8. Paris, 1846.

2?oM/s (Gerhard), Land und Volk in Afrika. 8. Bremen, 1870.

Bohlfs (Gerhard), Mein erster Aufenthalt in Marokko. 8. Bremen, 1873.

Watson (E. S.\ A Visit to Wazan. London, 1880.
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NATAL.
Constitution and Government.

The colony of Natal, formerly an integral part of the Cape of Good
Hope settlement, was erected in 1856 into a separate colony under

the British crown, represented first by a Lieutenant-Governor, and
since 1879 by a Governor. Under the charter of constitution

granted in 1856, and modified in 1875 and 1879, the Governor is

assisted in the administration of the colony by an Executive and

a Legislative Council. The Executive Council is composed of the

Chief Justice, the senior officer in command of the troops, the

Colonial Secretary, the Treasurer, the Attorney-General, the Secre-

tary for Native Affairs, and two members nominated by the Governor

from among the Deputies elected to the Legislative Council.

The Legislative Council, under an Act which received the Royal

Assent in 1883, consists of thirty members, seven of whom are

nominated by the Crown, and the others elected by the counties and

boroughs, electors being qualified by the possession of property of

the value of bOL, or rents from property of the annual value of lOZ.

Governor of Natal.—Sir Henry Ernest Bulwer, K.C.M.G.,
Lieutenant-Governor of Natal from 1875 to 1880. Appointed
Governor of Natal, January 1882.

The Governor has a salary of 2,500/. per annum.
There is a body of mounted police numbering 230, and of volun-

teers 430.

Revenue and Population.

The public revenue and expenditure of the colony in the five

years from 1878 to 1882 were as follows :

—

Years
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The public debt consists of six loans, mostly at 4, 4-^, and 5 per

cent. The total debt of the colony was 2,379,100/. at the end of

1882.

The colony has an estimated area of about 21,150 English square

miles, with a seaboard of 200 miles. But the extent of some of the

districts is all but unknown ; there are fourteen districts.

The population in 1881 was 416,219, comprising 28,463 whites,

329,253 natives, and 20,196 coolies. In 1880 the number of im-

migrants sent out from England was 889 ; in 1881, 942 ; and in

1882, 1,484.

Trade and Commerce.

The commerce of Natal is largely with Great Britain. The
total imports in 1882 were valued at 2,213,538/., and exports

731.809/. The principal imports were apparel and haberdashery,

402,'249/., iron and iron goods, 201,408/., textiles, 127,509/., wool-

lens, 94,194/.; exports, hides, 60,165/., ostrich feathers, 20,085/.,

unrefined sugar, 84,668/. (82,828 cwt.), wool about 500,000/. The
subjoined table gives the value of the trade with Great Britain

from 1878 to 1882 :—

Year
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There are 105 miles of railway constructed at a cost of 1,200,000/.,

and a land grant of two-and-a-half million acres, with a further

right to certain coal fields, and a subvention of 40,000Z. per annum. A
bill for a further 120 miles has been passed, at a cost of 1,100,000Z.

In the budget for 1884 the railway revenue is 3stimated at 227,200/.,

and expenses 276,563/.

Considerable coal-fields are known to exist in the north of the

colony.

Of the total area of the colony 2,000,000 acres have been set

apart for Kaffir occupation, 8,000,000 acres have been acquired by
grant or purchased by Europeans, and 2,000,000 acres remain (1883)
unalienated from the Crown. Of the total area in 1880, 80,991
acres were under crops by Europeans, the leading crop for export

being sugar, though large quantities of maize, Avheat, oats, and
other cereal and green crops are grown. Of live stock owned
by Europeans in 1880 there were 147,716 horned cattle, 70,589
angora goats (1881), 370,353 sheep, 14,261 horses.

Statistical and other Books of Eeference.

1. Official Publications.

Colonial Office List. 1883.

Natal Blue-book for 1882. Pietermaritzburg, 1883.

Peace (Walter), Our Colony of Natal. Published by permission of the

Natal Goyernment. London, 1883.

Statistics of Natal ; in ' Statistical Abstract for the several Colonial and
other Possessions of the United Kingdom in each year from 1867 to 1881.'

No. XIX. 8. London, 1883.

Trade of Natal with Great Britain; in 'Annual Statement of the Trade of

the United Kingdom with Foreign Countries and British Possessions in the

year 1882.' Imp. 4, London, 1883.

2. Non-Official Publications.

Brooks (Henry), Natal : a History and Description of the Colony. 8.

London, 1877.

Bunn (E. J.), Notes on the Diamond Fields. 8. Cape Town, 1871.

Elton (Capt.), Special Keports upon the Gold Field at Marabastadt and upon
the Transvaal Kepublic. 8. Durban, 1872.

Fritsch (Dr. Gust.), Die Eingeborenen Siid-Afrika's ethnographisch nnd ana-

tomisch beschrieben. 4. Breslau, 1872.

Gillmore (Parker), The Great Thirst Land. A Kide through Natal, Orange
Free State, TransA'aal, and Kahalari Desert. 8. London. 1878.

iMl (IL), Manual of South African Geography. 8. Capetown, 1866.

z z
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Tayton (Ch. A.), The Diamond Diggings of South Africa. 8. London, 1872.

Natal Almanack, Directory, and Yearly Eegister. Pietermaritzburg, 1883.

Bohinson (John), Notes on Natal. 8. Durban, 1872.

Silver (S. W.), Handbook to South Africa, including the Cape Colony, Natal,

the Diamond Fields, &c. 8. London, 1876.

Silver (S. W.), Handbook to the Transvaal. 8. London, 1880.

7>oZZc>pe (Anthony), South Africa. 2 vols. 9. London, 1878.
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ORANGE FREE STATE.

(Oranje-Vrijstaat.)

Constitution and Government.

The Republic, known as the Orange Free State, founded originally

by Boers, who quitted Cape Colony in 1836 and following years, is

separated from the Cape Colony by the Orange River, has British

Basutoland and Natal on the east, the Transvaal on the north, and
Transvaal and Griqualand West on the west. Its independence was
declared on February 23, 1854, and a Constitution was proclaimed

April 10, 1854, and revised February 9, 1866. The legislative

authority is vested in a popular Assembly, the Volksraad, of 53
members in 1883, elected by universal suffrage of the burghers

(adult white males) for four years from every district, town and
ward, or field-cornetcy in the country districts. Every two years

one-half of the members vacate their seats, and an election takes

place. The members of the Volksraad receive pay at the rate of

21. per day. The executive is vested in a President chosen for five

years by universal suffrage, who is assisted by an Executive Council

appointed by the Volksraad. The Executive Council consists of the

Government Secretary, the Landrost of the capital, and three un-

official members appointed one every year for three years. There
is a Landrost or Governor appointed to each of the districts of

the Republic by the President, the appointment requiring the con-

firmation of the Volksraad. The Roman-Dutch law prevails ; there

is a Supreme Court of three judges, and a Circuit Court, which
meets twice a year in each district.

President of the Republic.—Honourable Sir John Henry Brand,

LL.D., Honorary G.C.M.G., elected December, 1883, for the fifth

period of five years.

There is no standing army, except a small body of artillery at

Bloemfontein ; every able-bodied man is bound to serve in case of

necessity. At the census of 1880 there were 13,941 burghers or

white males between eighteen and sixty years.

The prevailing religious denomination is that of the Dutch Re-

formed Church; in 1880, 51,716 of the population belonged to it;

the Church of England is represented by a bishop and a complete

ecclesiastical and educational organisation. Several other bodies

have mission stations and churches. There is a high school at the

capital, at which English and Dutch are taught, and throughout the

Republic there are district and parish schools and itinerant teachers.

zz 2
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The State contributes a considerable sum yearly for education.

At the census of 1880, only 1,080 or 2*6 of the white population

above seven years of age could not read nor write, while 3,864 could

only read.

Revenue and Population.

The principal sources of revenue are a land-tax, poll-tax, tax on

property transfers, stamps, and trade licences. The following is a

statement of revenue and expenditure for the five years 1877-8

to 1881-2 :—

Years
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There were in the same year 131,59-i: horses, 404,575 breeding

cattle, 5,056,301 merino sheep, 673,924 goats, and 2,253 ostriches.

Ostrich rearing is being developed.

Diamonds, garnets, and other precious stones are found in the

Orange State, and there are rich coal-mines.

The capital, Bloemfontein, is connected with Natal by telegraph.

Statistical and other Books of Reference.

1. Official Publications.

Census van den Oranje-A^rijstaat, opgenomcn op 31 Maart, 1880. Bloem-
fontein, 1881.

2. Unofficial Poblicatioxs.

Cape of Good Hope General Directory, 1883. Cape Town, 1883.

Johnston (Keith), Africa. London, 1878.

Norris-Newman (C. L.), With the Boers in the Transvaal and Orange Free
State. London, 1882
Sandeman (E, F.), Eight Months in an Ox-Wagon. London, 188^'.

Silvers Handbook to South Africa, 3rd Edition. London, 1880.

Trollope (Anthony), South Africa, 2 vols. London, 1878.

Weber (Ernest de), Quatre ans au pays des Boers. Paris, 1882.
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THE TRANSVAAL.

Constitution and Government.

The Transvaal State, also called by the Boers the South African

Eepublic, was originally formed by part of the Boers, who left

the Cape Colony in 1835 for Natal, but quitted that Colony on

its annexation to the British Crown. The Vaal river bounds the

territory on most of its southern frontier, separating it from the

Orange Free State ; in the south-east are Natal and Zululand. The
limits of the State are not well defined. In 1852 the independence

of the Transvaal was recognised by the British Government, and

the constitution ofthe State is based on the ' Thirty-Three Articles,'

passed May 22, 1849, and the ' Grondwet,' or Fundamental Law of

February 19, 1858. The Constitution has since been frequently

amended down to October 1881. The legislative power of the State

is vested in a Volksraad of 44 members, elected for four years, one-

half retiring every two years. The franchise qualification is

residence for five years, the oath of allegiance, and payment of

25L According to the Amended Constitution the executive is vested

in a president, elected for five years by all enfranchised burghers,

assisted by a council consisting of two official members (the State-

Secretary and the Vice-President) and two non-official members
elected by the Volksraad. On April 12, 1877, the Transvaal was

annexed by the British Government, and an administrator with an

Executive Council and Legislative Assembly appointed. In December

1880 the Boers' took up arms against the British Government, and

as a result a treaty of peace was signed March 21, 1881, and a Com-
mission appointed to define the relations between Great Britain and

theTransvaal. According to the agreement thus made (ratified by
the Volksraad October 26, 1881), self-government was restored to

the Transvaal so far as regards internal affairs, the control and

management of external affairs being reserved to Her Majesty as

Suzerain. A British Resident was appointed, with functions analo-

gous to a Consul-General and Charge d'affaires. A deputation from

the Transvaal came to England in 1883 to endeavour to obtain a resto-

ration ofcomplete independence on the basis ofthe Convention of 1852.

President.—S. J. Paul Kriiger, elected April 1883.

The Transvaal has no standing army, all able-bodied citizens

being called out in case of war.

The Dutch Reformed Church is the dominant religious body, but

various English churches are represented. There are schools in

the large towns and throughout the districts, at which English and
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Dutch are taught, and for the scattered populations there are itiner-

ant teachers. Government gives assistance to the public schools,

but much is also done by private enterprise.

Revenue and Population.

The revenue o£ the Transvaal was 105,130/. in 1878, and
expenditure, 152,000Z. In 1882 the former was 263,523/., and
the latter 253,069/. The estimated revenue for 1883 was 312,442/.

and expenditure 362,091/. The revenue is derived from land

sales, quit rents, customs, hut-tax, stamps, transport dues, and
licenses.

In the beginning of the year there was a balance in the treasury

of 20,624/., thus leaving a deficit of 29,025/.

The Transvaal had a debt of about 563,068/. in 1882, including

the sum of 382,000/., the expenses incurred by the British Govern-
ment since annexation, and for which, according to the agreement
of 1881, it is liable. It is expected that as a result of the negotia-

tions pending (January 1884) the debt will be reduced to 280,000/.

In the British budget of 1882-83, the sum of 14,000/. was set

down as the expenses of Great Britain in connection with the

Transvaal ; in 1881-82 the sum was 400,000/.

The area of the Transvaal is estimated at 115,000 square miles,

divided into 13 districts, and its white population in 1881 at 40,000,
of whom 36,000 are Dutch ; the native population is estimated at

774,930. These figures, however, cannot be regarded as trust-

worthy. The chief town of the colony is Pretoria.

Trade and Industry.

The want of easy means of external communication is a great

drawback to the trade of the Transvaal. The principal exports are

wool, cattle, hides, grain, ostrich feathers, ivory, butter, gold and
other minerals, and the total is estimated at between 400,000/. and
500,000/. The imports for 1880 were valued at 1,000,000/.

The Transvaal is specially favourable for agriculture as well as

stock-rearing, though its capacities in this respect are not yet

developed. Wheat of a superior kind is the chief crop, though
sugar, coffee, and cotton are also grown

; cattle, sheep, and ostriches

are reared.

The country is possessed of considerable mineral wealth, which
has not yet been worked to any extent. Gold is known to exist

;

excellent coal is found in the east of the country, which is being
worked to a small extent, while iron is also known to abound ; lead,

silver, and tin have also been found.

The southern boundary of the Transvaal is about 200 miles from
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Durban, 430 from Port Elizabeth, and 700 from Cape Town ; while
its eastern boundary is not 40 miles from Delagoa Bay, to which it

was proposed to construct a railway some years ago, but it was
found impossible to raise sufficient funds. The Pcrtuguese Govern-
ment has entered into an agreement (January 1884) with an
American contractor to construct a line from Lourenzo Marques to

the Transvaal frontier, from which the Transvaal Government pro-

poses to continue the line to Pretoria, with branch lines to impor-
tant centres. Before the recent war the Transvaal was joined to

Natal by telegraph, but at present it only extends from Pretoria to

Standerton, 120 miles; the country is (January 1884) being con-
nected with the Orange Free State by telegraph.

Weights and measures are the same as in Cape Colony, and the

currency is English money only.

British Resident.—George Hudson.

Books of Reference.

1. Official Publications.

Colonial Office List for 1883. London, 1883.

Correspondence respecting the Debt due to H.M.'s Government by the
TransA-aal State, London, 1882-83.

2. NoN-Official Publications.

Aylward (Colonel A.), Dutch South Africa ; in ' Bulletin of the American
Geographical Society,' No. 1. New York, 1883.

Baines (T.), The Gold Eegions of South Africa. London, 1877.

Clark (Dr. C. B,), The Transvaal and Bechuanaland. London, 1883.

Cape of Good Hope Directory for 1883. Cape Town, 1883.

Pynney (F. B.), Geographical and Economic Features of the Transvaal, in
• Journal of the Royal Geographical Society,' vol. xlviii.

Jeppe (F.), Transvaal Book, Almanac, and Directory, published annually.

Pretoria, 1883.

. Jeppe (F.), Transvaalsche oder Siid-Afrikanische Republik, in Petermann's
' Mittheilungen,' Erganzun^sheft, No. 24.

Norris Newman (C. L.), With the Boers in the Transvaal and Orange Free
State in 1880-81. London, 1882.

Rehman (Dr. Anton), Das Transvaal-Gebiet des Sudlichen Afrikas, in Mitt-
heilungen der K. K. Geographischen Gesellschaft in Wien. Band xxvi.
Vienna, 1883.

Roche (H. G.), On Trek in the Transvaal. London, 1878.
Sandemann (E. F.), Eiglit Months in an Ox-Waggon. London, 1880.
Silver's Handbook to the Transvaal. London, 1877.
Silver's Handbook to South Africa. London, 1880.
Weber (Ernest de), Quatre ans au pays des Boers. Paris, 1882.
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TUNIS.

(Afrikija.)

Bey.

Sidi Ali, son of Bey Sidy Ahsin, born October 5, 1817. Suc-
ceeded his brother, Sidi Mohamed-es-Sadok, October 28, 1882.

The reigning family of Tunis, occupants of the throne since 1691,
descend from Ben Ali Tourki, a native of the Isle of Crete, who, by
force of arms, made himself master of the country, acknowledging,

however, the suzerainty of the Sultan of Turkey, in existence since

1575. As such they assumed the title o£ ' Bey,' or Regent.

This suzerainty remained in force, with short interruptions,

till the reign of the last Bey, who succeeded in obtaining an
Imperial firman, dated October 25, 1871, which liberated him
from the payment of the tribute paid by his predecessors, but clearly

established his position as a vassal of the Sublime Porte.

Government, Revenue, and Army.

After the French invasion of the country in the spring of 1881,

the treaty of Kasr-es-Said (May 12, 1881) confirmed by decrees

of April 12, 1882, placed Tunis under the protectorate of the

French. The French Eesident is called Charge d'Affaires, and
practically administers the government of the country under the

direction of the French foreign ofiice. In August 1882, the ap-

pointment of a staff of French judges was announced. From Jan-
uary 1884 they are to suj)ersede the Consular Courts, and to

this arrangement the Great Powers have given their adhesion.

Besides judges, the French Government has sent to Tunis officials

of all sorts, with the rank of Agent-Delegue, or Commissioner,

including a commissioner to prepare a report on the ' Methods
and Degrees of Instruction in Mussulman Schools.'

The events of 1881-2 so unsettled Tunisian finance tliat no

figures given as to the revenue and expenditure of the Regency can

be regarded as trustworthy. Tlie French Charge d'Affaires issued

in December 1882 a statement carefully scheduled like a French
budget, and showing an apparent surplus of income over ex-

penditure. The following figures are taken from the Official State-

ment : Revenue for the financial year ending June 30, 1882,

502,510/. ; expenditure, 390,400/. This would show the expen-

diture of the country to have increased by about 140,000/. in seven
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years ; for the disbursements of 1875 were set down at 251,874/.

The expenditure for 1883 was officially stated to be 454,960Z., and
the estimated expenditure for 1884 408,480Z. An extraordinary

credit of a million sterling was granted by the French Chambers
for the expenses connected with the occupation of Tunis in 1883.

Of the expenditure in 1882, the sum of 301,204/. is set down
for interest and management of the public debt. The public

liabilities were mainly contracted between the years 1856 and
1868, and at the latter date amounted, exclusive of a floating

debt, to 182,000,000 francs, or 7,280,000/., a portion of it con-

tracted in Tunis, but the greater part in foreign countries, mainly

France. No interest being paid to the creditors, the French and
other Governments made reclamations, in pursuance of which the

Bey consented to establish an International Finance Commission, to

provide for the settlement and gradual extinction of the public debt

;

with this arrangement the French, since the annexation, have

not interfered. Called into existence in 1869, the Commission
has been working since that time, with satisfactory results to

both Tunis and its creditors. The International Finance Com-
mission is divided into two departments, namely, the Adminis-

trative Section, composed of the Prime Minister of Tunis as

president, of a French Inspector of finance, and another Tunisian

functionary representing the Government ; and the Section of Con-
trol, comprising six delegates elected by the English, French, and
Italian creditors respectively. The Acts of the Administrative

Section, having a reference directly or indirectly to financial matters

connected with the interests of the foreign creditors, have no executive

force unless they are approved by the Section of Control, particu-

larly in respect of any new loans or financial operations, which may
in any way affect the public revenue. There is a sub-committee

known as the ' Council of Administration of the Conceded Revenues,'

composed of five members, namely, one English, one French, one

Tunisian, an Italian, and one taken indiscriminately from among
the most respectable residents of any other nationality. Tbey
are named by the Finance Commission for three years, at the

expiration of which period any of them may be re-elected for

another year. A member of the Board of Control assists at its

deliberations, besides which it submits its half-yearly accounts to

the Finance Commission, which, after being audited and approved

by it, are published for the information of the public.

The total amount of the annual expenditure incurred by the

sub-committee is 6,000/., inclusive of 2,238/., being the commission

charged by the bankers for the payment of the coupons in Europe
and other outlays.

Under the arrangements made by the International Finance Com-
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mission, the total public debt of Tunis stands fixed at present at

125,000,000 francs, or 5,000,000/., the whole bearing interest at

five per cent., besides a floating debt of 822,468/. The annual sur-

plus of revenue over expenditure is devoted to the gradual extinc-

tion of the debt. Interest was regularly paid up to 1878, when
there was some delay ; but payment has since been resumed. There

are besides ' bons ' for coupons in arrear, not bearing interest, but

repayable by drawings, and amounting to about 1,200,000/. A pro-

ject is under consideration for the purchase of the debt by the

French Government, and the abolition of the International Com-
mission.

The general administration of the country costs far more than

it did before the French occupation, when the total was set down
at 60,053/. The cost of maintaining the French army corps of

occupation is entered in a Budget Extraordinaire as amounting
to 1,500,000 francs, or 60,000/. The corps of occupation is,

according to ofiicial statements (Dec. 1883), henceforth to consist

of a battalion of infantry, a squadron of cavalry, and part of a

battalion of artillery, in all 15,000 men ; at present (Dec. 1883) it

is double that number. The cost of maintaining this force is to

be borne partly by the war and colonial budgets of the Republic,

and in part by the Regency, but in what proportions the ex-

penditure is to be divided has not yet been stated. For religious

purposes the whole of the Regency is included within the Arch-
bishopric of Algiers.

Area, Population, and Trade.

The kingdom or ' Regency ' of Tunis, formerly one of the so-called

Barbary States, comprises the tract of country included in the ancient

Roman provinces of Zeugitana and Byzacium. It takes its present

name from its modern capital Tunis, the Roman Tunes, the XevKm)

Tvvrjra pf Diodorus of Sicily. The present boundaries are on the

north and east the Mediterranean Sea, on the west the Franco-
Algerian province of Constantine, and on the south the great

desert of the Sahara and the Turkish Pachalik of Tripoli ; and
reckoning its average breadth from west to east to be 100 miles, it

covers an area of about 42,000 English square miles, including that

portion of the Sahara which is to the east of the Beled Djerid,

extending towards Gadames.
The number of inhabitants is only known by estimates, no

attempt of enumeration having ever been made. It is stated in

the 'Almanacco Tunissino' for 1877, that the total population is

calculated to number 2,100,000, comprising 2,028,000 Mahometans,

45,000 Jews, 25,100 Roman Catholics, 400 Greek Catholics, and 100
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Protestants. But according to other and more trustworthy reports,

there are, at the utmost, 1,500,000 inhabitants. According to all

accounts, the population, which numbered 17 millions in the tenth

century, and 5 millions in the middle of the eighteenth century, is

gradually decreasing. The majority of the population is mainly
formed of Bedouin Arabs and Kabyles.

The capital, the city of Tunis, is situated 10 miles south-

east of the site of ancient Carthage, built on the western side of a

lake, some 20 miles in circumference, which separates it from its

port Goletta. The city walls measure five miles in circumference,

and the inhabitants are variously estimated from 100,000 to 120,000,
comprising Moors, Arabs, Negroes, and Jews ; there are 20,000
Christians.

There are twelve ports open to foreign trade, but the bulk of the

commerce passes through Tunis-Goletta. The total foreign trade

averages 2,400,000/. per annum, comprising 1,100,000/. imports,

and 1,300,000/. exports, but there has recently been a falling-ofF of

exports, which in 1882 amounted to 796,337/., the imports being

1,119,396/. The principal articles exported are wheat, esparto

grass, wool, skins, dates, olive oil, and barley. The principal im-
ports are cotton, silk and woollen goods, liquors, sugar, and flour.

The foreign trade is carried on mainly with Italy, France, and Great

Britain.

In the returns of the Board of Trade the commerce of Great Britain

with Tunis is thrown together with that of Tripoli, and is as follows

for the five years from 1878 to 1882 :—
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to 1,119,39G/., and the imports from Great Britain to 796,337/.

The trade in esparto grass M^ill probably increase considerably under

the operations of an Anglo-French company, who have obtained

large concessions in the south of the country.

In 1882 3,G41 vessels of 1,478,535 tons entered Tunisian ports,

of which 1G8 of 42,898 tons were British.

Tunis has several lines of railway, running from the capital

to Goletta, and other places in the environs, with a line to the

Algerian frontier; in all 200 miles in 1883.

There were 800 miles of telegraphs in operation at the end of 1882.

British Political Agent and Consul- General.— Thomas F. Eeade.

Money, Weights, and Measures.

The money, weights, and measures of Tunis, and the British

equivalents, are as follows:—

•

MOKEY.

The Piastre, of 16 Jcaruhs.... average value Qd.

The gold and silver coins of France and Italy are in general use.

Weights and Measures.

The Cantar, of 100 rottolos = 109 '15 pounds.

,, Kaffis, of 16 whibas, each of 12 sahs = 16 bushels.

The pic, or principal long measure, is of three lengths, viz., 07359 of a
yard for cloth ; 0*51729 of a yard for linen ; 0-68975 of a yard for silk.

Statistical and other Books of Eeferencs concerning Tunis.

1. Official Publications.

Journal Officiel of Tunis. 1883.

Report by Mr. Consul-General Wood on the trade, industry, and finances

of Tunis, dated Tunis, September 27, 1875; in 'Reports from H.M.'s
Consuls.' Part I. 1876. 8. London, 1876.

Report by Mr. Vice-Consul Dupuis on the trade and commerce of Susa in

1875, dated Susa, January 1876 ; in 'Reports from H.M.'s Consuls.' Part IV.
1876. 8. London, 1876.

Report by Mr. Consul-Greneral Wood on the exports and imports of Tunis
;

in 'Reports from H.M.'s Consuls.' Part I. 1877. 8. London, 1877.
Reports by Mr. Vice-Consul Dupuis on the commerce of Susa ; in ' Reports

from H.M.'s Consuls,' Part IV. 1877, Part III. 1878, and Part IL 1879. 8.

London, 1877, 1878, and 1879.

Report on the Trade of Tunis, 1880-1883, by Consul-General T. F. Reade,
in ' Reports of H.M.'s Consuls.' Part XI. 1883.

Trade of Tunis and Tripoli with the United Kingdom; in 'Annual State-

ment of the Trade of the United Kingdom with Foreign Countries and British
Possessions, for the year 1882.' Imp. 4. London, 1883.
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2. Non-official Publications.

Broadley (A. M.), Tunis, Past and Present. London, 1882.

Charnies (Gabriel), La Tunisie et La Tripolitaine. Paris, 1883.

Be Flaux (M.), La Eegence de Tunis. 8. Paris, 1866.

Dilhan (Ch.), Histoire abr^gee de la Eegence de Tunis. 8. Paris, 1867.

Hesse-Wartegg (Chevalier de), Tunis, The Land and the People. London,
1882.

Michel (Leon), Tunis. 2nd edition. Paris, 1883.

Playfair (Lieut.-Colonel), Handbook of Algeria and Tunis. London, 1878.

Rousseau (F.), Annales Tunisiennes. 8. Paris, 1864.

Tchihatcheff (M.), Algerie et Tunis. Paris, 1880.

Temple (Sir G.), Excursions in the Mediterranean. 2 vols. 8. London,

1856.
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ZANZIBAR.

Government, Revenue, and Population.

Sultan, or more correctly, Seyyid, Bargash hen Said, G.C.M.G.,

son of the Imam of Muscat, succeeded his elder brother, Said-Mejid,

who died October 7, 1870.

The island of Zanzibar was conquered in 1784 by the Imam of

Muscat from the Arab princes who held sway over it, but the

Sultan is now independent. It has an area of 625 square miles,

but the Sultan's authority extends along the coasts of the mainland,

from the equator to 10° S. lat., and to some extent in the interior.

The population of the island is variously estimated at from 150,000
to 300,000. There is a considerable foreign population, mostly

engaged in trading. Of British born subjects in 1879 there were

79, and the total British protected subjects numbered 5,466, in-

cluding 954 Hindus. There were besides 240 Goanese, 89
French, 13 German, and 8 American. The town of Zanzibar has

a population estimated at from 60,000 to 98,000, and Bagamayo,
on the opposite mainland, 10,000.

The revenue of the Sultan is mainly derived from Customs' dues,

and amounts to about 100,000/.

Mahometanism is the religion of the country ; there are Christian

Missions (Church of England and Eoman Catholic) on the island

and mainland.

There is an army of about 1,400 men.

Commerce.

The value of the imports in 1880 is stated in a consular report

to have been 709,900/., and exports, 870,350/. The chief imports

are cloths, of various kinds, mostly cotton, with rice and cereals,

guns, and kerosene oil; the exports are ivory (16,000/.), cloves

(17,000/.), india-rubber (201,000/.) gum in 1879. The largest

trade is with India, Arabia, and Persia ; and next with Germany,
United States, and Great Britain. In 1882 85 vessels of 89,733
tons, entered the port, of which 41, of 57,540 were British ; in 1881
the number entered was 114, of 116,665 tons, including 30 war vessels.

There is no special coinage. Indian, English, French, and
American coins are current ; but the principal coin is the Maria
Theresa dollar (about 4."?. 2c/.), which is the standard of value ; the

Mexican Pillar dollar is also used.

British Consul-GeiieraL—SiT John Kirk^ K.C M.G.
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Books of Reference.

1. Official.

Correspondence respecting Sir Bartle Frere's Mission to the East Coast of

Africa, 1872-3. London, 1873.

Keport by Consul General Kirk on the trade and commerce of Zanzibar for

1881 in ' Keports of H.M.'s Consuls.' Part XIII. London, 1882.
'

2. Unofficial.

Burton (Capt. E. F.), The Lake Eegions of Central Africa. London, 18G0.

Decken (Baron C, C. Von der), Eeisen in Ost-Afrika. Leipzig, 1869-70.
Deutsches Handels-Archiv, March 1883. Berlin.

Johnston (Keith), Africa. London, 1878.

Krapf (J. L.), Travels during an Eighteen Years' Eesidence in East Africa.

London, 1860.

Stanley (H. M.), Through the Dark Continent. 2 vols. London, 1878.

Thomson (Joseph), To the Central African Lakes and Back. 2 vols. London,
1881.

Wilson (Eev. C. T.), and Felkin (E. W.), Uganda and. the Egyptian London.
2 A-ols. London, 1882.
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III. ASIA.

BURMA.
Eeigning King and Government.

Theebaw, born 1858, succeeded to the throne in October

1 878, on the death of his father Mengdung Meng, who had himself

usurped the throne of his brother Pugan Meng in 1853. The
succession goes by nomination among the blood-royal, and therefore

Theebaw attempted to assassinate all his brothers on his accession.

Two, however, escaped, the Nyoungyan and Nyoungoke princes

both living at Calcutta ; the former the more capable. There are

other two claimants living in India, the Mingoon prince and the

Mingoon Mintha prince. Theebaw has several daughters, but is

reported to have no sons living.

The founder of the present Burmese dynasty was Alompra, who
died in 1760, and united the previous separate and hostile kingdoms

of Ava and Pegu. Under Bodau Phra (1779-1819) Arakan,

Martaban, and Tenasserim were added to the kingdom. As a

result of the war with Great Britain, 1824-5, a considerable part of

the Burmese territory was annexed by that power, and still more
after the war of 1852, so that Independent Burma is now quite

shut off from the seaboard, with which, however, there is excellent

communication by the Irrawaddy.

The Government of Burma is a despotism, dependent entirely

on the will of the sovereigQ. There are, however, a Public and a

Privy Council. The former, the Hlot-dau, consists of four minis-

ters, or Woongyes, with the king or crown-prince as president.

This body forms a legislative assembly, executive council, and

court of justice and appeal. There are, also, four under-ministers,

and a host of secretaries and minor officials, who conduct the

administration at the capital in the name of the king but under the

orders of the Hlot-dau. The Privy Council, or Byadeit, consists of

four Atwen-Woons, and is supposed to advise the king privately

and personally, and discuss all questions before submitting them to

the Hlot-dau. The members of these two bodies are composed of

officials appointed by the king, and dependent for their existence,

on his favour. The country is divided into provinces, townships,

3 a
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districts, and villages, each of which has its special governor ; cor-

ruption, extortion, and oppression prevailing everywhere. There
is no hereditary aristocracy.

Buddhism is the prevailing religion, and there are some
Mahometans. Education, so far as reading and writing are con-

cerned, is verj^ general ; it is entirely in the hands of the priests.

Revenue, Population, and Trade,

The revenue of the sovereign is raised by a multitude of taxes,

mostly obtained by extortion; while there are besides frequent

extraordinary extortions. There is a house and family tax, said to

be assessed by a Doomsday Book compiled in 1783 ; there are also

taxes on agriculture, on fruit trees, sugar palm, tobacco land, teak

forests, salt, fisheries, &c. The king's revenue is stated to amount
to 800,000^., besides what he receives in labour.

Burma has a length of 540 miles, a breadth of 420, and an area

of 190,500 square miles. The population probably does not exceed

three millions, though if the half-independent Shans on the eastern

borders be included it will probably amount to four millions. In

the nordiern districts are also numerous half-wild tribes, so that

Burma Proper does not exceed 50,000 square miles in area with

a population of 1,500,000. The Burmese proper are of the

Mongolic stock, and use a language of the Tibeto-Chinese type.

The free labouring population consists of the small proprietors

and common labourers ; there is a large class of slaves and out-

casts ; and all are practically the slaves of the king. The present

capital is Mandalay, with a population estimated at about 70,000,

Bhamo is an important town near the Chinese frontier.

Manufactures are on a small scale and mostly for home con-

sumption
; they are chiefly of cotton, silk, and iron. Though not

so fertile as British Burma, the forests produce a great variety of

valuable timber-trees; while rice, maize, wheat, pulse, indigo,

cotton, and tobacco are grown to some extent, and a great variety

of fruit trees. Iron is found in considerable quantities, and coal

in small quantities ; while tin, copper, plumbago, gold, silver, nitre,

bismuth, jade, and other minerals exist, but these resources are

worked to a very slight extent. Petroleum is, however, worked con-

siderably, though the wells are a strict monopoly.
As Burma has no coast its foreign trade is very limited. It

imports rice, cotton and woollen goods, silk, salt, metals, pickled

and dried fish, and foreign commodities from British Burma,
Bengal, the Asiatic Archipelago, and Europe. Its chief exports are

petroleum, nitre, lacquer-ware, hides, cutch, sessamum seed and oil,

cotton, raw sugar, grain, jade, and tamarinds. Formerly there was a

large trade with China, but recently this has greatly fallen off. The
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exports from Upper Burma to British Burma were valued at

2,000,880/. in 1879, ],303,375/. in 1882, and 1,670,000/. in 1883;
the exports from British Burma to Upper Burma were valued at

1,775,491/. in 1879, at 1,485,886/. in 1882, and 1,580,000/. in

1883. By a treaty of 1867 British steamers are permitted to navi-

gate the Irrawaddy.

Burma has a currency modelled on that of British India. For
small weights seeds of the Ahrus precatorius are used, varying from
one to two grains ; 2 seeds = 1 rhine-kye, 4 rhine-kye = a great

pal, 4 great pal = 1 mut, 4 mut = 1 kyap, 130 kyap = 1 piktha

or viss = 3-6516 lbs. Avoirdupois.

A British Resident was maintained at Mandalay until 1882,
•when he was withdrawn.

Books of Reference.

1. Official.

Keport on the Administration of British Burma during 1881-2. Kangoon,
1882.

Statistical Abstract of British India, 1872-73 to 1881-82. London, 1883.

2. Un-Official.

Anderson (Dr. J.), Expedition to East Yunnan. London, 1871.

Anderson (Dr. J.), Mandalay to Momien. London, 1876.

Bastian (Adolf), Eeisen in Burma in den Jahre 1861-62. Berlin, 1866.

British Burma Gazetteer. 2 vols. Eangoon, 1878.

Colquhoun (A. E.), Across Chryse. 2 vols. London, 1883.

Cox (Captain H.), Journal of a Residence in the Burmese Empire. London,
1821.

Fytche (General), Burma, Past and iresent. 2 vols. London, 1878.

Hunter (Dr. W. W.), Imperial Gazetteer of India; article, 'Burma,
Independent.' London, 1882.

Laurie (Colonel), Our Burmese "Wars and Relations with Burma. London,

1880 ; Ashe Pyee, The Superior Country. London, 1882.

McMahon (A. R.), The Karens and the Golden Chersonese. London, 1876.

P/myrc(Sir Arthur), History of Burma. London, 1883.

Snodgrass (Major), Narrative of the Burmese War. London, 1827.

Sanqermano (Rev. Pather), Description of the Burmese Empire. Rome,
1833.'

Shway Yoe, The Burman, His Life and Notions. 2 vols. London, 1882.

Yule (Colonel H.), Narrative of the Mission to the Court of Ava. London,
1858.
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CEYLON.

Constitution and Government.

The present form of government of Ceylon was established by
Letters Patent of April 1831, and supplementary orders of March
1833. According to the terms of this constitution, the administra-

tion is in the hands of a Governor, aided by an Executive Council

of five members ; viz. the Officer Commanding the Troops, the

Colonial Secretary, the Queen's Advocate, the Treasurer, and the

Auditor-General; and a Legislative Council of 15 members, in-

cluding the members of the Executive Council, four other office-

holders, and six unofficial members.
Governor of Ceylon.—Hon. Sir Arthur Hamilton Gordon,

G.C.M.G., born 1830, a younger son of the Earl of Aberdeen

;

Lieut.-Governor of New Brunswick, 1861-66 ; Governor of

Trinidad, 1866-70; Governor of Mauritius, 1870-74; Governor of

Fiji, 1875-80 ; Governor of New Zealand, 1880-82. Appointed

Governor of Ceylon, November 1883.

The Governor has a salary of 8,000/., and the Colonial Secretary

o£ 2,200/.

Revenue and Expenditure.

The public revenue and expenditure of the colony, in each of the

ten years 1873 to 1882, were as follows :

—

Years
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tribution to military expenditure amounts to 124,000/. annually.

For public works, from 200,000/. to 250,000/. have been expended

in recent years, and about 45,000/. for education.

The revenue for 1883 is estimated at 1,235,000/., and for 1884 at

1,241,300/.

The public debt of the Colony amounted in 1882 to 1,687,477/.,

mostly incurred for the construction of railways.

Population.

The island of Ceylon was first settled in 1505 by the Portuguese,

who established colonies in the west and south, which were
taken from them early in the next century by the Dutch. In

1795-96, the British Government took possession of the foreign

settlements in the island, which were annexed to the Presidency

of Madras; but two years after, in 1798, Ceylon was erected into a

separate colony. In 1815 war was declared against the native

Government of the interior ; the Kandyan King was taken prisoner,

and the whole island fell under British rule.

The extreme length of the colony from north to south, that is,

from Point Palmyra to Dondera Head, is 266 miles ; its greatest

width, 140^ miles from Colombo on the west coast to Sangeman-
kande on the east ; its area is 25,364 English square miles.

The following table gives the area and population of the seven

provinces of Ceylon, according to the last census, taken Feb. 17,

1881 :—

Provinces
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The principal religious creeds were returned as follows :—Buddhists,

1,6^8,070 ;
Mohammedans, 197,775 ;

Christians, 147,977.

On January 1, 1883 there were 1,253 government and aided

schools, with a nominal attendance of 89,439.

Trade and Industry.

The declared value of the total imports and exports of the colony,

including bullion and specie, was as follows in each of the five years,

1878 to 1882:—

Years
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94,135Z. in 1882 ; cinnamon, 106,230L in 1881, 87,788L in 1882
;

plumbago, 43,492Z. in 1881, 90,030L in 1882 ; tea, 120Z. in 1878,

11,587Z. in 1881, 35,866Z. in 1882; cordage and twine, 68,868L

in 1882. Manufactured cotton goods, of the value of 262,382Z.

in 1882, iron, wrought and unwrought, 83,505/., coals 85,579/.,

form the staple articles of British imports into Ceylon.

Ceylon had 136 miles of railway open for traffic at the end of

1883, and 42 miles in course of construction.

Money, Weights, and Jtteasures.

The weights and measures of Ceylon are the same as those of

the United Kingdom. The money of the country is the rupee of

British India. For value see page 780.

Statistical and other Books of Reference concerning Ceylon.

1. Official Publications.

Census of Ceylon, 1881. Colombo, 1882.

Colonial Office List, 1883.

Eeport of Governor Sir Hercules Robinson, dated Colombo, September 14,

1871 ; in 'Reports on the Past and Present State of H.M.'s Colonial Posses-

sions.' Part II. London, 1872.

Report on the revenue, trade, &c., of Ceylon, in 'Papers relating to H.M.'s
Colonial Possessions.' London, 1883.

Statistics of Ceylon ; in 'Statistical Abstract for the Colonial and other Pos-
sessions of the United Kingdom,' No. XIX. 8. London, 1883.

Trade of Ceylon with Great Britain ; in ' Annual Statement of the Trade of

the United Kingdom with Foreign Countries and British Possessions in the

year 1882.' Imp. 4. London, 1883.

2. N"on-Ob"ficial Publications.

Baker (S. W.), Eight Years' Wanderings in Ceylon. 8. London, 1855.

Ceylon : being a General Description of the Island, Historical, Physical,

Statistical. By an Officer, late of the Cej'lon Rifles. 2 vols. 8. London,
1876.

Duncan (George), Geography of India, Part II, Ceylon. 8 Madras,
1865,

Ferguson (A. M. & J.), The Ceylon Directory and Handbook, 8, London,
1883.
Pridham (C), Historical, Political, and Statistical Account of Ceylon. 2 vols.

8. London, 1849.

Ransonnet-Villez (JQaxon^. von), Ceylon: Skizzen seiner Bewohner, seines

Thier- und Pflanzenlebens. Foh Brunswick, 1868.

&A?war£fa (L. K.), Reise urn die Erde : Zeilon. Vol. i. 8. Braunschweig,
1861.

Sirr(R. C), Ceylon and the Cingalese, 2 vols, 8, London, 1851.

Tennent (Sir James Emerson), Ceylon : an Account of the Island, Physical,

Historical, and Topographical. 5th ed. London, 1860.
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CHINA,

(Chung Kwoh, *the Middle Kingdom.')

Reigning Emperor.

TsaitHen^ Emperor

—

Hwangti—of China, born 1871, the son of

Prince Ch'un, brother of the Emperor Hien-fung; succeeded to

the throne by proclamation, at the death of Emperor T'ung-chi,

January 22, 1875.

The present sovereign, surnamed Kwangsu, is the ninth Emperor
of China ofthe Tartar dynasty of Ts'ing, which succeeded the native

dynasty of Ming, in the year 1644. There exists no law of

hereditary succession to the throne, but it is left to each sovereign

to appoint his successor from among the members of his family

of a younger generation than his own. The late Emperor, dying
suddenly in the eighteenth year of his age, did not designate a
successor, and it was in consequence of arrangements, directed by
the Empress Dowager, widow of the Emperor Hienfung, predecessor

of T'ungchi, in concert with Prince Ch'un, that the infant son of

the latter was made the nominal occupant of the throne.

Government and Public Revenue.

The laws of the empire are laid down in the Ta-ts'ing-hwei-tien, or
* Collected Regulations of the Ts'ing dynasty,' which prescribe the

government of the state to be based upon the government of the

femily. The Emperor is considered the sole high priest of the

empire, and can alone, with his immediate representatives and
ministers, perform the great religious ceremonies. No ecclesiastical

hierarchy is maintained at the public expense, nor any priesthood

attached to the Confucian or State religion.

The administration of the empire is under the supreme direction

of the Nei-ko or Cabinet, comprising four members, two of Tartar

and two of Chinese origin, besides two assistants from the Han-
lin, or Great College, who have to see that nothing is done con-

trary to the civil and religious laws of the empire, contained in

the Ta-ts'ing-hwei-tien, and in the sacred books of Confucius.

These members are denominated ' Ta-hio-sz,' or Ministers of State.

Under their orders are the Liu-pu, or six boards of government,

each of which is presided over by a Tartar and a Chinese.

They are :—1. The board of civil appointments, which takes

cognisance of the conduct and administration of all civil officers

;

2. The board of revenues, regulating all financial affairs ; 3. The
board of rites and ceremonies, which enforces the laws and customs
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to be observed by the people; 4. The military board, guperin-

tending the administration of the army ; 5. The board of public

works ; and 6. The high tribunal of criminal jurisdiction.

Independent of the Government, and theoretically above the

central administration, is the Tu-chah-yuen, or board of public

censers. It consists of from 40 to 50 members, under two presidents,

the one of Tartar and the other of Chinese birth. By the ancient

custom of the empire, all the members of this board are privileged

to present any remonstrance to the sovereign. One censor must be
present at the meetings of each of the six Government boards.

The amount of the public revenue of China is only known by
estimates. According to the most authentic of these, the total

receipts of the government in recent years averaged 25,000,000/.,

derived from taxes on land, grain, licences, and customs duties upon
exports and imports, as collected at the Treaty ports by the foreign

inspectorate. The receipts from the latter alone are made public.

They amounted to 7,872,257 haikwan taels or 2,361,677/. in

1864, and gradually increasing, had risen to 14,685,162 haikwan
tael, or 4,099,608/., in 1881, and to 14,085,672 haikwan tael, or

4,000,000/. in 1882. The customs duties fall more upon exports

than imports. The expenditure of the Government is mainly
for the army, the maintenance of which is estimated to cost

15,000,000/. per annum on the average.

China had no foreign debt till the end of 1874. In December
1874 the Government contracted a loan of 627,675/., bearing 8 per

cent, interest, secured by the customs revenue. A second 8 per

cent, foreign loan, likewise secured on the customs, to the amount
of 1,604,276/., was issued in July 1878. Two silver loans have
since been contracted, the total external debt in 1882 being given at

2,073,201/. The internal debt amounts to about 8,570,000/.

Eeligion and Education.

The State religion of China has no outward ceremonial, except

a few symbolical rites observed at New Year ; it consists mainly
in the study and contemplation of the moral precepts of Confucius

and Lao-tse. The bulk of the people, however, are Buddhists.

There are probably about 30 million Mahometans, chiefly in the

north-east and south-west. Eoman Catholicism has long had a foot-

ing in China, and is estimated to have about 500,000 adherents,

with 25 bishoprics besides those of Manchuria, Tibet, Mongolia, and
Corea ; other Christian sects have stations in many parts of the

country.

Most of the aboriginal hill-tribes are still nature worshippers,

and ethnically are distinct from the prevailing Mongoloid population.

Education of a certain type is all but universal, and there are

few adults who cannot read and write. There is a special literary
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or lettered class who alone know the Mandarin literature, to the

study of which they devote their lives. Yearly examinations are

held for literary degrees and honours, which are necessary as a

passport to the public service. Recently, Western literature, and
especially works of science, have been introduced in translations,

and there is a foreign college at Pekin, which embraces both a

literary and scientific curriculum.

Army and Navy.

The standing military force -of China consists of two great divi-

sions, the first formed by the more immediate subjects of the ruling

dynasty, the Tartars, and the second by the Chinese and other

subject races. Under the first are included the Manchu, Mongol,

and Chinese Bannermen, distributed in permanent garrisons over

. the great cities of the empire, while the second is made up of purely

Chinese troops. The Manchu Tartars, founders of the present

dynasty, when they conquered China, in 1644, divided their army
into four corps, distinguished as being under white, blue, red, and
yellow banners. Four bordered banners of the same colours were

subsequently added, and in course of time there were added to these

eight similar corps of Mongols and eight of Chinese, who had cast

in their lot with the invaders. The chief command of these corps

—which are of a mixed civil and military organisation, all being

liable to bear arms, but not all being paid as soldiers—is vested in

high ofiScers of the three nationalities, the Manchu, on the whole,

predominating. Permanent Manchu garrisons under Manchu officers

are established in the great cities on the coast and along the frontier.

The purely Chinese army is altogether distinct from this force, and
. is mainly composed of natives of China. It is broken up into a

multitude of camps widely distributed over the empire, each province

having probably from 20,000 to 100,000 men during time of war.

But the standing Chinese army is mainly used to act as a constabulary

in the various departments of the empire.

In 1883 the Chinese Navy possessed 2 powerful armoured ships

of modem type, built in Germany, and detained there at the close

of the year in consequence of the doubtful relations with France.

These are sister ships, named the * Teng-Yuen' and *Chen Yuen,*

They are of 7,400 tons displacement, 6,200 horse-power, and of

15 knots speed. Their armour (steel-faced) is 14J metres thick,

and they each carry 4 12-inch Krupp breech-loading guns in two

towers, protected by 12-inch armour. The disposition of the towers

resembles that of the turrets on the * Inflexible ' (see page 242).

A third armoured cruiser, the *Nan Thin,' also built in Germany,
was launched at the end of 1883. She is of2,300 tons displacement,

has a protective deck over machinery and magazines, and carries 2
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8-incli Krupp guns in a barbette, protected by 10-inch armour. An
ironclad corvette, the ' Nan Shuin,' was launched at Kiel in January
1884 ; it is built of steel, is of 2,200 tons displacement, 2,400 in-

. dicated horse-power, has 2 Armstrong guns, and several mitrailleuses.

Two swift cruisers (unarmoured), built by Sir W. G. Armstrong & Co.

in 1881, are also attached to the North China Squadron. Their

hulls are of steel, they steam 16 knots, carry 2 26-ton Armstrong
gun, and 4 40-prs„ and are only of 1,400 tons displacement. To the

same squadron belong 10 or 12 gunboats, built by the Elswick
firm, each carrying a single heavy gun—26-ton or 38-ton. This

type of gunboat was originated by Mr. G. Rendel, and there are

very many examples in the Eoyal Navy, but with smaller guns
than are carried by the Chinese vessels.

The squadrons of Loo-Choo, Shanghai, and Canton include

between 40 and 50 unarmoured cruisers, corvettes, sloops, and
gunboats. Some of these vessels are of considerable size and
power. The cruiser ' Yang-ou ' is of 1,600 tons displacement, and
,1,250 horse-power; and another cruiser is of 2,150 tons, and 2,400
horse-power. Both of these vessels were built at Loo-Choo. Still

larger vessels are reported to belong to the Shanghai division,

and are of Chinese construction. Several torpedo-boats of high

speed and capable of using Whitehead torpedoes have also been
acquired recently.

Area and Population.

Hitherto the population of China, it is believed, has been much
over-estimated

;
good authorities would reduce it to 250 millions,

which the Statistician to the Chinese Customs Department considers

is probably nearer the truth than any of the higher, estimates. A
census for fiscal purposes reported to have been taken in 1882 is

stated by the United States' minister to give a population of

255,000,000. The following tables give a statement of the area

and population according to Behm and Wagner's ' Bevolkenmg der

Erde,' 1882.
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total. Although China seems to exercise a slender suzerainty over the

former country, and maintains her right to interfere with respect

to foreign relations, still Corea is practically independent. The
ordinary native name of the country is Tsyo Syeun, or Keirin. The
monarchy is hereditary and of an absolute type, modelled on that

of China, as is also the penal code ; there is a hereditary aristocracy.

There is no standing army, but all the men are liable to military

service. The State religion resembles that of China; Buddhisna
and the Laotse doctrines prevail among the people, while Con-
fucianism is common among the upper classes. The language seems
intermediate between Mongolo-Tartar and Japanese, but the Chinese

system of writing is used, and therefore written intercourse between
the two peoples is practicable. The area is estimated at 82,000
square miles, and the population from 8,000,000 to 15,000,000 ; an
official enumeration is stated on Japanese authority to give the

population at 16,227,885 in 1881 ; while recent statistics give

2,356,267 families, and 10,518,987 inhabitants—5,312,523 males,

and 5,206,414 females. The capital Seoul has about 250,000 in-

habitants.

In 1882 Corea concluded a treaty with the United States,

whereby certain ports have been opened to foreign commerce.
A similar treaty is being at present (December, 1883) negotiated

with Great Britain. A customs service, conducted by foreigners,

somev/hat similar to that of China, and under the superintendence

of the Chinese customs department, has been established. The
Japanese have for many years had trading stations in Corea, and
consular agents at certain ports, and have even claimed suzerain

rights over the country. According to Japanese returns the total

import trade of Corea in 1881 amounted to 388,947/., of which
40,413/. came from Japan, and the remainder from other countries.

Of the total imports the bulk consisted of cotton goods, mostly of

.English origin, valued at 304,770/. In the first half of 1882 the

imports were valued at 148,512/., among which was 7,536/. of

copper coin. In 1879 the imports amounted to 113,780/., and in

1880 to 195,600/. In 1881 the export trade was valued at

376,530/., in 1880 at 274,730/., and in 1879 at 135,410/. ; the

leading exports are ginseng, hides and rice, beans and peas, and
silk. Much of the country is mountainous, and the proportion of

cultivated land is not large ; the principal crops are rice, millet,

beans and jute.

For Annam, see France, p. 95.

China proper is often designated by its inhabitants as * the eighteen

provinces '—Shih-pa-shetig—^from its administrative divisions. Ac-
cording to the most trustworthy estimates, partly based on official

returns, the area and population of each of the eighteen provinces

are as follows :

—
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States with 936,208Z. of imports, and 2,405,650Z. of exports in

1882 : the Continent of Europe, except Russia, with 709,837 Z. of

imports, and 2,410,000/. exports; Russia, with only 2,500Z. imports!

and 1,209^33|4Z. exports; Japan, with 1,269,211Z. imports, and
504,818Z. exports. The chief imports are opium, 7,641,799Z. in

1882; cotton goods, 6,487,654Z., besides about 500,000Z. for raw
cotton ; woollen goods, 1,927,112/. ; metals, chiefly iron, lead and
tin, 1,343,000/.; coals, 547,638/. The chief exports are tea,,

8,952,058/. iii 1882, and silk, chiefly raw, 6,525,000/. China has'

besides an extensive coasting trade, largely carried on by British •

vessels, as well as Chinese junks.

Great Britain has, in virtue of various treaties witli the Chinese

Government, the right of access to twenty-two ports of the Empire.
The following is a list of these twenty-two ports, known as Treaty
ports, with the name of the provinces in which they are situated,

and the date at which they were opened to trade :

—

Names of Ports
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During the year 1882, 24,729 vessels, of 17,388,852 tons, entered

and cleared Chinese ports. Of these 14,337, of 10,814,779 tons,

were British; 6,429, of 4,775,969 tons, Chinese; 1,864, of 882,856
tons, German; 250, of 194,584 tons, Japanese; 762, of 167,801

tons, American; 192, of 172,381 tons, French.

According to the best authorities, there are immense coal-fields

in the empire, but almost unworked, the total amount of coal raised

at present being under three millions tons per annum. All the 18

provinces contain coal; and, although the extent of the coal-fields

and the age and quality of the coal vary, yet China may be regarded

as one of the first coal countries of the world, and the coal mines at

Kai-p'ing, Northern Chihli, under foreign supervision, have been
very productive; in 1883 they were reported to be turning out

600 tons per day. There are also considerable stores of iron and
copper remaining to be worked.

China is traversed in all directions by 20,000 imperial roads, and
though most of them are badly kept, a vast internal trade is carried

on over them, and by means ofnumerous canals and navigable rivers.

It is stated that the most populous part of China is singularly well

adapted for the establishment of a network of railways, and a first

attempt to introduce them into the country was made by the con-

struction of a short line from Shanghai to Woosung, forty miles in

length. One-half of this line, from Shanghai to Kangwan, was
opened for ti-afiSc June 3, 1876, but closed again in 1877, after having

been purchased by the Chinese authorities. A telegraph line

constructed by a Russo-Danish company, from Shanghai to

Tientsin, was completed in November 1881 ; the line is to be ex-

tended to Pekin. Nanking is connected with this line, and
Hangchow and Ningpo are now in telegraphic connection with

Shanghai overland, and the line is to be carried south to Foochow
and Canton, connecting all the coast ports. Canton is connected

M^ith Korolorn near Hongkong.

Diplomatic and Consular Bepresentatives.

1. Of China in Great Bhitain.

Envoi/ and Minister.—Marquis Tseng, accredited March 20, 1879.

English Secretary.—Dr. Halliday Macartney, C.M.Gr.

2. Of Great Britain in China.

Envoy, Minister, and Chief Superintendent of British Trade.—Sir Harry
Smith Parkes, K.C.B., G.C.M.G. Appointed July 1, 1883.

Secretaries.—Hon. H. G. Edwardes ; C. T. Maude.
Chinese Secretary.—E. Colborne Baber.

Money, Weights, and Measures.

The money, weights, and measures, in ordinary use at the treaty

ports, and in the intercourse with foreigners, are as follows :

—
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Money.

The Haikwan Tad =10 Mace =\00 Candareens= 1,000 Ca6A= Average rate of

exchange, 5s. lOd. or 3^ Haikwan Tael to a pound sterling.

There are no national gold and silver coins in China, and foreign

coins are looked upon but as bullion, and usually taken by weight.

Weights and Measures.

The Leang, or Tael . = 1^ oz. avoirdupois.

Picul
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Commercial Eeports from British Consuls in China for 1882. 8. London, 1883.
Eeport by Mr. Arthur Nicolson, British Secretary of Legation, on the opium

trade in China, dated Peking, February 25, 1878, in * Eeports by H.M.'s Secre-
taries of Embassy and Legation.' Part III. 1878. 8. London, 1878.

Trade of Great Britain with China ; in ' Annual Statement of the Trade of
the United Kingdom with Foreign Countries and British Possessions in the
year 1882.' Imp. 4. London, 1883.

2, Non-Official Publications.

Anderson (.John), Mandalay to Momien : a Narrative of the two expeditions
to Western China of 1868 and 1875 with Colonels E. B. Sladen and Horace
Browne, 8. London, 1876.

£aber (E. Colborne), Travels and Eesearches in Western China ; in Supple-
mentary Papers of the Eoyal Geographical Society. London, 1883.

i?aszfiaw(Dr.A.),DieVolker des OestlichenAsiens. 6 vols. 8. Jena, 1866-71.
Boidger (Demetrius), History of China. London, 1882.
Came (L. de), Voyage en Indo-Chine et dans I'empire chinois. 18. Paris,

1872.

China, Population of. Discussion of Data in Behm and Wagner's
* Bevolkerimg der Erde.' vii. Cotha, 1882.

Colquhoun (A. E.), Across Chryse : from Canton to Mandalay. 2 vols.

London, 1883.

Chinese Topography, being an Alphabetical List of the Provinces, Depart-
ments, and Districts in the Chinese Empire, with their Latitudes and Longi-
tudes. Canton, 1844. Eeprinted in 1864.

CouTcy (Marquis de), L'Empire du milieu ; description geographique, precis

iiistorique, institutions sociales, religieuses, politiques, notions sar les sciences,

les arts, I'industrie et lo commerce. 8. Paris, 1867.
David (Abbe A.), Journal de mon troisieme voyage d'exploration dans Tempire

chinois. 2 vols. 18. Paris, 1875.
Davis (Sir John F.), Description of China and its Inhabitants. 2 vols. 8.

London, 1857.

Dennys (KB.) dm^L Mayers (W. T.), China and Japan: a Complete Gruide to

the Open Ports of those Countries; together with Peking, Yeddo, Hongkong,
and Macao. 8. London, 1867.

Douglas (Prof E. K.), China. London, 1882.

Dudgeon (Dr. J.), Historical Sketch of the Ecclesiastical, Political, and Com-
mercial Eelations of Eussia with China. 8. Peking, 1872.

EdJcins (Joseph, D.D.), Eeligion in China, containing an Account of the

three Eeligions of the Chinese. 8. London, 1877.
Fontpertuis (Ad. Front de), La Chine et le Japon et I'Exposition de 1878. 8.

Paris, 1878.

Fontpertuis (Ad. Front de), L'emigration chinoise, son caractfere, son impor-
tance et sa distribution ; in 'Eevue Scientifique,! ler Mars, 1879. 4. Paris, 1879.

Gill (Captain), The Eiver of Golden Sand. Two vols. London, 1880.

Gray (Ven. John Henry), China : a History of the Laws, Manners, and
Customs of the People. 2 vols. 8. London, 1877.

Griffis (W. E.), Corea: the Hermit Nation. London, 1882.

GutzlaffiC. F. A.), China Opened ; or, a Display of the Topography, History,

Arts, Commerce, &c., of the Chinese Empire. 2 vols. 8. London, 1838.

Hall (J. C), A Visit to Corea in 1882 ; in Proceedings of Eoyal Geo-
graphical Society, 1883. London, 1883.

Hippisley (Alfred E.), China : a Geographical, Statistical, and Political Sketch.

4. Shanghai, 1877-
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Hue (L'Abbe E. K.), L'Empire chinois. 2 vols. 8. 4th ed. Paris, 1862.

Keane (Prof. A. H.), and Temple (Sir K.), Asia. London, 1882.

Kreitner (G-.), Im fernen Osten. 2 vols. Vienna, 1881.

Lauture (Comte d^Escayrac de), Memoires sur la Chine : Gouvemement. 4.

Paris, 1864.

Loch (Hy. Brougham), A Personal Narrative of Occurrences during Lord
Elgin's Second Embassy to China in 1860. 8. London, 1870.

Martin (Dr.), Sur la statistique relative au denombrement de la population en

Chine. In ' Bulletin de la Soeiete de geographic de Paris.' 8. Paris, 1872.

Martin (D.), L'Opium en Chine ; etude statistique et morale. 8. Paris, 1872.

Medhurst (W. H.), The Foreigner in Far Cathay. 8. London, 1872.

O^pert (Ernst), Corea : a Forbidden Land. London, 1880.

Osborn (Capt. Sherard), Past and Future of British Kelations in China. 8.

London, 1860.

Fallu (Lieutenant Leopold), Eelation de I'Expedition de Chine en 1860,

redigee d'apres les documents officiels. 4. Paris, 1864.

Eatzel (Friedrieh), Die Chinesische Auswanderung. 8. Breslau, 1876.

Rectus (Elisee), Nouvelle Geographie Universelle. Tome VII. Paris,

1882.

Richthqfen (Ferd. Freiherr von), China : Ergebnisse eigener Keisen und
darauf gegriindeter Studien. Vols. I., II. and IV. 4. Berlin, 1877-82.

Bichthofen (Ferd. Freiherr von), Letters on the Provinces of Chekiang and
Nganhwei ; and on Nanking and Chinkiang. 4. Shanghai, 1871.

Ross (Rev. J.), The Manchus; or the Reigning Dynasty of China, their

Rise and Progress. London, 1880.

Sacharoff {Z.), Historische Ubersicht der Bevolkerungsverhaltnisse Chinas,

in Arbeiten der K. Russ, Gesandtschaft zu Pekin iiber China. 2 vols,

Berlin, 1858.

Scherzer (Dr. K. von\ Die wirthschaftlichen Zustande im Siiden und
Osten Asien's. 8. Stuttgart, 1871.

Simon (Consul E.), L'agriculture de la Chine. 6. Paris, 1872.

Sladen (Major E. B.), Official Narrative of the Expedition to explore the
Trade Routes to -China vi4 Bhamo. 8. Calcutta, 1870.

Werner (Reinhold), Die preussische Expedition nach China, Japan und
Siam. 2 vols. 8. Leipzig, 1863.

Williams (Dr. S. Wells), The Middle Kingdom : a Survey of the Geography,
Government, &c., of the Chinese Empire. New ed. 2 vols. London, 1883.

Williamson (Rev. A.), Journeys in North China, Manchuria, and Eastern
Mongolia. With some account of Corea. 2 vols. 8, London, 1870.
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DUTCH EAST INDIES.

(Nederlandsch Oost-Indie.)

Constitution and Government.

With regard to administration, the Dutch possessions in the East

Indies are divided in (1) Java and Madura, and (2) the Outposts

—

Sumatra, Borneo, Riau-Lingga Archipelago, Banka, Billiton,

Celebes, Molucca Archipelago, and the small Sunda islands.

• Java, the most important of the colonial possessions of the Nether-

lands, is administered, politically and socially, on a system established

by General Johannes Van den Bosch, in 1832, and known as the
* culture system.' It is based in principle on the officially superin^

tended labour of the natives, directed so as to produce not only a

sufficiency of food for themselves, but the largest quantity of colonial

produce best suited for the European market. To carry out the
* culture system,' there exists a complicate machinery of govern-

ment, the functions of which descend into the minutest details of

administration.

The whole of Java—including the neighbouring island ofMadura
— is divided into tvventy-two provinces, or residencies, each

governed by a Resident, who has under him several Assistant-

Residents and a number of subordinate officials called Controleurs.

All these functionaries must have gone through an examination

previous to their appointment by the Government. The Resident

and his assistants exercise absolute control over the province in

their charge; not, however, directly, but by means of a vast

hierarchy of native officials. There is a regular and unceasing

personal intercourse between the native chiefs and the Controleurs,

who act as the immediate agents of the Resident. The native

officials receive either salaries or percentages on the amount of the

taxes gathered from the natives, and of the quantities of coffee-

delivered by them into the Government stores. Formerly, the
* culture system ' comprised the forced labour ofthe natives, employed
in the cultivation of coffee, sugar, indigo, pepper, tea, tobacco, and
several other articles. At present, the labour of the natives is only

required for the produce of coffee and sugar. By the terms of a

bill which passed the legislature of the Netherlands in 1870, the

forced cultivation of the sugar cane will be totally abolished in 1890.

In the Outposts the * culture system ' has never been introduced.

They are administered by functionaries with the titles of * Governor,*
* Resident,' 'Assistant- Resident,' and * Controleur.'
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The superior administration of Dutch India, and executive, is in

the hands of a Governor-General. He is assisted by a Council of

five members, partly of a legislative, partly of an advisory charac-

ter. The members of the Council, however, have no share in the

executive.

Governor- General.—O. Van Eees, appointed January 21, 1884.

The Governor-General represents not only the executive power
of government, but he has the right of passing laws and regulations

for the administration of the colony, so far as the authority is not

reserved to the legislature of the mother-country. But he is bound
to adhere to the constitutional principles on which the Dutch
Indies are governed, and which are laid down in the * Eegulations

for the Government of Netherlands' India,' passed by the King and
States-General of the mother-country in 1854.

Revenue and Expenditure.

The local revenue is derived from taxes on houses and estates,

from licences, customs duties, personal imports, the Government
monopolies of salt and opium, and a number of indirect taxes. But
the chief portion of the large profits is indirect, being obtained by
the sale of a vast amount of coffee, grown under the ' culture

system,' and sold in India and Europe.

In 1883 the total revenue according to the budget estimates was
139,238,492 guilders, and the expenditure 147,700,121 guilders,

showing a deficit of 8,461,629 guilders. There have been very
few deficits during the past twelve years, the surplus on the

contrary being generally very considerable.

The sources of revenue were stated as follows in the budget for

the year 1883 :—
Guilders

Eeceipts in the Netherlands from sales of Government coffee

(34,840,908 guilders), cinchona (145,035 guilders), tin

(5,422,326 guilders), railways (1,165,000 guilders), various

(715,531 guilders), total 42,288,800
Eeceipts in India from sales of opium (18,730,000 guilders),

import, export, and excise duties, land revenue (18,050,000
guilders), sales of coffee in Java, &c. (8,164,700 guilders),

sales of salt (7,000,000 guilders), from all other sources

(35,486,992 guilders) 96,949,692

Total revenue .... 139,238,492

About one-third of the annual expenditure is for the army and
navy, and another third for the general administration, both in Java
and in the Netherlands. The total expenditure in 1882 was
148,499,631 guilders, and revenue 138,913,708 guilders, showing a

deficit of 9,585,928 guilders.
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Army and Navy.

In 1882, the strength of the army, as well for Java as for the

other Dutch possessions in the East Indies, was 32,304, comprising

15,896 Europeans and 16,408 natives. The European troops

consist of natives of various countries, recruited by voluntary en-

listment. No portion of the regular army of the Netherlands is

allowed to be sent on colonial service ; but individual soldiers are

at liberty to enlist, by permission of their commanding officers, and
they form the nucleus of the army of Dutch India. The native and
European soldiers are not divided into separate corps, but generally

mixed together, however, in separate companies in the same bat-

talions. The artillery is composed of European gunners, with native

riders, while the cavalry are Europeans and natives.

The infantry, which is the most important branch of the army in

Dutch India, is divided into field and garrison battalions. In the

former there is a greater proportion of Europeans than in the latter.

Each company is composed separately either of Europeans or of

natives, but the European and native companies are mixed in the

same battalion, in the proportion of one-third to two-thirds. Each
battalion is composed offour companies, the two flank companies con-

sisting of European soldiers, and the two centre companies of natives.

The companies often contain * half-castes,' negroes, and Christianised

natives of India, all on a footing of perfect equality Avith the

Europeans. The native companies are composed of the different

Mahometan and heathen tribes of Netherlands' India, mixed together

so as not to allow of any great preponderance of race or religion.

The whole of the commissioned officers are Europeans, with the

exception of a few natives of high rank, and in each of the com-
panies composed of natives at least one-half of the non-com-
missioned officers must also be Europeans. A great number of

the soldiers, both Europeans and natives, are married, and are

allowed to be always accompanied by their families, except when
on active service in the field. A military academy is established

at Meester Cornelis, near Batavia. Schools for soldiers are at-

tached to every battalion.

Unlike the army, which is purely colonial, the fleet of war
in Dutch India is partly colonial, partly belongs to the royal

navy, and its expenses are therefore borne partly by the mother-

country and partly by the colony. The royal navy consisted, in

the end of 1881, of 36 vessels, manned by 2,449 Europeans and

1,235 natives, the colonial navy of 21 vessels, manned by 103
Europeans and 568 natives.
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Area and Population.

The total area of Dutch India is estimated at 655,000 English

square miles, with a population of 26,841,597 at the end of 1881.

For details as to population, see Netherlands, p. 355.

The area of Java, including Madura, embraces 50,848 English

square miles, with a population of 20,088,613 at the end of 1881,

or 395 per square mile. The population more than quadrupled

since the year 1816, when the British Government, after a tempo-
rary occupation extending over five years, restored the colony to

the Netherlands. The following table gives the numbers of the

population at various periods, and annually, on the 31st of Decem-
ber, from 1816 to 1880, according to official returns :

—
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and native officials to enforce a strict adherence to all the laws
regulating labour.

Owing to the ' agrarian law ' (1870), which has afforded oppor-

tunity to private energy for obtaining waste lands on hereditary

lease (emphyteusis) for seventy-five years, private agriculture has
greatly increased in recent years, as well in Java as in the Outposts.

The whole population of Java is legally divided into Europeans
and persons assimilated with them, and natives and persons assimi-

lated with them. The former are generally under the laws of the

mother-country, while in the jurisdiction of the latter their own
customs and institutions are considered. The division of the whole
population into two classes is a fundamental principle in the policy of

the administration, and enacted in the code specifying the limits and
conditions for legislation in Netherlands' India. The Governor-
General is, however, in agreement with the Council, authorised

to make individual exceptions on this rule.

Trade and Commerce.

The greater part of the trade of Dutch India is with the Nether-

lands, and the commercial intercourse with other countries is com-
paratively small. On the average of the three years 1880 to 1882,

the total imports amounted in value to 150,000,000 guilders, or

12,500,000^., and the total exports to 180,000,000 guilders, or

15,000,000/. About two-thirds of the imports came from the

Netherlands, and not far from three-fourths of the exports were
shipped to the mother country. The principal foreign countries

trading with Dutch India are Great Britain, France, the United

States, and Germany.
The principal articles of export are sugar, coffee, rice, indigo, and

tobacco. With the exception of rice, about one-half of which is

shipped for Borneo and China, nearly four-fiflhs of these exports

go to the Netherlands.

The subjoined table show^s the value of the trade of Java with

the United Kingdom in each of the five years 1878 to 1882:

—

Years
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the exports of sugar were of the value of 1,850,G43Z. ; in 1879 of

1,766,285/.; in 1880 of 2,226,225/.; in 1881 of 2,550,989/. ; and
in 1882 of 3,579,119/. The staple article of British home produce

imported is manufactured cotton, including cotton yarns, of the

value of 1,369,350/., in the year 1882.

The whole of the exports to the Netherlands, on account of the

Government, are carried by the 'Nederlandsche Handel Maats-

chappij .' This trading society was established at Amsterdam in 1824,

with a capital of 37,000,000 guilders, or upwards of three millions

sterling, but which was subsequently reduced to 24,000,000 guilders,

or 2,000,000/. The King of the Netherlands, Willem I., was one

of the principal shareholders, and to create confidence in the com-
pany, he promised a guarantee of 4^ per cent, per annum to his asso-

ciates. His Majesty had to pay this interest from his own purse up
to the year 1832, when the introduction of the ' culture system

'

in Java laid the foundation for the prosperity of the company, which
has since been uninterrupted. The capital to start and work the
* culture system ' was advanced by the ' Nederlandsche Handel
Maatschappij,' on an interest of 4-|- per cent, guaranteed by the State

;

and the company, at the same time, was appointed sole agent for

buying and importing into Java all Government supplies, and for ex-

porting the produce of the colony and selling it in Europe.

In 1882, 1,841 vessels of 1,581,874 tons entered, and 1,698 of

1,522,412 tons cleared, the various ports of Java.

At the end of 1882, the total length of railways opened for

traffic was 604 kilometres, or 375 Engl, miles, the total comprising

a main line, 203 kilometres long, from the port of Samarang, on the

northern coast of the Island, to Jokjokarta, and a local railway,

58 kilometres in length, connecting Batavia, the capital, with

Buitenzorg, the country seat of the Governor-General.

A bill for the construction of a network of railways in Java,

at the cost of the Government, was adopted in the session of

1875 by the States- General of the Netherlands, and the immediate
execution of them was ordered by royal decree of July 4, 1878.

These state railways were designed partly for military purposes,

and their management was vested in a special staff, under the

Governor-General. The part in operation had at the end of 1882
a length of 214 miles.

There were 3,682 miles of telegraph lines in the Dutch Indies in

1881, with 84 offices ; the number of messages was 398,073. There
are 168 post-offices, the number of letters carried in 1881 being

4,397,386, and newspapers for the interior 1,897,256.

British Consular Representative,

Consul at Batatia.—Alexander P. Cameron.
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Money, "Weights, and Measures.

The money, weights, and measures of Java, and the British

equivalents, are :

—

Money.

The Guilder, or Florin = 100 Centen = Is. 8d,

Weights and Measures.

The Amsterdam Pond . = 1"09 lbs. avoirdupois.

„ Pi/col . . . = 133 lbs.

„ C«% . . . = li „

„ Fjengkal . . = 4 yards.

The only legal coins, as well as weights and measures, of Dutch
India are those of the Netherlands.

Statistical and other Books of Reference concerning Dutch India.

1. Official Publications.

Koloniaal Verslag van 1883. 8. s'Gravenhage, 1882.

Jaarboek van het mijnwezen in Nederlandsch Oost-Indie. Uitgegeven op

last van Z. Exe. den Minister van Kolonien. 1883. 8. Amsterdam, 1883.

Naamregister van Nederlandsch-Indie voor 1882. Batavia, 1883.

Eegeerings-Almanak voor Nederlandsch-Indie. 1883. 8. Batavia, 1883.

Eesume van het onderzoer naar de rechten van den inlander op den grond op
Java en Madoera. Batavia, 1880.

Statistiek van den Handel, de Scheepvaart en de inkomende en nitgaande

Eegten op Java en Madoera. 8. Batavia, 1883.

Statistiek van de Keghsbedeeling in N. Indie. Batavia, 1881.

Verslag over het jaar 1882, Samengesteld door de Kamer van koophandel
en nijverheid te Batavia. 8. Batavia, 1882.

Eeport by Mr. Ward, British Secretary of Legation, on the progress of the

Netherlands' East India possessions since 1857, dated January 17, 1863; in
* Eeports of H.M.'s Secretaries of Embassy and Legation.' No. VI. London,
1863.

Eeport byMr. Fenton, on the Finances of the Dutch East Indian Possessions,

in * Eeports of H.M.'s Secretaries of Embassy and Legation.' Part III. 1882.

Eeport by Mr. Fenton on the Finances of the Netherlands and Netherlands
India, in 'Eeports of H.M.'s Secretaries of Embassy.' 1883,

Eeport by Mr. Consul Cameron on the trade, commerce, and general

matters relating to Java for 1881, in 'Eeports from H.M.'s Consuls.' Part
XIV. London, 1882.

Eeport by Mr. Consul Cameron on Java in 1882, in ' Eeports of H.M.'s
Consuls.' Part VI. 1883.
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Eeport by Mr. Consul H. G. Kennedy on the province of Acheen in 1882,

in 'Eeports of H.M.'s Consuls.' Part IV. 1883.

Trade of Java with Great Britain ; in 'Annual Statement of the Trade of the

United Kingdom for the year 1882.' Imp. 4. London, 1883.

2. Non-Official Publications.

Aardrijkskundij en statistisch woordenboek van Ned. Indie. Amsterdam,
1861.

Bickmore (H. S.), Travels in the East Indian Archipelago. 8. London, 1868.

BleeJcer (P.), Nieuwe bijdragen tot de kennis derbevolkingsstatistiek van Java.

Uitgegeven door het koninklijk instituut voor taal-, land- en volkenkunde van

Nederlandsch-Indie. 8. s' Gravenhage, 1880.

De Jonge (Jhr. M. J. K. J.), De Opkomst van het Nederlandsch gezag over

Java. II.—VIL The Hague, 1869-75.

Beventer (JSz., S. van), Bijdragen tot de kennis van het Landelijk Stelsel op
Java, op last van Z. Exc. den Minister van Kolonien J. D. Eransen van de
Putte, bijeenverzameld. 8, Zalt-Bommel, 1865.

Goeverneur (J. J. A.), Nederlandsch Indie of de bewoners dezer streken, ge-

schetst in tafereelen uit hun dagelijks leven, zeden en gebruiken. 8. Leiden,

1870.

Gorkom (van), De Oost-Indische Cultures in betrekking tot handel en nij

verheid. Amsterdam, 1881.

Hellwald (Fr. Von), Das Colonialsystem der Niederlander in Ostindien. 8,

Leipzig, 1873.

Hollander (Dr.' J. J. de), Handleiding bij de beoefening van de Taal-, Land- en
Volkenkunde van Ned. Indie. Breda, 1882.

De Louter, Handleiding tot de kennis van het staats- en administratiefrecht

van Ned. Indie, s' Gravenhage, 1877.
Moens, de Kinacultuur in Asie van 1854-1882. Batavia, 1883.

Money (J. W. B,), Java, or, How to Manage a Colony ; showing a practical

solution of the questions now affecting British India. 2 vols. 8. London,
1861.

Muller (Joh.), Beschreibung der Insel Java. 8. Berlin, 1860.

Veth (Prof. P. J.), Java : Geographisch, Ethnologisch, Historisch. Haarlem.
3 vols. 1875-82.

Vliet (L. van Woudrichem van), Over Grondeigendom en heeredienstpligtigheid

op Java. 8. Amsterdam, 1864.

Wallace (Alfred Russel), The Malay Archipelago. 8. London, 1869.

Wenzelburger (Theodor), Niederlandisch-Ostindien. In * Unsere Zeit.' Vol.

IX. 8. Leipzig, 1873.

Wullings (H. E.), Neerlandsch Indie, met een kort overzicht onzer be-

zittingen in andere werelddeelen. 8. Zalt-Bommel, 1870.
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HONG KONG.
Constitution and Government.

The colony of Hong Kong, formerly an integral part of China, was
ceded to Great Britain in January 1841 ; the cession was con-

firmed by the treaty of Nanking, in August 1842 ; and the charter

bears date April 5, 1843. Hong Kong is a factory for British

commerce with China and Japan, and a military and naval station

of first class importance.

The administration of the colony is in the hands of a Governor,

aided by an Executive Council, composed of the Colonial Secretary,

the officer commanding the troops, the Attorney-General ; the

Treasurer ; the Surveyor-General ; and the Registrar-General.

There is also a Legislative Council, presided over by the Governor,

and composed of the Chief Justice, the Colonial Secretary, the

Attorney-General, the Treasurer, the Surveyor-General, the Regis-

trar-General, and five unofficial members nominated by the Crown.
Governor of Hong Kong.—Sir George Ferguson Bowen, G.C.M.G.

;

born 1821
;
graduated at Trinity College, Oxford, 1844 ; admitted at

Lincoln's Inn, 1844 ; Secretary of Government in the Ionian Islands,

1854-9 ; first Governor of Queensland, 1859-68; Governor of New
Zealand, 1868-73 ; Governor of Victoria, 1873-79 ; Governor of

Mauritius, 1879-83; assumed the Governorship of Hong Kong,
March 30, 1883.

The Governor has a salary of 6,000/. per annum.

Revenne and Expenditure.

The occupation of Hong Kong at its outset was effected at con-

siderable cost to Imperial funds, the vote from Parliament in the year

1S45 being nearly 50,000/. in addition to military expenditure. The
colony has paid its local establishments since 1855, since which
year it has held generally a surplus of revenue over and above its

fixed expenditure. Hong Kong at present pays 20,000/. a-year to

the British Government as military contribution.

The public revenue and expenditure of the colony were as follows

in each of the years from 1878 to 1882 :

—

Years
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The public revenue of the colony is derived chiefly from land,

taxes, and licences, and an opium monopoly, which together more
than cover the expenses of administration. A large portion of the

expenditure has to be devoted to the maintenance of a strong police

force.

Hong Kong formerly had a small public debt, amounting to 15,625?.

in 1867, but which became extinct in 1868.

Area and Population.

Hong Kong is one of a number of islands called by the Portuguese
* Ladrones,' or thieves, from the notorious habits of the old inhabi-

tants. It is situated oiF the south-eastern coast of China, at the

mouth of the Canton river, about 40 miles east of Macao. The whole

of Hong Kong island forms an irregular and broken ridge, stretching

nearly east and west ; its abrupt peaks rising to the height of above

1,800 feet above the sea level. The length of the island is about 11

miles, its breadth from 2 to 5 miles, and its area rather more than 29
square miles. It is separated from the mainland of China by a

narrow strait, known as the Ly-ee-moon Pass, which does not exceed

half a mile in width. The opposite peninsula of Kow-loon was
ceded to Great Britain by a treaty entered into in 1861 with the

Government of China, and now forms part of Hong Kong. The
city of Victoria extends for nearly four miles along the southern

shore of the beautiful harbour, one of the finest in the world, and
covering almost ten square miles. It is constantly filled with men-
of-war, and merchant-ships from all the principal nations.

The population of Hong Kong, including the military and naval

establishments, was as follows at the last census, taken in 1881 :

—
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the United States, France, Spain, Denmark, and Italy, the remainder
being divided among about ten nationalities. A considerable pro-

portion of the Indian population are included in the military and
police. According to official reports the deaths have been more
than double the births during the five years 1877-81 ; in 1881 there

•were 1,518 births and 3,862 deaths.

* There is a constant flow of emigration from China passing through

Hong Kong. In tlie five years from 1877 to 1881 there passed

through the colony annually an average of46,000 Chinese emigrants,

the majority going to the United States. In 1881 the number of

Chinese emigrants was 70,425, and the number returned 52,983

;

in the previous five years the num^ber returned exceeded the number
that left.

There were 72 Government schools in 1881, with 4,372 pupils.

Trade and Commerce.

The commercial intercourse of Hong Kong—^virtually a part of

the commerce of China—is chiefly with Great Britain, the United
States, and Germany, Great Britain absorbing about one-half of the

total imports and exports. There are no official returns of the value

of the imports and exports of the colony, from and to all countries,

but only mercantile estimates, according to which the former average

four, and the latter two, millions sterling. Hong Kong is the centre

of trade in many kinds of goods. Among the principal are opium,

sugar and flour, salt, earthenware, oil, amber, cotton and cotton

goods, sandal wood, ivory, betel, vegetables, live stock, granite, &c.

The Chinese tea and silk trade is largely in the hands ofHong Kong
firms.

The amount of the commercial intercourse between Hong Kong
and the United Kingdom is shown in the following tabl^ for each

of the five years 1878 to 1882 :—

Years
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textile fabrics, mainly cotton goods, in transit for China—2,190,404Z.

in 1882.

The subjoined table gives the value of the imports of British

and Irish produce and manufactures from 1873 to 1882, exhibiting

separately the imports into China and into Hong Kong, and jointly to

both, so as to show the share of Hong Kong in Chinese commerce
during the ten years from 1873 to 1882 :

—
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Weights akd Measubes.

The Tael = 1^ oz. avoirdupois.

„ Ticul = 133 lbs. „

„ Catty . . . . . . .
= 1| „

„ Chih — 14^ inches.

„ Chang . . . . . . . == 1 If feet.

Besides the above weights and measures of China, those of Great

Britain are in general use in the colony.

Statistical and other Books of Keference conceming
Hong Kong.

1. Official Publications.

Colonial Office List. 1883.

Eeport of Administrator "W. H. Marsh, dated Hong Kong, Sept. 25, 1882 ;

and of Governor Sir G. F. Bowen, dated July 18, 1883, in 'Papers relating to

H.M.'s Colonial Possessions,' 1880-82. London, 1883.

Statistics of Hong Kong ; in ' Statistical Abstract for [the several Colonial

and other Possessions of the United Kingdom in each year from 1867 to 1881.'

No XIX. London, 1883.

Trade of Hong Kong with Great Britain ; in ' Annual Statement of the

Trade of the United Kingdom with Foreign Countries and British Possessions

in the year 1882.' Imp. 4. London, 1882.

2. Non-Officiax Publications.

Bennys (N. B.) and Mayers ("W. T.), China and Japan : a Complete Guide to

the Open Ports of those Countries ; together with Peking, Yeddo, Hong Kong
and Macao. 8. London, 1867.

Topography of China and Neighbouring States, with Degrees of Longitude
and Latitude. 8. Hong Kong, 1864.

Wells (S. Williams), Chinese Commercial Guide. 8. Hong Kong, 1863.
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INDIA.

Constitution and Government.

The present form of government of the Indian empire is estab-

lished by the Act 21 and 22 Victorias, cap. 106, called ' An Act for

the better Government of India,' sanctioned August 2, 1858. By
the terms of this Act, all the territories heretofore under the

government of the East India Company are vested in Her Majesty,

and all its powers are exercised in her name ; all territorial and

other revenues and all tributes and other payments are likewise

received in her name, and disposed of for the purposes of the

government of India alone, subject to the provisions of this Act.

One of Her Majesty's principal Secretaries of State, called the

Secretary of State for India, is invested with all the powers hitherto

exercised by the Company or by the Board of Control. By Act 3i>

& 40 Victoriae, cap. 10, proclaimed at Delhi, before the princes

and high dignitaries of India, January 1, 1877, the Queen of Great

Britain and Ireland assumed the additional title of Empress of India.

The executive authority in India is vested in a Governor-Generaly

commonly, but not officially, styled Viceroy, appointed by the Crown,

and acting under the orders of the Secretary of State for India. By
Act 24 and 25 Victoria?, cap. 67, amended by Acts 28 Victorias, cap.

17, and 32 and 33 Victorias, cap. 98, the Governor- General in Council

has power to make laws for all persons, whether British or native,

foreigners or others, within the Indian territories under the dominion

of Her Majesty, and for all subjects of the Crown within the

dominions of Indian princes and states in alliance with Her Majesty.

Governor-General of India—Kight Hon. George Frederick

Samuel Kobinson, Marquis of Bipon^ born 1827, eldest son of

the first Earl of Ripon ; returned M.P. for Huddersfield, 1853,

and for the West Riding of Yorkshire, 1857 ; succeeded to the

earldom, 1859; Under Secretary of State for War, 1859-61;
Secretary of State for War, 1863-66

; Secretary of State for India,

February to July 1866 ; Lord President of the Council, Decem-
ber 9, 1868, to September 9, 1873. Appointed Governor-General

of India, as successor to Lord Lytton, May 6, 1880 ; assumed the

government at Simla, June 8, 1 880.

3c
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The salary of the Governor-General is 25,000Z. a year, exclusive

of allowances, which are estimated at 12,0 OOZ.

. The following is a list of the Governors-General of India with

the dates of their appointments :

—

Warren Hastings . . .1772
Sir J. M'Pherson . . .1785
Earl (Marquis) Cornwallis . 1786

Lord Teignmouth (Sir J. Shore) 1793

Earl of Mornington (Marquis

Wellesley) . . . .1798
Marquis Cornwallis . . .1805
Sir O. Barlow .... 1805

EarlofMinto , . . .1807
Earl IMoira (Marquis of Hastings) 1813

Earl Amherst .... 1823

Lord W. Bentinck . . . 1828

Lord Auckland
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The meetings of the Council are to be held when and as the

secretary shall direct ; but at least one meeting must be held every

week, at which not less than five members shall be present.

The Government in India is exercised by the ' Council of the

Governor-General,' consisting of six ordinary members, and one

extraordinary member, the latter the commander-in-chief. The
ordinary members of the Council preside over the departments of

foreign affairs, finances, the interior, military administration, and
public works, but do not form part, as such, of what is designated

in European governments a ' Cabinet.' The appointment of the

ordinary members of the ' Council of the Governor-General,' and
of the governors of Madras and Bombay, is made by the Crown. The
members of the Council, together with from six to twelve ' additional

members for making laws and regulations,' form a Legislative Coun-
cil ; these additional members are appointed by the Viceroy. The
proceedings in the Legislative Council are public. The lieutenant-

governors and chief commissioners of the other ten provinces are

appointed by the Governor-General, subject to the approbation of

the Secretary of State for India.

The governors of Madras and Bombay have each two Councils

of their own; the lieutenant-governor of Bombay has a Legislative

Council only ; the other governors of provinces have no Councils

and no legislative powers. Although the Viceroy is supreme, the

governors of the various provinces enjoy a large measure of admin-
istrative independence. Each province is divided into districts

(corresponding to the English ' county ' or French ' department
'),

which form the units of administration. At the head of each district

is an executive officer (collector-magistrate, or deputy-commissioner),

who has entire control of the district, and is responsible to the gov-

ernor of the province, or to an intermediate commissioner. Sub-
ordinate to him are deputy-collectors and assistant-magistrates. In
some cases this executive is also judge, while in others the two
functions are separate.

India is administratively divided into British territory and
native or feudatory states ; the former is under the direct control

in all respects of British officials. The control which the central

Government exercises over the native states varies in degree ; but
they are all governed by the native princes, with the help and under
the advice of a resident, whom the Viceroy stations at their court,

the control exercised being rather diplomatic than administrative,

which is expressed by the term ' political.' The authority of the
princes is limited by treaties or engagements acknowledging their

subordinate dependence upon the British Government. The chiefs

have no right to make war or peace, or to send ambassadors to each
3 c 2
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other or to external states ; they are not permitted to maintain a

military force above a certain specified limit; no European is per-

mitted to reside at their court without permission ; and the supreme
power can exercise the right of dethronement in case of misgovern-

ment. Within these limits the more important chiefs exercise

sovereign authority within their own territories. Some of them
pay tribute and some pay none.

Revenue and Expenditure.

According to the Act of 1858, the revenue and expenditure of

the Indian Empire are subjected to the control of the Secretary in

Council, and no grant or appropriation of any part of the revenue
can be made without the concurrence of a majority of the Coun-
cil. Such parts of the revenues of India as may be remitted to

England, and moneys arising in Great Britain, must be paid into

the Bank of England ; and paid out on drafts or orders signed by
three members, of the Council, and countersigned by the secretary

or one of his under-secretaries.

The subjoined table gives the total gross amount of the actual

revenue and expenditure of India, distinguishing Indian and home
expenditure, in each of the ten fiscal years, ending March 31, from
1873 to 1882.

Years
ended

March 31
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Keventjb

Presidencies and Provinces

India

Bengal
Assam
North-West Provinces and
Punjab
Central Provinces

British Burma
Madras .

Bombay .

Oudh

Revenue in India

Eevenue in Great Britain

Total revenue

1881

£
10,599,801

19,562,182

792,067

8,727,350

4,686,181

1,289,505

2,328,363

9,562,238

11,361,476

68,909,163

3,243.294

72,152,457

1832

£
12,474,899

19,299,176

791,545

9,075,727

4,599,952

1,431,680

2,676,000

9,531,164

11,142,605

71,025,748

2,670,058

73,695,806

Expenditure
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Revenue

Land revenue .

Opium .

Salt

Stamps .

Excise

Provincial rates

Customs .

Assessed"]
taxeSjforest, |>

tribute, &c.J
Post Office, i
Telegraph, >

and Mint . J
Civil depart- "I

ments . . J
Miscellaneous .

Productive
:}"Works

Non-pro duc-'l^

tive Works . J
Army services

.

Total

1882-83

£
21,700,000

9,562,000

6,129,000

3,412,000

3,616,000

2,668,000

1,265,000

2,443,000

1,653,000

1,434,000

1,368,000

10,370,000

772,000

1,528,000

67,920,000

1883-84

£
21,793,000

9,200,000

6,167,000

3,427,000

3,623,000

2,688,000

1,255,000

2,441,000

1,670,000

1,402,000

1,269,000

10,608,000

865,000

866.000

67,274,000

Expenditure

on"]

and I

:s . J

Interest

debt

deposits

Refunds,com-^
positions&c. J,

Charges o f"^

collection . j
Post Office, =]

Telegraph V

and Mint . J
Civil depart-^
ments . J

Miscellaneous .

Famine relief

and insur-

ance .

Productive "\^

Works . J
Non-produc-
tive Works

Army
Exchange

:}

Deductprovin-"V

cial balances J"

Total expen
diture :}

1882-83;

£

4,450,000

1,626,000

7,108,000

1,928,000

10,931,000

3,904,000

1,500,000

9,916,000

7,309,000

17,434,000

3,116,000

69,222,000

1,526,000

67,696,000

1883-84

4,264,000

1,442,000

7,192,000

2,040,000

11,154,000

3,968,000

1,500,000

10,088,000

7,056,000

16,064,000

3.548,000

66,817,000

1,499,000

65,318,000

According to these estimates there is an expected surplus of

revenue over expenditure of 224,000Z. for the financial year 1882-3,

and of 1,956,000Z. for the year 1883-4. In addition to the

above expenditure there was for 1882-83 a capital expenditure

on productive public works of 4,875,000/., and for 1883-84 of

3,820,000Z..

The following table exhibits the growth of the three most
important sources of the public revenue of India, namely, land,

opium, and salt, : in the ten financial years from 1873 to

1882 :—
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Years ended
Maixh 31
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nimilar to that of Madras, though not so universally spread. The
settlement holds good for thirty years only, at the end of which
term it is liable to be revised. In the North-West Provinces, the

Punjab, and the Central Provinces, the village is the unit, and not

the holding or field. The assessment is levied upon the owners of

the village, who may be either landlords in the English sense,

or peasant proprietors with separate rights, or a village community.
The settlement here records the most minute details of all rights over

the village lands. This settlement is also good for thirty years. In

Oudh, after the Mutiny, the talukdars, or local potentates, were for

the most part guaranteed in the possession of large estates, with

even greater power than the zemindars of Bengal. In Assam a

system akin to the ryotwari, but simpler, prevails. In British

Burma also, where, as in Assam, cultivation is still backward, the

sj^stem is simple and the taxation light.

In the thirty years' revision, only public improvements and a

general change of prices, but not improvements effected by the

ryots themselves, are considered as grounds for enhancing the as-

sessment. The ryot's tenure is perm-anent, provided he pays the

assessment.

The important questions of the expediency of settling in per-

petuity the amount of revenue to be paid to the Government by land-

holders, of permitting this revenue to be redeemed for ever by the

payment of a capital sum of money, and of selling the fee simple of

waste lands not under assessment, have been within the last few
years considered by the Government of India. The expediency

of allowing owners of land to redeem the revenue has long been

advocated as likely to promote the settlement of European colonists;

but experience seems to show that advantage is very rarely taken of

the power which already exists in certain cases to redeem the rent by
a quit payment; and it appears unlikely that such a permission

would be acted upon to any great extent while the rate of interest

afforded by an investment in the purchase of the land assessment is

as low as at present in India.

. Next in importance to the land-revenue, as a great source of Indian

receipts, is the income derived from the opium monopoly. The
cultivation of the poppy is generally prohibited, except for the

purpose of selling the juice to the officers of the Government at a

certain fixed price. It is manufactured into opium at the Govern-
ment factories at Patna and Ghazipore, and then sent to Calcutta, and
sold by auction to merchants who export it to China. In the

Bombay Presidency, the revenue is derived from the opium which is

manufactured in the native states of Malwa and Guzerat, on w^iich

pas:>es are given, at the price of GO/, per chest, weighing 140 lbs. net,

to merchants who wish to send opium to the port of Bombay. The
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poppy is not cultivated in the Presidency of Madras. The gross

revenue derived from opium averaged during the ten years 1872 to

1881 the sum of nine millions sterling.

The largest branch of expenditure is that for the army, equal to

the aggregate annual revenue from salt and opium. The mainte-

nance of the armed force to uphold British rule in India cost

12.000,000/. in the year before the great mutiny, and subsequently

rose to above 25,000,000/.; but after the year 1861 sank, for a

short period, to less than 15,000,000/. It was 15,228,429/. in

1873-74; 15,308,460/. in 1875-76; 16,639,761/. in 1877-78;
17,092,488/. in 1878-79; 21,712,862/. in 1879-80; 28,086,495/.

(including 11,368,000/. for military operations in Afghanistan)

in 1880-81 ; 18,861,000 in 1881-2 ; 17,434,000/. in 1882-3.

The amount of the public debt of India, including that incurred in

Great Britain, was 59,943,814/. on April 30, 1857. In the course

of the next five years the debt was largely increased, and on April

30, 1862, it had risen to 99,652,053/. From 1862 to 1868, the

Government were enabled to pay off some portion, and at the end
of the financial year 1868 the total had been reduced to 95,054,858/.

The subjoined table shows the amount of the public debt of

British India, both that interest and not interest bearing, and dis-

tinguishing the debt in India and in Great Britain, in each of the

ten financial years from 1873 to 1882 :—

Years
ended

March 31
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coined annually is large. In the ten financial years from 1873 to

1882, tlie value of the new coinage was as follows:

—

Years
Ending March 31
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Army.

The Act of Parliament which transferred the Government ofIndia

to the Crown, in 1858, directed that the military forces of the East

India Company should be deemed to be Indian Military Forces of

Her Majesty, and should be 'entitled to the like pay, pensions,

allowances, and privileges, and the like advantages as regards pro-

motion and otherwise, as if they had continued in the service of the

said Company.' It was at the same time provided, that the Secretary

of State for India should have ' all such or the like powers over all

officers appointed or continued under this Act as might or should

have been exercised or performed by the East India Company.'
The following table gives the established strength of the European

and native army in British India—exclusive of native artificers and
followers—on the 31st of March, 1882 :—

Corps

EUEOPEAN AeMY.

Eoyal Artillery .

Cavalry ....
Eoyal Engineers .

Infantry ....
Invalid andVeteran Establishment
Staff Corps....
General List, Cavalry , ,

General List, Infantry,

Unattached Officers

General Officers unemployed

Total European Army

Native Aemy.

Artillery .

Eody Guard
Cavalry
Sappers and Miners
Infantry

Total Native Army

Total, European and Native Army

Total

Ofl&cers

598
252
305

1,650

34
1,150

68
179

7

85

4,328

19

8

304
244

1,068

1,643

5,971

Non-Commissioned
OflBcers and Privates

11,583

4,095

44,312
102

60,092

1,943
194

18,083

3,019

102,655

125,894

185,986

Total

12,181

4,347
305

45,962
136

1,150

68

179

7

85

64,420

1,962

202
18,387

3,263

103,723

127,537

191,957

In the army estimates laid before Parliament in the session of 1883,
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the strength of the British Army in India for the year 1883-84
was given as follows :

—

Troops
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Presidencies, Provinces,
and Divisions
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Presidencies, Provinces,
and Divisions
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provisionally under British administration. Mysore was restored

to the Native Government in March 1881. Oudh was joined to the

North-West Provinces January 1877.

Besides the provinces of India under direct British administration,

there are, more or less under the control of the Indian Government, a
number of feudatory, or Native States, covering an extent of 509,284
English square miles, with 55,150,456 inhabitants. They are :

—

Native States
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females to every hundred males, reversing the conditions found to

prevail in Europe and America. Of the population of the Native

State?, 28,684,722 were males and 26,465,734 females, being only

about 92 females per 100 males.

The total number of emigrants from India in 1882 was 11,509,

of whom 7,988 went to British colonies, 3,025 to French colonies,

and 496 to Dutch colonies.

In the census results the total population of India is divided into

110 groups on the basis of language, but these include foreigners,

such as English and other Europeans, even Scotch and Welsh being

classed as separate groups. But even the different native languages

do not denote separate ethnical groups, many of them being only
dialects, and all of them capable of classification into a few groups.

The pure Aryan element is almost confined to the caste of the

Brahmins, numbering not more than ten millions. The leading

languages and dialects, with the numbers who speak them, are as

follows :—Hindustani, 82,497,168; Bengali, 38,965,428; Telugu,

17,020,358; Mahratti, 17,044,634; Punjabi, 15,754,793; Tamil,

13,068,279; Guzarati, 9,620,688; Canarese, 8,337,027; Ooriya,

6,819,112; Malayalam, 4,848,400; Sindhi, 3,718,961; Burmese,
2,611,467.

Of the total population in India under British rule or suzerainty,

69,952,817 (including about 19 million females, or more than one-

fourth) are connected with agriculture. Next to this class come
* workers ' in all kinds of materials, or small manufacturers and
their employers, numbering about 20 milHons, of whom nearly one-

half are females. Of this last class, the largest section, 2,607,579
males and 2,877,876 females, are connected with work in cotton

and flax; 2,082,191 males and 733,089 females are connected with
work in dress; 1,445,916 males and 1,719,513 females are classed

as workers in vegetable food ; 640,521 males and 449,205 females,

workers in animal food ; 789,699 males and 204,331 females, con-

nected with drinks and stimulants; 667,286 males and 354,721
females, workers in stone and clay; 569,128 males and 259,839
females, workers in earthenware

; 459,157 males and 13,799 females,

Avorkers in gold, silver, and precious stones ; 454,555 males and
18,806 females, workers in iron and steel; 406,357 males and
277,375 females, workers in bamboo, cane, rush, straw and leaves.

Altogether, there are 47 different classes of workers, the numbers
evidently including the children. Classed as domestic servants are

2,149,629 males and 651,966 females. Officials of various kinds,

791,379 males; connected with the army, 311,070 males ; clergy-

men, priests, temple officers, 611,164 males ; mercantile men,

983,869 ;
general dealers, 886,148 males; carriers on roads, canals,

and rivers, 958,000 males; labourers (undefined), 7,248,491 males

and 5/244,206 females.
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Of the Christians, 893,656 are natives, 62,085 Eurasians, 764,381
* others and unspecified,' 83,331 British, 59,281 other Europeans.

Of the total number 963,058 are returned as Roman Catholics,

304,410 Syrian Christians, 215,126 'Protestant,' besides 138,587

Church of England, 15,636 Presbyterian, 90,100 Baptist, the re-

mainder belonging to various Protestant sects.

The British-born population in India, exclusive of the army (for

number of which see p. 764), amounted, according to the census

of 1871, to 64,061 persons, and in 1881 to 89,798. In 1881 there

were 77,188 males and 12,610 females.

In 1881 the British-born population was distributed as follows :

—

N. W. Provs. and
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Towns.
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The exports, including treasure, were divided as follows :

—
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The following table shows the value of the leading articles of

private merchandise imported and exported in 1882-3 :

—

Imports
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Years
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4,591,484/. in 1882, and 5,340,000/. in 1883, one-half coming
from Upper Burma and Nepal. The exports were valued at

4,275,056/. in 1882, and 4,653,000/. in 1883, one-half to these two
countries.

The total number of vessels engaged in foreign trade that en-

tered and cleared from the ports of India in 1882 was as follows :

—

British .

British Indian .

Native

Foreign .
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were begun as private enterprises assisted by the Government. The
guaranteed lines constitute as a rule the main arteries of commu-
nication, while the State lines serve as feeders to open up the

country. The guaranteed lines are,— (1) the East Indian; (2)
the Great Indian Peninsula; (3) the Madras; (4) the Oudh and
Rohilkund

; (5) the Bombay, Baroda, and Central India
; (6) the

Sind, Punjab, and Delhi
; (7) the South Indian

; (8) the Eastern

Bengal. In 1853 the length of line open was 20-|^ miles; in 1863,

2,519 miles; in 1873, 5,695 miles. Since then the progress of the

various classes of railways has been as follows, stated in miles :

—

Years



and moral effects indicated, to some extent, by a vastly increased

postal intercourse. In the fiscal year ended March 31, 1882, the

number of letters and postcards which passed through the post-

offices of British India was 155,738,840; of newspapers 12,526,800 ;

of parcels 1,152,070; and of packets 2,387,282; being a total of

171,804,992. The following table gives the number of letters,

newspapers, etc., carried, and the number of offices and receiving

houses, together with the total revenue and expenditure of the

Post-office—in each of the ten fiscal years 1873 to 1882 :

—

Years ended
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There were 292 telegraph offices on Marches 1, 1882.

to 1881 the Ceylon telegraphs were included.

Previous

The Pie .

3 „ . .

4 Pice, or 12 Pie
16 Annas
15 Rujpees

Money, Weights, and Measures.

The money, weights, and measures of India, and the British

equivalents, are :

—

Money.
= \ Farthing.

1 Pice . . . = 1|
1 Anna . . . = 1^ Pence.

1 Rupee . . . — 2 Shillings.

1 Gold Mohur . . = 1^. 10s.

The relative value of the money of India and England fluctuates

with the price of silver ; thus, a Kupee is sometimes worth 2s. 2d.^

and sometimes only Is. 7c?.; but 2s. is accepted as the conven-
tional par value.

The sum of 100,000 rupees is called a ' lac,' and of 10,000,000
a * crore,' of rupees.

Weights and Measures.

The Maund of Bengal, of 40 seers

„ Bombay .

,, Madras .

Candy, of 20 maunds
Tola ....
Guz of Bengal

= 82 lbs. avoirdupois.j

.= 28 lbs.

= 25 lbs.

=» 24*3 bushels.

= 180 gr.

= 36 inches.

An Act ' to provide for the ultimate adoption of an uniform system

of weights and measures of capacity throughout British India ' was
passed by the Governor-General of India in Council in 1871.

The Act orders : Art. 2. ' The primary standard of weight shall be
called a ser, and shall be a weight of metal in the possession of the

Government of India, equal, when weighed in a vacuum, to the

weight known in France as the kilogramme,' ^ 2 "205 lbs. avoir-

dupois. Art. 3. ' The units of weight and measures of capacity

shall be, for weights, the said ser ; for measures of capacity, a

measure containing one such ser of water at its maximum density,

weighed in a vacuum.' Unless it be otherwise ordered, the sub-

divisions of all such weights and measures of capacity shall be
expressed in decimal parts.'

Statistical and other Books of Reference concerning India.

1. Officiax Publications.

Annual Statement of the Trade and Navigation of British India with

Foreign Countries, and of the Coasting Trade between the several Presidencies,

together with Miscellaneous Statistics relating to the Foreign Trade of British

India, from various periods to 1881-82. Imp. 4. Calcutta, 1883.

Correspondence respecting the relations between the British Grovernment and
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that of Afghanistan since the accession of the Ameer Shere Ali Khan. Fol.

London, 1879-80.

East India: (1) Finance and revenue accounts, 1881-2, and estimate for

1882-3; (2) Financial statement, 1882-3, 1883-4; (3) Home accounts; (4)
Net revenue and expenditure

; (5) Public Works expenditure
; (6) Loans raised

in India. London, 1883.

Finance and Revenue Accounts ; and Miscellaneous Statistics relating to

the Finances of British India. Part I. Revenues, Charges, and other Cash
Transactions of British India. Fol. Calcutta, 1883.

Finance and Revenue Accounts : Part II. Revenues and Charges of each
Presidency and Province. Fol. Calcutta, 1883.

Finance and Revenue Accounts : Part III. Revenues and Charges, Statis-

tics for the Administration of Revenue, and Miscellaneous Statistics. Fol.

Calcutta, 1883.

Indian Army and Civil Service List. Issued by permission of the
Secretary of State for India in Council. 8. London, 1883.

Map, with Classified Index, of Indian State Railways. London, 1883.

Report to the Secretary of State for India in Council on the Railways in

India for the year 1882-83. By Colonel F. S. Stanton, R.E., Director-General
•of Railways in India. Fol. London, 1883.

Review of the accounts of the sea-ljorne foreign trade of British India for

the year ending March 31, 1883. Simla, 1883.

Report of the Census of British India taken on February 17, 1881. 3 vols.

London, 1883.

Statement exhibiting the Moral and Material Progress and Condition of India
during the year 1880-81. Fol. London, 1882.

Statistical Abstract for the several Colonial and other Possessions of the

United Kingdom in each year from 1868 to 1882. No. XVIII. 8. London, 1883.
Statistical Abstract relating to British India from 1872-73 to 1881-82. No.

XVII. 8. London, 1883.

Trade of India with Great Britain ; in * Annual Statement of the Trade of
the United Kingdom with Foreign Countries and British Possessions in the
year 1882.' Imp. 4. London, 1883.

2. Non-Official Publications.

Andrew ("W. P.), India and her Neighbours. 8. London, 1878.
^a7?^s (J. S.), Our Indian Empire, its rise and growth. 16. London, 1880.
Blair (Charles), Indian Famines ; their historical, financial, and other

aspects. 12. London, 1874.

Carnegy (P.), Notes on the Land Tenures and Revenue Assessments of
Upper India. 8. London, 1874.

Cotton (J. S.), India, in ' Colonies and Dependencies,' in ' The English
-Citizen' Series. London, 1883.

Cunningham (H, S.), British India and its Rulers. 8. London, 1881.

Bilke (Sir Charles Wentworth, Bart,, M.P.), Greater Britain : a record of travel

in English-speaking countries in 1866 and 1867. 3rd ed. 8. London, 1869.

Elliot {^\v H. M.), History of India as told by its own Historians. The
Mussulman period. 8 vols. London, 1869-77-

Forbes (C. J. T.), British Burma and its people. 8. London, 1880.

Fitzgerald (W. F. Vesey), Egypt, India, and the Colonies. 8. London, 1870.

Fontperttiis (Ad. Frout de), L'Inde britannique. 8. Paris, 1878.

Grant Duff {M. E., M.P.), Notes of an Indian Journey. 8. London, 1876.

Griffin (Sir Lepel H.), The Rajas of the Punjab, being the history of the

principal states in the Punjab. 2d edit. 8. London, 1872.

Hunter (Dr. "W. W.), The Indian Mussulmans. ' 2nded. 8. London, 1871.
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Zf^(w^cr (Dr. W. W.), The Imperial G-azetteer of India. 9 vols. 1881.

Hunter (Dr. W. W.), Statistical Account of Bengal. 20 vols. London, 1877.
Statistical Account of Assam. 2 vols. London, 1879.

Hunter (Dr. W. W.), The Indian Empire, its History, People, and Products.
London, 1882.

Jacolliot (L.), Lois, pretres, et castes dans I'lnde. 8. Paris, 1877.
Kaye (JohnWilliam), The Administration of the East India Company : a his-

tory of Indian progress. 8. London, 1853.

Keane (A. H.) and Tem-ple (Sir E.), Asia. London, 1882.

Low (Charles Kathbone), The History of the Indian Navy. 2 vols. 8.

London, 1878.

Mahon (Lord), Rise df our Indian Empire. 8. London, 1858.

Malleson (Col. Gr. B.), The Native States of India, in subsidiary alliance with
the British Government. 8. London, 1878
Markham (Clements E..), Memoir of the Irdian Surveys. 8. London, 1871.
Marshman (John Clark), The History of India, from the earliest period to the

close of Lord Dalhousie's administration. 3 vols. 8. London, 1867-70.
Frichard (J. T.), The Administration of India from 1859 to 1868. 2 vols.

8. London, 1869.

^ec^ws (Elisee), Geographic Universelle. L'Inde et L'Indo-Chine. Paris, 1883.

Bousselet (L.), India and its Native Princes. 4. London, 1876.

Boutledge (James), English Rule and Native Opinion in India. 8. London,
1878.

Sherring (Rev. M. A.), History of Protestant Missions in India. 8, Be-
nares, 1875.

Strachey (Sir John), The Finances and Public Works of India, from 1869
to 1881. '8. London, 1882.

Temple (Sir R.), India in 1880. London, 1881. Men and Events of my
Time in India. London, 1882.

Torrens (Wm. T. M'Cullagh), Empire in Asia : How we came by it. 8.

London, 1872.

Watson (J. Forbes), and Kaye (Jn. Wm.), The People of India : a Series of

Photographic Illustrations, with descriptive letterpress, of the Races and
Tribes of Hindustan. 4 vols. Imp. 4. London, 1866-70.

WJmeler (J. Talboys), The History of India from the earliest ages. 4 vols.

8, London, 1874-76.
Williams (Dr. Monier), Modern India and the Indians. 8. London, 1879.
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JAPAN.

(Sho Koku.—Nippon.)

Reigning Sovereign.

The Japanese claim that their empire was founded by the first

Emperor Jimmu 660 B.C., and that the dynasty founded by him
still reigns. It was revived in the year 1868, when the now ruling

(dejure) sovereign overthrew, after a short war, the power of the

Tycoon (the de facto sovereign), who had held the ruling power
since the twelfth century; and in 1871 the feudal system (Daimio)

was entirely suppressed. The sovereign bears the name of Supreme
Lord, or Emperor ; but the appellation by which he is generally

known in foreign countries is the ancient title of Mikado or 'The

Honourable Gate.'

Mikado of Japan.—Mutsu Hito, born at Kioto, Nov. 3, 1852
;

succeeded his father, Komei Tenno, 1867 ; married, Dec. 28, 1868,

to Princess Haru-ko, born May 28, 1850, daughter of Tadaka
Daijin, of the House of Fujiwara Ichijo.

According to the law of succession, as established by custom, the

crown usually devolves upon the eldest son on the death of the

sovereign. The throne can be, and has frequently been, occupied

by a female, who, however, is not allowed to remain single, but
must seek a consort within the limits of the Shi Shinno. When
the direct succession fails, the vacancy is filled up from one of the

four collateral imperial houses (Shi-Shin-no), who, it is maintained,

are not only descended from the same ancestors, but are usually

connected with each other by intermarriage. The Emperor has a

fixed civil list of 1,748,785 yen, or 349,757/., annually.

Constitution and Government.

The system of government of the Japanese empire is that of an
absolute monarchy. The power of the Mikado is absolute and un-

limited, in legislative, executive, and judicial matters.

The Great Council (Daijo-Kwan), in which the Emperor him-
self presides, is the supreme executive as well as the highest legis-

lative body. It is composed of a Prime Minister, two junior or

Vice-Prime Ministers, and a number of Privy Councillors, the

latter, as a rule, either heads of the several executive departments

or other important bodies. At present there exists no complete

severance between the legislative and executive sections of the
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Government. The most important body in the Government is the

Gen-Eoin, or Senate, established in 1875. It deliberates on legis-

lative matters, but its decisions are subject to confirmation by the

Great, or Cabinet Council, and sanction by the Sovereign. The
number of senators is unlimited (37 in 1883) ; they are chosen from
those who have rendered signal service to the State. Another body,

the Sanji-in (Council of State), created in 1881, has the function of

initiating and framing bills and discussing matters transmitted by
the executive departments, subject to deliberations in the Senate

;

it also hears and decides cases relating to administration.

The executive consists of a ministry of ten departments, viz. :

—

Foreign Affairs, the Interior, Finances, War, Navy, Public Instruc-

tion, Agriculture and Commerce, Public Works, Justice, and the

Imperial House. A Parliament was formed in 1869, with deputies

selected by the provincial Governments, but it was soon dissolved,

its deliberations taking no effect. In 1872 the governors of Fus
and Kens met at Tokio to discuss chiefly questions relating to the

land-tax ; since then they have been summoned several times. The
Imperial Decree of October 12, 1881, contained the promise that

the first national assembly should meet in 1890. In 1879 city and
provincial assemblies were created, based on the principle of elec-

tion ; their power is confined to fixing the estimates of the local

rates, subject to the confirmation of the (rovernors, and finally of

the Minister of the Interior. Eligible to the assembly are all male
citizens of 25 years of age, resident in the district at least three

years, and paying land-tax of more than 21. annually. The franchise

belongs to all male citizens of 20 years, residing in the district, and
paying more than IZ. land-tax. In 1881 the number of such electors

was 1,809,610, and of those eligible 879,347. The local adminis-

tration in the provinces is in the hands of governors, one of them
residing in each of the 47 districts (3 fus and 44 kens) into which
Japan is divided. Each district is subdivided into cities (ku), and
counties (gun), each with its chief (cho), who manages local affairs.

A system of justice based on modern jurisprudence has been
established. Above 200 courts of various grades are distributed

over the country.

Religion and Education.

The religion of nearly the whole of the lower classes is Buddhism,
which had 76,275 priests in 1881 ; Shintoism had 17,851 priests.

Christianity is stated to be spreading among the people. School

attendance has been made compulsory. The following are the

official educational statistics for 1882 :

—
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Army and Navy.

After the extinction of the feudal system a new standing army
was organised, and a conscription law was promulgated in 1872 and
amended in 1879, by which all males of the age of twenty were made
liable to serve in the active list. The term of service is three years,

after which they are transferred into the first division of the reserve

for three years. They then pass into the second division of the re-

serve for four years. By the same law a militia or Landsturm was
organised ; and every male from seventeen up to forty years of age

is liable to be called to serve in times of national emergency.

In January 1883 the active army was composed as follows : in-

fantry, 44 regiments, 32,964; cavalry, 1 regiment, 482; artillery, 7

companies, 2,657 ; engineers, 3 companies, 1,167 ; commissariat,

520 ; total, 37,790. The first division of the reserve amounted to

42,606, and the second division to 16,080. The auxiliary forces,

•consisting of men who have escaped conscription, consisted of 6,033
men. There are besides a body of gendarmes, and another of

police, numbering in all 18,473.

There are a military college and military school, with 1,200 stu-

dents. In 1883 the Government sanctioned an increase of the

army by 12 battalions of infantry, which, with a strengthening of

the other branches, added 10,000 men to the Japanese forces.

The navy of Japan consisted in 1883 of twenty-one steamers and
five sailing-vessels, of which the following are armoured : one
frigate, Foo-soo ; three belted corvettes, Hi-Jei, Kon-Go, Riujo; one
ironclad turret-ship, Adzuma, besides a steel vessel, the Tsukushi.

The largest of these ships, the ironclad irigate Foo-soo, was built

by Messrs. Samuda Brothers, at Poplar, in 1876-77. The Foo-soo
is of 3,700 tons displacement, with engines of 3,500 horse-power.

The armour is from 7 inches to 9 inches in thickness, while the

armament consists of four 15J-ton and two 5J-ton steel breech-

loaders by Krupp. The second largest ships are the sister corvettes

Kong-Go and Hi-Jei, constructed in 1876-77 in England. The
Kong-Go has a burthen of 2,200 tons displacement, with engines

of 2,500 horse-power, and has a belt of armour 4-^ inches thick,

extending over a portion of the length at the water-line. The
armament consists of 12 Krupp guns, capable of throwing steel

shells of 142 pounds. These ships were built after the designs

and under the superintendence of Sir E. J. Reed. There is a
third armoured corvette, the Rio-Jio, of smaller size, with 4 inch

armour on the sides and battery, about 1,460 tons displacement

and 1,000 horse power, armed with two 6J-in guns. In 188^ the

Japanese Government purchased of the Chilians a swift cruiser,

now the Tsukushi, built by Sir W. G. Armstrong and Co. This
vessel is a sister to the cruisers built by the same firm for China:

3 E 2
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she steams 16 knots an hour, although she is of less than 1,500

tons displacement, and carries two 25-ton breech-loading guns at

the bow and stern respectively, in addition to lighter guns on the

broadside. The hull is of steel, and there is no side armour, but

a light protective deck covers the machinery and magazines. Be-
sides the ships built in English dockyards, the Japanese Govern-

ment have since 1875 constructed six ships in their own dockyard

at Yokosha. Eleven out of the twenty-one steamers are fitted for

torpedoes, and there are three first-class Yarrow torpedo-boats,

together with many smaller boats, in readiness.

The navy is recruited by voluntary enlistment, the term of

service being fi-om five to seven years. The navy of Japan was
manned in 1883 by 702 ofiicers and 4,511 men. All the foreign

naval instructors formerly employed by the naval department have

now been dispensed with, except a staff of English instructors at

the naval college.

Population.

The empire is geographically divided into the four islands of Hon-
shiu, the central and most important territory ; Kiusiu, ' the nine pro-

vinces,' the south-western island ; Shikoku, * the four states,' the

southern island ; and Yezo, to the north of Honshiu. Administra-

tively, there exists a division into three Fu, and forty-four ' Ken,*^

or provinces.

The total area of Japan is estimated at 148,456 square miles,,

with a population of 36,700,118, namely, 18,598,998 males, and

18,101,120 females, according to official estimates of the year 1883.

The number of houses was 7,611,770. The population was divided

among the various classes as follows : imperial family, 39 ; kwa-
zokii, or nobles, 3,204 ; shizoku, or knights, 1,931,824 ; com-
mon people, 34,765,051; total, 36,358,994. The number of

foreigners was 6,187, of which the Chinese formed more than one-

half.

The following table gives the statistics of the births and deaths

for the five years 1877-81 :

—
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bushels o£ rice annually to every one over seventy years of age or

under fifteen who cannot work, and also to foundlings till they reach

the age of thirteen. There is a workhouse at Tokio, maintained

by local rates. In 1881 the total number of paupers was 10,050,

including 1,049 in Tokio workhouse, and the expenditure during

the year ending June 30 1881, was 17,795Z. The total number
of criminal offenders sentenced in 1881 was 107,120 (including

9,470 females), of whom 98,690 were imprisoned for less than one

year.

The following is a list of the principal cities, with the popula-

tions in 1882.

Tokio
Osaka
Kioto
Nagoya
Kanagawa
Hiroshima
Yokohama
Tokushima
Wakayama
Sendai
Kagoshima
Yonezawa .

823,557
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The commercial intercourse of Japan is carried on mainly with

the following countries :

—
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occupied in fishing in 1880 was 848,288 and women 753,118 ; and
the number of fishing-boats 190,045.

In 1881 the mineral and metal products were as follows :—Gold,

10,063 oz. ; silver, 332,968 oz. ; copper, 4,632 tons; iron, 13,528
tons ; coal, 881,261 tons.

The first line of railway, from Hiogo to Osaka, 25 miles long, was
opened on the 12th of June 1875. At the end of June 1883 there

were open for traflic 220 miles of railway.

The ports of Hiogo-Osaka, Nagasaki, and Hakodate, are con-

nected with each other, and with Europe, by lines of telegraph.

There were telegraphs of a length of 4,733 Engl, miles with 12,470
miles of wire in Japan at the beginning of 1883. The number of

telegrams carried was 2,784,287, in the year 1881-2.

The post office, first established in 1871, after European models,

carried 44,729,699 letters, 29,533,936 postcards, 18,671,570 news-
papers, and 1,128,519 books, packets, &c. in the fiscal year 1881-2.

The revenue of the post-office in 1881-2 amounted to 1,660,171

yen, or 332,034/., and the expenditure to 1,471,007 yen, or

294,201/. There were 5,169 post offices in Japan at the end of

June 1882.

Diplomatic Representatives.

1. Of Japan in Great Britain.

Envoy and Minister.—Jushi Mori Arinori, accredited Feb. 1880.

Secretary.—F. Kawakami.
English Secretary.—E. Stuart Lane.

2. Of Great Britain in Japan.

Envoy, Minister Flenijpotentiary, and Consul- General.—Hon. Francis Eichard
Plunkett, Secretary of Legation at Tokio, 1873-76; at Washington, 1876-77 ;

St. Petersburg, 1877-81 ; Constantinople, March-July, 1881; Paris, 1881-83
;

appointed Minister to Japan, July 1, 1883.
Secretaries.—Hon. P. H. Le Poer Trench ; Hon. L. G. Grerille.

Japanese Secretary,—

Money, Weights, and Measures.

The money, weights, and measures in common use at the three

open ports of Japan, and the British equivalents, are :

—

Money.

The Yen, or Dollar, of 100 sms, average rate of exchange . 46-.

The gold yen, the unit of account, very slightly differs, as to the

quantity of gold contained in it, from the quantity of gold con-
tained in the standard gold dollar of the United States.

Much of the internal medium of exchange is paper currency, of
which there are various denominations, corresponding to those in
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coins; but it is at a large discount. In the latter part of 1870 the

Government established the mint at Osaka, where coins of gold,

silver and copper are manufactured. Gold coins consist of 20, 10,

5, 2 and 1 yen pieces ; of the silver coinage there are 1 yen^ 50, 20,

10 and 5 sen pieces. The 'trade dollar,' about equal to the Mexican
dollar in weight and fineness, is also coined there. The copper

coins consist of 2 sens, 1, -^ and -^^ (or ri) sen pieces, the last said

to be the smallest coin in use. All the coins are circular in shape

;

and the total amount issued from the mint since its foundation was,

in 1880, 97,458,072 yens.

"Weights and Measures.

The Kin = 160 momme . . . = Ij lbs. avoirdupois.

„ Shaku = 10 Sim . . . . = llf inches.

„ Bi = 36 cko . . . . = 2| miles.

„ C%o, land measure

.

. . . = 21 acres.

It is stated to be the intention of the Government to introduce

into Japan at an early period a new system of weights and measures,

based on the decimal system of France.

Statistical and other Books of Reference concerning Japan.

1. Official Publications.

Report (eleventh) of the Postmaster-General of Japan, for the fiscal year

ended June 30, 1882. 8. Tokio, 1883.

Eighth Report of the Director-General of the Japan Government Tele-

graphs for the year ended June 30, 1882. Tokio, 1883.

Returns of the Foreign Commerce and Trade of Japan for the year

ended December 31, 1882. Tokio, 1883.

Report by Mr. A. H. Mounsey on the finances and public debt of Japan,

dated Yedc, January 31, 1878 ; in ' Reports by H.M.'s Secretaries of Embassy
and Legation.' Part III. 1878. 8. London, 1878.

Report by Mr. A. H. Mounsey on the public revenue and expenditure of
Japan, dated Yedo, October 14, 1878; in 'Reports by H.M.'s Secretaries of

Embassy and Legation.' Part I. 1879. 8. London, 1879.

Commercial Reports of H.M.'s Consuls in Japan. London, 1882-3.

Trade of Japan with the United Kingdom ; in ' Annual Statement of the

Trade and Navigation of the United Kingdom with Foreign Countries and
British Possessions for the year 1882.' Imp. 4. London, 1883.

2. Non-Official Publications.

Adams (F. 0.), History of Japan, from the earliest period to the present

time. 2 vols. 8. London, 1875.

Alcock (Sir Rutherford), The Capital of the Tycoon ; a narrative of a three

years' residence in Japan. 2 vols. 8, London, 1863.

Bird (Miss J. L.), Unbeaten Tracks in Japan. 2 vols. London, 1880.

Diaon (W. G.), The Land of the Morning. Edinburgh, 1882.
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Du Pin (M.), Le Japon: Mceurs, coutumes, rapports avee les Europeens.

8. Paris, 1868.

Eden (C. H.), Japan : Historical and Descriptive. 8. London, 1877.

Fisscher (J. F. Van OA^ermeer), Bijdrage tot de kennis van het japansche

rijk. 4. Amsterdam, 1833.

Fontpertuis (Ad. Front de), La Chine et le Japon, et I'Exposition de 1878.

8. Paris, 1878.

Fraissinet (Ed.), Le Japon, liistoire et description, moeurs, coutumes et

religion. Nouvelle edition, augmentee de trois chapitres nouveaux, rapports et

traites avec les Europeens. 2 vols. 12. Paris, 1866.

Griffis (Wm. Elliot), The Mikado's Empire. 8. New York, 1876.

Heine (W.), Japan : Beitrage zur Kenntniss des Landes und seiner Bewohner.
Fol. Leipzig, 1873.

Humbert (Aime), Le Japon illustre. Paris, 1870.

Keane (A. H.) and Temple (Sir E.), Asia. London, 1882.

LeupeCP. A.), Keise van Maarten Gerritz-Uries in 1643 naarhet Noorden en

'Oosten van Japan. 8. Amsterdam, 1858.

Metcknikoff (L.), Empire Japonais. Geneva, 1881.

Mossman (Samuel), New Japan, the Land of the Eising Sun. 8. London; 1875.

Pompe de Meerdervoort (J. L. C), Vijf Jaren in Japan, 1857-63. Bij-

dragen tot de kennis van het japansche keizerrijk en zijne Bevolking. 2 vols.

8. Leyden, 1867.

Eeclus (Elisee). Geographie Universelle. Vol. VII. L'Asie Orientals.

Paris, 1882.

Reed (Sir E. J.), Japan : its history, traditions, and religions, with the nar-

a-ative of a visit in 1879. 2 vols. London, 1880.

Eein (Dr. J.), Japan nach Eeisen und Studien, Vol. I. Leipzig, 1880.

Satow (E. M.) and Hawes (Lieut. A. G. S.), Handbook for Travellers in

Central and Northern Japan. Yokohama, 1881.

Siebold (Ph. Franz von), Nippon : Archiv zur Beschreibung von Japan. 8.

Leyden, 1834-7.

Siebold (Ph. Franz von), Urkundliche Darstellung der BestrebungenNieder-

lands und Eusslands zur Eroffnung Japans. 8. Leyden, 1854.

Taylor (B.), Japan in our day. 8. New York, 1871.

Titsinffk (Isaac), Nipon o Dai Itsi Ean, ou Annales des empereurs du Japon,

Ouvr. corr. sur I'original japonais-chinois par M.J. Klaproth. 4. Paris, 1834.

Wi'dlerstorf-Urbair (BsLTon von), Eeise der Oesterreichischen Fregatte Novara
mm die Erde in den Jahren 1857, 1858, 1859. Beschreibender Theil von Dr.

Karl V. Scherzer. 2 vols. 8. Vienna, 1865.
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PERSIA.

(Arjana.—Eran.)

Eeigning Shah.

Nassr-ed-Din, born Sept. 4, 1829, eldest son of Shah Mohammed;
succeeded to the throne at the death of his father, Sept. 10, 1848.

Sons of the Shah,

1. Muzaffer-ed-Din, heir-apparent, bom in 1852, and has twa
sons, Mohammed Hassan Mirza, and Mohammed Hussein Mirza,
and four daughters.

n. Zil-es-Sultan, born 1849, and has one son, Djilal-ed-Dauleh.

III. Naib-es-Sultanah.

The Shah has also several daughters.

The Shah of Persia—by his official title, ' Shah-in-shah,' or king of
kings—is absolute ruler within his dominions, and master of the
lives and goods of all his subjects.

The whole revenue of the country being at their disposal, recent

sovereigns of Persia have been able to amass a large private fortune.

That of the present occupant of the throne is reported to amount to

four millions sterling, one-half represented by diamonds—the largest

the Derya-i-Noor, of 178 carats—and other precious stones, forming
the crown jewels.

The present sovereign of Persia is the fourth of the dynasty of
the Kadjars, which took possession of the crown after a civil war
extending over fifteen years, from 1779 to 1794. The date of
accession of each of the four members of the reigning dynasty
was as follows :

—

Aga-Mohammed . . 1794 I Mohammed . . .1835
. Feth-Ali . . ." 1797 | Nassr-ed-Din . . . 1848

It is within the power of the Persian monarchs to alter or to over-

rule the existing law of succession, and to leave the crown, with
disregard of the natural heir, to any member of their family.

Govemment, Religion, and Education.

The form of govemment of Persia is in its most important features

similar to that of Turkey. All the laws are based on the precepts

of the Koran, and though the power of the Shah is absolute, it is

only in so far as it is not opposed to the accepted doctrines of the

Mahometan religion, as laid down in the sacred book of the Prophet,,

his oral commentaries and sayings, and the interpretation of the

same by his successors and the high priesthood. The Shah is

regarded as vicegerent of the Prophet, and it is as such that he
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claims implicit obedience. Under him, the executive government,

is carried on by a ministry, formerly consisting of but two high

functionaries, the Vizier-i-Azem, or grand vizier, and the Ameen-ed-

Doulah, or lord treasurer, but in more recent times divided into seven

departments, after the European fashion. However, the grand vizier

and the lord treasurer are still the most important members of the

executive, the vizier directing the foreign policy of the government,

and acting as commander-in-chief of the army.

The country is divided for administrative and other purposes into

twenty-one provinces. These (1883) are under ten governors,

mostly members of the royal family, several being grouped under

one governor. The provinces again are subdivided into districts,

superintended *by a Hakim, or governor-lieutenant, whose chief duty

is the collection of the revenue. There is a certain amount of

self-government in towns and villages, the citizens electing, at

fixed times, a Ketkhodah, or magistrate, who administers justice.

The vast majority of the inhabitants of Persia are Mahometans, the

total number of dissenters not amounting to more than about 74,000.

The latter consist of Armenians, Nestorians, Jews, and Guebres, or

Parsees. The Armenian population is estimated at 43,000 ; the

Nestorians and Chaldeans at 23,000; the Jews at 19,000; and the

Guebres at 8,000.

The Mahometans of Persia are mostly of the sect called Shiites or

Sheahs, differing to some extent in religious doctrine, and more in

historical belief, from the inhabitants of the Turkish empire,,

who are called Sunnites. There are 6,860,600 Shiites and 700,000

Sunnites. The Persian priesthood consist of many orders, the

chief of them at the present time being that of Mujtehed, of whom
there are but five in number in the whole country. Vacancies in

this post are filled nominally by the members of the order, but in

reality by the public voice, and the Shah himself is excluded from

all power of appointment. Next in rank to the Mujtehed is the

Sheik-ul-Islam, or ruler of the faith, of whom there is one in every

large town, nominated b}^, and receiving his salary from, the go-

vernment. Under these dignitaries there are three classes of

ministers of religion, the Mootelli, one for each mosque or place

of pilgrimage ; the Muezzin, or sayer of prayers, and the Mollah, or

conductor of rites. The Armenians are under two bishops, one of
them Roman Catholic, and both residing at Ispahan. There is wide

tolerance exercised towards Armenians and Nestorians, but the Jews
and Guebres suffer under great oppression.

Education is in a comparatively advanced state, at least as far

as the upper classes are concerned. There are a great number of

colleges, supported by public funds, in which students are instructed

in religion and Persian and Arabic literature, as well as in a certain.
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amount of scientific knowledge, while private tutors are very
xiommon, being employed by all families who have the means. A
larger portion of the population of Persia are possessed of the rudi-

jtnents of education than of any other country in Asia, except China.

Revenue and Army.

The revenue and expenditure of the Government are known only

from estimates. According to estimates, based on consular reports,

the total receipts of the Government amounted', on the average of the

years 1872 to 1875, to 1,900,000/. per annum, while the expenditure

-during the same period was at the rate of 1,756,000/. per annum.
The receipts of the year 1882 amounted to 1,600,000/. in money,

besides 280,000/. in kind, consisting of barley, wheat, rice, and silk,

making the total revenue equal to 1,880,000/. Of the total revenue

1,520,000/. came from direct taxes and 353,600/. from customs.

The expenditure amounted to 1,800,000/., of which 760,000/.

was for the army, 360,000/. for regal court
;
priesthood, &c.,

240,000/., foreign affairs, 28,000/., other departments, 60,000/.,

education, 1 2,000/. The surplus is paid into the Shah's treasury.

About one-fourth of the receipts are constituted by payments

in kind, mostly reserved for the use of the army and the Shah's own
household. The whole revenue is raised by assessments upon
towns, villages, and districts, each of which has to contribute a fixed

sum, the amount of which is changed from time to time by tax-

assessors appointed by the Government. Almost the entire burthen

•of taxation lies upon the labouring classes, and, among these,

•upon the Mahometan subjects of the Shah. The amount of revenue

collected from the Christian population, the Jews, and the Guebres,

is reported to be very small. The Government has no public debt.

The Persian army, according to oflScial returns of the Minister of

War, numbers 105,500 men, of whom 5,000 form the artillery,

53,900 the infantry, 31,000 the cavalry, regular and irregular, and

7,200 militia. Of these troops, however, only one-third are

-employed on active service, the standing army of Persia con-

sisting, on the peace footing, of a total of 30,000 men.
By a decree of the Shah, issued in July 1875, it was ordered

that the army should for the future be raised by conscription,

instead of by irregular levies, and that a term of service of twelve

years should be substituted for the old system, under which the

-mass of the soldiers were retained for life ; but the decree has not

been enforced to any extent.

The organisation of the army is by provinces, tribes, and districts.

A province furnishes several regiments; a tribe gives one, and

sometimes two, and a district contributes one battalion to the army.

The commanding officers are almost invariably selected from the
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chiefs of the tribe or district from which the regiment is raised.

The Christians, Jews, and Guebres in Persia are exempt from all

military service. In recent years the army has been under the

training and organisation of European officers.

Area, Population, and Trade.

The area and population of Persia are known only by estimates.

According to the latest and most trustworthy of these, the country

—extending for about 700 miles from north to south, and for 900'

miles from east to west—contains an area of 610,000 square miles*

In the south the eastern frontier line includes a considerable part of

South Baluchistan and Sistdn proper. A vast portion of this area is,

however, an absolute desert, and the population is everywhere so

scanty as not to exceed, on the average, seven inhabitants to the

square mile. According to estimates on the spot in 1881, the-

population of Persia numbers :

—

Inhabitants of cities 1,963,800

Population belonging to wandering tribes . . 1,909,800

Inhabitants of villages and country districts . . 3,780,000

Total population . . . 7,653,600

The largest cities of Persia are—Tehran, with 100,000 ; Tauris, or

Tabreez, 120,000; Meshed, 60,000 ; Ispahan, 60,000; Burfrash^

50,000; Urmia, 40,000 ;
Hamadar, 30,000 ; Karmanshah, 30,000

;

Shiraz, 30,000; Eesht, 25,000; and Yezd, 40,000 inhabitants.

Good authorities, however, consider all these estimates much too

high. The inhabitants of towns and agricultural districts constitute

the pure Iranic race (Tajiks, Persians, Kurds, Liirs, Leks,

Baluchis) ; while other Aryan races are the Gipsies and Jats of the

Indie branch, and the Armenians of the Haik branch ; of Semitic

stock are the Arabs, Jews and Chaldeans (' Nestorians ') ; of

Mongol-Tartar type are the Aymaks, Hazarahs, Turkomans and
Kizil-Bashis. Of the nomades 260,100 are Arabs, 720,000 Turks,

675,000 Kurds and Leks, 20.700 Baluchis, 234,000 Liirs.

A great part of the commerce of Persia centres at Tabreez.

Bushire is the principal port for British trade with Persia, while that

of Russia comes by Tiflis and the Caspian. There are no official

returns of the value of the total imports and exports, the former
of which are estimated to have averaged 1,000,000Z., and the

latter 500,000Z. per annum in the years 1876 to 1880. The
principal article of import into Tabreez during the five years

consisted of cotton goods of British manufacture ; while the chief

article of export was silk, shipped for France and Great Britain.

The total value of the imports by Bushire and Lingah in the Per-
sian Gulf in 1881 was 1,236,802/., and in 1882, 1,447,198/.,.
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according to a British Consular Report. The value of imports

of English origin in 1882 was 456,800/., and from India 504,966/.

Of the imports in 1882, 596,515/. was for cotton goods, 245,800/.

pearls, 212,683/. metals, chiefly copper, and 71,720/. sugar. The
total exports by these ports in 1881 was valued at 1,271,394/.,

and in 1882, 976,616/. Of the exports in 1882, 605,300/. was for

opium, and 57,950/. for grain and pulse. Of the exports in

1882, 133,980/. went to England, and 345,275/. to India. Up-
wards of 100,000/. worth of carpets are now annually exported to

Europe.

The direct trade of Persia with the United Kingdom is very
small, according to the Board of Trade returns. In each of the five

years 1878 to 1882 the value of the exports of Persia to Great

Britain and of the imports of British produce and manufactures

into Persia was as follows, according to the returns :

—
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Diplomatic Representatives.

1. Of Persia in Great Britain.

Envoy and Minister.—Prince Nazem Malcom Khan, accredited April 1, 1873.

Secretaries.—Mirza Mikael Khan ; Mohamed Mirza All.

2. Of Great Britain in Persia.

Envoy, Minister, and Consul- General.—Konald Ferguson Thomson; ap-

pointed Envoy, Minister, and Consul-General, June 27, 1879.

Secretary.—W. J. Dickson.

Oriental Secretary.—G. F. B. Jenner.

Money, Weights, and Measures.

The money, weights, and measures of Persia, and the British

equivalents, are :

—

Money.

The Reran = 1,000 Dinars, or 20 Shahis = ^^d.

„ Toman =10 Kerans . , =95. 3|d

In the year 1872 the first Persian mint was established at Sal-

tanet Abed, near Teheran. The mint issues gold pieces of 2 tomans,

1 toman, and ^-toman, and silver pieces of one and two kerans.

Weights and Measures.

The Maun-i-Shak or Batonan — 40 Sihrs

or 640 Miscals = 1 3|- lbs. avoirdupois.

„ Maun-i-Tabreez = 6| lbs.

„ Khurvar =100 Maun-i-Tahzees . .
— 5*8 cwt.

„ Collothun = 3^ Cepichas, or 6^ Chenicas= 1*809 Imperial gallon.

,, Arfata — 8 Collothun . . . = 1*809 Imperial bushel.

„ Zer = 16 Gerehs . . . . = 38 inches.

„ Fersakh, or Parasang . . . . = 4 miles.

Besides the weights and measures here enumerated there exist

a great variety of local standards. In foreign commerce, Russian

weights and measures are largely used.

Statistical and other Books of Reference concerning Persia.

1. Official Publications.

Report, by Mr. Ronald F. Thomson, British Secretary of Legation, on the

population, revenue, military force, and trade of Persia, dated Tehran,
April 20, 1868 ; in ' Reports of H.M.'s Secretaries of Embassy and Legation.*

8. No. IV. 1868.

Report by Mr. Baring on the Opium Trade and Cultivation, 1881, in ' Reports
of H.M.'s Secretaries of Embassy and Legation.' Part I. And by Mr.
Dickson on the Trade of Persia, in Part VI. London, 1882.

Report by Mr. Consul-General Jones on the trade and commerce of Tabreez
and the industries of Persia, dated Tabreez, March 31, 1874 ; in 'Reports from
H.M.'s Consuls.' Part I. 1876. 8. London, 1875.
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Eastern Persia : an Account of the Journeys of the Persian Boundary Com-
mission, 1870-72. 2 vols. 8. 1876.

_

Reports by Lieut.-Col. Ross and Major S. B. Miles, Political Agents, and of
Mr. Consul Churchill, on the Trade and Industry of Persia, dated 1875; in
' Reports from H.M.'s Consuls.' Part I. 1876. 8. London, 1876.

Report by Mr. Consul Churchill on the trade and commerce of the Pro-
vince of Ghilan, dated Resht, December 31.^ 1878 ; in 'Reports from H.M.'s
Consuls.' Part II. 1879. 8. London, 1879.

Report by Mr. Consul Ross on the Trade of the Persian G-ulf, 1880, in

Part II. ; and by Mr. Consul Lovett on the province of Asterabad ; and Mr.
Consul- General Abbott on the province of Azerbijan, 1881-82; in Part XIII.
of ' Reports of H.M.'s Consuls.' London, 1882.

Report by Consul-General Ross on the trade and commerce of the Persian
Gulf in 1882; in 'Reports of H.M.'s Consuls.' Part XL 1883.

Trade of Persia with Great Britain ; in ' Annual Statement of the Trade of

the United Kingdom in the year 1882.' Imp. 4. London, 1883.

2. Non-Official Publications.

Andersen (T. S.), My Wanderings in Persia. 8. London, 1880.

Blaramherq (General), Statistical Survey of Persia, made in the year»
1837-40. (in Russian.) 8. St. Petersburg, 1853.

Brugsch (Dr. Heinr.), Reise der k. preussischen Gesandtschaft nach Persien,

1860 und 1861. 2 vols. 8. Leipzig, 1864.

Eastwick (E. B.), Journal of a Diplomate's Three Years* Residence in.

Persia. 2 vols. 8. London, 1864.

jPYoyer (E. A.), Unexplored Baluchistan. London. 1882.

Keane (A. H.) and Tertifle (Sir R.), Asia. London, 1882.

Macgregor (Col. C. M.), Narrative of a Journey through the Province of

Khorassan and the North-West Frontier of Afghanistan in 1875. 2 vols,

London, 1879.

MarkJiam (Clements R.), A General Sketch of the History of Persia. 8.

London, 1874.

Marsh (Capt. Hippisley Cunliffe), A Ride through Islam : being a Journey
through Persia and Afghanistan to India. 8. London, 1877.

Molon (Ch. de), De la Perse: Etudes sur la Geographie, le Commerce, la

Politique, I'lndustrie, 1'Administration, &c. 8. Versailles, 1875.

Mounsey (Augustus), A Journey through the Caucasus and the Interior of
Persia. 8. London, 1872.

P«<7^o^ (John), Persia: Ancient and Modern. 8. London, 1875.

Folak (Dr. Jak. Ed.), Persien. Das Land und seine Bewohner. Ethno-
graphische Schilderungen. 2 vols. 8. Leipzig, 1865.

Shell (Lady), Glimpses of Life and Manners in Persia. 8. London, 1856.

Stack (E.), Six Months in Persia. 2 vols. London, 1882.

Thielmann (Baron), Travels in the Caucasus, Persia, and Turkey in Asia.

2 vols. 8. London, 1876.

TAwwsow (J.) La Perse: sa population, ses revenus, son armee, son com-
merce. Avec notes par N. de Khanikof. Id ' Bulletin de la Soci6te de

geographic.' Juillet, 1869. 8. Paris, 1869.

TJssher (John), Journey from London to Persepolis, including Wanderings
in Daghestan, Georgia, Armenia, Kurdistan, Mesopotamia, and Persia. 8.

London, 1866.

Watson (Robert Grant), A History of Persia, from the beginning of the-

nineteenth century to the year 1858. 8. London, 1873.
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SIAM.
(Satam, or Thai).

Reigning King.

Chulalonkorn I. (Somdech Phra Paramindr Maha), born 21st

September, 1853 ; the eldest son of the late King Maha Mongkut
and of Queen Rambhey Bhumarabhiromya ; succeeded to the throne

on the death of his father, October 1, 1868.

Childi^en of the King.

I. Prince Somdech Chowfa Maha Yajirunhis, heir apparent, bora

June 23, 1878.

II. Princess Sri Yilailaxna, born July 1868.

III. Princess Sudha Dibaratna, born 1877.

lY. Princess Bahurat Manimaiy, l3orn 1879.

Brothers of the King.

I. Somdech Chowfa Chaturant Rasmi, born January 14, 1857.

II. Somdech Chowili Bhaunrangsi Swangwongse, born January

13, 1860.

III. Krom Mun Naresr Yarariddhi, born May 7, 1855.

lY. Krom Mun Bijit Prijakor, born October 29, 1855.

Y. Krom Mun Atisara Udomatej, born March 15, 1856.

YI. Krom Mun Bhudhares Thamringsakdi, born March 16, 1856.

YII. Krom Mun Prachaks Silapagor, born April, 1856.

YIII. Devawongee Yaroprakar, born November 30, 1858.

There are other five brothers.

The royal dignity is nominally hereditary, but does not descend

always from the father to the eldest son, each sovereign being in-

vested with the privilege of appointing his own successor.

Government, Revenue, and Army.

According to the law of May 8, 1874, the legislative power is

exercised by the king in conjunction with a Supreme Council of

State, and a Council of Ministers (Senabodi), who have charge of

the departments of the War and Marine, Foreign Affairs, Justice,

Agriculture, the Royal House, and Finance. The Council of State

consist of the ministers, 10 to 20 members appointed by the king,

and 6 princes of the royal house. Each of the 41 provinces is

administered by a governor ; while there are several tributary dis-

tricts administered by their own princes.

The prevailing reliction is Buddhism. In recent years the results

3 F
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of Western civilisation have to some extent been introduced. A
considerable member of young Siamese are sent to schools in Eng-
land, Germany, and France, several of them taking high places in

competition "with European students, and as a result receiving

important posts in the administration of their country.

The public revenue is estimated at about 3,145,000Z. sterling a

year ; of which sum, the poll-tax and fines for non-service in the

army produce 2,500,000/.; the land-tax, 287,000/.; tax on fruit

trees, &c., 65,000/. ; on pepper, 50,000Z. ; on spirits and gambling,

about 57,000/. each; and the customs, 33,000/. The tax collectors

receive no salary, being remunerated by a tithe of the revenue

realised. The expenditure is stated to keep within the receipts.

There is a standing army, and a general armament of the people,

in the form of a militia. Every male inhabitant, from the age

of 21 upwards, is obliged to serve the State for four months
a year. The following individuals are, however, exempted :—Mem-
bers of the priesthood, the Chinese settlers, who pay a commu-
tation tax, slaves, public functionaries, the fathers of three sons liable

to service, and those who purchase exemption by a fine ol from six

to eight ticals a month, or by furnishing a slave or some other

person not subject to the conscription, as a substitute. It is stated

that the Government possesses upwards of 80,000 stand of arms,

besides a considerable stock of cannon. The army is to some extent

officered by Europeans.

The fleet of war consists of four steam corvettes and twelve gun-

boats, officered by Europeans, chiefly Englishmen. The organisa-

tion of the navy is modelled on that of Great Britain.

Population and Trade.

The limits of the kingdom of Siam have varied much at different

periods of its history ; and even now, with the exception of the

Western frontier, the lines of demarcation cannot be exactly traced,

most of the border lands being occupied by tribes more or less inde-

pendent. As nearly as can be calculated, the country extends, at

present, from the 4th to the 21st degree of north latitude, and from

the 96th to the 106th degree of east longitude, being a total area of

about 250,000 square miles. The numbers of the population are

still more imperfectly known than the extent of territory, and the

difficulty of any correct result is the greater on account of the

Oriental custom of numbering only the men. The latest estimates

give the population of the kingdom as follows, in round numbers :

—

2,000,000 Siamese; 1,000,000 Chinese; 2,000,000 Laotians;

1,000,000 Malays; total about 6,000,000.

The Siamese dominions are divided into 41 provinces. The native
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historians distinguish two natural divisions of the country, called

Muang-Nuer, the region of the north, and Muang-Tai, the southern

region. Previous to the fifteenth century, the former was the more
populous part of the country, but since the establishment of Bang-
kok as capital—with from 400,000 to 600,000 inhabitants—the south

has taken the lead in population. Siam is called by its inhabitants

Thai", or Muang -Thai", which means * free,' or ' the kingdom of the

free.' The word Siam—quite unknown to the natives—is Malay,

from sajam, ' the brown race.'

There is comparatively little trade and industry in the country,

mainly owing to the state of serfdom in which the population "is

kept by the feudal owners of the land. Throughout the whole of

Siam, the natives are kept to forced labour for a certain period of

the year, varying from three to four months, in consequence of which
the land, rich in many parts, is so badly cultivated as barely to pro-

duce sufficient food for its thin population. Slavery, however, it

is stated, has been officially abolished. Nearly the whole of the

trade is in the hands offoreigners, and in recent years many Chinese,

not subject like the natives to forced labour, have settled in the country.

The foreign trade of Siam centres in Bangkok, the capital. The
value of the total exports from Bangkok in 1880 was about

2,000,000/., the staple article of export being rice. The minor
exports embraced a great variety of articles, chief among them
sesame pepper, sapan-wood, skins, spices, sugar, ivory, horns, and
teak. The total imports into Bangkok, in the year 1880, were of

the value of 1,200,000/., the imports comprising mainly textile

goods, hardware, and opium.

At the end of 1881, the mercantile navy of Siam numbered 53
sailing vessels and 3 steamers, of an aggregate burthen of 20,930
tons. In 1881 524 vessels of 223,131 tons cleared the port- of

Bangkok, of which 268 of 128,959 tons were British.

The direct commercial intercourse of Siam with the United King-
dom is inconsiderable, and ofa very fluctuating character. In the five

years 1878 to 1882 the value of the exports from Siam to Great
Britain

J
and of imports of British produce into Siam,was as follows :

—

Years
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Britain in the year 1882 was hewn wood, valued at 13,603Z.

According to the Board of Trade Returns, no rice was exported

from Siam to Great Britain in 1882 ; the quantity exported in

1881 was valued at 23,114/., and in 1880 at 338,177/. Among
the imports of British produce into Siam, the chief articles in 1882
were furniture, of the value of 33,169/. ; and machinery and mill-

work, of the value of 6,946/.

Money, Weights, and Measures.

The money, weights, and measures of Siam, and the British

equivalents, are :

—

Money.

The Tical, or Bat = 12,800 cowries, aA-erage rate of exchange, 25. Qd.

,, Spanish Dollar . . . „ „ 4s. 2d.

The legal money of Siam is the Tical, a silver coin, with the

device of an elephant impressed, weighing 236 grains troy. Spanish

dollars, largely in use, are accepted in payment at the rate of 8
dollars for 5 Ticals. In 1875, the Government ordered a large quan-
tity of bronze coinage from England, which is reported to get into

extensive use among the people, taking the place of previous small

paper notes of the value of 200 cowries, or one-halfpenny.

Weights and Measures.
The Tael = 1^ oz. avoirdupois.

„ Picul . . . . . = 133 lbs. „

„ Catty ....•. = 1^ „ „
„ Chang = 4 yards.

The basis of all measures of weights in Siam is the Niu, equal to

8 grains of husked rice ; while the measures of length are taken

from the Kup, or Keub ; 12 Niu = 1 Keub (10 inches) ; 2 Keub =
1 Sork ; 4 Sork = 1 Wa ; 20 Wa = 1 Sen ; 400 Sen = 1 Zote.

Diplomatic and Consular Representatives.

1. Or Siam in Great Britain.

Ambassador.—Krom Mun Naresr, appointed 1883.

English Secretary.—Frederick W. Verney.

2, Of Great Britain in Siam.

Agent and Consul- General.—Ernest Mason Satow, C.M.G., appointed January

25, 1884.

Statistical and other Books of Reference concerning Siam.

1. Official Publications.

Commercial Eeport from H.M.'s Consul-General in Siam for the year 1870.

8. London, 1871.

Kepqrts of Mr. Thos. Geo. Elnox, Consul-General, on the trade of Siam,
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dated Bangkok, February 12, 1870; in 'Commercial Reports from H.M.'s

Consuls in China and Siam.' 8. London, 1870.

Reports by Mr. W. H. Newman on the trade of the port of Bangkok, dated

June 30, 1875; and by Mr. D. J. Edwardes on the state of Chiengmai and
other Teak districts of Siam, dated June 17, 1875 ; in 'Commercial Reports

by H.M.'s Consular Officers in Siam.' No. I. 1875. 8. London, 1875.

Trade of Siam with Great Britain ; in ' Annual Statement of the Trade of

the United Kingdom with foreign countries and British possessions, for the

year 1881.' 4. London, 1882.

2. Non-Official Publications.

Alabaster (Henry), The Modern Buddhist; being the Views of a Siamese
Minister of State on his own and other Religions. 8. London, 1870.

Bastian (Adolf), Die Volker des ostlichen Asiens. 3 vols. 8. Leipzig und
Jena, 1866-67.

Boivring (John), The Kingdom and People of Siam. 2 vols. 8. London, 1857»

Grehan (A.) Le royaume de Siam. 8. Paris, 1868.

Mouhot (Henry), Travels in the Central Parts of Indo-China (Siam), Cam-
bodia and Laos, during the years 1858-1860. 2 Tols. 8. London, 1864.

Pallegoix (D. J.), Description du royaume Thai ou Siam. 2 vols. 8.

Paris, 1854.

Rectus (Elisee), Nouvelle Geographic Universelle, 8. LTnde et L'Jndo-
Chine. Paris, 1883.

Scherzer (Dr. K. von), Die wirthschaftlichen Zustande im Siiden und Ostea
Asiens. 8. Stuttgart, 1871.
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IV. AUSTRALASIA. '

SUMMARY TABLES.

I. Area and Population,

Colonies

New South Wales

New Zealand

Queensland

South Australia

Tasmania ...

Victoria ... . ...

Western Australia

Area
Square Miles.

316,320

105,342

668.224

903,690

26,375

87,884

1,057,250

Years.

1877
1878
1879
1881
1882
1877
1878
1879
1881
1882

1877
1878
1879
1881
1882

,1877
1878
1879
1881
1882
1877
1878
1879
1881
1882

1877
1878
1879
1881
1882
1877
1878
1879
1881
1882

Population
on

December 31.

662,212

693,743

734,882

781,265

817,468

417,622
432,519

463,729
534,032

563,800
203,084

210,510

217,851

226,968
248,255

236,864

248,795

259,287

286,324
293,509

107,104

109,947
112,469

118,923

122,479

860,787

879,442

899,333

882,232

906,225

27,838

28,166

28,668

30,013

30,766
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IV. AUSTEALASIA

SUMMAEY TABLES.

II. Finances.

Colonies.
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NEW SOUTH WALES.

Constitution and Government.

The constitution of New South Wales, the oldest of the Australasian

colonies, is embodied in the Act 18 & 19 Vict. cap. 54, pro-

claimed in 1855, which established a * responsible government.'

The constitution vests the legislative power in a Parliament of;

two Houses, the first called the Legislative Council, and the

second the Legislative Assembly. The Legislative Council consists
;.

of not less than twenty-one members, nominated by the Crown,

'

and the Assembly of 113 members, elected by seventy-two con-;

stituencies. To be eligible, a man must be of age, a natural-born •

or naturalised subject of the Queen. There is no property qualifica- •

tion for electors, and the votes are taken by secret ballot. The
executive is in the hands of a governor nominated by the Crown.

Governor of New South Wales.—Rt. Hon. Lord Augustus William
Frederick Spencer Loftus, born 1817 ; entered the diplomatic career,

1837 ; Envoy and Minister to Austria, 1858-60 ; to Prussia, 1860-
62 ; and to Bavaria, 1862-66 ; Ambassador to Prussia and the

North-German Confederation, 1866-71 ; Ambassador to Eussia,

1871-79. Appointed Governor of New South Wales, May 3,

1879 ; assumed oflice, August 4, 1879.

The Governor, by the terms of his commission, is commander-in-
chief of all the troops in the colony. He has a salary of 7,000Z.

In the exercise of the executive he is assisted by a Cabinet of nine

ministers, containing the following members :

—

Colonial Secretary and Premier.—Hon. Alexander Stuart.

Colonial Treasurer.—Hon. George R. Dibbs. 1

Minister of Justice.—Hon. Henry E. Cohen.
|

Minister of Public Instruction.—Hon. George H. Reid.

Attorney-General.—Hon. W. Bede Dalley, Q.C. I

Minister of Public Works.—Hon. F. A. Wright.

Postmaster- General.—Hon. W. Joseph Trickett.
j

Minister of Mines.—Hon. Joseph P. Abbott. i

Secretary for Lands.—Hon. James Squire Farnell.

The Colonial Secretary has a salary of 2,000/., and the other

ministers of 1,500Z. The Cabinet is responsible for its acts to

the Legislative Assembly.
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Education is under control of the Government. In 1882 there

were 1,664 schools of all kinds, with 190,650 pupils. The Univer-

sity of Sydney grants degrees in arts, law, medicine, and science, its

graduates being of the same standing as those of universities in

the United Kingdom. It has several affiliated colleges, mostly

denominational.

Of the population in 1881, 516,612 were Protestants, 207,606

Eoman Catholics, 3,266 Jews, others, 1,042, unspecihed, 136,971,

Pagans, 9,345. Of the Protestants, 34,238 belonged to Church of

England ; 72,545 Presbyterians ; 64,352 Methodists.

Revenue and Expenditure.

The principal part of the public revenue, in recent years, was
derived from the sale and rent of public lands, which produced

more than one-half of the total annual receipts. The next im-

portant source of revenue was from customs duties, which yielded,

on the average, nearly one-fourth of the total annual receipts.

The only direct tax is the stamp tax.

The revenue and expenditure of the colony, including under the

first head loans, and under the latter sums disbursements for

public works, were as follows in each of the five years 1878 to 1882 :

—

Years
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within this latitude, and inland to the westward as far as the 135th

meridian of east longitude. The erection into separate colonies of

South Austi-alia in 1836, Victoria in 1851, and Queensland in 1859,

greatly reduced its area. It now contains an area of 316,320 square

miles, being enclosed within the parallels of 28° and 37° south

latitude, and 141° and 154° of east longitude. Its greatest length

is 900 miles, but averaging only 500. The greatest breadth is

about 850 miles, but the average does not exceed 500 miles. Its

boundaries are, on the north, the colony of Queensland ; on the

east, the Pacific Ocean ; on the south, the colony of Victoria ; on

the west, South Australia. The 141st meridian is the dividing line

from South Australia ; and the 29th parallel, with an irregular line

to Point Danger, from Queensland.

In 1788 the total population of the colony, including the Govern-

ment establishment and convicts, amounted to 1,030, and in 1810

the population, free and felon, had risen to 8,293. In 1821 the

inhabitants of New South Wales had increased to 29,783, and in

1828 to 36,598. Of this number, 14,156 were male, and 1,513

female convicts. The colony was relieved from the transportation

of criminals in 1840.

According to the returns of the census, taken April 2, 1871,

the total population of the colony, exclusive of aborigines, was

503,981, comprising 275,551 males and 228,430 females. The
preceding census, taken April 7, 1861, showed a total population

of 350,860, of whom 198,488 were males and 152,372 females.

The population on April 3, 1881, was 751,468—411,149 males and

340,319 females. The increase in the ten years was 49 per cent., or

4-9 per annum. The estimated population in 1883 is 840,614.

The excess of immigration over emigration averaged 10,000

annually in the seven years from 1874 to 1880. There is a high

birth-rate in the colony. In the year ending June 30, 1883, the

immigrants numbered 31,248 and emigrants 25,110, leaving a net

total of 25,117 immigrants. The births in the year ending June 30,

1883, were 30,267 and deaths 12,247, showing an excess of

18,020.

The population of Sydney, capital of New South Wales, numbered

220,427 at the census of April 3, 1881, the total comprising 99,670

inhabitants within the city, and 120,757 in the suburbs. The in-

crease of population in the decennial period 1871-81 was 89,272,

or 66J per cent.

Trade and Industry.

The trade of New South Wales more than quadrupled in the

fifteen years from 1850 to 1864. The total value of the imports in

1850 amounted to 2,078,338/., and in 1864 had risen to 10,135,708?.
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The exports in 1850 Were valued at 2,399,580/., and in 1864 at

9,037,832Z. From 1864 till 1870 there was a decline in both

imports and exports, but a new rise took place in 1871, continuing,

with interruptions, till 1882.

The value of the total imports and exports, including bullion

and specie, in each of the five years 1878 to 1882, was as

follows :

—

Years
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312,024/.; tallow, of the value of 265,690/.; preserved meat, of

the value of 210,312/. The imports irom Great Britain consist of

all the chief articles of British manuiacturing industry, chief among
them iron, of the value of 1,187,788/.; apparel and haberdashery,

of the -value of 1,072,336/., and cotton goods, of the value of

862,794/. in 1882.

The total area leased for pastoral purposes in 1882 was 226,083
square miles. The extent of agricultural holdings was 27,692,209
acres, and the land in cultivation, 645,068 acres. Under wheat are

221,888 acres, yielding 3,409,966 bushels in 1882, and under
maize, 117,478 acres, yielding 4,930,956 bushels. Under sugar-

cane, in 1882, were 4,984 acres, yielding 890,668 cwts. of sugar.

The vine is also largely cultivated.

In October 1883, New South Wales had 6,000,000 sheep;

1,859,985 horned cattle; 328,026 horses; and 154,815 pigs.

The total area of land imder cultivation embraced 733.582J acres,

of which about one-half was under wheat and maize.

New South Wales is believed to be richer in coal than the other

territories of Australasia. In 1882 there were exported 1,261,545
tons of coal, valued at 647,033/.

The gold produce of the colony was estimated as follows in each

of the five years from 1878 to 1882 :—

Years
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NEW ZEALAND.

Constitution and Government.

The present form of government for New Zealand was established

by statute 15 & 16 Vict. cap. 72, passed in 1852. By this Act, the

Colony was divided into six provinces, afterwards increased to nine,

namely, Auckland, Taranaki, Wellington, Nelson, Canterbury, Otago,

Hawke's Bay, Westland, and Marlborough, each governed by a

Superintendent and Provincial Council, elected by the inhabitants

according to a franchise which practically amounts to household

suffrage. By a subsequent Act of the Colonial Legislature, 39 Vict.,

No. XXI., passed in 1875, the provincial system of government was
abolished, and the powers previously exercised by superintendents

and provincial officers were ordered to be exercised by the Governor

or by local boards. By the terms of this and other amending
statutes, the legislative power is vested in the Governor and a
* General Assembly,' consisting of two Chambers, the first called the

Legislative Council, and the second the House of Representatives.

The Legislative Council consists of forty -five members, nominated

by the Crown for life, and the House of Representatives of ninety-

five members, elected by the people for three years. The members of

the House of Representatives include four aborigines, or Maoris,

elected by the natives. The qualifications of electors are as follow :

—

(a) Residence in the colony and electoral district for six months
immediately preceding registration by white males 21 years of age

;

(J) Possessors of a freehold estate of the value of 25Z.
;

(c) Every
male Maori, 21 years of age, whose name is on a ratepayer's roll, or

has a fi-eehold estate of the value of 25/. In 1882 there were

45,166 European, and 682 Maori freehold electors ; 75,097 residen-

tial electors, and 236 Maori ratepayers. There are two kinds of

local divisions, counties and boroughs, each of which has a certain

amount of local self-government, and a rating power to a limited

extent.

The executive is vested in a Governor, appointed by the Crown.

Governor of New Zealand.—Lieut.- General Sir William Francis

Drummond Jervois, R.E., C.B., G.C.M.G., born in 1821; joined

the Royal Engineers in 1839 ; 1856-75 on the staff at the War
Office; Governor of Straits Settlements, 1875-77; Governor of

South Australia, 1877-82 ; appointed Governor of New Zealand,

November, 1882.
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The Governor, who is, by virtue of his office, commander-in-chief

of the troops, has a salary of 5,000^. and of 2,500/. allowance. The
general administration rests with a responsible ministry, consisting

of about seven members. Besides the ministers, there is one native

member of the Executive Council, but not in charge of any depart-

ment.

The following is a list of the present Ministry :

—

Premier and Colonial Treasurer, also

Commissioner of Customs . . , Hon. H. A. Atkinson.

Minister of Lands and for Immigration Hon. "Wm. Eolleston.

Minister of Native Affairs . . . Hon. John Bryce.

Colonial Secretary, Minister of Justice

and of Education .... Hon. Thomas Dick.

Minister of Public Works . . . Hon. E. Mitchelson.

Attorney-General Hon. E. T. Conolly.

Postmaster-General and Commissioner
of Telegraphs Hon. E,. Oliver.

,

Without Portfolio Hon. W. W. Johnson.

The control of native affairs, and the entire responsibility of deal-

ing with questions of native government, were transferred in 1863
from the Imperial to the Colonial Government. In 1864 the seat

of the general Government was removed from Auckland to Welling-

ton, on account of the central position of the latter city.

Four second-class torpedo boats are (December 1883) being

built in England for the defence of the colony. The volunteer

force of the colony had a strength of 10,294 officers and men in

1882 ; there is, besides, an armed constabulary of 1,404 officers

and men.
Church and Education.

There is no State Church and no State aid given to any Church.

When the Canterbury Settlement was originally formed the Church
of England obtained certain endowments, which it still retains.

• According to the census of 1881, 41*50 per cent, of the popu-
lation (exclusive of Maories) belonged to the Church of England,

23*09 were Presbyterians, 9*52 per cent. Methodists, other Protestant

sects represented being Baptists, Independents, Lutherans, Friends

and Unitarians. The total Protestants numbered 387,767, and
Eoman Catholics 68,984, or 14*08 per cent, of the population.

There are 1,536 Jews, 4,936 Pagans, and 13,978 objected to state

their religion.

The University of New Zealand is solely an examining body
and grants degrees ; it has affiliated colleges. Dunedin University

has a staff of professors who give lectures in the various faculties.

There are (1882) 17 colleges, grammar and high schools aided or

endovred by Government, with 140 teachers and 1,899 pupils; 911

public Government schools, with 2,254 teachers and 87,179 pupils;
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262 private schools, with 609 teachers and 10,002 pupils; 10
reformatory schools and orphanages, with 1,048 inmates ; 71 native

schools supported by Government, with 81 teachers and 2,260 pupils.

The number of children between 5 and 15 years of age in 1881 was
125,527. In 1882 the expenditure on accoimt of public instruction

was 288,072Z. Education is nominally compulsory, and free at

the public schools.

In 1881 the proportion above five years who could not read nor
write (exclusive of Maories and Chinese) was 7*91.

Revenue and Expenditure.

The revenue of the colony may be divided into ordinary and
territorial revenues. The chief source of the ordinary revenue is

from customs receipts on imports (which produced on the average

1,350,000^. per annum for the last five years), receipts derived from
railways open for traffic, stamp duties, property tax, and excise on
beer. All property in excess of 500Z. held by one person is subject

to property tax. The average per head of taxation in 1882 was
3/. 185. 6d. (exclusive of Maories). The territorial revenue in-

cludes receipts from sales of crown lands, from depasturing licences

and assessments, and also from mining licences and the duty on
gold exported from the colony. The following table exhibits the

ordinary and territorial revenues of the colony for the past five

financial periods :

—

Financial Year
ending in
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4,024,216/., and the revenue, including balances brought forward,

to 4,055,513/., leaving an anticipated surplus of 31,297/.

In addition to the ordinary expenditure of the colony there has

been for years past a large special expenditui-e out of loan moneys
for purposes of public works. The most important of these is a

complete system of railways, but large sums have also been ex-

pended on the construction of roads, on immigration and public

buildings, &c. The average amount spent annually on public works
of all kinds for the last five years has been a little over 1,400,000/.

The public debt of the colony, dating from 1856, amounted to

77,174/. in that year, and rose to 5,435,729/. in 1866, and to

13,897,185/. on the 31st of December 1875. On March 31, 1880,

it was 27,422,611/., in 1882 it was 29,946,711/., and in March
1883 it was 30,357,311/. A portion of the debt is to be repaid

gradually by a sinking fund, which is raised by an annual charge

on the ordinary revenue. The annual charge for the debt in

1883 amounted to 1,525,281/. The total debt per head of

the population, exclusive of Maories, on March 31, 1883, was
58/. l5. 10^.

About one-third of the total liabilities of the colony are made up
of loans granted by the legislature under the ' Immigration and

Public Works Loan Acts' of 1870, 1873, and 1874. The total

amount of these loans was upwards of 9,000,000/. at the end of

1882. Under the first of these Loan Acts, which created the Im-
migration and Public Works Loan of 1870, the sum of 1,000,000/.

was guaranteed by the Imperial Parliament, sanctioned by 33 d'. 34

Vict, cap.' 40. The loan was issued in England, at the price of 84

per cent., bearing interest at the rate of 4-J per cent., and secured

on the consolidated revenues of New Zealand.

Area and Population.

The colony of New Zealand, first visited by the Dutch navigator,

Tasman, in 1642, and surveyed by Captain Cook in 1769, consists

of two principal islands, known as the North and the Middle Islands.

Besides these there are several small outlying islands, the chief being

the Stewart or South Island and the Chatham Isles. The whole

group is nearly 1,000 miles long, and 200 miles broad, and its coast

line extends over 3,000 miles. The area of New Zealand is esti-

mated at 105,342 square miles, two-thirds of which are fitted for

agriculture and grazing. The North Island is estimated to embrace

an area of 44,736 square miles, and the Middle Island 55,224,

while Stewart's Island has an area of about 1,300 square miles.

New Zealand was officially established as a colony in 1840. The

total acreage of the colony is 66,577,160, and up to the end of 1882

17,237,143 acres had been alienated from the Crown.
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The following table gives the population of New Zealand at

various dates according to census returns, exclusive of aborigines :

—

Years
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At the census of 1881 there were four towns with upwards o£

10,000 inhabitants in New Zealand, namely, Dunedin, 24,372,
with suburbs, 42,802 ; Auckland, 16,664, with suburbs, 39,966

;

Wellington, 20,563 ; and Christchurch, 15,213, with suburbs,

30,719 inhabitants. All the towns largely increased in number of

inhabitants between the enumerations of 1874 and 1881.

It appears that in 1858 there were a total of 43,595 Maories in the

whole colony. Although the Maories have greatly decreased in

numbers since the settlement of Europeans, their number now
(44,099) is slightly greater than in 1858.

The total number of immigrants and of emigrants, and the

surplus of immigrants over eihigrants into the colony, was as follows

in each of the five years from 1878 to 1882 :

—
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Kingdom, 19 per cent, from the Australian Colonies, 5 per cent,

from the United States, 2J per cent, from India, and 2 per cent,

from Mauritius. Of the exports, 70 per cent, went to the United

Kingdom, 20 per cent, to the Australian Colonies, 7'5 per cent, to

the United States. The duty levied on imports amounted to

1,515,917Z. in 1882. The leading imports in 1882 were iron

and steel goods 803,780/., apparel of all kinds 722,000Z., sugar

502,000/., wines and spirits 364,000/., tea 274,990/., cotton

and cotton goods 254,457/., machinery 204,000/. The leading

export is wool, valued in New Zealand at 3,118,554/. in 1882 ;
other

native exports are grain and pulse and flour 1,053,040/. in 1882

(mainly oats and wheat) ; skins (mainly sheep and rabbit)

157,806/.
;
gum 260,369/. ; tallow 165,938/.

The commercial intercourse between New Zealand and the

United Kingdom is shown in the subjoined tabular statement,

according to the Board of Trade Returns for each of the five years

1878 to 1882 :—

Years
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The British imports comprise mainly iron, of the value of

644,800/.; apparel and haberdashery, of the value of 612,102Z.

;

woollens, of the value of 375,165/.; and cottons, of the value of

370,609/. in 1882.

In 1882, 795 vessels of 461,285 tons entered the ports of New
Zealand, and 769 of 438,551 tons cleared. All but QQ vessels of

the former and 67 of the latter belonged to Britain and her colonies.

Agricultural and stock-raising are the two most important indus-

tries of the Colony. The total extent of occupied holdings over
one acre in 1881 was 26,845,466, of which 10,309,170 acres were
freehold, and 11,638,569 acres rented from the Crown for pastoral

purposes. The following table shows the number of holdings of

various sizes, and number of acres held in freehold and leasehold,

exclusive of Crown lands held for pastoral purposes :

—
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Extensive gold fields were discovered in the spring of 1857. The
gold exports amounted lo 355,32.2 ounces, valued at 1,407,770/., in

1875; to 371,685 ounces, valued at 1,496,080/., in 1877 ; to 250,683
ounces, valued at 996,867/., in 1881; and to 230,893 ounces, valued
at 921,664/., in 1882.

The bulk of the gold mining is on Government land.

There were 51 coal mines in New Zealand in 1881 ; the produce
for 1880 being 277,918 tons.

The construction of a comprehensive system o£ railways con-
necting the chieftowns ofthe colony Avas commenced, at the expense
of the Government, in the autumn of 1872. On June 30, 1883,
there were 459 miles open for traffic in the North Island, and 911
in the South Island, besides 91 miles of private lines—1,461 miles

in all. In 1883 the surplus receipts were 360,525/ The total

expenditure on construction o£ all the Government lines to March
31, 1883, had amounted to 11,299,352/. The profits were equiva-
lent to an interest on the gross outlay in railways opened and un-
opened for 1882-83, of 3/. 8s. 2d. per cent, (for 1881, 3/. 7s. 3d.).

The whole of the above railways are to cost, when completed,
with their equipments, about 16,000,000/.

On January 1, 1883, the colony had 4,011 miles of telegraph

lines, and 12,800 miles of wire. The number oftelegrams despatched
Avas 1,570,189, of which total over a million and a quarter were
private messages. The total receipts from telegrams amounted to

81,770/. The total number of telegraph offices in the colony was
266,

The post-office in the year 1882 received 30,525,579 letters, and
13,313,099 newspapers. The total revenue of the post-office

amounted to 168,325/. in 1882.

Agent-General of Neiv Zealand in Great Britain.—Sir Francis
Dillon Bell, K.C.M.G.
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QUEENSLAND.

Constitutioii and Government.

The form of government of the colony of Queensland was estab-

lished December 10, 1859, on its separation from New South Wales.

The power of making laws, and imposing taxes, is vested in a Parlia-

ment of two Houses, the Legislative Council and the Legislative

Assembly. The former consists of thirty-nine members, nominated
by the Crown for life. The Legislative Assembly comprises fifty-five

members, returned from forty-two electoral districts, for five years,

elected by ballot, a six months' residence qualifying every adult

male for the franchise. Owners of freehold estate of the clear

value of 100/., or of house property of lOZ. annual value, or lease-

hold of lOZ. annual rent, or holders of pastoral lease or license from

the Crown have the right of a vote in any district in which such

property may be situated. At the end of 1882 there were 50,324
registered electors.

The executive is vested in a Governor appointed by the Crown.
Governor of Queensland.—Sir Anthony Musgrave, K.C.M.G.,

born 1828 ; entered as student in the Inner Temple 1851 ; Lieut.-

Governor of St. Vincent, 1862 ; Governor of Newfoundland,

1864-69 ; Governor of British Columbia, 1869-72 ; Lieutenant-

Governor of Natal, 1872-3 ; Governor of South Australia, 1873-7
;

Governor of Jamaica, 1877-83 ; appointed Governor of Queens-
land, April 1883.
The Governor is commander-in-chief of the troops, and also bears

the title of vice-admiral. He has a salary of 5,000Z. per annum.
In the exercise of the executive authority he is assisted by an Exe-
cutive Council of six ministers, consisting of the following members :

Premier and Colonial Secretary.—Hon. Samuel Walker Grifiith.

Colonial Treasurer.—Hon. James Eobert Dickson.
' Postmaster- General.—Hon. James Francis Garrick.

Attorney- General.—Hon. Arthur Eutledge.

Secretary for Public Works—Hon. William Miles.

Secretary for Public Lands.—Hon. Charles Dutton.

Each of the ministers has a salary of 1,000Z. per annum. They
are jointly and individually responsible for their acts.

There is a volunteer force of between 500 and 600 officers and
men, and two gunboats and one small torpedo-boat are (December
1883) being built in England for the defence of the colony.
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Church and Education.

There is no State Church. Previous to 1861 valuable grants of

land had been made to the principal religious denominations^

which they still retain, free of taxation.

Education is compulsory, but no steps have been taken to enforce

the law. There are seven grammar or middle-class schools, with

36 teachers and 467 pupils in 1883. These receive Government
grants under certain conditions. In 1882 there were 341 public

elementary schools, with 922 teachers, and an average daily atten-

dance of 21,767. There are besides 90 private schools, with 287
teachers and an average daily attendance of 5,873 in 1882.

Elementary education is entirely free, the cost to the colony for

the year ending June 30, 1882, being 100,351Z. At the census of

1881, 29*44 per cent, of the total population could not read nor

write, and in 1882, 7"42 per cent, persons married signed by
marks.

Revenue and Expenditure.

The public income of the colony nearly doubled in the decennial

period 1868 to 1877, while the disbursements increased at the same
rate. The following table shows the revenue and expenditure of

Queensland during each of the five years from 1879 to 1883 :

—

Years
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Area and Population.

Queensland comprises the whole north-eastern portion of the

Australian continent, including, in the terms of the Letters Patent
estabhshing the colony, ' all and eveiy the adjacent islands, their

members and appurtenances, in the Pacific Ocean and in the Gulf
of Carpentaria.' The boundaries of Queensland are, on the north
the Gulf of Carpentaria, on the east the Pacific Ocean, on the south

the colony of New South Wales, on the west the 141st meridian of
longitude from the 29th to the 26th parallel, and thence to the 138th
meridian north to the Gulf of Carpentaria. The vast territory thus

defined is of an estimated area of 668,224 English square miles,

with a seaboard of 2,250 miles. The colony formed, under the name
of Moreton Bay, a part of New South Wales until it was erected into

a separate colony, with the name of Queensland, by an order of Her
Majesty in Council, which took effect on December 10, 1859, upon
the arrival of the first Governor, Sir G. Bowen. Of the total area

of the colony, 5,355,576 acres, or 2 per cent.^ have been alienated

by the Govenment up to 1882. The greatest area which can be
selected by an individual with a view to purchase from the Crown
is 1,280 acres.

The first settlement of the colony was by convicts sent from Great
Britain, the earliest of them arriving in 1825. In 1842 the country

was thrown open to free settlers, and an enumeration taken in 1846
showed the total population, free and felon, to number 2,257. In

1851, the total population had increased to 8,575, and in 1856 to

18,544. The population amounted to 24,870 on December 31,

1859 ; to 29,074 in 1860 ; to 34,367 in 1861 ; to 45,077 in 1862
;

to 107,427 in 1868, to 120,104 in 1871, while on May 1, 1876,
there was a total population of European descent of 173,283, of

whom 105,009 were males, and 68,274 females. The census of

April 3, 1881, gave the population as 213,525—125,325 males,

88,200 females. The number included 11,229 Chinese, of whom
only 23 were females, principally engaged in the gold mines ; and
6,348 ' Polynesians,' 5,975 of whom were males. No return is

made of the aborigines, but police reports estimate their number at

20,585—10,719 males and 9,866 females. The estimated popu-
lation on December 31, 1882, was 248,255.

Queensland is divided into 17 municipalities, 4 boroughs, 2 shires,

and 81 divisions. The municipalities have local government some-
what similar to that which prevails in England. The largest

municipality as regards population is Brisbane. It contains the city

of Brisbane, the capital of the colony, and the seat of government,

with a population of 36,109 on Dec. 31, 1882. The three next

largest towns of the colony are Rockhampton, with an estimated popu-
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lation of 7,435, ^VTayborough, with 10,700, and Ipswich, with 6,100

inhabitants in 1882.

The immigration into the colony has been mainly from the

United Kingdom, and more recently to a considerable extent from

China and the Pacific Islands. The immigration and emigration

have been as follows during the five years 1878-82 :

—

Years
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The commercial intercourse of Queensland is chiefly with the
other Australasian colonies, and, next to them, with the United King-
dom. The leading exports besides gold are wool, hides and skins,

sugar and tin ; the leading imports are textiles and apparel, metal
goods, liquors, provisions, grain, and flour. The subjoined tabular

statement gives, according to the Board of Trade returns, the value
of the exports, exclusive of gold, from Queensland to the United
Kingdom, and of the imports of British and Irish produce and
manufactures into Queensland in each of the five years 1878 to

18S2 :-^

Years
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yielded 16,660 tons of sugar valued at 373,180/. In 1882, 1,082

acres were under cotton, yielding 243,232 lbs. of clean cotton valued

at 7,095/.

There are several coal mines in the colony, the produce of which
amounted to 74,436 tons in 1882. Gold-fields were discovered in

1858, the produce of which in the year 1877 amoimted to 373,266
ounces, valued at 1,306,431/.; in 1882 it was only 230,090 ounces,

valued at 829,655/. Tin, copper and lead are also mined to some
extent; the value of the tin raised (27,312 tons) in 1882 being

560,590/.

At the end of 1882 there were 867 miles of railway open for

traffic in the colony, and 382 miles more in course of construction.

The railways are all in the hands of the Government, and the cost

of construction up to the end of 1882 has been 6,621,189/.

The post-office of the colony in the year 1882 carried 5,952,619
letters, 4,960,380 newspapers, and 544,444 packets.

At the end of 1882 there were in the colony 6,344 miles of tele-

graph lines, and 9,355 miles of wire, with 187 stations. The number
of messages sent was 782,685 in the year 1882.

Agent- General of Queensland in Great Britain.— Thomas
Archer, C.M.G.
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SOUTH AUSTRALIA.

Constitution and Government.

The constitution of South Australia bears date October 27, 1856.

It vests the legislative power in a Parliament elected by the people.

The Parliament consists of a Legislative Council and a House of

Assembly. The former (according to a law which came into force

1881) is composed of twenty-four members. Every three years the

eight members whose names are first on the roll retire, and their

places are supplied by two new members elected from each of the

four districts into which the colony is divided for this purpose.

The executive has no power to dissolve this body. It is elected

by the whole colony voting as one district. The qualifications

of an elector to the Legislative Council are that he must be
twenty-one years of age, a natural-born or naturalised subject of

Her Majesty, and have been on the electoral roll six months, be-

sides having a freehold of 601. value, or a leasehold of 201. annual

value, or occupying a dwelling-house of 261. annual value. The
qualification for a member of Council is merely that he must be
thirty years of age, a natural-born or naturalised subject, and a

resident in the province for three years. The President of the

Council is elected by the members.
The House of Assembly consists of forty-six members, elected

for three years. The qualifications for an elector are that of having

been on the electoral roll for six months, and of having arrived at

twenty-one years of age ; and the qualifications for a member are

the same. There were 58,383 registered electors in 1882. Judges
and ministers of religion are ineligible for election as members.
The elections of members of both Houses take place by ballot.

The executive is vested in a Governor appointed by the Crown
and an Executive Council, consisting of the responsible ministers,

and specially appointed members.
Governor of South Australia.—Sir William C. F. Robinson,

K.C.M.G. ; born 1832 ; Governor of the Falkland Islands, 1866-70;
Governor of Prince Edward Island, 1870-3 ; Governor of the Lee-

ward Islands, 1873-4 ; Governor of Western Australia, 1874-7

;

Governor of the Straits Settlements, 1877-80 ; again Governor of

Western Australia, 1880-2. Appointed Governor of South Aus-
tralia, November 1882.

The Governor, who is at the same time commander-in-chief of

the troops, has a salary of 5,000Z. per annum. The ministry
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is divided into six departments, presided over by the following

members :

—

Chief Secretary.—Hon. J. Cox Bray.

Attorney-General.—Hon. John W. Downer, Q.C.

Treasurer.—Hon. Lavington Glyde.

Commissioner of Crown Lands.—Hon. Alfred Catt.

Commissioner of Public Works.—Hon. James Garden Eamsay,
Minister of Education.—Hon. John Langdon Parsons.

The Ministers have a salary of 1,000Z. per annum each. They
are jointly and individually responsible to the Legislature for all

their official acts.

A vessel of the cruiser type is being built (1883) in England for

the defence of the colony.

Revenue and Expenditure.

The total annual revenue and the total annual expenditure of the

colony of South Australia for each of ten financial years, ending

June 30, from 1874 to 1883, were as follows :

—

Years
ending June 30
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The public debt of the colony, dating from 1852, amounted^ on
December 31, 1882, to 12,472,600/!. The whole of the existing

debt was raised for reproductive public works, mainly railways,
telegraphs, and harbour improvements.

The real property of the colony in 1883 was valued at
50,000,00OL, and personal property at 20,000,000^.

Area and Population.

The original boundaries of the colony, according to the statutes

•of 4 and 5 Wm. IV. cap. 95, were fixed between 132° and 141° E..

long, for the eastern and western boundaries, the 26° of S. lat. for

the northern limit, and for the south the Southern Ocean. The
boundaries of the colony were subsequently extended, under the

•authority of Royal Letters Patent, dated July 6, 1863, so as to

embrace all the territory lying northward of 26° S. latitude and
b>etween the 129th and 138th degrees of East longitude. The total

area of the colony is calculated to amount to 903,690 English square

'miles.

South Australia was first colonised in 1836 by emigrants from Great

Britain, sent out under the auspices of a company called the

South Australian Colonisation Association, which in 1835 obtained a

grant from the Imperial Government of the lands of the colony.

The conditions were that the land should not be sold at less than 11,

per acre ; that the revenue arising from the sale of such lands should

be appropriated to the immigration of agricultural labourers

;

that the control of the company's affairs should be vested in a

body of commissioners approved by the Secretary of State for

'the colonies, and the Governor be nominated by the Crown.

The total population in 1844 was 17,366, in 1861 it was 126,830,

in 1871, 185,626, and in 1881, 279,865; 149,530 males and

130,335 females. The increase in 1871-81 was 94,239, or 57 per

cent.—5
'7 per cent, per annum.

The enumerations here given, except the two last, did not include

the aboriginal population. The number of aborigines living in

settled districts was found to be 3,369, namely, 1,833 males

and'l,536 females, at the census of March 26, 1876. In 1881 the

number of aborigines was stated to be 6,346—3,478 males, 2,868

females. Of the population in 1881, 2,734 were Chinese (adult males).

As regards religion, the census returns of 1881 stated the most

numerous body to be that of the Church of England, counting 75,812

members, next to it coming 42,628 Roman Catholics, and 42,103

Wesleyan Methodists.

On December 31, 1882, the population was estimated at 293,509
—155,335 males, 138,174 females. During 1882 there were
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registered 10,844 births, 4,393 deaths, and 2,530 marriages. The
population of Adelaide, the capital of the colony, was, in 1881,

38,479, exclusive of suburbs. Immigrants, 1882, 14,870 ; emi-

grants, 14,136.

Trade and Industry.

The total value of South Australian imports and exports, inclu-

sive of bullion and specie, from and to various countries, in each

of the five years 1878 to 1882 was as follows :

—

Years
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were of the value of 514,176Z. in 1878; of 464,049/. in 1879, of
1,025,077/. in 1880, of 496,741/. in 1881, and of 402,355/. in 1882.
The exports of copper amounted to 179,731/. in 1881, and 188,997/.
in 1882. The imports of British produce in 1882 comprised iron,

wrought and unwrought, of the value of 627,032/. ; apparel and haber-
dashery, of the value of 476,985/. ; cotton fabrics, of the value of
272,578/. ; and woollen fabrics, of the value of 282,973/.

Of the total area (578,361,600 acres), 10,337,596 acres were
alienated at the end of 1882—434,429 acres being in the Northern
Territory. The total land enclosed amounts to 39,829,398 acres,

of which 2,623,195 acres were under cultivation in 1882-3. Of this

1,998,746 acres were under wheat, 138,843 under hay, 5,169
under orchards, 4,312 vineyards, and 421,240 fallow. The gross
produce of wheat in 1879-80 was 14,260,964 bushels, and in

1882-3, 7,356,117 bushels. In 1882, 347,340 gallons of wine were
produced, of which 68,426 gallons were exported. The live stock

in 1883 numbered 162,400 houses, 306,046 cattle, and 6,388,366
sheep. Of the total area 209,589 square miles are held under
pastoral leases. In 1882, the number of leases was 1,700.

Mining operations are pursued on a very extensive scale in the

colony. The mineral wealth as yet discovered consists chiefly in

copper, besides which there exist iron ores of great richness. The
value of the copper ore produced in 1882 was 195,856/. ; and of

copper 259,884/. ; and the total value of all minerals produced

462,270/.

The colony had 945 miles of railway open for traffic in December
1882, and 109 miles of lines in course of construction. There are

two principal lines of railway, namely, the Port Line, extending

from Adelaide to Port Adelaide, and the North Line, connecting

Adelaide with the chief copper mines.

. The colony had 5,093 miles of telegraph in operation at the end
of 1882, with 8,070 miles of wire. Inclusive of the total is an
overland line, opened in 1872, constructed at the expense of the

South Australian Government, running from Adelaide to Port
Darwin, across the centre of the continent of Australia, a distance

of 2,000 miles, in connection with the British Australian cable,

forming telegraphic communication with all parts of the world.

In 1883 there were 517 post-offices in the colony ; and during

1882 there passed through them 11,332,392 letters and packets,

and 5,237,741 newspapers.

Agent-General of South Australia in Great Britain.—Sir Arthur
Blyth, K.C.M.G.
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TASMANIA.

Constitution and Government.

The constitution of Tasmania was established by Act J 8 Vict,

No. 17, supplemented by Act 34 Vict. No. 42, passed in 1871. By
these Acts a Legislative Council and a House of Assembly are

constituted, called the Parliament of Tasmania. The Legislative

Council is composed of sixteen members, elected by all natural born

or naturalised subjects of the Crown who possess either a freehold

worth 30Z. a year, or a leasehold of 200/., or have a commission in

the army or navy, or a degree of some university, or are in holy

orders. Each member is elected for six years. The House of

Assembly consists of thirty-two members, elected by houseliolders

of 7/. per annum, or freeholders of property 50/. in value, and all

subjects holding a commission, or possessing a degree. The As-
sembly is elected for five years. The legislative authority rests in

both Houses ; while the executive is vested in a governor appointed

by the Crown.
Governor of Tasmania.—Major-General Sir G. Cumine Strahan,

C.M.G., born 1840 ; entered the Royal Artillery, 1857 ; chief secre-

tary to the Government of Malta, 1868-69 ; Governor of the

Bahamas, 1871-73; Governor of the Gold Coast Colony, 1874-
76 ; Governor of the Windward Islands, 1876-80. Appointed
Governor of Tasmania, August, 1880.

The Governor is, by virtue of his office, commander-in-chief of

the troops in the colony ; he has a salary of 3,500/. per annum. He
is aided in the exercise of the executive by a cabinet of responsible

ministers, consisting of five members, as follows :
—

Premier and Attorney-General.—Hon. William R. Giblin.

Colonial Secretary.—Hon. William Moore.
Colonial Treasurer.—Hon. John S. Dodds.
Minister of Lands and Works.—Hon. Christopher O'Reilly.

Each of the ministers has a salary of 700/. per annu-m. The
ministers must have a seat in either of the two Houses.

A torpedo boat is being built in England (1883) for the defence

of the colony. The volunteer rifle regiments number 322 officers

and men ; there are three batteries of artillery, with 248 officers

and men. There are four batteries on the river Derwent and one
on the Tamar.

Church and Education.

More than half of the population belong to the Church of England,
and about 22 per cent, to the Roman Catholic Church. There are

^ TT
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also Presbyterians, Methodists and Wesleyans, and a few Jews.

There are four superior schools or colleges in the colony, and 176
public elementary schools with 13,644 pupils, with numerous
private schools. Education is compulsory. The higher education

is under a Council, who hold examinations and grant degrees;

elementary education is under a board. There are several valuable

scholarships from the lower to the higher schools and from the

higher schools to English universities. At the census of 1881 the

number of persons returned as unable to read and write was 31,080,

or 27 per cent, of the population.

Revenue and Expenditure.

The public revenue is chiefly derived from customs, including

bonding rents and excise duties. The subjoined statement shows the

total general revenue and expenditure during each of the five years

from 1878 to 1882 :—

Years
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only colony to which criminals from Great Britain were sent ; but

this ceased in 1853, when transportation to Tasmania was abolished.

The area of the colony is estimated at 26,375 square miles, or

about 17,500,000 acres, of which 15,571,500 acres form the area of

Tasmania Proper, the rest constituting that of a number of small

islands, in two main groups, the north-east and north-west. The
colony is divided into eighteen counties.

The census of February 7, 1870, showed the population of

Tasmania as follows:—52,853 males, 46,475 females; total, 99,328.

The population at the census of April 3, 1881, was 115,705

—

61,162 males and 54,543 females. These figures show an increase

on the previous census of 16,377, or 14*32 per cent. Of the total

population 79,991 were natives of Tasmania, 28,243 natives of the

United Kingdom, 3,987 natives of other Australasian colonies, 844
Chinese, 782 German. The estimated population on December 31,

1882, was 122,479. The aborigines ofTasmania are entirely extinct.

During 1882 there were 4,043 births, 1,906 deaths, and 969
marriages.

The number of immigrants and of emigrants was as follows in

each of the five years from 1878 to 1882 :

—

1878
1879
1880
1881
1882

Immigrants

9,524

10,578

10,411

12,579

12,822

Emigrants

8,483

9,932

10,025

11,163

11,403

The movement of population is almost entirely between the Aus-
tralian colonies and Tasmania.

Of the population in 1881, 19,408 were directly engaged in agri-

culture, 14,484 in industry, including mining, 3,884 in commerce.
The population of the capital, Hobart, was 21,118 in 1881, and

of LaunceSton 12,752.

Trade and Industry.

The total imports and exports of Tasmania, including bullion and
specie, were as follows, in each of the five years 1878 to 1882 :—

Years.
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The commerce ofTasmania is almost entirely with the United King-
dom and the neighbouring colonies of Victoria and New South Wales.
The exports are principally wool, tin, grain, fruit, hides and

skins, gold, preserved fruit, and bark. The value of wool exported

in 1882-3 was 447,155Z. ; of tin 375,775Z., of gold 211,253/., of

preserved fruit 100,274Z., and of green fruit 55,345Z.

The total value of the exports from Tasmania to the United
Kingdom, and of the imports of British produce into Tasmania, in

each of the five years from 1878 to 1882 was as follows :

—

Years
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railway completed, consisting of a main line connecting the two
principal ports, Hobart Town and Launceston, and a line connect-

ing Launceston and Deloraine ; a line, 30 miles in length, from the

Mersey river to Deloraine, was being constructed in 1883.

Tasmania has a telegraph system, belonging to the Govern-
ment, through the settled part of the colony. At the end of

1882 the number of miles of line in operation was 1,228 ; the

number of stations 85. The number of telegraphic messages sent

was 147,660 in the year 1881. On May 1, 1869, telegraphic

communication was established with the continent of Australia by
a submarine cable, which carried 14,871 messages in 1880. The
revenue of the Government telegraph system was 6,952/., and the

expenditure 7,992Z. in the year 1881.

The number of letters carried by the Post-office in the year 1881
was 1,994,148 ; of packets, 187,555; and of newspapers, 2,049,949.

The Post-office revenue in 1881 was 20,143/., and the expen-

diture 20,913/. There were 212 post-offices in 1882.
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VICTORIA.

Constitution and Government.

The constitution of Victoria was established by an Act, passed by
the Legislature of the colony, in 1854, to which the assent of the

CroA\Ti was given, in pursuance of the power granted by the Act of

the Imperial Parliament of 18 & 19 Vict. cap. 55. The legis-

lative authority is vested in a Parliament of two Chambers;
the Legislative Council, composed of forty-two members, and
the Legislative Assembly, composed of eighty-six members.
A property qualification is required both for members and electors

of the Legislative Council. According to an Act which came
into force in 1881 members must be in the possession of an estate

of the annual value of lOOZ. ; and electors must be in the possession

or occupancy of property of the rateable value of lOZ. per annum if

derived from freehold, or of 25/. if derived from leasehold or

the occupation of rented property. No electoral property qualifi-

cation is required for graduates of British universities, matriculated

students of the Melbourne university, ministers of religion of all

denominations, certificated schoolmasters, lawyers, medical practi-

tioners, and oflScers of the army and navy. One-third of the

Legislative Council must retire every two years, so that a total

change is effected in six years. The members of the Legislative

Assembly are elected by universal suffrage, for the term of three

years. Clergymen of any religious denomination, and persons

convicted of felony, are excluded from both the Legislative Council

and the Assembly.
The number of electors on the roll of the Legislative Council was

increased by the action of the Bill of 1881 from 31,858 to

98,735 (1883) ; the number of electors for the Legislative Assembly
was 196,611 in 1883. Of the former all but 1,113, and of the latter

^11 but 30,258 are ratepayers.

The executive is vested in a Governor appointed by the Crown.

Governor of Victoria.—The Most Hon. George Augustus Con-

stantino Phipps, Marquis of Normanhy^ born 1819, only son of the

first Marquis ; Member of Parliament for Scarborough, 1847-58
;

Lieutenant-Governor of Nova Scotia, 1858-63; succeeded his father

as second Marquis, 1863 ; Governor of Queensland, 1871-74

;

Governor of New Zealand, 1874-78. Appointed Governor of Vic-

toria, Dec. 10, 1878 ; assumed the government, February 27, 1879.

The Governor, who is likewise commander-in-chief of all the

colonial troops, has a salary of 10,000/. a year. In the exercise of

the executive he is assisted by a cabinet of nine ministers, composed

as follows :

—
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Premier and Treasurer.—Hon. James Service.

Chief Secretary and Postmaster-- General.—Hon. G. Berry.

Attorneij-General.—Hon. George Briscoe Kerferd.

Minister of Mines.—Hon. J. F. Levien.

Minister of Justice and Commissioner of Public Works.—Hon.
A. Deakin.

Minister of Lands.—Hon. A. L. Tucker.

Commissioner of Trade and Customs.—Hon. G. D. Langridge.

Commissioner of Railways.—Hon. D. Gillies.

Minister of Defence.—Hon. F. T. Sargood.

The Premier and Chief Secretary have each a salary of 1,800Z.,

and the other ministers from 1,400/. to 1,650/. At least four

out of the nine ministers must be members of either the Legisla-

tive Council or the Assembly.

For purposes of local administration the colony is divided into

urban and rural municipalities. The former ought not to be of a

greater area than 9 square miles, and in being constituted must con-

tain at least 300 householders. The latter called shires are portions

of country, of undefined extent, containing rateable property capable

of yielding a revenue of 500/. In 1882 there were 58 urban and
119 rural municipalities, ^fths of the whole area of the Colony
being included within their limits.

A large and powerful torpedo boat and two gunboats were
launched in England in 1883 for the defence of the colony, while

another two torpedo boats are being built (Dec. 1883). There are

besides an ironclad, the Cerberus, of 2,100 tons and an obsolete

wooden vessel, the Nelson, with heavy armament and engines of

500 horse-power. It is proposed to add four cruisers and three

other steamers. The strength of the naval force was 336 officers

and men in 1883. The approaches of Melbourne are protected by
batteries. The colony possesses a volunteer force consisting of

cavalry, artillery, rifles, engineers, torpedo and signal arms. The
strength of the force in 1882 was 3,035 officers and men. The
artillery have 551 guns, many of old pattern. There are a military

and a naval commissioner appointed by the Home Government at

the expense of the Colony. In 1882-3 108,500/. were spent on mili-

tary and naval defences, and 188,000/. in the estimates of 1883-4.

Church and Education.

There is no State Church in Victoria, and no State assistance has

been given to religion since 1875. Prior to that period a sum of

£50,000 had been set apart annually out of the general revenue for

the advancement of the Christian religion in Victoria, and this

amount had been distributed proportionately amongst the various

denominations. At the date of the last census about 73 per cent, of

the population were Protestants, 24 per cent, were Roman Catholics
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and a half per cent, were Jews. The following are the numbers of
each of the principal divisions:—Episcopalians, 311,291 ; Presby-
terians, 132,591 ; Methodists, 115,053; other Protestants, 59,457

;

Roman Catholics, 203,480 ; Jews, 4,330 ; Pagans (principally

Chinese), 11,159 ; others (including unspecified), 24,985.
Educational establishments in Victoria are of three kinds, viz., the

University with its two affiliated colleges, State schools, and private

schools. The Melbourne University was established under a special

Act of the Victorian Legislature, which was assented to on
January 22, 1853, and the building was opened on October 3,

1855. The Act provides for its endowment by the payment of
9,000/. annually out of the general revenue. It is both an ex-
amining and a teaching body, and in 1859 received a Eoyal Charter
empowering it to grant degrees in all faculties except divinity.

Affiliated to the University are two colleges—Trinity and
Ormond—in connection Avith the Church of England and Presby-
terian Church respectively. From the opening of the University to

the end o£ 1882, 1,783 students matriculated, and 790 degrees were
conferred. In 1882 the students who matriculated numbered 135,
the graduates numbered 80, and there were 397 students attending

lectures.

The present system of public instruction, which has been in ex-
istence since January 1, 1873, is strictly secular; it is compulsory
in the case of children between the ages of 6 and 15, with certain

exceptions, and it is free, no fees being charged for teaching the

subjects comprised in the ordinary course of instruction. In 1882
there were 1,762 State schools, with a total enrolment of 222,945
scholars, instructed by 4,162 teachers. The average attendance
was 118,279, or 53 per cent, of the numbers on the Roll. It was
estimated that, in 1881, about 96 percent. o£ the children at school

age living in the colony were being educated during some portion
of the year, and that 80 per cent, of these were at the State schools.

Amongst persons aged 15 years and upwards at the census of 1881,

92^ per cent, were able to read and write, and only 3^ per
cent, were entirely illiterate. In 1882-3 the total cost of public

instruction was 566,721/. Secondary education is entirely under
the control either of private persons or proprietary bodies,

usually connected with some religious denomination. No State

assistance has been given to such bodies of late years, but formerly

a few of the principal ones received money and grants of land from
the Government. There were in 1883 655 private schools in

Victoria, with 1,551 teachers and attended by 34,443 scholars. These
numbers include 175 schools, 527 teachers, and 20,340 scholars in

connection with the Roman Catholic denomination, the members of

which do not as a rule avail themselves of the free education

afforded by the State.
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Revenue, Expenditure, and Debt.

The revenue of Victoria may be divided into three heads, viz.,

taxation, land revenue, public works (chiefly railways and water

supply). Taxation consists chiefly of customs and excise duties,

with an annual revenue of 1^ millions sterling ; a land tax yielding

120,000L ; and probate and succession duties, duties on bank notes,

and other stamp duties, over 200,000?. ; also revenue from port and
harbour dues, and business licenses. In 1881-2 the total amount
raised by taxation was 2,31 7,706 Z., which gives a proportion of

21. 12s. 8d. per head of the population.

The revenue and expenditure of the colony in each of the five

financial years, ending June 30, from 1879 to 1883, were as

follows :

—

Years
Ending June 30
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The growth of the population, as shown by the census of ten

successive periods, is exhibited in the following table :

—
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years from 1838 to the end of 1874, more than 167,000 immigrants

received assistance from the public funds for defraying their passage

to the colony. The total immigration into and emigration from

the colony of Victoria was as follows in each of the five years

from 1878 to 1882 :—

Years
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The most important, in value, of the imports into the colony are
woollen manufactures, live stock, sugar, cottons, apparel and haber-
dashery, iron and steel, coal and tea.

The staple articles of export from the colony are wool, gold, and
grain and ^our. The total exports of wool amounted to 101,809,809
lbs., valued at 5,653,130/. in 1878; to 98,467,369 lbs., valued at

5,810,148/. in 1881, and to 108,028,601 lbs., valued at 5,902,574/.
in 1882. The export of gold coin and bullion was 4,737,029/. in

1881, and 3,705,337/. in 1882. The export of grain and floiu: was
of the value of 930,640/. in 1881, and 966,487/. in 1882. Among
the minor articles of export from the colony are leather and skins,

tallow and preserved and salted provisions.

The trade of Victoria is mainly with Great Britain and the
British colonies in Australasia. The commercial intercourse of

Victoria with the United Kingdom (exclusive of gold) is shown in

the subjoined table, for each of the five years from 1878 to 1882 :

—

Years

1878
1879
1880
1881
1882

Exports from Victoria to Imports of British Home
Great Britain Produce into Victoria

&
7,561,016

7,571,384

8,178,044

9,016,786

7,840,275

&
5,859,750

4,506,934

4,963,160

6,235,629

7,146,892

The staple article of exports from Victoria to the United Kingdom
is wool. The exports of wool to Great Britain were as follows in

each of the five years from 1878 to 1882 :

—

Years
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Since the discovery of gold, in 1851, large quantities have been
exported from Victoria. In the ten years from 1852 to 1861 the

exports of gold amounted to upwards of two millions of ounces in

weight per annum, but subsequently there was a gradual decline,

till the year 1867, when the exports fell to under a million and a

half ounces. The subjoined statement gives, after official returns,

the estimated quantities of gold, with value, obtained in Victoria

in each of the five years from 1878 to 1882 :
—

Years

1878
1879
1880
1881

1882

Number of ounces
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The total number of manufactories, works, &c., in 1882 was

2,488, of which 1,146 used steam or gas engines, with an aggre-

gate horse-power of 15,033 ; the number of hands employed was
43,209 ; and the lands, buildings, machinery and plant was valued

at 8,044,296Z. . The manufactures are almost entirely for home
consumption.

The railways in Victoria all belong to the State. There were

1,355 miles of railway completed at the end of 1882. Besides

these, 340 miles were in progress. The completed lines are distri-

buted as follows :

—

. System
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WESTERN AUSTRALIA.

Constitution and Government.

The administration of Western Australia is vested in a Governor,

who exercises the executive functions. There is besides a Legisla-

tive Council, composed of 8 nominated and 16 elected members,
the latter returned by the votes of all male inhabitants, of foil age,

assessed in a rental of at least 101. The qualification for elected

members is the possession of landed property of 1,000Z.

Governor of Western Australia.—Frederick Napier Broome,

C.M.G. ; entered the Colonial Service 1875 as Colonial Secretary

of Natal; Colonial Secretary of Mauritius, 1877, and Lieutenant-

Governor 1881-2. Appointed Governor of Western Australia,

November, 1882.

The Governor has a salary of 2,500L per annum. He is assisted

in his functions by an Executive Council, including the Colonial

Secretary, the Attorney- General, the Colonial Treasurer, the Sur-
veyor-General, and the Director of Public Works

For the defence of the colony a torpedo-boat has been contributed

by England in 1883.

There was in 1882 a volunteer force in the colony of 575 officers

and men ; but no regular military.

Revenue and Expenditure.

The revenue and expenditure of the colony during the five years

from 1878 to 1882 were as follows :—

Years
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customs duties, and the rest mainly from licenses and leases of

crown lands, mining and other licenses, and land sales. The
colony has an imperial grant in aid, amounting to 10,000/. per

annum. Western Australia had a public debt of 511,000/. at the

end of 1881, the total including a loan of 200,000/. at 4J per cent.,

raised in 1879 for the construction of a railway, and another of

150,000/. in 1881. Also a further loan of 254,000/. has been
authorised for completion of Eastern Eailway, making when floated

a total public debt of 765,000/. in 1883.

Population and Trade.

As defined by Royal Commission, Western Australia includes all

that portion of the continent situated to the westward of 129° E.

longitude. The greatest length of this territory is 1,280 miles from
north to south, and 800 miles fi-om east to west, while the occupied

portion of the colony is about 600 miles in length from north to

south, by about 150 miles in average breadth. The total estimated

area of the colony is 1,057,250 English square miles, including

islands. It is divided into 14 districts.

Western Australia was first settled in 1829, and for many years

the population was small. In 1850, the colony had not more than

6,000 inhabitants, but at the census of December 1859, the popula-

tion had risen to 14,837, namely, 9,522 males and 5,315 females.

On the 31st December 1867, the population numbered 21,713,

comprising 13,934 males and 7,779 females. At the census

taken on the 31st March 1870, the total population was 25,353,

of whom 15,565 Avere males and 9,788 females. Included in these

numbers were 1,790 male prisoners, either in prisons or at working
depots in various parts of the colony.

At the end of 1878, the estimated population of the colony was
28,166, according to the returns of births and deaths ; and the

results of the census of April 3, 1881, gave a total population of

29,708—17,062 males and 12,646 females. This shows an increase

since 1870 of 4,923, or 19-86—1*8 per cent, per annum. These
populations do not include the aborigines, of whose numbers it is

difficult to give even an approximate estimate, scattered as they are

over an extensive territory, much of which is yet entirely unknown.
There were 2,346 aborigines in service in the colony in 1881.

Of the total population in 1881, 20,410 were returned as unmarried,

and 17,773 as being natives of West Australia. Perth, the capital,

had 5,044 inhabitants in 1881, Fremantle 3,641. In 1882 there

were 1,089 births and 430 deaths, giving a surplus of 659. In

1882 there were 932 immigrants and 838 emigrants, leaving a total

of 94 emigrants.
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The religious division of the population w
census of April 3, 1881 :

—

Religious divisions

Church of England .

Koman Catholics . > .

Wesleyans
Independents .

Presbyterians .

Other religions

Not specified

wa3 as
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Years
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1

Census of the Colony of Western Australia, taken on the 3rd April, 1881.

Fol. Perth, 1882.

Census of Tasmania, 1881. Hobart, 1,883.

Financial Statement for New South Wales for 1882. Fol. Sydney, 1882,

Financial Statement for South Australia, 1882-3. Adelaide, 1883.

Financial Statement for Victoria. Melbourne, 1883.

Financial Statement of the Treasurer of Tasmania. Hobart, 1883.

Handbook for New Zealand. By James Hector, C.M.G., F.K.S., 3rd edition.

Wellington, 1883.

Hayter (H. H.), Notes on the Colony of Victoria. Melbourne, 1876.

Hayter (H. H.), Victorian Year-Book for 1883. Melbourne, 1883.

Mineral Statistics of Victoria for the year 1882. Fol. Melbourne, 1883.

New G-uinea, Further Correspondence respecting. London, 1883.

New South Wales in 1881. Published by Authority. Sydney, 1882.

New South Wales : Blue-book for the year 1882. Fol. Sydney, 1883.

New South Wales ; its progress and resources, prepared for the Amsterdam
Exhibition. Sydney, 1883.

New Zealand: Financial Statement of the Colonial Treasurer for 1883.

VfellingtoD, 1883.

New Zealand : Import, Export and Shipping Eeturnsfor 1882. Wellington,

1883.

Official Handbook of New Zealand. London, 1883.

Papers relating to H.M.'s Colonial Possessions. Eeports from 1877 to 1882c

8. London, 1882.

Queensland: Blue Book for the year 1882. Fol. Brisbane, 1883.

Queensland : Eeport from the Auditor-General on Public Accounts for the

year 1882. Fol. Brisbane, 1883.

Queensland : Twenty-third Annual Eeport from the Eegistrar-General on
Vital Statistics. Fol. Brisbane, 1883.

Railways of New South Wales. Eeport of their construction and working,

from 1878 to 1881. Fol. Sydney, 1881.

South Australia ; its History, Productions, and Natural Eesources, by J. P.

Stow, Adelaide, 1883.

Statistical Abstract for the several Colonial and other Possessions of the

United Kingdom in each year, from 1867 to 1881; No. XIX. 8. London, 1883.

Statistical Notes on the Progress of Victoria, from the foimdation of the

Colony. 4. Melbourne, 1862-78.

Statistics of the Colony of New Zealand for the year 1882. Compiled from
Official Eecords. Fol. Wellington, 1883.

Statistics of the Colony of Queensland for 1882. Brisbane, 1883.

Statistical Eegister of New South Wales for the year 1882. Fol. Sydney,
1883.

Statistical Eegister of South Australia for 1882. Fol. Adelaide, 1883.

Statistics of the Colony of Queensland for the year 1 882. Fol. Brisbane, 1 883.

Statistics of the Colony of Tasmania for the year 1882. Fol. Hobart
Town, 1883.

Statistical Eegister of the Colony of Victoria for the vear 1882. Fol. Mel-
bourne, 1883.

3i 2
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Tasmania: Progress of the Colony, 1871-80. Hobart, 1882.

Victoria : Defence Keorganisation scheme. Melbourne, 1883.

Western Australia : Blue Book for the year 1882. Fol. Perth, 1883.

Trade of Great Britain with Australasia ; in ' Annual Statement of the Trade

and Navigation of the United Kingdom with Foreign Countries and British

Possessions in the year 1832.' Imp. 4. London, 1883.

2. Non-Official Publications.

Bates (H. W.) and Eden (C. H.), Colonel Warburton's Journey across

Australia. 8. London, 1875.

Bell (Sir F. D.), The Public Debt of Australasia. London, 1882.

Blair's Cyclopaedia of Australasia. Melbourne, 1881.

Bonv}ick (James), The Kesources of Queensland. London, 1880.

Boothby (J.), Statistical Sketch of South Australia. London, 1876.

Boothby (J.), The relative positions and aggregate importance of the Austral-

asian colonies at the end of 1873. In 'Almanack of the Statistical Society

for 1875.' 8. London, 1875.

Braim (Th. N.), New Homes. The rise, progress, present position and

future prospects of each of the Australian Colonies and New Zealand. 8.

London, 1870.

Bramall (H.), The mineral resources of New Zealand. London, 1883.

Clarke (Rev. W. B.), On the Progress of Gold Discovery in Australasia, from

1860 to 1871. 8. Sydney, 1871.

Co?!/(97i (J. S.) and Payne (E. J.), Colonies and Dependencies in 'English

Citizen Series.' London, 1883.

Dilke (Sir Charles "Wentworth, Bart,, M.P.), Greater Britain: a record of

travel in English-speaking countries in 1866 and 1867. 3rd edit. 8. Lon-
don, 1889.

Forrest (John), Explorations in Australia. 8. London, 1875.

Giles (E.), Geographic Travels in Central Australia. Melbourne, 1875.

Gordon ^ Gotch's Australian Handbook for 1883. Melbourne and London,
1882.

Hard-man (Wm.), John M'Douall Stuart's Journals of Explorations in

Australia from 1858 to 1862. 8. London, 1866.

Harcus (William), South Australia : its history, resources, productions, and
statistics. 8. London, 1876.

Hay (W. D.), Brighter Britain : or, Settler and Maori in Northern New Zea-

land. 2 vols. London, 1882.

. Hayter (H. H.), Statistical Account of the Colony of Victoria in ' Journal of

the Statistical Society,' 1879. London, 1879.

Heaton (J. H.), Australian Dictionary of Dates and Men of the Time. 8.

London and Sydney, 1879.

Htll (Rosamond and Florence), What we saw in Australia. 8. London,

1875.

Hoclistetter (Ft. von\'^6w ZQaXsivA: its Physical Geography, Geology, and
Is'atural History. 2 vols. 4. London, 1868.

Howitt (W.\ History of Discovery in Australia, Tasmania, and New Zealand.

^ vols. 8. London, 1865.
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Inglis (James), Our Australian Cousins. 8. London, 1880.

JiLst (T. C), Tasmaniana : a description of the Island and its Resources.

Launceston, 1879.

Lahilliere (Francis Peter), Early History of the Colony of Victoria, from its

Discovery to its Establishment as a Self-Governing Province of the British

Empire. 2 vols. 8. London, 1878.

Lang (John Dunmore, D.D.), Historical and Statistical Account of New
South Wales. 4th edit. 2 vols. 8. London, 1874.

Lloyd (Geo. Thomas), Thirty-three years in Tasmania and Victoria. 8.

London, 1862.

Lucas (Hon. John), Mines and Mineral Statistics of New South Wales. 8.

Sydney, 1880.

Li/7ie (Charles), The Industries of New South Wales. Sydney, 1882.

Mtilhall (M.G-.), England's New Sheep-farm (New Zealand). London, 1882.

Nicolay (Eev. C. G.), Handbook of Western Australia. Perth (W. A.), 1880.

Tovjcll (G. S. B.), New Homes for the Old Country. A personal experience

of the political and domestic life, the industries and the national history of

Australia and New Zealand. 8. London, 1872.

Pe/^A's Queensland Almanac, Court Guide, Gazetteer, &c. Annual. Brisbane.

Held (G. H.), An Essay on New South Wales. 8. Sydney, 1877.

Eusde^i (G. W.), The Discovery, Survey, and Settlement of Port Phillip. 8.

London, 1872.

Liusden (G. W.), The History of Australia. 3 vols. London, 1883.

Busden (G. W.), The History of New Zealand. London, 188-.

Silver (S. W.), Handbook for Australia and New Zealand. 8. London,
1880.

Smith (R. Murray). The Finances and Public Debt of the Colony of Vic-
toria. London, 1882.

Smyth (R. Brough), Inter- Colonial Exhibition, 1866. Mining and Mineral
Statistics of Australia. 8. Melbourne, 1866.

Todd (A.), Parliamentary Government in the British Colonies. 8. London,
1880.

Topinard (Dr. P.), Etude sur les races indigenes de I'Australie. Instructions
presentees a la Societe d'Authropologie. 8. Paris, 1872.

I>oZZo^e (Anthony), Anstralia and New Zealand. 8. London, 1873. New
Ed. 1875.

Welch (G.) and Turner (C), Victoria in 1880. Melbourne, 1881.

V/allace (A. R.), Australasia. London, 1879.

Westgarth (Wm.), The Colony of Victoria: its History, Commerce, and Gold-
mining; its Social and Political Institutions. 8. London, 1864.

JVoods (Rev. J. E. Tenison), Fish and Fisheries of New South Wales. 8.

Sydney', 1882.

Woods (Rev. J. E. Tenison), History of the Discovery and Exploration of

Australia. 2 vols. 8. London, 1866.
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V. OCEANIA.

HAWAII.

(Hawaii-Nei.)

Reigning King, Constitution, and Government.

Kalakana I., born November 16, 1836, son o£ the Chiefess Keo-
hokalole and Kapaakea, is of pure Hawaiian blood, and akin to the

ancient royal family, was elected king by the Parliament on Feb.

12, 1874, on the death of Lunalilo I. ; crowned February, 1883
;

married to Queen Kapiolani, born December 31, 1834. The heir

to the throne is the Princess Victoria-Kawehui, born October, 1875,

daughter of Princess Miriam Like Like and the Hon. A. S. Cleghorn

;

married to John D. Dominis, governor of Oahu.
Under Kamehameha I. the Hawaiian, or Sandwich Islands,

were united into one kingdom. The second king of the name and
his queen died in England, 1823. Under Kamehameha III. the

integrity of the kingdom was recognised by England, France, and
the United States, and subsequently by other Governments. This

king gave his subjects a constitution in 1840, and on his death in

1854 was succeeded by his nephew, Kamehameha IV., the husband
o£ Queen Emma, who died in 1863. His brother, Kamehameha
v., succeeded, and proclaimed a revised constitution, August 20,

'1864. On his death in 1872, without issue. Prince Lunalilo was
chosen, on whose death in 1874 the present king was elected.

The Government is a limited monarchy ; there is a house of

Nobles, partly hereditary and partly consisting of members ap-

pointed by the king; and a house of Representatives, elected half by
the native population and half by the foreign residents ; of the for-

mer the number must not exceed 30, and of the latter 40, nor be
under 24. Electors must be able to read and write, have land of the

value of 30/., or an income of 12Z. Eepresentatives are elected for

two years. There is a Ministry or Cabinet, consisting of a Secre-

tary of State for Foreign Affairs (Premier), of the Interior, Finance,

and an Attorney-General. There is also a Privy Council, and a

Governor for each of the principal islands. In general, the Govern-

ment is modelled after that of the old constitutional monarchies, j

There is an army of 400 men—300 infantry and 100 cavalry.
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Revenue, Expenditure, and Population.

The budget is voted for a biennial period. The revenue for

each of the years 1876-78 was 230,342/. ; 1878-80, 340,747/.

;

1880-82, 356,016/. The expenditure for each of the years 1876-
78 was 222,094/. ; 1878-80, 295,139/. ; 1880-82, 439,200/. The
revenue is largely derived from Customs and internal taxes, while

the largest item of expenditure is for the interior. The debt on
April 1, 1880 was officially stated to be 77,780/.; and an unofficial

report gives it as 59,840/. on April 1, 1882. The interest varies

from 7 to 12 per cent.

The total area of the islands is 6,677 square miles. According

to the census of 1878 the population was 57,985—34,103 males

and 23,882 females. Of the population 44,088 were natives, 5,916

Chinese, 4,561 whites (1,276 Americans, 883 English, 436 Por-

tuguese, 272 Germans, 81 French), and 3,420 half-castes. The
native population is closely allied to the Maories of New Zealand.

At the time of Captain Cook's discovery of the islands, upwards of

a century ago, the population numbered probably 200,000. Since

then the natives have rapidly decreased, and since the census of

1878 there has been a considerable diminution. The foreign

element is, however, increasing ; the population in 1882 was
estimated at 66,895, including 12,804 Chinese. There was an
immigration of upwards of 2,000 Portuguese from the Azores in

1882. Hawaii is the largest island, but the capital, Honolulu

(7,000 inhabitants), is in the island Oahu.
All forms of religion are permitted and protected. Nearly all

the natives are Christians. The king belongs to the Church of

England, of which there is a bishop at Honolulu ; there is also a

Eoman Catholic bishop, and ministers of various denominations.

Schools are established all over the islands, the sum allotted for

public instruction in 1880-82 being 17,804/. yearly.

Commerce and Industry.

The islands are to a great extent mountainous and volcanic,, but

the soil is highly fertile and productive. Sugar and rice are the

staple industries, while coffee, hides, wool, whale oil, and bone are

also exported. The value of the exports in 1882 was 1,660,000/.,

and imports, 994,900/. The Customs' receipts in 1882 were
101,078/. Among the exports of 1882 were 51,000 tons of sugar,

221,000 gallons of molasses, 5,400 tons of rice and paddy.

The number of vessels which entered in 1882 was 258, of

172,619 tons, and cleared 247, of 165,985 tons, besides 32 whalers.

Of the former, 179 vessels were American, and 44 British.
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Steamers connect the islands with the American continent,

Australasia, and China. In the inter-island traffic six steamers and
a great number of schooners are constantly engaged. In 1882
there were 60 vessels belonging to the islands of 9,352 tons. There
are about 32 miles of railway in the islands of Hawaii and Maui.
There are telegraphs all over the island of Maui, and nearly every
family in Honolulu has its telephone. In 1880-81 the total number
of letters transmitted and received by the post-office was 280,876.

Biplomatic and Consular Representatives.

1. Of Hawaii in Great Britain.

Charge cCAffaires and Consul- General.—Mauley Hopkins.

2. Of Great Britain in Hawaii.

Commissioner and Consul' General.—Major Wodehouse.

Currency.

Hitherto, gold and silver coins of all nations have passed current

in the Hawaiian Islands as legal tender, either at their real or

nominal value. At the present time (1883) a silver coinage

is in preparation (minted in the United States), which will be in

general circulation. Paper money is not in use.

Statistical and other Books of Reference concerning Hawaii.

1. Official.

Ci;stom House Statistics. Honolulu, 1882.

2. UNOFFiaAL.

Bastian (Adolf.), Zur Kenntniss Ha-waii's. Berlin, 1883.

Bird (Miss I.), The Hawaiian Archipelago. London, 1878.

Brassey (Lady), A Voyage in the Sunbeam. London, 1880.

Bowser (G.), Hawaiian Kingdom, Statistical Directory, &c. San Francisco.

Ellis (W.), Tour through Hawaii. London, 1827.

!Ellis (W.), Polynesian Researches. 4 vols. London, 1831.

Fornander (C), Origin of the Polynesian Nations. London, 1881.

Gordon-Cumming (Miss C. F.), Fire Fountains: the Kingdom of Hawaii,
2 vols. London, 1883.

Hawaiian Almanac and Annual, 1882. Honolulu, 1882.

Hopkins (Mauley), History of Hawaii. 2nd edition. London, 1866.

Jarvis (J. J.), History of the Hawaiian Islands. Honolulu, 1847.

Vangrey (C. De), Quatorze Ans aux iles Sandwich. Paris.
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Alfonso XII., King, 424
Algeria, agriculture, 666
— area and population, 665— army, 664
— education, 666
— exports and imports, 667— government and revenue, 664— immigration, 666
— railways and telegraphs, 668
— shipping, 668
Alsace-Lorraine, area and population,

186
— constitution and revenue, 186— crime, 187
Amsterdam, 351

Andaman Islands, 764
Andorra, 86
Angola, 370
Anhalt, area and population, 168— constitution, 167— reigning family, 167
— revenue, 168
Annam, 95
Antigua (see Leeward Islands)

Antwerp, arsenal, 39

Argentine Eepublic, agriculture, 516
area, 515

— — army, 514; commerce, 516— — education, 612
government, 511

— — immigration, 515

AUS

Argentine Kepiiblic, justice, 512
navy, 514
population, 515
railways, 517
religion, 512
revenue and debt, 512
shipping, 516

— — telegraphs, 517
Armenia, 405
Ascension, area, 286
— population, 287
Asia Minor (see Turkey, Asiatic)

Assam, area and population, 765
— revenue and expenditure, 757
Athens, 302
Augsburg, population of, 140
Australasia, Summary Tables of, 806-7
Austria-Hungary, area of, 21
— agriculture, 26
— army, strength and organisation, 18
— births, deaths, and marriages, 23
— budget for 1884, 14, 15
— church organisation, 11

— commerce, 25
— commercial marine, 28
— constitution, 6

— — of Austria, 7

Hungary, 9

— crime, 23
— Danube traffic, 29
— debt, 16
— defences, territorial, 21

— diplomatic representatives, 29
— ecclesiastical hierarchy, 1

1

— education, 12
— electorate of Austria, 8

Hungary, 10
— emigration, 24
— Emperors, list of, 5
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AUS

Austria-Hungary, ethnology, 24
— exports, value of, 25

to United Kingdom, 26
— government, 6
— illegitimate births, 23
— imperial family, 3

— imports, value of, 25
— imports from UnitedKingdom, 26
— ironclads, list of, 20
— mining, 27
— ministry, 6

of Austria, 9

of Hungary, 10— money, weights and measures, 30
— nationalities in, 24
— navy, strength and organisation, 19
— occupations of people, 24
— paupers, 23
— population at last census, 22
— postal statistics, 28
— railways, 28
— religious divisions, 11

— revenue and expenditure, 13
— shipping, 29
— telegraphs, 28— towns, principal, 24
— universities, 12, 13
— (see Hungary)
Austria, Lower, 22
— Upper, 22
Azores, or Western Islands, area and

population, 367

BADEN, area, 152
— constitution, 151— debt, public, 152

— emigration, 153— government, 151
— population, 157
— reigning family, 150'

— religious divisions, 153
—^ revenue and expenditure, 152— state railways, 152, 153

Bahamas, area, 286— expenditure in, 289
— population, 287
Baltimore, population, 635
Barbadoes (see Windward Islands)

Basques, 83
Basutoland, 673
Bavaria agriculture, 142
— area, 139

BEN

Bavaria, army, 138
— beer, 142
— births, deaths, and marriages, 139
— constitution, 135
— debt, public, 138
— education, 136
— emigration, 139— mining, 142
— pauperism, 139
— popidation, 139
— railways, 138
— religious division, 136
— revenue and expenditure, 137
— royal family, 133
— soil, subdivision of, 140
— towns, principal, 142
Belgium, agriculture, 40
— area, 39
— army, strength and organisation, 38

— births, deaths, marriages, 40
— budgets, 37— church organisation, 35
— coal, 42
— constitution, 33
•— crime, 40"

— debt, 38
— deputies, number of, 29
— diplomatic representatives, 44
— education, 35
— electorate, 33
— emigration, 41
— exports, 41
— government, 34
— illiteracy, 36
— immigration, 41

— imports, 41
— land, subdivision of, 40
— mining, 42
— ministry, 34

— nationalities, 40
— occupations of people, 40
— population, 39
— postal statistics, 43
— railways, 43
— revenue and expenditure, 36

— royal family, 32
— shipping, 43
— telegraphs, 43
— towns, important, 41
— trade and industry, 41

Belgrade, 422
Benares, 770
Bengal, area and population, 765
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Bengal, revenue and expenditure, 757— trade, 773
Berlin, population, 131
— university, 106

Bermudas,- area, 286
— expenditure on, 288
— population, 287
Bern, 477
Bogota, 564
Bohemia, diet, 7— population, 22
— races, 24
Bolivia, area, 521
— army, 521
— constitution, 520
— debt, 521
— exports and imports, 522
— population, 521
•— railways, 522
— revenue, 520
Bombay, city, 770
— government of, 755
— population, 766— revenue, 757— trade, 773
Bonn university, 106
Bordeaux, population, 86j
Bosnia, 14, 22, 28, 495
Boston, population, 635
Braganza, House of, 360
Brandenburg, 130
Brazil, area, 531
— army, 530
— church, 527
— commerce, 534
— constitution, 525 ; debt, 528
— diplomatic representatives, 536
— education, 527
— ethnology, 533
— government, 525
— imperial family, 524
— ministry, 526
— navy, 530
•— population, 531
— provincial government, 526
— railways, 635
— revenue and expenditure, 528
•— shipping, 535
— slaves, 632
— telegraphs and post office, 536
Bremen, constitution, 184
— population, 184
— trade and commerce, 185

Breslau, 104, 131

Brisbane, 824
British Columbia, area, 546

shipping, 551

British Gruiana, area, 286
population, 287

Brooklyn, 635
Brunswick, area, 161
— duke, 160
— government, 161
— population, 161
— railways, 162
— revenue, 161

Brunswick, New (see New Brunswick)
Brussels, population, 41
— university, 36

Bucharest, 377
Buda-pest, 24
Buenos Ayres, debt, 513

population, 513
Buffalo, population, 635
Bukowina, diet, 7— population, 22

Bulgaria, area and population, 501
— army, 501
— constitution, 500
— post-office, 602
•— railways, 502
— reigning prince, 500
— telegraphs, 502
— trade and industry, 502
Burma, area and population, 722
— government, 721
— industry, 722
-— king, 721— religion, 722
— revenue, 722
— trade, 722
Burma, British, 757, 766, 773

CAIRO, population, 686
Calcutta, population, 770

Cambodia, 94
Cambridge University, 218

Canada, agriculture, 551
— area, 546
— army, 545
— church organisation, 642
— commerce, 548
— constitution, 539
— council, 540
— debt, 545
— education, 543
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CAN

Canada, exports and imports, 549
— government, 539
— immigration, 548
— imperial expenditure on, 289— land, distribution of, 547, 551
— manufactures, value of, 545— population, 546
— posts and telegraphs, 552— races, 547
— railvrays, 551— revenue and expenditure, 543— shipping, 550
Cape of Good Hope, agriculture, 676

and Natal, expenditure on,

288
area, 673— — — army, 672
commerce, 674
debt, 671— education, 671
government, 670— population, 673
railways, telegraphs, (fcc,

676
religion, 671
revenue, 671
shipping, 675

Cape Verde Islands, area and popula-

tion, 370
Caracas, 658
Cardinals, list of, 315— origin, 316
Caroline Islands, 440
Cashmere, 767
Carinthia, diet, 7 ;

population, 22
Carniola, diet, 7— population, 22
Catholic hierarchy, 3 1

7

Caucasia, 405
Cayenne, 95
Celtic population of France, 83

Great Britain, 247
Central America, 576
Central Provinces, India, 757, 766
Ceylon, area and population, 725
— constitution and government, 724
-~ debt, 725
— education, 726— exports and imports, 726
— imperial expenditure on, 289
— railways, 727— revenue and expenditure, 724
Channel Islands, popidation, 262

CON

Chicago, population, 635
Chili, area and population, 557— army and navy, 556
— commerce, 559
— debt, 556
— education, 556
— government, 555
— justice, 555
— mining, 560
— posts and telegraphs, 560
— railways, 560
— religion, 555
— revenue and expenditure,[656
— shipping, 560
China and Annam, 96
China, area, 731
— army, 730
— commerce, 733
— diplomatic representatives, 736
— education, 729
— foreigners in, 733
— government, 728
— imperial customs, 735— imperial family, 728
— imports and exports, 733
— minerals, 736
— navy, 730— population, 731
— ports open, 734— railways and telegraphs, 736
— religion, 729
— revenue, 729
— shipping, 736
Christian IX. Denmark, 46
Christiania, 463
Cincinnati, 635
Cleveland, 635
Coast land, Austria, 22
Cochin-China, area and population, 94

Cologne, population, 131

Colombia, area, 563
— army, 563
— constitution, 562
— debt, 563
— exports and imports, 664
— population, 563
— posts and telegraphs, 565
— railway, 565
— revenue and expenditure, 563
— shipping, 565
Congo, France on the, 95
— Portugal on the, 370
Constantinople, 495
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1

COP

Copenhagen, 55
Corea, 732
Cornwall, Duchy of, 200
Cossacks, 398
Costa Rica, area, 569
— constitution, 568— debt, 568
— exports and imports, 569— railways, 569
— revenue and expenditure, 568— telegraphs, 569
Croatia and Slavonia, diet, 10

education, 13

population, 22
Cuba, area and population, 440
— commerce with Great Britain, 441— representatives, 426
Cyprus, area and population, 286, 288— acquisition of, 494
— expenditure in, 288

DALMATIA, 22
Damascus, 495

Danube Commission, 29— traffic, 29, 378
Delhi, 770.

Denmark, agriculture, 57— area and population, 54— army, 52
— births, deaths, and marriages, 55
— budget, 51
— church organisation, 49
— colonies, 57— commerce, 55
— constitution, 48
— debt, 51

^— diplomatic representatives, 58— education, 50
— electorate, 48
— emigration, 65— government, 48
— imports and exports, 55— land, division, 55
— ministry, 49
— national wealth, 52
— nationalities, 55
— navy, 53— occupations of people, 55— population, 54
— postal statistics, 57— railways, 57— revenue and expenditure, 50

ENG

Denmark, royal family, 46
— shipping, 57— trade and industry, 55
— telegraphs, 57— towns, principal, 55
Dresden, population, 150
Dublin, population, 260
— university, 218
Durham University, 218
Dutch East Indies, area and popula-

tion, 743— army, 742
culture system, 740
exports and imports, 744
government, 740
Governor-Greneral, 741

— navy, 742
railways and telegraphs, 745
revenue and expenditure,

741
shipping, 745

trade, 744

EASTERN ROUMELIA, agricul-

ture, 504
— area and population, 504
— constitution, 502
— finances, 503
— industries, 50

i

Ecuador, area, 572
— constitution, 571
— education, 572
— exports and imports, 572
— justice, 572
— railway, 573
— revenue and expenditure, 572
— shipping, 573
Egypt, area and population, 685
— army and navy, 684
— debt, 684
— electorate, 681
— government, 680
— Khedive, 679
— legislature, 681
— ministry, 680
— railways and telegraphs, 689
— reorganisation, 680
— revenue and expenditure, 681
— Suez Canal, traffic on, 689
.— trade and commerce, 686

England, agriculture, 273
— area, 246, 250
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ENG

England, army in, 234
— births, deaths, and marriages, 253
— church organisation, 212
— colleges, 218
— criminal statistics, 254
-— education, 217, 220
— electors, pari., number of, 205
— emigration, 263
•— factories, 278
— illiteracy, 217
— land, distribution of, 247
— middle-class schools, 219
— occupations of people, 252
— parliamentary representation, 206,

207^— pauperism, 253
— police force, 235
— population, 249

of metropolis, 251
— — rural and town, 253
— religious denominations, 214
— taxation, local, 228
— towns, population, 252
— universities, 218
— (see also Great Britain and Ireland)

Erlangen University, 104

E^ROE Islands, 58
Falkland Islands, area, 286
population, 287
expenditure in, 289

Eiji Islands, 286, 288
Finland, area, 405
— army, 398
•— constitution, 386
— education, 389
— population, 405
•— revenue, 395
Eiume, 22
Florence, population, 330
France, agriculture, 90
— area, 81

— army, organisation, 72
strength, 74

— Basque population, 83
— births, deaths, and marriages, 84
— Brittany, 83
— budgets, 67— Celtic speaking population, 83
— cereals, imports and exports of, 87
— church organisation, 63
— colonies, 94

FRA

France, commerce, 86

with France and Britain, 95

with foreign countries, 88
— commercial marine, 9

1

— communes and departments, finan-

ces, 72
number of, 83

— constitution, 60
— crime, 86
— debt, national, 70
— departments, 81
— diplomatic representatives, 96
— division of land, 90
— dynasties, 63
— education, 65
— electorate, 80
— emigration, 85
— exports, value of, 87
— exports to Great Britain, 82
— fisheries, 91
— foreign population, 85
— fortified places, 75
— government, 60
— illegitimate births, 84
— imports, value of, 87

from Great Britain, 88
— ironclad navy, 76
— judicial system, 63

— land, subdivision of, 90

— landed property, value, 71
— manufactures, 91

— ministry, 62
— mining and metals, 90
— national debt, growth of, 69
— national income, 71

— navy, 75
— occupations of the people, 85
— pauperism, 86
— population, 81
— — of principal towns, 86
— town and rural, 85
— postal statistics, 93
— president, 61

— railways, 92
— religious denominations, 63

— revenue and expenditure, 67
— shipping, 91
— silk production, 89

— telegraphs, 93
— trade and industry, 86
— war with Germany, cost of, 69
— wines, imports and exports of, 87

production of, 91
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Frankfort, population, 131

Franz Joseph I., Emperor, 3

Freiburg University, 104

pABOON, 94

\X Galicia, diet, 7— population, 22
Gambia, area, 286
— population, 287
Geneva, 477
Genoa, 320, 330
Georgios I., King, 294
Germany, agriculture, 191
— area, 112
— army, 106

— births, deaths, and marriages, 114
— budget, 107
— Bundesrath, 101
— commerce of, 187
— constitution, 100
~ debt, 105
— diplomatic representatives, 193
— education, 103
— electorate, 101
— emigration, 115
— Emperor, 99
— Emperors, list of, since 800, 99
— ethnology, 114
— foreigners in, 115
— fortresses, 109
— imperial authorities, 102
— imports and exports, 188
— ironclads, 109
— land, distribution of, 190— legislature, 101
— minerals, 192
— navy, 109
•— occupations of the people, 114
— population, 112
— post-office, 193
— railways, 193
•— Eeichstag, 101
— religious denominations, 103
— revenue, 104
— Secretaries of State, 102
— shipping, 192
— States of, 112
— telegraphs, 193
-— universities, 104— ZoUverein of, 188
Gibraltar, area, 286
— expenditure on, 288

Gibraltar, population, 287
Giessen University, 104

Goa, 370
Gold Coast, area, 286
— population, 287
Gottingen University, 104
Great Britain and Ireland, agricul-

ture, 273
area, 246
army, 231

in colonies, 289
budget for 1884, 223
cabinet, 208

— — — Celtic population, 247
church organisation, 212
civil list of sovereign, 198
coal production, 275— exports, 276— colleges, 218

— • for ladies, 219
colonies, 284— commerce with, 265
commerce, 264
commercial marine, 270
Commons, House of, 203,

207
Consolidated Fund, 199
constitution, 200— Cornwall, Duchy of, 200
cotton trade, 277— • customs revenue, 269— debt, national, 228
education, 217
elective franchise, 204
electorate, 205
elementary schools, 220— emigration, 262
established church, 213„ expenditure, national, from
1874 to 1883, 224

exports, from 1873 to 1882,
264

division of, among various

nations in 1882, 265— factories, 278
chief articles of, 267

fisheries, 275
illiteracy, 217
imports, from 1873 to 1882,

264
distribution of, among

various nations in 1882,
265
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GRE

Great Britaiu and Ireland, chief

articles of, 267
income-tax, 227
industry, 277
ironclad navy, 241
iron ore, production, 275

__ islands, 262
Lancaster, Duchy of, 199
land, distribution of, 247
legislature, 202
live stock, 275
Lords, House of, 202

— middle-class schools, 219
militia, 235
minerals and metals, 275
ministers in 1884, 209
ministries since the year

1714, 212
national income and capi-

tal, 227
navy, 237
parliaments, list of, 208
parliamentary government,

201
pig-iron, 277
police force, 235

— population, 246
post and telegraphs, 282
privy council, 208
railways, 281
reform bill, 204
religious denominations,

214
revenue, 221, 224
Eoman Catholics, 214, 216
royal family, 197

—

!

payments to, 199
Science and Art Depart-

ment, 219— school boards, 219
shipping, 270
sovereigns, list of, 200— taxation, 225

— local, 228

telegraphs, 283

textile industry, 277
tramways, 284
universities, 218

volunteer army, 235

-v^ool trade, 278
yeomanry, 235

(see also England, Ireland,

and Scotland)

HAI

Greece, agriculture, 304— area, 301— army, 300
— births, deaths, and marriages, 302— budget, 297
— church organisation, 296
— commerce, 303
— constitution, 295— debt, 299
— diplomatic representatives, 305— education, 296
— electorate, 295
— ethnology, 302
— exports and imports, 303
— foreigners in, 301
— government, 295
— land, division of, 304
— legislature, 295
— mining, 304
— navy, 300
— population, 301
— post-office, 305
— railways, 304
— revenue and expenditure, 297— royal family, 294
— shipping, 304
— telegraphs, 304
Greek Church, 388
Greenland, 58
GreifsSvald University, 104
Guadeloupe, area and population, 9'4

Guatemala, area, 575— army, 575
— constitution, 575
— debt, 575— education, 576— landowners, 576— posts and telegraphs, 577— revenue, 575— shipping, 577— trade, 576
Guiana, British (see British Guiana)
— Dutch, 355
— French, area and population, 94

HAGUE, 351
Haiti, area, 580— army, 580— constitution, 579

— debt, 679
— population, 580
— revenue, 679
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HAI IND

Haiti, sliipping, 580
— trade, 580
Halifax, 548
Halle, 104, 131

Hamburg, area, 181
— births, deaths, and marriages, 181
— commerce, 181
— constitution, 179— debt, 180
— emigration, 181
— exports and imports, 181
— population, 181
— revenue and expenditure, 180
— shipping, 182

Hanover, 130, 131

Hanse Towns, commerce, 188
— — judicial organisation, 183

Habsburg, House of, 5

Hawaii, area and population, 855
— army, 854
— commerce, 855
— debt, 855
— government, 854
—

• religion and education, 855
— revenue and expenditure, 855
— shipping, 855
Heidelberg University, 104
Heligoland, 286, 287, 289
Herzegovina, 14, 22, 28, 495
Hesse, area, 157
— constitution, 156
— emigration, 157
— population, L57
— railways, 157
— reigning family, 155
— religious divisions, 157
— revenue and expenditure, 157
Hesse-Nassau, 130

Hobart, 835
HohenzoUem, House of, 119
— principality of, area, 130
Holland (see Netherlands)

Holstein province, area, 130
Holstein-G-ottorp, family of, 382
Honduras, Kepublic of, area, 584
— constitution, 583
— debt, 583
— posts and telegraphs, 585— railways, 585
— revenue, 583
— trade, 584— British, area, 286

population, 287

Hongkong, area and population, 749
— constitution and government, 748— education, 750
— emigration, 750— exports and imports, 750—

• imperial expenditure on, 288
— revenue and expenditure, 748— shipping, 751
Honolulu, 855
Hungary, agriculture, 27— births, deaths, and marriages, 23
— budget for 1884, 17— constitution, 10
— debt, 18
— emigration, 24
— government, 10
—

• mining, 27
— population, 22
— postal statistics, 28
— races of inhabitants, 24
— railways, 28
— telegraphs, 28—

• trade, 25
— (see Austria-Hungary)
Hyderabad, 770

ICELAND, government of, 49
— population, 58

India, British, area, 764
— army, 763— Bombay, government of, 755— British population, 770— budgets, 757
— Christians, 770— commerce, 772— constitution, 753— cotton trade, 775— council, 754
— -— of Governor-General, 755— crime, 770— currency, 761— debt, 761
— education, 771— emigration, 768
•— ethnical elements, 768
— expenditure, 761
— French possession?, 94
•—

• frontier trade, 776
— government, 753— governors-general, list of, 754— imports and exports, 773— land, various tenures, 759

3 K
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IND

India, land-tax, assessment of and re-

venue from, 759— languages, 768— Madras, government of, 755
— money, weights, and measures, 780
— - native states, 755— — population, 767— occupations, 768— opium monopoly, 760

revenue, 759— population, 764— Portuguese possessions, 370— postal communication, 779— races and creeds, 768— railways, 777— religious divisions, 769— revenue and expenditure, 756— ryotwari system, 760— salt, revenue from, 759— shipping, 777— telegraphs, 779— towns, principal, 770
Ionia,u Islands, poptdation, 301
Ireland, agriculture, 273— agricultural statistics, 250
- area, 246, 258
— army in, 234
— births, deaths, and marriages, 260— Celtic population, 247— church organisation, 216
— clergy, income of, 216— colleges, 218
— criminal statistics, 261
— customs receipts, 269— education, 218, 220— electorate, 205—' elementary schools, 220— emigration, 261, 263— factories, 278
— land, division of, 247, 261— Lori Lieutenant, 209— middle-class schools, 219— -occupations of people, 260
— parliamentary representation, 206

207
— pauperism, 261
— police force, 235
— population, 258

decrease of, 249, 258— railways, 281— religious denominations, 216
— - taxation, local, 218— towns, population, 260

JAP

Ireland, union of, with England, 208— universities, 218
— (see also Great Britain and Ireland)

Italy, agriculture, 332
— area, 327— army, 323
— births, deaths, and marriages, 329— budget for 1883, 321— church of Eome, 312
— church organisation, 318— clergy, 317
— commerce, 331— constitution, 310— debt, national, 322
— diplomatic representatives, 334— education, 319— electorate, 310— emigration, 330
— exports and imports, 331— factories, 333
— foreigners in, 329
— fortresses, 327— government, 310
— ironclad navy, 325
— legislature, 310— mining, 333
— ministry, 311— monasteries, 319
— navy, 325
— pontiff, 313
— population, 327
— post-office, 334
— railways, 333
— revenue and expenditure, 320
— royal family, 308
— shipping, 333 ; telegraphs, 334
— towns, principal, 330
— universities, 320

JAMAICA, area, 286
— population, 287

Japan, agriculture, 790
— area and population, 788
— army, 787— constitution, 783
— Council, Great, 783
— crime, 789
— debt, 786
— dfplomatic representatives, 791— education, 784
— fishing, 791
— imports and exports, 789
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JAP MAU

Japan, minerals, 791— navy, 787— pauperism, 789
— posts and telegraphs, 791— provincial government, 784— railways, 791— religion, 784— revenue and expenditure, 785— Senate, 784— shipping, 790
— sovereign, 783
— towns, principal, 789— trade, 789
Java, area and population, 355
— (see Dutch East Indies)

Jena University, 104

Jerusalem, 495
Jews, Austrian, number of, 1

1

~ English „ 216
— French „ 64
— German „ 103, 123,

136, 143, 148, 153, 155, 157, 165,

166, 168, 170, 171, 173, 174, 175,

176, 177, 181, 183, 185, 187
— Greek, number of, 296— Italian „ 318
— Dutch ,, 343— Roumanian „ 374— Russian „ 389— Servian „ .420

— Spanish „ 429
— Swedish „ 448
— Swiss „ 470
— Turkish „ 485, 501, 504
Jungaria, 731

KARLSRUHE, 153
Khirgiz Steppes, 405

Kiel, 104, 131

Konigslerg, 104, 131

LABUAN, area, 286
— population, 288

Lagos, area, 286
Lagos, population, 287
Lancaster, Duchy of, 199
Leeward Islands, area, 286
— population, 2C7
Leipzig, population and trade, 150
— university, 104
Leo XIII, sovereign-pontifif, 312

Leopold II., 32

Liberia, area and population, 692
— government, 692
— revenue and trade, 692
Liechtenstein, principality, 23

Lima, 605
Lippe, area and population, 174— reigning family, 173— revenue, 173
Lisbon, population, 367
Liverpool, customs of, 259
Lloyd, Austrian, shipping of, 24
London, customs of, 269
— population, in municipal and other

divisions, 251
— University, 218
Liibeck, constitution, 182
— population and trade, 183
— revenue, 183

Lucknow, 770
Luxemburg, area and population, 349
Lyons, population, 86

MACAO, 370
Madagascar, area and popula-
tion, 695

— education, 694
— government, 694
— Franco and, 95
— industry and trade, 695
— reigning sovereign, 694— religion, 694
— revenue, 695
— shipping, 695
Madras, area and population, 766— city, 770— government of, 755
— revenue, 757
Madrid, population, 438
Magyars, 24
Malta, area, 286
— population, 287— expenditure in, 288
Manchuria, 731
Manitoba, 546, 551

Marburg University, 104

Marianne Islands, 441
— French in, 96

Marquesas, 95
Marseilles, population, 86
Martinique, area and population, 94
Mauritius, area and population, 698

K 2
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MAU

Mauritius, government, 697— imperial expenditure on, 288— railways and telegraphs, 699— revenue and expenditure, 697— trade and industry, 698
Mayence, 157
Mayotte, 95
Meeklenbiirg-Schwerin, area, 154

constitution, 154
— emigration, 155

population, 154
railways, 155

• reigning family, 153
revenue and expenditure, 154

Meeklenburg-Strelitz, area and popu-
lation, 165

reigning family, 164
Melbourne, 843
Messina, population, 330
Mexico, agriculture, 591
•— area and population, 588— army, 588— commerce, 590
— constitiition, 586— debt, 588
— diplomatic representatives, 592— education, 586
•— government, 586— immigration, 589
•— mining industry, 591— posts and telegraphs, 592— railways, 592

'— real property, 588— religion, 586— revenue and expenditure, 587
l^iquelon, 95
Milan, population, 330
Moldavia (see Eoumania)
Mongolia, 731

Montenegro, agriculture, 338— area, 338— army, 338— church, 339
— education, 338— ethnology, 338— exports and imports, 339
— government, 337
— population, 338— revenue and expenditure, 338
— sovereign, 337— telegraphs, 339
Monte Video, 654
Montreal, 548

NET

Montserrat (see Leeward Islands)

Moravia, 22
Moscow, 407
Morocco, area and population, 700
— government and religion, 700— trade, 701
Mozambique, 370
Munich, population, 140
— University, 114
Miinster University, 104

NAPLES, population, 330
Natal, agriculture, 705— area and population, 704

— government, 703
— imports and exports, 704
— railways, 705
— revenue and expenditure, 703
— shipping, 704
Netherlands, agriculture, 353
— area, 349
— army, 346
— births, deaths, and marriages, 350
— budget, 345
— church organisation, 343
— colonies, 345, 354
— commerce, 351
— constitution, 341 ; debt, 346
— crime, 351
— diplomatic representatives, 356
— education, 343
— electorate, 342
— emigration, 351
— exports and imports, 352
— government, 342
— justice, 343
— legislature, 342
— ministry, 342
— navy, 348
— pauperism, 351
— population, 349
— post-office, 356
— railways, 353
— religious denominations, 343
— revenue and expenditure, 344
— royal family, 340
— shipping, 353
— telegraphs, 356
— towns, principal, 351
— States-General, 341
— trade and industry, 351
— universities, 344
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NEW OTT

New Brunswick, area and pop., 546
shipping, 551

New Caledonia, 94
Newfoundland, area and pop., 547— imports and exports, 550
New Granada (see Colombia)
New Orleans, population, 635
New South Wales, agriculture, 812

area, 810
commerce, 810
debt, 809— education, 809
government, 807— immigration, 810
imperial expenditure on, 2 89
mines and minerals, 810
ministry, 808
posts and telegraphs, 812
'railways, 812

— religion, 809
revenue and exp., 809

New York, population, 635
New Zealand, agriculture, 820

area, 816
commerce, 818
debt, 816
education, 814
government, 813
immigration, 818— — military and naval force, 814
minerals, 821
ministry, 814
occupations, 817
population, 817
posts and telegraphs, 821
railways, 821
religion, 814
revenue and expenditure, 815
wool exports, 819

Nicaragua, area and population, 594— army, 594
— commerce, 595— debt, 594
— education, 594— government, 594
— posts, railways, and telegraphs, 595— revenue, 594— shipping, 595
Nicholas I., Prince, 337
Niger, France in the, 95
North-West Provinces, area and popu-

lation, 765
— revenue and expenditure, 757

North-West Territories, 546- 7
Norway, area, 462
— army, 461
— budget, 460— church, 459— commerce, 463— constitution, 457— crime, 463— debt, 460
-— education, 459— electorate, 458
— emigration, 463
— exports and imports, 463— fisheries, 465— fortresses, 462
— government, 457
•— land, value of, 460
— ministry, 459
— navy, 461
— pauperism, 463
— population, 462
— post-office, 465
— railways, 464
— revenue and expenditure, 460
— shipping, 466— Storthing, 457— telegraphs, 465
— union with Sweden," 445— (see Sweden)
Nossi Be, 94
Nova Scotia, area and population, 546

shipping, 551
Novi Bazar, 14, 22

OBOCK, 97
Odessa, 407

Oldenburg, area and pop., 158— constitution, 159— reigning family, 158
— railways, 160
— revenue and expenditure, 150
Ontario, 546
— shipping, 551
Oporto, population, 367,'

Orange, family of, 340
Orange Free State, agriculture, 708— area and population, 708— education, 707

government, 707
religion, 707— — — revenue, 708
trade and industry, 708

Ottawa, 548
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OUD

Oudh (see N.W. Provinces)

Oxford University, 218

PALERMO, 330
Panama, population, 564

— Canal, 565— trade, 564
Paraguay, agriculture, 600
— area and population, 599— debt, 598
— education, 598— government, 597— railway, 600
— religion, 598— revenue, 598— trade, 599
Paris, population, 84— finances of, 72
Patriarchates, of Eome, number of, 317
Perim, area, 286
— population, 288
Persia, area and population, 797— army, 796— commerce, 797— education, 795

government and religion, 794— revenue, 796— sovereign, 794
— telegraphs, 798
Peru, area and population, 604— army, 603— commerce, 605— debt, 603
— foreigners, 604
— government, 602— guano produce, 606
— mining, 607— navy, 603— nitre, 606
— railways, 606
— religion, 602
— revenue and expenditure, 602— shipping, 607
Philadelphia, population, 635
Philippine Islands, commerce, 441
— population, 440
Pittsburg, 635
Poland, area, 404— constitution, 386
— population, 404
Poles in Austria, 24
Pomerania, population, ISO
Pontiffs of Rome, list of, 312

PRU

Pontiffs, mode of election of, 311

Porto Rico, area and population, 440
— commerce, 441
Port Said, 686
Portugal, agriculture, 369
— area, 366
— army, 365
— budget, 364
— church organisation, 362
— colonies, 370— commerce, 367
— constitution, 361
— crime, 367
— debt, 364
— diplomatic representatives, 371
— education, 363
— electorate, 361
— emigration, 367
— exports and imports, S63
— government, 361
— justice, S62
— ministry, 361
— money, weights, and measures, 371
— navy, 366
— population, 366
— post office, 369
— railways, 369
— revenue and expenditure, 363
— royal family, 359
— shipping, 369
— telegraplis, 370— trade and industry, 367
— wine trade, 368

Posen, 130
Prince Edward Island, area and popu-

lation, 546
— shipping, 551

Prussia, area, 130
— army, 129
— births, deaths, and marriages, 131

— budget, 127
— chamber of deputies, 119
— church organisation, 123

— coal production, 134
— commerce, 132
— constitution, 119
— council of ministers, 122
— debt, public, 129
— division of land, 133
— education, 124
— electorate, 120
— emigration, 131
— exports and imports, 132
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PRU

Prussia, forts of war, 111
— government, lly
— industries, 132
— landowners, 132
— legislative body, 119
— mines and minerals, 132
— ministry, 124
— population, 130
— provincial government, 123
— railways, 133
— religious denominations, 123
— revenue and expenditure, 126
— royal family, 116
— rural population, 132
— sovereigns, list of, 121
— towns, population, 131
— trade and industry, 132
— universities, 104, 125
— (see Germany)
Puerto-Eico (see Porto Kico)

Punjab, area and population, 766
— revenue and expenditure, 757

QUEBEC, city, 548
— population, 546

— province, 516
— shipping, 551
Queensland, agriculture, 826
— area and popiilation, 824— debt, 823
— education, 823
— government, 822— immigration, 825
— imports and exports, 825
— military and naval force, 823— minerals, 827— occupations, 825
— posts and telegraphs, 827— railways, 827
— religion, 823
— revenue and expenditure, 823
— shipping, 826
Quito, 572

EEUNION, area and population, 94
Eeuss-Greiz, area and pop., 179
reigning family, 178

—
•
— revenue, 179

Reuss-Schleiz, area and pop., 177
reigning family, 176
revenue, 177

Rhine province, 130
Riga, 407

RUS

Rio de Janeiro, 532
Rome, population, 330
— Church of, 312
— university, 320
Rostock, university, 104
Rotterdam, population, 351
Rotumah, 284, 288
Roumania, agriculture, 378— area and population, 376— army, 375— constitution, 373
— commerce, 377— debt, 374
— diplomatic representatives, 379— education, 375— government, 373— navy, 370— post-office, 379— railways, 378— religious divisions, 374— revenue, 374
— shipping, 378— sovereign, 373
— telegraphs, 379
— towns, principal, 377
Roumanians in Austria, 24
Roumelia (see Eastern Roumelia)
Russia, agriculture, 411
— area, 403
— army, 395
— births, deaths, and marriages, 406— budget, 391
— church organisation, 387— commerce, 408
— commercial marine, 412
— committee of ministers, 384
— communal administration, 385— constitution, 382— Cossacks, 398
— council of the empire, 383— debt, national, 392
— diplomatic representatives, 415
— education, 389
— emigration, 406
— ethnology, 407
— fortresses, 402
— government, 382
— holy synod, 384
— imperial family, 380
— imports and exports, 409
— industry, 412
— ironclad navy, 400
— land, agricultural, 408
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EUS

Eussia, lofial administnitioii, 385
•— mineral resources, 411
— ministry, 384
- Mir, the, 385
— money, weights, and measures,

415— na\-y, 399
-— paper money, 394— population, 403
— post-office, 414
— races, 407
— railways, 412
— religious denominations, 389— revenue and expenditure, 389— senate, 383
— serfs, emancipation, 408— shipping, 412
— sovereigns, list of, 382— telegraphs, 414
— towns, principal, 407— universities, 389
— (see Finland, Poland)

ST. CROIX, 58
St. Helena, 284, 287, 288

St. John, island, 58
St. John's, 548
St. Louis, 635
St. Marie, 94
St. Petersburg, 407
St. Pierre, 94
St. Thomas, 58
Salzburg, province, 22
Samos, 495
San Domingo, area and population,

611
-— commerce, 611— government, 610; revenue, 610— railway, 611

— shipping, 612
Sandwich Islands (see Hawaii)
San Francisco, 635
San Marino, 331

San Salvador, area and population, 614— army, 613
— commerce, 614— debt, 613
— government, 613; revenue,6 13

— telegraphs, 614
Santa Cruz de Mar Pequena, 701
Santiago, 559
Saxe-Altenburg, area and population,

171

SCO

Saxe-Altenburg, reigning family, 170
revenue, 171

Saxe Coburg-Gotha, area, 170
constitution, 169
population, 170
reigning family, 168
revenue, 169

Saxe-Meiningen, area and population,

166

constitution, 166
reigning familj', 165
revenue, 166

Saxe-Weimar, area and population, 163
births, deaths, and marriages,

149

constitution, 163
railways, 164
reigning family, 162
revenue and expenditure, 163

Saxony, kingdom of, area, 149
— army, 149— church, 148
— coal, 150
— constitution, 147
— debt, 149 ; education, 148— emigration, 150
— population, 149
— Prussia, province, 130— railways, 150
— revenue and expenditure, 148— royal family, 146
Schaumburg-Lippe, area and pop., 178

reigning family, 177
Schleswig-Holstein, province, area,

and population, 130
Schwarzburg-Eudolstadt, area and

population, 174
reigning family, 174— — revenue, 174

Schwarzburg-Sondershausen, area and
population, 176

reigning family, 175— — revenue, 176
Schwerin, 155
Scotland, agriculture, 273
— area, 246, 254
— army in, 234
— births, deaths, and marriages, 257— Celtic population, 247
— church organisation, 215
— criminal statistics, 257— Customs' receipts, 269
— education, 217
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SCO

Scotland, electorate, 205
— elementary schools, 220
— emigration, 263
— factories, 278
— illiteracy, 217
— landowners, number, 247
— middle-class schools, 219
— occupations of the people, 256
— parliamentary representation, 206,

207
— pauperism, 257
— population, 255

rural and urban, 256
— railways, 281
— religious denominations, 215
— Koman Catholics, 215
— taxation, local, 228
— towns, principal, 2o6
— trade at ports, 269
— universities, 218
— (see also Great Britain and Ireland)

Senegambia, 94, 96, 370
— agriculture, 422
Servia, army, 421
— area and population, 421
— church, 420
— commerce, 422
— education, 420
— government, 419
— reigning family, 419
— revenue, 420
Shefl&eld, population, 252
Siam, area, 802
— army, 802
— education, 802
— government, 801 ; trade, 803— revenue, 802
— royal family, 801
Siberia, 405
Sierra Leone, area, 286

population, 287
Silesia, Austrian, diet, 7— population, 22
— Prussian, 130

Slavs in Austria, 24
Smyrna, 495
Sofia, 501
South Australia, agriculture, 832

area and population, 830
commerce, 831

debt, 830
government, 828

- — immigration, 831

South Australia, mines, 832
— — railways, 832

religion, 830
— — revenue and expenditure, 829

telegraphs, 832
Spain, agriculture, 438
— area, 434 ; army, 432
— Ayuntamientos, 427
— births and deaths, 436
— budget, 430
— church organisation, 428
— colonies, 439
— commerce, 436
— commercial navy, 439
— constitution, 425
— Cortes, 425
— council of ministers, 427
— debt, public, 431
— diplomatic representative^;, 44

1

— education, 428
— electorate, 426
— exports and imports, 436
— foreigners in, 435
— fortresses, 434
— government, 425
— ironclad navy, 433
— landed property, division uf, 43

G

— minerals, 438
— ministry, 427
— municipal laws, 427
— navy, 432
— population, 434
— post-office, 439
— provincial government, 4 27
— Protestants, 429
— railways, 439
— reigning family, 424
— revenue and expenditure, 429
-- shipping, 439
— telegraphs, 439
— town population, 436
— wine trade, 437
Stockholm, 454
— universities, 429
Straits Settlements, area, 286

expenditure on, 289

population, 288

Strassburg, population, 187
— university, 104

Stuttgart, 146

Styria, diet, 7

— population, 22
Suabia, area and population, 135
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SUE

Suez canal, 688, 774, 777
Sweden, agriculture, 466
— area, 452
— army, 450
— births, deaths, and marriages, 453
— budget, 449

church, 448
— commerce, 454
— commercial marine, 456
—

- constitution, 446
— council of ministers, 447
— crime, 454
— debt, 450— diplomatic representatives, 465
— education, 448
— electorate, 446
- emigration, 454
— ethnology, 454
~ exports and imports, 455

- fortifications, 452
— government, 446
— mines and minerals, 456
— justice, 447
— landed property, 449

ministry, 447
— navy, 451

pauperism, 454
— population, 452 ; railways, 454
— postr-office, 457
— revenue and expenditure, 448
— royal family, 444
— rural and town population, 454
— shipping, 456
— sovereigns, list of, 445
— telegraphs, 457
Switzerland, agriculture, 478
-• area, 475
— army, 473
— budget, 472
— church organisation, 470— commerce, 477— constitution, 468
— debt, 472
— diplomatic representatives. 479— education, 471
— emigration, 477— exports and imports, 477
— federal assembly, 469
— - languages, 476
— - local government, 469
— - manufactures, 478
— national council, 463
— occupations of the people, 478

TUN

Switzerland, population, 476
— post-office, 479
— president, 469
— railways, 479
— revenue and expenditure, 472
— soil, subdivision, 477— telegraphs, 479
— universities, 471
Sydney, 810

TABREEZ, or Tauris, 797
Tahiti, 94

Tasmania, agriculture, 836
— area and population, 834
— commerce, 835
—,debt, 834
— defences, 833
— education, 834— government, 833
— immigration, 835
— mining, 836
— religion, 833
— railways, telegraphs, &c., 836
— revenue and expenditure, 834
— shipping, 836
Tehran, 797
Thessaly, 301, 304
Thibet, 731
Tobago (see Windward Islands)

Tokio, 789
Tongking, 95
Toronto, population, 548
Transvaal, agriculture, 711
— area and population, 711
— debt, 711
— - education, 710
— government, 710
— minerals, 711
— religion, 710— telegraphs, 712
— trade and industry, 7 1

1

Transylvania, diet, 9

— population, 22

Trebizond, 495
Trinidad, area, 286
— population, 287
Tripoli, 495
Tiibingen, university, 104

Tunis, area and population, 96, 715
Bey, 713

--debt, 715
— financial administration, 714
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TUN

Tunis, government, 713— railways and telegraphs, 717
— revenue and expenditure, 713
— shipping, 717
— trade, 716
Turin, population, 330
— university, 320
Turkestan, Eussian, 405
— East, 731

Turkey, area, 494
— army, 491
— constitution, 484
— commerce, 496
— debt, national, 487
— diplomatic representatives, 505
—

• education, 486
— exports and imports, 497
— government, 484
— ironclad vessels, 492
— land tenure, 496
— nationalities, 495
— navy, 492
— population, 494
— postal service, 499
— railways, 498
— religious divisions, 485
— revenue and expenditure, 486— shipping, 498
— sovereigns, list of, 483
— Sultan, 482
— telegraphs, 499
— (see Bulgaria,'^ Eastern Eoumelia,

Egypt)
Turkey, Asiatic, British protection of,

495
Tyrol, diet, 7
— population, 22

ypiBERTO I., King, 308
U United Kingdom (see Great

Britain and Ireland)

United States, agriculture, 642
area, 630
army, 627
budget, 625
cabinet, 618— — coal, 644
Chinese, 637

— — commerce, 637
congress, 619
constitution, 616

— — com exports, 640

UKU

United States, cotton, exports of, 640
area under, 643
manufactures, 645

debt, national, 626
local, 626

diplomatic representatives, 646.

education, 622
exports and imports, 638
electorate, 620
fisheries, 645
foreign born pop., 634

— — forestry, 645
gold and silver production, 643

— — government, 616
homestead laws, 635
house of representatives, 619
immigration, 636
Indians, 633

— — industry, 642
ironworks, 645
land, distribution of, 635, 642
legislation, 620

— — manufactures, 644
mines and minerals, 643
navy, 628

— — occupations of people, 634
population, 630

increase by births and im-
migration, 633

post-office, 646
presidents of the republic, list

of, 617
races, 633

— — railways, 645
real property, 626
religious divisions, 622
revenue and expenditure, 624
senate, 619
shipping, 641

slavery, at eight census periods^

630
states, constitution of, 621

stock, live, 643
abolition of, by constitu-

tional amendment, 622
telegraphs, 645
textile mamifactures, 645
town population, 635
urban population, 635
vice-presidents, list of, 618
wheat, 642
woollen factories, 45

Uruguay, agriculture, 654
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URU

Uruguay, area and population, 653

— army, 662 ;
commerce, 653

— debt, 652
— education, 651
— government, 651
— posts and telegraphs, 654

— railways, 654 ; religion, 651

— revenue and expenditure, 651

— shipping, 654

Utrecht, 351

VALPARAISO, 559

Venezuela, area, 657

— army, 657— constitution, 656 ;
debt, 657

— education, 656
— exports and imports, 658

— mining, 659 ; railway, 659

— religion, 656
— revenue and expenditure, 667

Venice, population, 330

Victoria, Queen, 197

Victoria, agriculture, 845
— area and population, 841

— commerce', 843
— crime, 843 ;

debt, 841

— defences, 839
— education, 840
— gold mines, 845
— government, 838
— immigration, 842
— local administration, 839

— manufactures, 846
— occupations, 843
— railways, 846 ; religion, 839

—^ revenue and expenditure, 841

— telegraphs, 846
— university, 218

Vienna, 24
— agriculture, 849

— university, 14, 24

Virgin Islands (see Leeward Islands)

Vorarlberg, 22

TTTALDECK, area and population,

W 173— reigning family, 173

Wales, area, 246, 250
— Celtic population, 247

— colleges, 218
— electorate, 205 ;

population, 250

ZUR

Wallachia (see Eoumania)
Warsaw, 407
Washington, 635
West Indies, Danish, 58

Spanish, 440

Western Australia, agriculture, 849

area and population, 848

commerce, 849

convicts, 767 ; debt, 848

government, 847

imperial expenditure on, 289

railways and telegraphs, 850

religion and education, 849

revenue and expenditure, 847

Westphalia, 130

Wilhelm I., Emperor and King, 99,

116
Wilhelmshaven, war port, 112

Willem III., King, 340

Windward Islands, area, 286
— number of, 285
— population, 287
— and Leeward Islands, expenditure

in, 289

Wiirzburg, university, 104

Wiirttemberg, area, 145
— church, 143
— constitution, 142; debt, 145

— education, 143 ; emigration, 146

— population, 145
— railways, 146
— religious divisions, 143
— revenue and expenditure, 144

— royal family, 141

'OKOHAMA, 789

ZANZIBAR, area and population

719
— army, 719
— commerce, 719
— government, 719
— Sultan, 719
Zealand, province, area, and popula-

tion, 350
Zealand, New (see New Zealand)

Zollverein, administration, 188

— members of, 188

Ziirich, population, 477
— university, 471

Spottisicoode &: Co., Printers, New-street Square, London.
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FIRE OFFICE.

CBWF OFFICES:—

KING STREET, COVENT GARDEN,
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RATES OF PREMIUM MODERATE.

LOSSES PROMPTLY AND LIBERALLY

SETTLED.

Forms of Proposal and every information on

application to

CHABLBS ROUSE BROWNE,
Secretary.
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Legal & General Life Assurance Society,

10 FLEKT STREET, E.G.

Protection given under a special system against omission to pay

Eeneswal Premiums. Policies indisputable.

Claims paid immediately on proof of death and title.

Guaranteed surrender-value endorsed on each Policy.

Residence in any part of the world allowed under ordinary

Whole-ljfe Policies after one year from the date of Assurance.

The Invested Assets exceed Two Millions. The reserves against

liabilities are determined upon data yielding the highest known

security. — •. ^/AniTlO^^'JllllO

The Eight Hon. the EAKL CAIRNS.

The Right Hex. LOilD 'COLERIDGE, Lord CMef Justice of England.

The Right Hon. LORD JUSTICE BAGGALLAY.
JAS. PARKER DEANE, Esq., Q.C, D.C.L.

Sm JOHN P. DE GEX, Q.C -^AQ
FREDERICK JOHN BLAKE, Esq. • '

A''

WILLIAM WILLIAMS, Esq.

Y Bonus.—The Society's distinctive system secures, to every Policy

entitled to participate, a full Bpnuaibr each year completed up to

the date of death. '

Nine-tenths of the total profits belong to the assured.

Redemption of all Premiums after 1881 is provided for by the

Bonuses already declared on not less than 500 Policies still on the

Society's books, leaving unaiFected their right to participate in

future Bonus.

New explanatory Prospectus and Parliamentary Returns on

application.

E. A. NEWTON, Actuary and Manager.
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PROVIDENT LIFE OFFICE.
,Y;^A41Viu_; :.; .

. J JAUTUM
FOUNDED 1806.

50 REGENT STREET, LONDON, W.
AND

14= OOE^nsrHZILL, E.O.

EXISTING- ASSURAITCES exceed £7,000,000
INVESTED FUNDS 2,300,000
ANNUAL INCOME 300,973
CLAIMS PAID exceed 6,800,000
BONUSES DECLARED ... 2,591,000

HALF-CREDIT SYSTEM,
Applicable only to "With-Bonus Policies for the Whole Term of Life (Tabt.b A

in Prospe6tus), and to Lives not exceeding 60 years of age.

Under this system one-half the Premium only is payable during the first

5, 7, or 10 years, in the option of the Assured; the other half-pjemiiim,

remains a charge against the Policy, bearing 5 per cent, interest, payable in

advance. •
.

'
•'

The arrears of half-premium may be paid off at any time, or be deducted

from the sum assured when the claim arises, or from the Office Value in case

of surrender.

This system offers the advantage of a low Premium during the early years

of life.

The large Bonuses declared by this Office may reasonably be expected

(except upon Policies of a very recent date) to clear off any charge which may
be due for these arrears of Premium.

Prospectuses and further information to be obtained at the Head Office,

or of any of the Agents.

CIEAKLES STEVENS, Secretary/
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:•* BRITISH EMPIRE
MUTUAL LIFE ASSURANCE COMPANY,

NEW BRIDGE STREET, LONDON, E.G.

Incorporated in the year 1847, uiider Act 7 # 8 Vict. cap. 110, and further

empowered hy Special Act, 15 Vict. cap. 63.

_ DIRECTORS.

JOHNRUNTZ, Esq., Chairman.

STGfC J.. H. TROUNCER, M.D. Lond., Esq., Deputy Chairman.

H? M. ^OMPAS, Esq., Q.C.
HUGH CAMPBELL, M.D.
ROBERT FREEMAN, Esq.
WILLIAM GROSER, Esq.
PEARSON HILL, Esq.

Auditors.—W. AUGUSTINE SPAIN, Esq., and HENRY CATTLEY STEWART, Esq.

DONALD MUNRO, Esq.
GEORGE PHILLIPS, Esq.
GEORGE ROOKE, Esq.
JOHN E. TRESIDDER, Esq.

Solicitors.—Messrs. WATSON, SONS, & ROOM.

Surveyor.—SAMUEL WALKER, Esq. Actuary.—JOSIAH J^IARTIN, F.I.A., F.S.S.

Physician.—E. H. GREBNHOW, M.D., P.R.S. Surgeon.—JOHN MANN, Esq.

Secretary.—EDWDT ROWLEY, F.I.A., F.S.S.

'This Company being established on the Mutual Principle, all profits

belong to the Members.

Every third year a careful Valuation of the Business is made, and large

Bonuses have been declared.

The average Cash Bonus (Triennially) exceeds 20 per cent, on the Premiums

paid.

It has an ANNUAL INCOME exceeding One Hundred and Fifty

Thousand Pounds,

An ACCUMULATED FUND, arising solely from Premiums, of nearly

One Million Sterling,

And has paid in CLAIMS upwards of One Million Sterling.

LOANS on Freeholds, Leaseholds, and other Securities considered.

Prospectuses, Copies of the last Eeport and Balance Sheet, and Board of

Trade Eeturns, &c., can be obtained on application to any of the Agents of the

Company, or to

EDWIN BOWLEY, Secretary.
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NORTH BRITISH & MERCANTILE
INSUEANCE COMPANY.

Established in 1809. Incorporated by Royal Charter and Special Acts of Parliament.

Resources of the Company as at 31st December, 1882 :—

FIRE DEPARTMENT.
The Net Premiums received during the year 1882, after deducting Re-insurances,

amounted to . . '• .. : £1,086,566 14 8
The Nkt Losses by Fire during the year were, after deducting Re-insurances .. . . 677,562 14 6

This embraces not merely all losses actually ascertained and paid, but a full

estimate of all claims that had arisen prior to Slst December.
The Fire Funds, after payment of the Dividend and Bonus after-mentioned, and irrespective of tho

Paid-up Capital, are as follows :—
Reserve £844.576 19 11

PHEMiusr Reserve 362,188 18 3
Balance of Profit and Loss Account .. .. 67,895 12 6

£1,274,661 10 8

LIFE DEPARTMENT.
'.<61 New Policies were issued during the year, assuring £912,590

The New Premiums on which amount to the sum of 32,877 4 9
The Claims sustained during the year, including 19 endowments, were 286 in number,

arising under 334 Policies, and the sums payable, after deducting Re-assurances,
amounted, with Bonus additions, to 233,195 10

The Income for the year of the Life Branch from Premiums and Interest amounted to 469,075 5 5
In the Annuity Branch lis Bonds were granted, securing annuities to the amount of

£11,963. Os. 7(/. yearly, for which was received the sum of 108,992 2 4
During the year 47 Annuities have fallen in, relieving the Company of the sum of

£2,270. Os. 3rf. yearly.
The Life Fund, which was increased during tlie year by £162,245. lis. 5d., was . . . . 3,274,835 19 1

The Annuity Fund amounted to 473,147 3 2

Directors.

Chairman: JOHN WHITE CATER, Esq. Deputy-Chairman: CHAS. MORRISON, Esq.

RICHARD BRANDT, Esq. J, S. MORGAN, Esq.
A. H. CAMPBELL, Esq. CHARLES W. MILLS, Esq.
EDWARD COHEN, Esq. GEORGE GARDEN NICOL, Esq.
DAVID DAVIDSON, Esq. JOHN SANDERSON, Esq.
P. DU PR]6 GRENFELL, Esq. , Baron J. H, W. SCHRODER.
QUINTIN HOGG, Esq. ' GEORGE YOUNG, Esq.

Manager of Fire Department : G. H. BURNETT.
Manager of LifeDepartment: HENRY COCKBURN.

Secretary: F. W. LANCE.
Medical Officers : A. H. HASSALL, M.D. ; R. C. CREAM, M.D. ; HERMANN WEBER, M.D

Solicitor: Sir W. R. DRAKE.

LIFE DEPARTMENT.
The Principles on which this Company was founded, and on which it continues to

act, combine the system of Mutual Assurance with the safety of a large Protecting Capital and
Accumulated Funds, and thus afford all the facilities and advantages which can prudently
be offered by any Life Assurance Ofllce. Under these principles the business of the Com-
pany continues rapidly to increase.

Ninety per cent, of the whole Profits is divided among the Assurers on the
Participating Scale.

The Profits are divided every Five Years.
Policies Indisputable after Five Years.
Annuities of all kinds are granted, and the Rates fixed on the most favourable terms.

Prospectuses and every information can be obtained at the

Chief Offices :

—

London—61 Threadneedle St., E.G.; West End Office—8 Waterloo Place, 8.W.
Edinburgh— 64 Princes Street.
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ligUITABLE LIFE ASSURANCE SOCIETY.
OPPOSITE THE MANSION HOUSE, LONDON.

Founded a.d. 1762.

The Oldest Life Office on the Mutual Principle in the World,

BONUS TABLE FOR 1884.
Table showing the total Amount payable iinder a Policy for £1,000 (includ-

ing the additions), in the event of its becoming a claim after payment ot

the premium due in the year 1884.

1 : i-i)<-.,:^o

.r^:(,zoar

Date of Policy

From 25th Jan.
24th April
18th April
5th Feb.
7th Jan.
23rd Dec.
ist Dec.
7th Mar.
25th May
9th Mar.
7th Nov.
2lBt July
3rd Mar.

24th Nov.
1st Aug.

19th June
21st July
24th Jan.
15th Dec.
12th Nov,
19th June
3rd Mar.
14th Nov.
19th Nov.
26th July

1st Jan.
1st .Jan.

1st Jan.
1st Jan.
let Jan.
1st Jan.
1st Jan.
1st Jan.
1st Jan.
1st Jan.
1st Jan.
1st Jan.
1st Jan.
1st Jan.
1st Jan.
1st Jan.
1st Jan.
1st Jan.
1st Jan.
1st Jan,
1st Jan.
1st Jan
1st Jan.

1&17 to
1817 to
1818 to
1819 to
1820 to

1820 to

1821 to
1823 to
1824 to
1825 to
1826 to
1828 to
1830 to
1831 to
1833 to
1835 to
1837 to
1839 to
1840 to

1842 to

1845 to
1847 to
1848 to
1850 to
1853 to

1856 to
1857 to
1858 to
1859 to
1860 to
1861 to
1862 to
1863 to

1864 to
1865 to

1866 to
18C7 to
1868 to
1869 to
1870 to
1871 to
1872 to
1873 to
1874 to

1875 to

1876 to
1877 to
1878 to

24th April
16th April
4th Feb.
3rd Jan.

22nd Dec.
30th Nov.
7th Mar.
24th May
8th Mar.
3rd Nov.
15th July
1st Mar.

24th Nov.
1st Aug.

18th June
21st July
22nd Jan.
10th Dec.
2nd Nov.
18th June
2nd Mar.
14th Nov.
19th Nov.
26th July
31st Dec.
31st Dec.
31st Dec.
31st Dec.
31st Dec.
31st Dec.
3 1st Dec.
31st Dec.
81st Dec.
Slst Dec.
31st Dec.
31st Dec.
31st Dec.
Slst Dec.
Slst Dec.
31st Dec.
31st Dec.
31st Dec.
Slst Dec.
Slst Dec.
3 Ist Dec.
31st Dec.
31st Dec.
Slst Dec.

1817
1818
1819
1820
1820
1821
1823
1824
1825
1826
1828
1830
1831
1833
1835
1837
1839
1840
1842
1845
1847
1848
1850
1853
1855
1856
1857
1858
1859

1861 ,

1862 ,

1863 ,

1864
1865
1866
1867
1868
1869
1870
1871
1872
1873
1874
1875
1876
1877
1878

Sum payable
including
Additions.

&
3775
3675
3575
3475
3375
3275
3175
3075
2975
2900
2825
2750
2675

. 2525

. 2450

. 2375
,. 2300
,. 2225
,. 2170
,. 2115
. 2060

,. 2005
,. 1950
,. 1895
.. 1840
,. 1785
.. 1730
,. 1675
,. 1637 10
.. 1600
.. 1562 10
.. 1525
.. 1487 10
.. 1450
.. 1412 10
.. 1375
.. 1337 10

1300
1280
1260
1240
1220
1200
1160
1120
1080
1040

The EQUITABLE has NEVER allowed COMMISSION.
J. WARE STEPHENSON, Actuary.
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Equity & Law Life Assurance Society,

18 LINCOLN'S INN FIELDS, LONDON, W.O.

Established 1844. 'T 5X0 "^I

CAPITAL. ONE MILLION, FULLY SUBSCRIBED.
DIRECTORS.

Chairman—John M. Clabon, Esq.
Depu(i/-Chainnan—B.ENRY Fox Bristowe, Esq., Q.C., Vice-Chaucellor of the Duchy

of Lancaster.

Edward Moberly, Esq.
Frederick Peake, Esq.
The Rt. Hon. Sir Robert J. Philumobb,

Bart.
George Thompson Powell, Esq.

Henry P. Bowling, Esq.
R. J. P. Brotjghton, Esq.

The Hon. Mr. Justice Denman.
John Croft Dbverell, Esq.
Wiluam Hilliard Dunster. Esq.
Alex. Staveley Hill, Esq., Q.C., D.C.L.

M.P.
William E. Hilliard, Esq.
James Ingram, Esq.
John Henry James, Esq.
The Hon. Mr. Justice Kay.
Thomas Glover Kensit, Esq.

W. B. S. Rackham, Esq.
Rt. Hon. Henry Cecil Raikes, M.P.
George Upton Robins, Esq. •

Cecil Henry Russel, Esq.
Alfred H. Shad well, Esq.
Horace W. Smith, Esq., M.A.
Richard Smth, Esq.

O

SOLICITOR—George Rooper, Esq., 17 Lincoln's Inn Fields.

MEDICAL, OFFICER—E. Syjies Thompson, M.D., 33 Cavendish Square.
ACTUARY and SECRETARY—G. W. Bbrridge, Esq.

Sums Assured, £5,900,000.
Total Income, £202,310.

-—
Assets, £1,818,431. Expenses of Management, £7,864.

_ ^
The Reserve retained by the Society in respect of its Liabilities under Policies lias been

calculated according to the HIGHEST STANDARD, viz., the Tables of the Institute of

Actuaries, interest being taken at 3 per cent., and all the loading on premiums reserved.
NINE-TENTHS of the Total Profits are divided among the Assured. Considerably more

than One-tenth of the Profits is derived from Policies which do not participate in Profits, so

that the Assured have larger Bonvises than if they formed a Mutual Insurance Company, and
received the whole of the Profits derived from their own Policies.

At an Extraordinary General Meeting held on June 18, 1880, the sum of £1,239,650 was set
aside as the value of the Society's Liabilities under its Assurance and Annuity Contracts, and
£244,409 was ordered to be divided as Bonus ; leaving a Balance of undivided Profit of

£52,407.
Nine-tenths of the sum divided was allotted among holders of Policies for £2,865,571.

TABLE of the TOTAL ADDITIONS made up to December 31,1879,
to POLICIES of £1,000 each.

Entry

Number op Premiums Paid

Thirty-five

£ s.

«804
»917 10

-*1,051

*1,228 10

Twenty-five

£ s.

554
*615
*703
*837 10

*1,117 10

Fifteen

£ s. d.

283
303 10
342
406

»540

Five

£ s. d.

76
84 10
91

108
145 10

In the cases marked * the Bonuses, if surrendered, would be more than sufficient to

extinguish all future premiums, and the PoUcy-holders would still be entitled to share in

future profits. JOHN M. CLABON, Chairman.
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NATIONAL
LIFE ASSURANCE SOCIETY,

FOR MUTUAL ASSURANCE.

2 KING WILLIAM STREET, LONDON, E.G.

ESTABLISHED 18SO.

Moderate Premiums. Large Profits. Undoubted Security.

MILITARY and NAVAL OFFICERS assured at special Fixed Rates,
covering all Risk of Service at Home and Abroad.

CLAIMS PAID 30 DAYS AFTER ADMISSION.

ASSUBANCE FUND £850,000
ANNUAL INCOME £120,000
CLAIMS PAID £1,740,000
AMOUNT ASSURED £2,500,000

Fiirth&r information Tnay he obtained on application to

HENRY JOHN RUCKLE, Secretary.

BIRKBECK BANK."""™'"
* 29 & 30 Southampton Buildings, Chaneery Lane, London.

THE BIRKBECK BANK opens Drawing Accounts with, trading firms and private
individuals upon the plan usually adopted by other Bankers, but with the important

exception that it allows interest, at the rate of Two per cent, per annum, on the minimum
monthly balances, when not drawn below £25. No Commission charged for keeping
Accounts, excepting under special circumstances.

Money is received at Three per cent, interest on Deposit Account, repayable without
notice ; but these Accounts cannot be drawn upon by Cheque.

The Bank undertakes the custody of securities of customers, and the collection of Bills of

Exchange, Dividends, and Coupons. Annuities, Stocks, and Shares purchased and sold, and
advances made thereon.

Letters of Credit and Circular Notes issued for all parts of the world.
The utmost facilities are afforded to those keeping Accounts with the Bank for the

receipt and payment of Annuities, and for the transmission of money to the Colonies, the
Continent, and America. The Bank acts also as Agents for receiving the Pay and Pensions
of Officers of the Army and Navy, and their Widows and Children, at home or abroad.

ABSTRACT OF THIRTY-FIRST ANNUAL BALANCE SHEET—MARCH 1882.

Amount at Credit of Current and Deposit Accoimts £2,730,200
Investments in the English Fundsand other Convertible Securities, and Cash in hand £2,554,560

Permanent Guarantee Fund, invested in Consols £60,000
Amount of Assets in excess of Liabilities , £153,667
Number of Current and Deposit Accounts 35,979

The BIRKBECK Bank accepts neither personal security for advances nor discounts bUls for

customers, except with collateral security, so that it enjoys an immunity from losses unknown
to either joint-stock or private banks.

The Bank lias no Branches or Agents. All communications should be addressed to

January 1, 1884. FRANCIS RAVENSCROFT, Manager.

The number of the Birkbeck Bank in connexion with the Telephone Exchange is 2508^
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THE COMMERCIAL UNION ASSURANCE COMPANY.

FIRE-LIFE-MARINE.
Capital Fully Subscribed £2,500,000

„ Paid up 250,000
Life Funds in Special Trust for Life Policy

holders exceed 809,000
Other Funds 953,000

TOTAL INVESTED FUNDS UPWARDS OF TWO MILLIONS.
Total Annual Premium Income exceeds .. £1,077,000

Chief Offices : 19 & 20 CORNHILL, LONDON, E.G.

West End Office: 8 PALL MALL, LONDON, S.W.

W. Kbierson Arblthxot, Esq,
Robert Barclay, Esq. (Barclay, Sevan, &

Co.)

W. MiDDLETON Campbell, Esq. (Hogg,
Curtis, Campbell, & Co.)

DIRECTOKS.
William Leask, Esq., Monument Buildings.
E. A. Maveogoj^dato, Esq.
The Right Hon. A. J. Mundella, M.P.
General Sir H. W. Normax, K.C.B.
Sir Henry W. Peek, Bart., M.P. (Peek

Jeremiah Colman, Esq. (J. «Ss J, Colman).
j

Brothers, & Co.)
Alfred Giles, Esq., M.P., 26 Great George P. P. Rodocanachi, Esq. (P. P. Rodocanachi

Street, S.W. & Co.)
Edmund S. Hanbury, Esq. (Truman, Han-

j
Thos. Russell, Esq., C.M.G.

bury, & Co.)
[

P. G. Sechiari, Esq. (Sechiari Bros. & Co.)
Frederick "W. Harris, Esq. (Harris & Andrew R. Scoble, Esq., Q.C.

Dixon).
I

D. Cooper Scott, Esq., (Wilson, Sons, & Co.,

John Holms, Esq., M.P. (Wm. Holms &
[

Limited).
Brothers). Alexander Sim, Esq. (Churchill & Sim).

F. LARKWORTHY,Esq., Bank of New Zealand. John P. Tate, Esq.
Charles J. Leaf, Esq. (Leaf, Sons. & Co.) ! Henry Trower, Esq. (Trower & Lawson).

«Secreta7'y—Samuel J. Pipkin.

FIRE DEPARTMENT.
Manager—D. Marshall Lang.

Undoubted Securiitt guaranteed by a large and fully subscribed Capital.
Moderate Rates of Premium, based on an equitable system of Assessment.
Claims liberally and promptly settled.

LIFE DEPARTMENT.
Actuat-y—T. E. Young, B.A.

MARRIED WOMEN'S PROPERTY ACT (1882).—Policies are issued to husbands for
the benefit of their wives and children, thus creating a Family Settlement without
trouble, expense, stamp duty, or legal assistance, which creditors cannot touch.

The Life Funds are invested in the names of Special Trustees as Security for Claims on
this Branch, and Life Policyholders possess, in addition, the Security of the Paid-up
Capital, £250,000 and the fully subscribed and uncalled Capital of £2,250,000, and the other
Funds of the Company, the large extent of which will be seen on reference to the Company's
printed Balance Sheet.

The Assured are wholly free from liability in respect of the engagements of the Company.
The Expenses op Management, exclusive of commission, are limited by Deed of Settle-

ment to a moderate percentage on the Premium Income.
Fixed Minimum Surrender Values are guaranteed on ordinary whole Life Policies after

three years' duration, and such guarantee is endorsed upon the Policies
themselves.

Claims are paid one month after proof of death.
Policies issued after October 1879, if effected for the whole term of Life, are, after five

years' duration, and under certain conditions, rendered exempt from extra Premiums for
residence and travel abroad.

MARINE DEPARTMENT.
Underwriter—J. Carr Saunders.

Rates for Marine Risks on application to the Underwriter.
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1 & 2 THE SANCTUARY, WESTMINSTER, S.W.

Patrons,
His Grace the Archbishop of Canterbury. | His Grace the Archbishop ofYork.

President.—The Right Hon. and Right Rev. the Lord Bishop of London.
Trustees.

His Grace the Archbishop of Canterbury. I The Right Rev. the Lord Bishop of Winchkstee.
KRs Grace the Archbishop of Dublin. | The Archdeacon of Maidstone.
Chairman—The Very Rev. the Dean of Westminster. Deputy-Chairman—ROBERT Few, Esq.

(For Qualification, see below.)
Attention is particulai'ly requested to the following points respecting this Society, as being of

special importance to Clergymen and their Lay relatives desiring to assure their lives:—
1- SECURITY.—The security offered by this Society for the due fulfilment of its

engagements consists of Funds, amounting to £3,002,005, created from Premiums
accumulated at compound interest, together with an Annual Income derived from Premiums
and interest on these funds of £333,189. The average rate of interest obtained on the
Society's Funds during the financial year 1882-3 was £4. 3s. 2d. per cent. The invest-

ments comprise Mortgages of Freehold Estates in England and Wales, of long Leaseholds in
the cities of London and Westminster, of Eates under Acts of Parliament, and of Life
Interests and Reversions ; Railway, Gas, and Waterworks Debenture Stocks ; and Loans on
the Society's Policies within the surrender values.

2. BONUS.—This Society being pm-ely mutual has no Proprietors, and con-
sequently no Proprietors' Fund upon which to pay interest. AU the Profits are
the property of the Assured Members. The total Profits realized and
divided since the establishment of the Society amount to £1,619,812, of which
£437,347 was distributed at the last Quinquennial Bonus among 7,882 Policies. Of
these, 1,070 were then, by means of Bonus, not only altogether released from the payment
of Annual Premiums, but had, in almost every case, additions made to the sums originally
assured.

3. PREMIUMS.—The Rates of Premium for which assurances may be effected in this
Society are less than those charged by the great majority of Life Assurance Offices. One-
fifth of the Annual Premium may remain a charge upon the Policy, to be paid wholly
or in part at each Quinquennial Division of Profits. Assurances upon life are granted for
any amount not exceeding £7,500.

4- MANAGEMENT.—This Society neither employs Agents nor allows
Commission for the introduction of new business. The expenses of management on all

accounts were in the past financial year only £3. 15s. per cent, of the Total Revenue, and
less than £5. 16s. per cent, of tbe Premium Revenue. So that for £5. 168. out of
every £100 received for Premiums—which is very little more than
the most moderate allowance paid by other OflBces for Commission
alone —the whole business of this Society is conducted.

NO LIABILITY INCURRED BY THE INSURED.
The business of the Society is chiefly with a class of persons in which the average

duration of life is allowed to be beyond that ordinarily found in the community at large. The
experience of the duration of Life among the Members has hitherto been very favourable.

STEWART HELDER, Actuary.
MATTHEW HODGSON, Secretary.

QTJ^Li:FIC-A.TI02Sr.
The following may make an Assurance upon his or her own Life, and also for his or her

own benefit upon the life of any other person, provided He or She may have an interest in
such Life to the amount of the capital sum to be assured :—

1. Any Clergyman of the respective Churches of England and Ireland, or of the Protestant
Episcopal Church in Scotland.

2. Any Wife, Widow, Child or Grandchild, or any Father, Mother, Brother, Sister, Uncle,
Aunt, Nephew or Niece of any such Clergyman.

3. Any Father, Mother, Brother, Sister, Uncle, Aunt, Nephew or Niece of tlie Wife or
Widow of any such Clergyman.

4. The Wife or Widow of any Son, or the Husband or Widower of any Daughter, of any
such Clergyman.

5. Any Director or other person holding any office in the Society.
Any person not thus qualified may make Assurances upon Life, if the persons upon whose lives
such Assurances are to be made, are themselves qualified.

Applications for Assurances, &c. &c., may be made personally at the Office, 1 and 2 The
Sanctuary, Westminster, or by letter addressed to the Secretary.
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THE LONDON ASSURANCE,
Incorporated by Royal Charter A.D. 1720.

' TOR FIRE, LIFE, AND MARINE ASSURANCES.
*

No. 7 ROYAL EXGHAlfGlE, LONDON, E.C.

{No. 55 PARLIAMENT STREET, LONDON, S.W.
No. 16 CROSS STREET, MANCHESTER.
No. 28 EXCHANGE STREET EAST, LIVERPOOL.
No. 104 WEST GEORGE STREET, GLASGOW.

WILLIAM RENNIE, Esq., Governor.
LEWIS ALEXANDER WALLACE, Esq., Sub-Governor.
GEORGE WILLIAM CAMPBELL, Esq., Deputy-Goternor.

DIRECTORS.
H.^GOUGH ARBUTHNOT, Esq,
ROBERT BURN BLYTH, Esq.
WILLIAM T. BRAND, Esq.
EDWARD BTJDD, Esq.
MARK V/ILKS COLLET, Esq.
GEORGE B. DEWHURST, Esq.
HENRY LLOYD GIBBS, Esq.
ROBERT GILLESPIE, Esq.
HOWARD GILLIAT, Esq.
HENRY GOSCHEN, Esq.
EDWIN GOWER, Esq.
A. 0. GUTHRIE, Esq.

OT
K .'J i . PERCIVAL L. HAMBRO, Esq

ROBERT HENDERSON, Esq.
LOUIS HUTH. Esq.
HENRY J. B. KENDALL, Es
CHARLES LYALL, Esq.
GREVILLE H. PALMER, Esc
Capt. R. W. PELLY, R.N.
ROBERT RYRIE, Esq.
ALBERT G. SANDEMAN, Es(

DAVID P. SELLAR, Esq.
Col. LEOPOLD SEYMOUR.
JOHN YOUNG, Esq.

"West End Committee.
S. p. LOW, Esq. (Messrs. Grindlay & Co.)
CHARLES S. PARIS, Esq., 22 King Street, St. James's, S.W.
The Hon. FRANCIS PARKER, 3 Temple Gardens, E.G.

Secretary.

JOHN P LAURENCE, Esq.

Actuary.

ARTHUR H. BAILEY, Esq.

Underwriter.
JOHN STEWART MACKINTOSH, Esq.

Manager of tlie Fire Department.
JAMES CLUNES, Esq.

Medical Officers.

EDWARD CLAPTON, M.D., 10a St. Thomas's Street, Soutliwark.
JOHN HARLEY, M.D., 39 Brook Street, Grosvenor Square.

The Corporation has granted Fire, Life, and Marine Assurances for more
than a century and a half. During that long period it has endeavoured to

introduce into its practice all the real improvements that have from time to

time been suggested, and to afford every facility for the transaction of

business.

Of the Share Capital the sum of £448,275 has been paid up. Funds in

hand exceed £3,200,000.

Claims under Life Policies are payable upon proof of death and title being

being furnished to the satisfaction of the Court of Directors, without as

hitherto deferring the settlement for a period of three months.
Copies of the Accounts, pursuant to ' The Life Assurance Companies Act,

1870,' can be had on application personally or by letter.
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NORTHERN
ASSURANCE COMPANY.

AND FUNDS

ESTABLISHED 1836.

Incorporated by Act of Parliament. For Fire & Life Assurance at Home & Abroad.

INCOME
Fire Premiums
Life Premiums
Interest

Accumulated Funds . .

.

(1882).

... £460,100
181,500
121,800

£2,749,400

HPad Offices- / LONDON-1 MOORGATE STREET.Meaaumces. |aBERDEEN-3 KING STREET.
BRANCHES

BIRMINGHAM—42 Temple Street.

BRISTOL—The Exchange.
DUBLIN—40 Westmoreland Street.

DUNDEE—110 Commercial Street.

EDINBURGH—20 St. Andrew Sq.

GLASGOW—24 George Square.

LIVERPOOL—5 Tithebarn Street.

MANCHESTER—52 Spring Gardens.

NEWCASTLE-ON-TYNE—CoUing-
wood Street.

BOSTON, U.S.—30 Congress Street.

CHICAGO-204 La Salle Street.

NEW YORK—153 Broadway.

SAN FRANCISCO—California St.

MONTREAL — 45 St. rran9ois

Xavier Street.

MELBOURNE—106 Collins Street

West.

LONDON BOARD OF DIRECTORS.
Chairman—Sir Wii-.l.iam Miller, Bart.

Colonel Robert Baring.
Ernest Chaplin, Esq.
Phiup Currie, Esq., C.B.
George John Fenwick, Esq.
Alexander Pearson Fletcher, Esq.
Alexander Heun G-oschen, Esq.

Fire Department—James RoBB.Jlffflnasr^. Life Department—Thos. H. Cooke, Actuary.
General Manager—ZK^. Valentine.

William Egerton Hubbard, Esq.
Ferdinand Marshall Huth, Esq.

Henry James Lubbock, Esq.

John Stewart, Esq.

William Walkinshaw, Esq.

FIRE DEPARTMENT.—Insurances are granted on Property situate

in all parts of the British Dominions, and in most Foreign Countries, at rates

which are computed according to the actual risk incurred. The Company has

already paid over Pour Millions Sterling in the settlement of Claims

under its Fire Policies.

LIFE DEPARTMENT.—The Company oiFers the advantages of perfect

Security, with great Economy in management and Moderate Rates of

Premium. The total expenses in the year 1882 were slightly under 7^ per

cent, of the Income from Premiums and Interest, or excluding Commission

paid to Agents, less than 4 per cent.

In the Participation Branch the whole of the ascertained surplus at each

valuation belongs to the Assured. The amount for the Quinquennium ending

31st December, 1880, was sufficient to provide a Bonus of i\. 10s. per cent,

per annum upon the sum Assured, or £1. 1 Os. per cent, for the whole Quin-

quennium, besides leaving €46,311 to be carried forward.
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THE ECONOMIC
LIFE ASSURANCE SOCIETY,

No. 6 NEW BRIDGE STREET, BLACKFRIARS, LONDON, E.G.

ESTAB LIS H E D 182

HENRY BARNETT, Esq., Chairman.

The Right Hox. E. PLEYDELL BOUVERIE, Deputy-Chairman.

Charles Arthur Barclay, Esq.

Michael Biddulph, Esq., M.P.

Edward Charrington, Esq.

John Harman, Esq.

C. H. W. ACouRT Repington, Esq.

Sir George Kettilby Rickards, K.C.B.

Alfred Sartouis, Esq.

Augustus Keppel Stephenson, Esq., C.B.

Right Hon. Lord Sudeley.

Richard Taylor, Esq.

^ciuary.—Richard Charles Fisher, Esq.

ADVANTAGES OFFERED BY THE SOCIETY.

The lowest rates of Premium on the Mutual System for young and middle-aged

lives, with early participation in Profits.

Number of Policies in Force 10,288
Sums Assured, with Bonus Additions . . . . £9,348,472
Security—Accumulated Fund 3,569,032
Annual Income 394,177
Total Claims paid, with Bonus Additions . . .. 6,877,751
Total Bonuses declared to 1878 inclusive .. 3,507,415

Sonus.—The Society being on the Mutual principle, the Assured share the "wliole

of tlie profits. Policies effected before 31st December of each year receive a full year's

Bonus for the year of entry.

QUINQUENNIAL DIVISION OF PROFITS, 1879.

Assets £3,512,661

Liabilities 2,949,995

Surplus £562,666

Prospectuses, Statement of Accounts, and full particulars may be obtained on application to

JOHN RALPH GRIMES, Secretary.
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ESTABLISHED 1869.

THE ACADEMY,
A WEEKLY REVIEW OF LITERATURE, SCIENCE, AND ART.

PRICE THREEPENCE; FREE BY POST, THREEPENCE-HALFPENNY.
Annual Subscription, 13s.; by Post, 15s. 2d. payable in advance.

PUBLISHED EVERY FRIDAY IN TIME FOR THAT DAY'S POST.

CONTAINING EVERY WEEK
Signed Reviews of important new boolis, English and Foreign, in Belles-Lettres, Travel,

History, Biography, Philosophy, Natural Science, Philology, the Fine Arts, and Archaeology,

Periodical News-Letters from Oxford, Cambridge, Paris, Rome, Florence, Berlin, and
other Centres of Learning and Literary Activity.

Obituaries of Distinguished Men. Transactions of Learned Societies. Correspondence.

Notes and News, Literary, Geographical, Scientific, and Artistic. Jottings respecting

I'are Books, Sales, and Curiosities. Publishers' Announcements, &c.
Notices of Exhibitions in London and the Provinces, and of important Novelties in Music

and the Drama, Origixal Articles on Current Topics of Literary Interest.

Tkb AcADEiiY has always maintained the principle of Signed Articles as affording the best

guarantee offairness and competence. In the list of its Contributors wilt befound the recognised

Authorities in their several departments of Knowledge. Its half-yearly Volumes are of permanent
valuefor purposes of Reference, especially to those interested in the English Classics, in Historyy

Philology, and Oriental Studies.

A NEW VOLTTME COMMENCED JANTJABY 5th.

Sent to any part of the United Kingdom on receipt ofThreepence-Halfpenny in postage stamps*

Publishing Office: 27 CHANCERY LANE, LONDON, W.C.
To be had at all Railway Stations, and of all Newsveudors in Town and Country.

SCALE OF CHARGES FOR ADVERTISING IN THE 'ACADEMY.'
Five Lines of Small Type .

.

Every additional Line
Half a Column

.. £0 2 6

.. G

.. 1 10

A Column £.'5

A Page (equivalent to Tliree

Columns) 8 8

SPECIAL ARRANGEMENTS FOB A SERIES.

Advertisements should be sent to the Publisher, H. Villers,at the Office, 27 Chancery Lane^
W.C.,on or before the Wednesday previous to the Saturday on which they are intended to appear.

*** ' THE ACADEMY' is a desirable medium for all Advertisements addressed to the

educated classes.

RUPTURE
THE LATEST

INVENTION AND
IMPROVEMENT.

WILLIAM COLES & CO. (late 3 Charing Cross),

INVENTOBS AND PATENTEES OF THE

^:e'x:rj^Xj sx^E.insra- tk.tjss.

(Neae the ' Criteriox.')
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EXPEKIENCE accumulated since the time of Benjamin Franklin; proves
conclusively tliat a Conductor made of Copper, of adequate size, is the

best of all appliances for the protection of every description of Building from
the destructive effects of Lightning.

PATENT COPPER LIGHTNING CONDUCTOR,
As applied to all kinds of Buildings and Shipping in all parts of the world
with unvarying success, is the most reliable, most effective, and cheapest

Conductor offered to the public.

SOLE PATENTEES OF UNTWISTED WIRE ROPE.
MANUFACTUKERS OF

Iron and Steel Wire Ropes for Colliery and Railway Purposes, Rigging
Ropes, &e.; Gilt and Silver Picture Wire, for Picture Hanging;

Copper, Steel, and Iron Cords, for Sash and Clock lines;
Fencing Strand, &e.

R. S. NEWALL & CO., 130 Strand, W.C.
7 New Quay, Liverpool; 68 Anderston Quay, Glasgow.

MANUFACTORY—Gateshead-on-Tyne.

-W H E LPTON'Ss

,.
BY THE USE OF WHICH

DURING NEARLY FIFTY YEARS
MANY THOUSANDS OP CUBES

Have been effected, numbers of which cases had been pronounced IXCURABLE

!

The numerous well-authenticated Testimonials in disorders of the Head, Chest, Bowels,
LivKR, and Kidneys; also in Rheumatism, Ulcers, Sores, and all Skin Diseases, are
sufficient to prove the great value of this most useful Family Medicine, it being

A DIRECT PURIFIER OP THE BLOOD,
and other fluids of the body.

Many persons have found them of great service both in relieving and preventing Sea-
Sickness ; and in warm climates they are very beneficial in all Bilious Complaints.

Sold in boxes, price 7^d., Is. l^d., and 2s. 9d., by a. Whelptox & Son, 3 Crane Coui-t.

Fleet Street, London, and by all Chemists and Medicine Vendors at Home and Abroad.
Sent free by post in the United Kingdom for 8, 14, or 33 stamps.
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THE SPECTATOR.
INDEPENDENT LIBERAL NEWSPAPER.

EVERY SATURDAY, price 6d. ; by Post, %^d.

THE Proprietors, who in 1861 purchased the Spectator, have since that date

conducted it themselves. They are therefore exempted from many influ-

ences which press severely on the independence of journalism, and have from

the first made it their chief object to say out what they believe to be truth in

theology, politics, and social questions, irrespective not only of opposition from

without, but of the opinion of their own supporters. Their object is to reflect

the opinion of cultivated Liberals, but in the matter of the American War they

fought against the mass of the very class they are trying to represent, and

were finally acknowledged by them to have been in the right. In politics the

object of the Spectator is to maintain liberal institutions everywhere, that is,

the right of free thought, free speech, and free action, within the limits of law,

under every form of Government ; but, nevertheless, to maintain that in a

free State the power of the whole community may be usefully employed

in constructive enterprise; in theology, to maintain the views usually

known as those of the Broad Church ; in ecclesiastical affairs, to defend the

inclusion within the Established Church of every variety of opinion consistent

with belief in the Divinity of Christ, and the right of the State to control the

Church ; and in social questions, to urge the faith that God made the world

for the people in it, and not for any race, class, colour, creed, or section, with

all the consequences to which that principle leads.

The journal commands the best sources of information, and has repeatedly

during the past year been the first to make the true bearing of events apparent

to its readers. Its object, however, is not so much to supply news as to express

the feeling of the educated classes on the news, and correct that vagueness

and bewilderment of thought which the constiant receipt of news in little

morsels has such a tendency to produce.

Original papers supply comments critical and explanatory on Public Events,

Political Appointments, Law Amendment, Commercial Affairs, Personal Inci-

dents, and Theological Controversies.

The News of the current week is compressed into an animated narrative, which

the laziest or busiest may read, without missing the life or import of the events.

Every important work is noticed as it appears, with a full and critical

account, so as to let the reader know w;hat the book is, what it tells, and what

is its place among other books. Of nearly every work some report is given.

Notice is also taken of the general course of Literature, its progress, rights,

tendencies, personal events, &c.

The Spectator contains a List of all Books published during the week (not

under one shilling in price), with the names of the publishers and the prices

attached, a feature which will greatly increase its value to booksellers,

librarians, literary institutions, and private gentlemen.

TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION TO *THE SPECTATOR.'
Yearly Half-yearly Quarterly

Including postage to any part of the United Kingdom ..£1 8 6..0 14 3..0 7 2
Including postage to any of the Australasian Colonies,

America, France, Germany £1 10 6 .. 15 3 .. 7 8

Including postage to India, China, &c £1 12 6 .. 16 8 .. 8 2

Office— 1 ^Vellington Street, Strand, London, W.C
And hy Order of all Booksellers and Newsvendors.
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Tlie GuAEDTAN is issued every Wednesday Afternoon, price 6c^.,

by post, &\d. ; and is supplied regularly, post-free, direct from the

Office, to Subscribers paying in advance only, at

—

& s. d.

Per Quarter (13 numbers) 7

„ Half-year (26 numbers) 13 6

„ Year (52 numbers) 16
To Subscribers abroad, India and the East, £1. 12s. 6d. ; elsewhere £1. IDs.

per annum.

Advertisements must be sent to the Office before 5 p.m. On
Monday, and in any urgent case of a short Advertisement not

later than 11 a.m. on Tuesday, and payment made at the time,

on the following scale :

Three Lines and under Four Shillings.

Every Additional Line Ninepence.

SDecialColumn ^ ^^^®® Lines and under,Twelve Shillings.
^ lEveryAdditional Line, Two Shillings.

Centre Paffel
"^^^^^ Lines and under, Sixteen Shillings.

^ iEvery Additional Line, Three Shillings.

On an average three words may be reckoned for the first line, and
eight words for each line afterwards, the address counting as

part of the Advertisement ; but all Advertisements are charged
according to space occupied.

Notices of Testimonials, Births, Marriages, and Deaths are

inserted at 3s. 6d. each for two lines, and a shilling for every

additional line.

All letters respecting Advertisements and Suhscriptions should

he addressed ' The Publisher,' Guardian Office, 5 Burleigh

Street, Strand, W.C. Money and Postal Orders payable to

John James, at the Post-office, Strand (Somerset House), as well

as Cheques, should be crossed ' London and County Bank.'

Postage stamps can only be received at the rate of thirteen to

the Shilling. If a receipt is required for a sum under seven
shillings a stamped envelope must be enclosed.

5 Burleigh Street, London, W.C.
*^* [The Postmaster-General has ordered that letters addressed to

initials or fictitious names at Fost-offices shall not he taken in, hut sent

at once to the Returned Letter Ofice.']
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^^e @conomtsf
(EST^^BXilSHEZD 1843).

Weekly Commercial Times, Bankers' Gazette, & Railway Monitor

A POLITICAL, LITERARY, AND OTANCIAL NEWSPAPER.

Price 8cl., by postS^d.; Annual Subscription for the United Kingdom, £2.

Abroad, in accordance witii Postal Rates.

PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY IN TIME FOR THE MORNING-

MAILS.

Office : 340 STRAND, W.C, and of all Booksellers.

THE

Jttwtar^^ lltantMj fttatiMl

EST.A.Bni,ISI3::H]3D 1864.

Price 1s., by Post, Is. I^d.; June and December Numbers, Is. 6d. each;

post free. Is. 9d. ; Annual Subscription, post free, 14s. 9d.

The Manual is by far the most complete periodical record in existence of

the matters with which it deals. It is published at the end of every month,

and gives the highest, lowest, and latest prices during the month of all Stocks,

Railway Shares, Banking Shares, and other Securities ; the mode in which

their dividends are payable, their four last dividends, and the yield to investors

on two last dividends, at the latest price, &c., &c. The Manual includes

Stocks dealt in at the Provincial Exchanges as well as in the London Market.

The June number gives, in addition, the highest and lowest prices for four

years and a half, and a statement of the half-year's results. The December

Number, in like manner, contains the prices for five years, and a Financial

History of the Year.

Office : 340 STRAND, W.C, and of all Booksellers.
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VANITY FAIR:
A WEEKLY SHOW OF POLITICAL, SOCIAL, AND

LITERARY WARES,

THE ESPECIAL JOURNAL AND ACCEPTED ORGAN OF SOCIETY.

Published every Friday in time for the Mails.

PRICE ONE SHILLING.

With VANITY FAIR is given each week a chromo-litho-

graphed Portrait of a Lady, Sovereign, Judge, Statesman, or

man of the day, and an accompanying biographical or

critical notice by ' Jehu Junior.'

The literary portion of the Journal is contributed to by

writers of eminence and ability, and the whole paper is

printed and produced in a far more luxurious manner than

has been hitherto known in this country, making it the most

desirable, as it is the only weekly Journal acknowledged and

read by those in Society, and the wealthy classes generally.

VANITY FAIR is the best medium for Advertisers

desirous of having their announcements brought under the

notice of persons of means and influence.

12 TAVISTOCK STREET, COVENT GARDEN, W.C.
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'DAILY NEWS' OFFICE,

67 Fleet Street, London.

1884.

IMPORTANT TO ADVERTISERS.

THE DAILY NEWS
HAS

THE LARGEST CIRCULATION

OF ANY LIBERAL PAPER IN THE WORLD.

The Daily News is now the leading Liberal organ.

It has the largest circulation of any Liberal paper in the

world, and is, therefore, the best channel for Advertisements

of every description.

i
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mt%'% €uttU,

M EYEMHa EETIEW AID EECORI) OE lEWS.

PRICE ONE PENNY.

The ST. JAMES'S GAZETTE contains all the Latest News of the Day,

Special Telegrams from Abroad, Money Market Eeports, an Epitome of

Opinion in all the London Papers, Latest Sporting News, &c. &c. ; besides a

variety of carefully written Articles on the Topics of the Day.

It may be had of any Newsvendor, or will be sent post free from tbe Office,

Dorset Street, Whitefriars, London, E.G., to any part of the United Kingdom,

on the following terms, payable in advance :

—

For Three Months, 9s. 9d.; Six Months, 19s. 6d.; Twelve Months, 39s.

ADVERTISEMENTS INSERTED AT MODERATE RATES,

Special Termsfor a Series on application to the Manager.

mm%
A WEEKLY EDITION OF THE ST. JAMES'S GAZETTE.

FORTY PAGES. PRICE SIXPENCE.

This edition of the ST. JAMES'S GAZETTE contains :—
A collection of nearly all the Original Articles, political, literary, and

social, which have appeared in the ST. JAMES'S GAZETTE dixAng the week.
A careful compilation of the News of the Week in concise paragraphs.

The latest Telegrams from abroad, down to the hour of production.

A special collection of Critical Notes on the course of Trade, Commerce,
and Financial Speculation.

A particular section ofNews relating to the Church, the Army, and the Navy.
Biographical Notices of all distinguished persons lately deceased.

The fullest list of Births, Deaths, and Marriages that can be obtained, &e. &c.
It has a large circulation, especially in India and the Colonies, and will

be found for all readers a full, interesting, and quite first-class weekly
newspaper and review.

The subscription (payable in advance), including postage to any part of the

United Kingdom, is 7s. per quarter. For the Foreign Edition, specially printed

on thin paper, the subscription per quarter, including postage for China and
India, 8s. 2d. ; for all other parts of the world, 7s. 7d.

Post Office Orders to be made payable to E. Sotjthcott, at the Post Office,

Fleet Street, London,

Office: DORSET STREET, WHITEFRIARS, LONDON, E.G.
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New Edition, revised. 8vo. half-bound, I85.

THE ANNALS OF OUR TIME:
A DiuENAL OF Events, Social and Political, Home and Foreign,

From the Accession of Victoria, June 30, 1837, to tiie Peace at Versailles,

Feb. 28, 1871.

By JOSEPH IKVING.
SUPPLiEMENT from Feb. 1871 to March 1874. 8vo. 4s. 6d.

SUPPLEMENT from March 1874 to July 1878. 8vo. 45. 6d.

From the TIMES.
' We have before us a trusty and ready guide to the events of the past thirty

years, available equally for the statesman, the politician, the public writer,

and the general reader. If Mr. Irving's object has been to bring before the

reader all the most noteworthy occurrences which have happened since the
beginning of Her Majesty's reign, he may justly claim the credit of having done
so most briefly, succinctly, and simply, and in such a manner, too, as to furnish

him with the details necessary in each case to comprehend the event of which
he is in search of in an intelligent manner. Eeflection will serve to show the

great value of such a work as this to the journalist and statesman, and indeed

to everyone who feels an interest in the progress of the age ; and we may add
that its value is considerabl}; increased by the addition of that most important
of all appendices, an accurate and exhaustive index.'

Prom the PALL MALL GAZETTE.
* A very curious and valuable note-book of events that have happened during

the present reign. . . . It is impossible to estimate the labour involved in such

a work ; but whatever it may have been, Mr. Irving will be rewarded by the

gratitude of all persons concerned in the study or discussion of public affairs.

His book might be described as the contents of the memory of the best-informed

persons of fifty years old and upwards, classified, amplified, and completed.

... We take leave of Mr. Irving's book with a cordial recommendation.'

From the DAILY NE"WS.
* It appears to us to be admirably executed- full, yet condensed, clearly

arranged, and provided with an ample index. Such a work will be a treasure

to all journalists and politicians.'

GUIDE TO THE UNPROTECTED. In Everyday
Matters relating to Property and Income. By a Bankeu's Daughter. Fifth Edition,
revised. Extra fcp. 8vo. 35. 6d.

' Her information is always correct, and we shall be surprised if results do not prove her
to have supplied a real want.'—The Spkctator.

' A capital manual, exactly suited to the class for whom it is intended. It is carefully

written down to the level of the very lowest capacity. It makes even this driest of subjects

quite amusing.'—Victoria Magazine.

MACMILLAN & CO., London.

i
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STAlilDAED WOEKS OE EEEERMOE.

In 4 vols, imperial 8vo. cloth, £5 ; or, half-bound in morocco, £6. 6*.

IMPERIAL DICTIONARY
OP THE

EITGLISH LANQUAQE.
A Complete Eneyelopcedie Lexicon, Literary, Scientific, and Technological.

By JOHN OGILVIE, LL.D.

iSTew Edition, carefully Revised and greatly Augmented. Edited by Charles Allandale,
M.A. Illustrated by above 3,000 Engravings, printed in the Text.

From the SATURDAY REVIEW.
* The promise of the first volume has been kept throughout, and the whole, as completed,

is a monument of patience, industry, and gocd work. From beginning to end it has received
the same thorough and conscientious care ; it is copious, it is trustworthy, it is beautifully
illustrated, and it is admirably printed on good paper It will t»e for many years the
most serviceable and most highly valued of English Dictionaries.'

In 2 large vols, imperial 8vo. cloth, £4. lo*. ; or, half-bound in morocco, £5. 10*.

THE

IMPERIAL GAZETTEER:
A General Dictionary of Geography, Physical, Political,

Statistical, and Descriptive.

Including Comprehensive Accounts of the Countries, Cities, Principal Towns, Villages, Seas,
Lakes, Elvers, Highlands, Mountains, Valleys, &c., in the World.

Edited by W. G. BLACKIE, Ph.D., F.R.G.S.
With a Supplement, bringing the Geographical Information down to the Latest Dates.

Illustrated by above 800 Engravings, printed in the text, consisting of Views, Costumes,
Maps, Plans, &c. &c.

From the ATHENJSUM.
'All the articles that we have examined—whether long or short—have exhibited a

greater degree of correctness in minute details than we should have thought practicable in

so comprehensive a work.'

London : BLACKIE & SON, 49 and 50 Old Bailey.
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MESSRS. MACMILLAN & CO.'S PUBLICATIONS.

BY SIR SAMUEL BAKER, F.R.S.

The EGYPTIAN QUESTION ; being Letters
to ' The Times ' and the ' Pall Mall Gazette.' By Sir Samuel White
Bakee, M.A., F.R.S., F.R.G.S. With Map. Demy 8vo. 2s.

BY D. MACKENZIE WALLACE.
EGYPT : and the Egyptian Question. By D. Mac-

kenzie Wallace. Demy 8vo. 14s.

BY PROFESSOR SIDGWICK.

The PRINCIPLES of POLITICAL ECO-
NOMY. By Henry Sidgwick, M.A., Prselector in Moral and Political

Philosophy in Trinity College, Cambridge, &c. 8vo, 165.

The METHODS OF ETHICS. Bj the same
Author. Second Edition. 8vo. 14s.

BY JOHN RICHARD GREEN, M.A, LL.D.,
Late Honorary Fellow of Jems College, Oxford.

The CONQUEST of ENGLAND. With Por-
trait and Maps. Demy Svo. I85.

The MAKING of ENGLAND. With Maps.
8vo. 16s.

HISTORY of the ENGLISH PEOPLE. In
Four Vols. 8vo. 16s. each.

Vol. I, Early England—Foreign Kings—The Charter—The Par-
liament. With Eight Coloured Maps. Vol. II. The Monarchy,
1461-1540—The Reformation, 1540-1603. Vol. IIL Puritan
England, 1603-1660—The Revolution, 16-0-1688. With Four
Maps. Vol. IV. The Revolution, 1683-1760

—

Modern England,
1760-1815. With Maps and Index.

' And in execution no less than in purpose Mr. Green's book is superior to any of a simi-
lar kind, and will probably, without delay, supersede all other general histories of our
country. . . . The best story of England's progress enshrined in some of the best of English
prose.'—Lokdon Quarterly IlE\qj.;w.

A SHORT HISTORY of the ENGLISH
PEOPLE. With Coloured Maps, Genealogical Tables, and Chrono-
logical Annals. Cro-wn Svo. 8s. 6d. 95th Thousand.

' This History of Mr. Green's will be found an able guide to every student of history.'

The Times.
' It stands alone as the one general history of the country, for the sake of which all

others, if young or old are wise, will be speedily and surely set aside.'—The Academy.

MACMILLAN & CO., London.
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Messrs. MACMILLAN & CO.'S

BY SIR JAMES FITZJAMES STEPHEN.

A HISTORY of the CRIMINAL LAW of
ENGLAND. By Sir James Fitzjames Stephen, K.C.S.I., D.C.L., a
Judge of the High Court of Justice, Queen's Bench Division. 3 vols.

8vo. 48s.

' This is the first time, we believe, though it is strange to have to say it, that the history
of any great branch of English law, with tlie exception of purely Constitutional law, which
belongs as much to historians as to lawyers, has been thoroughly worked out ; and the task
has been a formidable one, for almost everything had to be done from the beginning
Mr. Justice Stephen has made it his business to track the true sources of the law through
all the vast and miscellaneous mass of superincumbent comment and tradition. He has
ransacked abridgments and reports of early cases, ill penned and worse printed, in a lan-
guage made almost unintelligible by barbarisms and abbreviations. He has wrestled
mightily with a host of perplexed statutes, of which not many lawyers know so much as the
existence. The results of all this labour, a labour wliich can only be called enormous, are
presented in an orderly and natural arrangement, and with an almost punctilious absence of
technicality, so that not only are they intelligible to any reader of fair capacity and
industry, but misunderstanding is hardly possible. It is the most extensive and arduous
work that has been undertaken by any English lawyer since the production of " Blackstone's
Commentaries." '

—

Times.

A DIGEST of the LAW of CRIMINAL
PEOCEDUEE in INDICTABLE OFFENCES. By Sir James Fitz-

james Stephen, K.C.S.I., a Judge of the High Court of Justice,

Queen's Bench Division, and Herbeet Stephen, LL.M., Esq., of the

Inner Temple, Barrister-at-Law. 8vo. 12s. Qd.

A DIGEST of the CRIMINAL LAW:
CEIMES and PUNISHMENTS. Third Edition. 8yo. 16s.

' It occupies a position as a law text-book where it has no rivals. For the purpose of

initiating the student—whether lawyer or layman—into the principles of the Criminal Law
it would be impossible to find any more safe and sure plan than a careful study of this
small book.'

—

Tee Times.

A DIGEST of the LAW of EVIDENCE.
Fourth Editiop. With New Preface. Crown 8vo. 6s.

' Students and practitioners will find no treatise on the law of evidence which is at the
same time so systematic and so compendious. ... No class will find greater advantage in
the use of the digest than intelligent laymen, who, as justices or chairman of Quarter
Sessions, require an intelligible ahd trustworthy manual wluch is not rendered obscure by
technical superfluities.'—Saturday Review.

MACMILLAN & CO., London.
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MESSRS. MACIIIILLAN & CO/S PUBLICATIONS.

BY THE RT. HON. HENRY FAWCETT, M.P., P.R.S.

A MANUAL of POLITICAL ECONOMY.
Sixth Edition, Revised, with a Chapter on State Socialism and
the Nationalisation of the Land, and an Index. Cr. 8vo. 125.

SPEECHES on SOME CURRENT POLITI-
CAL questions. 8vo.l0s.6d.

The ECONOMIC POSITION of the BRITISH
LABOURER. Crown 8vo. 5s.

INDIAN FINANCE: Three Essays, with
Introduction and Appendix. 8vo. 75. 6d.

FREE TRADE and PROTECTION : an In-
quiry into the Causes which have retarded the general adoption

of Free Trade since its introduction into England. Fourth

and Cheaper Edition. Crown Svo. 35. 6d.
' No greater service can be rendered to the cause of Free Trade than a clear explana-

tion of the principles on which Free Trade rests. Professor Fawcett has done this in

the volume before us with all his habitual clearness of thought and expression.
Economist.

BY MRS. EAWCETT.
POLITICAL ECONOMY for BEGINNERS.

New Edition. ISmo. 2s. 6d.

TALES in POLITICAL ECONOMY. Crown
Svo. 35.

ESSAYS on POLITICAL and SOCIAL SUB-
JECTS. By the Right lion. Henry Fawcett, M.P., and Mrs. Fawcett.
Svo. 10.?. 6d.

BY PROFESSOR CAIRNES.
POLITICAL ESSAYS. 8vo. 10^. M.
The CHARACTER and LOGICAL METHOD

of POLITICAL ECONOMY. New Edition. Svo. 75. 6d.

BY PROFESSOR WALKER.
POLITICAL ECONOMY. Crown Svo. 10^. M.
LAND and its RENT. Fcp. Svo. 3^. 6d.

The WAGES QUESTION : a Treatise on Wages
and the "Wages Class. Svo. 145.

MONEY. Svo. 16.9.

MONEY in its RELATIONS to TRADE
and INDUSTRY. Crown Svo. 7s. 6d.

MACMILLAN & CO., London.
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MESSRS. MACMILLAN & GO.'S PUBLICATIONS.

BY THE RIGHT HON. JOHN HEIGHT, M.P.

PUBLIC ADDEESSES. Edited by J. E.
Thorold Rogers, M.P. 8vo 14s.

SPEECHES on QUESTIONS of PUBLIC
POLICY. Edited by J. E. Thorold Rogers, M.P. Authors
Popular Edition. Crown 8vo. 3s. &d.

Library Edition. 2 vols. 8vo. with Portrait, 25s.

RICHARD COBDEN'S SPEECHES ON QUESTIONS
of PUBLIC POLICY. Edited by the Right Hon. Johx Bright, M.P.,

and J. E. Thorold Rogers, M.P. Cheaper Edition. Crown Svo. 3s. Qd.

COBDEN AND POLITICAL OPINION. By J. E.

Thorold Rogers, M.P. Svo. 10s. Qd.

BY THE RIGHT HON. M. E. GRANT DUFF, M.P.
MISCELLANIES, POLITICAL and

LITERARY. Svo. 10s. Qd.

NOTES of an INDIAN JOUENEY. Svo.
lOs. Q>d.

BY SIR JOHN LUBBOCK, M.P., F.R.S., &e.
POLITICAL and EDUCATIONAL

ADDRESSES. Svo. 8s. 6i.

PRIMITIVE PROPERTY. By M. de Laveleye. Trans-

lated by Gr. R. Marriott, LL.B. AVith an Introduction by T. E.

Cliffe-Leslie, LL.B. Svo. 12s.

' It is almost impossible to over-estimate the value of the well-digested knowledge which
it contains ; it is one of the most learned books that have been contributed to the historical

department of the literature of economic science.'—AxHEN-aGUM.

THE HOUSE OF COMMONS : illustrations of its History

and Practice. By R. F. D. Palgrave, Clerk Assistant of the House of

Commons. New Edition, Revised. Crown 8vo. 2s. Qd.

THE COMMON LAW. By O. W. Holmes, Jr. Svo. 12s.
' Mr. Holmes's Ijook is the most original work of legal speculation which has appeared in

English since the publication of Sir Henry Maine's Ancient Law. ... It were vaiu, at the
end of an article, to attempt to work out an idea suggested and corroborated by every line

of Mr. Holmes's speculations. It is enough, if we can make onr readers feel that his theories
have an interest for persons entirely unver- ed in the technicalities of law, and constitute a
most important contribution, by one of the ablest and most philosophical of American
jurists, to the as yet scarcely explored history of the ideas and institutions which make up
the Common Law.'—The Spbctator.

MACMILLAN & CO., London.
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MACMILLAN'S^UBLICATIONS.
jSTow publishing, in Crown 8vo. price 25. &d. each.

ENGLISH MEN OF LETTERS.
Edited by JOHN MORLEY.

* Enjoyable and excellent little books.'

—

Academy.
' This admirable series.'

—

British Quartehly Keview.
JOHNSOISr.

By Leslie Stephen.

SCOTT.
By R. H. HuTTON.

GIBBO]Sr.
By J. C. MoRisoN.

SHELLEY.
By J. A. Symoxds.

HUME.
By Professor Huxley, P.R.S.

GOLDSMITH.
By William Black.

DEFOE.
By W. MiNTO.

BURNS.
By Principal Shairp.

SPENSER.
By R. W. Chukch, Dean of St.

Paul's.

THACKERAY.
By Anthony TaoLLOPE.

BURKE.
By John Moeley.

MILTON.
.
By Mark Pattison.

HAWTHORNE.
By Henry James.

SOUTHEY.
By Edward Dowden.

CHAUCER.
By A. W. Ward.

COWPER.
By GoLDw^N Smith.

BUNYAN.
By J. A. Peotjde.

BYRON.
By John Nichol.

LOCKE.
By Thomas Fowler.

POPE.
By Leslie Stephen.

CHARLES LAMB.
By Rev. Alfred Ainger.

DE QUINCEY.
By David Masson.

LANDOR.
By Sidney Colvin.

DRYDEN.
By GrEORGB Saintsbury.

WORDSWORTH.
By F. W. H. Myers.

BENTLEY.
By Professor R. C. Jebb.

SWIFT.
By Leslie Stephen.

DICKENS.
By A. W. Ward.

GRAY.
By E. W. GossE.

STERNE,
By H. D. Traill.

MACAULAY.
By J. C. MoRisoN.

FIELDING.
By Austin Dobson.

SHERIDAN.
By Mrs. Oliphant.

ADDISON.
By W. J. Courthope.

BACON.
By R. W. Church, Dean of St.

Paul's. \In ths2>ress.

OXiaiElI?, ^VOXjTJ^yCES TO IFOLXiO^W^.

MACMILLAN & CO., London.
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Now Fublishing, in Crown 8 w. ^rice 3s. 6d. each.

THE ENGLISH CITIZEN:
A Series of Short Books on Ws RlgMs and ResponsMitles.

Edited by HENKY CRAIK, M.A.

This Series is intended to meet the demand for accessible information on the ordinary-
conditions and the current terms of our political life. The affairs of business, contact with
other men, the reading of newspapers, the hearing of political speeches, may give a partial
acquaintance with such matters, or at least stimulate curiosity as to special points. But
such partial acquaintance with tlie most important facts of life is not satisfactory, although
it is all that the majority of men find within their reach.

The Series deals with the details of the machinery whereby our Constitution works and
the broad lines upon which it has been constructed.

The following are the titles of the volumes:—
1. Central Government. H. D. Traill, D.C.L., late Fellow of

St. John's College, Oxford. [Heady.

2. The Electorate and the Legislature. Spencer Walpole,
Author of ' The History of England from 1815.' [Bead//.

3. Local Government. M. D. Chalmers. [Ready.

4. Justice and Police. Professor F. Pollock, late Fellow of Trinity
College, Cambridge, &c.

5. The National Budget : The National Debt, Taxes, and Rates.
A. J, Wilson. [Ready.

6. TheState'and Education. By Henry Craik, M.A. [Nearly ready.

7. The Poor Law. Rev. T. W. Fowle, M.A. [Ready.

8. The State in its Relation to Trade. Sir T. H. Farrer, Bart.
[Ready.

9. The State in Relation to Labour. W. Stanley Jevons, LL.D.,
M.A., F.R.S. [Ready.

10. The State and the Land. Professor F. Pollock, late Fellow
of Trinity College, Cambridge. [Ready.

11. The State and the Church. Hon. Arthur Elliot, M.P.
[Ready.

12. Foreign Relations. Spencer Walpole, Author of 'The
History of England from 1815.' [Ready.

13. Colonies and Dependencies. I. India. By J. S. Cotton,
M. A., late Fellow of Queen's College, Oxford. II. The Colonies. By
E. J. Payne, M.A., Fellow of University College, Oxford.

MACMILLAN & CO., London,
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THE NEW SIXPENNY MAGAZINE.
Published Monthly. No. I. Oetoher 1883.

^T)e emits]) mnstxatth £paga5tnc

SOME OPINIONS OF THE PRESS.

' A flood of good things:—Journal of Education.
' It is unquestionably the best sixpenny periodical

published. The illustrations are exceeding good.
The Globe.

' A wonderful sixpennyworth, — St. James's
Gazette.

' It is undoubtedly the best of sixpenny illus-
trated magazines.'

—

Athenceum.
' A very excellent return for sixpence. . . .There

has never been seen anything like it for the
moTney.'— World.

' It marks an epoch in the history of periodicals.
It offers to the million a combination of the best
in art and literature.'

—

Joyrnal of Education.
' An admirable sixpennyworth.' — Pall Mall

Gazette.

le Numbers, price Sixpence, by Post,

Eightpence ; Yearly Subscription, post-

free, 7s. Qd.

The following lists give tlie names of the writers and artists who

have contributed or will contribute to the current volume

:

THE AUTHOR OF ' JOHN
HALIFAX, GENTLEMAN.'

REV. ALFRED AINGER.
GRANT ALLEN.
WALTER ARMSTRONG.
EUSTACE BALFOUR.
BERNARD H. BECKER.
WALTER BESANT.
WILLIAM BLACK.
J. COMYMS CARR.
REV. M. CRBIGHTON.
AUSTIN DOBSON.
SUTHERLAND EDWARDS.
ARCHIBALD FORBES.
ARCHIBALD QEIKIE, F.R.S,

G. H. BOUGHTON, A.R.A.
RANDOLPH CALDECOTT.
HARRY FURNISS.
C. NAPIER HEMY.
GEORGE HOWARD.
W. J. HENNESSY.
E. BURNE JONES.

WKITERS.
E. W. GOSSE.
THOMAS HARDY.
A. J. HIPKINS.
RICHARD HOLMES.
PROF. HUXLEY, P.R.S.
HENRY JAMES.
RICHARD JEFFERIES.
MISS KINGSLEY.
PROP. RAY LANKESTER,

F.R.S.
ANDREW LANG.
MRS. MACQUOID.
F. W. MAITLAND.
GEORGE MEREDITH.
WILLIAM MORRIS.

ARTISTS.
F. KNAB.
ROBERT MACBETH, A.R.A.
A. MORROW.
C. 0. MURRAY.
J. W. NORTH.
L. R. O'BRIEN.
ALFRED PARSONS.

MRS. OLIPHANT.
FREDERICK POLLOCK.
J. H. SHORTHOUSE.
JAMES SIME.
R. L. STEVENSON.
A. C. SWINBURNE.
H. D. TRAILL.
E. ROSCOE.
MRS. THACKERAY

RITCHIE.
STANLEY J. WEYMAN.
THEODORE WATTS.
AUGUSTA WEBSTER.
CHARLOTTE M. YONGB.

T. R. MACQUOID.
W. B. RICHMOND.
D. G. ROSSETTI.
P. SANDYS.
ARTHUR SEVERN.
L. ALMA TADEMA, A.R.A.
CHARLES WHYMPER.

MACMILLAN & CO., Bedford Street, London.
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KNIGHT & CO.'S
LIST OF NEW BOOKS.

The Law and Practice under the Bankruptcy
Act and Rules, 1883.

With the Debtors Ad, 1869, and the Bills of Sale Acts, 1378 and 1882.

With Cases, Notes, and Index, by F. EOXBURGH, B.A., LL.M.,
Barrister-at-Law. Demy 8vo. price 12s. 6d.

A Treatise on the Law of Costs,
In an Action in the Queen's Bench Division, and in the Court of Appeal,

under the Judicature Acts and New Rules of the Supreme Court.

By WILLIAM EDWARD aORDON, M.A., Barrister-at-Law.

Demy 8vo. price 15s.

The Education Acts Manual.
SIXTEENTH EDITION.

Embracing the Education Acts, 1870, 1873, 1874, and 1876.

By HUGH OWEN, Barrister-at-Law. [In the press.

School Board Chronicle.—'Crammed with information, always to the point, and always
correct.'

i^otice of the lath Edition,— ' Our readers know well our opinion of the supreme excellence

of Owen's Manual.'
Notice of the \^th Edition.—' It is the very model of all that such a book should be.'

Morning Post.—' We may fairly commend it to our readers as the standard work on this

important subject.'

The Standard.—'Well arranged, and full of the most instructive information.'

Second Notice.—' Exceedingly well carried out.'

Daily News.— ' A well-arranged, clear, and comprehensive exposition.'

Law Times.—' Thoroughly deserves the large measure of popularity which it has received.'

AGRICULTURAL HOLDINGS ACT.

The Landlord and Farmer's Guide to the
Agricultural Holdings (England) Act, 1883.

By JAMES B. HUTCHINS.
Crown 8vo. cloth. 45. Qd.

MUNICIPAL CORPORATIONS.
The Municipal Corporations Act, 1882.

1
By HUGH OWEN, Barrister-at-Law.

Demy 8vo. cloth, 12s. Qd.

London : KNIGHT & CO., Local Government Publishers,

90 Fleet Street.
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PALL MALL GAZETTE:
AN EVENING NEWSPAPER AND REVIEW,

I^x*iee Olio ]Peiiiiy.

This journal, which is conducted on Liberal principles, contains all the

latest Law, Police, Sporting, Telegraphic, ^lonetary, and General Intelligence

up to the hour of going to press.

The Pall mall gazette also contains signed and Original Articles

on Political and Social suljects, Reviews of Books, Criticisms upon the

Theatre, the Opera, the Picture Exhibitions, &c., by independent and authori-

tative writers. The City intelligence is made a great feature, and Foreign

Correspondence appears in its pages.

New features are eontinually being* added, the two latest

being the publication every day of signed articles by the
foremost writers of the day, and the production of maps,
diagrams, and illustrations of the latest news.

The PALL MALL GAZETTE is sent post free for any number of days

to any address in the United Kingdom, France, Germany, and all

countries in the Postal Union, at the rate of 9d. per week, or 9s. 9d.

per quarter.

PALL MALL BUDGET.
X^i-iee Tlii-oepoiioo.

The PALL MALL BUDGET is a weekly collection of the signed and
Original Articles, Essays, JUuttrations, &c., printed in the Pajx Mall
Gazette from day to day, and is published for the convenience of persons

resident in the Provinces, on the Continent, in America, India, Australia, and
other distant places. It contains a complete, concisely written Summary of

News, and is, therefore, a Weekly Newspaper, as well as a Weekly Review of

affairs Political, Social, Literary, &c. &c.

The PALL MALL BUDGET costs for the United Kingdom 3s. 10d. per

quarter; for all cou ttries in the Postal Union 4s. 4d. per quarter;

for India and China 4s. 11d. per quarter.

The PALL MALL BUDGET is published on Friday in time for despatch

by the evening mails. Apply to He>^ry Leslie, Pall Mall Gazette,

2 NORTHUMBERLAND STREET, STRAND, W.C.
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PATENT SPRING MATTRESS.

AWARDS.

TEN PRIZE

MEDALS.

AWARDS.

FOURTEliN

CERTIFICJTES

OF MERIT.

MADE TO FIT ANY SIZE OF WOOD, BRASS, OR IRON BEDSTEADS.
The principle of arrangement permits the free movement of one sleeper without incon-

venience to the other, admits of complete isolation of each, and effectually prevents depre-sion

in the centre.

THE 'EXCELSIOR' INVALID CHAIR.

The Chair is

made in Mahog-

any. Walnut,

and Oak. Also

a cheaper design

in Pitch-Pine.

With adjustable leg-support, castors, and

new side ratchet arrangement, enabling the

sitter to adjust the back of the Chair to any

angle. The leg-

support when

detached, as it

easily can be,

forms an admir-

able Bed-Eest.

THE 'MATLOCK' INVALID COUCH
Boa

Ifl

THE^ EXCELSIOR' BED REST. 1
THE 'MATLOCK' BED REST.

Retail from Cabinet Makers, Upholsterers, &c.

Illustrated Descriptive Circulars, and Price Lists from

CHORLTON & DUGDALE, Manchester.






